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The following abbreviations are used in this work. For complete citations 

of publications, see the Bibliography, pp. 461-87. 

Ch. Chinese NKBT Nihon koten bungaku taikei 
DK Dainihon komonjo NST Nihon shiso taikei 
DNBZ Dainihon bukkyo zensho P. Pali 
DNK Dainihon kokiroku SHT Shiryo taisei 
DNS Dainihon shiryo Sk. Sanskrit 
GR Gunsho ruiju ST Shinto taikei 
HI Heian ibun T. T aisho shinshu daizokyo 

J. Japanese TZ T aisho shinshu daizokyo 
KI Kamakura ibun zuzobu 
KS Kojitsu sosho ZGR Zoku gunsho ruiju 
KST Kokushi taikei ZZGR Zoku zoku gunsho ruiju 

For authors' dates and texts in the Chinese Buddhist canon, I have relied 
primarily on Paul Demieville, Hubert Durt, and Anna Seidel, eds., Reper
toire du canon bouddhique sinojaponais. My translations of governmental ti
tles, ranks, and agencies and titles of Japanese literary works are based on 
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explanation. The spellings of specialized esoteric Buddhist terminology 
are based primarily on the pronunciation provided in the dictionaries 
Mikkyo daijiten, r~vol. edition, ed. Mikkyo jiten hensankai (Kyoto: Hozo~ 
kan, 1998) and Mikkyo jiten, ed. Sawa Ryuken (Kyoto: Hozokan, 1985). 

Due to the large quantity of foreign terms, each term is italicized only on 
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r Introduction: Buddha Relics, Exchange, 

and the Value of Death 

Although the great sovereigns of the realms wanted to do battle to take [the 

relics), they were put in [one) lord's palace and carefully protected in accord 

with the Buddha's instructions. Many [kings] sorrowfully lamented the fact 

that they did not acquire any relics. 

Throughout Asia, Buddhists have both revered and fought over the re
mains of the Buddha. Only recently, however, have scholars in Japan and 

the West begun to take their role within the development of Buddhist 
culture seriously. In Japan, the study of Buddha relics was generally con
fined to the field of art history.1 In Europe and America, the study of 

relics was usually subsumed within the larger archaeological project of 
Indologists to study the remains of reliquaries, or stiipas; as a rule, such 
studies were concerned more with classifying the remains of the Buddha 
as one of a variety of" relics" than with analyzing their veneration. 2 

Perhaps the greatest impetus to the study of relics in Buddhism in re
cent years has been the increased study of the relics of Christian saints. 
At the forefront of such research is the work of Peter Brown, who has 
attempted to place the worship of relics within a broad view of "popular 
religion." Brown attempts to undercut views that would distinguish high 

and low religious forms, arguing instead for contextualization of the cult 
of the saints within the larger historical patterns in western Mediterra
nean society of the third to sixth centuries cE: 
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2 Introduction 

Let us attempt to see it [the cult of the saints] as part of a greater whole-the lurching 

forward of an increasing proportion oflate-antique society toward new forms of rev

erence, shown to objects in new places, orchestrated by new leaders, and deriving its 

momentum from the need to play out the common preoccupation of all, the few and 

the "vulgar" alike, with new forms of the exercise of power, new bonds of human 

dependence, new, intimate, hopes for protection and justice in a changing world. 3 

Through their relics, patron saints offered believers of every social 

status hope of existence beyond the grave, of the resurrection. The cult of 

the saints arose in part as a response to anxieties concerning sin and the 

last judgment when crisis and displacement weakened the late-classical 

sense of personal identity as continuous with the "unbroken chain" of 

being. At a time when many had come to suspect that death was not just 
another moment in an ontological continuum but a radical finitude, the 
presence of the "very special dead," in the form of a relic, provided the 

worshipper proof of existence beyond the grave. The proximity, the ma

teriality, of a relic embodied suppression and, indeed, triumph over ex

tinction.4 The thaumaturgical capacities attributed 1:0 relics of Christian 

saints offered hope of continuation beyond death. In a world increasingly 

distant from the figure of Jesus, both temporally and spatially, ap
proaching a relic gave believers the opportunity to enter the presence of 
the object of their devotion. 

Moreover, the mobility of such objects marks both the similarity and 
the difference between relics and sacred spaces. Pilgrims flocked to relics 

and to sacred spaces such as the Holy Land or Rome. As Brown notes, 

however, the logic of relic veneration differed from that of the pilgrimage. 

The mobility of relics offered a new economy and politics of the sacred, 

since they were subject to circulation and, sometimes, theft. The transfer 
of relics was, apparently, at the center of religious practice: "T ransla

tions-the movement of relics to people-and not pilgrimages-the 

movement of people to relics-hold the center of the stage in late
antique and early-medieval piety."5 

The material remains of the dead thus had social and political impli

cations. The circulation of relics-through both granting and stealing

played an important role in forging arid maintaining hierarchical relation

ships in the late Roman empire. It helped to maintain power relations 

through a logic of patronage and gift-giving: "Those who possessed the 
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Introduction 3 

holy, in the form of portable relics, could show gratia by sharing these 

good things with others, and by bringing them from the places where 
they had once been exclusively available to communities scattered 
throughout the Roman world." The materiality of relics as tokens of 
"protection and solidarity" enabled Christian elites at the center to im~ 

prove or forge relations with populations in other localities through the 
bestowal of a sacred gift.6 

In the South Asian and East Asian forms of Buddhism, the logic and 
practice of relic veneration and translation were similar to those in the 
West. With increasing temporal and physical distance from the his tori~ 
cal Buddha and the world of his experience, believers became concerned 

about their access to him and the power of his enlightenment. Believers 
associated the physical landscape of northern India with the peripatetic 
movements of the Buddha and those close to him. Places and objects 
connected with the Buddha-such as the village of Bodhgaya where he 
attained enlightenment, his empty throne, the tree under which he was 

enlightened, and the dharma wheel-constituted both symbols and indi~ 
ces of his former presence? 

At the same time, with the spread of the faith to new lands, believers 

did not always have easy access to signs of the Buddha restricted to the 
Indian landscape. In this context, the mobility of relics and the objects 
used by or associated with the Buddha gave them a unique relevance for 

the propagation of the faith. Easily transportable across long distances, 
these objects, like the images and amulets studied by Stanley T ambiah in 
contemporary Thailand, were "repositories of'power"'-the burning en~ 

ergy (Sk. tejas) manifested in the Buddha's body and in images of him. At 
the same time, they were vehicles for communicating Buddhist teachings 
and legends.8 Moreover, as will be shown, the ease with which relics 
could be enshrined in reliquary assemblages (stiipas) enabled the rulers, 
aristocrats, and clerical members of Buddhist communities throughout 

Asia to access that power, without having to undertake a lengthy pil~ 
grimage. These same factors made relics important to relations between 
these same actors-kings and wealthy aristocrats, on the one hand, and 
the members of the Buddhist smigha, on the other. For this reason, the 
effort to acquire the thaumaturgical power of relics intersected with 
complex social relations. Kings and aristocrats, as patrons of the faith, 
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4 Introduction 

hoped not only to have access to the powers of relics but also to display 

their own devotion to the Buddhist community-and, often, both their 

capacity and their willingness to mobilize elaborate resources on behalf of 

that community. The visibility of the stii.pa as a monumental "center" for 

communal veneration-in many regions, the highest edifice-testified to 
their material devotion to Buddhism, illustrating their power and pro
moting their authority in the eyes of believers.9 On the other hand, as 
will also be shown, the clerical community gained not only through the 
use of the vast resources devoted to constructing the reliquaries but also 

through the generous offerings granted the stii.pas, which effectively be

came their property. 

Locating Buddha Relics in History 

As many scholars have noted, Buddhist communities were apparently in

volved in relic and stii.pa worship within a short time after the death of the 

historical Buddha around 480 BCE.10 Recent archaeological excavations 

have uncovered the remains of reliquaries at the early cultic centers of 
V aisali and Piprahwa in northern India, and analysts have concluded that 
they predate Asoka' s (d. 232 BCE) reign. These studies support some of the 

descriptions of relic veneration described in the Mahaparinibbana sutta 
(Scripture on the great decease; dated variously by scholars between the 

fifth and second centuries BCE), since the two sites are located within the 

area of the original distribution of Buddha relics depicted in that text.11 

Although these archaeological studies do not clarifY the roles of the 
monastic and lay communities in relic veneration, other research has sug

gested that both were involved in the practice from a very early period. 
Gregory Schopen has offered the most sustained discussions to date of 
both the history and the archaeology of the cult of relic veneration in In

dian Buddhism. Schopen maintains that the study of relics gives us early, 
solid evidence lacking in textual studies and argues that such research pro

vides a glimpse of early Buddhist "practice" that cannot otherwise 

be easily ascertained.12 Countering the view of Andre Bareau and others, 
he argues that the worship of stii.pas was not an innovation of lay Bud

dhists but was apparently instigated by both the clerical and the lay 

communities.13 
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Introduction 5 

The objects in funerary mounds (P. cetiya; Sk. caitya)-another Bud

dhist term for stii.pas-as represented in Kali1igabodhi jataka, an early tale 
depicting one of the Buddha's former lives as a bodhisattva, fell into three 
categories: bodily relics (saririka-cetiya1p ), objects of use ( uddesika-cetiya1p ), 
and objects of commemoration (paribhogika-cetiya1J1-).14 In Asian tradi
tions, the bodily relics are generally granulated ashes, although they also 
sometimes took the forms of flesh, teeth, and hair.15 The objects of use, 
sometimes referred to as "contact" relics, included things associated with 
the person of the Buddha, such as the bodhi tree, his begging bowl, his 

staff and-in later traditions, even the scriptures that he uttered from his 
mouth.16 The objects of commemoration consisted of images of the 
Buddha and may have constituted a category that developed laterY 

Later traditions, especially in East Asian Buddhism, sometimes in

cluded the remains of saints of the tradition in the category of relics. This 
was especially true of the Chinese Ch'an tradition and its Japanese ver
sion, Zen, which have increasingly been the focus of scholarly research.18 

Despite the prominent veneration of the remains and mummies of mas
ters within the Ch' an and Zen schools, however, most lay and monastic 
communities of East Asian Buddhism focused on worship of the remains 
of the Buddha. At the same time, the character of the corporeal relics of 
the Buddha was open to interpretation. The esoteric Shingon tradition 

of Japanese Buddhism, which inherited practices of veneration of Bud

dha relics from Chinese Buddhism, produced texts that describe Buddha 

relics as being similar or equivalent to small crystalline stones and give in
structions for the construction of such relics from a variety of precious 

stones, medicines, or pebbles. They especially draw attention to the effi
cacy of the production of "wish-fulfilling jewels" (Ch. ju-i pao-chu; J. nyoi 
hoju; also pronounced nyoi hoshu)Y 

The Logic of Relic Veneration and Distribution 

The Milindapanha (Questions of Milinda), committed to writing some 
time between the second century BCE and the fifth century CE, represents 

ways in which relics were conceived in early Buddhism. The work fea
tures an imaginary discussion between Menander (late second c.-first 
c. BeE), Greek king ofBactria, and'the Buddhist monk Nagasena. At one 
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point, the king questions Nagasena regarding the apparent incongruity 

between the Buddha's admonition to his disciple Ananda not to worship 

his remains and his statement: "Venerate that relic of him who is to be 

venerated; by doing so you will go from here to heaven." Nagasena clari

fies that whereas the audience of the first admonition is the clerical 
community, that of the second is the "remainder" of the Buddhist com

munity, deities and humankind. Nagasena notes that had the Buddha 

not made the first admonition, "The monks would have caused there to 

have been obsession with his bowl and robe and would have paid venera

tion to the Buddha himsel£"20 As Kevin Trainor has recently noted, 

however, this position merely reflects the views of one side in the hotly 

debated character of relic veneration in a period of widespread monastic 

involvement in relic worship; indeed, he notes that a later passage in the 

same work portrays the immediate disciples of the Buddha (arahant) 
cleaning the reliquary and venerating it every morning.21 

In fact, references in the same work to the active involvement of both 

monks and laity in relic worship suggest the ways in which early Bud
dhists conceptualized relics. Nagasena uses the simile of a City of 

Dhamma (Sk. Dharma) to argue that the existence of the Buddha, its 

builder, can be deduced from the features of the city. Relevant for our 
purposes are both his mention of relics as well as the character of his de
scription: 

"Reverend Nagasena, what is the Lord's general shop:"' 

"The Lord's general shop, sire, is the nine-limbed speech of the Buddha, the 

shrines for (his) bodily relics and the things he used, and it is the jewel of the Order. 

And in the Lord's general shop, sire, the bliss of high birth is put on sale, the bliss 

of wealth ... of long life ... of good health ... of beauty ... of wisdom ... human 

bliss ... deva-like bliss is put on sale, the bliss of nibbana is put on sale. Whichever 

bliss they want, then, having given the price of the transaction, they buy the bliss de
sired .... 

Long life, health, beauty, heaven, membership of a high family, 

The Unconstructed, the Ambrosial are in the Conqueror's general shop, 

Little and much is to be taken for the price of a transaction. 

Having bought with the price of faith, be successful, monks.'m 

What is interesting here is that the work categorizes relics within a class 

of goods in a store. Relics are objects a buyer can acquire through eco-
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nomic exchange. Moreover, whereas Nagasena has previously repre~ 
sented various states of practice and enlightenment as jewels or shops of 
the Buddha, he places relics with other objects associated with the person 
of the Buddha in a "general" store that presumably fulfills the desires of 

the believer. In addition, Nagasena describes both lay believers and cler~ 
ics as using proper action (kamma; Sk. karma) as the currency for a trans~ 

action in which the benefits range from long life to nibbcina (Sk. nirvci1Ja). 
In other words, he promises the acquisition of a variety of benefits. The 
text suggests that the believer can acquire karmic benefits through devo~ 
tion toward or donations to the bodily relics and the objects of use-the 
"shrines for (his) bodily relics and the things he used"-as well as to the 
sii.tras and the clerical community. 

In representing the relics and other objects, Nagasena singles out 

monks of the community. Indeed, he next describes the monks of the City 
ofDhamma through the use of fourteen metaphors, six of which are eco~ 

nomic in character. The monks of the order are moneylenders, flower sell~ 
ers, fruit sellers, perfume sellers, sellers of Dhamma, and merchants of 
Dhamma.23 The use of these metaphors indicates the extent to which the 

Milindapanha deploys the language of the merchant: it is transactional, rep~ 
resenting the practice and realization of the goals of the Buddhist path in 
terms of an exchange with the Buddha. The clerical community operates 
the exchange, and relics are equated with the stock in goods of a shop. And 
to the extent that the clerical community has inherited objects associated 
with the person of the Buddha, they also mediate access to his remains. 

The potential acquisition of karmic benefits implied by the text also 

indicates that the concept of merit or meritorious action (Sk. pu1Jya, pu?J
yakarma; J. kudoku, Jukugo) was present in early Buddhism. As will be 
shown in the next chapter, other works of early Buddhism such as Asokci
vadcina (Legend of [King] Asoka) also reflect a belief that meritorious 
actions-especially the practice of giving to the Buddha and his commu~ 
nity-produc~ positive results in this life or the next. Thus in early Bud~ 

dhism and in Mahayana Buddhism as well, the presence of the Buddha, 

whether living or in a reliquary, or of his community provided the poten
tial occasion for believers to improve their own future state. 

More than sixty years ago, T omomatsu Entai noted that after the his~ 
torical Buddha's death, clerics had to adapt their economic life-as one of 
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8 Introduction 

their rules of conduct-to the communities of northern and southern In~ 

dia that they entered. In fact, in T omomatsu' s view, their relationship with 

society proved decisive for the establishment of the economic life of the 
monastic community. T omomatsu argued that their construction of a fi~ 
nancial system was concentrated in one area: stu pas, or reliquaries. That is, 
"it goes without saying" (iu made mo naku) that, insofar as these tumuli in 

which the remains of the Buddha were deposited were the primary objects 

of offerings of the faithful, the attitude of the Buddhist community toward 

them was pivotal for the development of the Buddhist economy. T omo~ 

matsu emphasized, moreover, the implicit irony of such grandiose giving 

as well as the complexity of its consequences: 

In spite of the fact that the living Buddha received only an individual portion, the 

appetite of the dead Buddha was without limit. His body, which had been wound in 

a robe, expanded. It was to this [expanded body] that the flood of offerings was 

given. The construction of the finances of some schools [of early Buddhism] was 

based on their perceived need to clarifY their attitude concerning the disposal of 

things offered. Some denounced the offered objects as having little merit; others af~ 

firmed them as producing great merit. Some stressed their absolute nature and thus 

did not approve of their use; others affirmed it.24 

T omomatsu stressed that the offerings came to be referred to as 

"things of the stupa" (J. tobamotsu; Sk. staupika) and that the attitudes of 

monastic Buddhists toward these derived not from their ideas about the 

Buddha but rather from the societies in which they were resident. That 

is, the bases for their attitudes were "practical" (genjitsuteki). 25 Although 

certain ofTomomatsu's claims regarding Buddhists of specific regions of 
the subcontinent are doubtful, his convictions that the development of 

the Buddhist economy was inextricably linked with the offerings made to 

reliquaries of the Buddha and that the contexts for the crystallization of 
the attitudes of monastic Buddhists toward these offerings were the 
practices and other cultural proclivities of the specific society in which 
they found themselves are highly fruitful suggestions. 

This study, likewise, focuses on the reliquaries of the Buddha and the 

objects they enshrine. The relics deposited in stupas were objects of on~ 

going interest throughout the Buddhist world. Such an interest was, in~ 

deed, practical in character insofar as the contexts surrounding it were 

the specific societies in which Buddhists lived. As T omomatsu suggested, 
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relics and reliquaries were sites of elaborate giving. This study focuses not 

on the entire economy of Buddhist life but specifically on the attitudes of 
individuals and groups toward relics and reliquaries, along with the ob~ 

jects offered to them. Moreover, it is concerned not primarily with the 
attitudes of monastic Buddhists but with those of all the members of the 

Buddhist community. Men and women, lay and monastic-each had 
motivations for the actions he or she took toward relics, and each inter~ 

preted the remains of the Buddha according to a specific social context. 

Method and Agenda 

In order to understand more clearly the cultural and historical context 

for the development of relic veneration in Japan, we will first consider the 
cult of relics in South and East Asia. Chapter 2 outlines the narratives 

and ritual practices prominent in the early history of worship of Buddha 
relics. Stories of the construction of multiple reliquaries by the famous 
king Asoka and Chinese rulers, tales of former lives of the Buddha (Sk. 
jataka;]. honjo), and a series of scriptures formed a complex of narratives 
concerning relics. Moreover, the ritual practices associated with relics, 
which were often depicted in the stories, were intimately related to the 

development of temple economies in South Asia and East Asia. 

The remaining chapters of this study show how the economy of relics 
in early Japan incorporated many of the same narratives and ritual prac~ 
tices found in India and China while at the same time appropriating 
them to a novel Japanese context. Chapter 3 examines historical, ritual, 
and literary influences on the development of the cult of relics in Japan. 
The early cult of Buddha relics was directly informed by stories of Asoka 
and Chinese rulers, the jataka, and scriptures depicting worship and dis~ 
tribution of relics. The Buddha Relics Offering (ichidai ichido busshari ho~ 
ken), given in the name of a new emperor at his accession, reflected early 
Japanese knowledge of Buddhist narratives and ritual traditions and their 

belief that relics invoked the authority of the Buddha and had thauma~ 
turgical properties. For this reason, they not only associated relics with 
treasures but also developed the Buddha Relics Offering in tandem with 
the Great Treasures Offering (ichidai ichido daijinpo hobei); these two ritu~ 

als became the largest offerings in celebration of an accession. At the 
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same time, the Japanese reception of Buddha relics was informed by na~ 
tive burial practices, customs for venerating the dead, and treasure tradi~ 

tions. In particular, this chapter suggests that the development of the im~ 

perial government's offerings of Buddha relics, epitomized by the offering 
of relics to celebrate the imperial accession, took place as much within 

the framework of native treasure traditions as it did in terms of conti~ 

nental Buddhism. 

In Chapter 4, I examine the Latter Seven~ Day Rite (go~shichinichi mi~ 

shiho ), which was conducted annually in the imperial palace for the pro~ 

tection, regeneration, and general welfare of the emperor, state, and 

country. The chapter demonstrates that, at least by the tenth century, 

the rite was focused on the worship of Buddha relics. Performed by 
monks from T oji in the Shingon chapel of the greater imperial palace 

( daidairi), by the late tenth century the rite was followed by an inventory 

of relics held by Toji; by the mid~eleventh century, relics were distributed 

to the emperor as well as to highly placed aristocrats and monks at the 
conclusion of the rite. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the increasing representation of relics as valu~ 

ables and the occurrence of relic thefts in the twelfth century. I will dem~ 

onstrate that the development of the conception that Buddha relics are 
"wish~fulfilling jewels" led to a revaluation of the Buddha relic. As a re~ 

sult, Buddha relics were jealously guarded as the sacred jewels of esoteric 

traditions and became common objects of theft. Buddha relics mediated 

tensions between different social groups and enabled figures such as 

fimdraising monks or cloistered emperors to improve their social stand~ 
ing or overcome health problems. 

Chapter 6 examines the appropriation of Buddha relics by members of 

the imperial house and the Fujiwara family and analyzes the roles ofline~ 

age and gender in their collection, distribution, and worship. By the mid~ 

Heian era, relic worship rites were accessible to both men and women 

and were often patronized by women. From the mid~twelfth century, 

women increasingly played a role in the protection and worship of Bud~ 

dha relics in the imperial and Fujiwara families. Their worship of relics, 

though aimed at maintaining the lineages of the imperial and Fujiwara 

families, simultaneously provided women with a means to gain Buddhist 

salvation. 
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Chapter 7 establishes that Buddha relics mediated power relations 
even at the height of the medieval era, when the Kamakura and Ashikaga 
shogunates and warrior houses increasingly replaced the imperial and 

Fujiwara families as power brokers in Japanese society. Indeed, the mem
bers of these shogunates were well aware of the nexus of symbolic and 

ritual relations between Buddhist kingship and the possession of relics. It 
was presumably for this reason that the Ashikaga chose to distribute rel

ics in a manner reminiscent of that undertaken traditionally by the gov
ernment on the accession of emperors. Thus, as the imperial government 
had for centuries offered Buddha relics to shrines (jinja, yashiro )26 after 
the accession of the emperor, the Ashikaga shogunate established reli

quaries throughout the realm. In fact, the shogunate effectively replaced 
the Buddha Relics Offering with its own system of reliquary construc

tion and patronage. In this case, however, the shogunate placed "reli
quaries of the Buddha's favor" (risho-to) in Buddhist temples (tera) and 

disconnected the offering of relics from the activities associated with im
perial accession. Thus in an era seen by most scholars as dominated by 
the alliance of esoteric Buddhists and the government, the shogunate at
tempted to appropriate the traditional association of Buddha relics with 
sacred kingship and publicly used its resources to demonstrate its largess 
and piety. 

The historical examples addressed in this study attest to the multivo

cality of Buddha relics. The Japanese government appropriated relics as 
treasures of the emperor. Shingon monks incorporated relics as esoteric 
treasures into their practice of the Latter Seven-Day Rite. Monks and 
rulers alike viewed the enshrinement of relics in increasingly commodi
tized terms. Women believed in the power of relics to grant them access 
to salvation, and the most powerful of female believers treated them at 
the same time as treasures of their lineages. Warriors understood the rit
ual and symbolic association between relics and Buddhist kingship and 
used them to consolidate their rule. Each of these groups saw something 

different in relics and appropriated them accordingly, while associating 
them with the authority and powers of the Buddha. 

Arjun Appadurai has drawn attention to the unique ability of certain 
luxury items, such as Christian relics, to signify social meaning with "se
miotic virtuosity."27 We will see that such, indeed, was the case with 
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Buddha relics in Japan (and presumably in other Buddhist countries). 

The usefulness of relics, however, was not confined to the symbolic 
realm. All historical examples indicate that relics were media for the in

teraction of clerical Buddhists, the Japanese emperor, and lay aristocrats. 
I will suggest that the worship, distribution, collection, and theft of relics 

were potentially means of reinforcing or subverting hierarchical relations. 

Through such actions, individuals and social groups attempted to appro

priate the value of relics in their relations vis-a-vis others in Japanese so

ciety. The imperial government attempted to re-establish its relations 

with native shrines through its offerings of Buddha relics and of treas

ures. The Shingon school tried to gain ritual authority by performing an 
annual rite in the palace. Individuals orchestrated thefts of relics to im

prove their health or social position. Women at the court attempted to 
acquire salvation, to transfer merit to their loved ones, and to establish 

their ritual authority through the veneration of relics.28 

This study will provide a novel analysis of early medieval Japan. Using 
an interpretive lens focused on the appropriation of an object rather than 

the biography of an individual or the development of an institution, it 

offers a method for reconsidering the relationships among religious prac

tice, belie£ and social empowerment. It establishes that the cult of Bud
dha relics was a vibrant element in court society from the ninth century 

on. In doing so, it also indicates the extent to which the early court per

ceived Buddhism as mythologically distinct from but ritually similar to 
kami worship, and it establishes the importance of the figure of the Bud

dha to the crystallization of the effort to make Buddhism a Japanese re

ligion and Japan a Buddhist country. It also makes clear that long before 

the development of the esoteric ceremony of accession (sokui kanjo), the 
authority of the Buddha was indispensable to the successful enthrone

ment of the emperor. 
One caution-in using terms such as authority and legitimacy to inter

pret the appropriation of relics, I am not referring to the right to rule 

or the exercise of governmental agency. Such a definition might imply 

that power is constituted only by rulership, based on an institutional 

or statist definition of power and authority in society. Rather, I agree 

with contemporary scholars such as Pierre Bourdieu who argue that 
the analysis of power cannot be limited to the more obvious, institutional 
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forms but must also be conducted in terms of the discourses and 

practices of everyday life. Thus, authority refers not to a social position of 

superiority in an institutional or legal sense but to the possession or ap~ 

propriation of symbols that evoke submission in a given community. Le~ 

gitimacy, likewise, refers here not to the right to rule but to the use by an 

individual or group of symbols to maintain or produce their intended po~ 

sition vis~a~vis others; the intended position is not limited to the right to 

rule but can also be the acquisition of a particular social or bureaucratic 

position, including a position of respect or authority within a religious 

community. 

Power, in other words, is potentially wielded not only by a central 

authority but also by a variety of actors at virtually every level of the so~ 

cial hierarchy. Such actions are in no sense limited to the appropriation 

or activation of power by a central government. Thus there exists the 

potential to use relics to resist or subvert hierarchical relations, not only 

to promote or reinforce them, and such actions also constitute an appro~ 

priation of power. 
Indeed, through its focus on the relationship between relic veneration 

and power in early medieval Japan, this study offers an opportunity to re~ 
evaluate the view held by many scholars that the "new" schools of Bud~ 

dhism which arose in the Kamakura era (rr92-I333) are the Japanese 

equivalent of the Protestant Reformation. For decades, historians of 

Japanese religion have commonly seen the appearance of the Pure Land 
(Jodo shii.), New Pure Land (Jodo shinshii.), Rinzai Zen, Soto Zen, Ni~ 

chiren, and Time Assembly (Jishii.) schools as a revolution in Japanese 
Buddhism that overcame the limitations of the institutions of so~called 
old Buddhism (kyu bukkyo), that is, the schools of Buddhism introduced 

in the Nara (7ro-84) and Heian (794-rr85) periods. Each of these 
schools is seen as offering a simplification of ritual practice in response to 

widespread belief in the Last Age of the Law (mappo), a period of social 

and cosmic chaos coincident with the increasing historical distance from 

the period of the historical Buddha. The Pure Land and New Pure Land 

schools and the Time Assembly promoted the practice of chanting the 
name of Amida Buddha ( nenbutsu) as the means to attain salvation, in~ 

terpreted as birth in the Pure Land after death. The Zen schools prac~ 

ticed seated meditation (zazen; shikan-taza) as the primary means to attain 
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enlightenment. And Nichiren espoused the chanting of the title of the 

Lotus Sutra ( daimoku) as a means to salvation. 

Several of these schools, moreover, are taken to have argued anew for 

the centrality of Sakyamuni. The Zen schools tried to recover the simple 

meditative practice Sakyamuni was thought to have taught. The Ni~ 
chiren school emphasized the figure of Sakyamuni in the form of the 

Eternal Buddha portrayed in the Lotus Sutra. As some scholars have 
noted, one aspect of the increasing emphasis on the historical Buddha in 
the Kamakura era was the prominent veneration of Sakyamuni in the 
Precepts School (Risshu) of old Buddhism. 

Scholars have also emphasized that the new schools of the Kamakura 

era offered women a unique opportunity to express their own religiosity 

and gain greater social equality vis~ a~ vis the power structures of Japanese 

society. For example, several of the founders of the new schools targeted 

women as potential patrons and argued for the ultimate equality of be~ 

lievers. Many see the simplification of practice, in addition, as offering 

women an easier means to salvation, given the strictures of the medieval 

Japanese family and society more generally. 
This study will demonstrate, however, that many of the revolutionary 

elements associated with Kamakura Buddhism-simple methods of rit~ 

ual practice, the focus on the salvific power of Sakyamuni, and the exten~ 
sive incorporation of women-are equally true of the veneration of Bud~ 
dha relics in the mid~ Heian era. Veneration of Buddha relics offered 
access to the founder that was not otherwise available to believers and 
made salvation possible. The widespread practice of such worship also 

attests that many Buddhists in HeianJapan were devoted to Sakyamuni. 

Among them were women, who gained access to Buddhist salvation and 

to the authority of the Buddha that was not otherwise necessarily avail~ 

able to them. In short, the relic, as the very remainder of the Buddha, 

provides a glimpse into the development of what is sometimes called 
"popular religion," meaning for our purposes piety that cuts across insti~ 
tutional, class, and gender boundaries, among others.29 

Moreover, as Kuroda T oshio and, more recently, Taira Masayuki 
have noted, the teachings and practices of "old Buddhism" remained at 

the center of religious life for most people living in early medieval J apan.30 

And, I would suggest, the seeds for the activities and ideas associated 
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with new Buddhism were not only planted but taking root in the discur

sive and ritual soil of mid-Heian society. We will see that the importance 

of relic veneration to the religious life of the aristocracy and, apparently, 

others in the Heian period suggests that the schools of old Buddhism 

appealed through such practices to lay believers to an extent sufficient

when combined with literary representations of such rites-to produce 

the conditions that made possible the emergence of the Kamakura 

schools. In other words, the "new" schools were primarily elaborations of 

earlier trends within the old schools rather than novel formulations in 

the history of Japanese Buddhist belief and practice. 

For example, as I have just suggested, Sakyamuni and his relics occu

pied a prominent place in the religious life ofHeianJapan. However, this 

prominence was not limited to traditions related to the Lotus Siitra or to 

the temples ofNara but extended to what might be called "pure" forms 

of esoteric Buddhism. Indeed, whereas the cosmic Buddha Mahavairo

cana was the highest Buddha in esoteric Buddhist theory, Sakyamuni oc

cupied an essential place within the construction of esoteric Buddhist 

lineages and institutions. We will see that clerics of the Shingon school 

(especially those associated with the temple Toji), in particular, stressed 

not only Kukai' s importation of Buddha relics and his· use of them to 

pray for rain on behalf of the emperor but also the visualization of those 

relics as wish-fulfilling jewels and the notion that relics could be com

bined with other objects to produce such jewels. Leaving aside theoretical 

questions concerning Sakyamuni' s position as a transformation of Maha

vairocana in Shingon thought, we can see that from at least the tenth 

century on the clerics of the Shingon tradition believed in the efficacy of 
venerating Sakyamuni' s remains as well as the importance of the posses
sion and ritual use of those remains in the production of claims to a 

unique lineage of practice. The relics of Sakyamuni were of particular 

importance to Shingon as a developing tradition that traced itself to a 

non-historical Buddha-a Buddha with no remains-in an era that 

many Buddhists perceived as most distant from the Buddha and his 

attainments. 
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2 The Continental Context: Buddha 

Relics in India and China 

In Buddhism, as in Christianity, relics were objects of patronage and 
contention. The epigraph to Chapter r illustrates the disputes that arose 
over the distribution of the relics of the historical Buddha following his 
cremation. Resolution came only when the relics were bestowed on rul
ers, a solution that suggests the indispensability of sovereigns to the 
proper protection of the Buddha's remains. 

The earliest Indian sources for the treatment of relics are not literary 
but artistic and archaeological. Many stii.pas dating from the fourth and 
third centuries BCE have relief carvings depicting the life of the Buddha as 
well as scenes from Ji.takas, tales of episodes in the previous lives of the 
Buddha. The jatakas are particularly important for the study of relic ven
eration in this period, because they related directly to both the logic and 
the practices of the cult of relics. 

The fact that stii.pas at such places as Bharhut (znd c. BeE) and Saiid 
(Ist c. BeE) have relief carvings depicting the jatakas argues that the design
ers of the stii.pa either expected viewers to be familiar with the stories, per
haps from oral narrations, or envisioned using the depictions to instruct 
visitors about the tales, or both.1 The dominant motif in these tales is the 
elaborate gifr-giving (dana) of the Buddha during his previous lives as a 
bodhisattva-a being on the path toward full enlightenment. Two fea
tures of the tales of giving are integrally related to the cult of relics. One is 
the theme of the extreme, often corporeal, nature of the gifts of the bodhi-
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sattva to sentient beings. The other is the fact that in many tales the giver 
is an incarnation of the Buddha as a ruler or prince, who enters the bodhi~ 

sattva path and proceeds to make elaborate offerings on behalf of other 
sentient beings. As will be shown, later Buddhist literature depicted King 
Asoka and other Buddhist rulers engaged in elaborate acts of giving-a 
mimicking of the proper actions of a bodhisattva, as revealed in such 
tales-to repay the Buddha for his inexhaustible giving. These rulers, 
both in legend and in history, commonly constructed reliquaries to estab~ 

lish themselves as generous patrons of Buddhism and to recompense the 
Buddha for sacrificing his body and his external possessions on behalf of 

sentient beings-a common theme in the carvings on stiipas. 

The Buddha's Sacrifice and the Paradigmatic Actions of Asoka 

The tale of Prince V essantara (Vessantarajataka) is a classic example of a 
jataka that combines the figure of a prince with the theme of extreme giv~ 
ing. The impulse to charity affected even V essantara' s mother, Phusati, 

when she was carrying him. She "felt a pregnancy craving to have six alms~ 
houses built: at the four gates of the city, in the middle of the city, and at 
the gate of her palace; she conceived a desire to give gifts, every day to give 

away six hundred thousand gold coins." Indeed, the merit of the being in 
her womb was so great that kings from throughout India sent presents, 
through which his father, the king, acquired limitless income.2 

The prince, named Vessantara ("among the Vessas") because he was 
born on the street of the merchants ( vessas ), felt compelled to give to oth~ 
ers from the time of his birth. On nine occasions, he presented the gold 

ornaments given him by his father to his nurses. However, such giving 
did not ultimately satisfy him. At the age of eight, he thought: 

"I give only gifts that are external to me; but they do not satisfY me. I want to give 

something of my very sel£ If someone were to ask me for my heart, I would split 

open my breast, take out the heart and give it. If someone were to ask for my eyes, I 

would tear these eyes out by the roots and give them. If someone were to ask for the 

flesh of my body, I would cut off the flesh from my whole body and give it.''3 

The perfect giver, V essantara later gave away not only his wife but also 
his children. He was. banished due to the extreme nature of his giving, 
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but in the end V essantara was permitted to return to the land of the Sivis 
and made king. The deity Sakka (Sk. Sakra), who had tempted him into 
giving up his wife, returned her, and his father ransomed his children. At 
the conclusion of the narrative, Sakka caused the seven treasures to 
shower down on the capital city, some of which V essantara gave to fami~ 
lies there and others of which he retained for further acts of giving.4 

The narrative produces a model for the perfect giver (although since 
the story is of the Buddha~as~a~bodhisattva, believers can presumably 

never hope to match the quality of the Buddha's giving). Indeed, the tale 
is so important to the depiction of the Buddha in the jataka collection of 
the Pali canon that the preface to the collection invokes its details as the 

precedent for the Buddha's capacity to overcome the temptation of the 
demon Mara on the eve of his enlightenment: after the Buddha makes 
note of his elaborate giving as V essantara, his mount, an elephant, bows 
before him and proclaims that he gave the greatest of gifts.5 

Many other jatakas describe the bodhisattva as offering his body on 
behalf of others. Two that were widely known throughout South and 
East Asia, particularly in Japan, were the tales of King Sibi and Prince 
Mahasattva. The king offered his body to feed a hawk and save its prey, a 
dove.6 The prince gave his body to feed a hungry tigress. In the most fa~ 
mous version of this story, in the Chin~kuang ming tsui-sheng wang ching, the 
translation by I~ching ( 635-713) of SuvanJaprabhasa sutra, the Buddha 

shows his disciples the relics remaining from the sacrifice of his body. 
Describing the relics as the ultimate "field of merit" (Ch. Ju-t'ien), he tells 
his listeners of his self~ sacrifice ( Ch. she-shen) as the prince and the effort 
of his parents to construct a stiipa at the site? 

The story emphasizes the role of the stiipa as both a visual reminder 
of the Buddha's gift and the ideal space for the production of merit. The 
reliquary reminds the believer that the Buddha sacrificed himself ( she~shen) 
on behalf of sentient beings. At the same time, it promises the believer 
the opportunity to produce merit through veneration of the reliquary. 
Morphologically, the tale presents a mode of ritual logic whereby the be~ 
liever can requite his or her debt to the Buddha through veneration of the 
reliquary, which manifests the Blessed One. Such veneration can take 

many different forms, but it always requires some level of offering. The 
offering can, as it did in the case of the Buddha's former lives, run the 
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gamut from the sacrifice of alienables-flowers, treasures, or coins-to 

the sacrifice of the most inalienable of objects-relatives or one's own 

body. 
These tales and later Buddhist narratives portray rulers who devote 

themselves to Buddhism as incapable of matching the Buddha's sacrifice. 
Like other sentient beings, their debt to him for establishing such a field 
of merit can, in principle, never be requited. None of these rulers, of 
course, is willing to sacrifice his life on behalf of the faith. Nevertheless, 

they know that only elaborate giving to the religion can demonstrate 
their largess and their devotion to the faith and-to some extent-repay 

the Buddha for his gift. 
The definition of the believer's relationship to Buddhism in terms of 

indebtedness is also rehearsed in the Milindapaiiha. The king questions 
Nagasena about the extreme giving practiced by V essantara: "Do all 
Bodhisattvas give away their wife and children or was it only King V es~ 

santara who gave away his wife and childrent Nagasena replies that all 
do so. The king later admits that the wise sometimes praise excessive 
gifts-even the gift of one's own life-whereupon Nagasena retorts: 

"But i£ sire, some give even (their) life, why do you so violently attack V essantara, 

lord of giving, for rightly giving away his children and wife:' Moreover, sire, is there a 

convention in the world, a custom in the world whereby a father who has contracted 

a debt or is deprived of his livelihood may deposit his son in pledge or sell him:"' 

"Yes, revered sir, a father who has contracted a debt or has been deprived of his 

livelihood may deposit his son in pledge or sell him." 

"I£ sire, a father who has contracted a debt or is deprived of his livelihood may 

deposit his son in pledge or sell him, was it then, sire, that King V essantara, dis

tressed and in anguish at not obtaining omniscient knowledge, deposited his wife 

and children in pledge and sold them for the sake of acquiring the treasure of the 

Dhamma:' If so, sire, King Vessantara only gave what others gave, only did what 

they did."8 

The king wants to know if these are actions proper only to the Buddha in 
a previous existence or to all those who would behave as bodhisattvas. 
Nagasena uses the ·language of indebtedness to describe the action 
of V essantara: to acquire the teaching, V essantara is willing to pledge 
and sell his loved ones, just like someone who is responsible for a debt. 
The relation of the believer to the Buddhist teaching, sovereign and 
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commoner alike, is the same and accords with social practices of debt and 

requital. 
The same text also offers a glimpse into the way in which the believer 

can engage in a relationship of indebtedness with the Buddha-in spite 

of the latter's enlightenment and, hence, passage from the wheel of sa1J1-
sara. Nagasena notes that although the Buddha passed away and accepts 

no gift, his relics and images provide "fields of merit." Thus believers can, 

through venerating relics and images, plow, plant seeds, and reap the 

fruits of proper action.9 

Buddhist literature often describes the enshrinement of Buddha relics 

as the prerogative as much of sovereigns as of the monastic community. 
In particular, Buddhist works describe the devoted ruler as protecting the 

monuments constructed to enshrine Buddha relics, stiipas. The motif of 

the ruler's construction and protection of reliquaries grew out of legends 

surrounding Asoka, the great king who is said to have constructed 

84,000 reliquaries to house relics during his reign in the third century 

BCE. The legends depict the king as attempting to give exhaustively to the 

Buddhist community, and the centerpiece of his activities is his erection 

of the stiipas. 

The Asokavadana, committed to writing in roughly the second century 
CE, helps us to understand the motif of the ruler's construction of multi

ple reliquaries within the contexts of relations between monarchs and 

Buddhism and of the Buddhist precept of giving, dana.10 The work sug

gests the ambiguity of Buddhist views about the person of the ruler. Be
fore becoming a Buddhist, Asoka was a very cruel king, known for his fe
rocity and executions of people in large numbers. However, after his 
conversion, he changed radically, becoming a perfect example of a "wheel
turning king" (Sk. cakravartin) supportive of the faith. The text thus cou

ples both positive and negative features in one figure. On the one hand, 
as a wheel-turning king, Asoka is the leader of the state, the chief sup

porter of the "wheel of dharma," the teachings of Buddhism. Specifically, 

to fulfill that duty, he cares for the body of the Buddha-in the form of 

relics. In the view of Paul Mus, when a king constructs stiipas to house 

relics, he and his kingdom become a kind of living reliquary; to the extent 

that stiipas constitute "mesocosms"-cosmic centers for the ritual invo-
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cation of the absent Buddha-the Buddhist king may also be conceived 

as a potential symbol of the Buddha.11 

On the other hand, Asoka had ugly features. Like his status and his 
wealth, his body was the material result of his karma. In this way, karma 

explains the seemingly contradictory aspects of his person. The narrative 
tells us that in a previous life, Asoka as a small child encountered the 
Buddha, who had a golden body. When the boy saw the fabulous ap

pearance of the Buddha, he placed dirt-the only object he had-ih the 
Buddha's begging bow; he vowed that through the merit of the act he 
would become a king, gain sovereignty over the earth, and pay homage to 
the Buddha. The story notes that the Buddha perceived that because he 
was the "field of merit" for the boy's gift, the latter's vow would ultimately 
be fulfilled.12 

In his rebirth as Asoka, he is very ugly. These features are contrasted 
not only with the beautiful body of the Buddha but also with that of 
Upagupta, the merchant-cum-monastic whom Asoka meets after his 

conversion. In fact, the tale suggests tension between the figures of Asoka 
and Upagupta when Asoka discovers that at roughly the same time as he 
had given dirt, the Buddha had predicted that the son of a perfume mer

chant, Upagupta, would become the greatest of preachers one hundred 
years after his extinction. Upagupta, before entering the monastic com
munity, conducted his business in accordance with Buddhist teachings 

and now, unlike Asoka, possesses an adamantine (vajra) body similar to 
the Buddha's. For this reason, Asoka, believing that Upagupta's body, 
like that of the Buddha, is hard as a diamond, is willing to undertake a 
journey to meet the sage, who does not have to submit to any sovereign.13 

Upagupta, however, deigns of his own accord to come to Asoka's 
capital and, as a favor to the king, boards a boat provided by Asoka for 
the journey. Asoka, extremely pleased, tells the town crier to announce 
the arrival of the sage in the following words: 

If you want to acquire great prosperity and be born in a Heaven, 

If you want Liberation and to see the Thus-Come One, 

Make offerings to U pagupta. 

Moreover, he pronounced the following gatha: 
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Those who would like to see the most Venerable of bipedal beings 

The Greatly Compassionate Buddha Enlightened Without aT eacher 

Whose teaching, like the Buddha's, shines on the Triple W odd 

Each should come out to welcome Him. 

These words evoke the closeness of the figure of the monk with that 

of the merchant. Upagupta, once a merchant but now a monk, is through 

his very presence the mediator of prosperity in the world, something that 

is not attributed to the king. Asoka proceeds to decorate the city and lead 

a large procession of citizens and officials to welcome Upagupta, who is 
on his way to the capital. When they meet, Asoka falls prostrate on the 
ground in homage, an act indicating the ultimate subordination of the 

king to an enlightened one. The king then celebrates the appearance of 
the sage as he who carries on the work of the Buddha; Upagupta, in turn, 

blesses the king, congratulating him for his conscientious rule and his 

support of the three treasures of Buddhism, and stresses that the Buddha 

entrusted the protection and maintenance of the Buddhist teaching to 
the two of them.14 

Because he takes care of the remains of the Buddha and gives to the 

monastic community, the king continues to enjoy the blessings of the 

presence-and, presumably, the ritual powers-of enlightened ones such 

as Upagupta. If the presence of the enlightened sage is the key to royal 
prosperity, the king' s patronage of the sage on behalf of the monastic 

community is necessary to repay the sati.gha for its blessing. Asoka pro~ 

claims to Upagupta that he has done all that he said he would do in his 
original vow: 

I have done that which was requested by the Buddha 

[Having constructed] all manner of stupas like mountain forests 

Equipping them with jeweled parasols and banners 

Each featuring masses of treasures and an area of adornment 

All using great areas of pure earth 

To distribute the relics throughoutJambudvipa 

Mysel£ my wife, my son, and the treasury 

The palace, dwellings, and the people 

[And even] the entire earth [I] have given 

In offering to the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Community ofMonks.15 
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As he leads Upagupta into the palace, Asoka notices that he has very soft 

skin. Clasping his hands in homage, he tells Upagupta that his own skin 

is very rough. Upagupta responds by noting that, unlike Asoka's gift of 

dirt, his own gift to the Buddha had been both pleasing and pure. Asoka 
counters by saying that it was because as a child he encountered "an in
comparable field of merit" that he made the gift of dirt, and that his pres
ent condition is the result of the act. Thus the king responds by explain
ing the karmic repercussions of an act that was made with good 
intentions, but, due to the nature of the gift, was mixed in character.16 

Even so, Asoka's ugliness makes it clear that his karma is-at least as is 

manifest in physical form-inferior not only to that of the Buddha but 
also to that of other members of the clerical community. 

The king can never fully repay the Buddha and his community. Upa
gupta congratulates Asoka for his gift and his consequent attainment of 
the status of a wheel-turning king, but he also emphasizes the greatness 
of the "field" in which Asoka originally planted the dirt: the fundamental 
reason for the efficacy of the original act is the Buddha as the field, not 
the offering of the dirt itself 17 The figure of the Buddha as the ultimate 
field of merit rehearses, in fact, the theme set forth in the first line of the 

Sanskrit version of the work, which notes that the Buddha sacrificed the 

flesh of his own body and performed austerities on behalf of the world.18 

The motif of bodily sacrifice refers to the previous lives of the Buddha, 

during his career as a bodhisattva, in which he often offered his b.ody on 
behalf of sentient beings-illustrating the highest form of dana. Thus it 
invokes the infinite character of the debt that the king, like all other sen
tient beings, owes to the Buddha. 

Indeed, the narrative never allows Asoka to requite his debt to the 
Buddha. In his commitment to the Buddhist teaching, Asoka decides to 
match the record for dana established by the householder Anathapi!).
<;l.ada during the life of the Buddha: one hundred kotis of gold pieces. Up 
to this time, Asoka has already built 84,000 stupas, donating wo,ooo 

gold pieces to each; has given IOo,ooo gold pieces apiece to the place of 
the Buddha's birth, the Bodhi tree, the place where the Buddha first 
taught, and the site of his extinction; has spent 400,000 gold pieces on a 
quinquennial festival for the Buddhist community; and has offered to the 
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monastic community the entire earth-excluding only the state treas

ury-his harem, government officials, himsel£ his son, and even re
deemed all of them with 40o,ooo gold pieces. All of this amounts to 96 

kotis of gold pieces, which leaves Asoka four kotis short of his goaL He 

concludes his life frantically in an effort to give away everything else in his 

possession, again with the exception only of the state treasury. Giving his 

last possession, half of a myrobalan fi:uit, Asoka expires. After his death, 

the surviving ministers decide to give four kotis of gold-apparently 
from the state treasury-to the Buddhist community to buy back the 
earth as well as to achieve Asoka' s goaL 19 

Throughout the legend, the primary action through which Asoka at

tempts to requite his debt and fulfill his religious obligations as a Bud

dhist king is to enshrine the Buddha's relics in stiipas and distribute them 

throughout the world. He conceives of the action of dana as an impera

tive to support the Buddhist community materially, and it is primarily 

through his use of precious materials to construct the reliquaries that he 
attempts to demonstrate this. 

The account also recalls the conversation in the Milindapaiiha con
cerning V essantara' s gift of his family. Indeed, Asoka, like V essantara 

and others committed to the Buddhist path, gives up what are, apart 

fi:om his own body, his most treasured possessions-members of his 

own family-subsequently redeeming his son and others close to him 

from the clerical community during the quinquennial festivat2° Asoka' s 

actions were explicitly based on social practices of debt and lawful ran

som and indicate forcefully that the relationship of believers with Bud
dhism often followed an economic logic. 

The Bodhisattva and the Later Proliferation of Buddha Relics 

Evidence suggests the importance of the construction and veneration of 
stiipas to the economies of South and East Asia. The building of stiipas 

required extensive mobilization not only of relics but also of materials and 

resources. In particular, kings and other wealthy patrons of Buddhism 

paid for the movement oflarge quantities of precious substances to adorn 
the stiipas, which contributed to the spread of the faith as well as to the 
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increased flow of wealth throughout South and East Asia. They also 

sponsored relic processions, which mobilized relics for public veneration. 
The impetus for such mobilizations, as was suggested in the preceding 

section, was the ruler's effort to demonstrate his largess while attempting 

to requite an infinite debt to the Buddha-a debt invoked, reproduced, 
and partially repaid with each construction of a reliquary. The reliquary, 
which often included illustrations from jataka tales, 'reminded believers of 
the Buddha's absolute gift and of their indebtedness to him for his field 

of merit. For this reason, constructing a reliquary or sponsoring a relic 

procession inherently reproduced the religious economy, which was 
driven by believers' ritual actions to mimic the Buddha's acts of giving 
and ideally, thereby, to repay him. The benefit, for the ruler and other 
believers alike, was not just the demonstration of their piety but also par

tial requital of their ongoing indebtedness to the Buddha. 
Insightful accounts by Chinese monk-pilgrims describe stii.pas con

structed in regions beyond the early regions of Buddhist practice, giving 
further evidence of the close link in believers' minds between donations 
for reliquary construction and homage to the Buddha's self-sacrifice as a 

bodhisattva. It also indicates that the varied uses of relics in South Asia 
had an impact on Chinese Buddhists' interpretations of the objects. The 
famous Chinese pilgrim Fa-hsien (399-416) described, among the sites 
around T ak~asila in northwestern India he visited in the early fifth cen
tury, one reliquary constructed to commemorate Prince Mahasattva' s 
sacrifice of his body for a hungry tigress.21 He also noted the use of refer
ences to the bodhisattva's self-sacrifice to convince the populace of the 

importance of making offerings at the annual tooth relic procession in Sri 

Lanka. Fa-hsien even quoted the words of the man appointed by the 
ruler to make the proclamation: 

"During three exceedingly lengthy kalpas, the bodhisattva engaged in ascetic practice 

and did not spare his own life. He gave up his realm, his city, his wife, and his son. 

He tore out his eyes to give them to someone, cut his flesh to buy the life of a dove, 

cut off his head to give as alms, and threw his body to a hungry tigress-[ all) with

out attachment to his brains or marrow. Repeatedly, like this, he engaged in ascetic 

practice on behalf of sentient beings .... For 1,497 years, since his attainment of 

[pari-]nirvava, the world's sight has been extinguished, and sentient beings have long 

been sad .... Let each monk or lay person in the realm who wants to increase his 
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merit peacefully fill the roads, elaborately adorn the city streets, and use quantities 

of flowers and incense for offerings." After this proclamation, the king puts forth on 

both sides of the road five hundred bodies in which the bodhisattva has manifested 

himself-such as Sudana (Vessantara), Sarna, the elephant king, a deer, a horse

images with these forms, all brightly colored and splendidly produced, as if they 

were living. After that, the Buddha's tooth is brought forth to the middle of the road 

for the procession. Along the road, offerings are made to it.22 

After the procession, the relic was returned to the hall in which it was 

enshrined.23 The seventh-century monk Hsiian-tsang describes the site 

of the stii.pa at Tak~asila (severed head), a name he attributes to an action 

of the bodhisattva, who as a king severed his own head and offered it in 
an effort to attain enlightenment; at the site of a stii.pa constructed by 
Asoka, he emphasizes that the Buddha, when still a bodhisattva, never 

hesitated to give to those who requested, presenting his own eyes to oth
ers in one thousand lifetimes.24 

Later Buddhist traditions propelled the practices of reliquary con

struction and veneration for a variety of reasons. Transitional scriptures 

associated with the development of the Mahayana depict the extreme 

giving of bodhisattvas and their transfer of merit to believers. They also 

promote the use of the "seven treasures" (Sk. sapta-ratna) in the construc

tion of reliquaries housing Buddha relics.25 The spread of Buddhism, 
which led to the appropriation of the seven treasures and other resources 
for the building of reliquaries, also coincided with and promoted the in
creasing use of valuables in Asian economies. 

Many of these traditions, which began to develop in the early centu
ries BCE, as was the case in the jatakas, depicted the bodhisattva as giving 
everything he had to others, often with the added view that he undertook 
the bodhisattva path lifetime after lifetime, on behalf of the salvation of 

the world. Moreover, the bodhisattvas depicted in these works were of

ten different from the person who became the historical Buddha. 

Saddharma-pu1J4arika-sutra (The Lotus Sutra) describes a bodhisattva as en

gaging in the highest forms of self-sacrifice in front of Buddhas as well as 

stii.pas containing relics of the Buddha. In a previous existence, the bod

hisattva Medicine King wrapped himself in jewels and burnt his body in 
offering to the Buddha "Pure and Bright Virtue of Sun and Moon." 

Sakyamuni Buddha praises this as the greatest of gifts: "Even were one to 
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give realm and city, wife and children, it would still not equal [this gift]." 
Afterward, the Buddha to whom the bodhisattva made his offering en

trusts the dharma, the Buddhist community, the world, and his own rel
ics to the latter, enjoining him to distribute the relics in several thousand 

stupas, for which he should arrange offerings.26 Not only does the ac
count praise bodily offering as the greatest of gifts, but it also bestows on 

one who sacrifices his body a status equivalent to a wheel-turning king. 
Indeed, the figure of the bodhisattva is juxtaposed with the figure of the 
wheel-turning king, as can be seen in Sakyamuni' s reference to the gift of 
one's realm as well as in the injunction to spread relics and reliquaries 

throughout the world. 
The Medicine King then constructs 84,000 stupas, but he is still not 

satisfied with a sacrifice of alienable possessions on behalf of Buddhism. 

Evoking the theme of absolute giving, seen earlier in the example of Ves
santarajiitaka, he says to himsel£ "Although I have made this offering, my 
heart [knows] it is still not enough, so I will now make even further of
ferings to the relics." He proceeds to burn his arms in front of the 84,000 

stupas, continuing the offering for thousands of years, with great benefit 
to sentient beings. Afterward, his arms are restored, and he gains a 

golden body. Sakyamuni Buddha appeals to all other sentient beings: 

If one puts forth the thought to aspire to attain perfect enlightenment, and can burn 

even one finger or toe in offering to a stiipa containing Buddha relics, he will surpass 

one who uses realm or city, wife or children, including even all the lands, mountains, 

forests, rivers, ponds, and sundry precious objects in the whole thousandfold

millionfold world as offerings. Again, if there is a man who uses the seven treasures 

to fill the myriad worlds and offers them to the Buddhas, great bodhisattvas, pra

tyekabuddhas, and arhants, the merit he acquires is not the same as that of one who 

upholds even a four-line verse of this Lotus Siitra. His fortune will be the greatest.27 

This account succinctly presents the mechanism of the relation between 

believers and Buddhism. Bodily sacrifice and the upholding of the Lotus 
Sutra are the most meritorious of all possible actions. This text also 
evaluates the actions of the bodhisattva as superior to those of the wheel
turning king. Like Asoka, the bodhisattva possesses great wealth and the 
golden opportunity to spread the Buddha's relics throughout the world. 
And again, like Asoka, he realizes that the gift of construction and distri
bution is not enough to repay his implicit debt to the Buddha. In his 
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case, since he is a bodhisattva, he is willing to give up not only all his pos~ 
session but also his person. In this, he resembles the bodhisattva in many 

of the jatakas. 

As r~cent scholarship has made clear, the traditions associated with 
Mahayana Buddhism revolved around a cult of the book, of which this 

quotation provides a classic example.28 The highest merit is that of up~ 
holding the Lotus Satra. Yet the discussion of the self~ sacrifice of the bo~ 

dhisattva indicates that sacrificial giving was an integral part of the praxis 
of belief and that sttipas housing Buddha relics were the immediate loci 

for much of this practice. 

The bodhisattva is also relevant to this discussion for his ability to ac~ 

cumulate merit as well as his position as the distributor of merit for the 

faithfuL As we saw in the narrative of Asoka, the Buddha and his com~ 

munity, as a field of merit, offered a mechanism for the improvement of 

karma. The transaction in the general shop in Milindapaiiha, outlined in 
the Introduction, indicates that the accumulation of merit was implicit in 

the path of early Buddhism. With the appearance of scriptures associ~ 
ated with the Mahayana, however, the accumulation and transfer of 

merit acquire more explicitly conceptualized forms. The passage quoted 
above from the Lotus Satra is one of numerous examples in such scrip~ 

tures of accounts describing the bodhisattva's modes of accumulating 

merit. The emphasis on scriptures in the Mahayana in no way displaced 

practices associated with the physical remains of the Buddha; although 

the Mahayana texts promoted the worship of scripture as the highest 

mode of accumulating merit, they also taught that bodily and other 
modes of giving to reliquaries enabled the believer to accumulate large 
quantities of merit. 

The concept of the transfer of merit from bodhisattvas to believers 

also promoted an economic logic in Buddhist practice. Since bodhi~ 
sattvas such as Avalokitesvara and K~itigarbha saved others through the 

merit they had amassed, merit, like objects of exchange, could be trans~ 
ferred to others.29 In practice, the concept of the transfer of merit coin~ 

cided with that of the field of merit, as the clerical community, like the 

Buddha and the reliquary in which he resided, served to mediate efforts 

ofbelievers to benefit their loved ones.30 
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Later Buddhist works also promoted the use of seven treasures in the 
construction of reliquaries. The term, which originally referred to the 

most valuable objects sported by the wheel-turning king, came to repre
sent the most valuable substances in the cosmos and thus those most ap

propriate for offerings to the Buddha.31 The Mahavastu (Great matters) 
and the Lotus Sutra refer repeatedly to the appropriateness of offering the 
seven treasures to the Buddha.32 The Mahavastu describes the Buddha in 

a past existence as a bodhisattva king who used the seven treasures to 
construct a palace for the Buddha. The king made a vow at the time to 

attain Buddhahood, based on the merit of his action. The work also de
tails similar vows made by other kings and monks to attain enlighten

ment based on the merit of their gifts to the monastic community, in
cluding items such as jeweled palaces, forests, kingdoms, food, incense, 
and monasteries.33 The Lotus Sutra refers to the merit that accrues to 
those who use the seven treasures to construct stllpas for the relics of the 
Buddha.34 

Fa-hsien repeatedly described the veneration and construction of stu
pas adorned with precious substances and (usually) enshrining relics of 
the Buddha. At stu pas in and near T ak~asila, he noted, kings, ministers, 
and others of surrounding kingdoms competed with one another in 

making offerings to the reliquaries, which were adorned with precious 
valuables.35 Fa-hsien also depicted a city in Nagara, where a flat bone of 
Buddha's skull was held in a stllpa inside a Buddha hall covered with gold 
leaf and the seven treasures. He described the king' s concern about 
guarding the skull, his ritual treatment of it, and his public qisplay of de
votion to it: 

The king of the land, revering the skull bone, anxious that someone would take it, 

had eight men of the great clans of the country take seals to seal (shut the hall] and 

guard [the relic]. At dawn the eight men arrive, each inspects his seal, after which 

they open the door ... and take out Buddha's skull bone [for view], placing it out

side the hall on a high altar on a round pedestal of the seven treasures, and covered 

with a lapis lazuli bell. All of these are decorated with strings of pearls .... Every 

morning, the king makes his offerings and worships [the relic], after which he hears 

the affairs of state .... After the offerings end, they return the skull bone to the hall, 

in which there is a seven-treasure stii.pa of enlightenment .... Flower and incense 
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sellers are in front of the hall every morning, and those who want to make offerings 

[to the relic] buy various kinds [of flowers and incense for that purpose]. Kings of 

various lands regularly send envoys to make offerings.36 

Excavations in northern India have recovered caches of the seven 

treasures, especially under stupas such as the reliquary qf Buddha relics 

at T ak~asilaP Indeed, Xinru Liu has suggested that monks of the early 

centuries of the common era owned currency and treasure, some of 

which they deposited inside stupas. She notes that by the third century, 

patrons of the Buddhist community in western India sometimes stipu

lated how their donation was to be used and who should receive the in

terest; by the early fifth century, the monastery at Sand began to play the 

role of a financial institution, and on more than one occasion coins were 

offered with extensive stipulations as to the use of the interest derived 

from them.38 In the context of early medieval Sri Lanka, R. A. L. H. Gu

nawardana has noted that the daily accounts of a major monastery were 

regularly kept inside a reliquary.39 

In fact, as noted first by T omomatsu, vinaya and other works indicate 

that stupa property-objects "owned" by the Buddha as the resident of 

the reliquary-was considered part of the holdings of the monastery. 

The reliquary was, as Gregory Schopen has put it, a "legal person," since 

the Buddha was seen as being a living entity on the site and the rightful 

owner of any objects given to it. One work forbids the appropriation of 

even a robe given to a stupa, warning that it must not be exchanged for 

money, since no object of the stupa can have a price; other works go so 

far as to identify the theft of stupa property with the five acts of immedi

ate retribution within the Buddhist community.40 The objects of the 

reliquary-"things of the stupa"-were thus interpreted to be the in

alienable property of the Buddha and, implicitly, of the Buddhist com

munity as a whole. 
The injunction also indicates that the reliquaries, as structures en

shrining relics and other valuables in Buddhist traditions, were the focus 

of contention. The careful limitations placed on the relics and the other 

objects of the stupa area suggest the existence of those who wanted to 

transform the property of the reliquary into commodities. Relics, to

gether with other objects in reliquaries, were conceived in economic and, 

potentially, in explicitly commercial terms. 
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Although the vinaya rules of the respective monastic orders usually 

forbade appropriation of stlipa property for economic exchange, they did 

not necessarily preclude the exchange of stlipa property in order to fi

nance offerings to be made to the stupa. The vinaya of the Sarvastivadins 

permitted lay believers as well as lay servants of the monastery to use 

stlipa property in transactions that would yield profits for the monastic 

community-as long as the profits were used for worship of the stlipa. 

According to'the account in this text, lay believers-merchants-argued 

the case, which was decided by the Buddha. The reliquary was in this 
case an exception to the monastic rules that forbade the community to 

engage in activities that earn interest, providing what Jacques Gernet de

scribed as a precedent for the development oflending by monasteries.41 

The vinaya of a group particularly associated with the development of 

the Mahayana, the Mahasanghikas, condoned monks' direct involvement 

in interest-earning activities, using the example of the trees of the garden 

that was part of the property of the stlipa of the former Buddha Kasyapa: 

the flowers of the trees were used in worship of the Buddha, their fruits 

were given to the monks, and surpluses of flowers, when they did occur, 

were given to garland makers-the profit going for the procurement 

of incense, the upkeep of lamps, and repair of the stlipa, with any re
maining amount going into the so-called Inexhaustible Property of the 

Buddha.42 There, the profits were placed, where they gained interest, 

which became part of what might be called the inalienable wealth of 
the Three Treasures of Buddhism-Buddha, Dharma (Teaching), and 

Community. Stupas, insofar as they were the sites of elaborate offerings, 

were prime locations for the acceleration of Buddhist exchange and, ap

parently, for the intersection of Buddhism and the la,rger economy. 

Reliquaries in China: The East Asian Precedent 

The Buddhists of China, like their co-religionists in South Asia, tended 

to view relics and reliquaries through a logic that was both economic and 

religious. Pilgrims' reports on the forms of relic veneration in South Asia 

clearly influenced the way in which the Chinese understood relics. Many 
Chinese Buddhists were thus aware of the extent to which relic venera
tion was related to the jatakas and related narratives, which called on 
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believers to requite their debt to the Buddha for his selfsacrifice through 

acts of dana. There is, however, additional evidence that the Chinese in~ 
terpreted relics and reliquaries in a manner that was as much economic as 

it was religious. On the one hand, Chinese emperors and aristocrats de~ 

voted elaborate resources to the veneration and construction of stiipas, 

producing a highly visible display of piety that bore witness to the value 

of the objects enshrined in, offered to, and decorating the reliquaries. On 

the other, the Buddhist order had acquired large amounts of property by 

the late fifth century; as large quantities of valuables were enshrined in 

and used to decorate the reliquary, it bore witness to their wealth. 

Monastic Buddhists in China, like their forebears in India, maintained 

an ambivalent, though sometimes harmonious, relationship with the im~ 

pedal government. In the case of Buddhist rulers such as the Northern 

Wei emperor Wen~ch'eng (r. 452-65), the relationship was much closer 

and marked by elaborate giving to the Buddhists, epitomized in imperial 

sponsorship of the construction of stiipas and images. In 452, Wen~ 

ch' eng issued an edict that established government control over the re~ 

cruitment of monks and their numbers, as well as the location and num~ 

ber of temples. At the same time, the edict permitted every prefecture 

and county to build a stiipa in a populated area, with no limit on the ex~ 

tent of expenditure: stiipas were unique foci of legalized sumptuous~ 

ness.43 Although one scholar has stressed the connection between the 

edict and the government's effort to discourage raucous festivals among 

the peasants, another has noted that by permitting the construction of 

stiipas, the emperor attempted to convert Buddhism into a governmental 

institution and presumably attached the reliquaries to official monaster~ 

ies throughout his land.44 

Two decades later, the imperial family established its first monastery, 

Yung~ning~ssu, in the capital of P'ing~ch' eng, which featured a seven~ 

story stiipa as the symbol of the Northern Wei. When the capital was 
moved soon thereafter to Lo~yang, the empress~dowager Hu had another 

Y ung~ning stiipa built, again the tallest and most important landmark in 

the capital.45 In addition to being an expression of the devotion of the 

ruling family to Buddhism, the construction of a central stiipa was ap~ 

parently part of an effort to establish clearly that the ruling house was the 

greatest patron of Buddhism, as was suggested in a decree of 472 com~ 
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plaining about the competition between both poor and rich to exhaust 

resources in the construction of higher and larger stii.pas.46 

Yang Hsiian~chih, in his early sixth~century depiction of Lo~yang, de~ 

scribed the increase in patronage of Buddhism under the Wei. He em~ 

phasized repeatedly the grandiosity and the number of stii.pas in the 
capital, noting in the preface: "The common people and the wealthy dis~ 
carded their wealth like ruins; accordingly, Buddhist temples were lined 

up side by side and jeweled stii.pas were set along side each other in great 
numbers, competing to portray the figure ofHeaven."47 

During the same period, Chinese rulers periodically sponsored vege~ 

tarian feasts in which they would follow the pattern established by 
Asoka, sacrificing themselves (she~shen) by donating themselves to mon~ 

asteries or temples; their ministers would then pay large sums to redeem 

them. Prince Ching~ling of the Southern Ch'i, second son of Emperor 
Wu (r. 483-93), engaged in this practice on several occasions.48 Emperor 
Wu (r. 502-49) of the Liang dynasty repeatedly engaged in this ritual, 
giving not only himself but, like Asoka, his family as well. His ministers 
always redeemed him with huge sums of cash.49 

As Jacques Gerner has noted, the selfsacrifice was accomplished 
through either a gift of objects from one's person -such as locks of hair 
or one's clothing-or objects in one's possession.50 In fact, this conforms 

to theTa chih~tu lun (Commentary on the great perfection of wisdom), 
which divides dana into inner and outer forms, of which the inner has 
the greater merit. The categories move along a kind of continuum be~ 
tween the sacrifice of parts or all of one's body and the most alienable of 
possessions. The work goes on to categorize the qualities of dana. The 
highest offerings are one's flesh, blood, wealth (for example, stockpiled 
grain or currency), kingdom, wife, and possessions. Mid~level offerings 
are one's clothing and valuables. Inferior offerings are food and lesser 
possessions. 51 Wealthy Chinese rulers and other aristocrats, if they could 

not bring themselves to ritual suicide as the bodhisattva had done in the 
jataka, sacrificed themselves by renouncing alienable and, presumably, in~ 
alienable objects of their wealth. 

Emperor Wen (r. 58r-6o4) of the Sui dynasty took imitation of Aso~ 
kan gratia to further lengths: like the great ruler, he sponsored the con~ 

struction of multiple stii.pas containing Buddha relics for distribution 
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throughout the land. Of course, the numbers were far fewer than the leg

endary 84,000, and the declared motive was particularly indicative of the 

Chinese context. He offered approximately thirty stupas, adorned with 
the seven treasures, containing Buddha relics to major temples in roughly 

thirty chou (regions) in 6m. The relics were first placed in gold vases 
decorated with lapis lazuli and lacquered with incense; the vases were 
then placed in rock and copper caskets. Monks were dispatched to carry 
the relics to the temples, escorted by a small group of officials and ac

companied by horses. They were to offer roughly ten coins to each reli

quary as part of a relic upo?adha (vegetarian assembly). The emperor's de

clared motive was to repay his debt to his parents by transferring to them 
the merit of his pious act; indeed, he attempted to erect all the stu pas at 

the same time in order to concentrate the merit-again, following a 

precedent established by Asoka.52 

A collection compiled by T ao-hsiian (596-667) describes believers as 
meeting the relics with jeweled banners, parasols, bells, and flowers, and 

then burning incense and scattering flowers in offering at the upo~adha. 

Worshippers threw away their belongings and clothing-even cutting 
their hair-when venerating the relic. 53 The next year, Emperor Wen 

sponsored the construction of stupas containing Buddha relics, which he 

distributed for enshrinement in major temples in fifty-three provinces on 

the Buddha's birthday. As on the previous occasion, the relics were sealed 

in a stone casket, and monks gave coins to the reliquary. One work de

scribes the giving of each of the relics in both cases as being marked by 
some extraordinary event such as the emission of light from the relic, the 

falling of flowers from the sky, or the "showering" down of precious sub
stances such as gold, silver, and treasures.54 Hsu kao-seng chuan (Biogra

phies of eminent monks, continued) records that the emperor again gave 
relics to temples in over thirty provinces in 604, and describes anomalous 
events such as a shower of silver and flowers that accompanied the dis
patch; again, all the relics were enshrined on the same day-the Buddha's 
birthday. 55 

As was the case in some of the kingdoms witnessed by the pilgrims to 

the Indian subcontinent, many medieval Chinese gave extravagantly to 

relics. The most famous example was recorded in 8r9, when Han Yii 

(768-824) memorialized forcefully against the practice of welcoming the 
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relic of the Buddha's finger from the Fa~men monastery into the imperial 
palace. Han Yii complained that the worshippers at the public presenta~ 
tion following the palace enshrinement burned their heads and fingers, 

discarding clothing and large amounts of coins-sacrificing their patri~ 
mony through these actions. He claimed that if the practice of transfer~ 
ring the relic from one monastery to another were not halted, believers 

would begin to sever their arms or other parts of their bodies in wor~ 
ship.56 Indeed, on the date of the Buddha's birthday in 873, worshippers 

were apparently in such a frenzy that one of them, a soldier, severed his 
own arm to offer it to the relic, and others engaged in sacrificial acts such 

as biting off their fingers and cutting off their hair. One monk burned 
artemesia on his head. The emperor ordered the populace to construct 

large incense lamps along the route of the relic procession, which were 
adorned with precious substances and numbered in the thousands. 

Meanwhile, the rich competed in efforts to sponsor the construction of 
Buddha images as well as gold and jade trees, preaching assemblies, and 
even singing and dancing in extreme displays of conspicuous consump~ 
tion along the route. 57 

Monks also sometimes mutilated themselves before relics as the high~ 
est form of self~sacrifice. The monk Yiian~hui (819-96) bur'ned his fin~ 
gers in offering to Buddha relics.58 Another monk named Hsi~ch'en .. was 

employed by the palace because of the acclaim he won for having burnt 
his fingers in offering; he eventually burned three more of his fingers in 
worship of the relic ofFa~men monastery. 59 

Thus Chinese Buddhists, both clerical and lay, followed the patterns 
established by Indians since the era of Asoka. Rulers attempted to estab~ 
lish themselves as the greatest patrons of the faith by constructing reli~ 
quaries and venerating relics; actions such as the distribution of relics 
throughout the land clearly were designed not only to display the 
emperor's largess but also to improve government oversight of the tern~ 
ples throughout the realm. Rulers and other lay Buddhists presumably 
also believed that such construction and veneration enabled them to im~ 

prove their karmic destiny. Rulers sacrificed themselves through giving 
themselves up for ransom; others gave of their possessions or their own 

bodies. And although the clerical community profited through the gifts 
of the faithful, some of their own went so far as to offer bodily parts in 
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veneration of relics. As will be shown, such actions not only reproduced 

an exchange relationship between the believer and the Buddha but also 

mediated relations between social groups. 

Relic Assemblages in the Buddhist Economy: 

Exchange, Debt, and the Power of Relics 

Relics, for both lay and monastic Buddhists, were objects of value. Once 

believers enshrined them in reliquaries, often adorned with precious sub

stances, they transformed the stiipa into an assemblage that constituted 
an indispensable part of the wealth of the Three Treasures. The stiipa 

was a regular object of offerings, and stiipa property was a basic feature of 
the early Buddhist monastery. 

At the same time, as we have seen, from the earliest period in the his

tory of Indian Buddhism, the mobility of relics also helped accelerate ex

change practices within the religion. For King Asoka, the ideal way to 

express his newfound faith-and to expiate his own sins-was to spon

sor the construction and distribution of stiipas. Asokavadcina represents 

the king as making elaborate offerings of cash to a great number of stiipas 

and sponsoring festivals in which he offered the objects of his most in
alienable wealth-his family, the earth, himself-to the Buddhist com

munity. 

Merchants were the other group of lay believers who were most ac

tively involved in the mobilization o£ and offerings to, Buddha relics. 

Merchants sometimes traded goods from stiipa property in order to in
crease the value of offerings to the reliquary. They may also have some

times carried relics to the lands of their travel. The Mahcivastu describes 

merchants who tell the Buddha that since they travel to many countries 

and kingdoms, they would like to receive a relic. The Buddha gives them 
locks of his hair and his nail parings and promises them that stones will 
come to them on their arrival at a certain location. The merchants then 

erect reliquaries in the places of their travel and, upon arriving at another 

location, use the stones which the Buddha has anomalously thrown 
there-evidently through his powers-to establish another stiipa.60 
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In order to understand the context for such appropriations of relics, 
however, we must also clarify the relations of these figures with the other 
agent in the exchange-the Buddha, who is present in the reliquary as
semblage. The relationship is one of infinite indebtedness toward the 

Buddha for his unlimited giving, which is rehearsed repeatedly in tales of 
his self-sacrifice as a bodhisattva, and in the belief that his remains also 

constitute a gift to all sentient beings. In fact, as we have seen, the jataka 

and the legends concerning the early reception of his remains constitute a 
thematic complex-a common set of narratives and practices in Bud

dhist traditions of South and East Asia.61 

The early Indian and Chinese Buddhist economy of relics is one of 

conscious gift-giving and debt. Contrary to Jacques Derrida's claim that 
reception of a gift occurs only when the object does not appear as a gift, 62 

the model of the gift in Buddhism is the Buddha's gift of his body, which 
is given as a gift (dana) and explicitly calls-through narratives-for re
quital of the debt incurred. The ideal gift of the believer is the sacrifice of 

both alienable and inalienable wealth; contrary to the cultures to which 
Annette Weiner has devoted her research, Buddhism ultimately pro
motes the sacrifice or discarding of both alienable and inalienable forms of 
wealth. The ideal is for the believer is to give up everything without ex
pectation of any return.63 

Buddhist texts commonly depict dana as a form-indeed, the most 
appropriate form-of sacrifice (P. yafifia; Sk. yajfia), identifying it as the 
proper substitute for the Vedic practice, which required the taking oflife. 
As one scholar has noted, the Pali canon describes the proper sacrifice as 
accomplished through self-control and giving, not through slaughter.64 

One work in the long section of the Agama sutra collection of the canon 
teaches that dana is the appropriate mode of sacrifice, since it does not 
involve the taking of life, and is marked by adherence to the eightfold 
path.65 Another work in the same section describes the proper mode of 
sacrifice as "giving," interpreted along a continuum of value: from the less 

efficacious-general gifts-to the more fruitful-targeted for recluses
to, ultimately, the most efficacious, the life of the renunciator.66 Scrip
tures associated with the rise of Mahayana Buddhism also retain the view 
that giving is a mode of sacrifice; the Vimalaklrti sutra teaches that the 
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highest sacrifice is the "dharma-sacrifice," which "develops living beings 

without beginning or end, giving gifts to them all simultaneously."67 

Marcel Mauss long ago noted in his study of "the gift" that sacrificial 

ritual is often contractual in character. Focusing on the potlatch, he em

phasized the implicitly productive aspect of sacrificial acts of destruction: 
"The purpose of destruction by sacrifice is precisely that it is an act of 

giving that is necessarily reciprocated."68 Mauss, together with Henri 

Hubert, also wrote-in a work on sacrifice that concentrated primarily 

on Vedic and Hebrew rituals-that any sacrifice is both "a useful act and 

... an obligation," since both worshipper and worshipped exchange their 

services.69 They contrast such acts, however, with a "case from which all 

selfish calculation is absent": self-destruction as a mode of action under

taken by divine beings who sacrifice themselves without any ritual inter

mediator, establishing an "icleallimit of abnegation" that remains unat

tainable for those who are not divine.7° 

In this case, how do we evaluate acts that do not literally sacrifice life 

or valuables, but which give them out of renunciatory motives2 In the 

context of New Guinea, C. A. Gregory has studied what Mauss once 

called "gifts to god," which he defines as a "sacrifice ... the 'surrender of a 

possession."' Gregory claims that such gifts specifically accomplish the 

"alienation of the inalienable," and do not put the recipient-the "non

natural person" or deity-in mutual debt, which means that such a gift is 

a one-way transaction.71 He notes that there is sometimes also an inter

mediary, who receives the gift on behalf of the deity. In contemporary 
Papua, Gregory argues, the Christian Church has developed a system 

whereby it has taken on the role of an intermediary in such giving, "sym
bolically" destroying the money it receives by ensuring that the wealth is 

no longer circulated back to the givers: "Thus the Church, by means of 

modifying the traditional gift exchange system, has perpetuated a ranking 

system of clans and men that enables it to accumulate assets for the 

Church without incurring liabilities, that is, to accumulate capital. Para

doxically, it is the 'destruction' element of a gifts-to-god system that en

ables this accumulation to take place."72 

Romila Thapar has recently come to relevant conclusions in her study 

of early Indian society. She notes that Vedic sacrifice (yajiia) made the 

brahman (priest) and k?atriya (warrior /king) classes interdependent. The 
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k~atriya competed among themselves in sacrificial ritual and thereby ex
pended large quantities of their dana, of which the priests were the re
cipients. In Thapar' s view, the warrior class was intimately related to the 

development of Upani~adic doctrines, which developed contemporane
ously with Buddhism, and which taught the supremacy of monastic re
nunciation. The Upani~adic doctrines, like those of the Buddhists and 

the J ains, emphasized individual meditative and yogic practice rather 
than yajii.a, which required the ritual assistance of a brahman and the sac~ 
rifice of wealth. The backdrop for this development was the rising 

prominence of agriculture and trade, which were rapidly replacing tradi
tional cattle herding; unlike the wealth of herders, the grain of agricul
tural specialists could be stored and eventually accumulated, making all 

the more visible the economic discrepancy between the practice of yajii.a 

and the practices of the Upani~adic ascetics or Buddhists. It is likely that 
the k~atriyas were motivated by an effort to refrain from expending ex
cess wealth as much as by "philosophical curiosity" in their increasing 
patronage of these new religious movements.73 

Thapar's analysis helps to explain the context for the development of 
Buddhism, as well as its reinterpretation of sacrifice. The Buddha was 
himself a k~atriya, and the class that together with kings patronized 
Buddhism most heavily were the merchants. Thus the Buddhists allied 

themselves with members of groups that sometimes sought alternatives 
to traditional sacrifice. 

What Thapar does not address, however, is how the adherents of the 
new movements went about reinterpreting the very act of sacrifice and of 
religious giving more generally. The Buddhists established themselves as 
ritual intermediaries in part through the development of tales of Sakya
muni's self-sacrifice and concepts such as the infinite field of merit. My 
contention is that, like the Papuan church as outlined by Gregory, the 

Buddhists co-opted the system of exchange between the k~atriyas 

and brahmans by euphemizing the transfer of wealth to the Buddhist 

community as a gift to the Buddha. Whereas the brahmans were recog
nizably ritual intermediaries, the Buddhists' jatakas and concept of an in
comparable field of merit-and thus implicit indebtedness to the Bud
dha-enabled them to transform what was once a public exchange of 
goods for ritual services into an exchange with the founder, resident in 
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the reliquary. Thus the Buddhists were not simply part of larger efforts 
to reduce sacrificial expenditures, but through the reception of gifts to 
the Buddha-gifts only symbolically destroyed-accumulated wealth of 
their own. 

Rulers' self~sacrifice, depicted in Asokavadana and evidenced in China, 

suggests not only the extent to which they wanted to demonstrate their 
largess toward Buddhism but also the degree to which they themselves 
believed in their debt to the Buddha and attempted to requite it. Yet, to 

the extent that the Buddha-despite discourses that depict him as 
merely human-was viewed in many texts and practices as an anoma~ 
lous, if not divine, being, such rulers could never repay the debt. Even as 
sovereigns, they could never match the one who had provided the ulti~ 
mate field of merit; at best they could merely attempt to requite the debt 
over time through repeated acts of giving. 

Thus rulers and other wealthy patrons who sponsored the construe~ 
tion of reliquaries were both constrained and not constrained by this 
ideal. On the one hand, the catch~22 of the Buddhist economy, of course, 
is that, as Asoka found out in the Asokavadana, one can never fully repay 
the Buddha. The debt to the Buddha continues eternally, partially be~ 

cause of his ongoing, diamond~like presence in the reliquary, and par~ 

tially because he has bequeathed the credit on this sacred debt to his 

community. On the other hand, these patrons also hoped to improve 
their positions vis~a~vis the members of other social groups. Distribu~ 

tions of large numbers of relics enabled rulers not only to partly repay 
their debt to the Buddha, but also to demonstrate their largess before the 
clerical community and the larger populace. Furthermore, such acts at~ 
tempted, by representing the gratia of the ruler, to produce or reinforce 
power relations with these groups. Some rulers went so far as to appro~ 
priate Buddha relics for procession or enshrinement, promoting broader 
public giving, and representing themselves as officiants who sponsored 
rituals that would benefit the realm. 

The terminology of gift and debt thus finds a parallel in works pro~ 
duced by Buddhists. For believers, the opportunity to make an offering 
to an infinite field of merit constituted an occasion for them to repay 
their own debts and, they hoped, to generate good for themselves, their 
ancestors, or others. In Chinese society, which had long valued relations 
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of loyalty and filiality, the Buddhists especially emphasized narratives 
and concepts of indebtedness that mediated among the religious, ethical, 
and economic spheres. The concepts of merit production and transfer 
were incorporated easily into a society that conceived of most social po

sitions in terms of hierarchy and varying modes of obligation. Moreover, 

the elaboration by esoteric Buddhists of the theory of four fundamental 
objects of indebtedness ( ssu-en) that all sentient beings are obliged to re

pay-parents, sentient beings, the king, and the Three Treasures-pro
vided a framework that tied the discourse of debt in Buddhism with 

other powerful social institutions.'i4 

Thus Buddhist discourses augmented-and in the case of the four 
fundamental debts, may have been produced in part as a response to
those of Confucianism, which also stressed obligation toward ones' 

family, friends, and ruler. By means of these discourses, Buddhist clerics 
positioned themselves as the inheritors and thus distributors of the merit 

made possible by the presence of the Buddha in the reliquary. Although 
annual practices such as the ghost festival enabled the monkhood to gain 
a foothold in regular exchanges linking descendants with their ances
tors,75 the discourses of indebtedness to the Three Treasures encouraged 

ongoing, indefinite, efforts to repay the Buddha and his community for 
their establishment and maintenance of an infinite field of merit. 

The terminology and practice of gift and debt thus perva~ed the rela

tions between Buddhists and Asian societies. The religious was at the 

same time economic. Rulers gave exorbitant amounts of cash and mate
rial resources to Buddhists to requite their debt to the Buddha, produc
ing merit for themselves or their relatives at the same time as they dis
played their generosity to others. Occasional rites such as the festivals of 
self-sacrifice gave rulers the chance to improve their own and their rela
tives' karmic positions, including both their immediate and their distant 
futures. Regular rites such as the ghost festival gave rulers and other be
lievers an annual opportunity to requite obligations to their ancestors and 
to Buddhism, providing one means for Chinese monks to gain an accept
able and lucrative position vis-a-vis the larger society, which distrusted 
those who abandoned family.'i6 The mobilization of relics and the con

struction of reliquaries also enabled rulers and other wealthy figures to 

requite their debt to the Buddha while displaying their generosity and 
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42 The Continental Context 

power vis~a~vis the populace; at the same time, it localized the presence of 

the Buddha, providing an object of offerings and pilgrimage that bene~ 

fited the monastic community.77 

Works such as Milindapanha, Mahavastu, and even Asokavadana were 

produced within monastic Buddhist communities. Although such worl<s 

were in some cases directed toward a lay audience, examples such as the 

vinaya of Indian Buddhism, rules intended primarily for the monks and 

nuns, suggest that monastic communities observed the same logic and 
terminology of gift and debt.78 Moreover, as was seen, monks also com~ 

monly engaged in self~sacrifice, which illustrates that the gifts and debts 
applied to them as well and points to a broader, "popular" mode of Bud~ 

dhist belief and practice. 
We will see in Chapter 3 that the inhabitants of the Japanese islands 

inherited this complex of ideology and ritual practice from the continent 

at a very early period. Indeed, since Japanese aristocrats and members of 

the government were the primary actors in the earliest era of the cult of 

relic veneration, we will look first at a relic rite developed by the imperial 
court-the Buddha Relics Offering celebrating the accession. The ex~ 

amination of the context for the development of the rite will clarify not 
only the non~Buddhist continental and native ritual influences on its in~ 

ception but also the close relations between the clerical community and 
the aristocracy that provided the most immediate milieu for its genesis. 
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3 Buddha Relics as Imperial Treasures: 

'Ichidai ichido busshari hoken' 

The ninth century marked a new era in the history of the Japanese impe~ 
rial court. The Ritsuryo system, which was largely patterned after Tang 
legal codes, became increasingly fraiL Although the system continued to 

exist, the growing power of the Fujiwara dan over the government meant 
that the tenno-a term sometimes translated "emperor"-was an in~ 

creasingly passive figure.1 Thus, the Japanese political situation, always 
quite different from that in China, began to take on a coloring all its own, 

marked by a regency (sessho) and chancellorship (kanpaku) controlled by 
the Fujiwaras. Moreover, the Fujiwaras routinely married their daughters 
to the males of the imperial house, thereby gaining control over imperial 
offspring by enthroning a child emperor whom they could then domi~ 
nate. For their part, emperors and retired sovereigns established the in~ 
stitution of chamberlains (kurodo) who served them in their residences 
and took over the functions previously performed by functionaries of the 
Ritsuryo state. This provided avenues of possible independence from 
confines of the Ritsuryo code and created an extralegal entity that would 
later be incorporated into the governance of the Fujiwaras and, later, 
military governments. 

By the conclusion of the ninth century, the Fujiwaras had managed 
not only to establish control over such positions within the government 
but also to begin to construct a new set of rituals and ritual calendar for 
the court. The state sponsored increasing numbers of occasional offer-
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44 Buddha Relics as Imperial Treasures 

ings (hobei, hoken) to native shrines (yashiro, jinja) and Buddhist temples 

( tera) as well as a series of regular rites and offerings. The regular rites 

and offerings included annual observances and regnal practices honoring 
the imperial accessions, such as the Sokui rite, which conferred on the 

emperor his status, or the Daijo~e rite, a thanksgiving banquet honoring 

the new sovereign. 
This chapter examines one of these new rites, clarifying its religious 

origins and meaning as well as its role in the governmental system of the 

era. Beginning in the late ninth or early tenth century, the government 

offered Buddha relics to large numbers of native shrines after the Daijo~e 

rite. The state conducted this offering, usually called ichidai ichido busshari 
(hoken) (Buddha Relics Offering), as part of a ritual effort to confirm the 

legitimacy of imperial rule. Buddha relics were valued for three reasons. 

First, as treasures, Buddha relics, as gifts of the imperial court in the 

name of the emperor, were perceived as valuables that necessarily invoked 

the authority and person of their giver. Second, as remnants of the body 
of the historical Buddha, they served as tokens of the authority of the 

founder and his religion; relics, as remains of Sakyamuni, constituted his 

continued presence, guaranteeing thereby his ongoing spiritual authority 
together with that of his surviving community. Third, as objects believed 
to have apotropaic powers, the offering of relics ideally conferred the 

protective powers of Buddhism on their recipients.2 

In recent years, scholars have come to recognize that the development 

of the consecration rites of accession (sokui kanjo) marked the esoterici~ 

zation of the ritual legitimation of the imperial reign. Kamikawa Michio 
has pioneered the study of this sphere of accession rituaP However, 

since only scholars ofkami worship have taken note of the Buddha Relics 
Offering, historians have as yet to attempt to account for the importance 
of the offering or for the increasing centrality of consecration rites of ac~ 
cession. The consecration rites of accession accomplished through eso~ 
teric power-and, as will be apparent, at far less cost than was the case 

with the Buddha Relics Offering-the reconfirmation of imperial rule. 

Kamikawa is, in part, correct to note that exoteric~esoteric Buddhism 

(kenmitsu bukkyo), by means of the sokui kanjo, formed a "structural ele~ 

ment" in the authority of the emperor, making the Daijo~e accession rite 

irrelevant and leading to its disuse.4 However, his claim is based on the 
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long-held assumption that the Daijo-e was an utterly non-Buddhist rite; 
he fails to note that one of the two largest public rites performed follow
ing the Daijo-e was the Buddha Relics Offering. Moreover, as will be 

shown in Chapter 4, he ignores the role of the annual Latter Seven-Day 
Rite in the development of the esoteric consecration rite of accession.5 

The sokui kanjo engaged the emperor in actions that transformed him 
through ritual empowerment, such as his use of the stiipa mudra, which 
invoked his status as Buddhist ruler and immanent bodhisattva through 
symbolic evocation of the reliquary. The construction of Buddha-relic 
stiipas for the relics offering was a rite developed by the court to renew 

relations with shrines of the realm by constructing an emperor with the 
markings of the Buddhist king as well as associations with the bodhi

sattva. The relics offering incorpor~ted the symbolism of the stiipa into 
the accession long before the development of the sokui kanjo and clearly 
laid part of the symbolic grounds for the inception of such rituals. 

The Buddha Relics Offering was usually conducted during the first or 
second year following the final accession rite, the Daijo-e. Descriptions of 
the rite, contained mostly in court diaries of the eleventh to thirteenth 
centuries, vary slightly. However, the form and sequence of the rite can 
be summarized as follows. (1) The court selected an official of the con
trolling board within the Great Council of State (Daijokan) or of the 
Imperial Chamberlains Office (Kurodo dokoro) to oversee the prepara
tions for the rite. (2) The official instructed craftsmen within the Cham
berlains Office to begin making silver vessels within which the Buddha 
relics (busshari; Sk. buddha-sarlra) were to be placed and to put these ves
sels inside 'jeweled stiipas" (taho-to) made of wood. (3) Weeks later, the 
young monks who were to be dispatched as emissaries to the shrines 
were invited to the Shingon chapel (Shingon'in) within the greater impe
rial palace, where their heads were shaved and they were given the pre
cepts by high-ranking administrator-monks (sago), masters (ajari), and 
monks active within the imperial palace (naigu); the monks who tonsured 
them were, at least in the most descriptive of records, clerics of the En
ryakuji, Todaiji, and Kofukuji temples. (4) Next, the emperor bathed 
and then inspected (goran, goro) the relics, ceremonial dress, clerical robes, 
and any other articles especially marked for offering to the Usa Hachi
mangu (also called Usa jingii) and Iwashimizu Hachimangu shrines. 
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(5) Soon thereafter, the novice monks were dispatched to carry the reli
quaries (housing one relic grain each)6 and official identification to fifty
five or fifty-seven shrines in approximately thirty-one provinces; the dif
ference in the numbers of recipient shrines is apparently due only to the 
method of counting rather than to any concrete shift in the targeted in
stitutions. ( 6) Among the recipient shrines, Usa Hachimangu and, to a 

lesser extent, Iwashimizu Hachimangu enjoyed the most prominent 

status since they were the only shrines that received, in addition to Bud
dha relics, clerical robes, ceremonial dress, and sometimes additional 
treasures. 

During the thirty-one reigns between emperors Ucla (r. 887-97) and 
Go-Fukakusa (r. 1246-59), the Buddha Relics Offering was conducted 
on at least twenty-two occasions. Since the historical record is incom
plete, the rite may have been conducted after virtually every accession 
in this period. Table r lists the occasions on which the rite was recorded, 
the primary sources that mention them, and the name of the reigning 
emperor. 

The development of the offering of Buddha relics coincided with that 
of the Great Treasures Offering (ichidai ichido daijinpo hobei). Both rites 
were performed after the accession of the emperor and were directed to
ward the same basic group of shrines. Organs of the Chamberlains Office 
prepared the objects and the emperor inspected them in both rituals, but 
whereas contemporary depictions of the rituals indicate that Usa Ha
chimangu and Iwashimizu Hachimangu shrines were the pre-eminent 
recipients of relics, Ise Daijingu and Usa Hachimangii stand out among 
the shrines that received treasures. 

Despite similarities in the two rituals, the offering of Buddha relics 
and the participation of Buddhist monks differentiated the Buddha Rel
ics Offering from the offering of treasures. The offering of relics incorpo
rated the body of the Buddha into the highest levels of the imperial cult, 
appropriating its historical, ritual, and literary connotations in an effort 
to empower the state. Such empowerment, from the standpoint of the 
state, was predicated on maintaining relations of indebtedness with the 

more important shrines of the realm and reaping the apotropaic powers 

of Buddhism. Ideologically, the offering supported the imperial cult by 
depicting the emperor as the greatest patron, if not the living equivalent, 
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Table I 
Recorded Examples of Buddha Relics Offerings, 889-1253 

Era and Other 
year Emperor Source Date sources 

Kanpyo Ucla Teishinko ki (889-9I?) 
(Tenryaku 

I.4.I7) 
Engi Daigo Teishinko ki (90I-903?) 
Tenryaku2 Murakami Nihon kiryaku 9.22 (948) 
Anna2 Reizei Nihon kiryaku 5.26 (969) 
Tenroku2 Enyii Nihon kiryaku 10.28 (97I) 
Eien I Ichijo Nihon kiryaku 9·27 (987) 
Kannin2 Go-Ichijo Shoyu ki 10.rr (10I8) Mido kan-

paku ki, 
Sakei ki 

Choryaku2 Go-Suzaku Fuso ryakki 6.I5 (1038) 
Eisho 4 Go-Reizei Fuso ryakki I2.I3 (1050) Genko shaku-

sho 25 
Enkyii 2 Go-Sanjo Fuso ryakki II.I7 ( I070) Genko shaku-

sho 25 

joho4 Shirakawa Suisa ki 6.24 (1077) 
Kanji 3 Horikawa Chuyuki rr.28 (Io9o) Minkei ki 

(Kanki 

I.6.25) 
Ten'ei 3 Toba Chayaki 6.I7 (III2) Denryaku 
Daiji I Sutoku Chiiyii ki index 7.I8 (II26) 
Tenyo I Konoe Honcho seiki I0.23 (rr44) Shogeki 

Kiyohara no 

Oho2 Nijo Shokei kojitsu 
Shigenori ki 

6.I2 (rr62) 
Joan 2 Takakura Minkeiki (Kanki 2.23 (II72) "Daijo kanpu," 

I.6.25) "Daidai- HI, no. 
nichiji kanmon" 3594 

Kenkyii 3 Go-Toba Gyokuyo 3.10 (rr92) Azuma 
kagami 

Ken'eii Tsuchimikado Sancho ki 9.26 (no6) Minkei ki 
Jokyu 3 Juntoku Hyakuren sho p6 (I22I) Minkei ki 

(Kanki 
I.6.25) 

Kanki r Go-Horikawa Minkei ki 8.8 (1229) 
Kencho 5 Go-Fukakusa H yakuren sho ? (I253) 

8.13 - schedule 
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of the Buddha body. This synthesis of kami worship (jingi suhai) and 

Buddhism focused on the person of the emperor, drawing on the per

ceived similarities between relics and the sacred treasures (jinpo) of native 

traditions.7 The receipt of imperial relic offerings promised the officiants 

and clans associated with recipient shrines a special relationship with the 

imperial house and state, while granting them the peace guaranteed the 

realm by enshrining the remains of the Buddha. 

Treasures in Early Japan 

JAPANESE TREASURES AND THE CHINESE PRECEDENT 

To understand the role ofBuddha relics in imperial patronage of shrines, 
it is necessary to examine the tradition of"sacred treasures" (jinpo; here

after "treasures") in early Japan. It is clear that early Japanese concepts of 

treasures were influenced by Chinese traditions of imperial treasure. Al

though the exact character of the earliest Chinese treasures is not clear, 

they seem to have been talismanic objects believed to testifY to the inves

titure of the ruler.8 

The. use by Hsin dynasty founder Wang Mang (45 BCE-23 cE) and 
other sovereigns of talismanic objects such as tallies (ju) to legitimize 

their rule indicates the contractual character of the relationship believed 
to obtain between the Chinese ruler and Heaven, as well as between the 

ruler and his followers. Such tallies had for a long period been used as 
guarantees between contracting parties. The term ju originally referred to 

a tally that was broken in half; each party to the contract retained a hal£ 
which could be matched to the other half to guarantee the authenticity of 

the bearer of the tally. Versions of such contracts were used by courtiers 

and members of military fraternities.9 

Nakamura Hiroichi has pointed out that from the Ch'in dynasty on, 

the term treasure (pao) often referred to the imperial seal (hsi). 10 Naka

mura analyzes a series of Tang codes to establish that by the eighth 
century there was a cluster of eight primary regalia, or treasures, one of 

which was the "sacred treasure" (shen-pao; J. jinpo). The sacred treasure 

was, like the other seven items, one of the imperial seals, although the 

distinguishing character of each of the seals is not clear. Based on de-
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scriptions in several works, Nakamura concludes that the sacred treasure· 

and one other of the eight treasures were the personal seals of the sover

eign; the other six treasures, he surmises, were seals used by other mem

bers of the imperial family. These two seals, in particular, were regularly 

presented to the T' ang emperor in a "court meeting" and constituted 

what Nakamura calls "symbols of the orthodoxy and sacrality of the 

dynasty."11 

In early Japan, the imperial court similarly incorporated treasures into 

the legitimation and operation of governance. Early legal codes and 
chronicles indicate that the emperor made use of seals in governing.12 

The Nihon shoki (Chronicles of Japan) indicates this on two occasions 

with the term oshite-the Japanese pronunciation of Ju.13 In the Japanese 

case, the seal was produced by imprinting an image of the sovereign's 

hand in red or black ink on a document.14 

Early works also portray the emperor as bearing a cluster of treasures 

(jinp6, kandakara) that testified to the legitimacy of his reign. The Nihon 
shoki represents treasures as divine tribute offerings from foreign leaders 
including a prince on the continent, high-ranking clan members, or the 

imbe ritual specialists. Passages in the work portray the role of clan 
chieftains of the capital region (kinai) in the presentation of the imperial 

mirror and sword-the sacred regalia (mishirushi) of the emperor's 

person.15 

From the chronicles as well as the ritual texts of the early Heian era 

(794-n85), it is also apparent that treasures of the emperor were in no 

sense limited to the so-called three regalia (sanshu no jingi)-mirror (yata 
no kagami), sword (kusanagi no tsurugi), and jewel (yasakani no magatama). 
The anonymous Sendai kujihongi (Chronicle of ancient matters of former 

ages), compiled in roughly the early ninth century, claimed that there 
were ten treasures in all (tokusa no kandakara).16 As noted by Kageyama 
Haruki, the ten included not only sets of mirrors, swords, and jewels but 

also scarves (hire)P The names of some of the jewels indicate that they 

were believed capable of preserving life or even raising the dead; the text 

notes that in times of trouble or illness, the phrase tokusa no kandakara 
should be intoned while waving the treasures, thereby appropriating their 

power to solve the problem.18 The ninth-century legal commentary Ryo 
[no] shuge (Collected notes on the law) records that officials of the Kami 
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Worship Bureau (Jingikan) of the government shook scarves as part of 

the ritual to pacify the spirit of the dead emperor (tamafuri, chinkon)-a 
clear indication of the apotropaic powers attributed to the objects.19 

Representations of these "treasures" worked to legitimize the reign of 

the emperor in an additional sense as welL They depicted the treasures as 

heirlooms that through enshrinement and veneration both embodied the 

continuity and evoked the sacral power of the imperial family. The close

ness of mirrors, swords, jewels, and, perhaps to a lesser extent, scarves to 

the emperor's person ideally imbued them with unchallenged authority 
and mystery. At the same time, their actual enshrinement testified both 

to the legitimacy and to the power of the emperor's person, investing the 
body of the emperor with value that exceeded expendable wealth, as their 

very presence presumably served to verify his claim to sovereignty. 

THE IMPERIAL CONFERRAL OF TREASURES! THE 

GENEALOGY OF OFFERINGS TO USA SHRINE 

The enshrinement of treasures, however, represents only one use of 

treasures in imperial rule. Treasures were also conferred in the name of 

the emperor to powerful clans throughout the realm. Such conferral 

seems to have originated in the practice of placing treasures in the charge 
of occupational clans (be), whose duty was to enshrine and guard them.20 

By the eighth century, the court also began both occasional and cus

tomary offerings to UsaJingii (which shortly became known as Usa Ha
chimangii), a large shrine on the island of Kyushtl. The motive for this 

development seems to have been partly related to the apotropaic powers 
attributed to the kami of the shrine, especially on the occasion of conflict 

or war. In 741, indebted to the deity for its success in overcoming the 
rebel Fujiwara no Hirotsugu, the court offered the shrine servants, 

horses, land, the stltras Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching (J. Konkomyo 
saishookyo; Golden light scripture of victorious kings) and Miaoja lien-hua 
ching (J. Myohorengekyo; Scripture of the lotus blossom of the wonderful 

law), and a three-story sttlpa into which the stltras were to be placed.
21 

From the mid-eighth century on, government records also referred to 

Usa as a "Great Shrine" (daijingu), a term usually associated with the Ise 

Daijingu, the shrine most commonly associated with the imperial fam-
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ily.22 Indeed, some scholars have noted the unique position of the Ise and 

Hachiman shrines-both Usa and the later Iwashimizu Hachimangu
as ancestral shrines (sobyo) of the imperial family during the Heian era.23 

A series of works from the ninth to thirteenth centuries indicates that 
the Ise and the Hachiman shrines, while worshipped by the court to~ 
gether with large numbers of other shrines in a variety of rites, main~ 

rained a uniquely close relationship with the imperial family. The status 
of Ise as the pre~eminent shrine has long been known, but the centrality 
of Usa-and, later, Iwashimizu Hachimangu-in the imperial cult has 

generally been overlooked. 

During the political ascendance of the monk Dokyo (d. 772), the ora~ 
des of the deity Hachiman proved of central importance to the appro~ 
priation and application of imperial authority. Both Shoku Nihongi (Con~ 
tinued chronicles of Japan) and Nihon koki (Later chronicles of Japan) 

portray Dokyo as having hoped to obtain the imperial regalia (referred to 
as jingi) and accession as emperor through the use of an oracle of the de~ 
ity of Usa.24 The accounts in these texts make clear that the oracles of 
Usa Hachiman had an indispensable role in sanctioning imperial rule. In 
this early period, the blessing of the deity was essential to anyone who 
would be emperor, due to both its apotropaic powers and the sanctifYing 
role of the shrine as a daijingu associated with the imperial family. 

Although the fortunes of the Usa shrine declined for a period follow~ 
ing the Dokyo incident and the shift from the T enmu to the T enji line~ 

age of emperors, 25 court patronage had resumed with full force by the 
early ninth century. In particular, the use of members of the Wake clan 
as emissaries to Usa to announce the imperial accession became a regular 
practice of the court, beginning perhaps as early as the reign of Emperor 
Kanmu (r. 781-806). The earliest mention in the official histories, how~ 
ever, dates to 833. In honor of the accession ofNinmyo ( r. 833-50) earlier 
in the year, Wake Ason Mats una was dispatched to "Hachiman Dai~ 
bosatsugu" and Kashiibyo shrine to offer a sword and cloth.26 

The reference to Hachiman the bodhisattva (bosatsu) suggests a con~ 
fluence between a new view of the deity and a new rite for proclaiming an 
accession in the early ninth century. The view that Hachiman is a bodhi~ 

sattva appeared between the late eighth century and 809, when the offi~ 
cial history referred to the shrine as that of the "Great Bodhisattva" 
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(Hachiman Daibosatsugu).27 Although this title seems initially to have 

been used interchangeably with daijingu, it had largely replaced the latter 

in the official histories by the late ninth century. At the same time, the 

dispatch of an emissary to offer treasures or other valuables to the shrine 

as part of the proclamation of imperial accession became a regular prac~ 

tice. The ninth~century Nihon Montoku tenno jitsuroku (Actual record of 

the Japanese Emperor Montoku) depicts the emissary of 850 as having 
offered a jeweled sword, a mirror, incense, and figured silk to Usa and 

Kashiibyo.28 Nihon sandai jitsuroku (Actual record of three Japanese 

reigns) describes the dispatch of the emissary in 859, noting that he of~ 

fered treasures (zaiho), cloth, and a sacred horse (shinme) to Hachiman 

Daibosatsugu to proclaim the accession of Emperor Seiwa (r. 858-76).29 

On similar occasions in 877 and 884, an emissary was again dispatched, 

offering a sword and cloth in the first case and figured silk in the sec~ 

ond.30 With the end of the official histories in the late ninth century, the 
record becomes much more sparse. However, entries in the Nihon kiryaku 
(Abridged chronicles of Japan) and a number of diary accounts make it 

clear that the dispatch of such emissaries continued throughout the Hei~ 

an and Kamakura eras.31 

Ultimately, the only shrine to rival or surpass Usa in its association 
with imperial accession rites was Ise. The offering of treasures to Usa 

and Ise was conducted on occasions of accession, crisis, and shrine recon~ 

struction. Both shrines were the objects of the regular dispatch of emis~ 
saries bearing offerings (Usa, triennial; Ise, annual). As shown below, 
moreover, these two shrines were a set at the apex of the recipients of the 

Great Treasures Offering that developed between the late ninth and 

early tenth centuries. Indeed, the development of the Great Treasures 
Offering, via the pre~eminence given to Usa as half of this set, had an in~ 

dispensable role in the ritual and conceptual production of the offering of 
Buddha relics. This is suggested, in part, by the temporal coincidence of 
the rise of the use of the title Great Bodhisattva and the development of 

accession offerings to Usa. As will be shown, by the Heian era, the deity 

of the shrine was recognized as having both the identity of Emperor Ojin 
( r. 269-3!0) as well as that of a bodhisattva. This reinscription of the 

spirit of a past sovereign as a bodhisattva provided precedent for the 
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reinterpretation of the person of the emperor. The emperor, which the 

imperial government had long portrayed as the greatest of patrons of 
B~ddhism, could now be represented as the descendant and virtual 
equivalent of a bodhisattva, if not, indeed, a Buddha. 

The Great Treasures Offering 

In addition to the inception of offerings of treasures to Usa and Ise, 

changes in the relationship between the state and large shrines of the 
realm and in the rituals of accession also provided a background for the 

development of the Great Treasures Offering and the Buddha Relics 
Offering. By the late eighth century, changes in the relationship between 
the state and officiants at major shrines provided a precedent for the de

velopment of imperial offerings of a new order. Scholars such as Okada 
Seishi and Nishimiya Hideki have noted the distributory character of 
hanpei offerings, which were given in the name of the emperor to many 
shrines. In particular, Nishimiya has noted the importance of the dis
tinction between the method of delivery employed in the case of hanpei 
and that employed for hobei. The hanpei began as a distribution to 
shrines within the capital area during the late seventh century, but by the 
early eighth century it had been extended by the Ritsuryo state to shrines 
throughout the realm.32 In the case of the hanpei, the chieftains of the 
provinces (kuni no miyatsuko), leading the officiants (hajuribe) of the re

cipient shrines, were expected to go to the capitaL Indeed, the practice 
was probably patterned on the investiture ceremony in which governors, 
such as that of Izumo, subordinated themselves to the rule of the em
peror by traveling to the capital and receiving valuables.33 

By the late Nara period, the hanpei had begun to pose a problem, 
since the officiants of some shrines declined to participate in the rite. 

After one such refusal in 775, the government threatened that henceforth 
such failures would result in the replacement of the absent officiants.34 

During the ninth century, offerings (hobei) to individual shrines in

creased, and by the end of the century were regularly made to large num
bers of shrines. In these rites, the court dispatched imperial emissaries to 
the shrines, a practice that apparently originated in the regular dispatch 
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of imperial emissaries to large shrines associated with the imperial house 

(e.g., Ise and Usa) and in occasional (rinji) rites such as rain prayet;s or 

other apotropaic practices. 
As noted earlier, imperial offerings to Ise and Usa in celebration of the 

accession of an emperor became regular practices. The appearance of 
these offerings accompanied the increasing elaboration of offerings (ho~ 
bei, hoken) given to shrines before and after the performance of the two 

main rites of accession, the Sokui and Daijo~e. The variation in the se~ 

quence and number of the accession offerings suggests that the ritual se~ 

quence was not yet clearly fixed during the ninth and tenth centuries. 

However, the marked increase in the offering of hobei during an acces~ 

sion indicates that the state was devoting greater resources than it had in 

the past to glorify the new sovereign publicly and to regenerate relations 
with the powerful shrines of the realm. 

The most visible and elaborate rites in this sequence of offerings were 

those usually performed last: the Great Treasures Offering and the Bud~ 

dha Relics Offering. The Relics Offering was invariably performed after 

the Daijo~e, but the Treasures Offering was on some occasions made 
before the final accession rite. The Great Treasures Offering, briefly put, 

involved the dispatch of emissaries bearing treasures (jinpo) to approxi~ 

mately fifty to sixty shrines (jinja) throughout the realm in honor of the 
imperial accession.35 Table 2 lists these shrines and the provinces in 

which they are located; almost without exception, the shrines are the 

same as those that received the Buddha Relics Offering. 

The treasures to be presented were divided between those offered to 

all shrines in general and those given to shrines with special status (Ise, 
Usa, Iwashimizu, Kamo, and the pair of Hinokuma and Kunikakasu, 

although the last two were sometimes not mentioned in depictions of the 
rite).36 In the Treasures Offering of 1017, for example, the treasures des~ 
tined for those shrines and given special mention in diary depictions were 
two offerings of gold and silver, a brocade cover with gilt bronze bells at~ 

tached, a jeweled sash, a mirror, a gilt bronze bell, a quantity of paper of~ 
fering strips, a post, a halberd, a jeweled sword, a red lacquered bow, and 

an arrow. Usa, however, received additional offerings of two rolls ofbro~ 

cade, twelve rolls of figured cloth, forty rolls of silk of the five colors, 
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Table 2 

Recipient Shrines for the Great Treasures Offerings, BBB-rz6g 

Shrine Location Shrine Location 

Ise Kotaijingii and Mishima Izu 

T oyuke Daijingii Ise Katori Shimosa 

UsaJingii and Kashima Hitachi 

Kashiigu Buzen, Hie Omi 

Chikuzen Fuwa Mino 

Iwashimizu Suwa Shinano 

Hachimangii Yamashiro Nukisaki Kozuke 

Sonokarakami Yamashiro Futarayama Shimo-

Upper and Lower tsuke 

Kamo Yamashiro Shiogama Rikuzen 

Inari Yamashiro Omonoimi Uzen 
Matsuno'o Yamashiro Wakasahiko Wakasa 

Hirano Yamashiro Kehi Echizen 

Oharano Yamashiro Shirayama (Hime) Kaga 

Kasuga Yamato Keta Noto 

Yamato Yamato Kumano Izumo 

Omiwa Yamato Kizuki Izumo 

Iso no Kami Yamato Iwa Harima 

Isagawa Yamato Nakayama Mimasaka 

Onchi Kawachi Kibitsuhiko Bitchii 

Hiraoka Kawachi Itsukushima Aki 

Sumiyoshi Settsu Hinokuma and 

Oyosami Settsu Kunikakasu Kii 
Ikuta Settsu Oyamazumi I yo 
Nagata Settsu Munakata Chikuzen 

Tado Ise Sumiyoshi Chikuzen 

Atsuta Owari Kora Chikugo 

Asama Suruga Aso Hi go 

SOURCES: Okada Shoji, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, pp. 206-8; various diaries written 

between the ninth and thirteenth centuries. 
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cotton, two rolls of undyed silk, and four items of ceremonial dress: one 

(Buddhist) clerical robe, one lay ceremonial costume, and ceremonial at

tire for Otarashihime and Himegami, the two female deities enshrined 

together with Hachiman Daibosatsu.37 

It is clear that Ise and Usa were the most prominent of the shrines 

targeted. In particular, the emperor inspected only the treasures and 

sacred horses to be offered to Ise and Usa in his private residence, in 

the area where he regularly made morning prayers. The first two orders 

prepared on behalf of the emperor for dispatch to the shrines were those 

to Ise and Usa. At the same time, distinctions were made between the 

treatment of these two shrines. The emperor worshipped Ise at one 

point, and the handling of the treasure and the sacred horse for Ise was 

conducted separately from other shrine preparations. The offering to 

Usa was distinguished by the special treatment of the treasure and the 

emissary, the volume and character of the offerings, and the ritual meas

ures the emperor took. The emperor, in a purification ceremony in 

honor of Usa, worshipped the treasures and offerings to be given the 

shrine. The seal for the order to be dispatched with the offering to Usa 

was treated with singular attention in the Great Council of State. 

Moreover, the emperor did not eat meat until a report was received that 

the offering to Usa had been made, another indication of the centrality of 

the Usa shrine in the rite. 

Finally, the volume and character of the supplementary offerings given 

Usa indicate forcefully the unique status of the shrine. The fact that the 

shrine received the largest supplementary offering suggests that its deities 

were uniquely important to the successful completion of the Great 
Treasures Offering. The clerical robe and the robe of an aristocrat were 

clearly gifts to Hachiman Daibosatsu, the male deity at the top of the tri

archy of deities of Usa. This deity was identified by at least the late tenth 

century-if not by the ninth century or earlier-as Homuta (Honda) 

wake no mikoto, the spirit of the former sovereign Ojin tenno of the 

fourth century.38 The gift of these two robes embodied both the Bud

dhist and the non-Buddhist aspects of the deity, reaffirming the inter

section of the imperial lineage with the figure of the bodhisattva (bo

satsu). The last two items of ceremonial attire were to be given to the two 
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female deities of the shrine; one of these, Otarashihime, was the deifica

tion of the former regent Jingii, the mother of Ojin tenno. 

The Great Treasures Offering was conducted in at least twenty-seven 

of the thirty-two reigns between 888 and 1269. Since the last of the offi

cial histories ended in 887, the early representations are limited to brief 

references in diaries, ritual texts, and other government compilations. 

The earliest reference is in Nihon kiryaku, which records that in 888, "The 

emissaries of the Great Treasures Offering were dispatched."39 The de

piction in the same work of the rite of 932 is the first to use the expres

sion "ichidai ichido daijinpo" (the great treasures [offered] once each 

reign)-the expression most commonly used thereafter refer to the rite.40 

The diary of Fujiwara no Tadahira (880-949), Teishinko ki (Account of 

Lord Teishin), records that earlier in the same year the imperial cham

berlain, having examined past examples, recommended that in accor

dance with precedent the rreasures be offered to the shrines of the realm 

(moromoro no kami no jinpo) on the same day as the "Usa treasure" (Usa no 
jinpo).41 

The records concerning the rite conducted in 947, after the accession 

of Emperor Murakami (r. 946-67), are more extensive. All the early 
sources on this rite refer to it with the core expression "once each reign" 

(ichidai ichido). Tadahira's account, moreover, suggests that he and others 

in the government perceived the Great Treasures Offering and the Bud

dha Relics Offering as a ritual set. On behalf of the emperor, an official 
asked for clarification of the following: "'With regard to the offering of 
treasures every reign, according to the precedents of the Kanpyo and 

Engi eras, a novice monk was [later] sent forward with silver stiipas en
shrining Buddha relics, but this was not done in the J ohei era .... This 
was out of concern about the imperial order [for the rites]."42 Tadahira 

made no mention of his response to the official. However, his diary re

cords that three days later, emissaries were dispatched for the Treasures 

Offering. Although T adahira does not mention the Buddha relic emis

saries, Nihon kiryaku indicates that seventeen months later, the Buddha 

relic emissaries were sent forth.43 

In conclusion, by the mid-tenth century, the form of the rite appears 

to have crystallized, as indicated by the formalization of its name and its 
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inclusion in ritual compilations. In particular, the rite of 947 should be 

noted, given that this was in honor of the first accession since the subju

gation ofTaira no Masakado (d. 940), a rebel who had used an oracle of 
the deity Hachiman to style himself emperor.44 Although the threat Ma

sakado posed to Fujiwara control over the government had never been 

great, the Great Treasures Offering provided an opportunity to display 
the majesty of wealth offered in the name of the emperor and to recon
stitute the hierarchical relations between the government and major 

shrines of the realm. It is, of course, clear that the emperor and govern

ment also hoped to draw on the apotropaic powers of the deities of the 

shrines to protect the ruling lineage and state.45 

It is, moreover, noteworthy that the deity of Usa is called Hachiman 

Daibosatsu in virtually every account of the Great Treasures Offering, 

indicating the Buddhist character of the deity. Furthermore, the offering 

of clerical and lay robes to the deity makes it all the clearer that the deity 
of Usa, now viewed as the spirit of Ojin tenno, was both a bodhisattva 

and a forebear of the present ruler. The clothing, offered by the ruler to a 
shrine that housed the spirit of his ancestor, affirmed the Buddhist as 

well as kami-related divinity of the sovereign. Moreover, as will be 

shown, knowledge in the contemporary court of legends of King Asoka 

and of the former lives of Sakyamuni suggests the development of a view 

that increasingly associated the emperor with the figure of the Buddha. 

Buddha Relics in Early Japan 

We now turn to the parallel and specifically Buddhist rite: the Buddha 

Relics Offering. In order to understand the reasons for the use of Bud
dha relics in an accession offering, we must first examine the Buddhist 
influences that provided a context for this appropriation. In particular, it 

is necessary to trace the historical, ritual, and literary contexts of the rite. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The history of relics in Japan starts very early, especially with regard to 

the activities of the imperial family and those close to it. The Japanese 
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shared with their Chinese counterparts excitement and wonder on re~ 
ceiving important cultural implements and commodities from lands to 

the west. Thus the Buddha relic, as one of the most highly prized objects 
in Asia, constituted one of several vehicles for Chinese and, later, Japa~ 
nese reception of transcultural influence. 

However, Buddha relics also became objects of conflict at the very 

highest levels of Japanese court society, evidently because of their per~ 
ceived apotropaic qualities. This is first represented in the Nihon shoki. In 
the late sixth century, Soga no Umako (d. 626), head of the influential 
Soga clan and thus one of the most powerful men in the early court, 
erected a temple with the cooperation of believers of continental ances~ 
try. When his underling Shime Dachito and three nuns partook of a 
Buddhist vegetarian meal, a relic suddenly appeared on the bowl of food. 

Its wondrous qualities were evident. Shime Dachito offered the relic to 
Umako, who proceeded to experiment with it. He found that he could 

not smash it with a hammer; moreover, when he threw the relic in the 

water, it rose or sank according to his desire (kokoro no negai no mama ni 
mizu ni ukabi shizumu). Because of this relic, Umako and his colleagues 
were filled with deep faith, and he decided to construct a Buddhist hall 
within his home in Ishikawa. According to the text, this was the "begin~ 

ning of Buddhism" (buppo no hajime)-suggesting the importance of the 
wondrous qualities of relics to furthering the religion in Japan.46 

The next year, Umako constructed a stiipa to enshrine the relic. Yet 
he soon fell ill and was told by a diviner that the illness was a curse 
caused by the "Buddha deity" worshipped in his father's day. Umako sent 

a messenger to inform Emperor Bidatsu (r. 571-85) of this, whereupon 
Bidatsu, influenced by the anti~ Buddhist Mononobe family, came to be~ 
lieve that Buddhism was a threat to the nation. The sovereign banned the 
religion, and the leader of the Mononobe destroyed the Soga reliquary 
and burned the image of the Buddha as well as the Buddhist hall. Bud~ 
dhism would, however, later be resurrected by imperial order, when a 

mysterious epidemic was blamed on its persecution.47 

Three years later, perhaps in celebration of the accession of Emperor 

Sushun (r. 587-92), the Korean kingdom ofPaekche sent Buddha relics, 
priests, and temple artisans as tribute to his government.48 The next 
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sovereign, Empress Suiko (r. 592-628), an ally of the Soga, as her first act 

had Buddha relics placed in the foundation of the stiipa of Hokoji tern~ 

ple, which had been founded by Umako.49 In the thirty~first yeat of 
Suiko's reign, the Korean kingdom ofSilla sent envoys bearing tribute of 

a golden Buddha image, a golden stiipa, relics, and initiation banners 
(kanjo no hata). The relics, stiipa, and banners were enshrined in Shiten~ 

noji, a temple originally erected by Prince Shotoku (574-622) in fulfill~ 

ment of a prayer made for success in batde.50 During the seventh century, 

the government was also involved in the construction of stiipas to house 
relics at other major temples, the most famous being the stiipa at Ho~ 

ryuji, a temple believed to have been constructed on the orders of Sho~ 

toku and Suiko. Recent archaeological research in the area of Horyuji 
has found extensive caches of relics and other valuables. 51 

In the eighth century, the Japanese government undertook construe~ 

tion of stiipas on a much larger scale. Emperor Shomu's (r. 724-49) in~ 

creasing devotion to Buddhism, especially in the wake of the great epi~ 
demics of the late 730s, led to the incorporation of stiipa construction 

and worship into a national system of provincial temples (kokubunji). A 
stiipa of seven stories was to be erected on the grounds of each temple, in 

which were to be placed copies of the nation~protecting siitras, the Golden 
Light Scripture of Victorious Kings and Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the 
Wonderful Law, together with part of the first siitra written in the em~ 
peror' s own hand. 52 

More important for our purposes here was Empress Shotoku's (r. 

749-58, 764-70) later commissioning of one million tiny stiipas (hyaku
man-to) to be offered in sets of roo,ooo to ten large temples in Nara and 
N aniwa: Daianji, Gangoji, Kofukuji, Y akushiji, T odaiji, Saidaiji, Ho~ 

ryuji, Gufukuji, Shitennoji, and Sufukuji. Shoku Nihongi describes the of 
fering of these miniature three~story stiipas in 770, as well as the events 
that led to Shotoku's decision to have them constructed.53 The text re~ 

cords that the construction was undertaken to fulfill a vow made in 764 

after the subjugation of the rebel Fujiwara no Nakamaro (ca. 706-64) 
and his cohorts. In this case, in a practice reminiscent of the enshrine~ 

ment of siitras in the stiipas of temples in the kokubunji system, written 

spells (darani) were enshrined rather than relics as such.54 The sovereign 
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and those around her probably believed that this act would evoke this 

connection among her recipients; the offering was apparently also con

ducted in part as an act of repentance for destruction of lives during the 
subjugation. 

During the same period, Buddhist clerics began to bring relics to Ja

pan. An early case was the monk Dosho ( 629-700 ), who was dispatched 
by the government in the mid-seventh century to study in China. His 
biographical account in Shoku Nihongi notes that, after his study under 
the great Chinese monk Hsiian-tsang, the master bestowed on him an 

unstated quantity of relics (shari) along with siitras and commentaries.55 

According to Nihon sandai jitsuroku, he enshrined the relics and texts in 

his home temple, Motogangoji.56 Gangoji Shoto'in shishi sosho ki (Record of 
succession of masters of Gangoji Shoto'in), incorporated within the To
daiji yoroku (Main record of Todaiji), says that the Indian monk Bod
hisena (704-60), who led the eye opening of the Great Buddha at To
daiji, brought 2,ooo Buddha relics along with other articles to Japan; 
according to the account, the relics and other articles were conferred by 
the emperor on temples, although there is no reference in the official 

histories to such a gift.57 Todaiwajo toseiden (Biography of the great Tang 
master who traveled east), the biography of the Chinese founder of the 

Japanese Precept school (Risshii), Chien-chen (J. Ganjin; 687-763), 

written shortly after his death, records that Chien-chen brought 3,ooo 

relics with him from China.58 Sanboe-kotoba (The illustrated Three 
Treasures), a Buddhist work compiled by the aristocrat Minamoto no 
Tamenori (ca. 941-ron) in the late tenth century, notes that a relics as
sembly (shari-e) performed annually at Toshodaiji was inaugurated by 
Chien-chen, indicating that some among the aristocracy had become 
aware of Chien-chen's connection with relic worship. 59 

Kiikai (774-835), founder of the Shingon school, is well known for 
the 8o relics he brought to Japan in 8o6 following his study in China. 
These are noted in the list he submitted to the government, Go-shorai 
mokuroku (August record of items imported).60 Indeed, as has been dem
onstrated by Hashimoto Hatsuko, beliefs surrounding his importation 

of relics played a major role in his later worship in Shingon.61 

Later in the ninth century, a series of monks traveled to China, four of 
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whom are believed to have brought or sent relics back to Japan. The 

monk Ryosen (also pronounced Reisen; d. 828), who traveled to China 

on the same official mission as Kukai and Tendai founder Saicho (767-

822) in 804, never returned to Japan; however, the record written by the 

Tendai monk Ennin (794-864) about his travels in China, Nitta guho jun
rei gyoki (Record of a pilgrimage to China in search of the Dharma), re
cords that Ryosen, who attained high status as a monk while studying at 

W u-t' ai shan, was given a large amount of gold by retired emperor Saga 

(r. 809-23) in 825. The next year, in gratitude for the gold, he sent newly 
translated sfrtras and a myriad of grains (ichimanryu) of Buddha relics 

back to Saga.62 This seems at first consideration an exaggerated number. 
However, Ryosen' s possession of large numbers of relics is borne out by 

another ninth-century source, written by the Shingon monk Engyo 

(799-852), a student ofKukai, who wrote on his return from China that 

he received 2,700 of his 3,000 relics from students of the late master Ryo
sen.63 The Shingon monk Eun (798-869) and Ennin himself also came 

back with Buddha relics, which each noted in the list he submitted to the 

government. 64 

By the ninth century, monks attached to several of the major Buddhist 

temples were thus involved in either the importation or the worship of 

Buddha relics. The imperial court had also developed an interest in the 
importation and distribution of relics as objects that helped to protect 

the imperial family and the state. Imperial sponsorship of relic rituals, to

gether with the claims of monks that relic worship protected the reign, 
testify to the belief in both the court and the clerical community that 

Buddha relics were imbued with extraordinary powers. The actual char

acter of the relics is not clarified in these early texts. It is possible that 
they were pearls or jewels. However, whatever the actual composition of 

the objects, it is evident that those who imported and worshipped the 
relics believed that they were the remains of the Buddha, since Buddhist 

texts testified to the proliferation of the Buddha's relics throughout the 

known world. The Japanese followed Buddhists of the continent in their 
belief that Asoka and later believers had mobilized large numbers of rel
ics for the construction of numerous stupas. The relic, as a synecdoche of 
the Buddha, materialized his presence at multiple sites in Japan, as it had 

throughout South and East Asia. 
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RELICS AND EARLY JAPANESE RITUAL 

Against the background described above, specific rituals employing relics 

also emerged. These rituals appropriated the powers of relics in the face 

of crises such as death, drought, and the turn of the year as well as for 

positive purposes such as the production of karmic merit. Initially, the 
rituals closely related to relics involved cremation and the burial practices 

of the imperial family. The first recorded cremation in Japan occurred at 

the beginning of the eighth century. Dosho, the monk given relics by 

Hsiian-tsang, was cremated after his death in 700.
65 Dosho was, more

over, the teacher of Gyoki (also pronounced Gyogi; 668-749), the 

famous monk who would later be referred to generally as "bosatsu" 

(Sk. bodhisattva) because of his reputed deeds on behalf of the populace. 

Indeed, the inscription on the vessel in which the bones of Gyoki were 

deposited referred to them as "relics" (shari; Sk. sari:ra) and stated the 

goal of his disciples was to place the relics in a 'jeweled stiipa" ( taho no 
to)-suggesting that cremated remains were sometimes referred to as 

"relics."66 The term shari, even when it was not used in the context of 

Buddha relics (busshari), however, seems to have referred only to re
mains of the Buddha or to someone of extremely exalted status, such as 

Gyoki. A human tooth together with a pearl, mirrors, swords, and jewels 

was discovered inside the knee of the Great Buddha at T odaiji, and one 

scholar claims that the placement of the tooth inside the figure suggests 

its status as a relic; indeed, the tooth may have been that of Emperor 

Shomu.67 Moreover, a text that describes the enshrinement of the re

mains of Prince Sawara (d. 785), whose spirit became an object of such 

great concern that he was posthumously given the title of emperor 
(tenno), refers to his bones as shari.68 

In fact, the imperial court's early interest in the ritual significance of 

relics clearly attached these Buddhist objects to the bones of imperial and 
Fujiwara ancestors and, apparently, incorporated them into a ritual pro

gram that enlarged the cult of their ancestral dead. The emperors of the 

late eighth and ninth centuries in the T enji descent line increasingly es

tablished mausolea to worship past sovereigns and aristocrats closely as

sociated with the imperial house. Indeed, the remains of Prince Sawa

ra-now Sudo tenno-were deposited in such a grave. Moreover, there 
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is a connection between the building of some early mausolea and the fear 

of maleficent spirits ( onryo). According to Shoku Nihongi, in response to 

several untimely deaths, a series of epidemics and droughts, and illnesses 

in the imperial family, the Nara government reburied the remains of an 

exiled princess and proclaimed the grave of Junnin tenno (r. 758-64), 

who had died in Awaji in 765 after being exiled by Empress Shotoku, to 
be an ancestral mausoleum of the imperial line (sanryo). This clearly indi

cates a connection between the construction of at least some mausolea 
and pacification of the dead.69 

In the ninth century, the court increasingly made offerings (yoshi hobei) 
to the imperial and Fujiwara mausolea to announce the accession ( sokui) 
of the new emperor. Although such offerings may date to the Nara pe
riod, they were first recorded in the official histories in 833, when emis

saries were dispatched to the mausolea of Kanmu and his empress to an

nounce the accession of Ninmyo in 833?0 On the accession of Emperor 
Seiwa in 858, this offering crystallized in a manner parallel to the annual 

offerings to mausolea in the twelfth month, which had begun to develop 

at the end of the eighth century: emissaries were sent to several imperial 
mausolea and to the grave of a female ancestor of the Fujiwara family.71 

Contemporaneous with the development of court worship of mau

solea and ancestral shrines (sobyo), two of which were Usa and, later, 

I washimizu Hachimangu, two other series of rites developed. On the one 

hand, the worship of Buddha relics and rituals for inventorying relics de
veloped in Japanese Buddhism. On the other, the state, often intimately 

involved in the relic rituals of the Buddhist schools, began to sponsor the 
offering of relics to temples and, later, shrines. 

The worship of Buddha relics by Kukai in a prayer for rain in 827 is 
the earliest recorded relic ritual to be held in the imperial palace. It is also 

the earliest reference to relic worship in the Shingon school, although it 

is clear that Kukai brought relics back from China in the early ninth 

century. The passage depicting the rite in Ruiju kokushi (Classified na
tional history) concludes that the rainfall that night was the "extraordi

nary effect of the shari."72 The use of this expression and the placement 

of this account in the chapter on calamities indicate that the rite was un
derstood in apotropaic terms. 
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The T endai monk Ennin, whose importation of relics is noted above, 
began the annual practice of the "relic assembly" (shari-e) in 86o.73 An 
entry dated 866 in Nihon sandai jitsuroku provides insight both into the 
government's view of the rite and into the focus of the rite as such. The 
account appears in the second of four parts of a government directive is
sued to Enryakuji, the main temple of the T endai sect, located on Mount 

Hiei, northeast of the capital. The directive prohibits officiant m~nks 
from neglecting the relic assembly, suggesting both a decline in its obser
vation and its importance to the government. The text notes that Ennin 
had vowed the assembly would protect the nation and points out to 
those partaking in the rite: "You requite Sakyamuni's virtue; further
more, you protect the imperial family."74 This statement is important in 
three respects. First, it clarifies that the relic assembly was held to wor

ship the relics of Sakyamuni. Second, it indicates that the worship of 
relics constituted an effort to repay a debt owed the historical founder of 

Buddhism (the term here is shuho, though hoon was the most common 

term used in early medieval Japan to refer to such an act of requital). 
Third, by identifying the objects of the rite as being Sakyamuni and the 

imperial family, it suggests an intimate connection between the worship 
of relics and the welfare of the sovereign. 

The government also initiated its own ritual use of relics. IB this case, 
the relics were not worshipped in a pre-existing location of enshrine
ment; rather, they were offered to temples or shrines, usually for votive 
purposes. The earliest recorded example of the offering of relics in the 
name of the emperor was the dispatch of the monk Kobo of Kannonji in 
Dazaifu to offer 500 grains of Buddha relics to official temples (kokubun 
oyobi jogakuji) of northern Kyushii in 831.?5 These relics may have been 

part of the myriad of grains that Ryosen is said to have sent the Japanese 
government in 826.?6 The reason for the offering is not stated in the rec
ord, although it was surely a votive offering. 

By the early tenth century, the state had begun to offer Buddha relics 
to shrines (jinja). The earliest known example is found in the ritual text 
Saigu ki, which records that the government sent emissaries in 903 to 
make offerings of ceremonial dress to I washimizu Hachimangii as well as 
Buddha relics and "treasures" (jinpo) to the Kamo, Matsuno'o, Hirano, 
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Inari, and Kasuga shrines. The specific purpose of the rite is not men~ 

tioned, but it was a votive prayer (rinji gogan) of some sort that was 

repeated in 916.77 

Finally, state sponsorship of the construction and worship of stupas, 

glimpsed above in the seventh and eighth centuries, proved an important 

influence on the development of more elaborate forms of relic and reli~ 

quary worship in the imperial court. The construction of stupas in the 

provincial temple system and of the million small stupas (hyakuman~to) 

provided historical precedents. In fact, as will be shown, during the ninth 

and tenth centuries, the state, the larger aristocracy, and the clerical 

community participated and cooperated in the worship and construction 

of stupas to an even greater degree. 

Kukai brought back with him not only grains of Buddha relics but 

also sutras, including some that promoted relic and stupa worship. One 

of these, the Tsao-t'a yen-ming kung-te ching (Establishment of karmic merit 

for long life through building stupas)/8 teaches that sponsoring the con~ 
struction of stu pas results in the attainment of karmic merit, and it had a 

great influence on the ritual construction of stupas during the period. 

The late tenth~century work Sanboe-kotoba invokes the teachings of this 

sutra in its depiction of the regular construction of stone stupas in the 

spring by aristocratic clans and relatives of the imperial family. It also 

quotes the sutra to stress that even children could attain long life, general 

good fortune, and even rebirth as a great Buddhist king by building small 

stu pas and concludes: "How much more can be assumed of the great sov~ 

ereign who is sincere? If [Buddha has] preached that anyone who makes 

a vow [to construct a stupa] with a believing mind and constructs a reli~ 

quary even one~finger tall has immeasurable merit, how much more so 

[one who] constructs temples and [large J stupas? ... Know that [con~ 

structing] stone stu pas [produces J great merit."79 

The construction and worship of jeweled stupas ([ta]ho~to) proved to 

be one of the most important ritual influences on the development of the 

offering of Buddha relics. The new Shingon and T endai schools were 

most responsible for the spread of this activity during the Heian era. 

Shingon monks constructed at least seven such stupas in the ninth and 

tenth centuries; at least three of these were built to fulfill vows of the em~ 

peror.80 The Tendai school, which taught the supremacy of the Lotus Sii-
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tra, was especially active in the construction of such stupas. The Lotus 
Sutra depicts a seven-jeweled stupa, within which sits an earlier Buddha 
called "Many Jewels" (Prabhutaratna); the Buddha Many Jewels offers a 
seat to Sakyamuni, and the historical Buddha enters the stupa as well. 

The Lotus Sutra proclaims the efficacy of making offerings to such stupas 
and to embracing the sutra.81 Given the primacy of the sutra in the Ten

dai school, many of the stu pas constructed by T endai monks enshrined 
copies of the text. The biography of Saicho records that he was responsi

ble for the construction of two jeweled stu pas in the provinces of Kozuke 
and Shimotsuke.82 It notes that he hoped to build six jeweled stupas, 

placing a thousand copies of the Lotus Sutra in each, but had only com
pleted three at the time of his death.83 

The construction of jeweled stupas, as envisioned by these schools, 
was not limited to the grounds of regular temples. It also included the 
building of such stupas within the precincts of shrines. Later records 
claimed that Mirokuji, the Buddhist temple (jinguji) attached to Usa Ha

chimangu, was the site of one of Saicho' s projected stu pas. A directive of 
937 issued by the government office of Dazaifu in northern Kyushu sug

gests that the local government, apparently acting on behalf of the court, 
was very supportive of the effort to construct the stupa. According to the 
directive, of the stu pas yet to be constructed at the time of Saicho' s 

death, one had been built in nearby Chikuzen in Johei 3 (933), but the 
stupa of "Usagu Mirokuji" was not yet established. In fact, according to 
the order, the construction of the jeweled stupa had been scheduled, but 
the 200 copies of the Lotus Sutra to be deposited in the stupa had been 

destroyed in a great fire in the Kanpyo era (889-98). Thus, the directive 
orders that the stupa be constructed in the jinguji of the Hakozakigu 
shrine in Chikuzen instead. The change in venue was not a problem, the 
directive notes, because both the Usagu and the Hakozakigu shrines 
house the same trace (suijaku) of the gongen-bosatsu (bodhisattva-deity). 
The directive further reveals the motive behind the construction: "We 
request the rapid construction of the jeweled stupa; the merit of Bud
dhist practice indeed pacifies the realm and profits the people.''84 The ra

tionale is d~arly based on the close relationship between the two shrines, 

because Hakozakigu also enshrines Ojin tenno as its main deity, followed 
by Jingu and T amayorihime no mikoto. An order issued by the Dazaifu 
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office in ro24 also rehearses the tale of the incomplete stiipa, noting that 

it was supposed to have been constructed in "Hachiman Usagu."85 

The construction of jeweled stiipas by the imperial court or aristocrats 
continued to increase throughout the Heian era. From the early eleventh 
century, perhaps reflecting the extent to which belief in the Lotus Sutra 
pervaded the court and aristocracy, jeweled stiipas themselves began to 

be objects of worship and construction: newly established stiipas of the 

T endai sect often enshrined the images of Sakyamuni and Prabhuta

ratna, the Buddhas in the jeweled stiipa that appears in chapter II of the 

siitra.86 This reflected not only belief in the text but also the prominence 

of the figure of the historical Buddha in the mid-Heian era. As will be 

shown, the use of such jeweled stiipas in the Buddha Relics Offering in

dicates an intimate connection between the development of the rite and 

the ritual construction of other jeweled reliquaries. Moreover, this rite 

drew on earlier examples of the ritual offering of relics or reliquaries to 
shrines and its complex pairing of Buddhist practice with kami worship 
was an elaboration of earlier developments. The Buddha Relics Offering, 

one of the largest public offerings of early medieval Japan, was predicated 
in part on public knowledge of the ritual and of the literary connotations 

of reliquaries. It simultaneously displayed the fecundity of the body of 

the Buddha, the fabulous wealth of the Buddhist religion, and the grace 

of the emperor. 

RELICS AND LITERATURE 

As noted above, Buddhist texts promoted the worship of relics and the 

building of stiipas, and comments in the Nihon shoki indicate that relics 
were viewed in Japan as having apotropaic qualities. Chinese Buddhist 
literature also contributed to the belief in and representation of relics as 

fantastic objects. Watabe Mayumi has recently noted that the account in 

Nihon shoki of the relic tested by Soga no Umako was patterned on such 

works; the concern with the authenticity of the relic, as well as with its 

efficacious character, parallels elements in Chinese Buddhist sources.87 

One of the earliest scriptural influences on the Japanese adoption of 
relic worship was, of course, the Lotus Sutra, to which Prince Shotoku 
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was said to have written a commentary.88 Another early influence, 

though far less well known, was the Yu-hsiang kung-te ching (J. Yoku-zo ku
doku kyo; Scripture on the merit ofbathing images), which was known in 

the clerical community by the early eighth century.89 This scripture 
stresses that the merit of worshipping Buddha relics and images equals 
that of being in the presence of the Buddha himsel£ It lists fifteen bene
fits of such worship, including pure states of mind, birth in Buddha 
lands, and the avoidance of war.90 Another sii.tra, Tsao-t'a kung-te ching (J. 
Zoto kudoku kyo; Scripture on the merit of constructing stii.pas), which 
was also apparently known, teaches that one who enshrines a Buddha 

relic (a hair, a tooth, a mustache whisker, or a nail clipping) or a sii.tra 
verse in a stii.pa will acquire great merit.91 

The tales of Sakyamuni' s former lives provided literary inspiration for 

the building of stii.pas. Early evidence of their influence in Japan can be 

seen in their pictorial representation on the miniature shrine (tamamushi 
no zushi) constructed at Horyii.ji as early as the mid-seventh century, 
which also depicts the worship of relics. The stories represented were, 
specifically, that of Prince Mahasattva offering his body to a hungry ti
gress and of a brahman giving up his body.92 The shrine also depicts the 
worship of relics (Fig. 1). This is not only the earliest extant artistic work 

depicting relic veneration in Japan but also clear evidence that Japanese of 
this period knew of the connection between relic veneration and the 

jataka tales. 
Another important scriptural influence during the early period was 

Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching, which, like the Lotus Sittra, was used 
in rituals for the protection of emperor and state. An earlier version of 
this text, together with]en-wang ching (J. Ninnokyo; Scripture on benevo
lent kings), was the subject oflectures at court and was sent in bulk to 
the provinces in the late seventh century for recitation on the eighth day of 
the first month of each year. Moreover, this version, brought to Japan by 
the monk Doji (d. 744) in the early eighth century, was, together with the 
Lotus Sutra, enshrined in the stii.pas established in the national system of 

provincial temples. As noted above, part of this sii.tra was copied by Em

peror Shomu to be additionally deposited in the stii.pas.93 It was also the 

sii.tra used in the annual Misai-e assembly, which began in the late Nara 
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Fig. 1 Veneration of Buddha relics (Tamamushi no zushi), ca. 6so-8o; height 7ft 8 
in (233 em); made of Japanese cypress, covered with black lacquer. Horyiiji Tem
ple, Nara (photograph reproduced by permission of the Horyiiji Temple, Nara). 
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period and combined a vegetarian feast with the expounding of the 
scripture to obtain peace and enrichment for the state and the nation. 
This version, which likewise focuses on Buddhist protection of the state, 
promotes the worship of relics, depicting a brahman who was born in 
comfort as Indra in the Heaven of Thirty-three because he acquired and 
worshipped relics.94 

The final chapter of this sutra is called "Self-sacrifice" ( Ch. she-shen; J. 
shashin) and draws on jataka narratives to draw a connection between the 
bodhisattva's abandonment of self and the worship of his relics. The 

Buddha reveals to his disciple Ananda and the other monks the relics 
from his self-sacrifice as the bodhisattva Prince Mahasattva and tells 
them that the relics are the ultimate "field of merit" (fu-t'ien; J. jukuden); 
he proceeds to tell the story of his incarnation as the prince, who sacri

ficed his body to feed a hungry tigress, and whose parents erected a stupa 
on the site of his death.95 Another less well known sutra, P'u-sa t'ou-shen i
e-hu ch'i-t'a yin-yuan ching (]. Bosatsu toshin shigako kito innen gyo; Scripture 

narrating the bodhisattva's sacrifice of his body to a hungry tigress and 
the construction of a reliquary), was also a seminal influence in Japan; it 

relates the same story and stresses the merit of worshipping the reliquary 
in response to the Buddha's offering of his body.96 

Legends of the construction of reliquaries by Indian king Asoka also 
had an impact on the Japanese in the early period. Dosho, noted above, 
as well as Chitatsu (fl. 658) and Chitsu (fl. 658-72)-seen as early patri
archs of the Japanese Hosso school-studied under Hsiian-tsang, whose 
account of his pilgrimage to India repeatedly mentions Asokan stupas.97 

An inscription, dated 751, on the five-story stupa at Ryufukuji alludes to 
Asoka' s act of building 84,000 stupas.98 Moreover, with the writing in 

779 (Hoki w) of Todaiwajo toseiden, the biography of Chien-chen, who 
founded the Risshu, the influence of the legend of Asokan patronage be
comes more evident. The text describes the Chinese sites that Chien

chen visited with his Risshu pupils between 743 and 754 and mentions 
the following: 

There was an Asoka stiipa .... The Asoka stiipa was [built] one hundred years after 

the Buddha crossed to the other shore. At the time, there was an iron-wheel-turning 

king named King Asoka. He had fierce deities in his service, and this is one of the 
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84,000 [stupas] he built .... On one side of the reliquary, in turn, is depicted the 

[Maha]sattva prince [who gave his body to feed a hungry tigress]; on another side, 

in turn, is [the Bodhisattva] offering his eyes; on another side, in turn, is [the Bodhi

sattva] putting forth [in offering] his head; and on another side is [the Bodhisattva] 

saving a dove.99 

In the early Heian era, Buddhist literature was introduced that sup

plemented the narratives of Buddhist kingship-the classic example be

ing Asoka-with a discourse of indebtedness to the sovereign. The most 
influential of these sutras was the Ta-ch' eng pen-sheng hsin-ti kuan ching (]. 
Daijo honjo shinji kangyo; Mahayana former birth scripture on contem

plating the mind-ground), translated by Prajfi.a (744-ca. 8ro) with the 

help of the Japanese monk Ryosen and others, which stresses four fun

damental objects of debt (ssu-en; J. shion) that all beings are obligated to 
repay: one's parents, sentient beings, the king, and the Three Treasures 
(Buddhism).100 Among the first to use this discourse was Kukai, who 

studied under Prajfi.a and periodically invoked the four objects of debt in 

his writing. In Hizo hoyaku (Precious key to the esoteric treasury), he 
wrote: "Clergymen recite sutras and worship the Buddhas, thus paying 

back the state for the patronage that they have received [kokka no on o 
hozu], and they practice meditation to fulfill their Four Obligations [ ob

jects of debt].''lOl The work that Kukai compiled on the occasion of con

ferring the esoteric ordination on Retired Emperor Heizei (r. 806-9) in 

821 stresses the importance of the four objects of debt in one's relations 
with other sentient beings.102 Decades later, the T endai monk Annen 

( 841-ca. 915) also began to invoke the four in his treatises.103 

By the late ninth century, state records also began to invoke this dis
course of indebtedness. In particular, Nihon sandai jitsuroku, the only offi

cial history to be written after the beginning of rule by Fujiwara regents, 

repeatedly notes the importance of these obligations in its depictions of 
Buddhism.104 At the same time, phrases such as "holy ruler" (seishu) were 
sometimes used in the official histories and government directives in ref

erences to Buddhism. A directive of 891 notes that the seishu heika (his 
imperial majesty, the holy ruler) had established temples in the area of 

the imperial mausolea (sanryo) in order to transfer merit (eko) to the 

spirits of past emperors (shoryo); previous emperors had ordered the 
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recitation of the Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching and the Lotus Sutra 
to protect the imperial reign of the holy ruler (seishu no hoso) and had 
Amida' s name recited nightly to amass merit for themselves after their 

death.105 

Although these sources do not relate directly to relic worship, they in
dicate the introduction of a new field of discourse that formed the con
text for the development of the offering of Buddha relics. As early as the 
late ninth century, this discourse intertwined the ritual services of the 
Buddhist community with government patronage. This interaction was 
particularly evident in the context of ritual services offered on behalf of 

deceased emperors, since Buddhist discourses of debt and holy sover
eignty intersected with the court's sponsoring of rituals. In 863, a monk

grandson of Emperor Heizei wanted to requite his debt to the dead ruler 
by obtaining his ashes, establishing a mausoleum in the mountains, con
templating on the Buddha (nenbutsu) and thereby benefiting his grand
father's spirit (mitama).106 As will be shown, the offering of Buddha relics 
to ancestral shrines such as Usa and Iwashimizu Hachimangu, believed 
to house the spirits of former sovereigns, drew on this Buddhist dis
course to requite in part the indebtedness of the current emperor toward 

his ancestors, and in part to visually display his gratia. The relic was the 
Buddhist gift par excellence, invoking the obligations of all beings toward 
the Buddha at the same time that it testified to the legitimate authority 

of its giver-thereby reminding the recipients of their indebtedness to 
both Buddha and sovereign. 

Finally, the Sanboe-kotoba indicates the extent to which members of 
the imperial court knew of the jatakas, the legends of King Asoka, and 
other literature concerning relic worship and stii.pa construction. This 

text was compiled in 984 by Minamoto no T amenori, provisional gover
nor of Mikawa province and great-great-grandson of _Emperor Koko 
(r. 884-87), for the edification of the recently tonsured Princess Sonshi 
(966-85). It'is divided into three sections, corresponding to the Three 
Treasures of Buddhism. The work repeatedly indicates, by drawing 
on continental and native literary representations of Buddhist practice, 
the ritual connection between offerings to Buddhism and the accumula
tion of merit, whose results may include long life, general health, wealth, 
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birth into a heavenly realm, and contribution to the attainment of en~ 

lightenment. The sacrificial offerings and patronage of kings constitute 
the core motif. 

The work's focus on the acquisition of merit even as it proclaims the 

superiority of monastic life reflects in part Sonshi' s status as an already 

tonsured member of the imperial family. T amenori emphasizes in the 

preface that the merit of building myriad jeweled stii.pas, the copying of 

the canon, the donating of valuables, or even the sacrifice of one's own 

body does not equal that acquired by spending even one day as a ton~ 

sured member of the Buddhist community.107 Even so, the tales in the 

collection repeatedly refer to the efficacy of sacrificial offering. T amenori 

was, after all, writing for an imperial audience, who together with the 

Fujiwaras constituted the most powerful and wealthy supporters of 
Japanese Buddhism. Thus, T amenori stressed the efficacy and merit of 

making offerings, which may have seemed less burdensome to others in 
the imperial family than the act of tonsure. 

The beginning of the preface of the first section emphasizes that 

Sakyamuni sacrificed himself for the sake of sentient beings, and the first 
tale of the collection recounts the jataka tale of King Sibi, a previous in~ 
carnation of Sakyamuni who reflected that, should he not be willing to 

give up all he had on behalf of Buddhism, he would forever be born into 

destitution. When tested by Indra, the king tried to defend a dove by 
cutting off pieces of his own flesh to feed a hawk.108 In another, a lion 

who was a previous incarnation ofSakyamuni gave up his life to a hunter; 
after this a king, later to be born as the Maitreya Bodhisattva, gathered 

the bones and enshrined them in a stii.pa (to).109 The tale of Prince 
Mahasattva is also recounted, together with a quote from Hsiian~tsang' s 
record; here as well, the king and queen are represented as taking the 
bones of the prince, who would be reborn as Sakyamuni, and enshrining 
them in a stii.pa (sotoba).U0 

Since this same work notes the efforts of kings and deities to acquire 

relics of Sakyamuni (quoted as the epigraph to Chapter I in this book), it 

is evident that by the late tenth century aristocrats knew the value of rel~ 

ics, along with the mythical and historical efforts of kings to acquire 

them. Moreover, the building of stii.pas and the making of offerings to 
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relics were portrayed as producing great merit. Relics were thus repre
sented as "valuables" not only on the continent but in Japan as well. As 

will be shown, it was through ritual and ideological appropriation of this 

Buddhist economy-with its sacrifices, debts, treasures, and patron

kings-that the Heian court developed the practice of offering Buddha 

relics in honor of the accession of the emperor. Thus whereas Buddhism 

contributed the historical, ritual, and literary bases for an economy of 

relics, the treasures of the imperial family and their patronage of shrines 

provided the strategy for the development of this rite. With the crystalli

zation of the Buddha Relics Offering, the imperial court produced at its 

highest levels a synthesis of Buddhism and kami worship by the tenth 

century. 

The Buddha Relics Offering 

The offering of relics upon an imperial accession assimilated the treas

ures tradition with the historical, ritual, and literary influences outlined 

above. The Buddha Relics Offering fundamentally altered the character 

of the ritual programs of the imperial court by appropriating Buddhist 

objects to legitimate the accession of emperors. This wedding of the 

powers of Buddhism and the sovereign occurred in the late ninth cen

tury. Thus, long before the onset of cloistered sovereigns and widespread 

anxieties about the Last Age of the Law (mappo), the imperial court ap
propriated Buddhist traditions to legitimize imperial rule. The gift of 
Buddha relics, as the tangible remains of Sakyamuni, combined the gratia 

of emperor and court with the powers attributed to the Buddha's body. 
Sources on this rite are scarce. The last of the six official histories was 

completed in the late ninth century, and government records about relics 

and stiipas virtually come to an end. Extant documentary records ( monjo) 
of the government or religious institutions dating from before the twelfth 

century are extremely rare. As a result, in order to analyze Japanese soci

ety from the tenth to twelfth centuries, the historian must make use of 
court diaries, bearing in mind the distinctions between these and other 

sources while at the same time drawing on their representation of social 
action.m Fortunately, court diaries and some ritual texts of the era offer 
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extensive descriptions of this rite, indicating its character as well as 

prominence in the Japanese court during the Heian era. 

REPRESENTATIONS OF THE BUDDHA RELICS 

OFFERING IN THE MID~HEIAN ERA 

The earliest reference to the offering of Buddha relics occurs in the diary 

of Fujiwara no Tadahira, Teishinko ki. 112 Tadahira was the son of Mo~ 

totsune (836-91), the second regent (sessho) and first chancellor (kan~ 

paku), and succeeded to these posts. He was thus the highest~ranking 

aristocrat of his generation, as well as a relative of the emperors in whose 
reigns he served. Given his station and the fact that Mototsune was also 
the "father" of Heian court ritual, T adahira was an expert on rites con~ 

ducted in the name of the emperor. Moreover, since he oversaw the 
writing of the official Engishiki (Rituals of the Engi period) code and was 
himself the "father" of the Fujiwara tradition of diary writing, Tadahira's 

diary provides the first in~depth account by a Fujiwara leader of the rites 

conducted in the tenth century.113 As noted earlier, he twice sponsored 

the construction of large numbers of small stiipas, an indication of his 

personal interest in relic and reliquary worship.U4 The Teishinko ki refers 

to the offering of Buddha relics on two occasions and indicates the close 
conceptual connection between the offering of Buddha relics and the 

Great Treasures Offering. T adahira reports an inquiry made by an offi~ 

cial in 947: '"With regard to the offering of treasures every reign, ac~ 

cording to the precedents of the Kanpyo and Engi eras, a novice monk 

was [later] sent forward with silver stiipas enshrining Buddha. relics; 

however this was not done in the Johei era ... .' This was out of concern 
about the imperial order [for the rite].''115 

While at first glance the passage might seem to suggest an overlap 
between the two rites, the diary records the dispatch of the Great T reas~ 

ures Offering three days later,116 and Nihon kiryaku records the dispatch 
of the offering of relics the next year: 

[T enryaku 2] 8.20. Seals were requested for the identification documents (of the 

monk-envoys].U7 

21. The imperial seal was requested. Today, the seal was requested for the docu

ments to be dispatched in the ichidai ichido offering of Buddha relics to shrines. 
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However, out of hesitation in deference to a period of impurity, this was stopped. 

Still, an imperial order was made to two of the ministries .... 

9.22 •••• Today, Buddha relics were offered to fifty-five shrines. Monks were sent as 

individual envoys [to each shrine]. However, one set of monk's robes was addition

ally dispatched (with relics] in offering to Usagti and Iwashimizu (Hachimangu]Y8 

The dates of the entry indicate clearly that the Relics Offering and the 

Treasures Offering were made at different times. Three scholars who 

have commented on the rites assume they began in the ninth century and 

that they were conducted in conjunction with the series of offerings fol

lowing the accession.119 It is, indeed, evident that the two offerings were 

conceived as a ritual set. T adahira' s representation of the two rites, the 

virtually identical number of target shrines, and the supplemental offer

ing of monk's robes to Usa and Iwashimizu indicate an intimate connec

tion between these two rites. Moreover, beginning with the accession of 

Emperor Ucla in 887, the government apparently undertook both offer

ings during the Kanpyo (889-98) and Engi (901-23) periods, an era when 

the regents and chancellors of the northern Fujiwaras solidified their 

control over the government and the dispatch of envoys to the continent 
came to a halt. 

The strategy of both rites was the same. Both rites publicly displayed 

the gratia of the new emperor. In doing so, both attempted to demon

strate that the sovereign was capable and willing to offer his wealth on 

behalf of the realm. Both, moreover, attempted to strengthen the impe
rial cult by renewing and forging gift relations with the powerful shrines 

in every region. Okada Shoji has argued that both rites were products of 
the development of a new ritual system that drew on the direct partici

pation of the emperor in public rituals and in the dispatch oflarge offer

ings to shrines.l2° Although the notion of the emperor's centrality and 

participation in the larger ritual system has been questioned,121 it is clear 
that the two rituals featured participation of the emperor and offerings to 

a large number of shrines. Furthermore, with the development of occa

sional offerings to sets of n, r6, and later 22 shrines in and around the 
capital, it is clear that the government was undertaking a revision of ritual 

practice and of relations with religious institutions. 

The recipient institutions in the Relics Offering and the Treasures 

Offering were apparently the same. In the case of relics, the number of 
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recipient shrines is usually given as 55, though sometimes as 57· In that of 

the Treasures Offering, the number varies between 50 and close to 6o. 

However, as Okada Shoji has noted with regard to the Treasures Offer

ing, the method of counting the number of recipient institutions often 

varied in the case oflarger shrines.122 Unfortunately, descriptions of the 

Relics Offering never include a list of all the recipient shrines, although 

particular shrines are often given special mention. 

As with the Treasures Offering, Usa Jingu, followed by Iwashimizu 

Hachimangu, held a central position in the Buddha Relics Offering. The 

ritual text Saigu ki (Account of the [Minister of the Left] Nishi-no-miya), 

written by Minamoto no Takaakira (914-92), tenth son of Emperor 

Daigo (r. 897-930 ), depicts the rite along lines similar to that of the entry 

in Nihon kiryaku, but provides further information on the Buddhist as

pects of the preparations: 

Administrator-monks (sogo) present the novices (shami), who receive the precepts 

in the Shingon chapel (Shingon'in) [of the imperial palace]. The administrator

monks perform the rite. They [the novices] are to carry Buddha relics. An order 

of the Great Council of State is also prepared and dispatched to Usa, adding 

the ceremonial dress emissaries, members of the Left and Right Divisions of the 

Gate Guards. (The shrines of the five home provinces and seven circuits have set 

numbers.) 123 

This record, together with the entry in Nihon kiryaku, makes it clear that 

Usa, rather than Ise, was the most important recipient-shrine in the 

Relics Offering. Of course, as explained earlier, even in the Treasures 

Offering Usa was the object of the largest supplementary offering. How

ever, descriptions of the Relics Offering always cite Usa as the most im

portant recipient and ignore Ise. The fact that this account is by Taka

akira offers us an example of an author who, although an opponent of the 

Fujiwaras-he was a victim of Fujiwara power in the Anna incident in 

969-also saw the Relics Offering as an important rite of the court and 

Usa Hachimangu as a primary recipient in the action.124 Although the 

supplemental offering made to Usa in the Relics Offering is described as 

ceremonial dress (shozoku), the term actually refers in this case to clerical 

robes, as is clear from other diaries.125 The "set numbers" of shrines pre

sumably refers to the fact that the recipient shrines are predetermined 

(i.e., 55 or 57 select shrines). 
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Of the early references, the only other which provides any detail is 

that in Nihon kiryaku concerning the relics offering of 987 marking the ac
cession of Emperor Ichijo (r. 986-wn): 

[Bien 1.9.] 25. In the Shingon chapel (Shingon'in), fifty-five youths had their heads 

shaved and received the precepts. They received [clerical] names and identification 

for the shrines [to which they would be sent]. This was for their dispatch as Buddha 

relic emissaries (busshari zukai) on the twenty-seventh. 

27. Buddha relics were offered to deities (kami) of the capital area and the seven cir
cuits.126 

Based on this account, it is clear that the youth-monks ( doji) were to 
carry the relics individually, since their numbers matched the number of 

shrines noted in other accounts. Moreover, the recipients are clearly 
identified as the deities of shrines, and it is indicated that the offering was 
made to shrines of the entire realm. 

The first Relics Offering for which extensive records exist was that 
honoring the accession of Emperor Go-Ichijo ( r. 1016-36) in 1018 (Kan
nin 2). The reason is that several lengthy diaries were produced in this 
period, during the height of Fujiwara power under Fujiwara no Michi
naga (966-1027). Three diaries describe the relics offering, and we can 
compare their respective depictions by following the course of the rite 

from preparations to dispatch. The diary of Minamoto no T suneyori 

(985-1039), a great-great-grandson of Emperor Ucla (r. 887-97), Sakei ki 
(Account of Controller of the Left T suneyori), provides one of the most 
extensive accounts of the rite because, as minor controller of the left (sa
shoben), he was assigned the task of organizing the preparations for the 
relics offering. His account is as follows: 

[Kannin r.n.] 27 •••• I submitted a date on which to offer the Buddha relics to the 

shrines. (On the thirtieth of this month, the relics will be placed in stilpa vessels; on 

the nineteenth of next month, the heads of youths will be shaved, and on the 

twenty-first of the same, they will be dispatched to offer [relics] to the shrines.) 

30. Early in the morning I arrived at the Chamberlains Office [of the Great Council 

of State]. On the twenty-first of next month, Buddha relics will be offered to deities 

of the five home provinces and seven circuits. Today, in this place, I had them start 

constructing the silver vessels for the relics together with the jeweled stiipas ( taho-to 

[Fig. 2]) made of magnolia hypoleuca in which they are to be placed. When I arrived, 
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together with officials of the Office of Ceremonial Provisions, the artisans [who 

would prepare the sttipas) separated into two groups: the suino and kodoneri [of the 

Chamberlains Office), and the Tsukumodokoro (Manufacturing Agency) crafts

men under the direction of the official Y oshiaki. By mid-morning they had already 

completed one of the sttipas, and there was no alcohol or food. At the end [of to

day's labor), we attended court, where we submitted the document of preparations 

(shitakubun) of the Tsukumodokoro and ... (corrupt text) had the suino estimate 

the cost. First was the amount for the (sttipa) vessels, granted in the amount of fifty

five ryo of silver to the Chamberlains Office [of the Great Council of State) on be

half ofYoshiaki .... 

[r2.) r8. I went to the regent, and a decision was made: the dispatch of monks as en

voys to offer Buddha relics to shrines was postponed, permission being granted to 

dispatch them in the second month of next year. (In the era of [Emperor) Mura

kami these envoys were dispatched in the third year after the Sokui accession, so in 

accordance with that example it was postponed.)127 

The diary of Fujiwara no Sanesuke (957-ro46), Shoyu ki (Account of 
the Minister of the Right [Ono-no-miya no Sanesuke]), proves a simi

larly valuable source for understanding the preparations for the rite of 
Kannin 2, perhaps because Sanesuke had served as chief chamberlain (ku
rodo no to) under three previous emperors and thus had extensive knowl
edge of state ritual. Moreover, as the heir to the ritual procedures of the 

Ono-no-miya lineage, as opposed to those of Fujiwara no Michinaga' s 

Midoline (a cadet branch of the Kujolineage), he was on bad terms with 

Michinaga.128 The account in this diary supplements that in T suneyori' s 

Sakei ki, because it begins in the final month ofKannin I, and so helps us 
to understand further the course of ritual preparations: 

Kannin r.r2.r6 .... Yesterday (I heard later that due to the severe cold, it was very 

difficult to travel to distant provinces, so shouldn't it (the rite) be performed in 

warm weather:') 129 the palace priest Ryoen sent word saying, "In accordance with 

the circular from the Office of Administrator-Monks (Sogosho), on the nineteenth, 

the youths who are to offer [the Buddha relics) are to have their heads shaved in the 

Shingon chapel, and be given charge of the Buddha relics to give to the shrines." 

(However,) we do not have notification of the (weather) conditions (as of yet); it 

is extremely cold and so they cannot immediately proceed on the roads to the dis

tant provinces. Therefore, a Buddhist master of protocol was called on to look at 

the mountain peaks to divine conditions. He said, "Early on the morning of the 
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Fig. 2 Wooden taho-to Qeweled stiipa) similar to those used in the Buddha Relics 
Offering, ca. 1450; housed in Sankeien Garden; height 2ft 10 in (87 em); wooden 
structure with tile-style roofing and crystal relic container inside (photograph re
produced by permission of Sankeien Garden Preservation Association, Y oko
hama). 
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nineteenth, the youths or novices who are to offer [the relics] are to gather in the 

Shingon chapel; however, they must have heads tonsured and put on clerical robes, 

and receive the five precepts. On the twenty-first, they should come again (to the 

chapel] to receive the august relics and their identification [documents]. On the way 

to their assigned shrine, they should initially proceed to shrines in nearby provinces 

to assess conditions, and be permitted to stop (should the weather conditions be too 

severe]. Further, after [they] have indicated (the conditions and their actions] to the 

ceremonial controller (gyoji no ben) (Minamoto no] Tsuneyori, he has them explain 

the conditions to the palace priest (Ryoen]." 

20. Early in the morning, the palace priest in charge of the envoys (Ryoen] came and 

said, "Yesterday, attendants and novices came to Shingon chapel and waited the en

tire day, but there was no ceremony. The novices and youths came in great num

bers, but ended up returning (home]," saying further, "We will ask the major coun

selor Minamoto no T oshikata about postponement and the rescheduling of the date 

for the second or third month of next year" ([since he is] the person (who is in 

charge] of this ceremony). He [T oshikata] responded, "It is difficult to go to distant 

provinces in this extreme cold. Therefore, we will wait until warmer weather to dis

patch the envoys." This convinced the palace monk and the envoys. 

21 •••• (Buddha relics were to be offered to the shrines today, but due to extreme 

cold it was postponed.)130 

Because of the inclement weather, the offering was postponed until the 
eighth day of the tenth month of the next year: 

Kannin 2.10.8. (Minamoto no] Tsuneyori ... further said, "With regard to the dis

patch of envoys to offer Buddha relics to shrines: today the administrator-monks 

(sogo), masters (ajari), and palace monks (naigu) are to select them for tonsuring 

and administration of the precepts in the Shingon chapel; those novices who are put 

forward thus will receive the precepts, and on the eleventh will be dispatched." 

(Fifty-seven shrines, silver vessels enshrining one Buddha relic grain each, (which] 

are put into a wooden stiipa, [the offering thus including] the silver vessels and mag
nolia hypoleuca only.)131 ••• 

II. The envoys were dispatched today to offer Buddha relics to shrines of the capital 

area and the outer provinces (kyoki gekoku no jinja). (Fifty-seven shrines, the envoys 

being novices [shami].) Major Counselor Toshikata and Minor Controller of the 

Left T suneyori were in charge [of the activity ].132 

The diary of the most powerful aristocrat of the era, Fujiwara no Mi

chinaga, Mido kanpaku ki (Account of the chancellor of the Mido [line]) 
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also includes a brief passage that provides further insight into the rite and 

the private possession of Buddha relics: 

[Kannin 2.ro.]n. It rained all day and throughout the evening. Today, ichidai ichido 

busshari were offered to shrines. Clerical robes were additionally offered to Usa and 

Iwashimizu. There was no imperial order [included with the offering]. Members of 

the division of the Left Guards were the envoys [carrying the robes to Usa and Iwa

shimizu]. The relics were carried by monks. [Minamoto no] Tsuneyori came and 

said, "We're short one relic grain." So I gave him a relic.B3 

The depiction in Sakei ki is an explanation of the rite by the aristocrat 

charged with the task of directing the preparations. Initially striking is 

the fact that the responsibility for conducting the rite is not simply 

handed over to clerics in the early stages. Rather, like the Great T rea

sures Offering, members of highest levels of the government are heavily 

involved in the decision making. Indeed, while the dates and details 

sometimes vary in the first two accounts, it is clear that although 

Minamoto no T suneyori was charged with overseeing the preparations, 
he undertook changes in procedure only after discussing the matter with 

the regent, Fujiwara no Yorimichi (992-1074), the son of Michinaga. 

The cleric most involved in the preparations, the palace monk Ryoen-a 

T endai cleric from Enryakuji-cancels the ceremonies in the Shingon 

chapel only after receiving permission from Major Counselor T oshikata. 

It is clear that from its inception the rite involved both the traditional 

organs of the Ritsuryo state and groups increasingly prominent in the 
Heian era-especially those close to the emperor, such as palace monks 
and chamberlains. The offering was, to judge from what can be ascer

tained in these passages, prepared generally by the offices of the Great 
Council of State in cooperation with clerics and chamberlains close to 

the sovereign. Moreover, although the person of the emperor is not 

mentioned in these early accounts, the emperor-together with the 

Buddha-is the ideological center of the offering. The Sakei ki's reference 
to the performance of the rite in the "third year" after the accession 

(Sokui) makes it clear that the immediate reason for the offering was 
the celebration of the reign of a new sovereign.134 The earliest account of 

any depth, that from Nihon kiryaku (Tenryaku 2.8.21) quoted above, rec

ords that the personal seal (naiin) of the emperor was requested and 
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apparently later obtained for use in preparing the dispatch papers. 

Moreover, although these early sources say little about activities on the 

day on which the offerings were sent, making it difficult to gauge the per

sonal involvement of the emperor, later descriptions of the rite portray 

the emperor as personally inspecting the relics and clothing to be pre
sented to Usa and, secondarily, Iwashimizu. As will be shown, later rep

resentations of the rite indicate that nobles and members of the imperial 

family valued the presence of the emperor in court rituals. 
The scope and expense of the rite are also apparent in these accounts. 

The offering is to be made on a scale that encompasses all the major 

shrines of the realm and is virtually identical to the Treasures Offering in 
terms of the location and number of recipient shrines. Although all the 

expenses are probably not mentioned in the sources, the fifty-five ryo of 

silver and the human labor involved were clearly expensive. Indeed, a 

later account of the rite, to be discussed below, describes it as being in
credibly costly. 

Although the highest branches of government took charge of the 

preparations and lower branches such as the Manufacturing Agency pre

pared the reliquaries, the atmosphere is distinctly Buddhist in character. 

During the construction of the jeweled stupas, those in the Manufactur

ing Agency do not imbibe alcohol. The youths receive the precepts and 
are tonsured in the Shingon chapel of the greater imperial palace, the lo

cation of special Buddhist rites sponsored by the government, such as the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite held the first month of each year. 

The people most intimately involved in both the preparation and the 

chronicling of the offering were closely related. The palace priest Ryoen 

was the son of the author of Shoyu ki, Fujiwara no Sanesuke.135 Major 
Counselor Minamoto no T oshikata, who together with T suneyori was 

responsible for the state preparations prior to the dispatch of the relics, 136 

was the son of the author of Saigu ki, Minamoto no T akaakira. Third, the 

regent Fujiwara no Yorimichi, with whom Tsuneyori conferred about 

the rite, was the eldest son of the powerful aristocrat Michinaga, from 

whom T suneyori requested a relic. These connections show that trans
missions of traditions about the rite took place in at least two, if not 

three, lineages and suggest that such close relationships helped preserve 

the consistency of the rite while raising the possibility of varied interpre-
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tations of its performance during the early period. Sanesuke' s relations 

with Michinaga were strained, and it is not necessarily the case that the 

Fujiwaras had a single body of knowledge concerning the rite. Moreover, 

although T suneyori seems to have been on reasonable terms with Michi

naga, his father had been somewhat of a rival of the Fujiwaras, and he 

himself later had a conflict with Y orimichi. At the same time, the ability 

of these lineages to preserve knowledge of a rite and to maintain consis

tency in its performance amid conflict should not be surprising, because 
their contours precisely match those of the Ono-no-miya and Kujo 

houses of ritual protocol, as well as that of the lesser-known Nishi-no

miya line, which Minamoto no T akaakira "fathered," and their interpre

tations of ritual details were often identical.137 Moreover, the involvement 
of Y orimichi and Michinaga in the rite indicate that the Mido line, 

which, though heir to the Kujo lineage, also incorporated some of the 

teachings of the Ono-no-miya and Nishi-no-miya lines, was highly active 

in the performance of the Relics Offering. Thus, for leaders of each of 

the major Heian schools of court ritual, the Relics Offering was a matter 

of ongoing interest and accepted as one of the major rites in imperial ac
cession ceremonies.138 

Also worthy of note are the construction of jeweled stiipas ( taho-to) 

and the involvement of Ryoen, a T endai monk. As pointed out above, 

the expression taho-to was most often applied to reliquaries created by 

monks of the T endai school, because of the literary basis for their con

struction in the Lotus Sutra, the central text of the school. This suggests 
that during the ascendance of the northern Fujiwaras as the guiding force 

in the state, the T endai school exercised the most literary and ritual in

fluence on the rite and perhaps played the most active role in it. 
Finally, we should consider the importance of Michinaga' s offering of 

a relic to T suneyori and the implication that he owned relics. This is only 
one of two examples in extant sources of an individual's possessing or 

offering Buddha relics, aside from the moment of their sometimes mi

raculous appearance (in both examples, Michinaga is the donor).139 It is 
evident that Michinaga either had Buddha relics or had access to a treas
ury of relics (presumably belonging to the government). However, he 

represents himself as doing the giving, suggesting that he or his lineage 
was in possession of Buddha relics. If such is the case, his gifts of relics 
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illustrates not only his own faith or interest in them but also an apparent 
shift in the conception of them. On the one hand, it would indicate that 
Buddha relics were also perceived by individuals or lineages as being sus~ 

ceptible to acquisition or conferral, in a fashion analogous to that of the 

court in the Relics Offering. On the other hand, it suggests also that not 

only the court but also private individuals (and perhaps their families) 

kept relics as treasures or heirlooms. Michinaga' s offering of relics on two 

occasions, moreover, suggests that he may have owned a number of Bud~ 

dha relics. These relics may have later been the basis for the large num

bers of relics kept in a hall in the Kujodono residence of the Kujo family 

(a later branch of the northern Fujiwaras), noted in works such as the di

ary ofKujo Kanezane (n49-1207), Gyokuyo. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE RELICS OFFERING 

IN THE LATE HE IAN ERA 

The next Relics Offering with comparatively extensive documentation is 

that ofTen'ei 3 (mz) for the newly acceded emperor Toba (r. no7-23). 

The diary of Chamberlain and Minister of the Right Fujiwara no Mune

tada (1062-II4r), Chuyu ki (Account of the minister of the right) offers a 

glimpse of the initial stages of preparations for the rite: 

(Ten'ei 2.10.]5. Tonight the date for the dispatch of the ichidai ichido offering of 

Buddha relics to shrines was decided in the Chamberlains Office by order of the 

chamberlain controller (Minamoto no Masakane].140 

(Ten'ei 3.6.] 17 .... Today monks (shukke) offered Buddha relics to shrines. This is 

the ichidai ichido (rite].141 

The diary ofFujiwara no Tadazane (1078-n6z), Denryaku (Account of 

the Lord [Fukedono]) provides the most extensive account of the Relics 
Offering up to this point. In mz, T adazane became, in addition to his 
post as regent, the prime minister (daijo daijin), making him the most 

powerful aristocrat of his era. He gives a brief account of the beginnings 

of preparations in mi: 

[Ten' ei 2.10.]5 .•.• Production was begun of the Buddha relic vessels to be offered to 

shrines. (By order of] Ceremonial Minor Controller of the Left (gyoji sashoben) 
(Minamoto no] Masakane, it was decided that the location for the (preparations 
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for] the ceremony would be the left headquarters of the Inner Palace Guards (Sa

kon'efu); however, due to a physical impurity that developed there,142 production 

was begun elsewhere.143 

Tadazane's depiction of the final actions before the dispatch in III2 fur
ther illumines the rite: 

[Ten'ei 3.6.]r6 .... The monks who are to be envoys offering Buddha relics to 

shrines received the precepts in the Shingon chapel today. This morning, Masakane 

(imperial chamberlain, fifth rank) came and said, "The precepts master of Todaiji 

[ Chon6] declined to participate. Further, we next invited Master Kaien of Y ama

shinadera [Kofukuji] to the court, but hearing that a monk of lower rank would 

participate, the Todaiji precepts master Chon6 came to court and complained. 

These were the words of the cloistered emperor (Shirakawa]: 'Yet as you yourself 

declined, the precepts master of Yamashinadera was invited to come; therefore, al

though [he is] of low rank, we will use the precepts master Kaien hoshi of Y amashi

nadera."' The outer secretary brought the completed seal of the order of the Great 

Council of State, opened its inside cover144 (to show] the aristocrat charged with 

this function (shokei), vice-steward to the empress (Fujiwara no Akimichi]. The seal 

was requested for the identification (to be carried by the monk envoys J in the office 

of the outer secretary, [so] Major Controller of the Right (Fujiwara no] Nagatada 

came to perform this [conferral of the seal]. 

17. The offering of Buddha relics was today. I bathed this morning in my quarters 

and, putting on my regular robes (noshi), went before his Majesty. His Majesty, 

similarly, was in the august bathing house (oyudono). From there, he (inspected be

fore the offering] one set, respectively, of regular robes and ceremonial dress ([for] 

Usa (and Iwashimizu] Hachiman); [there was included in this connection] one 

chest each of clerical robes (sanne), socks, and august prayer beads (nenju). However, 

(while] the clerical robes are enshrined in a chest, the august prayer beads are of 

crystal, and they are connected by a white thread. Fifty stii.pas (are also given in this 

rite]. (Reverse of manuscript [uragaki]: There hasn't been a decision to summon 

monks for the relics [offering] since the Kanji era (e.g., the rite of Kanj'i 3; roSg]. 

Simply, the official appointed to administer the rite, Masakane, sent the (necessary] 

documents to the monks, having decided in the presence of the emperor to send 

them. Also, in the previous example [Kanji 3], during the period of the retired em

peror (Shirakawa], the decision was made in the presence of the emperor (Hori

kawa, r. ro86-II07 ]) ..•. Placing [the relics) under five or six small wooden covers, 

five or six attendant nobles (tenjo) [ =tenjobito] of the fifth rank acted as presenters 

(as is the case with the imperial inspection of treasures [jinpo]) [in the sovereign's 
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private residence]. First, spreading out the matting (on which to place the stupas] as 

usual, due to imperial taboo restraints (monoimi) 145 they rolled up and put away the 

august blind (misu; also pronounced onsudare) on the south side of the room. The 

chamberlain of the fifth rank Masakane was invited (as was I also). [This was] the 

imperial inspection of relics enshrined in the stu pas for [I washimiz;u) Hachiman, 

Usa, and Kasuga Qinja]. I also witnessed this. Next, the emperor took them [the 

relics) out to inspect them. After that, I returned to my quarters. 

Today I was abstinent (shojin), as was the emperor.146 The ceremonial chamber

lain of the fifth rank Masakane went to the Shingon chapel to dispatch the envoys. 

Outside of this, there was nothing else (i.e., no other ritual requirements).147 

Additional characteristics of the preparations for the Relics Offering are 

apparent in these accounts. The participant-monks spanned a broad 

spectrum of affiliations, the only apparent requisite being a close relation

ship with the state. Of course, the description here is limited to the pre

cepts master. The reason for Chono's initial refusal is unclear (perhaps 
he believed he would be asked a second time), although his later concern 

over rank is not surprising in the context of the hierarchical character of 

Japanese clerical and other social relations.148 In this case, the T endai 

school holds no position of pre-eminence in the rite, whose performance 

is instead assigned to clerics of the Kegon and Hosso schools ofNara. 

The direct participation of Retired Emperor Shirakawa and Emperor 

T oba in the process is telling. Although the emperor apparently played a 

similar role in previous dispatches of relics, the description here reflects 

the peculiar nature of the era of cloistered sovereigns (insei): the cloistered 

emperor plays the dominant role in decision making, but the emperor 

apparently remains at the center of certain rites.149 In this case, since the 
rite celebrates the accession of the emperor, his participation is necessary 

to fulfill the ritual protocol. The reference to the fact that the decision to 

send the monks in 1089 was made by the emperor is particularly note

worthy, because it suggests an irony of the cloistered sovereign system: 

accession ritual demands the presence of the emperor at key points in the 

ritual process, but Emperor Horikawa was only ten years of age in 1089, 

and T oba was only nine in m2. Thus in III2, although the cloistered em

peror makes the decision to use the monk Kaien, 150 the emperor engages 

in a series of ritual actions necessary for the proper dispatch of the offer

ing. He purifies himself with a bath and is abstinent. The height of his 
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participation, however, is his actions regarding the offerings meant for 
Usa, Iwashimizu, and Kasuga. He personally inspects both the garments 

offered especially for Usa and Iwashimizu a~d the relics to be offered to 
these three most prominent shrines. 

As or more important to the successful dispatch was the imperial in
spection of the relics. Again, those for Usa and Iwashimizu are primary, 
though in this case Kasuga is also of special concern.151 T adazane' s em
phasis that the use of attendant nobles of the fifth rank as ritual aides 

mirrors the practice used in the imperial inspection of the treasures 
(jinpo) in the Great Treasures Offering makes it clear that the Relics and 
Treasures offerings operate both ritually and ideologically as a set. For 
both, the inspection by the emperor of the objects offered in the presence 
of attendant nobles is a ritual necessity for proper completion of the 

preparations. T adazane represents this as a parallel aspect of the two of
ferings, clarifying what was noted earlier: a milieu existed-at least in the 
imperial house and among the nobility-that valued the role of the per
son of the emperor in the ritual discharge of public offerings and in the 
description of these rites. 

ACCOUNTS OF RELICS OFFERINGS IN 

THE KAMAKURA ERA 

Three other lengthy depictions of the Buddha Relics Offering were 

written in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The following discus
sion highlights those elements in these accounts that add to our knowl
edge of the connections among the emperor, the ritual process, and the 
special offerings to recipient shrines. The first record was written by the 
most powerful aristocrat of his time, the regent Kujo Kanezane, in his 
diary, Gyokuyo (Jeweled leaves).152 He depicts the Relics Offering con
ducted in II92, more than eight years after the accession of Emperor Go
Toba (r. n83-98)-the delay was perhaps due in part to the war and po
litical instability accompanying the conflict between the Minamoto and 

Taira clans, as well as to the continuing dominance of court affairs by the 
cloistered emperor, Go-Shirakawa. It was also conducted three days be
fore the death of Go-Shirakawa, whose illness may have made all the 
more pressing the completion of the rites to be conducted in honor of the 
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accession of his successor, since the rituals could not have been per
formed during the period of mourning. 

The main features of the rite followed those noted in T adazane' s de

piction of m2. The two officials in charge of the preparations were the 

major counselor (dainagon) and the middle controller of the left (sachu
ben).153 To this extent, officials of the Great Council of State had, as in 

the past, as important a role in relic worship as those closest to the em

peror, although these were often the same individuals. On this occasion, 

the preparations for the rite were conducted simultaneously with those 

for the Ninno-e (Scripture of Benevolent Kings assembly). Indeed, as 

Kanezane notes, many of the same officials were assigned duties in the 

preparations for both of the rites.154 The youths received the precepts on 

the fourth day of the third month (Kenkyii. 3), and they were dispatched 

on the tenth.155 The entry for the tenth is illuminating: 

I wore my regular robes to court, because there was to be the dispatch of Buddha 

relics to shrines. His Highness wore his august regular robes (having before this 

been in the august bathing house) .... At this time, attendant nobles of the fifth 

rank moved the treasures (jinpo). The emperor first performed his daily worship in 

the F:utama [room in his private residence]. (Today, he had not yet conducted it, so 

he first worshipped.) Next, the emperor went to his sitting area. Passing through 

the curtain, [he] arrived in the round seat of the [central] moya [area in his private 

residence]. At this time, the treasures (jinpii) were enshrined: 

Buddha relics were offered to fifty shrines: 

Usa, [Iwashimizu] Hachiman-

The [shrines] above were additionally given one set of august ceremonial 

dress, together with clerical robes, one strand of crystal prayer beads in a 

round chest, and a chest of socks (a four-sided chest). The chests were put in 

red-lacquered wooden covers. 

To Kamo, only relics-

One relic grain [for each of the two shrines of Kamo] deposited in a small sil

ver chest, on the top of which is a piece of paper, and enshrined in a small 

stiipa (only four sun long; made with magnolia hypoleuca wood, with colored 

figures added). At the time of the imperial inspection, five of these [stiipas] 

were put in wooden covers. 

Everyone together took these and summoned the presiding monk to open the 

chest of prayer beads, preparing for imperial inspection. Furthermore, one of the 

stiipas was taken out of its silver chest and inspected in the same fashion. (This role 
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is for the head of the chamberlains; however, the role in the case of the medicinal 

consumption taboo 156 is for the superintendent (of ceremony].) Next, (attendant 

nobles] of the fifth and sixth rank were released [from these duties]. From there, the 

emperor returned to the inner palace. A few days ago, the orders of the Great 

Council of State received seals. Therefore, there was no [stamping of the J imperial 

seal. Thus the aristocrat superintending the rite (Sanemune] did not come.157 

Perhaps the most striking element in this description is that the sup~ 

plemental offerings for Usa, Iwashimizu, and Kamo are explicitly identi~ 

fied as treasures (jinpo ). The action of the nobles attending the emperor 

when he inspected the treasures matches the actions of their predecessors 

in the rite of m2, but in this case, rather than merely describing the 

preparations as identical to those made for the Great Treasures Offering, 

Kanezane specifically designates the objects of preparation as treasures. 

Although the similarities between the Great Treasures and the Relics 

offerings had long been understood at the very top of the government 

and among those close to the emperor, for the first time the relics 

and supplemental offerings to Usa and Iwashimizu are represented as 

treasures. 

Here for the first time is a suggestion of some level of syncretism be~ 

tween the representation of relics and that of treasures, and perhaps as 

well between the emperor's ritual uses of these two sets of objects. Abe 

Y asuro, in particular, has noted the perception of relics as jewels (hoju) in 

the imperial palace during this period and the apparent worship of relics 

in the Futama area of the sovereign's private residence, where the em~ 

peror's personal worship of Ise was conducted daily. The Futama was 

also the place where the emperor worshipped the bodhisattva Kannon, 

who is often represented as carrying a wish~fulfillingjewel.158 In the same 

area, the emperor regularly worshipped treasures to be offered to the Ise, 

Usa, and Kamo shrines, suggesting a locative and perhaps a ritual con~ 

nection between worship and the offering of treasures and relics. In this 

case, the Relics Offering was not just a public action of the court that 

represented relics as treasures of the emperor, but rather an action that, 

in part, grew out of the emperor's regular appropriation in Futama cere~ 

monies of relics as treasures of his own house. 

Another major depiction of the preparations for the Relics Offering 

occurs in the diary of Fujiwara no Nagakane (fl. n62-1214), Sancho ki 
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(Account of the Sanjo middle counsellor [Nagakane]). Nagakane served 

as a chamberlain and middle counsellor and also worked for Kanezane' s 

Kujo house. The diary describes the offering of r2o6 (Ken' ei r) and pro~ 

vides further information regarding the relics and the imperial inspection. 

On the twenty~fifth day of the ninth month, the novice~envoys received 

the precepts in the Shingon chapel, and on the next day they were sent 
on their missions. The text describes the display of the objects for impe~ 
rial inspection and their subsequent dispatch: 

To the north, two sets of august ceremonial dress for Usa and Iwashimizu were 

placed (these were clerical robes, which were in wooden covers) [before the em~ 

peror]. Next, as part of the same august materials, fifty-seven reliquaries (shari-to) 
were placed on the two rows of matting [by the attendant nobles]. (All were placed 

in wooden covers, three or six being lined up sided by side.) Next, the emperor ar

rived (in his regular robes) and, with anticipation, went to the western weather 

blind, going forward and taking one of the stii.pas to inspect it. (It was the stii.pa for 

[Iwashimizu] Hachiman, with an engraving on it. This matter was not seen in the 

record of the [rite of the] Kanji era [ro8g], although in the [rite of the] Joan era 

[n72] the head of the chamberlains [to no chtljo], Sanemune, saw and wrote of the in

spection of one [stii.pa]; the imperial inspection of the treasure Qinpo] [for Hachi

man] is natural; should it be judged simply according to the previous rule?) They 

[the stii.pas] were put back. The attendant nobles of the fifth or sixth rank removed 

them. The emperor returned to his quarters, and the relics were deposited [in the 

stii.pas] once again as they had been before. The superintendent [of the Chamber

lains Office] in charge of the movement of goods gathered the objects together and 

went to the Office of Clerical Administration attached to the Shingon chapel. The 

matter of dispatching [envoys] to the shrines was disposed o£ The vice-controller 

also went there. The major counselor of the palace guards (Kanemoto) went to the 

formation [of envoys in the Shingon chapel] and conducted the rite of [handing 

over] the imperial seal. The imperial order for the august ceremonial dress for Usa 

followed previous precedenr.159 

This entry reaffirms the centrality of Usa and Iwashimizu among there

cipient shrines as well as the personal role of the emperor. The rite of in~ 
spection depicted here followed essentially the same procedures as those 
mentioned in earlier diaries. Of course, there are slight variations, such as 

the apparent presentation of only clerical robes to Usa and Iwashimizu, 

but this might simply be a case of imprecise reportage. 
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It is important to note, however, Nagakane's annotation concerning 

precedents for the imperial inspection of one stupa. It suggests that he 

accepts the representation of Buddha relics as treasures, which we saw 

above in Gyokuyo, and that he shares this view with Sanemune. More~ 

over, N agakane' s reference to the treasure also emphasizes the centrality 

of the offerings to the Hachiman shrines in the rite. The rite associated 

with worship of the Usa treasure during the Great Treasures Offering 

was now transformed into the worship of the relic destined for the Ha~ 
chiman shrine. 

The final record that describes the offering in detail is the diary of Fu~ 

jiwara Tsunemitsu (I2I2-74), Minkei ki (Account of the minister of civil 

affairs), which provides a lengthy depiction of the preparations before the 

imperial inspection and dispatch of the envoys. During the course of his 

career, Tsunemitsu served the court in positions such as head of the 
chamberlains (kurodo no to), as well as major controller of the left and 

right (sadaiben, udaiben) and minister of civil affairs (minbukyo). His de~ 

scription of the rite of 1229 begins with an annotation that says the cost 

(yodo) is colossal (bakudai); he notes that the Relics Offering of the Jokyu 

era (1219-22) required 85,000 hiki of materials.160 On this occasion, the 

rite was discussed two months before among officials responsible for the 

preparations, apparently because of concerns about the cost as well as 

potential problems in the Kant6 region, the territory of the shogunate.161 

This time, it was suggested, 5o,ooo or 59,000 hiki would be the proper 
number.162 

This diary is unique in providing details about certain aspects of the 
preparations for the rite. For example, a manuscript called "Documents on 

Scheduling [the Relics Offering] in Successive Reigns" ("Daidai no nichiji 

kanmon") is embedded in the work. The document indicates that, since at 

least the offering <?f the Kanji era (1089), the scheduling of the rite had 

been set by the head of the Yin~yang Bureau; it includes in its contents the 
date of tonsure as well as that of the dispatch.163 On this occasion, how~ 

ever, a date was also scheduled for the construction of the vessels into 

which the Buddha relics were to be inserted.164 The entry indicates that at 

least in this case the Chamberlains Office requested the scheduling.165 

Later, the aristocrat overseeing the rite engaged in what the work calls 
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simply the shokei rite (shokei no gi). He was charged with gathering mate

rials for the offering from the State Treasury (Kuraryo), asking for the 

scheduling document, and proceeding to the Ritual Office, where the 

reliquaries were being prepared, which the text notes in the past was usu

ally the headquarters of the Left Guards. He went with the chamberlains 

of the Ritual Office to the area in front of the upper east gate (Shoto

mon) on the northeastern side of the greater palace. Together they en

tered the gate and then entered the northern side of the headquarters of 
the Left Guards, after which a purification ceremony was performed by 
officials of the Kami Worship Bureau. The chamberlain superintending 

the Relics Offering spread out a paper image of a human (hitogata) and 

rice (sanmai), and other members of the Chamberlains Office staff (ko
doneri, suino) brought paper strips (taima). Afterward, the supervising 

chamberlain and other high chamberlains offered sake to their fellows 

(apparently those who helped in the task of preparing the reliquaries), in
cluding the author, T sunemitsu, himself. Then T sunemitsu inspected 
the order from the Chamberlains Office that was to accompany the of

ferings. At this point in the diary, he included the text of an order di

rected to the office of the governor of Kaga province urging the speedy 

delivery of five rolls of silk to the envoys for the rite upon their arrival.166 

The work notes later that, together with these orders (kurodo dokoro no 
cho), orders ( migyosho) of the supervising chamberlain were also to be dis

patched throughout the realm. The diary also includes a document sent 

to the State Treasury requesting large quantities of figured cloth, string, 
white cloth, red flowers, and kariyasu grass, all of which were to be offered 
throughout the land in the relics offering.167 

This detailed explanation suggests changes in the atmosphere of the 
preparations for the rite. Notably absent from the narrative are specifi

cally Buddhist characteristics. The production of paper images and paper 

strips as well as the consumption of alcohol implies virtual assimilation of 

the offering into kami belief (jingi shinko). Buddha relics had become part 

and parcel of the imperial cult and the religious economy of state-shrine 

relations. 
More than the Buddhist ritual requirements or even the involvement 

of the emperor, the focus of Tsunemitsu's narrative is the cost of the 
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offering. It suggests that the imperial court, which now had to deal with 

the increasing wealth and power of the warrior government of Kama

kura, was experiencing problems in funding what was clearly an expen
sive rite. Indeed, the request to the office of the governor of Kaga for the 

speedy provision of silk suggests that the central government was utiliz

ing the resources of provincial governments to supply at least some of the 

necessary funds. The order specifically requests the provincial govern

ment to add the five rolls of silk needed for the offering, giving them to 

the chief of tribute collection on behalf of the envoys. 

This order for the supplementation of the silk offering is illuminating 

when compared with extant orders of the Great Council of State on two 

occasions of the Relics Offering in the twelfth century. The first of these 

was issued to the office of governor of Yamashiro province in regard to 

the monk-envoy who carried a Buddha relic grain in a silver vessel to 

Iwashimizu during the offering of II44.
168 The order asks that the gover

nor's office feed the envoy, supply necessities, and permit him access to 

the main thoroughfare in the area.169 The other extant order was sent in 

II72 (Joan 2) to the office of the governor of Aki province with the monk

envoy carrying a Buddha relic grain in a silver vessel for Itsukushima 

shrine. The governor's office is asked to provide food, a horse, and access 

to the main thoroughfare.170 This similarity between the wording-ex

cept for the pronouns-of this order and the previous one suggests that a 

"form letter" was used during the period and distributed with the envoys 

to some if not all of the recipient shrines. To judge from these sources, it 

is clear that from at least the twelfth century the central government 
drew to some extent on the resources of provincial governments in con

ducting the rite. In fact, as T sunemitsu' s entry concerning the rite noted 
for a second time, the resources required for the offering of Buddha relics 
were "colossal."171 

Indeed, the cost of the Buddha Relics Offering was so great that 

T sunemitsu and his superiors apparently made the decision to request 

the support not only of officials in the provinces but also of samurai in 

eastern Japan-presumably those close to or part of the Kamakura sho

gunate. T sunemitsu describes discussions in which he and his colleagues 

debated whether to follow only the customary pattern of distributing 
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responsibility for the provisions to the provinces or, in addition, to ap

proach those of eastern Japan (kanto-a euphemism for the warriors 
there). The approach proposed was to send an emissary to eastern Japan 

and offer an increase in rank in exchange for monetary support (jogo) of 
the project-a method occasionally used since the Heian era.172 Al
though the work does not make clear to what extent the court relied on 

samurai support, it is apparent that the Kyoto government had ex

hausted whatever means it had at its disposal to ensure the completion of 

the offering. 

Thereafter, however, the rite apparently proved too expensive for the 

imperial government. Although it was conducted in Kencho 5 (1253), the 
only extant reference merely remarks that the decision had been made to 

perform it.173 The rite was discontinued after that time. And although 

the Treasures Offering was made in 1269, a scheduled resumption in 1302 

was canceled due to the threat of an invasion by the Mongols.174 

Debts of a New Order 

The offering of Buddha relics in honor of an imperial accession devel

oped in what might be called a thick context. The structure of the rite 
was influenced by the Great Treasures Offering performed after the im

perial accession. At the same time, it reflects the confluence of continen

tal and native Buddhist influences that had developed by the ninth cen

tury. Relics and stii.pas were by this time regularly employed as imperial 

offerings. Moreover, with the beginning of Fujiwara domination of the 
state in the late ninth century, they began to be appropriated for more 

private purposes as well. 
Written sources, both Japanese and continental, represented relics as 

apotropaic objects-sometimes even as amulet-like "treasures." Other 
continental literary and artistic influences drew the ideological connec
tion between sacrificial actions by the Buddha when still a bodhisattva 

and the necessity for believers to requite the debt to him by worship

ping his relics. This economy of offering and the requital of debt, which 

operated linguistically and ritually through what Pierre Bourdieu has 
described as an implicitly understood euphemization, 175 provided a 
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precedent for the imperial appropriation of relics in ritual activity. The 

examples of Asoka and other Buddhist rulers offered concrete precedents 

from the earliest of historical times in Japan. Their written association 

with sacrificial offerings provided the imperial court with precedents for 

the public consumption of wealth and the distributions of Buddha relics 
throughout the realm. 

The special character of the Buddha Relics Offering is seen in both 

the form and the object of the rite. The relics were offered by being dis~ 

patched rather than merely by being enshrined. That is, instead of being 

the objects to which offering was made, relics were the objects given. The 

most immediate historical precedent for this was the offering of 500 rel~ 

ics to the official temples of northern Kyushu in 831. 

In this case, however, the targeted institutions were shrines (jinja) 

rather than Buddhist temples. The building of so~called temples~within~ 

shrines (jinguji) had begun by the Nara period, but the numbers re~ 

mained limited. Moreover, although the shrines targeted in the Buddha 

Relics Offering overlapped with those included in the developing system 

of 22 shrine~temple complexes in the area of the capital, the shrines that 

received relics were more numerous and located throughout the realm. 

There is, moreover, no evidence that the shrines in the Relics Offering 

were approached as complexes; rather, the consistent references in the 
sources to them as jinja or yashiro and to their deities as kami shows that 

they were approached as shrines, rather than as shrine~temple com~ 

plexes.176 In other words, it was the local deities who were targeted, 

rather than the figures enshrined in Buddhist temples. 

It was the interpretation and appropriation of Buddha relics as trea~ 

sures of the imperial line that proved to be a ritual innovation of the 

Heian court. Treasures constituted what Mauss called immeuble, the in~ 

alienable objects of sovereigns or families that embody and guarantee 
their mandate, as well as constitute their most guarded wealth. These can 
be distinguished from alienable valuables, which lacked a personal con~ 
nection with the sovereign or his family.177 The fact that treasures were 
given to others, moreover, ideally produced recipients who recognized 

their indebtedness to emperor and state. Indeed, the distinction Marshall 

Sahlins sees between the chief and king-a contrast between the gener~ 
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osity of one whose rule is based on ideals of kinship reciprocity and the 
impersonal generosity of one whose rule is based on political order

does not readily apply in the Japanese case.178 The Japanese imperial 
court appropriated both the ideology of kinship mutuality and that of 
political generosity: the offering of treasures invoked the sacrificial 
sentiment both of giving objects close to the emperor and his lineage and 
of displaying the festive generosity of emperor and state. For the early 
Japanese government, indebtedness was largely the intensification of the 
principle of familial obligation. 

At the same time, the Buddha Relics Offering and other rites of acces~ 
sion did not exist merely at the level of representation: they actively at~ 
tempted to forge and renew power relations between the emperor and 
the audience of the rites. The historical, ritual, and literary contexts that 
the Relics Offering mimetically reproduced were marked by the strategic, 
sacrificial offering of valuables to create or maintain indebtedness. By 
giving his inalienable wealth, 179 something akin to regalia if not his own 

body, the emperor-more accurately, those Fujiwara regents and chan~ 

cellors usually ruling on his behalf-attempted to forge or renew rela~ 
tions in which he was the ultimate creditor. The recipient shrine received 
the valuable, now a local object of sacrality if not pilgrimage, as a material 
reminder of a debt it owed-not so much to the Buddha as to the impe~ 
rial court. 

The development of the Great Treasures Offering and the Buddha 
Relics Offering took place within a milieu in which physical contact with 
the sovereign was represented as being of utmost importance. The per~ 
sonal presence of the emperor-in, for example, the decision to send the 
envoys and the inspection of the relics-merged his ritual power with his 
ideological authority. It was this environment, moreover, that synthe~ 

sized the ritual and ideological power of the emperor as represented by 
the state with the ritual and ideological power of both the Buddha and 
Buddhist ruler of continental traditions. Treasures, which were main~ 

tained as the inalienable wealth of the emperor, appealed ritually and 
ideologically by virtue of their close connection with his person. Relics, 
which existed as inalienable wealth of the Buddha and his community, 
drew worshippers and inspired written depictions because of their close 
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connection with the person of the Buddha. Both treasures and relics re~ 

minded those who saw them of the person with whom they were associ~ 

ated. Thus, both the Treasures Offering and the Relics Offering brought 

to mind the person with whom they were associated and ideally the re~ 
cipients' obligation to the court. 

The continued stress on Usa and Iwashimizu-the centers of Ha~ 

chiman belief and practice-arose from another set of concerns. The de~ 

ity of the Usa Shrine was recognized as a bodhisattva by the early ninth 

century; the shrine itself was viewed, implicitly if not explicitly, from that 
time as a mausoleum of the imperial house, and it became a focus of the 

government's concern for an extended period. This special status was 

guaranteed, because Usa was perceived as the shrine with the greatest ca~ 

pacity to incorporate the powers of Buddhism into the person of the em~ 

peror: Usa was the mausoleum enshrining an emperor who was also a 

bodhisattva. Given the distance from the capital and the wealth of this 

shrine and the other shrines targeted by the rite, it is apparent that how~ 
ever small the audience for the rite in the capital, the audience of its per~ 
formance spanned the realm. 

However, during the late Kamakura period, the shogunate, the court, 

and the populace faced a new order that made the imperial offering of 

relics obsolete. This new order was constituted not so much by the ap~ 

pearance of the shogunate and economic problems as by social transfer~ 

mations that began in roughly the tenth century. Self~identified lineages 

developed early in esoteric Buddhist schools and eventually throughout 

Japanese society. The first suggestion of this development, in the context 
of the Relics Offering, was the appearance of differing lineages of ritual 
protocol at court. Although each lineage was concerned with proper 
protocol for the Relics Offering, the increasing tendencies toward dispa~ 
rate interpretations of ritual coincided with the esotericizing of many of 

the court rituals. For example, as will be analyzed in Chapter 5 of this 
study, the Kujo lineage, together with the imperial house and monks of 

the Shingon school, came increasingly to identify relics with wish~ 

fulfilling jewels and thus treated them as treasures of the Kujo, imperial, 

and Shingon lineages. They transformed the Buddha relic into an object 

of jealousy, thefr, and esoteric worship. 
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This development of lineages was part of the larger transformation 

of the Japanese polity into a medieval society, culminating in the break

down of the Ritsuryo state and the development of what Kuroda T oshio 

calls the "power bloc system" (kenmon taisei), which allied lineages of 

monks, aristocrats, and warriors and undercut the social formations that 

had given birth to the Buddha Relics Offering. The religiGus system 

that developed as its adjunct was the exoteric-esoteric system (kenmitsu 
taisei), which particularly used esoteric Buddhist practices to benefit these 

multilineage formations.180 

Indeed, given that the extant references concerning the Buddha Relics 

Offering refer only to clerics who were not of Shingon lineage, we might 

say that although the administration of this rite was the prerogative of 

monks of the developing exoteric-esoteric system, its performative char

acter suggests that the exoteric pole of kenmitsu practice dominated in this 

case. Such an interpretation would, at least in this example, confirm the 

need in scholarship, emphasized by Sueki Fumihiko, for more attention 

to the exoteric half of the exoteric-esoteric equation.181 Thus, while Ten

dai and Shingon monks who studied esoteric Buddhism in ninth-century 

China acquired large numbers of Buddha relics and provided precedents 

for the collecting of relics, the court's use of relics was evidently public in 
form, and approximates most closely the practices of exoteric Buddhism, 

which were well-known in society since much earlier in Japanese history. 

As will be shown in the next chapter, the Latter Seven-Day Rite arose 

from a pole of power distinct from that of the Heian court. The monks 

ofT oji temple developed a lineage of esoteric teachings and ritual prac

tices; the Latter Seven-Day Rite was their annual contribution to the en

richment and health of the court and emperor as well as the peace of the 
realm. Court diaries indicate that the T oji monks were the sole practitio

ners of this rite and had focused their worship on Buddha relics by at 

least the tenth century. The rite, performed from the eighth through the 
fourteenth days of the first month of each year, enabled Toji monks to 

gain increased access to the patronage of the imperial court at the same 

time it gave the court access to the regenerative powers of esoteric ritual. 

The Buddha relic, appropriately activated in esoteric ritual, was capable 

of guarding, enriching, and regenerating the imperial reign on an annual 
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basis. Yamaori Tetsuo has claimed that the Latter Seven~Day Rite was, 

in its essence, a rite of regeneration and symbolic succession, and has em~ 

phasized its connection with the Daijo~e.182 Chapter 4 will demonstrate 

that the regenerative and symbolic status of the rite was rooted in its fo~ 
cus on the worship of the Buddha relic. Power above (the court's offering 

of relics) and power on the periphery (the monks' demonstration of their 

ability to activate the powers of relics) together formed the context for 
the ritual consolidation of medieval rule. 
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4 Buddha Relics as Esoteric Treasures: The Latter 

Seven�Day Rite and the Inventory of Buddha Relics 

The Heian court did not limit its appropriation of Buddha relics to the 
offering made in honor of the imperial accession. Between the mid-ninth 
and the mid-tenth centuries, it began to sponsor the worship of relics as 
part of the Latter Seven-Day Rite (go-shichinichi mishiho). This ritual 
was conducted by monks of the Shingon temple T oji for the regenera
tion of the emperor, state, and realm in the Shingon chapel (Shingon'in) 
of the greater imperial palace from the eighth to the fourteenth days of 
the first month of each year. 

Kukai, founder of the Shingon school, proposed and conducted the 
rite for the first time in Jowa 2 (835). Unfortunately, contemporary 
sources lack an extensive description of the rite. As will be shown, how
ever, the government ritual record Engishiki and aristocratic diaries of the 
tenth and eleventh centuries indicate that the rite was performed concur
rently with the more ancient Misai-e assembly. In addition, Shingon rec
ords of the tenth to thirteenth centuries suggest that by the mid-tenth 
century, the rite focused on the worship of Buddha relics. Indeed, by that 
time, the Latter Seven-Day Rite was followed by an inventory in the 
Shingon chapel of the relics held by the temple Toji. These records indi
cate also that by the late eleventh century, relics were regularly parceled 
out by Toji abbots in distribution (bujo) to emperors, cloistered emper
ors, and high-ranking aristocrats and clerics following the inventory. 
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I will argue that the mid~ Heian court appropriated Buddha relics as 
esoteric treasures. Clerics, aristocrats, and the imperial family believed 
that the worship and enclaving of Buddha relics would regenerate the 

body of the emperor as well as enrich and protect the state and realm. 
This belief was reflected in the development of the practice of invento~ 
rying relics, which crystallized the transformation of relics into treasures. 
The distribution of relics, moreover, marked a transitional stage in which 
Buddha relics were increasingly perceived not only as treasures of the 
emperor and state but as sacred commodities that could be stored, dis~ 
tributed, and even stolen by aristocratic families and individual clerics. 

The Development of the Latter Seven~ Day Rite 

The history of the Latter Seven~ Day Rite began shortly before the death 
of Kukai. The founder of Shingon submitted a petition to the govern~ 

ment on the nineteenth day of the twelfth month of Jowa I (835) re~ 

questing permission to perform an annual rite on behalf of the welfare of 

the emperor and the state. According to the petition, recorded in Shoku 
Nihon koki, Kukai argued that an esoteric rite (mishiho, mishuho) should be 
performed in the palace to complement the annual Misai~e rite of the 
eighth to fourteenth days of the first month. 

The Dharma of the Thus-Come One has two kinds of purport. One is the kind 

that is shallow and foreshortened; the other kind is esoteric. The shallow and fore~ 

shortened purport is that of the lengthy passages and verses in the siitras, whereas 

the esoteric purport is that of the mystic formulas ( dharal).!) in them. The shallow 

and foreshortened purport, like the general principles of the Pen-ts'ao,1 expounds the 

origins of the illness as opposed to addressing it with medicine. The esoteric ritual 

of mystic formulas, like concoctions of medicine used, is ingested to overcome ill
ness. If used for an ill person, the cure of the patient follows from consultations with 

him, as the medicine is concocted without fail to address the illness. Accordingly, it 

is ingested; the patient overcomes his illness and preserves his life energy. At present 

a lecture is offered on the Golden Light Scripture of Victorious Kings.2 However, it is 

[merely] read and its meaning is emptily discussed. Images are not drawn, an [eso

teric] altar is not established, nor is a ritual conducted. Although lectures on the 

meaning of the nectar [of practice] are heard, its sublime taste is probably not 
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acquired. I humbly request that hereafter during the seven days of the lecture four

teen monks who have previously received the precepts and fourteen novices be cho

sen, whereupon they will establish a separate room as a place of practice [within the 

palace], lining up images of deities, setting up implements for worship, and reciting 

mantras (J. shingon). Thus the exoteric and esoteric purport promise the true mean

ing of the Thus-Come (One], accordingly manifesting bountiful fortune and acquir

ing [thereby the fruits of] the pledges of the deities.3 

Kukai clearly saw this new rite as providing the esoteric essence that 
would compensate for what he saw as the superficiality of the exoteric 
Misai-e rite. His willingness to challenge the court on this matter is 
somewhat surprising, since the government and the clerics of the Nara 
schools of Buddhism viewed the Misai-e, which had been conducted an

nually at court since the 76os, as an indispensable rite for the regular re

newal and welfare of the realm.4 Kukai was, however, careful to stress 

that the activities of the esoteric clerics would complement the Misai-e 

by providing needed substance to the annual cycle of Buddhist rites per

formed in the first month.5 

Unfortunately, other contemporary sources do no more to clarifY the 
character of the ritual than does Kukai' s petition. However, the Engishiki 
and aristocratic diaries of the tenth and eleventh centuries indicate that 

by the early tenth century, the Latter Seven-Day Rite was performed 

alongside the traditional Misai-e, which continued to be practiced in the 

Daigokuden (court of high ceremony) of the palace. Although the diaries 

do not indicate the location of the Shingon rite during this early period, 
the fact of its performance is evident. Engishiki makes this clear through 
references both to the provisions made for the Misai-e (Saishookyo-e no 
ryo) and to those made for "the Shingon ritual conducted in the first 

month" (shogatsu shushingonho no ryo).6 The work also distinguishes this 

ritual from another rite called T aigen (or T aigensui) no ho, noting at one 

point that whereas the "Shingon rite" was held in the Shingon chapel, the 

T aigen was held in the offices of the Jibusho (Ministry of Civil Admini

stration) in the greater palace? Records compiled by the government 

thus indicate that by the early tenth century the Latter Seven-Day Rite 

was regularly conducted in the Shingon chapel. 
Although aristocratic diaries of the period do not use the expression 

"Latter Seven-Day Rite" -a term used regularly from the eleventh cen-
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tury on to distinguish ·the rite from non-Buddhist imperial banquets 

(sechi-e) of the first seven days of the year-they refer repeatedly to the 
scented-water consecration (kozui) of the emperor during the rite. The 
earliest references can be found in the diary of Prince Shigeakira (906-
54), Rihoo ki (Account of Lord of Ceremonies Shigeakira). Indeed, the 

very first passage of the text, dated 920 (Engi 20.1.14), refers to the rite: 
"Today, the Misai-e concluded in the administrative palace ... (however, 

the esoteric rite of the Shingon school did not yet end, due to impurity in 
the palace)."8 The distinction between the esoteric rite (mishiho) and the 
Misai-e indicates clearly that by the early tenth century the two rites 
were conducted simultaneously. 

Moreover, the entry in the work covering the rite of 925 (Encho 3.1.14) 
makes apparent the role of the Shingon officiant in the esoteric scented

water consecration of the emperor: "The great bishop Kangen poured the 
scented consecration water" in the private quarters of the emperor.9 Kan

gen (853-925) was a high-ranking Shingon monk ofToji. An entry for 
928 (Encho 6.1.14) indicates that the Toji monk Kanshuku performed the 
consecration, and later entries in the work make it clear that the esoteric 

consecration of the emperor was always the prerogative of Toji monks. 

The officiants included Saiko (870-942), Eri (852-935),josfr (866-944), 
and Kangfr (884-972).10 Fujiwara no Tadahira's diary, Teishinko ki, also 
indicates this in the entry for 945 (Tengyo 8.1.14): because of illness, the 

Toji abbot Taishun (877-949) could not perform the consecration, and 
Ichijo (884-947), a Shingon monk from the Daigoji temple, conducted it 
in his stead11 (Ichijo was made an abbot ofToji in the same year). 

The earliest description of the sequence of actions undertaken during 
the performance of the rite is contained in the 25-article Last Testament 
( Go-yuigo) of KukaiP Opinions on the date of this work vary drastically. 
Some scholars claim that the work is based directly on the final words of 
the master, but most assume that it was produced some time between the 
late ninth and twelfth centuries. The most convincing arguments to date 
are those of Shirai Yuko and Miyagi Yoichiro, who, through comparative 
sampling of early Shingon documents, have concluded that it was pro
duced by the early tenth century. Shirai points out that its contents do 
not suggest the influence of the Zodaisojo Kukai wajo denki (Biography of 
the great archbishop Kukai), compiled in 895, but it refers to the Kongo-
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buji temple as being under the control ofToji-an event that did not oc

cur until the ascendance of Kangen in 919.B It was, however, written be

fore the late tenth-century Kongobuji konryii shugyo engi (Narrative of the 
effort to construct Kongobuji), was composed, since it clearly influenced 

that work.14 More recently, Miyagi has claimed that the Last Testament 
and a small number of other "biographical" works were produced before 

the tenth month ofEngi 21 (921), because they do not employ the official 

posthumous name of Kukai, Kobo Daishi, that was conferred at that 

time.15 

Articles 14 and 15 of the Last Testament specifically concern the Latter 

Seven-Day Rite. Article 15 appeals to the Chinese example of Pu-k'ung 
(705-74) to argue that the income from the rite should be directed to
ward repair of the temples on Mount Koya. For our present purposes, 

however, Article 14 is of greater relevance. 

Article 14: Twenty-four ~fficial monks should be invited to perform the esoteric rite 

of imperial petition for the Latter Seven Days in the palace during the first month of 

the year. 

Now, the number of monks in the Ch'ing-lung-ssu of the Great Tang was sev

eral thousand. From among those, it was decided that one hundred were to be of

fering-monks (kuso). All of these were disciples of esoteric Buddhism. Thus, from 

among these, officiant-monks were invited to the altar area in the palace in the first 

month of the year. 

Yet now, thinking about the meaning of this matter, among the fifteen monks 

invited yearly should be a great acarya (]. ajari), an intimate disciple (nisshitsu) [of the 

acarya] ("intimate disciple" refers to one who is charged with protecting the Buddha 

relics and so on), and an administrative monk-officiant, with twelve others. The 

preparations (for the rite] are (recorded] in the ritual text (shikifumi). Other monks 

must never .be invited, it being proper to submit an official list [to the imperial 

court] of the officiants prior to the Seven Days. 

Next, after the officiant-monks have been summoned to the palace, again submit 

(the list]. If the court orders the omission of a disciple, he should be quickly made to 

leave. Accordingly, a monk who is not a disciple of the lineage (manto) [of the Shin

gon school] cannot be invited to take his place. Entrusting the matter to the will of 

the great acarya, disciples of the lineage who have wisdom and ritual proficiency will 

be chosen and invited to the palace after he has reported to the emperor.16 

The text does not specif}r the sequence of actions undertaken during the 

rite. However, from the parenthetical reference to Buddha relics in con-
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nection with the "intimate disciple," it is clear that the rite involved the 

worship of Buddha relics. Moreover, the text makes it clear that only 

monks "of the lineage" -of the Shingon school, more specifically, the 
monks ofToji-may take part in the rite. Although "great acarya" could 

technically refer to a cleric of the T endai school, here it refers clearly to a 
high~ranking Shingon monk who has received the denbo kanji5, the conse~ 
cration transmitting the esoteric teachings of the order. Indeed, the ex~ 
ample invoked of the Chen~yen (J. Shingon) school of China, 17 the em~ 
phasis on offering~monks, the prerogative of Shingon clerics, the use of 
relics, and the enlisting of an administrative monk all tie the esoteric line~ 
age ofKukai to the proper performance of the ritual. The estimation that 

the Last Testament was written by the tenth century is all the more likely, 
in light of aristocratic diaries of the period, for, without exception, they 
refer exclusively to the monks of T oji as performing the scented~water 
consecration. 

Extant descriptions of the sequence of actions undertaken during the 
performance of the rite date only to the twelfth century. This is true of 
virtually all esoteric rites, since there is a dearth of government and tern~ 
ple records from the tenth and eleventh centuries. For the Latter Seven~ 

Day Rite, however, the surviving documents sometimes include portions 

of texts that date from the tenth century. Although the use of relics is not 
mentioned in the earliest descriptions of the rite, records of the invento~ 

rying of relics that followed the rite indicate that, by at least the mid~ 
tenth century, the worship of Buddha relics was a fundamental element 
in the Latter Seven~ Day Rite. As mentioned above, the Shingon chapel 
was by the tenth century the site for conferring precepts and dispatching 
offerings of Buddha relics in connection with accession ceremonies, sug~ 
gesting that, by that time, the chapel was a center of relic worship within 
the greater imperial palace. 

The Form of the Latter Seven~ Day Rite 

Knowledge of correct procedure is fundamental to the performance of 
any ritual. However, this was especially the case in esoteric Buddhism, 
where such knowledge was possessed only by the qualified few. For eso~ 
teric Buddhism, adherence to procedure was deemed essential to the sue~ 
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cess of the rituaL In the case of the Latter Seven-Day Rite, this knowl

edge was restricted to Toji monks. For the first time in Japanese history, 
a single Buddhist lineage had gained the exclusive right to perform a 
regular rite in the imperial palace. As will be shown, their exclusive pos

session of this esoteric information served to legitimize their monopoly of 

the rite. 
The Latter Seven-Day Rite, in contradistinction to the Buddha Relics 

Offering developed by the court, was produced by a Buddhist lineage for 
its own strategic aims. And whereas the Relics Offering began in the 
Shingon chapel only to end at shrines throughout the realm, the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite began in the Shingon chapel and only shifted its site at 
its conclusion, when the Toji abbot proceeded to the emperor's private 

residence (Seiryoden) within the inner palace. In other words, the Bud

dha Relics Offering constituted a ritual act that displayed the prestige 
and power of the emperor and the court-moving relics outward from 
the center of authority-but the Latter Seven-Day Rite moved relics to 

the emperor and the court. 
Except for the final actions in the Seiryoden, at which high-ranking 

aristocrats were present, the Latter Seven-Day Rite was entirely an eso
teric ceremony, witnessed directly only by the participating monks and 
even indirectly only by assisting officials from Toji and the government. 
This rite, which by the tenth century focused on the worship of B.itddha 

relics, occupied a key place in the larger pattern of the esotericizing of 
apotropaic ritual in the palace. As represented to the emperor and his 
cohorts by the Shingon and T endai officiants, esoteric rituals promised 
greater success than exoteric practices. Power, for esoteric Buddhists, was 
more properly acquired through access to ritual based on exclusive 
knowledge than through the public performance of court ceremony.18 

The following morphology is based primarily on descriptions of the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite in a series of Shingon records written during the 
twelfrh and thirteenth centuries. The details of the rite are important be
cause of the emphasis on ritual knowledge in the Shingon school and the 

use of such knowledge by Shingon monks to legitimate their monopoly 
of certain esoteric rites; moreover, the emphasis on such knowledge and 
the fact that the audience of works depicting details of the rite were cler-
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ics of Shingon make clear that the so-called esoteric character of the rite 

did not prevent Shingon monks from writing about it. The worship of 
Buddha relics forms the core of the rite. Since previous scholarship has 
tended to overlook the centrality of relics to this rite, a careful examina

tion of the ritual sequence is in order.19 The most extensive depictions 
are found in the Go-shichi sho (Notes on the Latter Seven-Day Rite), Go
shichinichi mishiho burui (Gleanings from the Latter Seven-Day Rite), Eiji 
ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki (Account of the Latter Seven-Day Rite in the 

Shingon chapel, Eiji 2), Go-shichinichi sho nikki (Accounts of the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite), Go-shichinichi mishiho ki (Account of the Latter Seven
Day Rite), Mishiho no ki (Eiji gannen/ninen, Ninpei sannen) (Account of the 

rite, Eiji r and 2, Ninpei 3), and Kakuzen sho (Kakuzen's notes). The 
author of Go-shichi sho is unknown, but the text is a compilation dating 

from roughly II73.20 The author of Go-shichinichi mishiho burui is also un
known, but the monks represented span the period from III4 to II37, and 
the text was apparently compiled thereafter.21 Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho 
ki was compiled by the Kajii.ji monk Kanjin (1084-II53) during or soon 
after II42 (Eiji 2).22 Go-shichinichi sho nikki (Fig. 3) is a set of diaries com
piled between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries by monks of the 
Hoju'in chapel within the Ninnaji temple.23 Go-shichinichi mishiho ki 
and Mishiho no ki (Eiji gannen/ninen, Ninpei sannen) are records of the Lat
ter Seven-Day Rite of II4I (Eiji r), II42 (Eiji 2), and II53 (Ninpei 3) writ

ten between the Eiji era and Ninpei 3.24 In addition, the clerical compen
dium most important for this study is the large section on the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite contained in the "encyclopedia" of Shingon Buddhism 

called Kakuzen sho, compiled by the Kajii.ji monk Kakuzen (n43-ca. 1213) 
between around II76 and 1213.25 Finally, a series of other manuscript 
records and diaries provide insights into the format and content of the 
rituaJ.26 

The preparations for the rite usually began just before or soon after 
New Year's Day. This is suggested not only by the passage from the Last 
Testament translated above but also by the descriptions in Latter Seven
Day Rite diaries, such as Yowa ninen go-shichinichi mishiho ki (Account of 
the Latter Seven-Day Rite of Yowa 2).27 After receiving the offerings 
from a series of provincial governments and a list of the names of all the 
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Fig. 3 Excerpt from Go-shichinichi sho nikki, signed by Meizan (I02I-no6), Jitsuhan 
(d. II44), Kakujo (II26-g8), Kensei (II55-1204), et al.; ca. _late twelfth century. Sho~ 
myoji Treasury (reproduced by permission of the Shomyoji Treasury, housed in the 
Kanazawa Bunko Archives, Kanagawa Prefecture). 

assistant clerics (based apparently on consultations with other high~ 
ranking Shingon clerics), the great acarya-invariably an abbot of Toji, 
though usually also a member of one of the major branches28 of the 

Shingon school-proceeds on the evening of the seventh day or on the 
eighth day to the palace, usually entering through the T aiken gate. He is 
usually accompani~d by servants and youths as well as the priest in 
charge of protocol (igiso). Also on the seventh day, the monk in charge of 
preparations for the rite ( daigyoji) submits the official list of materials to 
be offered at the two fire altars (sokusai goma no dan and zoyaku goma no 
dan) during the rite. 

On the eighth day, an administrative monk, together with others in 
charge of preparations, transports the Buddha images, other implements, 
and Buddha relics from the treasury in Toji to the Shingon chapel in the 
greater imperial palace. The bulk of the materials, including ceremonial 
objects such as string, Buddha relics, and a variety of bowls, are carried in 

a large, wooden Chinese box. They also bring medicines, incense, and 
clean robes to be worn during the rite. In addition, government officials 
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also transport offerings of cloth and other materials for the fire ceremo~ 

nies in the rite, which are donated by government ministries and provin~ 
cial governments throughout the realm. A chamberlain brings the impe~ 
rial robes. (For the location of the Shingon chapel within the greater 

imperial palace, see Fig. 4·) 
Within the Shingon chapel, the monks prepare the altar and its 

adornments. Figure 5 shows a modern reconstruction of the site of the 
altar in the Shingon chapel, based on pictorial representations of the area 
in records of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

The focus of worship within the area alternates annually between the 
altar of the Diamond Realm (kongokai) mal).<;iala and that of the Womb 

Realm (taizokai) mal).<;lala. On the east side of the place of practice is the 

altar of the Womb Realm mal).<;lala. Behind it are the altars and portraits 
of the twelve heavenly deities (jiiniten). These deities are, from the left to 
right, beginning with the northeastern corner of the altar area and ending 
in its southeastern corner: Jiten (Sk. PJ;thivi), Bonten (Brahma), Tamon~ 

ten (Vaisraval).a), Ishanaten (fsana), Taishakuten (Indra), Katen (Agni), 

Enmaten (Yama), Rasetsuten (Rak~asa), Suiten (Varul).a), Fiiten 
(Vayu), Nitten (Aditya), and Gatten (Candra). In front of each is anal~ 
tar table on which are placed offerings consisting of two vessels each of 
flower~shaped vases, incense, and rice. 

Directly to the north of the altar of the Womb Realm mal).<;iala is the 
altar for the deity Shoden (although the character of the offerings is not 
made clear in the early texts that describe the Latter Seven~Day Rite, 
later works stipulated that an incense burner is to be placed directly in 
front of the altar, surrounded on both sides by a water vessel (aka), a 
powdered~incense container (zukoki), and a flower garland (keman), in 
that order. A begging bowl placed behind the incense burner is sur~ 

rounded toward its rear on each side by offerings of kangidan sweets, sake, 

and a Japanese radish ( daikon ). An offering ladle ( shaku) is placed to the 
left of the begging bowl in a diagonal position. A rice cake, myscanthus 
reed, soup, boiled rice, and rice are placed, in that order, from the area to 
the side of each radish to the rear of the altar. A flower~shaped vase is 
placed directly behind the figure of Shoden; some texts suggest that two 

more are placed in the rear corners of the altar. 
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In the space toward the north between the two altars of the Womb 
and Diamond Realm ma1).4alas are altars to the "five awesome deities" 

(go-daison; aligned D-G-F~G-K in Fig. s): Fudo myoo (F; Acalanatha) in 

the center, with Daiitoku myoo (D; Y amantaka) and Gundari myoo ( G; 

Ku1).4ali) toward the northwest and Gozanze myoo (G; Trailokyavijaya) 
and Kongoyasha myoo (K; Vajrayak~a) toward the northeast. On a table 
in front of each of the pictures of the five awesome deities are placed of
ferings of flower-shaped vases, incense, and rice. 

The great altar ( daidan) is set up, depending on the year, in front of 
the Womb Realm ma1).4ala to the east or the Diamond Realm ma1).4ala 
to the west. In the center of the great altar is placed a gilt bronze stupa in 
which will be enshrined Buddha relics (shari-to). In front of the stupa are 
placed in order a golden disk (wheel), a flower-shaped vase, and a vajra 

tray (kongoban ). (When the great acarya is trained in the Kajuji line of 
Shingon, the three objects are placed in the opposite order, because then 
it is easier to reach the relics to remove them to a Chinese-style wooden 

box [karabitsu] at the rite's condusion.?9 On the vajra tray are placed a 
five-pronged vajra staff and a five-pronged vajra bell; on either side, 
moving outward toward the four corners of the great altar, are placed a 
three-pronged vajra and a single-pronged vajra, with four katsuma vajra 
and four vajra pillars (ketsu). As noted in Kukai's Go-shorai mokuroku, 
there are Buddha relics inside the five-pronged vajra staff and vajra bell;3° 
indeed, the inventory of objects brought back from the continent by 
Eun31 notes that the four vajra pillars on the list enclosed relics, and that 
of Shuei (809-84) mentions that he bore a five-pronged and three
pronged staff that contained relics.32 

The early texts do not make dear the exact character of the offerings 
and additional materials placed on the great altar. However, it is likely 
that these offerings match those on the great altars depicted in later 
works and those of esoteric rites generally conducted in the Shingon 
school from at least the early medieval era.33 An incense burner (kasha) is 
located on each of the four sides of the altar. Water vessels (aka),34 pow
dered-incense containers, flower garland (keman) containers,35 and food 

containers (onjikiki) 36 are placed in order, proceeding on both sides from 
the incense burner in the center along each side toward the corners of the 
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altar. A vase sits in each corner, adjacent to the katsuma vajra. Additional 
containers of sweets (kashi), rice cakes (mochi), and soup (shiru) 37 may 
have also been placed on the altar, parallel to the other containers on each 
side; Go-shichi sho, for example, mentions soup, sweets, and gruel (kayu) in 

its depiction, although later works describing the rite do not mention 
sweets and gruet38 Two small tables and an elevated seat (raiban) for the 
presiding monk are placed in front of the great altar as well as in front of 

the fire altars and the Shoden altar. The elevated seat lies in the ce~ter; 
an additional powdered-incense vessel, water vessel (shasuiki), 39 a staff 
(sanjo, for dipping in the water), and incense sticks are placed on the table 

to the left. The percussion instrument kei sits on the table to the right, 
for use during worship. (However, in the case of the fire altar, the table 
contains the wood used for the fire, and many of the materials on both 

tables are different.) The great altar is 'depicted in Fig. 6. 

The Buddha relics to be worshipped are kept in two vases, which are 
carried in a brocade sack. On the evening of the eighth day, the Buddha 
relics are enshrined in the reliquary (shari-to) in the center of the great 

altar. By the twelfth century, variations had developed in the method of 
enshrining ~he Buddha relics, although the ritual instruction is straight
forward: the relics attendant (shari mori) places the relics in a "clerical 
robes" box (sanne bako ), which he sets on a table in front of the great altar. 

The great acarya then enters and takes a seat in front of the great altar, 

near the table. Hanjun (ro38-m2), a great acarya who belonged to the 
Ono branch of Shingon, removed the relics from the box and enshrined 
them inside the reliquary on the great altar. Jokai (1074-II49), also a 
great acarya of the Ono branch, placed the entire box in the middle of the 
great altar, presumably in an effort to avoid damaging the fragile relics. 
Finally, Kanjo (1052-II25), a great acarya of the Hirosawa branch, and his 
followers removed the relics from the box and enshrined them in the 
reliquary; however, he then tied a five-colored string (goshiki no ito, kongo
sen) to the reliquary, one of two such strings stretched on the great altar, 
apparently tied at the other end to the pillars in each corner to establish 
the sacred boundary (kekkai) of the area.40 Virtually all early records indi
cate that regardless of the approach taken, at the end of the rites each 

day, immediately after the consecration of the imperial robes and the exit 
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of the great acarya, the relics attendant removed the Buddha relics from 

the great altar and placed them for safekeeping in a Chinese-style box. 

Two tables on the south side of the great altar hold, respectively, the 

imperial robes (gyo'e) to be consecrated and the vessel (shasuiki) con

taining the scented water for the consecration. (The robes are brought to 

the chapel by a chamberlain.) The table for the robes of consecration is 

set in the place of practice on the eighth, but the table and vessel for the 

consecration water are not brought in until the twelfth day of the year, 

when the scented-water consecration begins. 

Finally, two fire altars are set up in the northwest corner of the chapel. 

The calamity-preventing fire altar (sokusai goma no dan) is located directly 

to the rear of the great altar of the Diamond Realm mal).4ala on its west

by-northwest side. The fortune-enhancing fire altar (zoyaku goma no dan) 
is located adjacent to the other fire altar, precisely in the northwest cor
ner. The objects to be offered at each include five treasures, five kinds of 

incense, five medicines, and portions of the five grains (hemp, black mil

let, yellow millet, wheat, and barley). Although the treasures and grains 
offered at the respective altars are generally similar, the kinds of incense 

and medicine displayed diverge almost completely. The layout of the of

ferings on the altars is, along the sides, identical or nearly identical with 

that found on the great altars. However, in the middle, they differ. A 

dish of clarified butter, to be cooked with the five grains, is placed in 

front of the hearth, located in the center. A single-pronged, a three

pronged, and a five-pronged vajra as well as a vajra bell are placed in front 
of the butter, precisely in the same positions as on the great altar. Yet in 

this case the water-consecration vessel and powdered-incense container 
are placed as a pair on the altar, to the left of the butter and hearth, and a 

pair of ladles (goma shaku) are placed to the right, for use in pouring of

ferings into the hearth. An additional container of the five grains and rice 
is also placed to the right, in between the ladles and the hearth. 

Following the entrance of the relics attendant into the place of prac
tice, the great acarya enters, wearing a newly washed robe, over which he 

wears a special ritual robe called a hiragesa. After the great acarya en
shrines the Buddha relics in the reliquary on the great altar, he takes his 

seat. He bows once to the great altar that is not the focus of the present 

year's ritual and three times to the great altar on which the reliquary and 
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offerings have been prepared, and then makes an opening pronounce
ment (hyohyaku): 

Greeting the days of celebration of the new year, [we] establish a secret place of 

practice. The great meaning of the imperial prayer to practice good and for good 

signs is the transmitted method for the lengthening of life. The actualization of the 

pacification of the people and the calm of the country occurs by means of the myste

rious medicine of the two [ma!}.4alas]. Simply entrusting the matter to the round 

jewel of the five wisdoms, after the first seven days (of Sechi-e banquets] we pray for 

the virtue (toku) of the emperor. [The idea of] worshipping Buddhism in the impe

rial palace occurred through the wisdom and deep thought of [Kobo] Daishi, who 

passed crnthe practice to ongoing generations of emperors, reaching the Holy Sov

ereign of the present, who is in his ( )41 year of life. Counting the beautiful begin

ning of a hundred longevities, we clasp our palms together, and depend on the dei

ties of the Nine Assemblies (ku-e no son). In accordance with this, the golden wheel 

[of the golden wheel-turning king] forever turns, and the bright sun again shines. 

The body of the emperor (gyokutai) is pacified, and in an instant the sea is calm and 

full. Indee~, the myriads of people are happy and prosperous, and the four seas are 

tranquil.42 

The pronouncement connects the undertaking directly to Kukai. 
Moreover, the rite is represented as an innovation of the "great master" 
( daishi) specifically to promote the health of the emperor as well as the 
prosperity and pacification of the realm. The rite's ultimate concern is 
the body of the sovereign, which is in need of pacification and regenera
tion; the implication is that the happiness and prosperity of the people 
naturally flow from the accomplishment of this goaL In language mir
roring that used by Kukai in his letter requesting permission to conduct 
the rite, the two Shingon mal).~alas-the Diamond Realm mal).~ala and 
the Womb Realm mal).~ala of the great altars in the Shingon chapel
are invoked as powerful medicines capable of accomplishing this task. 
The "Nine Assemblies" refers to the nine assemblies of nearly 1,500 

deities within the Diamond Realm mal).~ala. 
The main object of worship is the Buddha Hosho (Sk. Ratnasamb

hava), the master of the southern area among the four Buddhas sur

rounding Dainichi (Mahavairocana) in the Diamond Realm: Ashuku 
(Ak~obhya), Amida (Amitabha), and Fukujoju (Amoghasiddhi). Hosho 
is viewed variously as ultimately identical with several other Buddhas, in-
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eluding Kaifukeo (Sa111kusumitaraja), Hodo (Ratnaketu), Hoso, Hosho 
(Nyorai), Taho, and Issaisangaishu (Sarratraidhatukadhipati).43 The 
object (sanmaya-gyo) Hosho holds in his hand is a three-part wish
fulfillingjewel (sanben hoju).44 Hosho is surrounded by the four attendant 
bodhisattvas: Kongoho (Vajraratna), Kongoko (Vajrateja), Kongodo 
(Vajraketu), and Kongosho (Vajrahasa).45 

Texts depicting the Latter Seven-Day Rite describe the object of wor
ship as being Hosho materialized in the form of the object he bears: the 
wish-fulfilling jewel (nyoi-hoju). In this case, the Buddha relics on the 
great altar are to be visualized as being a wish-fulfilling jewel. The Eiji 
ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, for example, quotes the Last Testament ofKiikai 
to explain this: "The wish-fulfilling jewel is naturally the manifestation of 
the Thus-Come One."46 It also quotes a passage from a text called Koryu 
ki, apparently attributed to Kangu: 

Although you are to conduct rites of the two realms during succeeding years, in fact 

this is a "Hosho Nyorai" rite. On the [great] altar you are to place Buddha relics. As 

the object of worship (honzon) you should view the sanmaya-gyo implement (the 

object held by Hosho-the wish-fulfilling jewel] together with the relics and Mount 

Mur6 as being "three jewels in one body.'47 

Go-shichinichi mishiho yuisho sahi5, attributed to Kangen, describes the relics 
used in the rite as being those brought to Japan by Kukai and concludes, 
"Put these relics in the great altar, and without doubting, visualize this 
wish-fulfilling jewel as being identical with the jewel buried [by Kukai] 
on Mount Muro."48 (See the next section for the narrative of Kukai's 
burial of the wish-fulfilling jewel and the influence of wish-fulfilling jewel 
worship on this rite.) 

The great acarya visualizes the seed syllable of Hosho Butsu, taraku 
(Sk. trab ), in the form of his sanmaya-gyo implement, the jewel. He recites 
an opening summons, the mantra on aratanni5sanba taraku (Sk. Olfl ratna
sambhava tra~ ), and other recitations to Hosho Buddha.49 The assistant 
monks then recite at least roo times the mantras of each of the following 
deities, beginning with that ofButsugen-son ("Buddha-eye"; Sk. Buddha
locana) and the ringing of a bell: Dainichi Buddha, Y akushi (Bhai~a
jyaguru-vaisluryaprabha) Nyorai, Fugen Enmei (Samantabhadra) Bodhi
sattva, Fudo myoo (Acalanatha), Kichijoten (Srimahadev!), and Ichiji kin-
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rin (Ekak~ara-ugti~acakra).50 They continue to recite the mantras of these 
deities throughout the seven days of the rites, often including mantras for 
Sho-Kannon (Aryavalokitesvara). The number of recitations recorded for 

each deity ranges ftom IO,ooo to 700,000 in the works depicting the 
rite-numbers clearly meant to illustrate virtually constant recitation. 

After the ringing of a bell, monks begin to perform their respective as
signed rites. The two monks deputed to perform the fire rites move 

westward toward the fire altars. In addition to the sacrificial offerings 
noted above, these altars are distinguished by the hearth (goma ro) in the 
middle of the altar. The first of the fire rites to be performed is usually 
the calamity-preventing rite. The master of the realm invoked (bushu) in 
this rite is Gozanze myoo, and the object of worship is Fudo myoo-two 
of the "five awesome deities," both of whom are strikingly fierce in char

acter. In years when the service is conducted at the Diamond Realm al
tar, the group of deities invoked (shoson) is the "thirty-seven venerables" 

(sanjushichison), who occupy the center area of the central court of the 
Diamond Realm mat).4ala, the so-called assembly of the body of attain
ment (jojin-e; also pronounced jojinne); these include, of course, Dainichi, 
the four Buddhas that surround him, their attendant bodhisattvas, and a 
series of other bodhisattvas.51 In the years of the Womb Realm altar, the 
group of deities invoked is the so-called thirteen chapels (jusan'in)-es
sentially all the deities in the entire Womb Realm. 

In the fortune-enhancing fire rite, the master of the realm invoked is 
the Buddha Hosho, although the object of worship differs depending on 
the branch of the great acarya presiding. In most cases, the object of wor

ship is the Buddha relic in the form of a wish-fulfilling jewel, for example, 
Hosho, although when the officiant belongs to the Hirosawa branch, the 
object of worship is the female deity Kichijoten, who is identified, based 
in part on the Golden Light Scripture of Victorious Kings, as possessing a 
wish-fulfilling jewel and sometimes ultimately conflated with Hosho.52 

In this rite as well, the deities invoked are the thirty-seven venerables un
der the Diamond Realm altar and the jiisan'in under the Womb Realm 
altar, although sometimes they are believed to be the group called hachiyo 
kuson, nine deities who occupy the eight-petaled lotus at the very center 
of the Womb Realm mat).4ala.53 In this case, they are seen as being in a 
state of samadhi concentrating on the 'jewel section" (hobu; often referred 
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to as a "family"), the aspect among the powers and wisdom of the five 
Buddhas that is governed by Hosho and whose sanmaya implement is 
the wish-fulfilling jewel. The 'jewel section" is said to govern the secret 
good fortune manifested in Hosho. Each fire rite, beginning usually with 
the calamity-preventing rite, is performed three times on the first evening 
and three times each day for the duration of the Latter Seven-Day Rite. 

The monk assigned the task of making the offering to the five awe

some deities (godaison) enters through the same entrance used by the 
great acarya and passes between the great altars. He pays obeisance first 
to the great altar in use that year and then to the other. From there, he 
bows three times to Fudo, the central figure of the five awesome deities. 
As he performs each of these actions, he uses the proper mantra and mu
dra (hand signs). Then using the sword mudra, he chants the dharal).i of 
Fudo, the "merciful salvation spell" (jiku shu), 21 or 100 times. He follows 

this by rubbing a rosary and then repeats this process for the other four 
great deities, Gozanze myoo, Gundari myoo, Daiitoku myoo, and Kon

goyasha myoo, using the appropriate mantra and mudra for each deity. 
These deities are the same as those invoked in the Scripture of Benevolent 
Kings esoteric rite (Ninnokyo ho), indicating that this rite as well was con
ducted for the protection of the realm and the profit of the people. The 
offering is usually conducted three times the first night and three times 

daily thereafter, although in some cases only once each day for the dura
tion of the rite. 

The monk charged with making the offerings to the twelve heavenly 
deities (jiiniten) begins that rite during the middle of the fire rite. 
He progresses from the altar of one heavenly deity to another, in a zig
zag motion, beginning usually with Ishanaten located in the east
northeasterly direction, followed by T aishakuten and the line of deities 
to Fiiten in the southeast corner, T amonten, Jiten, and Bonten to the 
north, and Nitten and Gatten to the south. He bows three times to each 
of the deities, making obeisance and offering mudras to each. He then 
uses the mudra specific to the deity, and chants the appropriate mantra 
21 or 100 times. Following this, he silently rubs a rosary while paying 

obeisance. 
The monk delegated to make the offering to the deity Shoden enters 

at the same time as the officiants of the fire rite. Unfortunately, his 
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actions are not described in detail in the early texts depicting the Latter 

Seven-Day Rite. However, it is probable that he performed the usual ac

tions undertaken in the "Shoden offering" ( Shoden ku) from at least the 

medieval era. The key elements are the offering of the kangidan sweets, 

the use of the ladle on the altar to bathe the Shoden image with oil, and 
the offering of "flower water" (kesui; water that is scented with powdered 
incense, with flowers floating on the surface). The mantra of Gundari 

myoo is usually recited at night, although if it is not viewed as having 

been effective, the mantra ofJiiichimen Kannon (Sk. Ekadasamukha) is 

also performed. Essentially, this rite constitutes an effort to ward off in

terruptions or impediments to the completion of the Latter Seven-Day 

Rite. The offering is performed twice the first evening and twice every 

day thereafter for the duration of the ceremonies. 

The last and perhaps most minor of the offerings conducted is the 
"deity offering" (jingu), which is performed once each on the evenings of 

the eighth, eleventh, and thirteenth. Entering during the middle of the 

fire rite, the monk assigned this task proceeds to the altar located in the 

southern corridor outside the main area of practice. This altar is set up in 

the corner closest to the great altar in use, meaning that it occupies the 
southeastern or southwestern corner of the southern corridor of the hall 
in any given year, although when the corridor is unavailable for use, it is 

set up in the garden outside. This offering is propitiatory in character 
and made to the spirits that pervade the earth. 54 

At the end of the succession of rites in both the first and the second 
half of each night, the imperial robes are consecrated (gyo'e kaji).55 The 

great acarya moves from his position in front of the great altar to face the 

imperial robes. Holding a vajra staff and prayer beads, he then recites a 
vow to protect the body of the sovereign: 

We sincerely utter the prayer 

The singular invocation ofDainichi 

Object ofWorship of the Assembly of the [Mai].4ala] Realm 

The Great Sage Fudo [ myoo] 

The Bight Great Deities of the Four Great Elements (shidai) [who are the reti

nue ofFudo].56 

This prayer is uttered only in the consecration during the first half of 
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each night. The great acarya then chants in tandem with the assistant 
monks the first and second half of the lengthy "merciful salvation" dha
ral).i of Fudo; the dharal).i is repeated 300 times. While chanting, the 

great acarya holds the five-pronged vajra and an assistant holds the sin
gle-pronged vajra, which they together use to perform the consecration of 
the robes. The last consecration of the robes, on the fourteenth, is con
ducted during the day, because the Latter Seven-Day Rite concludes 

during the morning. 
A closely related ceremony, a scented-water consecration (kaji kozui) 

called the "august medicinal consecration" (mikusuri kaji), marks the be

ginning of the climax of the Latter Seven-Day Rite. Starting on the night 
of the twelfth, an assistant monk brings a pail of pure water, drawn from 
the Shinzen' en imperial pleasure garden, and sets it on a stand in front of 

the imperial robes.57 He places, for the great acarya's use, a staff (goo zue) 
almost two feet in length next to the stand (sometimes it is balanced on 
the rim of the pail of water). After the completion of the consecration of 
the imperial robes, he distributes a similar but smaller staff to all fourteen 

of the assisting monks. 
The great acarya stands before the pail of water and raises his staff 

over it. The assisting monks then raise their staffs as well. The great 
acarya then utters the vow of the water consecration rite: 

We sincerely utter the vow 

Of the Scented-Water Consecration, 

Which achieves extraordinary effects, 

Which protects the Holy Ruler (joo o goji su), 
Dispelling all misfortune. 

The body of the ruler is pacified. 

Unlimited imperial vows 

Are definitely fulfilled. 

The Palace is pacified; 

The people are happy. 

The realm and the Dharma world 

Equally prosper. 

With the conclusion of the Five Great Vows, the Scented-Water Consecration 

achieves extraordinary effects.58 
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After this, the Five Great Vows (go-daigan) of esoteric Buddhism are re

cited. 59 The great acarya then chants the "merciful salvation" dhara!)i of 

Fudoson in tandem with the assisting monks either 21 or roo times. With 

each recitation of the dhara!)i, the great acarya raises the staff and stirs it 

to consecrate the scented water.60 When he has completed the consecra

tion, he taps the table of the scented water with his staff. The assistant 

monks then put their staffs away as well. This rite is conducted three 
times daily from the twelfth to the fourteenth. 

On the fourteenth, the ceremony of the concluding vow (kechigan) is 

conducted. While the vajra bell is rung, the Five Confessions (go-kai) 61 

and the Five Great Vows are uttered, followed by mantra recitation. The 
implements used in the Latter Seven-Day Rite are returned to the trea

sury ofToji. However, the imperial robes, a text recording the number of 

mantra recitations performed, and the scented water used in the cere

mony are submitted to an imperial emissary. 

At this point on the evening of the fourteenth, however, the monks do 

not conclude the Latter Seven-Day Rite. Rather, they proceed to the pri
vate quarters of the emperor (Seiryoden) within the inner palace. There 
they conduct the last of the scented-water consecrations. The great 

acarya wears over his robes the famous kendakokushi robe supposedly 
brought back from China by Kukai and carries the five-pronged vajra 

staff (containing a Buddha relic) and crystal rosary beads also said to 

have been imported by the master, and a fan. He arrives in a carriage, 

with escorts in front, and several carriages of assistant monks to his rear. 
A table is placed on a mat at the site between the regular seat of the 

emperor (hi-no-omashi) and the august blind (misu) behind which is the 

Futama, which houses a figure of Kannon regularly venerated by palace 

monks on behalf of the health and welfare of the emperor. (See Chapter 

5 for a discussion of Kannon veneration there.) Two staffs (sanjo) are 
placed in the middle of the table, followed by the one vessel each (niki) of 

powdered incense (zukoki) and scented water (shasuiki) on the left and 

right. The great acarya enters with the other monks and sits directly in 
front of the Futama; the others take their seats according to clerical 

rank.62 The emperor then appears, followed by powerful aristocrats of 

the court. Before or after the scented-water consecration, an appointed 
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monk reads the list of monks of the schools of Buddhism who will partici~ 

pate in the debate ceremony ( uchirongi) at the conclusion of the, Misai-e 

rite, which is conducted coincidentally with the Latter~Seven-Day Rite in 

the Daigokuden of the greater palace. 

From this point, the scented-water consecration of the inner palace 

begins. The great acarya, holding the five-pronged vajra staf£ crystal ro~ 

sary, and fan, approaches and bows before the table of the scented water. 

He places them next to the vessel of scented water, with the fan under

neath the vajra staf£ He then performs the rite for bodily purification 

and protection from dangerous forces (goshinbo). After this, he uses the 

five-pronged vajra staff to consecrate the vessel of scented water on the 
right and then that of powdered incense on the left, reciting the "merciful 

salvation" dharal).i of Fudoson 21 times. (Some texts claim that the great 

acarya uses the prayer beads and chants it 108 times, others claim that the 

mantra ofT aishakuten is recited in the Diamond Realm years of the rite, 

and still others that the mantra in each case is that of Kichijoten. )63 He 

then consecrates the water and incense jointly. 

The great acarya, still holding the five-pronged vajra staff, takes the 

staff (sanjo) placed on the right side of the table, inserts its lower end into 

the vessel of scented water, and performs the consecration 21 times, af

terward placing the staff on top of the vessel. He does the same with the 

staff from the left side in the vessel of powdered incense. The climax of 

the ceremony occurs when he again takes the right~ hand staf£ dips it into 

the vessel of scented water, and asperses scented water over the body of 
the emperor three times. Then he does the same for himsel£ the aristo~ 

crats present, as well as the Dharma Realm (hokkai).64 Holding the five~ 
pronged vajra staf£ he then consecrates the emperor, reciting the "mer
ciful salvation" dharal).i ofFudoson 21 or roo times. Throughout the pro
cess of the consecration, the great acarya is to visualize Mount Muro, the 

site where Kukai was believed to have buried a wish-fulfilling jewel.65 

After performing three "reverse" consecrations, he inserts the end of the 

vajra staff underneath the cape portion ( ohi) of the kendakokushi robe 
and again visualizes Mount Muro.66 The great acarya returns to his ap~ 

pointed seat among the other monks, and at this point the debate cere~ 

mony of the Misai-e rite commences. 
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Relics as Wealth in the Latter Seven-Day Rite 

The Latter Seven-Day Rite is known in scholarly circles, but the volume 
of scholarship on the rite is small, perhaps due to its complexity and the 
fact that it developed in the Heian era, an era whose ritual practices have 
largely been ignored by many historians of religion.67 Hayami Tasuku 
mentions the rite in passing in his analysis of esoteric rites ofHeian court 
society; his interest, however, is not so much the specifics of the rite as its 
fit within the "state/public" interest pole as opposed to the "aristocratic/ 
private" interest pole by which he categorizes the esoteric rites of the 
era.68 Kamikawa Michio recently included a discussion of the rite in his 

analysis of the relationship between the state and the "medieval temple 
system" (chusei jiin no kozo).69 His interest, similar to that ofHayami, is to 
place the Latter Seven-Day Rite within the framework of rites conducted 
in the interest of the state.7° 

Suguri Ekai offers a buddhological study of the Latter Seven-Day 
Rite, tracing its root to the Misai-e assembly, based on the Upo~adha rite 
of earlier Buddhism and on the scriptural influence of the Golden Light 
Scripture of Victorious Kings.71 Suguri does not address the question of the 
use of relics in the rite, focusing rather on its elements of astral worship, 
and attempts to trace the visualization of the wish-fulfilling jewel in the 
rite to the influence of traditions drawn from the Atharva-veda.72 

Ishida Hisatoyo concentrates on the role of Kukai' s impending death 
in the development of the rite. He emphasizes Kukai' s concern with es
tablishing two Birushana Hokkai stupas on the grounds of Kongobuji at 
Mount Koya (ca. 832), noting the master's authorship of a text empha
sizing fund-raising (kanjin) for that purpose.73 Ishida points out that the 
mal).<;ialas, images, and the implements used on the great altar during the 
rite were either imported or based on those imported during Kukai' s 
time; he takes note of mention in Kukai' s record of imported items (Go
shorai mokuroku) of mal).<;ialas, images of the five great deities and of heav
enly deities, various implements, and of the eighty grains of Buddha rel
ics. Based on these records as well as on the character of the deities and 
other items used in the Latter Seven-Day Rite, he believes that relics 

were from that time the object of worship on the great altar. Thus Ishida 
believes that while Kukai's petition to the government did not mention 
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the use of relics, claims in oral transmissions to this effect can be inter

preted as based on historical fact.74 

The most compreh~nsive study to date is Y amaori T etsuo' s "Go

shichinichi mishiho to daijosai." Y amaori draws special attention to the 

scented-water consecration as a rite for the renewal of the body of the 

emperor (gyokutai). For Y amaori, the Latter Seven-Day Rite constitutes 

an apotropaic rite designed to guard and regenerate the spirit of the em

peror (tenniirei). In contrast to. the Daijo-e accession rite, in which the 

female shaman ( miko) mediates the contact between the emperor and 

heavenly deities, the center of the Latter Seven-Day is the action of Shin

gon monks to buffer the emperor from vengeful spirits ( onryo) and other 

spiritual entities (mono no ke and so on) by ritual means through the act 

of consecrating his robes and his person. On the other hand, the rite has 

in common with the succession rite the effort to regenerate the body of 

the emperor, in this case annually at the beginning of the first month 
rather than at the beginning of the reign.75 In terms of the content of the 

Latter Seven-Day Rite, Y amaori focuses on those apotropaic elements 

associated with Fudo myoo worship, which took place in the palace for a 

variety of purposes during the ninth and tenth centuries.76 

However, none of these studies has focused on the central role of 

Buddha relics in the rite. Relics are crucial to interpretation of both the 

internal meaning and the social context of the rite. In order to under

stand its internal dynamics, we must turn to the relics that formed its 

object of worship and to their buddhological status. We must also ex
amine the connection between Toji monks' use of Buddha relics in the 

rite and the annual renewal of relations between the court and the monks 

of the Shingon school. Although the record is incomplete regarding the 

contents of the earliest performance of the Latter Seven-Day Rite, by at 

least the middle to late tenth century it featured the worship of Buddha 

relics. A sii.tra depicting the manufacture of a wish-fulfilling jewel 

through the use of Buddha relics seems to have existed by the mid-tenth 
century, and the first ritual inventory of Buddha relics housed by Toji

following the conclusion of the Latter Seven-Day in the Shingon 
chapel-was first conducted in T enryaku 4 (950 ). These developments, 
together with the practice of the Buddha Relics Offering, give witness to 

the beginnings of wish-fulfilling jewel worship and to the continuing 
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power of Buddha relics to legitimize and empower the imperial house 

and those aristocrats closest to it. Indeed, it will be seen that by the mid

eleventh century, distributions (bujo) ofToji relics by the officiant acarya 

to the emperor, aristocrats, and monks at the time of the inventories be

came a regular practice, suggesting a shift in the status of the relic: the 

prerogative of the Buddhist community to enshrine and worship relics 

was increasingly replaced by their possession and conferral. The esoteric 

treasure became a ritual commodity owned and guarded by the·imperial 

house, high-ranking aristocrats, and even individual monks. 

Buddha relics and reliquaries thus marked not only the presence of 

the Buddha but also the wealth of his community. As was shown in 

Chapter 2, Buddhist communities in East Asia distinguished the reli

quary assemblage-the ensemble of relics and other objects as part of the 
reliquary-as one of the basic forms of wealth received by the Buddhist 
community. The late ninth-century financial record of the temple Anjoji, 

Anjoji shizai cho, indicates that, at least in the Shingon school, the reli

quary assemblage ( tomotsu) was already perceived by the Japanese as be

ing of great value and potentially an object of theft.77 

Although Buddha relics were brought back in large numbers from the 

continent, especially during the ninth century, the extant sources do not 
make clear how they were used. However, official histories indicate that 

from the late sixth century, members of the court viewed them as having 

tremendous power and value. The use of a Buddha relic in a large proces

sion of aristocrats in 76678 as well as the gift of relics to the retired em
peror from the monk Ryosen (d. 828) indicates that this was increasingly 
the case during the Nara and early Heian eras. The relic assembly of the 
T endai school, as portrayed in Nihon sandai jitsuroku, was performed on 
behalf of the imperial house, suggesting both the imperial patronage of 

Buddha relic worship and the powers attributed to it. 

The development of the Buddha Relics Offering and of the Latter 

Seven-Day Rite firmly incorporated Buddha relics into rites conducted 

by or on behalf of the government within the greater imperial palace. 

Extant sources for the early development of the Latter Seven-Day Rite 

are, of course, extremely few, and it is impossible to establish the specific 

objects used or worshipped. However, the Last Testament, composed 

by the tenth century, indicates that within the first century of the rite's 
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observance Buddha relics were worshipped. Given the large numbers 

of Buddha relics imported during the ninth century-including the 
8o grains brought back from China by Kukai-it may in fact be the 
case that the relics were the object of worship of the rite from its very 
inception. 

It is clear that the relics were consciously treated in the Latter Seven~ 

Day Rite as treasures that required careful guarding and enclosure. The 

monk in charge of the relics brought them in immediately prior to the 
entrance of the great acarya and removed them immediately after the exit 
of the great acarya following each ritual session. Jokai's concern to pre~ 
vent damage to the relics, noted above, is further proof of the regard in 

which they were held.79 The ritual action of enclosure and temporary 
removal, moreover, attests to the status of these objects as esoteric treas~ 

ures not meant for public view; part of the religious attraction of viewing 
such treasures is both the access gained the body of the Buddha and the 

merit of bearing witness to it. Second, the coinciding of the movement of 

the Buddha relics with the entrance and exit of the great acarya indicates 
that these objects are associated with him and provided him with 
authority by suggesting that his presence was indispensable to the ritual 
reanimation of the person of the Buddha. 

Particularly relevant in this regard is the fact that the relics were 
brought from the treasury ofToji, as well as their representation in some 

texts as those specifically brought back from China by Kiikai.80 The fact 
that the great acarya was a high~ranking monk ofToji, the great center of 
the Shingon school founded by Kukai, established his legitimacy as the 
heir to the spiritual legacy of the master. The use ofToji relics in the rite 
strengthened the position of the acarya and his lineage, because the tern~ 
pie was famous for its collection of relics, especially those brought from 
China by Kukai in 8o6. Ruiju kokushi, compiled in the late ninth century 
by Sugawara no Michizane (845-903), notes that Kukai worshipped 
Buddha relics within the palace in prayers for rain in Tencho 4 (827); 

clearly even in Kukai' s day the possession of relics enabled him to dem~ 

onstrate his thaumaturgical prowess. This passage also suggests that 
high~ranking aristocrats and members of the government may have been 

aware of the potential benefits of relic worship, and that belief in the 
powers of relics established the foundation for the ritual services of later 
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generations of monks in the Shingon school. Other passages in the offi
cial histories, such as a governmental directive ofJogan 8 (866) reminding 
monks of their obligation to participate in the relics meeting ofEnryakuji 
noted in Chapter 3, make it clear that members of the government-es
pecially the imperial family and those close to them-actively patronized 
relic worship from the ninth century on.81 

The role of relics in the Latter Seven-Day Rite was not limited to 

their movement at the beginning and the end of each day's ceremonies. 
They constituted the main object of worship (honzon) in the rite. In a 
section entitled "Honzon," the record of the rite ofEiji 2 (n42), compiled 

by the Kajuji monk Kanjin of the Ono branch, draws on the Last Testa
ment of Kukai, later works of Shingon monks, and siitras to explain that 
the central object of worship is the Buddha Hosho in the form of a wish
fulfilling jewel consisting of Buddha relics. The first source noted is an 
oral transmission (kuden) of Kanjin' s Ono branch: 'This rite has a jewel 
for its honzon, which should be visualized as Hosho, because [Hosho's] 
sanmaya body, the relics [in the form of a jewel], are thus [local manifes
tations of Hosho as] the Dharma body."82 The account then moves 
to the Last Testament, which identifies the relics of the Toji treasury 
with a wish-fulfilling jewel that constitutes the n~tural ~anifestation of 
the Buddha. It quotes siitras such as Ta-ch'eng pen-sheng hsin-ti-kuan ching 
(]. Daijo honjo shinjikangyo), Pei-hua ching (Hikekyo), and the commentary 
Ta chih-tu lun (Daichidoron) to the effect that the relics of Sakyamuni 
transform into a wish-fulfilling jewel to profit sentient beings. The text 
goes on to quote a biography of Kiikai, which says that one should in
voke the wish-fulfillingjewel of Mount Muro and of the dragon king pal
ace as the honzon of the rite. It also quotes a text called Koryu ki (Ac
count of Koryii [Temple]), attributed to the reviver of the Koryuji, 
Kangu, which says that the master Kangen told him, "Although different 
[ma~~ala] realms are used each year, this is actually a rite of the Thus
Come One Hosho; enshrine Buddha relics on the altar, and visualize the 
sanmaya form, the relics, and Mount Ben'ichi [Muro] as three jewels of 

one body [i.e., as identical]." The last passage cited is from the ninth
century Gobu kanjin ki (Account of the fundamental principle of the five 

parts) by Shinzei, a disciple of Kukai. The passage, which is taken from 

an oral transmission at the end of Shinzei's work, notes that Hui-kuo 
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(746-Sos; J. Keika) bestowed the wish-fulfilling jewel on "Daishi"83 and 
that it is buried on the peak of Mount Muro; the Toji acarya who con
ducts the Latter Seven-Day Rite is to visualize the peak when he looks at 
the altar (i.e., at the relics).84 

The tale of Kukai' s burial of a wish-fulfilling jewel first appears in the 

Last Testament attributed to him. In article 23 of the text, Kiikai explains 
that he buried such a jewel on the peak of Mount Muro.85 In article 24, 

he describes in detail the method for the manufacture of such a jewel, 

which requires, first and foremost, 32 grains of Buddha relics-equiva
lent to the number of august marks on the Buddha's body-and the su
pervision of the great acarya ofT oji; to adorn the Buddha relics, previ
ously unused gold leaf and seven other materials must be applied.86 The 
annotated portion at the end of this work equates the relics ofToji with 
the wish-fulfilling jewel of Mount Muro.87 

However, the Last Testament itself does not state directly that the 

Buddha relics used in the Latter Seven-Day Rite are a wish-fulfilling 
jewel. Of course, the equation of the relics ofToji with the wish-fulfilling 

jewel in article 24 logically suggests that they are. However, the lack of 
reference to the wish-fulfilling jewel may indicate that although Buddha 
relics were the honzon of the original rite, they were not as yet explicitly 
identified with the relics of Mount Muro. This would help explain the 
fact that most of the references to the wish-fulfilling jewel of Mount 
Muro are drawn from oral transmissions, especially of the Ono branch. 

Indeed, the appearance of a "wish-fulfilling jewel" siitra in mid-tenth 

century Japan may help clarify when the Shingon school began to equate 
such jewels with relics. This siitra, the Nyoi hoju tenrin himitsu genshin jo
butsu kinrin juokyo (Scripture of the golden wheel dharal).i: king' s secret 
transformation into ~ Buddha in this body through turning the wheel of 

the wish-fulfilling jewel), describes the production of a wish-fulfilling 
jewel through the use of 32 relics and ten other substances, in a manner 
extremely similar to that depicted in the Last Testament.88 Some scholars 
believe this text to be an apocryphal work produced in Japan.89 For our 
purposes, it is important to note the colophon: 

The transmission of this sii.tra: 

Koso Daishi Henjo Kongo [Kiikai} transmitted it to Shinga Sojo, from whom 

the work was last transmitted to Hannyaji Sojo [Kangen), the twelfth generation [in 
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the succession] from Dainichi Nyorai. The orthodox transmission of this is to ·only 

one person. Thus it was transmitted to Shunnyu [myself] secretly like [the subtle 

movements of] the pupil [of the eye], who now transmits it to Gengo Daihoshi, who 

will be the next [Toji] acarya. Tenryaku 3.8.23 [September r8, 949] Initiated Acarya 

and Palace Monk (naigubu) Shunnyu.90 

Gengo (914-95), one of whose disciples was the monk Ningai (951-1046) 

of the Ono branch, indeed received esoteric initiations from Shunnyu 

(890-953), when the latter lived in reclusion at Ishiyamadera.91 Shunnyu, 
together with Kangu, was a disciple in the service of Kangen when he 
went by imperial order from Daigo in 921 to the mausoleum at Mount 
Koya to announce to Kukai his posthumous name of "Kobo Daishi"; in 

925, he received the esoteric initiations directly from Kangen at Hannyaji 
(Kangu having received them from cloistered emperor Uda at Daika
kuji). Of these two greatest disciples of Kangen, it was Kangu who be
came the great acarya of Toji and who began the ritual of inventorying 
Buddha relics at the conclusion of the Latter Seven-Day Rite in Ten

ryaku 4 (950 )-only four months after Shunnyu apparently wrote this 
colophon. Kangu also later gave the esoteric initiation of the Hirosawa 

branch to Gengo. 
There is also additional evidence that Shunnyu was involved in relic 

veneration. He was the apparent copyist and signer (dated T engyo 54.14; 

942) of the work Denbo ki (Account of the transmission of the Dharma), 
which was based on continental sources and housed in the Ishiyamadera 
sii.tra treasury. The work focuses, particularly in its first half and at its 
end, on the efficacious powers of Buddha relics as demonstrated histori
cally in India and China. It emphasized, drawing on the Wu dynasty 
(222-80 cE) record Wu-shu, that the Sogdian monk K'ang Seng-hui 
(d. 280) stressed the miraculous effects of the relic as the most valuable 

object bequeathed by the Buddha to the king. After every effort by the 
king to destroy the object failed, he then gained faith in Buddhism and 
established a stiipa. Likewise, in its final section, the account quotes A-yu 
wang ching to stress that King Asoka used Buddha relics to construct 
84,000 stu pas as an expression of his faith, among which several are ex
tant in China. Given this work's designation of a central role for relics in 
both the inculcation of faith among rulers and in rulers' demonstration of 
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belief in Buddhism, Shunnyii's signature suggests forcefully that he was 

involved in relic veneration and believed in the importance of relics to 
Buddhist sovereignty.92 

The earliest recorded performance of the Latter Seven~ Day Rite in 

the diaries and commentaries depicting its practice, with the exception of 
that of Kukai, was conducted by Kangen in Engi 21 (921).93 The note in 
the diary Rihoo ki of Kangen' s performance of the scented~ water conse~ 

cration in Encho 3 (925), indicating that he was the great acarya at the 
time, suggests that the records of the Shingon school are accurate in this 
regard. If such is the case, the development of the identification of wish~ 

fulfilling jewels with Buddha relics can be traced to Shunnyii and con~ 
ceivably to Kangen as well, from whom Shunnyii received the esoteric 
initiation. It would also help explain the oral transmission within the 

Ono branch of the practice of visualizing Mount Muro, since the proto~ 
Ono lineage stretched from Kangen's teacher to Shunnyii's pupil Gengo, 
the patriarch of the branch in its later development, which saw the stellar 
ritual performances of his pupil Ningai and of several masters of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The diary of Fujiwara no Sanesuke, 
Shoyu ki, notes that Gengo himself led the performance of the so~called 
tsugomori go~nenju recitation in the Shingon chapel during the last three 
days of the second month ofEien 2 (988), a ritual that later texts describe 

as a wish~fulfilling jewel rite performed before the bodhisattva Nyoirin 

Kannon in visualization of the relics of Mount Muro.94 In short, it is evi~ 
dent that, within the Shingon school, by the mid~tenth century there 
were those who identified the relics ofToji with the wish~fulfillingjewel, 
if not specifically with the jewel believed to be buried by Kiikai on Mount 
Muro. (See Chapter 5 for an analysis of wish~fulfilling jewel veneration 
and its connection with Mount Muro.) 

The centrality of the Buddha relics on the great altar of the Latter 
Seven~Day Rite should thus not be surprising. Their presence tied the 
present acarya and his associates to the person of the Buddha and to Kii~ 

kai, attesting to the ritual authority of the current leaders of their lineage 

of the Shingon school. No other school had its own annual rite of impe~ 
rial renewal within the greater palace, since the Misai~e rite was practiced 

by members of all the major schools, including Shingon. The possession 
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of Buddha relics and the Shingon control of their worship and the 
scented-water consecration made their ritual services indispensable to the 
court. 

However, the importance of relics in the rite was not limited to their 

position as honzon. As opposed to the deity Fudo, who is invoked in the 
calamity-preventing fire rite, the Buddha relic or wish-fulfilling jewel is 
invoked in the fortune-enhancing fire rite. As noted above, the master of 
the realm in this rite is the Buddha Hosho. The object of worship is, de
pending on the branch to which the great acarya belongs, either the Bud
dha relics on the altar visualized as Hosho in the form of a wish-fulfilling 

jewel or the female deity Kichijoten, identified with a wish-fulfilling jewel 
and sometimes also with Hosho. In other words, ritually, the Buddha 
relics are invoked specifically .for purposes of regeneration, as well as lon

gevity and the more general enhancement of wealth. 
Herein also lies the connection with the scented-water consecration, 

which would at first glance seem to have little to do with the relics. By 
virtue of their position as esoteric treasures, relics were employed ritually 
to ~onfer fortune-producing powers on the emperor and aristocrats at 
the critical period of the turn of the year. All twelfth-century depictions 
of rite note that the water for the scented water was drawn from the 
Shinzen' en imperial pleasure garden. T oji acaryas began performing the 
shougyo ho esoteric rite for rain on behalf of the government at the Shin
zen' en between the ninth and tenth centuries. Kukai, as noted earlier, 

worshipped Buddha relics to pray for rain in the inner palace in 827. Al
though he apparently never conducted the shougyo ho rite, it is clear that 
Shingon monks, based especially on the account of his rain-making at 
Shinzen'en in the Last Testament, invoked Kukai's ritual prowess to con
tinue to conduct the rites there. Moreover, the texts that depict the rite 
in detail indicate that-at least by the time of Ningai, who performed 
the rite on several occasions-Buddha relics were worshipped on the 
great altar established at the pond, and that relics were sometimes offered 
to the dragon king believed to reside there. And, although depictions 
before that are too limited to determine whether relics were part of the 

early performances of the rite, it is clear that Kangen, Kangii, and Gengo 
were among the leading T oji monks who performed it in the tenth cen
tury.95 Ultimately, given the clear record that Kukai worshipped relics in 
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prayers for rain in the palace,96 it is likely that the worship of relics 
formed part of the shougyo ho rite from the very beginning. 

The intimate connection between the water of Shinz;en' en, national 

welfare, the authority of the government, and the powers of Shingon relic 
veneration are apparent. Dragon kings are famous in Buddhism for pro~ 

tecting Buddha relics and the sovereign as well as for their possession of 
wish~ fulfilling jewels. By at least the late tenth century, the emperor and 
aristocrats close to him in the government probably viewed the Buddha 

relics of the Shingon school and the regenerative powers of the water of 
Shinz;en' en as indispensable to their welfare. It may even be that the wa~ 
ter of Shinz;en' en was associated with Buddha relics beginning in the late 
ninth or early tenth century, although the historical record is too scant to 
verify such a claim. The visualization of Mount Muro, moreover, sug~ 

gests an additional connection, since it had been the site of rain~making 

prayers to a Buddhist dragon king since the early ninth century. The 
wealth of the dragon was thus incorporated into the fortune~enhancing 
powers of Buddhism, exemplified in the form of an esoteric wish~ 
fulfilling jewel. 

Relics as Wealth in Inventories and Distribution 

The role of Buddha relics in fortune~enhancement and enrichment was 
not, however, limited to wish~fulfillingjewel worship at the Latter Seven~ 

Day Rite. An inventory of the number of Buddha relics held by Toji de~ 
veloped as a semi~regular rite performed by the officiating acarya after the 

conclusion of Go~shichinichi mishiho. In conjunction with the inventory, 

the T oji acaryas also began to distribute Buddha relics (bujo) to the em~ 
peror, aristocrats, and high~ranking monks. Records of the Buddha Rel~ 
ics Inventory Rite (busshari kankei shiki) indicate that it was begun on the 
fifteenth day of the first month in T enryaku 4 (950) by the great acarya 
of Toji, Kangii, who had just conducted the Latter Seven Day Rite. In 
other words, usually before the return of the relics to the treasury ofT oji, 
they were counted in the Shingon chapel. 

Kakuzen sho includes a record of the relics inventory entitled Daidai 
choja shari kanki (Account of successive relic inventories by [Toji] ab~ 

bots).97 According to this list, which portrays the performance of the rite 
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up to Kyuan 2 (u46), there were 4,259 grains in the ko vase and 545 

grains in the otsu vase98 of Toji when Kangtl performed the rite for the 

first time. From that point, the inventory was conducted roughly every 
twenty years, although increasingly often from the mid-eleventh century 

on. The numbers of grains in each vase fluctuate, sometimes drastically. 

The compiler often explicitly notes the increases and decreases in num

bers; for example, when Seijin (954-1030) inventoried the grains on the 

thirteenth of the first month in Chowa 3 (1014), they numbered 4,801. 

According to the compiler, this represented an increase of 390 grains 
since the inventory of 986 (Kanna 2).99 The compiler often noted the 

number of grains in each vase that were golden-colored. For an unknown 

reason, the relics in the two vases were switched, beginning in 1051, when 

Kakugen (999-1065) performed the rite.100 

Beginning with the rite of 1014, the inventory was sometimes per

formed on the eleventh, twelfth, or thirteenth day of the first month, in

dicating that it was at those times performed concurrently with the Lat

ter Seven-Day Rite in the Shingon chapel or in another part of the 

palace. On the twelfth day of the first month of Otoku 2 (1085), Joken 
(1024...:.uoo) performed the rite in the Daizenshiki "palace kitchen" of the 

Kunaisho ministry, a site famous for the preparation of food for palace 

aristocrats and for the purification of water.101 The performance of the 
rite there may suggest that it was viewed by aristocrats a~ well as indicate 

the symbolic association of relics with water purification-as had long 

been the case in the Latter Seven-Day Rite.102 

Kakuzen sho also notes that in 1062 (Kohei 5) three relic grains from 
the Toji vases were distributed in the inner palace-presumably to the 
emperor. Later, it mentions that the emperor viewed the relics on the 

fifteenth day of the first month in Hoen 2 (u36) and Hoen 5 (u39) in the 
Futama area of his resdience103-an area famous since the eleventh cen
tury for its Kannon figure, which monks (gojiso) close to the emperor 

regularly worshipped on his behal£1°4 

The most complete record of the relics inventory is Busshari kankei ki 
(Account of Buddha relic inventories), compiled by Genpo (1333-98) in 
1370, which lists the inventories from 950 to the mid-fourteenth cen

tury.105 The work includes a list virtually identical to that in Kakuzen sho, 
but describes later inventories in much greater detail. It also records in 
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detail the distributions of T oji relics that began to be conducted at the 

time of the 1062 inventory. 

The frequency of the distributions, usually in quantities·of three to 

ten grains, increased dramatically after the mid~twelfth century, often by 

order of the cloistered emperor or high~ranking aristocrats. Moreover, 

beginning in n58, for unexplained reasons, the inventory and distribu~ 

tions were no longer conducted only following the Latter Seven~ Day 

Rite, but took place in any month of the year. Perhaps in part this change 

is indicative of the increasingly chaotic state of relations among members 

of the imperial family, aristocrats, and warriors, a situation in which one 

might seek relics for use in rites directed against one's enemies, such as 
the T aigen no ho. The inability of members of the imperial family or 

high~ranking aristocrats to attend the rites on some occasions may also 

have led to the increasingly haphazard schedules for conducting the rite. 

The cloistered emperors, in particular, often received a distribution of 

relics or, at least, an opportunity to witness the inventory. Go~ T oba 

(r. n83-98), for example, received sixteen relics and personally viewed the 

inventory twice during the period from II99 to 1216.106 From the late thir~ 

teenth to the mid~fourteenth century, emperors and retired emperors re~ 

ceived Buddha relics in ever increasing numbers, as did aristocrats, princes, 

shoguns, and high~ranking clerics, sometimes in groups numbering from 

three to twelve individuals, from the late twelfth century on.107 

Relics were distributed for a variety of purposes. In 1278, a Buddha 

relic grain was given to Gion shrine to be installed as a treasure (jinpo ). On 

the same day, 37 relics were also distributed to be placed in an Aizen~o 

figure.108 Several months later, two relics were distributed to be enshrined 

in Ise Daijingu, suggesting that at least some of those ordering the distri~ 

butions viewed Buddha relics as equivalent to the treasures of native tra~ 

ditions.109 

The increase in the number of relics distributed to cloistered emper~ 
ors and others coincides with increasing references to the performance of 

the inventory and distribution within the quarters of the ruler, especially 
the Futama. From 1289 on, references to the distribution of large num~ 

bers of relics to the retired emperor grow, due perhaps to continued con~ 

cern over the threat from the Mongols, the general effort to restore impe~ 

rial power, and genuine belief in the sacrality of relics.110 The relics were 
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clearly distributed, in most cases, for use in rituals for longevity, health, 

and the subjugation of enemies. Beginning in 1301, instances of distribu~ 
tion of as many as 30 relic grains to the retired emperor, and sometimes 

to the chancellor (kanpaku), increased markedly.111 The general number 
of 30 to 32 grains particularly stands out, suggesting an effort to reani~ 
mate the body of the Buddha, with its 32 marks, in rituals associated with 
wish~fulfilling jewel worship, which by this period was extremely com~ 
mon in the imperial and other aristocratic families. The rituals were 
probably conducted for the health of the emperor, safety in childbirth, 
protection of the state, or some other apotropaic purpose. 

In 1324, just following his failed rebellion against the shogunate, Sho~ 
chii no hen, Go~Daigo (r. 1318-39) issued an order that, after his recep~ 
tion of 37 grains, the maximum number of grains that could be distrib~ 

uted at any one time was three. As he put it, the Buddha relics are 
"spiritual treasures of the realm and protectors of the imperial family."112 

However, the emperor and his relatives continued to receive large num~ 
bers of relics, as did others on occasion. In 1330, for example, the Toji 
acarya distributed 32 grains to the emperor in order to conduct a "secret" 
rite for the subjugation of the military enemy; it probably involved the 
worship of some form of the wish~fulfillingjewel.113 

By the mid~fourteenth century, the volume of distributions had be~ 

come so great that the Kankei ki records the monk Koshin (1278-1357) as 
complaining that between the distributions of II39 (Hoen 5) and 1336 

(Engen r), 980 grains had been given out, and that since the Tenryaku 
rite in 950, 1,676 grains were missing, for reasons that apparently per~ 
plexed him.U4 Several other manuscripts also refer to the inventory, and 
many mention distributions. The version of the Yowa 2 (n82) diary de~ 
scribing the Latter Seven~ Day Rite included in Go~shichinichi sho nikki re~ 
fers to the Buddha relics inventory and notes that it was begun in the 
Tenryaku era (947-56).115 Two other manuscripts in the Toji hyakugo 
monjo collection depict the relics inventory, although in less depth than 
Busshari k~nkei ki. One manuscript is another recording of Koshin' s com~ 
plaint.U6 Another, Toji daidai choja busshari kankei kiroku (Record of sue~ 
cessive inventories of Buddha relics by Toji abbots), lists the number of 
grains and the acaryas presiding over the inventory between the monks 
Doson (I2I6; Kenpo 4) and Kosho (1319; Bunpo 3), separating the num~ 
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hers according to the vases.117 The difference in the format of these rec

ords and the fact that they record identical numbers of grains register the 
increased tendency of monks to record the numbers of relics, and the 
quantity of these accounts provides further evidence of increased distri
bution of the relics. Moreover, as Hashimoto Hatsuko has noted, the 
dates of the latter text match the period immediately following the at
tempted theft of the Toji relics (a matter to be discussed in Chapter 5); 

from 1216 to the Bunpo era, traditional seals recording the number of 

relics were placed on the vases along with newly established imperial 
seals, only to be replaced by the latter after that time.l18 

The history of the relics inventory reached its climax in the mid
fourteenth century. Relics had increasingly shifted from the esoteric 
treasure used in the Latter Seven-Day Rite to a sacred commodity that 
any number of aristocrats could acquire in distribution. The level of in
terest of the retired emperor peaked, it would seem, in the case of Ha
nazono (r. 1308-18), who left a detailed record in his diary about the relics 
inventory and the distribution he witnessed in the Futama in 1332 
(Genko 2), as well as an earlier theft of relics. He even noted the place

ment of all 1,400-odd relics belonging to Toji after the completion of the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite in front of the Aizen-6 image in the inner palace 

as the object of worship, apparently in a performance of the nyoho Aizen 
ho wish-fulfillingjewel rite.119 

Buddha Relics as Esoteric Treasures and Sacred Commodities 

What linked the Latter-Seven Day Rite and the relics inventory was not 
simply their sequential performance. Rather, the fortune-enhancing 
powers of the Buddha relic made it potentially both an esoteric treasure 
and a sacred commodity. Its powers of fecundity enabled it to be wor

shipped at both the great altar and at the wealth-enhancing altar. The 
same powers enabled it to be incorporated in large numbers into inven

tory rites that reimagined the relic as an index of the wealth of the sover

eign and the empire. For this reason, the influential Toji monk Goho 
(1306-62) noted in Tobo ki that the variation in the number ofToji relics 
reflects the decline or prosperity of the realm.120 At the same time, the 
multivalence of the Buddha relic enables it also to serve as an apotropaic 
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object to be invoked for defensive purposes, such as the cursing of one's 

enemy.121 

In early medieval Japan, the Buddha relic functioned in at least three 

fundamental ways. First, it could operate as a mobile, offered treasure
as in the case of the Buddha Relics Offering-that mediated hierarchy 

through the reinforcement of relations of indebtedness. At the same 

time, as an esoteric treasure it mediated the acquisition of a variety of 

apotropaic and regenerative powers through enshrinement. Finally, it 
could also operate as a mobile commodity destined for enshrinement as 
an esoteric treasure, which, as will be shown in the next chapter, was the 

goal of most thefts of Buddha relics in early medieval Japan. Of course, 

these categories are merely heuristic devices to aid our understanding of 

the religious anthropology of relic worship in the period; indeed, because 
of its remarkable multivalence, the relic appears to have been a social me

dium that undercut and transcended such categories. 
As we have seen, in the Latter Seven-Day Rite, the inventory, and 

even the distributions, the Toji relics operated as esoteric treasures. Thus 

they mediated the acquisition of various powers by the imperial family, 
aristocrats, and monks. At the same time, given the historical develop

ment of these rites, the incorporation of Buddha relics into these rituals 

enabled the T oji lineage to establish a unique foothold vis-a-vis the court 

and the imperial family. The establishment by T oji monks of an annual 

rite of relic worship drew on the same set of historical, ritual, and literary 
influences as had the creation of the court's offering of relics in the Bud

dha Relics Offering. 

Indeed, the existence of both rites by the tenth century strongly sup
ports the contention that aristocratic society was well aware of the com

plex significations surrounding Buddha relics. In the case of the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite, the monks of Toji produced a rite that activated the 
powers of relics through esotericism. The temporary enshrinement of the 
relics, represented as the very relics imported by Kii.kai, enabled the Toji 

monks to acquire a mode of ritual authority that was both exclusive and 

regular. Unlike the offering of relics, this ritual required the services of a 

particular. group of clerics, rather than merely those monks in the gov

ernment system of administration. The Toji monks established theirs as 

the lineage uniquely capable of annually regenerating the body of the em-
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peror and the enrichment of the realm. The Toji monks thus laid the 
seeds for the development of so-called medieval lineages of esoteric ritual, 
which were the regular objects of patronage within the power bloc sys

tem (kenmon taisei). 
The use of Buddha relics, however, could not so easily be contained by 

either governmental or clerical groups. As will be shown in the next 
chapter, individual clerics and lay believers, convinced of the value of the 

relic, appropriated it by worshipping it in the form of a wish-fulfilling 

jewel and even by stealing it, which was sometimes undertaken to gain 
access to its value and related extraordinary properties. We must also be
gin to consider the physical character of these thousands of relics, whose 
numbers rose and fell in waves of inflation and deflation. The twelfth
century Shingon acirya Genkai (1093-II56) twice remarked of the "five 
jewels" that "pearls are mistakenly referred to in society as Buddha rel
ics."122 Given the statement of this cleric, it is clear that, whatever their 

physical character, Buddha relics were among the most treasured valu

ables of early medieval Japan. 
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5 Buddha Relics as Objects of Contention: Wish~ 

Fulfilling Jewel Worship and Relic Theft 

As noted in Chapter 2, Japanese Buddhists inherited narratives from the 
continent depicting competitions to acquire relics for worship. The story 
of the rivalries between humans and other beings for possession of the 
relics of the Buddha following his pari-nirva!).a provided a model for the 
proper cycle of adoration, conflict, and resolution in their distribution. A 
variation of this sequence was rehearsed, for example, in the story of how 
the disciple Ananda prevented war through his ritual self-immolation 
and the subsequent distribution of his remains to two kings vying for his 
relics.1 All believers, with the help of the ruler and the ritual authority of 
Buddhist clerics, ideally had access to visible remainders of the historical 
Buddha; as has been shown, this was the narrative logic behind such sto
ries as the efforts of Asoka to deposit all the relics in every place in the 
same instant. 2 

Sanboe-kotoba, compiled in the late tenth century by the aristocrat 
Minamoto no T amenori, indicates that the story of the struggle over rel
ics was known not only by clerics but also by some in lay society. The 
chapter on the relics service at Enryakuji rehearses the story much as it 
was originally told in a supplement to the Mahiiparinirvava siltra (Great 
pari-nirv<i.!).a scripture): 

On the day of his pari-nirvatJ.a, sentient beings lamented the [death of the] Thus

Come [One], and vied with each other for his relics. The Four Heavenly Kings 

thought to take them to the Heavens. The Dragon Kings wanted to take them into 
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the sea. [But J the disciples of the Buddha said, "Your intentions are very bad! How 

can humans, who live on the earth, struggle to worship them if they're taken to 

Heaven on high or into the deep seat Taishaku [Sk. Indra] gained permission to 

obtain a tooth, and a rasetsu [demon), hiding his form, stole two teeth and disap

peared. Although the great sovereigns of the realms wanted to do battle to take [the 

relics], they were put in [one) lord's palace and carefully protected in accord with 

the Buddha's instructions. Many [kings] sorrowfully lamented the fact that they did 

not acquire any relics. King En[-ma) [Sk. Yama) in his attachment begged in vain, 

since [the relics) were [already) gone. Members of the Sakya clan came from a dis

tance but left weeping with emptiness. In the end, the Brahman of right mind 

Drol).a U. Kosho Baramon] was selected to distribute [the relics) evenly.3 

Continental narratives often portrayed the enshrinement of relics
usually at the behest of devoted sovereigns-in lavish assemblages of 
gold, silver, and precious jewels. At least one sovereign, aware of the value 

of a Buddha relic as an object of pilgrimage, required pilgrims to offer 
gold coins to see it.4 Less devout sovereigns and other individuals, with 
an eye for the economic value of the materials in the assemblages, 
sometimes attempted to steal the treasures in the reliquaries.5 

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, by the early eleventh century Bud
dha relics had in at least one case passed into private possession. The 
most powerful aristocrat of his day, Fujiwara no Michinaga, gave Buddha 

relics to others on at least two occasions. Michinaga thereby t~ansformed 
the use of relics by appropriating them as personal and, presumably, fa
milial treasures. Indeed, by the mid-twelfth century the Kujo lineage of 
the Fujiwaras had enshrined a large number of relics in a hall at the resi
dence (Kujodono) of the retired empress Kokamon'in (see Chapter 6). 
The author of the diary Gyokuyo, Kujo Kanezane, described the tragic re

sults of a fire that destroyed the residence in II74: 

In short, due to the fiery destruction of the hall, when people first knew of this, they 

didn't bring anything out, as it was simply a matter of getting out [from the flames). 

Inside, the Buddha relics burnt. These relics had been gathered and stored there 

in accordance with the special intent [of former regent and chancellor Fujiwara no 

T adamichi) and amounted to two or three thousand grains. They ended up be

coming ashes, which is so sad.6 

Fujiwara no Tadamichi (1097-II64) was the father ofKanezane and the 
most powerful aristocrat of the mid-twelfth century. His intimate in-
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volvement in the housing and, presumably, the worship of relics indicates 

that the Fujiwaras had developed a collection rivaling that ofT oji. Later, 
for example, Kanezane sent 700 grains of Buddha relics to a monk of 
Hosshoji, a temple founded in the tenth century by the Fujiwaras and lo
cated in the same compound as the residence of Kokamon'in and 

Kanezane. The relics were evidently sent to be used during a prayer for 
rain; Kanezane writes that they were sent to Hosshoji for "worship every 

day" (mainichi no kuyi5 no tame nari)? 
Such records of the privatization of relics by the Fujiwaras indicate 

the development of a new form of appropriation of Buddha relics. By the 
mid-Heian era, the enshrinement and transportation of relics were no 
longer the sole prerogative of the government or of Buddhist institutions. 
Aristocrats, the imperial house, and esoteric Buddhist lineages acquired 
relics through various methods. As was shown in Chapter 4, one method 
was the distribution of relic grains. By the twelfth century, some indi

viduals or groups were acquiring Buddha relics through other means. 
Although the beginning of the practice is difficult to date, the manufac
ture by Shingon monks of wish-fulfilling jewels culminated in the offer
ing of such jewels to the emperor by the late Heian era. With the devel
opment of these jewels and the broader belief in the value of relics, the 
thefts of relics increased. 

Of course, knowledge of Buddhist narratives of competition for relics 
influenced the high value placed on relics and sometimes prompted their 
theft. At the same time, increasingly prominent adepts of esoteric schools 
of Buddhism drew on continental Buddhist commentaries and native 

texts such as the Last Testament of Kiikai to identifY relics with jewels. 
Moreover, as noted in Chapter 4, some in lay society identified them 
with pearls. The development of such beliefs depended in turn on the 
belief that the Buddha relic was as much an object of value as it was an 
object of worship. The meaning and use of relics, which had once fol
lowed the general outlines of the Asokan paradigm, now became the lo

cus not only of competing representations but also of varied appropria
tions; species of relics and relic veneration transcended the age-old 

governmental strategy of glorification or legitimation, operating in ways 
that had heretofore not been seen in Japanese nor, apparently, in conti
nental Buddhism. 
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Wish-Fulfilling jewels in Early Japanese Literature and Ritual 

Central to these developments was a growing identification of Buddha 
relics with wish-fulfilling jewels. The wish-fulfilling jewel refers in conti

nental Buddhist literature to an object that fulfills any wish of its wor
shipper, as well as sometimes leads to to enlightenment. In the Japanese 

case, however, the wish-fulfilling jewel consists of Buddha relics adorned 
with a variety of valuables and medicinal substances. The relic, in the 
form of a jewel, was an object of extremely high value. Moreover, the 
Tendai and Shingon schools of Japanese Buddhism promoted the view 
that it was an object of esoteric value. This view among esoteric Buddhist 
monks and some in the Japanese court fostered competition for posses
sion of Buddha relics, which, in the form of a wish-fulfilling jewel, pro

vided both authority and access to the generative powers of the body of 

the Buddha. 
Wish-fulfilling jewels had long been mentioned in Japanese texts. For 

example, the eighth-century Nihon shoki depicts the semi-legendary Em
press Jingii. (r. 201-69) as discovering such a jewel in the sea during her 
expedition to the Korean peninsula.8 Although some scholars have sug
gested that early Japanese use of the phrase nyoi hoju has no clear connec
tion with Buddhism,9 the Buddhist character of the phrase indicates oth
erwise. Y agi Haruo, in his study of the early use of the transliteration mo
ni pao-chu (]. mani hoju) and of the translation ju-i pao-chu (]. nyoi hoju) in 
China, makes clear that, while the form of the jewel changed on its re

ception there, its connection with Buddhism was universal.10 The lan
guage of "wish-fulfillment," although it originally also had Taoist conno
tations, was for the Japanese particularly Buddhist in character and, as 
noted earlier, the depiction in Nihon shoki of the first Buddha relic discov
ered in Japan reiterates this theme: the relic, when thrown in the water, 
rises or sinks according to the wishes of Soga no Umako (kokoro no negai 
no mama ni mizu in ukabi shizumu ).11 

In an early Buddhist story featuring a wish-fulfilling jewel that was 
known in early medieval Japan, a prince (the Buddha in a former life) is 
concerned about the sufferings his people endure because of poverty. He 
decides to search for a wish-fulfilling jewel in the palace of the dragon 
king in order to solve their plight. He acquires the wish-fulfilling jewel 
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only after a difficult conflict with dragons who protest the dragon king' s 
giving him the greatest jewel of the ocean. This account, rehearsed in 
Sanboe-kotoba, reverses the narratives of the dragon's acquisition of one of 
the Buddha's eight relics and of the unsuccessful attempt of King Asoka 

to acquire it from the dragon-illustrating the narrative connection be
tween relics and jewels, and their status as objects of content~on among 
Buddhist sovereigns, dragon kings, and heavenly kingsP It constitutes, 
moreover, one possible narrative source for the identification of relics 
with wish-fulfilling jewels and other valuables. 

Literary and ritual traditions featuring wish-fulfilling jewels also arose 
in connection with the bodhisattva Kannon (Sk. Avalokitesvara). A sec
tion in Golden Light Scripture of Victorious Kings, featured in the annual 
Misai-e assembly of the imperial palace, describes Kannon as preaching 
the "wish-fulfilling jewel incantation" to an assembly of humans and dei
ties to profit and protect the suffering world, enabling it to achieve peace 
and powerY The same text includes a long description of the wealth
producing and other powers of the goddess Dai-Kichijoten (Sk. Sri
mahadevi), who carries a wish-fulfilling jewel in her left hand.14 The text 
also depicts the goddess of wealth and the arts, Benzaiten (Sk. Sarasvati), 
who is often identified with Kichijoten.15 

The wish-fulfilling jewel was known in early Japan because of the im
portation of texts depicting a manifestation of the bodhisattva called the 
"wish-fulfilling Qewel and dharma] wheel Kannon" (Nyoirin Kannon), 
who carries these two objects. Kukai himself imported a few of these 
texts/6 although this Kannon was probably known earlier in Japan. A 
story in Sanboe-kotoba indicates that by the tenth century this Kannon 
was known for its powers to enrich. The tale describes Emperor Shomu 
as praying to a deity called Zao for gold to be used in the construction of 
the great Buddha at Todaiji. The deity tells him that he cannot relin
quish his gold, but that the emperor should instead construct an image of 
Nyoirin Kannon on a stone that was discovered years earlier in Omi 
province. Soon after, the stone is found in the Ishiyama Temple. The 
court sponsors the construction of the Kannon there, and its prayers to 

the Kannon lead to the discovery of gold in Mursu provinceP 
Depictions of wish-fulfilling jewels and rituals featuring them were 

especially prominent in Shingon Buddhism. The worship ofNyoirin was 
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a feature of Shingon from at least the tenth century as is evident in the 

surviving writings of the monk Shunnyu, who retired to the Ishiyama 
temple during an illness and engaged in worship of Nyoirin there. His 
compilations Yoson doji5 kan (Visualization of the place of worship of dei~ 
ties) and Ishiyama shichi shu (Seven collections of Ishiyama) include sec~ 
tions on Nyoirin.18 

For our purposes, it is significant that Kannon was worshipped within 
the imperial palace from the tenth century on. This is indicated in the di~ 

ary of Emperor Murakami (r. 946-67), who recorded the enshrinement 
of two images of the bodhisattva in his august sitting room (Jijuden) in 

962 and ordered that the Shingon monk Kangu perform the eye~opening 
ceremony for them. He also mentioned that the figures were replacing 

earlier images destroyed in a fire in 960, noting that the new figures were 
to be enshrined "as of old."19 The account may substantiate an imperial 

order of 916 to the monk Kangen, recorded in a twelfth~century Shingon 
text, which orders him to worship the Eleven~Faced Kannon (Juichimen 

Kannon bosatsu) in the august sitting room on the eighteenth of each 
month.20 This was the beginning of the imperial Kannon Offering (Kan~ 
non ku), which later came to be conducted in the Futama area of the im~ 
perial residence. 21 

Moreover, as noted in Chapter 4, the Shingon monk Gengo, a disciple 
of both Kangu and Shunnyu, revived an earlier practice of Kannon wor~ 

ship during the last three days of the month ( tsugomori go~nenju) in the 
Shingon chapel of the greater palace in 988. Although the contemporary 
account does not mention when the rite was previously conducted, it 
notes that the rite had not been conducted for a long time.22 Tsuchiya 
Megumi suggests that since Kangu had performed the monthly Kannon 
Offering and conferred the esoteric ordination on Gengo, perhaps he was 
the monk who had performed this rite as wel1.23 A petition by the monk 
Seijin in 1022 to establish two monks in the Shingon chapel for perform~ 
ance of "the monthly end~of~the~month recitation" (maitsuki no tsugomori 
nenju) and other rites refers to the fact that these rites were "already cus~ 
tomary,'' indicating that this and other rituals were now regular practices 
in the palace.24 Although Seijin was a Ninnaji monk, he was also until 

1023 chief abbot ofToji, and so had relations with Gengo's disciple Nin~ 
gai, an illustrious monk who continued the practice of worshipping Kan~ 
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non in the palace.25 Guardian palace monks (gojiso), who were usually ab~ 

bots ofToji, Enryakuji, and Onjoji, were also employed from roughly the 

late eleventh century in the worship of Kannon in the Futama area on a 

nightly basis, although information is scant. 26 In the twelfth century, 
monks such as Jichiun of Daigoji sometimes described such worship as 
including the use of the wealth~enhancing fire rite, the invocation of the 
mantra of the Buddha Hosho, and the visualization of Mount Mur6, 
where Kukai was believed to have buried a wish~fulfillingjewei.27 

In these sources, we can see the outlines of an ongoing Shingon line~ 
age of monks who worshipped Kannon, often on behalf of the imperial 
court. Shunnyii clearly practiced the worship of Nyoirin Kannon at the 
Ishiyama temple, to which he retired after his career as a palace monk 
(naigu). His and Kangii.'s teacher Kangen had earlier conducted the Kan~ 

non Offering in the palace early in the tenth century, raising the strong 
possibility that Shunnyu had also done so during his tenure as a palace 
monk. Kangu also performed the rite, as did his and Shunnyu's disciple 
Genge, the teacher of Ningai. And although the Kannon figures were 
depicted variously as Eleven~Faced, "True/Holy" (Sho~Kannon),28 or 

Wish~ Fulfilling, it is likely, given the virtually universal inclusion of the 
wish~fulfilling jewel in the iconographic representations of Kannon, that 
the figures carried such a jewel. 

An image of Kannon may have been enshrined on the altar of the 
Latter Seven~Day Rite, which would further suggest the intimate con~ 
nection ofKannon worship, wish~fulfillment, and Buddha relics. The use 
of the image is suggested in part by a series of accounts that note multiple 
recitations to Kannon during the rite. 29 This is all the more likely, since 
both the monthly and end~ofthe~month recitations to Kannon are 

mentioned in a section of an anonymous twelfth~century Shingon work 
dealing with the altar of the Latter Seven~ Day Rite.30 

As noted in Chapter 4, the identification of wish~fulfilling jewels and 
Buddha relics is particularly evident in the Last Testament attributed to 

Kukai, Go~yuigo, apparently written some time during the tenth century. 
This work connects the wish~fulfilling jewel with the proper transmis~ 
sion of the esoteric teachings of Shingon. The first reference occurs in a 
section emphasizing the gravity of the appointment of the esoteric ordi~ 
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nation master (denbo kanjo ajari) and of the great rites of the two primary 
mal)~alas of the tradition: 

Vajrasattva proclaimed to his disciple, the bodhisattva Nagarjuna, words to this ef

fect: "On humbly considering the matter, it was for the sake of all sentient beings 

that the Mahavairocana Buddha preached esoteric Buddhism. All sentient beings 

receive its benefits (riyaku). However, this dharma is truly like the wish-fulfilling 

jewel. The example of the wish-fulfilling jewel is given because, while we hear the 

name [ofMahavairocana, like the wish-fulfilling jewel], its actual form does not ap

pear, although it emits jewels that benefit (riyaku) all sentient beings. Although [this 

jewel] is in the secret treasury of the dragon king's palace and in the liver of the 

dragon, it does not readily appear. Thus, while this jewel is in the secret treasury and 

in the dragon's liver, the many (other] dragon kings cannot take it. Furthermore, 

this dharma is the same. Should you seek to know why, [I'll answer as follows:] al

though the esoteric dharma is in the true heart of the master (ajari) and in the surra 

treasury, it is not [merely an expression of] the master's will. Although you hear the 

name (of the Mahavairocana Buddha], his actual form does not appear. [The Maha

vairocana Buddha] simply uses his power to benefit all sentient beings."31 

Here the Testament rehearses the story of V ajrasattva' s transmission of 
the esoteric teaching to the monk described as the third patriarch of 
Shingon tradition, Nagarjuna. The narrative stresses the benefits that 

derive from belief in esoteric Buddhism and presents the wish-fulfilling 
jewel as a simile for the secret teaching. Even though the jewel is pre

sented in the form of a simile, however, its depiction is essentially the 
same as in other works: like the dharma, it is both secret and capable of 

benefiting sentient beings. Moreover, it is portrayed as an object of po
tential contention, suggested by the reference to its immunity to acquisi

tion by other dragon kings. 
The narrative also refers to the wish-fulfilling jewel in two equally lit-· 

eral forms. One is a wish-fulfilling jewel that Kii.kai says he buried on 
Mount MuriS, and the other is the wish-fulfilling jewel as an object that 
can be produced. Mount Muro, an esoteric Buddhist center that had 
housed monks of the Shingon, T endai, and Hosso orders since the ninth 

century, had a long history of ritual performed on behalf of the imperial 

court.32 Its connection with wish-fulfilling jewels merits some discussion 
here. Kii.kai emphasizes the importance and absolute secrecy of the 
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transmission of the esoteric ordination, which he claims he conferred on 
a monk named Kenne (d. 86osr) on Shojin Peak of Mount Muro.33 Ku
kai goes on to explain the "Serpent Exorcism" to be performed thrice 
monthly at Kenne' s place of practice; this was apparently a ritual of wish

fulfilling jewel worship: 

At the place of practice established by Kenne on Mur6, practice the Serpent Exor

cism Rite for three days and nights at the beginning of each month. (This article 

must not be ignored, because one must protect one's eyes and liver.) Now, the im

portant thing to remember about the Serpent Exorcism Rite is that it is not to be 

transmitted to the average person. It is the secret and fundamental ritual of the 

Buddha, and it is the true oral transmission of the Master. (The details have a dif

ferent meaning.)34 The generations of masters of Toji should visualize it [i.e., the 

rite at Mur6) as they perform the rite.35 That is, you should visualize the Serpent 

Exorcism Rite each night and, after completing it, perform the rite of bodily protec

tion. [I) buried the [wish-fulfilling) jewel on Shojin Peak and enshrined the assem

bly of deities in the cavern of Shojin Peak. If I told no one of this esoteric rite, no 

one would know of it. Thinking of this, I worried. You must not tell just anyone, 

telling one [person) can lead to everyone knowing.36 

Kukai's account further suggests the equation of the Serpent Exorcism 
Rite with wish-fulfilling jewel worship. Kukai recommended three days 
of performance each month, to be conducted late at night. This reference 
was interpreted variously in Shingon lineages, with Daigoji monks like 
Genkai of the Ono branch claiming that the rite was equivalent to the 
end-of-the-month recitation in the Shingon chapel of the palace, and 
that both were wish-fulfilling jewel rituals.37 Kakujo and his disciple 
Shukaku of the Hirosawa branch also understood the rite as a wish
fulfilling jewel ritual and emphasized that it was the same ritual as the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite and the end-of-the-month recitation performed 
in the imperial palace.38 

It is clear, then, that both major branches of Shingon drew on the 
Testament to interpret the Serpent Exorcism Rite as equivalent with the 
end-of-the-month recitation before the Kannon figure in Shingon'in. 
Both, moreover, understood these rites as being focused on the worship 

of wish-fulfilling jewels. Although the Ono branch is especially known 
for interpreting the wish-fulfilling jewel as a Buddha relic, the Hirosawa 
branch, by equating the Serpent Exorcism and end-of-the-month recita-
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tion with the Latter Seven~Day Rite, equated the Buddha relics on the 
great altar in the Latter Seven~Day Rite and the wish~fulfilling jewel 

visualized by the ritual master during its performance. The identifying of 
the Latter Seven~ Day Rite with the other two wish~fulfilling jewel rites 
forcefully attests to such knowledge. The participation of esoteric adepts, 
such as Shukaku and Kakuzen, from both lineages makes clear the cen~ 
trality of wish~fulfilling jewel worship in esoteric Buddhism and of the 

broad belief in the equivalence of such jewels with Buddha relics. Kaku~ 
zen, in particular, devoted an entire section of his encyclopedic Kakuzen 
sho to the topic of the wish~fulfilling jewel, noting such features as their 

wealth~producing powers and their equivalence with Buddha relics.39 

Another literal understanding of the wish~fulfilling jewel in the Last 
Testament is found in its depiction of methods for producing such an ob~ 
ject. The text begins by describing the esoteric significance of the wish~ 

fulfilling jewel; then it gives correct ritual procedure for the manufacture 
of the object and assigns the task of guardianship of the jewel to the great 
master~abbot ofToji: 

The great master-abbot ofToji is to guard the wish-fulfilling jewel. (This article 

must not be dropped from the document; protect this rite just as you do the esoteric 

words [mantras] and mudras of the tradition.) When we think of the wish-fulfilling 

jewel, since its origin, it has been neither in the liver of the dragon king nor in the 

brain of the phoenix. It is by its nature the manifestation of the Thus-Come One. 

Some objects [referred to as the wish-fulfilling jewel] are said to be in the liver of the 

phoenix and in the brain of the dragon king. This is an absolute fabrication. Why? 

Because the jewel, which is by its nature the manifestation of the Thus-Come One, 

is the true wish-fulfilling jewel. What is called the natural manifestation of the 

Thus-Come One is the jewel generated in the oral transmission of the founding 

great master [Kiikai]-the secret of secrets, the depth of depths. This is not a mere 

noting of rules of ritual, having been taught by the Mahiivairocana Buddha. 

The jewel produced is the generative (nosasho) wish-fulfilling jewel. This can be 

made through the use of nine kinds of objects: 

r. Thirty-two grains of Buddha relics. 

2. Fifty ryo of pure gold lea£ 

3· Ten ryo of rosewood. 

4· Ten ryo of sandalwood. 

5· Ten ryo of"one-hundred hearts" tree aloes. 

6. Ten ryo of mulberry aloes. 
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7. Ten ryo of peach tree aloes. 

8. Ten ryo of scented Chinese wood aloes. (The aloes of scented wood are spe

cifically called "scented tree aloes." You are not to choose [e.g., dye J their color; sim

ply use pure ones.) 

g. Ten ryo of Chinese peach aloes. 

With these objects, combine fifty ryo of gold leaf and fifty ryo of silver to construct a 

jar, enshrining the thirty-two grains of relics within. Close the jar for a long time and 

chanting dhara!).!, firmly seal it.40 

The narrative continues with a description of the process of applying 

various aloes and additional silver to the jewel. In addition, it also in

structs that the area where the jewel is being constructed be cordoned off 

with a folding screen, within which artisans of pure heart are to place in

cense in their mouths41 and secretly fashion the round object without 

useless chatter. During the production process, the great master is also to 

place incense in his mouth while repeatedly chanting the mantras of the 

deities Fudo and Butsugen Butsumo (the same as Butsugen-son).42 The 

master is to call fifteen monks of superior knowledge and asceticism in 

the same lineage (damon) to take turns in the performance of an esoteric 
rite for seven days outside the production area, all the while maintaining 

the secrecy of the actions inside the screen. Before and after the rite, they 

are also to make offerings to deities (jingu).43 

The esoteric and guarded character of the jewel is made clear in the 

ritual instructions and commentary at the conclusion of the process: 

After that, put the jewel in a deep box of cypress, and enshrine it on a jeweled altar. 

Make the jeweled altar round, and put a cover of thin silk within its area, surround

ing the area with a string of the five colors. After that, without seeking a day of good 

omen (kichinichi), select five monks of superior knowledge and asceticism to chant 

mantras under the direction of the Great Master three times day and night, and 

have one of them offer mustard seeds [for the hearth]. You should complete one 

hundred days in this fashion. 

You should make offerings to deities for the first ten days. Furthermore, the 

great master should not casually look at the jewel for the duration of the one hun

dred days-much less others! After one hundred days have passed, use a nine-piece 

robe to wrap the jewel. The great master should then chant a mantra while "bowing 

twice/' and though the phrase "bowing twice" is used, he should in fact bow three 
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times, taking the jewel in his hands while visualizing the moon-wheel (gachiringan).44 

Afterwards, he is to wrap the jewel in the red Buddhist robe, keeping it close to his 

person while always having faith and worshipping it. He should even consult it in 

[decisions regarding] his comings and goings. Further, he must not even tell of or 

show the jewel to his closest disciples. For example, even if a disciple should find the 

box (in which the jewel is enshrined], he must neither tell of nor show the location 

of the jewel. The principal meaning of this is that while there are many jewels in the 

treasury of the dragon palace at the bottom of the great ocean, the wish-fulfilling 

jewel is the emperor among them. Indeed, if you ask, it is the manifestation of 

Sakyamuni Buddha. How do we know this? This jewel extends from the treasury to 

the lower part of the "liver-neck" [the area between the mind and the neck] of the 

dragon king of the great ocean, existing there without change. Sometimes, [the 

jewel] blows fair winds that move the clouds to ~he four continents (of the cosmos], 

nurturing the growth of all things and benefiting all sentient beings. What thing 

living on land or sea has not profited from this? However, simpletons of the world, 

putting trust in their own foolish mouths, say (openly] that the wish-fulfilling jewel 

gushes forth jewels. 

The jewel of the bottom of the sea, by means of the generative (nosasho) wish

fulfilling jewel, is close by and disperses power. Therefore, the great master, who 

visualizes it, should chant three times: "Faith and reverence to the Great Gentle

man-Deity-Wish-Fulfilling-Jewel of the Liver-Neck and Treasury of the Dragon 

King of the Great Ocean," deeply visualizing [the wish-fulfillingjewel] and chanting 

its mantra.45 

The account here is both revealing and esoteric. The wish-fulfilling jewel 

refers both to the physical object ritually manufactured-mysteriously 
equivalent with the jewel of the dragon king-and to the great bodhi
mind contained in the eight-petaled lotus altar in the center of the 
Womb Realm mal).<;lala. More than anything else, the account empha
sizes the extreme secrecy with which the jewel is to be produced and 
guarded. Indeed, the great master, the abbot ofToji, is not to reveal the 
jewel even to his closest disciples. Moreover, he himself is not to view the 
jewel often during the liminal period of 100 days, suggesting that its pow
ers might be dangerous to him or jeopardized by his repeated gaze. 

The jewel is portrayed as the material embodiment of the orthodox 
lineage of Shingon. The text legitimizes this depiction through the refer
ence to Vajrasattva, Nagarjuna, and even the Mahavairocana Buddha, 
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emphasizing that the secret of the wish-fulfilling jewel is maintained 
through the oral transmissions of the orthodox masters of the tradition. 

The references to the great master firmly locate that tradition with the 

abbots ofToji, entrusting to them the guardianship of the jewel. 
The Testament also emphasizes that the wish-fulfilling jewel is the 

manifestation of Sakyamuni Buddha. First, the number of relic grains 
used in its manufacture is 32, which matches the traditional number of 
marks on the body of the Buddha, and this suggests that the production 
of the wish-fulfilling jewel accomplished a re-presencing of the Buddha. 
Second, the use of the finest of clerical robes, the nine-piece robe, sug

gests that the jewel was treated like a person, if not the most elite of 
Buddhist monks. These points indicate that the physical relics and per

son of the historical Buddha held an essential place in the transmission 

and legitimation of Shingon tradition, in spite of the prominence of the 
Cosmic Buddha, Mahavairocana. They probably also indicate assimila
tion of existing notions of the power of relics to the esoteric tradition. 
Precisely because he is not a "historical" Buddha, Mahavairocana has no 
relics.46 The narrative resonance with the Shingon tradition is due, in 
part, to the author's evident knowledge of Kukai' s importation of 8o rel

ics during his lifetime as well as later translations of relics in ~hingon and 
T endai. Moreover, at a time when consciousness of the historical and 

temporal distance of Japan from the Buddha was gradually increasing, 
the self-justifying claim of Shingon monks to a tradition encompassing 
Sakyamuni and the power of relics offered ideological weight to their be
lief in the uniqueness of esoteric Buddhism.47 

At the same time, the narrative has it both ways with the wish
fulfillingjewel-in both an actual and a symbolic sense. The jewel is not 
only the object constructed by the clerics but also the gem at the bottom 
of the sea, which in this case both symbolizes the bodhi-mind, as repre

sented in the Womb Realm mal).4ala, and manifests its power. The ex
tension of the jewel from the treasury of the dragon king to the "liver
neck" represents its symbolic extension from the scriptures of the Maha
yana tradition-kept, according to tradition, in the treasury until Na
garjuna retrieved them -to the realization of bodhi-mind in the eight
petaled lotus altar at the center of the Womb Realm mal).4a1a.48 More-
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over, the fact that this "symbolic" jewel also ensures plentiful rainfall on 

the four continents of the cosmos suggests that its status as absolute 
mind intersects with the more visible, apotropaic powers of the jewel-in 
the form of a Buddha relic-to influence the natural elements. 

The Last Testament later returns to the jewel Kii.kai buried on Mount 
Muro, reiterating once again his position within the orthodox line of 

Shingon and emphasizing the unity of the jewel of Mount Muro with the 
relics ofToji. 

This [wish-fulfilling jewel] ~itual must not even be made known to your parents, 

who are full of love and compassion. Because you keep it secret, you in this way 

protect the original nature of the key teaching on the work of the three mysteries of 

body [mudra], speech [mantra], and mind [mal).4ala]. However, the generative 

wish-fulfilling jewel that the great master of the Tang [Hui-kuo J conferred on me 

has crossed to Great Japan and has already been specially buried in an excellent 

place on the celebrated [holy] mountain, the "excellent place" being the peak to the 

east of the cavern on Shojin Peak (Muro] where Dharma Master Kenne performed 

austerities. 

You must never reveal the place to future generations. If you do not, esoteric 

Buddhism will flourish for kalpas, and the believers will dramatically increase. 

(Further, with regard to the Buddha relics of the siitra treasury in Toji, the great 

master should similarly protect the orthodox mudriis and esoteric language [man

tras], not giving even one grain (of relic] to others. This [too] is, namely, the wish

fulfilling jewel that protects the Way (of esoteric Buddhism]. You ask why this is 

the case? Because this (too J is the original mind of the generative jewel.)49 

Kukai reiterates the secrecy necessary for proper protection of the jewel, 
emphasizing his role in its importation to Japan. 

Although the rhetorical location of the narrative of this text is Kukai' s 
deathbed, the focus throughout the Last Testament is Toji and, secon
darily, the practices ofToji monks in the imperial palace. As we saw ear
lier, Kii.kai exhorted the great masters of Toji to visualize the wish
fulfilling jewel of Muro while performing the Serpent Exorcism Rite. 

The implied setting, given this language, is somewhere other than Muro, 
presumably Toji or the imperial palace. The work repeatedly grants the 
guardianship of the wish-fulfilling jewel to Toji monks and emphasizes 
the authority of T oji monks as the orthodox lineage of Shingon; both 
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elements suggest that the author of this text had an intimate relationship 
with Toji. It emphasizes the necessity of secrecy and the unity of the Toji 
jewel with that of Muro, conferring added authority to the monks of 
T oji, who enshrine the relics imported by Kukai in their treasury. The 
T oji relics, like the manufactured jewel and the jewel buried in Muro, are 
the wish~fulfilling jewel that incarnates the bodhi~mind. This is illus~ 

trated by the exhortation to the great master~abbot to guard the rite of 

wish~fulfilling jewel manufacture as he does the esoteric words (mantras) 
and mudras of the tradition50-effectively guarding the mind as he does 
the other two mysteries of esoteric Buddhism. 

The position of Mount Muro in this and other early Shingon works is 
tied: to its status as a sacred mountain, its association with the story of 
Kukai' s burial of a wish~fulfilling jewel, and its intimate association with 

the imperial court since the late eighth century. Monks of various schools 
ascended this mountain to pursue various forms of asceticism, and it was 
the home of a famous dragon king that presumably had great rain~ 
making powers. Emperor Kanmu was said to have sponsored construe~ 
tion of a shrine and temple on the mountain after a rite performed there 
successfully helped him to overcome an illness.51 Roughly contempora~ 
neous with the writing of the Last Testament was the development of a 
Shingon rain~making tradition that claimed that a dragon king named 

Zennyo-the same name as the dragon king of early Muro records52
-

inhabited the pond of the Shinzen' en imperial pleasure garden. The adop~ 
tion of the dragon king by Shingon monks effectively enabled them to 
acquire more imperial patronage and greater access to the powers of the 
court. The story of Kukai' s burial of a wish~fulfilling jewel on Mount 
Muro was a means by which to increase the claims ofToji monks to the 
powers earlier associated with Muro, a story that drew on Buddhist be~ 
liefs in the dragons' possession of wish~fulfillingjewels and relics. The in~ 
elusion in the narrative of the monk Kenne-in fact a T endai monk who 
withdrew to Muro after a schism on Mount Hiei-probably allowed 
Shingon to -appropriate the powerful reputation of a real ascetic and may 

indicate the actual fluidity within the community of monks on Muro in 
the early era. 53 And rituals of wish~fulfillingjewel worship in the imperial 

palace were both a sign of the success of Shingon claims and an impetus 
to increasing belief in the powers of relics among the lay aristocracy. 
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The Lineages ofWish-Fulfilling]ewels in the Late Heian Era 

Wish-fUlfilling jewel worship began to flourish in the late eleventh and 
early twelfth centuries. The tradition equating the wish-fUlfilling jewel 
with Buddha relics appears more frequently in documents from that era 
than before, and it becomes increasingly apparent that production of the 
physical wish-fulfilling jewels was the forte of the Ono branch monk 
Hanjun (I038-rii2) and of his disciples, who came to be stationed at the 

Shingon temples Kajii.ji and, especially, Daigoji. As will be seen, the eso
teric character of the process and the scarcity of relevant sources require 

carefUl examination and interpretation. Moreover, the texts that do exist 
suggest the fluid character of ideas concerning wish-fulfilling jewels in the 
Shingon school. 

Wish-fUlfilling jewel production and worship continued through a se
ries of masters of the Ono branch who were also abbots ofToji. Kakuzen 
sho, for example, quotes a text by the founder of the Kajii.ji line of the Ono 

branch, Kanjin (w84-I!53), which traces the transmission of the wish
fulfillingjewel through the abbots ofToji-and, ultimately, through those 

abbots of the Ono branch: Kii.kai, Shinga (801-79), Gennin (818-87), 

Shobe (832-909), Kangen (853-925), Ichijo (884-947), Genge (914-95), 

Ningai (951-!046), Seizon (wr2-74), and Hanjun (w38-rii2).54 The line
age chart depicts these clerics and their connection with other Shingon 
monks involved in wish-fUlfilling jewel veneration (see Fig. 7 ). The map 
that follows it indicates the sites associated with such veneration in the 
medieval era (Fig. 8). As will be shown, Hanjun was the most important 
figure in the elaboration of this lineage-both forward and backward. 
According to the Kakuzen sho: 

Archbishop Hanjun wrote [this genealogy) in his Last Testament and forwarded it to 

the late cloistered sovereign [Shirakawa). I saw this in the cloistered sovereign's 

quarters in the summer ofTenshii r (I13I). The cloistered sovereign [Shirakawa) said 

to the archbishop [Hanjun), "Although Emperor Shiimu [of the Nara period) al

ready enshrined treasures in the treasury of Tiidaiji that were no different [from 

this), [because of acquiring this object) future sovereigns have acquired the treasure 

of the universal monarch! Such is the case with the [acquisition of the wish

fulfilling) jewel."55 
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Fig, 7 Shingon clerics associated with wish-fulfilling jewel veneration. The names of 

monks who possessed wish-fulfilling jewels are given in italics (Hanjun is the first 
historically verifiable possessor). Solid lines indicate a first master-disciple relation
ship; dashed lines a more general line of descent. 
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Fig. 8 Sires associated with wish-fulfilling jewel veneration in the medieval era 
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The account suggests an intimate connection between the wish-fulfilling 

jewel tradition and the cloistered emperors of the late Heian era. It is ap
parent from Shirakawa's comments that he sees the jewel as being a 

treasure of the imperial line. The passage also suggests that a clear line of 

transmission of the jewel is of primary concern to him. Of course, the 
text does not reveal what treasures Sh6mu enshrined, although this ac

count may refer-as was noted in Chapter 3-to the many Buddha relics 

that twelfth-century texts claimed the monk Bodhisena gave to Sh6mu.56 

In any event, Kanjin, as a member of the Ono line of wish-fulfilling jewel 

worship, represents Shirakawa as being concerned with the line of monks 

who possess the jewel for the benefit of emperors. (Kanjin wrote this ac
count at least a few years after the passing of Shirakawa, who died in 

nzg.) At the same time, Kakuzen's annotation in this section points out 

that Hanjun gave a wish-fulfilling jewel to Shirakawa and implies that 

the cloistered emperor's concern was as much the physical object as the 

line of transmission. For Shirakawa, knowledge of the line of transmis

sion was important, but was ultimately secondary to acquisition of the 
jewet57 As will be shown, a series of aristocratic diaries, documents, and 
accounts by Shingon monks attest that Hanjun gave a manufactured 
jewel to Shirakawa, which was deposited in the treasury of Sh6k6my6'in 

at the detached palace, Toba Rikyu. Seen in this light, Shirakawa's com

parison of the jewel to the treasures of Emperor Sh6mu can be inter

preted as more than mere rhetoric regarding the lineage of Shingon 

masters. It represents him as viewing the wish-fulfilling jewel as the 

greatest treasure of the sovereign. 
Other sources confirm the monk Hanjun's connection with the wish

fulfilling jewel, describing his worship of it on behalf of Emperors Shira
kawa and T oba. Hanjun used the wish-fulfilling jewel as the object of 
worship in a nyoh6 Aizen-6 rite on behalf of Shirakawa in J6ryaku 4 

(w8o ).58 The nyoh6 Aizen-6 rite was variously used for the attainment 
of long life, the subjugation of enemies, the attainment of prosperity, the 

fulfillment of sensual desire, and safe childbirth. Some scholars have 

noted that the Fujiwara family enshrined in the By6d6'in a figure of 

Aizen my66 together with relics in the form of a wish-fulfilling jewel, 

which together formed two of the most prized objects of its treasury. 

The history Hyakuren sho (One hundred polished notes) records that 
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Emperor Go-Sanjo (r. 1068-72), prompted by a dream, made a pilgrim
age in 1072 to Byodo'in. In response, the regent Fujiwara no Y orimichi 
presented an egg-shaped wish-fulfilling jewel-apparently for enshrine
ment there.59 Other sources reveal that Buddha relics were held in the 

treasury ofByodo'in, and that when worshipping there, regents regularly 
began with bows to the relics and the Aizen figure.60 A work compiled by 

the Tendai monk Koshii. (fl. 13II-48) in the fourteenth century describes 
the Aizen figure as holding a wish-fulfilling jewel by which he rules the 
realm, and which the ruling branch of the Fujiwara family (sekkanke) 

grasps to subjugate the people of the realm.61 As Tanaka Takako has 
noted, the wish-fulfilling jewel of Aizen-6 at the Byodo'in clearly sym
bolized the power of the Fujiwaras and what they perceived as their sov
ereignty over the realm.62 

Hanjun also used a wish-fulfilling jewel to perform the nyoho Sonsho 
rite on behalf of Emperor T oba in IIog.63 The nyoho Sonsho rite, prac
ticed throughout the twelfth century by a series of Ono branch monks on 
behalf of the court, featured the worship of the wish-fulfilling jewel to 

dispel the weakness and misfortune of the emperor and to promote his 
longevity. Within the esoteric school, it was broadly understood as a rite 

to increase prosperity (zoyaku). After Hanjun, his disciple Kanjin con
tinued to perform the rite; recent research has drawn attention to nu
merous documents of the Daikakuji collection that record Kanjin's re
peated performance of the rite, usually on behalf of cloistered emperor 
Toba.64 

Disciples of Hanjun in the Daigoji Sanbo'in line of the Ono branch 
also performed the rite, usually on behalf of the cloistered emperor or 
some other member of the imperial house. Shokaku (1057-II29), a disci
ple ofHanjun and other major figures at Daigoji as well as the founder of 
the Sanbo'in, led the performance of the relics inventory following the 
Latter-Seven Day Rite in II27 (Daiji 2) and conducted a wish-fulfilling 
jewel rite (nyoi hoju ho) from the final month of that year to the seventh 

day of the next, presumably on behalf of the health of cloistered emperor 
Shirakawa, who ordered its performance.65 Although this is the only 
documented case in which Shokaku conducted such a rite, the numbers 

of relics had plummeted by almost 1,500 grains by the time of the next 
inventory, three yea~s later. Before Shirakawa's death two years later, he 
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increased imperial patronage of shrine~temples enormously; among other 
things, he offered several hundred thousand small stii.pas to Iwashimizu 
Hachimangu.66 This suggests that many of the missing relics were dis~ 
tributed by T oji monks to Shirakawa for his use; the relics, if such was 
the case, were either enshrined in some of the reliquaries or were in~ 
eluded in the construction of a series of stii.pas given to large temples, 
such as two large stii.pas for Mount Koya given in the eleventh month of 

Daiji 2 (n27)-only a month before the jewel rite. This rite, the first de~ 
scribed simply as a "wish~fulfillingjewel rite," was thus part of an increase 
of relic worship and distribution that occurred in the years just prior to 
Shirakawa's death. Later, Shokaku's disciple in the Daigoji Sanbo'in line, 

Jokai, also performed the rite.67 

The Daigoji Sanbo'in monk Shoken, son of the politically powerful 

monk Shinzei (Fujiwara no Michinori; II06-59), later rererred to Han~ 
jun' s gift of a wish~ fulfilling jewel to the cloistered emperor Shirakawa in 
a short report, apparently submitted to the court,68 which distinguishes it 
clearly from the one buried by Kukai on Mount Muro. He noted that 
there were in fact two explanations of ways to approach the manufacture 
of the jewel: 

The [production of the] aforementioned jewel (of Hanjun] differs from the ritual 

instructions of the Great Patriarch [Kiikai] in the Last Testament, with several grains 

of Buddha relics enshrined in a silver vase, with five~colored string to seal them, and 

tightly inserted in the silver vessel, and again using five~colored string to string them 

together. This is, in short, the oral instruction that has been transmitted in succes~ 

sion. There are generally two explanations of the proper actions for production (of a 

wish~fulfillingjewel). One is the explanation in (Kiikai's] Last Testament: one must 

never look at the relics. One is that of the contemporary approach: because of this 

(approach], when oneself and others want to see (haiken) (the relics], you take them 

out and worship them. Both of the two explanations are deeply beneficial, and one 

shouldn't debate their superiority and inferiority or their truth and falsity. 

Thus the Great Teacher (Kiikai] already made use of both of these explanations. 

First, with regard to the jewel bequeathed by the Master of Ch'ing~lung~ssu [Hui~ 

kuo], as the Last Testament explains, the jewel was confined early on to the peak of 

the famous mountain (Mur6]. No one knows its (exact]location. Out of hope for a 

future time, it is an invaluable treasure (hidden] for the protection of the state 

(chingo kokka no juho). Neither sentient nor non~sentient beings receive (immediate] 

benefits (riyaku) from it. Next, there are the relics in the "ko" and "otsu" vases of the 
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Great Sutra Treasury ofToji, which generation upon generation of abbots protect. 

The Latter Seven-Day Rite along with the end-of-the-month recitation and so on 

make peaceful the holy reign, [fulfilling] the imperial vow for the tranquillity of the 

realm. These [relics as a wish-fulfilling jewel] are, in short, used as the main object 

of worship (honzon) and, further, clerics and laity take them out and worship them 

at the time of the final vow [during these rites], all of the people looking (haiken) at 

them-not at all an esoteric ceremony. 

In this way, the truth of both of the explanations is evident. However, fellows 

who do not know these details search the text of the Last Testament in a petty man

ner, seriously taking one corner [of the work] and trifling with the descent of eso

teric transmission that has guarded the succession of teachers [who have received 

the wish-fulfilling jewel]. What shall impede [their baseless trifling]? [To satisfy 

those who trifle] I write with difficulty a new account of these details for the histori

cal record. In witness to the aforesaid majestic purport, which is difficult to oppose, 

I humbly offer this information.69 

This text, written at the time of Shoken' s return of Hanjun' s jewel to the 
Shokomyo'in treasury at T oba Rikyu detached palace following an impe

rial wish-fulfilling jewel rite/0 addresses apparent contradictions in 
thinking about the wish-fulfillingjewel in the late Heian and early Kama
kura eras. Shoken describes the jewel of Muro as being a treasure for the 

protection of the state and somehow timeless in character, its location 

and, presumably, its benefits to be seen in a future era. Not to be used by 
beings for this-worldly benefits, this jewel is the crown of both Shingon 
and the Japanese state. However, whereas the legendary jewel of Mount 
Muro is utterly secret, the manufactured jewel, apparently constructed 
with Toji relics, is the object of increasing efforts of the emperor, clerics, 
and aristocrats to "see" it-and, presumably, enjoy its benefits in the 
present.71 Shoken, closely tied to the cloistered emperor Go-Shirakawa 

(r. II55-58), is a defender of ritual gazing for all. Moreover, the fact that 
Shoken willingly returns the jewel to cloistered emperor Go-Shirakawa 
means that both of the wish-fulfilling jewels are in his representation 

treasures of the court, properly mediated through the rituals of monks of 
Shingon: the Muro jewel is a gem of the state; the other, an apotropaic 
heirloom of the imperial line. 

The final section of the text suggests that there was contention at the 
time over the proper interpretation of the wish-fulfilling jewel referred to 
in the Last Testament. Although his opponents are unnamed, it is likely 
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that some monks and perhaps aristocrats questioned the authenticity of 
Hanjun' s jewel, part of the reason for Shaken's effort to explicate the po~ 
sition of this jewel vis~a~vis the explanation of wish~fulfillingjewels in the 
Testament. Moreover, given his argument and his court audience, Sho~ 
ken's discussion indicates that members of the court were well aware of 
the jewel and the views that Shoken propounded. 

There is, however, more to the story. Although Shoken supported ac~ 
cess to the wish~fulfilling jewel, his actions suggest more self~interested 
motives. As described by the most powerful aristocrat of the era, Kujo . . 

Kanezane, Shoken' s behavior suggests that his account was constructed 

both to argue for the authenticity of the jewel of Hanjun and to defend 
his ongoing prerogative of activating its powers on behalf of the cloistered 

emperor. Kanezane was aware of such jewels and of the representations 
in supposedly esoteric works such as the Last Testament and gave in his 
diary a slightly modified account of the jewels. The first jewel, according 
to Kanezane, was the one conferred on Kukai when he was in China, 
which, according to the Last Testament, Kukai later buried on Mount 
Muro. Kukai, in Kanezane's view, made the wish~fulfilling jewel that 
Hanjun gave to cloistered emperor Shirakawa; this jewel was then en~ 
shrined in an Aizen myoo statue as the main object of worship in Endo 
Hall in the temple Hosshoji, founded by Shirakawa decades earlier (dis~ 

tinct from the temple of the homonymous name in the home compound 
of the Kujo line of the Fujiwaras). This jewel, in Kanezane's opinion, can 
be distinguished from the jewel enshrined in the imperial treasury in 
Shokomyo'in at T oba Rikyu. Kanezane claims that although Hanjun 
also offered the latter jewel, the cloistered emperor T oba later placed it in 
the custody of his closest vassal, Fujiwara no Ienari (no7-54); it was re~ 
turned to the imperial house and enshrined in the treasury of Shoko~ 
myo'in only after Ienari's death. 

Kanezane notes that in the Juei era (n82-85) cloistered emperor Go~ 
Shirakawa had Shoken use this jewel in a wish~ fulfilling jewel rite appar~ 
ently designed to aid Minamoto no Y oshitsune against Minamoto no 
Y oritomo. In this case, the rite took time to prove efficacious, but in the 

case of a rain~making rite of ngr (Kenkyu 2), the jewel was quickly effec~ 
tive, and Shoken used it again to help the ailing Go~Shirakawa at the end 
of that year. The problem, in Kanezane's view, was what happened after 
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his use of the Shakamya'in jewel in these wish-fulfilling jewel rituals: 
"However, even in the· case of the Latter Seven-Day prayer, he [Shaken] 
still didn't return it, treating it like his own personal possession by not 

returning it to the cloistered emperor; at length, [the cloistered emperor] 
died, so I asked about this matter [of Shaken's ongoing possession of the 
jewel]." Kanezane sent a vassal to Shaken's residence in Daigoji, andre

trieved the jewel for use on the final day of an Aizen myaa ritual, and for 
eventual re-enshrinement in the Shakamya'in treasury.72 Another record 
indicates that Shaken had kept the jewel for the entire nine years since 
Go-Shirakawa had sponsored the first wish-fulfilling jewel rite at Dai
goji.73 

Kanezane also wrote of the wish-fulfilling jewel of Shakamya'in that 
he and Shaken brought the jewel back to the palace, where they first 
worshipped it in the Futama of the imperial residence before returning it 
to the treasury.74 The diary of the poet Fujiwara Teika (also pronounced 
Sadaie; u62-1241) also recorded the ritual in the palace in which Emperor 

Go-T oba inspected (goran) the jewel as T eika, Kanezane, and Shaken 
watched.75 The royal advisor (sangi) Yoshida Tsunefusa (II43-12oo), who 
was also present at the inspection of the wish-fulfilling jewel, equated the 
buried jewel of Mount Mura with that presented by Hanjun to the 
cloistered emperor Shirakawa. He described the chamberlain Mitsutsuna 
as telling him that Hanjun gave the jewel originally buried by Kuk:ai to 

Shirakawa, but added that Shirakawa left the jewel for a long period in 
the charge of his lover, Gion no Nyago. He also noted that now the jewel 
was enshrined together with a red clerical robe and 100 relics in a new red 
lacquer box during the inspection ceremony in the Futama of the impe
rial residence.76 

These interpretations of the wish-fulfilling jewel were just the tip of a 
commentarial iceberg. Beginning in the Kamakura era, clerics' descrip

tions of wish-fulfilling jewels increase dramatically. In the section of his 
work on wish-fulfilling jewels, Kakuzen included not only quotations 
from continental Buddhist texts but also details from Japanese writings 
and from his own experience. He claimed that the wish-fulfilling jewels 
in the orthodox line of transmission are black in color, and the relics are 
adorned with gold, silver, and perfumed medicines. He also noted that in 

u86 he had received a secret transmission concerning the jewels at Dai-
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goji Sanbo'in: there are five or six jewels of various kinds, including a se

ries made of crystal and jewels.77 According to Kakuzen, one jewel in the 

sii.tra treasury of Sanbo'in was offered by the monk Rinken (1074-II50) 

to Jokai at the temple; the black jewel had fallen from the sky during a 
lightning strike on his father's home.78 He also mentioned the discovery 
by an Ise priest and member of the court of an azure jewel at Ise Shrine 
in 1034 and its subsequent enshrinement in the palace.79 

Kakuzen' s description also reveals his own interaction with Shoken. 
His description of the wish-fulfilling jewel was obtained from the "teach
er, deputy archbishop" (shishu gonsojo), a reference to Shoken. Moreover, 
Kakuzen received the secret transmission concerning the jewels in San
bo'in, Shoken's subtemple at Daigoji, a location that again suggests con

tact with the master. Kakuzen also quoted Shoken as saying that the 

jewel given by Hanjun was placed in the charge of Ienari-in line with 
the tale told by Kanezane-but after the death ofienari, it was given to a 
vassal named T oshiie. Shoken searched for documents on the subject at 
the imperial estate of cloistered empress Hachijo'in (u36-12II) and found 
that the cloistered emperor (Tobar) had offered the wish-fulfilling jewel 
for enshrinement in 'Vulture Peak" (Ryojusen) at the Ungoji temple, 
although it was eventually taken for enshrinement to T oba Shoko
myo'in.80 

Kakuzen also mentioned Shoken in connection with his own experi
ence of the fertile powers of wish-fulfilling jewels. During a dream in n86, 

he received the Sanskrit character trab (J. taraku; the character used in the 
mantras for the Buddha Hosho and other figures bearing wish-fulfilling 
jewels) from Kii.kai, which he proceeded to ingest. The summer of the 
next year, he mentioned the dream to Shoken, who was very pleased and 
later gave him one of the Buddha relics of Toji.81 In uSS, an event oc
curred that Kakuzen described as the fulfillment of the dream: during 
Kakuzen' s participation in the fire rite for Aizen-6, he was admitted into 
a group of nenbutsu reciters. 82 

Later clerics were also concerned about the identity and number of 
wish-fulfillingjewels, and their descriptions varied widely, but some time 
in the thirteenth century, the beliefs of the Shingon lineages regarding 

the jewels crystallized in clearer form. A nephew and disciple of Shoken 
at Daigoji, the monk Seigen (u62-I23I), orally transmitted to Dokyo 
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(1200-1236) the teaching of the Sanbo'in lineage ofDaigoji that there were 
two wish~fulfilling jewels: one conferred on Kukai by Hui~kuo, which 

Kukai buried on Mount Muro, and one that Kukai manufactured and 
transmitted to the later acaryas of Toji. Seigen contrasted this tradition 

regarding the wish~fulfilling jewel with that of the Kajuji lineage, which 
taught that there was only one wish~fulfillingjewel-the one conferred by 
Hui~kuo on Kukai and transmitted by Kukai to later generations of 

acaryas-thereby implicitly denying the relevance of Mount Muro.83 

The Ninnaji monk Raiyu, trained originally at Daigoji, described his 
teacher, Kenjin, founder of the Hoon'in lineage of the Ono branch, as 

having the same understanding of these views of the Daigoji and Kajuji 
lineages.84 Raiyu referred to a variety of views apparently held by monks 
of his era and earlier. He quoted Kakuzen as saying that the jewel made 
by Hanjun was placed in Shokomyo'in, and the jewel transmitted by Ku~ 
kai to successive Toji acaryas was enshrined in a hall at Shirakawa's 
Hosshoji-a claim more reminiscent of Kanezane's view than that of 

Kakuzen.85 Raiyu also quoted Jitsugen (n76-1249), one of the main dis~ 
ciples of Shoken, as saying that three men in Japanese history had 
manufactured wish~fulfillingjewels: Kukai, Hanjun, and Shoken.86 Since 

Shoken was actively engaged in wish~fulfilling jewel worship, the claim 

that he had made such a jewel is historically plausible. 
Moreover, accurate or not, the claim reflects Shingon monks' associa~ 

tion of Shoken with wish~fulfilling jewel worship and suggests that the 
monks of Daigoji were actively engaged in the production of wish~ 
fulfilling jewel narratives, if not of the objects themselves. Indeed, the 
controversial Daigoji monk (and two~time abbot of Toji) Koshin-fa~ 

mous for his friendship with Emperor Go~ Daigo and infamous for his 

apparent adherence to the teachings of the T achikawa~ryuline of Shin~ 
gon practice-donated a wish~fulfilling jewel to the Shingon~ Ritsu tern~ 
pie Joruriji near Heian~kyo in 1350. The work]oruriji ruki no koto depicts 
this jewel as a combination of five grains of Muro relics and three grains 
formerly possessed by the female dragon deity Seiryo Gongen in her 
shrine at Daigoji. Here, the goddess' "treasure relics" (hoshari) are also 

referred to as her "kami~treasure jewel" (hoshinju), suggesting that, at least 
by the fourteenth century, some Shingon monks identified wish~fulfilling 
jewels and relics with the treasures (jinpo) of native tradition.87 
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In addition, recent archaeological research has established that the 
Shingon-Ritsu abbot of Shokaiji (present-day Aichi prefecture), Join (fl. 
1273-83), had a wish-fulfilling jewel of relics and other precious sub
stances manufactured there and installed in a five-wheeled reliquary (go
rin-to) in 1283 (Koan 6). Given that Join had performed an esoteric rite 
for the imperial court against the Mongols only a few years before, it may 
suggest-particularly given repeated references to figures such as the 
kami Amaterasu and Hachiman in the documents found in the image
that part of the motivation for his establishment of the stii.pa was 
concern for the welfare of the court and realm.88 In any event, it makes 
clear that the Shingon tradition was thriving even beyond the confines of 
the Heian-kyo (and, as we will see, Kamakura) area in the late thirteenth 

century. 
Clerics outside Shingon lineages also began to create their own tradi

tions of wish-fulfilling jewels enshrined in Japan. By the thirteenth cen
tury some Tendai monks such as Shocho (1205-82) saw the relics tradi
tion as being largely the province of the Shingon school;89 Koshu (fl. I3II-

48), another Tendai monk, wrote in the early fourteenth century that 
Kukai had produced seven wish-fulfilling jewels. These, he said, were 

buried in Inari peak, now called "Nyoi" peak; on Mount Koya, now 
called "Mani" peak; in the T oba imperial treasury; in Ninnaji; and in 

Ise.90 The Tendai monk Jihen (fl. fourteenth c.), brother of Yoshida 
Kenko (author of the famous Tsurezuregusa) and a practitioner of U rabe 
Shinto, wrote not only that the Buddha relic is equivalent to the wish
fulfilling jewel but that the wish-fulfilling jewel corresponds to the yasa
kani no magatama jewel among the three regalia of the emperor.91 

The development of competing traditions concerning the numbers 
and character of wish-fulfilling jewels suggest their intimate ties with the 
ritual prestige of the Shingon school as well as with the power of the 
court. The perceived powers of these jewels underscored their increased 
worship and their consequent increase in value. Believed to have the 

power to regenerate, enrich, and subjugate, wish-fulfilling jewels were 
among the most valued objects in the treasuries of the imperial family 
and the Fujiwaras. Beginning perhaps as early as the era of the monk 
Gengo in the tenth century, the remarkable development of the relation
ship between masters of the Ono branch and the court in the eleventh 
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and twelfth centuries coincided with the Ono monks' perceived preroga

tive over the worship of the wish-fulfilling jewel. Masters of the Ono 
branch attempted to establish themselves as the inheritors of the ritual 

prowess ofKukai and the line ofToji acaryas. The written portrayal of a 
material jewel in the Last Testament, together with Toji's possession of 

multiple relics and depictions in continental Buddhist texts, provided rit
ual and ideological grounds for both the manufacture of wish-fulfilling 
jewels and imperial and Fujiwara sponsorship of their veneration. 

The development of traditions concerning multiple jewels paralleled 

the crystallization of lineages that increasingly splintered Shingon and 
the court during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. These valuable 

objects empowered lineages and mediated between social groups, adding 
to the contention over their powers and prestige. At the same time, as 

both the court and Shingon were dividing into a growing number of fac
tions, the larger lay community was increasingly worshipping relics. Peo
ple in the capital and elsewhere identified relics with jewels and attrib
uted to them the ability to enrich and empower their worshippers. Their 
belief in the powers of relics also served to reinforce contention over the 
Buddha's remains in medieval Japan. 

Relics and Wish-Fulfilling jewels Among Lay Buddhists 

As suggested by the twelfth-century Shingon monk Genkai' s note that 

society referred to pearls as relics, the association of relics with jewels was 
not limited to esoteric Buddhist clerics. The title of the poetry collection 
Nyoi ho shu (Wish-fulfilling gem collection) by Fujiwara no Kinta (966-

1041) suggests knowledge on the part of aristocrats of wish-fulfillingjew
els.92 A work by a lay believer that unmistakably identifies Buddha relics 
with wish-fulfilling jewels is Oe no Chikamichi's (d. II51) Issai sharira shu 
(Comprehensive collection on relics).93 This work was, in fact, the most 
complete compilation of siitras and treatises concerning relics in early Ja
pan. Chikamichi, who also wrote the famous Shichi daiji junrei shiki (Per
sonal record of a pilgrimage to the seven great temples), was a resident of 
the capital who was heavily involved in relic and reliquary worship in the 
early and mid-twelfth century. Fujiwara no Munetomo' s Pure Land 
Buddhist compilation, Honcho shinshu ojoden (New collection of biogra-
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phies of those born in the Pure Land; II5I), describes Chikamichi's in
volvement in relic worship, referring apparently to Issai sharira shu by the 

title of Dado sho (Notes on relics): 

He (Chikamichi) said to a close friend, "We have not planted (roots of] the true 

dharma, and (therefore) live in a polluted age, in the darkness of birth and death. 

How can we escape it? Since both the flowers of trees fell and the Candana tree was 

consumed in smoke (on the occasion of the pari-nirviQ.a of the Buddha), a thousand 

years have passed and the distance between then and now is of immense proportion; 

but if you worship Sikyamuni's relics, you thus see the whole body of the Thus

Come One." Therefore he made a special vow to seek relics, taking note of and col

lecting passages in siitras and treatises that preached the merit of [the worship 

of] relics. He had to record whatever he saw and heard, [spanning] from distant In

dia to the area of Japan. He compiled thirty scrolls and called them Notes on Relics 

(Dado sho). 
Again he spoke to someone and said, "There was a miraculous appearance of 

relics recently in my room. Last year, I opened a box of books and obtained six 

round jewels which were mostly shaped like small, black beans." The person [to 

whom Chikamichi showed them) didn't know whether or not they were natural 

objects. It was said that he then took the Buddha relics and prayed to know whether 

they were authentic or not. Thus he enshrined them in front of a Buddha image and 

constantly offered incense and flowers for days and months. The jewels increased in 

number. Their form was very small, and their light shone brilliantly. He was able to 

understand their efficacy, since an auspicious omen was already indicated: when 

there was a seeker of relics, in accordance with requests he gave them away-yet 

when he took them, they were not exhausted, their number remaining the same as 

before. One time, when he took them and lined them up, they metamorphosed 

strangely like a string of jewels. 

There was a female aristocrat who was passionately mindful of the Path. She 

gained faith in Buddhism early on and became a nun .... In the Hoan [n20-23) era, 

she was obliged to ask advice, saying "A relic appeared on the Buddhist altar in my 
room, and I was tremendously moved. The next day, a person in my dream directed 

me to quickly go and tell 'Chikamichi' and ask and find out the purpose of the relics; 

in the dream I asked and found out that they were disseminated to the populace so 

that (lay society] can similarly acquire their benefits (riyaku). I didn't know the per

son, but a monk said, 'Chikamichi is a man of the capital. ... "' Days later, she visited 

his residence and spoke to him; Chikamichi immediately listened. (With regard to] 

her earnest wish, he had an idea. Her faith was especially strengthened, and she dis-
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tributed the relic to him (bujo). The solemnity of the matter, moreover, did not stop 

with silence, since he and fellow believers constructed a gold-colored image of the 

Sakyamuni Buddha two shaku five sun in height ... enshrining the relics in the image 

and thus making the entire body of the Buddha. Rejoicing was seen and heard, as 

people of the capital came to the market, worshipping and giving according to their 

abilities. Chikamichi put forth a vo~, saying, "May the merit of this blessed deed be 

transferred to the Dharma Realm (hokkai), and sentient beings attain the Buddhist 

path."94 

This passage first describes Chikamichi' s motive in acquiring relics as 
being an effort to "see" the Thus-Come One (nyorai)-Sakyamuni Bud
dha-who had passed into pari-nirviil).a more than a thousand years be
fore. He attempts to restore the presence of the Buddha by three means. 
The first and most obvious is to discover relics, physical remnants of the 

body of Sakyamuni. Another is to collect and record passages concerning 
relics in authoritative texts. The final one is to collect and record tales of 
the powers of relics in India, China, and Japan, a move that rehearses the 
spatial and temporal movement of Buddhism from its origins to the 
Japanese islands.95 

The passage also identifies relics with jewels-in this case, very special 

jewels. Not only do they shine magnificently, but their fecundity is so 
great that even when Chikamichi gives some of them away, they sponta
neously replicate themselves. The body of the Buddha is thus not subject 

to time or erosion (both Nihon shoki and continental Buddhist works also 
depict relics as indestructible).96 Their radiance, moreover, is reminiscent 

of both earlier and contemporary descriptions of wish-fulfilling jewels; 
the section on Japan in the seventh-century Chinese Sui-shu (History of 
the Sui dynasty), for example, describes the "wish-fulfillingjewels" of that 
land: "There are wish-fulfilling jewels. They look like large chicken eggs 
of greenish hue and are said to emit light at night."97 Buddha relics were 
also occasionally described as emitting light.98 

The attitudes of the female aristocrat toward relics were probably 
common in court society. The narrative begins by emphasizing the dis
semination of relics to the populace, which would in this case refer 

chiefly to lay aristocrats. Access to relics and their benefits is not limited 
to male clerics, as illustrated by the materialization of relics on the altar 
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in her room and the message in her dream. The goal of the act of distrib~ 

uting relics (more commonly the practice ofToji monks) and construct
ing the Buddha image is to reconstitute the entire body of the Buddha. 
The implicit promise, revealed by Chikamichi in his vow, is that worship 
of the Buddha's whole body will transfer merit to the dharma realm and 
sentient beings. As will be shown, such benefits were conceived to be as 
much material as spiritual, since the ongoing presence of the Buddha in 
the form of his relics afforded believers access to the continuing power of 
his person-power that could be manifested for their immediate benefit. 

Chikamichi' s account of his pilgrimage to the seven great temples of 
Nara in Shichi daiji junrei shiki is further evidence of his preoccupation 
with relics and jewels. He reproduces several stories of relics from the 
early histories and events well known in Buddhist circles, as well as tales 

such as Bodhisena' s reputed gift of large numbers of relics to Shomu and 
the acquisition of a wish~fulfillingjewel in the sea by Bodhisena's under
ling, Buttetsu.99 He also records an unnamed source telling of a nun of 

Y akushiji who in the Chogen era ( 1028-36) watched large numbers of 
beans in her possession transform into Buddha relics as she recited the 

name of Amida. Chikamichi especially emphasizes the iconographic 
feature of jewels (nyoi hoju, hoju) associated with images, particularly 
those of Sakyamuni Buddha and Kannon.100 

The Organization of"Issai sharira shu" 

and the Value of Relics 

The contents of Chikamichi's Issai sharira shu indicate the particular in
fluences of continental Buddhist literature on the understanding of Bud~ 

dha relics in medieval Japan, and its organization provides insight into 
the ways in which aristocrats-and presumably clerics as well-inter
preted traditions of Buddha relic veneration. The manuscript exists only 
in incomplete form. Although the extant excerpt is long, it comprises 
only scroll four, 'This-Worldly Benefits" ("Genze riyaku"), of Part III of 
the depiction of the worship of Buddha relics within what was appar
ently a massive collection concerning relics.101 The ten sections in the 
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extant text are compilations number 95 to 104, numbers that forcefully 
suggest the size of the original manuscript, which must have been several 

hundred pages in length. The Honcho shinshu ojoden refers to this work as 
comprising 30 scrolls, and it may well have been encyclopedic. The ten 

extant sections depict the benefits of worshipping Buddha relics and are 
tided as follows: 

Collection 95: Averting Illness Among the People 
Collection 96: This~ Worldly Pacification 
Collection 97: Lengthening of Life 
Collection 98: Fulfillment of Desire 

Collection 99: Manifestation of Jewels 

Collection 100: Transformation into Wish~ Fulfilling Jewels 
Collection 101: Transformation into the Five Grains 
Collection 102: Plentiful Fall of Rain 

Collecdon 103: Benefits in an Evil Age 
Collection 104: Elimination of Sin 

For our purposes, it is noteworthy that collections 98 to 102 specifi~ 
cally depict the power of relics to fulfill desires and produce wealth. The 
first subsection of collection 98 quotes siitras and treatises (too numerous 
to enumerate) promising that their recitation in front of relics will result 

in the fulfillment of a variety of vows. The next eight subsections and two 
miscellaneous subsections detail specific examples in which ritual actions 
performed before relics have fulfilled desires. Representative tides are 
"Attainment of Great Village Lordship Through Reciting dharal).i: Be~ 
fore Relics," "Acquisition of Coins Through Daily Practice of Esoteric 
Ritual Before Relics," "Subjugation of Demons Through Offerings to 
Relics," "Attainment of Immeasurable Merit Through Offerings to Rei~ 
ics," and "Acquisition of [Enlightened] Eloquence Through Rubbing In~ 

cense on a Relic~Stiipa." Other sections describe the recitation of dharal).i: 

before relics to attain the highest bodhi and the status of a bodhisattva 
and even, in the "miscellaneous" subsection, the attainment of victory in 

battle through reciting dharal).i: before relics. The wide~ranging nature of 
these benefits indicates clearly that Chikamichi viewed the powers of 
relics as available to the laity as much as to Buddhist clerics. Relic wor~ 
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ship offered a sanctioned medium for the attainment of a wide variety of 
goals. The variety of goals was matched by equally diverse practices; 
clearly it was thought necessary to use ritual appropriate to the goal in 
worshipping relics and the stu pas that enshrined them. 

Collection 99 deals specifically with the wealth~producing powers of 
relic worship. The subsections are titled "Gold, Silver, and Lapis Lazuli 
Pour out from Buddha Relics," "Clothing and Bedding Pour out from 
Buddha Relics," and "Seng~shih [Is] Dispatched [with] Relics, Which 
Thus Transform into Gold."102 Collection roo is important because it 
explicitly identifies Buddha relics with wish~fulfilling jewels. Its only ex~ 
tant section, entitled "Buddha Relics of the Past Transform into Wish~ 

Fulfilling Jewels," begins with a quote from Ta chih-tu lun claiming that 
relics of past Buddhas transformed into wish~fulfilling jewels for the 
benefit of sentient beings. The passage next characterizes the relationship 
between wish~fulfilling jewels and relics by comparing them with several 
other precious substances. In answer to a question concerning the 
sources of precious substances, it depicts wish~fulfilling jewels as coming 

forth from Buddha relics: 

Gold ore comes from mountains, rocks, pebbles, and copper; pearls come from the 

belly of fish, from bamboo, and from the belly of a serpent; the dragon's jewel comes 

from the brain of the dragon; coral comes from the sea; rocks, trees, beads, shells, 

turtle shells, and silver come from molten rock, etc.; crystal, lapis lazuli, and so on all 

come from mountain grottoes; wish-fulfilling jewels come from Buddha relics. 

When the dharma ends, all the relics will transform into wish-fulfilling jewels, just 

as ice has in the past thousand years transformed into crystal.103 

The passage depicts the connection between Buddha relics and wish~ 
fulfilling jewels in terms of transformations found in nature; just as crys~ 
tal is transformed ice, wish~fulfilling jewels are transformed Buddha rel~ 
ics. It also synchronizes this metamorphosis with the decline of the Bud~ 
dhist teaching, thereby suggesting the indestructibility and value of 
Buddha relics in the Last Age of the Law. In addition, given his method 
of organization, Chikamichi' s placement of this section between the 
'Jewel Manifestation" and "Five Grains" collections suggests contempo~ 
rary belief in the wealth~producing powers of Buddha relics in the physi~ 

cal form of wish~fulfillingjewels.104 
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Collection 101 emphasizes that the relics of past Buddhas transformed 

into diamond wish-fUlfilling jewels (kongo nyoiju) that benefit sentient 
beings by producing the five grains. Chikamichi quotes a passage from a 
treatise called Kannon shiju shu yoketsu gi (The essential meaning of the 
forty hands ofKannon) to the effect that there are two forms of diamond 

wish-fUlfilling jewels, each with a different fUnction: those that are white 

can protect one against calamity, and those th'!-t are azure can transform 

into the five grains. The least of these jewels is like a mustard seed, but it 
still has great powers, such as the power to pour down all manner of 
treasures like rain. 

Collection 102 stresses the natural efficacy of relic worship, empha
sizing its power to produce rain. Examples of subsection titles are 
"Gaining of Desired Refreshing Rain for the Trees Through Getting a 
Dragon to Surrender a Relic," "Acquiring Refreshing Rain During a 
Drought Through Throwing Relics to a Dragon in a Deep Pool," and 
"Spontaneous Falling of Rain Through Worshipping Relics During a 
Drought." Although all these subsections feature the relic as an object of 

fecund power, they promote practices as divergent as capturing, giving, 
and worshipping it. In the case of relations with dragons, the relic be
comes an object of sacralized exchange, mobilized for the mediation of 
relations between humans and dragons as powerfUl protectors of the 
body of the Buddha; ritual specialists-clerics-give the relic to the 

dragon in exchange for grain-enriching sustenance. As exemplary of the 
worship of relics in prayers for rain, the text cites Kukai's worship of rel
ics in the palace as depicted in Ruiju kokushi. Here, too, the officiant cleric 
uses his ritual abilities, but the relation, in this case, is between the be
liever and the Buddha, present in his relics. 

Chikamichi' s work expresses the view that the Buddha relic is of great 
value for several reasons. The relic is valuable, first, because of its apo
tropaic qualities. It enables the worshipper to avert illness, pacifY the 
world, and lengthen his or her life. In addition, the relic is fecund: it 

transforms into the five grains, ensures rain, and even grants benefits 
during Last Age. Its value is also economic: it fulfills the believer's desires, 
produces jewels, and itself becomes a wish-fUlfilling jewel. Finally, the 

relic is also purificatory in character, since its worship can expiate the be
liever's transgressions. 
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The Genealogy of Relic Thift 

Given the development of wish-fulfilling jewel traditions and of texts like 
Chikamichi' s Issai sharira shu, it is clear that divergent interpretations and 
ritual uses of relics existed in the twelfth century. Although the T oji and 
Fujiwara collections of relics provided seminal outlines for this develop
ment in the tenth and eleventh centuries, the splintering of esoteric Bud

dhist lineages and of aristocratic families propelled the proliferation of in

terpretations and uses of relics. Lineages of the Ono branch, through their 
ritual abilities, interpretations of the Last Testament, and production of 
jewels, gained both methods and objects that guaranteed their prominence 
within Shingon and their patronage by the imperial court; these ritual 
methods of worship and production assured their acquisition of power be
cause they revivified the person of the Buddha in an increasingly unstable 
era. Members of the aristocracy were especially interested in relics during 

this so-called Last Age of the Law, partially because of the access to the 
Buddha and apotropaic powers that relics promised in an increasingly fac
tional age. The Kujolineage, in particular, drew on earlier Fujiwara tradi
tions of collecting relics and, apparently, a wish-fulfilling jewel at the Fuji
wara family temple, the Byodo'in, and maintained a large stock of relics. 

Indeed, members of these groups so valued Buddha relics that some 
were willing to engage in theft to acquire them. An early indication of 
this can be found in the late twelfth-century collection of tales compiled 
by the aristocrat Taira no Yasuyori (fl. II90-I2oo), Hobutsu shu (Collec
tion of treasures). Y asuyori, a vassal who learned imayo ballads from the 
cloistered emperor Go-Shirakawa and later served under the shogun 
Y oritomo, refers to the theft of relics to illustrate violations of the Bud
dhist precept against taking that which is not given. Although there are 
several versions of the text, all of them use the theft of Buddha relics to 
illustrate this violation. The single-fascicle edition, clearly the oldest ver
sion of the collection, includes the theft of relics under the general cate

gory of "stealing things of the Buddha" (hotoke no mono o nusumu). It re
tells the story of the conflict over the distribution of the relics after the 
cremation of the Buddha. The relics were separated into three groups to 
be distributed, respectively, to the palace of the dragon king, the heavenly 
deities, and human beings. Members of these groups used their powers 
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and their armies to attempt to monopolize the relics by force. Even when 
the brahman Drol).a intervened to distribute the relics fairly, someone hid 
a grain and thereby stole it.105 The three-fascicle version of the work adds 
that when he distributed the tooth relic to Indra's heaven, it was stolen 

by the "child" of the four heavenly kings-a reference to the deity Na<;l.a 
(]. Nacha), famous in East Asian myth.106 

Although Y asuyori does not refer to relic thefts in Japan, his inclusion 

of this example under the category of theft suggests that this was a matter 
of concern in Japan. Indeed, disappearances and thefts of relics began to 

occur with some frequency in the late twelfth century. Relics at the Shiten
noji temple, which aristocrats and the imperial house had actively wor
shipped since at least the eleventh century, disappeared on two occasions: 

three grains disappeared in n83107 and again in n8s.108 Kujo Kanezane 
noted that the relics were never recovered after the n85 theft and wrote 
that their loss prophesied the extinction of the Buddhist dharma.109 

In n91, the most significant of all relic thefts occurred: dozens of relics 

were stolen from Mount Muro, the sacred mountain known for relic 
worship and as the location of Kukai' s wish-fulfilling jewel. The theft is 
significant both for the prominence of its protagonists and for the reac
tions of the clerical community and the imperial court. The occurrence of 
the theft indicates that contention over Buddha relics had reached a fever 
pitch in the clerical community and the court. Moreover, the most pow

erful fund-raising monk (kanjin hijiri) of the day, Chogen (m1-1205), was 
implicated in the theft. By investigating his involvement in the cult of 
relics, we can understand how relics mediated the social relations of 

Chogen, the lay aristocrats of his day, and the cloistered emperor Go
Shirakawa. We can also gain an understanding of the ways in which the 
legends of King Asoka, relations with the continent, and changes in the 

Japanese economy informed the development of a new mode of appro
priating the remains of the Buddha. 

Chogen and the Revaluation of Relics 

The late twelfth century was a dynamic period economically. Although 

the Japanese government had not produced coins for a long time, trade 
with China was on the increase and with it the use of coins as a medium 
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of exchange. In fact, most of these coins were imported through unoffi

cial trade between Chinese and Japanese merchants as well as between 

large religious institutions on the continent and in Japan. By the first half 

of the thirteenth century, coins ranked with rice as one of the two most 

common media for debt payment on the Japanese islands.110 

It is clear that temples were engaged during this period not only in 

trade with China but also in private lending practices (shisuiko) and large
scale fund-raising efforts within Japan. Scholars have noted that the 

lending practices of major temples were behind the law prohibiting pri
vate lending in 1226.111 In addition, as early as the mid-twelfth century, 
believers donated coins to a fund-raising campaign to construct an image 

of the historical Buddha at Horakuji in T osa province.112 

The monk Chogen played perhaps the most instrumental role in the 

increased flow of currency and other materials between temples and the 

larger population. Chogen was recruited to acquire support and materials 

for the rebuilding ofTodaiji temple after its destruction in n8o. Chogen, 
an obscure figure until his selection as fund-raiser, was apparently a 

member of the Ki family of the capital and entered the Daigoji temple at 

the age of twelve, remaining affiliated with the temple until his appoint

ment to raise funds to rebuild T odaiji in n81.113 

Chogen claimed that he had been to China on three occasions. His re

cord as an organizer of temple construction in Japan before his employ
ment as fund-raiser and his reputation for pilgrimages to sacred sites in 
China were certainly important reasons he was chosen. Chogen said that 

he had worshipped Buddha relics in n67 on King Asoka Mountain (A

yii wang shan) in China and in the last years of the twelfth century had 

constructed a relics hall there with wood from Suo province in J apan.114 

Chogen was heavily involved in Pure Land Buddhist practice through

out his later life, and his ongoing worship and distribution of relics made 

him well known among monks and aristocrats in his own day. He knew 

Kujo Kanezane quite well, partially because of the important role the 
latter played in the efforts to rebuild Todaiji. In n83, Kanezane recorded 
Chogen' s detailed remarks to him about King Asoka Mountain and the 
importance· of its relics: 

"'King Asoka Mountain' refers to the fact that the king established one of the 

84,000 stii.pas on that mountain ..•. The said relic [of the stii.pa) manifests various 
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extraordinary transformations (jinpen ), sometimes a figur~ [of the Buddha] of six jo, 
sometimes a small image [of the Buddha], sometimes a bright light." This holy man 

[ Chogen J has twice worshipped the extraordinary transformations-one time, the 

bright light [appeared], one time, the small image of the Buddha [appeared]. He 

said, "Although it's the Last Age [of the Law], these things [the transformations] do 

not decrease [in numbers or dimensions]. Rather, the people of that country have 

believing hearts as before. Sometimes monks, sometimes lay believers or lay groups 

numbering five hundred or a thousand people, begin at the same time to practice ab

stinence from flesh consumption, establishing a pure faith of bravery and merit, and 

with one prostration every three steps, make their pilgrimage [to the mountain] .... 

After arriving, everyone chants the sacred name of Sakyamuni and earnestly wor

ships these extraordinary transformations. During this [worship] the appearance or 

nonappearance of the extraordinary transformation depends on the lightness or 

gravity of the sins [of the believer]." [He continued] "Actually, this is a matter of the 

greatest importance; it is very sad that the people of our country Qapan] can't even 

dare to compare with that [level of purity necessary for the manifestation]."115 

Kanezane' s inclusion in his diary of Chogen' s remarks reveals both Cho

gen' s self-portrait as a pilgrim to the sacred reliquary on the mountain 
and Kanezane's clear interest in Buddha relics. Relics have powers of 
transformation that express the person and glory of the Buddha in spite 
of the seeming advent of the Last Age of the Law. Chogen's emphasis on 
the recitation of the historical Buddha's name, which raises the possibil

ity that he was aware of and perhaps involved in "Shaka nenbutsu" reci

tation in Japan. He certainly attempted to bolster his position vis-a-vis 
Kanezane, pointing out that the Japanese (such as Kanezane) cannot 
compare with those pure believers (such as himself) who have witnessed 
such transformations. Chogen' s testimony ties him in a unique manner 
to the legend of Asoka, a sacred site tied to that legend, and the experi
ence of miraculous transformations of Buddha relics-the last of these 
contingent, in his explanation, on the purity of the worshipper. 

Chogen was very successful in his efforts to acquire relics and other 

objects to reconstruct Todaiji. Later in n83, Kanezane offered a relic 

grain and scriptures to be placed in the Great Buddha of the temple, 
praising Chogen and the Chinese casting master Ch' en Ho-ch'ing for 

their restoration efforts.116 Two years later, Kanezane handed Chogen 
three grains of Buddha relics and a written vow to be enshrined in the 
Great Buddha.117 A few months after this, Chogen enshrined two grains 
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from Toshodaiji and Toji, given to him by cloistered emperor Go~ 
Shirakawa, in the Great Buddha.118 Chogen claimed, after the comple~ 

tion of reconstruction of Todaiji, that he had enshrined more than So 
relics in all in the Great Buddha.119 

During the period of his tenure as a fund~raising monk, Chogen es~ 
tablished a series of subsidiary temples that helped support his effort to 
reconstruct Todaiji. The first of these, and apparently the base of his 
fund~raising operations, was the Pure Land Hall (Jododo), which he es~ 
tablished on the grounds of Todaiji in roughly uS7 (Bunji 3). He en~ 
shrined three Buddha relics in the hall, which included grains from Toji 
and reputedly from a collection originally from Emperor Shomu's (r. 
724-44) palace.120 He subsequently enshrined relics in a series of the 
subsidiary temples, such as Amidaji (uS7, Suo province) and Watanabe 
bessho (uS6-97, Settsu province), both of which he used to support the 

T odaiji effort, and also apparently established a monthly relics meeting 
( shariko) to be held at Amidaji.121 

Scholars are well aware of Chogen's role in relic worship and in Pure 
Land Buddhist worship, but few have studied his ongoing involvement 
with Daigoji and the Shingon school. 122 Moreover, f~w are aware of the 
connection between his Pure Land Buddhist activities and the Shingon 
schooL It was in this context that his involvement in relic worship and 
distribution developed, for although he certainly established his own 
nenbutsu recitation cult and was in contact with Pure Land founder 
Honen (II33-1212) in the uSos, Chogen's association with Shingon con~ 
tinued, as his construction of a subsidiary temple on Mount Koya attests. 
In fact, Chogen enshrined in this temple, called the New Subsidiary 
Temple of Koya (Koya shin bessho ), more relics than in any other tern~ 
pie he founded-51 grains.123 

In fact, his interactions with Shingon monks and apparent involve~ 
ment in wish~fulfilling jewel worship suggests that neither ritual nor in~ 
stitutionallimitations separated his nenbutsu recitation group from the 
Ono branch of the Shingon tradition, centered at Daigoji; indeed, they 
illustrate that Chogen and the Shingon monks fluidly combined relic 
worship with their practice of Buddha~name recitation. They did not 
make the sorts of distinctions between Pure Land and other traditions 
that became increasingly in vogue after the inception of the J odo and 
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J odo Shin schools of "Kamakura Buddhism" by Honen and Shinran 
(II73-1262).124 

Chogen's most famous work, his Namu Amida Butsu sazen shu (Co1lec

tion of good deeds of Hail-to-Amida-Buddha [Chogen]),125 provides 
further indications of his ongoing involvement in Shingon. His repeated 
construction of five-wheeled reliquaries (gorin-to), which are unique to 
esoteric Buddhism, clearly places him within Shingon traditions of prac

tice. He enshrined a Buddha relic in a crystal five-wheel reliquary in Son
sho-in at T odaiji.126 The three relic grains that he enshrined at the Pure 

Land Hal1 were placed in a five-wheel reliquary of gilt-bronze.127 He also 
enshrined five-wheeled reliquaries in the subsidiary temples at Koya, 
Watanabe, and Bimanji (Omi province)-placing a relic in each of 
them.128 In addition, he listed the images he enshrined and halls he es
tablished at Daigoji and noted that he had established a sii.tra treasury 
and engaged in I,ooo days of ascetic practice there.129 

Chogen was in close personal contact with both Kakuzen and Sho
ken. Indeed, given Kakuzen' s dream of eating the jewel character and his 

subsequent entrance into a nenbutsu lineage, Kakuzen may well have 
been a member of Chogen' s group of reciters.130 By exploring Chogen' s 
writings, we can come to understand the connection between Kakuzen' s 
dream and his view that his entrance into a "nenbutsu lineage" (nenbutsu 
no ichimon) constituted the fulfillment of the dream. Chogen's Namu 
Am ida Butsu sazen shu describes a dream he had after his return to Japan 
from China in n68: "The Pilgrimage to Shinano Province: One time, I 
completed I,ooo,ooo recitations [of Amida's name] in thirteen days. An
other time, when I first dreamt during a seven-day and seven-night prac
tice of the uninterrupted nenbutsu, [the Buddha] gave me a gold-colored 
relic and told me to swa1low it, so I ended up swallowing it."131 The 
similarity between this dream and Kakuzen' s is made al1 the more com

pe1ling by the fact that Kakuzen saw his later entry into the group of re
citers as the fulfi1lment of his dream. Kakuzen obviously not only associ
ated Shoken with relic worship, but also thought of his involvement in 
Chogen' s group in such terms. He was probably, indeed, aware of Cho

gen' s dream, given his scholastic vocation as a compiler of Shingon 
manuscripts. One can speculate that he may have believed in a karmic 
connection between his own and Chogen's vision and taken full advan-
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rage of the occasion to portray his dream in such terms to the group. 
Moreover, as Nakano Genzo has established, Kakuzen engaged in Pure 
Land practice at Chogen' s New Subsidiary Temple of Koya, making it 
highly likely that the two interacted directly.132 

Chogen' s connection with Shoken also illustrates his ongoing ties to 

Daigoji and Shingon. From the late II50S, the master at Enko'in, the sub~ 
temple of Daigoji where Chogen lived, was Jichiun, who concurrently 
held the position of abbot of Daigoji, and so was at the same time the 
master of Shoken. It was, however, during the period of Chogen's effort 
to gather funds for the reconstruction of T odaiji that the connection 

between the two becomes apparent. In a text signed by Chogen dated 
rr85, he described Shoken as having seen the "superior good" of the 
cloistered emperor Go~Shirakawa's act of having Chogen offer two relics 
for enshrinement in the Great Buddha ofTodaiji.133 Shoken, indeed, had 
led the worship of the Buddha relics destined for Todaiji on behalf of 
Chogen in his quarters at Daigoji only five days earlier.l34 

Years later, in a deed of transfer (yuzurijo), Chogen handed over a se
ries of estates (shoen) and subsidiary temples to a Shingon monk from 
Daigoji named Johan (rr65-1225), a disciple of and nephew of Shoken 
who had received the sub-temple ofTonan'in at Todaiji from his uncle. 
Chogen pointed out in this deed that he had hoped to give the holdings 
to Shoken but, since the latter had died, he had decided to transfer them 
to Johan. Chogen sometimes uses the Pure Land Buddhist titles of"Nyo 
Amida Butsu" and "Gan Amida Butsu" for Shoken and Johan, respec~ 
tively, suggesting that he saw them as Pure Land believers while indicat
ing-through his action of bequeathal-that he identified himself more 
with the Daigoji monks than with the resident Todaiji monks. The deed, 
moreover, notes among the holdings bequeathed as part of the Pure 
Land Hall at T odaiji, of Watanabe bessho, and of Harima the Buddha 
relics of these subsidiary temples.135 The bequest not only suggests that 
Chogen wanted to keep the relics within the Shingon tradition but also 
indicates the extent to which relics had by this period become under
stood as treasures that could be conferred at will. They were, obviously, 
objects of pilgrimage and offering that regularly contributed to the in
come of temples. Chogen' s devotion to relics as well as their association 
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with the Shingon tradition is suggested on another occasion as well by a 
disagreement he had with the Todaiji monks. After the completion of 
the area around the Great Buddha Hall, they wanted to build a lecture 
hall and monks' residence, but Chogen preferred to use the funds to 

build a jeweled reliquary of seven stories.136 

A compilation of the teachings of Shoken, produced by Prince Shu
kaku and called Hisho (Secret notes), in the visualization section of its 

chapter on relics ("Dado hiketsu"), quotes Chogen (called here "Namu 
Amida Butsu") as saying: 

Namu Amida Butsu said, "The jewel of Mount Ben'ichi [Muro) is the jewel in the 

top-knot of Dainichi. The nin'o [relics) of Sakyamuni are buried in the Shingon 

chapel ofTodaiji." 

In the world, the name of"Ami[da Butsu)" was first [used to refer to] Shunjobo 

Chogen ofNanto Todaiji. For this reason, "Namu Amida Butsu" refers to Cho
gen.B7 

This esoteric account suggests that Chogen was knowledgeable about 

and, together with Shoken, was probably involved in wish-fulfilling jewel 
worship. His ongoing association with Shoken and Daigoji strongly sug
gests such knowledge, given the wealth of sources that depict continuing 
wish-fulfilling jewel worship by Shoken at Daigoji and in the palace. And 
the reference here to the Shingon chapel within T odaiji suggests that 
Chogen may have been involved in the worship, if not the initial enshri
nement, of the relics there. 

In addition, Chogen apparently claimed to have received 'jewels" 
(hoju) from a female aristocrat in a dream that he had at Ise Shrine in 
n86. Chogen had come to Ise to pray for the successful completion of the 
reconstruction ofTodaiji. The deity ofise appeared to him and said that 
she found it was difficult to accomplish great things because she had be
come weak in recent years; she told him he must quickly nourish her 

back to health. Chogen then enshrined the siitra Ta pojo ching (]. Dai
hannyakyo; Great perfection of wisdom scripture) in the shrine and re
cited the siitra with a group of 6o monks in front of the deity. Later, 
Chogen dreamt that a female aristocrat came before him with two jew
els-one white, one red; when he awoke, they were in his hand. He took 
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them back to Nara, where his vow to complete the Todaiji reconstruc

tion was quickly fulfilled. The jewels were said to have subsequently been 
enshrined in the head of the Great Buddha.138 

Evidence for Chogen's connection with wish-fulfilling jewels is not 
limited to these texts, however, because of his intimate involvement in 

the theft of large numbers of Buddha relics from Mount Muro in the 
fifth month ofKenkyu 2 (n91). The fact that the relics were stolen from 
Mount Muro, with its powerful connections with wish-fulfilling jewel 
legend, and that a variety of figures coveted the powers of such a jewel 
suggests that Chogen used the incident to his advantage. Kujo Kanezane 
was extremely perturbed by the mysterious incident and recorded his re
peated inquiries in his diary. His account is the basis for the following re
construction. 

Kanezane first noted the theft on the twenty-second day of the 
month, when the monk Kakuken (n3I-1212), a brother of Shaken and 
abbot ofKofukuji, reported a disturbance among the temple monks (pre
sumably of Muro and Kofukuji) over the incident. Chogen shortly came 
to see Kanezane, and following Chogen' s exhaustive explanation of the 
incident, the aristocrat wrote with gravity the cryptic line that it was "an 
extraordinary matter of the Last Age that is beyond description."139 

On the twenty-ninth, Kakuken reported to Kanezane that he had 
spoken with two of the five Buddhist masters and the shrine priests of 

Muro. On the thirtieth, Kakuken again reported problems among the 
monks, and on the next day, he succeeded in convincing the cloistered 
emperor Go-Shirakawa and Kanezane to dispatch an order that the ri
oting cease.140 

On the sixth day of the sixth month, Chogen again came to the capi
tal. He told Kanezane that his disciple Kutai, who had taken the relics, 
was insane, and pledged to return them. However, Kanezane wrote, in 
spite of Chogen' s pledge, Kii.tai had not as yet returned the relics, nor 

had a means been found to pacifY the monks of Kofukuji: "If the aristoc
racy does not adjudicate [the matter], won't the monks violently petition? 
At this point, [they] already want to punish Chogen, and furthermore, 
the success of the construction ofTodaiji is greatly due to the power of 
Kofukuji. If we turned our back on the temple, the great eaves [of the 
Todaiji buildings] will not be completed."141 
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It was decided later that day that a meeting would be held so that the 
cloistered emperor Go-Shirakawa could make a decision on the proper 

resolution for the problem. Things seemed only to get worse, however, as 
Chagen suddenly absconded on the tenth, leading Kanezane to ponder 
in his diary whether this were somehow connected with the theft of the 
Buddha relics. Go-Shirakawa, however, did not react with any surprise 
when told of this development by Kanezane' s assistant Hamuro Mune
yori (II54-1203); Muneyori attributed the reaction to the cloistered em
peror's status as a transformed deity (gonja), although Kanezane won
dered if the sovereign would actually resolve the matter.142 

A few days later, Shaken appeared in the capital. Shaken had until re

cently been busy with a rain-making rite at Daigoji. However, with the 
increasing concerns in the capital and in the clerical community over the 

relic theft, he surely wanted to have some influence on the cloistered em
peror's decision. Shaken went to Kanezane on the sixteenth and gave his 

opinion, as did a few other monks. The next day, the cloistered emperor 
held a meeting, to which Kanezane, Shoken, and Fujiwara no T adachika 
(n32-95), the lord keeper of the privy seal (naifu), were invited. After 
some discussion, in which no conclusions were reached, Go-Shirakawa 

decided that another meeting was needed and that an imperial order 
should be dispatched summoning Chogen and Kii.tai to testify before 
them. Two days later, Kii.tai came to Kanezane after the monthly relics 

assembly, but when Kanezane pressed him for details, he left.143 

The next day, Chogen and Kii.tai came to the meeting held to decide 
the matter, carrying with them 30 grains of Buddha relics-presumably 
those stolen from Mount Muro. They gave two grains to the imperial 
lady Tango no T subone, one grain to the minister of the right, and the 
rest of the relics to the cloistered emperor. Go-Shirakawa had a feeling 
that the relics were authentic, which blossomed into sincere faith when 
he heard Shoken recite sii.tras and a work of prophesy.144 Afterwards, 
Go-Shirakawa and those around him questioned both Kii.tai and Cho
gen. Chogen explained the details, and those at the meeting decided the 
relics were authentic.145 

Because of a taboo, however, Kanezane could not attend this meeting. 
His enforced absence was clearly a source of frustration to him, because 

Kanezane was skeptical about the authenticity of the relics. The only 
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other person recorded as having doubts in this regard was Shoken. Yet 
Shoken clearly helped Chogen through his recitation of sacred texts and 
potentially gained influence with Go~Shirakawa, as Chogen may have 
hoped. Go~Shirakawa was extremely happy to receive this large number 

of relics. Indeed, his age and bouts of illness had raised his interest in the 

powers of relics dramatically. As noted earlier, for twenty~one days dur~ 

ing an intercalary month between the twelfth month of this year and the 
beginning of the next, Shoken used relics to perform a wish~fulfilling 
jewel rite on behalf of the health of the ailing sovereign. 

Kanezane and, presumably, the monks of Kofukuji, Muroji, and To~ 
daiji were not necessarily pleased. Kanezane continued to express doubts 
about the authenticity of the relics. He noted on the day of the decision 
that inasmuch as it was a "sacred decision" of the sovereign, the resolu~ 

tion of the matter left the question of the authenticity or forgery of the 
relics unknowable. He expressed frustration at the fact that all he could 
do was entrust the matter to an imperial decision.146 Two weeks later, 
speaking to the director of operations at Todaiji, Fujiwara no Sadanaga 

(u49-95), as well as the monks Jien (I!55-1225; Kanezane's brother) and 
J oken ( n24-r; Shoken' s brother), Kanezane was still wondering why Go~ 
Shirakawa had decided in favor of authenticity. Was it to !)oothe the sor~ 
rowful heart of Chogen (whose disciple was said to have stolen the rel~ 
ics)2 Kanezane believed that the question of authenticity was a difficult 
one, and attributed the cloistered emperor's belief in the relics to Sho~ 
ken's reading of a work of prophesy.147 A month later, Kanezane sum~ 
moned the Shingon hijiri Shoshin (Butsugon; fl. II70-94) and monks of 
Daigoji to his quarters to discuss esoteric commentaries and scriptures 
that might give clues as to the relics' authenticity, although again, his di~ 
ary concludes with a series of questions that reveal his continuing bewil~ 
derment.148 

The monks of Kofukuji (and perhaps Muro) certainly did not gain 
from this series of events. The stolen relics were never returned to Muro, 
and, authentic or not, the objects were lost to these communities. 
Moreover, Chogen had improved his position with the cloistered em~ 
peror, and their riots had won them nothing. Chogen and the other 
Shingon relic worshippers gained to the extent that their own tradition 
of relic worship and even its literary traditions associating Kukai with 
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Muro were reaffirmed at the highest levels of the imperial court. Even 
Kanezane, despite his questions about the relics, investigated the matter 
by consulting Shingon monks, especially those associated with Daigoji. 
Meanwhile, the questionable reputation of the relics followed them: 
Minamoto no Y oritomo, when offered three relic grains by an obscure 

monk named Shoichi in the seventh month of II9I, refused them. On be
half ofYoritomo, the abbot ofTsurugaoka Hachimangu told Shoichi, "If 

these are of that kind [stolen by Kutai], I'm not without suspicion [as to 
their authenticity]."149 

Clearly, the theft of the Muro relics and its awkward resolution were 

the culmination of Chogen' s simultaneous involvement with three sectors 
of early medieval Japanese society-the imperial family, aristocrats, and 
Shingon. As the monk charged with raising funds to rebuild T odaiji, 
Chogen engaged in various efforts to gain local support for his project at 
the same time that he established numerous worship centers. His fund
raising effort thus placed him in a mediating position between the impe
rial family (especially the cloistered emperor), local aristocracy, and cler

ics. As a figure whose activities were as economic as they were religious, 
Chogen both received and conferred relics. Through these actions, he 

improved his religious and political position vis-a-vis these three groups. 
Whatever the truth of the matter-whether Chogen directed his dis

ciple to steal the relics or found out about the theft after the fact-no 
one might have known about the disciple's involvement if Chogen had 
not come forward. Thus, whatever "really" happened, Chogen's boldness 
in coming forward in effect appropriated the incident to his advantage. 
The theft of the Muro relics thus enabled him to improve his relations 
with Go-Shirakawa. Go-Shirakawa was in increasingly ill health, and the 
acquisition of some 30 Buddha relics-almost equivalent in number to 
the grains in the wish-fulfilling jewel as described in Kukai' s Last Testa
ment-potentially gave him access to the healing powers of the Buddha's 
body.lSO 

When considered together with his interaction with Shoken and 
Kakuzen, Chogen' s offering of the relics to Go-Shirakawa, as well as the 
number of relics he gave to the cloistered sovereign, suggests that Chogen 
was either intimately involved in or keenly aware of the connotations of 
the practice of wish-fulfilling jewel worship. Shukaku's contemporary 
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quotation of Chogen's description of the Muro relics further suggests 
this. 

Chogen's involvement in the incident both illustrated the court's belief 

in the powers of relics and publicized the legends associating Mount 
Muro-and Shingon-with relic veneration, especially in the form of 

wish-fulfilling jewel worship. It also marked the historical moment when 

many Japanese first recognized that the Buddha relic could be seen as a 
sacred commodity. The wish-fulfilling jewel accomplished, over a long 
period of time, the transformation of the relic into a valuable. The theft 
at Muro indicated that the relic had become, for some, not only a valu
able but also an object of desire. 

Buddha Relics, Shingon, and the Value of the Object 

The uses of relics were transformed dramatically during the tenth to 
twelfth centuries. Although relics continued to be given in offering on 
the accession of the emperor and worshipped as the honzon of the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite, the developments of numerous Shingon lineages and 
"popular" traditions of relic worship increased both the written portrayal 
and the ritual use of relics. 

Aristocrats of the capital had begun personally to collect relics by the 
mid-Heian period. Monks of the Ono branch of Shingon began the 
practice of manufacturing wish-fulfilling jewels soon thereafter. By their 
very existence in what was increasingly perceived as the Last Age of the 
Law, the jewels legitimated the access of Shingon monks to the body of 
the increasingly distant Buddha. 

All these events underscored the revaluation of the Buddha relic. 
Clerics, aristocrats, and the imperial house fetishized the relic, which had 
since early times been an important medium for the realization of the 
powers of Buddhism. That is, they transformed the relic from an object 
signifying only the presence of the Buddha into a valuable with the power 
of fulfilling the desires of its worshippers. Their association of relics with 

jewels culminated in the development of practices such as relic invento
ries and the production of wish-fulfilling jewels, drawing on both conti
nental Buddhist and native representations to develop an early medieval 
mechanism for social alchemy. The explosion of rituals, discourses, and 
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even thefts attesting to the value and powers of relics in Shingon bore 

witness to this remarkable process. The development of a store of several 
thousand relics in the Fujiwara house and the Fujiwara enshrinement of 

a wish-fulfillingjewel at Uji indicate the extent to which the Buddha relic 
had now become a family treasure. The texts by and about Oe no Chika
michi show that aristocrats of other families also believed in the powers 
of relics, and Chogen' s enshrinement of relics in subsidiary temples that 

helped support his fund-raising efforts suggests that relics were already 
objects of popular devotion. The cloistered emperor's willingness to be
lieve in the authenticity of the relics of Kutai and Chogen and his spon

sorship of a wish-fulfilling jewel rite for his health by Shaken months 
after the theft reveals that the sovereign had faith in the powers of relics 
to regenerate his body and guarantee his sovereignty. 

The theft of the Muro relics brought to culmination a process in 

which the imperial and Fujiwara houses increasingly engaged in the wor
ship and distribution of relics. The fact that Kutai and Chogen claimed 
the relics were from Muro suggests their effort to associate the relics with 

the wish-fulfilling jewel of Kukai' s Last Testament and the esoteric teach

ings of Shingon more generally. They returned some 30 relics, virtually 
equivalent to the 32 portrayed as needed for manufacture of a wish
fulfilling jewel in esoteric texts. Even Kanezane consulted monks of the 
Shingon school and of Daigoji in particular to clarify the status of these 
relics, further illustrating the extent to which he associated relics with 
Shingon traditions. 

The inception of the theft of relics more generally draws attention 
to the transformation of relics as objects of value. The Muro theft was only 
the first of many such thefts in medieval Japan, because the perceived value 
of relics made them ongoing objects of contention. The Shingon monk 
Jinken, a disciple ofSeigen, included a section in his work on the appropri
ate esoteric rites to be undertaken in the event of the theft ofToji relics

those in worship ofButsugen, Shoden, and Go-Daikokuzo-rituals often 
used in wish-fulfilling jewel veneration.151 This suggests that theft was 
common enough to be feared as a real possibility. 

As objects of value, relics offered not only wealth bur also a material 
means to mediate social relations. So great was their value to the imperial 
court that in 1216 it conducted an exhaustive search to capture a large 
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group of thieves who had stolen the Buddha relics ofToji. A court docu
ment announcing the theft and the search called the relics the "spiritual 
jewels of three countries [India, China, and Japan)" and expressed anxiety 
that, with the Last Age of the Law, this theft might indicate the loss of 

powers to protect imperial rule.152 Later thefts invariably caused concern 

among the emperor and those close to him. Emperor Hanazono (r. rjo8-

r8) mentioned a similar theft of Buddha relics in his diary, noting that after 
the incident all the remaining relics were placed into one vase.153 This 
theft, which occurred in 1329, caused so great a commotion that the monk 
Goho described a rumble of thunder that reached heaven due to the anger 
of the dragon deity at the Shinzen' en imperial garden, who was known for 
protecting the relics of Shingon as well as the prosperity of the realm.154 

The medieval Japanese found, indeed, that the Buddha relic was valued on 
all levels of the Buddhist cosmos, which made T oji' s possession of them all 
the more alluring to those clerics and aristocrats who lacked them. The 
value of the object lay in both the Buddha's nearness and the apotropaic 
powers of his body, which provided seeds for hope and envy in a troubled 
era. Its possession, in the eyes of those who hoped to acquire it, potentially 
provided them with the authority of the Buddha and the ritual legitimacy 
of the clerics of the Shingon tradition. 

Indeed, as we saw above with the Tendai monkJihen's equation of the 

wish-fulfilling jewel with Buddha relics and with the yasakani no maga
tama jewel among the imperial regalia, manuscripts of the late thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries suggest that clerics of the exoteric-esoteric Bud
dhist schools and members of the court-perhaps even members of the 
shogunate-believed increasingly in an inexorable relationship between 
sovereignty and possession of the wish-fulfilling jeweL At the same time, 
by this era, it would seem that even Buddha relics may have been freed to 
some degree from their discursive moorings to the historical Sakyamuni, 
with the elaborations of theories identifying them with Mahavairocana, 
the Sun Buddha Dainichi, a figure easily equated with the Sun deity 
Amaterasu, the main object of veneration at Ise Daijingu. For example, 

the Shingon monk Gaho (d. 1317) would claim in his writings that all of 
the most esoteric of Buddhist rites in the imperial palace were wish
fulfilling jewel rites conducted in worship of Aizen myoo-the regular 
end-of-the-month recitations and the nightly recitations noted earlier, as 
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well as the Latter Seven~ Day Rite. Moreover, he equates Aizen myoo 
with Amaterasu and the Sun~Wheel (Nichirin)-Dainichi. In fact, he 

writes, "Nichirin is in the august sitting room (Jijuden) (of the palace]; 
that is, it is the august mirror [among the imperial regalia, the symbol of 
Amaterasu] ."155 

Gaho's identification of the mirror in the Jijuden with the wish~ 
fulfilling jewel also corresponds historically with increasing concerns of 
members of the court about the imperial regalia, a matter connected in 
part to the conflicts within the imperial family over proper succession, 

and the more general potential threats associated with the shogunate and 
invasion by the Mongols. As was noted by Abe Y asuro, the description 
by retired emperor Hanazono in his diary of theft of the Kannon figure 
from the Futama in 1331 indicates as well the immense concern of the im~ 

perial family for the image, apparently on a par in importance with the 
imperial regalia.156 We may recall that Kannon was the figure venerated 
nightly by the medieval era by guardian monks (gojiso) in the Futama, 
which was next to the Y oru no otodo area of the imperial residence 

(Seiryoden) where the sacred sword and jewel regalia were enshrined-a 
practice seen by Gaho and others as a wish~fulfillingjewel rite. 

Thus by the fourteenth century, the authority of Sakyamuni embod~ 
ied in relics and wish~fulfilling jewels came to be identified by some cler~ 
ics with that of Dainichi and, most significantly, the figure of Amaterasu. 
In this light, we can envision all the more readily the symbolic power of 
relics and jewels in the medieval era. The significations of relics and jew~ 
els, tied primarily to the figure of the historical Buddha and to the treas~ 

ury of T oji, were increasingly supplemented by the figures of Dainichi, 
Amaterasu, and the sites most intimately tied with the imperial regalia: 
the palace and the shrine of Is e. At the same time, we should not assume 
that these were the only new significations of relics and jewels. Just as we 
saw that relics and wish~fulfillingjewels were thought to be enshrined in 
a whole series of locations, their significations-and, by extension, their 

authority-could not be limited to merely the throne. Indeed, we will see 
that Buddha relics and wish~fulfilling jewels provided, in the eyes of 
women of the imperial court as well as of members of the shogunates of 
the medieval era, keys to the acquisition of authority and salvation in an 

increasingly unstable era. 
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Previous chapters have shown that a variety of social groups developed 
rites of Buddha relic veneration for a number of reasons. The imperial 
court's regular offering of Buddha relics on the accession of a new em~ 
peror legitimated successive reigns and thereby reconfirmed relations 
with large shrines throughout the realm. The Shingon school's Latter 
Seven~ Day Rite and traditions of wish~fulfillingjewel worship improved 
its relations with the court. Relic veneration was not limited to the court 
and the Shingon school, however. The aristocrat Oe no Chikamichi was 
heavily involved in a mode of popular relic veneration that transcended 
the schools oflate Heian Buddhism. Chogen, although employed to raise 
funds for the reconstruction of Todaiji and associated with Shingon, 
worshipped, conferred, and perhaps even stole relics in the spaces be~ 
tween the court, Shingon, and the Fujiwara family-part of the reason 
for the uproar over the Muro theft. 

Other popular traditions of relic veneration involved issues of gender. 
By the mid~ Heian era, relic worship rites were not only accessible to both 
genders but often patronized by women. By the mid~twelfth century, 
women, at least in the imperial court, were playing a pivotal role in the 
protection and worship of relics. These traditions attest to the power of 
relics to mediate social relations in multiple ways and suggest that by 
worshipping relics, women were attempting to maintain the lineage of 
the imperial and Fujiwara houses. At the same time, these rites provided 
women a critical avenue for gaining Buddhist salvation. Male and female 
members of the court sponsored female worship of relics as well as the 
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worship of relics on behalf of women in childbirth to protect and regen
erate their lineages. In addition, to gain salvation, court women devel

oped a popular mode of Buddhist religiosity that centered on access to 

the body of the Buddha in the Last Age of the Law. The place of women 

in the dynamics of these ritual activities in the imperial house may sug
gest not merely that they were mediators of religious power but that they 
had a ritual prerogative in the worship of relics akin to that of the monks 

ofToji and fund-raising monks like Chogen. 
Women acquired this ritual prerogative primarily as the result of a 

degendering of the veneration of the Buddha's remains-a historical de

velopment with complex implications for the women of early medieval 
Japan. To acquire access to relics, the women of the court appropriated 
historical and literary associations that linked women with relic venera

tion. By acquiring relics and engaging in their veneration, they strength
ened their authority and position within their lineage, suggesting thereby 
the ultimate irrelevance of gender to the worship of Buddha relics. And, 
in turn, their access to relics formed in part the grounds for their in
creasingly esoteric appropriation and veneration by women of the impe
rial court. 

In this way, the Buddha relic was reconceived along novel lines and 

appropriated in a context quite different from those we have previously 
seen. Whereas the Heian court and the Shingon school had constructed 

distinct visions of the relic in association with notions of imperial sover
eignty and the production ofShingon lineage, the wish-fulfillingjewel in
creasingly became an object of contention as the site of increasingly com
peting representations. Here, partly in connection with the visions of 
Fujiwara members of the imperial court and partly in connection with 
the growth of different views of the wish-fulfilling jewel, the relic became 
a nexus for the reinterpretation of gender and familial authority. 

Gender in Relic Worship of the Mid-Heian Era 

Although the ruling empresses Suiko (r. 592-628) and Shotoku (r. 749-

58, 764-70) patronized the construction of reliquaries and the worship 
of Buddha relics, it was not until the Heian era that aristocratic women 
began to engage more broadly in relic worship. The earliest work to 
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mention their involvement in relic veneration is Minamoto no 

Tamenori's Sanboe-kotoba. The section on the relic assembly (shari-e) of 

Enryakuji ends with the comment that 

people who attend the relic assembly are exuberant about approaching and seeing 

[the relics). Yet women, who do not [are not permitted to] climb the mountain 

[Hiei), sadly hear of the matter only distantly. I have heard that a relic assembly be

gun by Chien-chen is conducted annually in the fifth month at Toshodaiji and also 

sometimes in the third month at KazanQi] following a practice established by 

Bishop Henjo. Ladies from all manner of families and places are permitted to make 

a pilgrimage to these two temples and make obeisance to the relics.1 

Unfortunately, given the paucity of manuscripts remaining from the era, 
no other extant sources refer to these practices. 

Tamenori's depiction suggests that the relic assemblies at Toshodaiji 

and Kazanji offered women their only access to relics since Mount Hiei, 

home of the main T endai monastery, Enryakuji, was designated a sacred 
space forbidden to women (nyonin kekkai). Thus, the assemblies at To
shodaiji and Kazanji gave women of the capital and Nara areas the op
portunity to see and worship Buddha relics. Toshodaiji was the temple of 
the great precepts master Chien-chen, who had brought some 3,ooo rel

ics with him from China in the eighth century. Kazanji, usually known as 
Gangyoji, was the temple of the esoteric T endai monk Henjo ( 816-90 ). 

The twelfth-century Konjaku monogatari shu (Tales of times now past) 
suggests that, by the late tenth century, the T endai relic assembly was 
sometimes performed on behalf of mothers of the monk-officiants. The 
text begins with a brief note concerning the founding of the assembly by 
Ennin and then says the Enryakuji monk Ryogen (912-85) moved the 
relic assembly from Mount Hiei to the Yoshida area in the capital on be
half of his mother: "The abbot of the mountain [Hiei], the great Arch
bishop Jie [Ryogen], performed this service in the area called Yoshida on 
the ( ) day of the ( )th month of ( )2 year, having brought the relics 
down [ftom Hiei] to worship there. Many monks were invited to per
form music for a full-day [relic] assembly. The occasion was joyous."3 It 
is apparent, in this account, that Ryogen performed the relic assembly in 
Yoshida for his living mother, who presumably was able to attend.4 

Moreover, the account, in conjunction with that in Sanboe-kotoba, sug-
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gests that the monks ofEnryakuji were attempting to respond to the fer
vor of female believers. 

Konjaku monogatari shu then describes the relic assembly as practiced in 

the early eleventh century, apparently under the direction of the monk 

Ingen (954-1028): 

After that, the abbot of the mountain [Hiei) ( ) said, "It is extremely lamentable 

that the [relic) assembly does not [include) worship by any of the women of the 

capital." When he brought the relics down [from Hiei) to the Hoko'in chapel for 

worship, monks, laity, men, and women from throughout the capital prostrated 

themselves in worship and wailed without limit. It was the year ( ). Finally, on the 

( )th day of the fourth month, the relic assembly was performed in the Gidarinji 

temple. When the relics were passed from the Hoko'in chapel to the Gidarinji tem

ple for worship, it was incomparably joyous. The more than two hundred monks 

invited wore clerical garb of four colors, and two assistant monks led them at the 

front of two rows. Musicians and dancers of the Great Tang and Koguryo lined up 

left and right to tunes of "Bodhisattva," "Bird," and "Child of the Butterfly,''5 the 

sound of the music being joyous. The ones who carried the relic shrine wore head

gear and brocade. They walked up Suzaku Boulevard, the ritual performance of the 

procession being truly noble. There wasn't extra time to set up viewing stands on 

the left and right sides of the Boulevard, so the august viewing stands of Koichi

jo'in6 and Nyudo dono [Fujiwara no Michinaga] were first set up, and then the oth

ers were as well. Many jeweled trees7 were planted along the route, and various 

flowers fell from the sky [i.e., those scattered by the attendants appeared to be fal

ling from the sky). The censers of the monks as well as the varieties of incense that 

they burnt were splendid. When [the relic) was enshrined in Gidarinji, the ritual to

gether with the court dances and music was fascinating. 

Since its construction, the adornments of Gidarin have been like those of the 

Pure Land. It is said that after that [relic assembly], the relics were also passed for 

worship to the emperor and imperial consorts before being returned to the moun

tain [Hiei).8 

As with the assemblies mentioned in Sanboe-kotoba, the motivation 
for the temporary movement of the relics to the capital was to give 

women the opportunity to worship them. This assembly brought to
gether clerics and lay men and women from throughout the capitaL The 
Hoko'in chapel, which extended beyond the confines of the capital to the 
edge of the Kamo River, north of Nijo Boulevard and east of Kyogoku 
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Boulevard, was formerly the residence of Fujiwara no Kaneie (929-90), 

onetime chancellor and regent and the father of Michinaga.9 Gidarinji, 
formerly the residence of Fujiwara no Akimitsu (944-1021), was just to 

the north of the Hoko'in chapel.10 Both temples were, in short; family 

chapels of the Fujiwaras. 

The procession was clearly very large, and the presence of Michinaga 
and the prince in the viewing stands indicates that both high-level aristo

crats and the imperial family were interested in the rite. The size of the 
procession, however, was not without precedent: the procession that ac

companied a Buddha relic to the Hokkeji nunnery in 766 included 200 
aristocrats, who wore fine clothes and surrounded the relic with banners 
along the route.U This placement of a relic in a nunnery during the reign 
of Empress Shotoku is an early example of the involvement of women in 

relic worship. The precedent was surely known by many, since elaborate 
forms of Chinese music were also a feature of the earlier procession.U 

The emperor and his consorts were also involved in this assembly. 

The Nihon kiryaku, which dates it in 1024 (Manju 1), notes the presence of 

the "cloistered consort" (ingu)-presumably referring to Jotomon'in (Fu

jiwara no Shoshi, 988-1074)-together with Michinaga, his son Fujiwara 
no Y orimichi, and others at Ingen' s performance of the relic worship 
rite.B A description of the same rite in Eiga monogatari (A tale of bloom
ing fortunes) also indicates the importance of the consorts' participation 
in the worship of Buddha relics: 

The abbot of the Mountain [Hiei] (Ingen) thought it regretful that women could not 

make obeisance to the relics there, so in the relic assembly, when the relics were first 

brought down [from the mountain], those in the world (i.e., laity] came and made 

obeisance .... Beginning with those for Koichijo'in, Michinaga, and others, the august 

gallery stands were frantically assembled for the appearance (of the relics being] 

moved from Hoko'in to the temple called Gidarin. First, the august gallery stands 

were a magnificent site! And on that day (of the procession of relics for the assembly] 

the sounds of the staffs and Sanskrit of more than 300 monks and so on, the various 

(aristocrats] who arranged their ceremonial dress magnificently, the initial arrival of 

the two palanquins (housing relics], the fabulous boy servants (apparently carrying 

incense burners] continuing to walk (accompanying the palanquins J (-all were 

splendid ... ]. On the route from Hoko'in to Gidarin stood magnificent jeweled trees 

and so on, and flowers of various colors fell from the sky while silver and gold braziers 

mixed the incense they burnt [splendidly]. It was unspeakably splendid! 
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At Gidarin, where the regular boy attendants dressed the child dancers in mag

nificent ceremonial costumes, they danced in the front garden, which was polished 

like the Pure Land Sukhavati [of Amida ], appearing covered with jewels .... One 

could only think that this was the Pure Land! 

After the [assembly] ended, Michinaga from his august gallery stand exhaus

tively gave excellent gifts [to others present], as did the abbot of the mountain, ac

cording with custom. Insofar as (the imperial consorts) [and emperor] did not wit

ness [the events at] this hall [in Gidarinji], the Buddha relics were taken to be 

worshipped by the emperor and imperial consorts. 

Years ago, Abbot Jie [Ryogen J of the mountain conducted the same [assembly J 
at a spot called Yoshida on behalf of his mother. At that time, it was thought to be a 

magnificent and rare event of the age, and it is spoken of in our time, but this event 

[assembly] should not be spoken of [in comparison with] that; if one spoke in the 

same breath of the event of that time with that of our era, this event would be the 

only one of the two [worthy to be characterized as J marvelous.14 

To judge from these mid-Heian records, the T endai school developed 
means of making public presentations of Buddha relics between the late 
tenth and the early eleventh centuries. One impetus for this innovation 

was presumably the existence of public relic assemblies at Toshodaiji and 
Kazanji, which would have served to emphasize the closed character of the 
Hiei assembly. The account in Sanboe-kotoba hints that many female aris

tocrats yearned for an opportunity to see and worship the relics. In addi
tion, Konjaku monogatari shu and Eiga monogatari suggest that the Fujiwara 
and imperial families were intimately involved in worshipping Buddha 
relics. Their active roles in the rite of 1024, illustrated by Michinaga' s gifts 
and the temporary display of the relics at the palace and consorts' resi
dences, implies that they had major roles in the patronage of such rites. 

Written Records ojWomen,Jewels, and Relics 

CONTINENTAL BUDDHIST MOTIFS 

AND NATIVE PRECEDENTS 

Accounts associating women with relics, drawing on both continental 
and native sources, occur sporadically in Japanese texts. Beginning in the 

ninth century, Japanese tale collections and biographies began to charac-
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terize women as being not only involved in Buddha relic veneration but 

also connected mysteriously with relic manifestation. 
The early Buddhist tale collection Nihon koku genpo zen' aku ryoi ki 

(Extraordinary stories of the retribution of good and evil in Japan), com
piled by the Yakushiji monk Kyokai (787-822), contains a story entitled 
"Birth of a Female Child with Relics in Her Hand Due to [Her Parents'] 
Vow to Erect a Sttlpa" that depicts events in Japan. 

[She] was born with (her]left hand closed. Her father and mother were mystified, 

and tried to open the clenched hand, but its grip was all the more tight, and it would 

not open .... (But] instead of having spite and abandoning her, they raised her with 

affection, and she gradually grew, possessing beautiful features. When she reached 

seven years, she opened her hand and showed it to her mother, saying, "Look at 

these things." When (her mother ]looked at her palm, there were two grains of rel

ics. (Her mother J was overjoyed and amazed and informed others, who were also 

joyous, the word reaching the provincial governor. The lords of the county were also 

filled with joy and, leading a group of believers, erected a seven-story stiipa, depos

iting the relics within and concluding [the assembly] with an offering to them .... 

The child immediately died after the stiipa was built.15 

The child, it would seem, is not a fully human figure, since she dies soon 
after the completion of the reliquary. She is, rather, a divine bestower of 
gifts or a mediator for the completion ofher parents' vow. We might say, 
following William R. LaFleur, that as a "human pagoda" she "housed, or 
enshrined, a physical residue of Sakyamuni in her own body" -a supe
rior being "metamorphosed into human form."16 

The narrative is a variation of stories from the continent, as we see in a 
story in the India section of Konjaku monogatari shu depicting the story of 
the birth of the daughter of King Asoka. A poor female servant sees King 
Asoka build the 84,000 jeweled sttlpas to house Buddha relics and make 
offerings to the community of monks. She infers the karmic significance 
of his actions and notes that deeds in previous lives have made him a holy 
wheel-turning king (tenrin joo). She sadly recognizes that her birth in 
poverty was due to transgressions in previous existences. Yet one day she 
discovers a copper coin, which she gives to the monks. Soon after, she 
dies and is reborn as the incomparably beautiful child of King Asoka. 
Her right hand is closed from birth. The king opens up the child's hand 
at the queen' s request when she is five and discovers a gold coin; every 
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time Asoka removes the coin, another one appears in its place, until the 
coffers of his treasury are completely filledP This account is based on a 

story in the seventh-century Chinese collection Fa-yuan chu-lin and the 
earlier legends of Asoka.18 

In both versions, the child's hand is clenched at birth. The mother, in 

each case, witnesses the strangeness of the hand. However, in the Chinese
based Konjaku version, it is the father who opens the child's hand, and it 

contains a coin rather than a relic. Also, the female servant's reasoning out 
of the workings of karma is emphasized; she realizes the enlightened char
acter and karmic benefits of the king' s action of building reliquaries and 

making other gifts to the Buddhist community. Based on her gift of a cop
per coin, not only is she born into a wealthy family, but the coins that her 
hand spews are gold rather than copper. Even the currency has improved; 

the return on her enlightened investment, like that of King Asoka, gives 
her wealth and status far superior to her original gift. 

In the Japanese story, however, the child is an incarnated figure who 
does not seem to be subject to the workings of karma. Rather, she has a 
mission-to bestow relics so that a reliquary can be constructed. The 
coins, which in the Konjaku story are the mark of karmic benefit, are here 
transformed into a Buddha relic that serves as the object of patronage of 
the Buddhist community, which consists of the family, members of local 

government, and others. Yet the relic, like the coins of the Konjaku tale, is 
synechdochic for infinite plenty; it is a piece of the Buddha, bestowed on 
the community so that they, too, can have access to the plenitude of the 
Buddha's body. 

In both stories, a female figure is depicted as the giver who is the key 
actor in the patronizing of a reliquary. In the Konjaku version, the female 
servant achieves a remarkable improvement in status upon finding and 

giving the coin. The Japanese account refigures this by transforming the 
fecund coin into a relic, yet retains the gender of the key actor. In each 
case, the female figure has a special connection with relic ve11;eration and 
the realization of fecundity. 

This association of a female child with Buddha relics is found in an
other tale in the Ryoi ki collection. Here, a woman gives birth to a ball of 

flesh that hatches after seven days to form a female child. Before the age 
of seven, the child is able to recite with humility both the Lotus and the 
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Flower Garland siitras. The girl is not a normal human figure, since she 
lacks a vagina. She becomes a nun, whereupon some deride her with the 

title "ape sage" (saru hijiri). Later, she outshines monks in her knowledge 
of the Flower Garland Sutra, and those around her realize she is an incar~ 
nation of a holy figure. She becomes the leader of both lay believers and 
clerics, who refer to her as Bodhisattva Shari (Shari bosatsu), a name 

that associates her both with the relics of the Buddha (shari) and with 

the great disciple Sariputra (Sharihotsu, Sharishi).19 The narrative com~ 
pares the child with such female figures as the daughter of the first great 
patron of the Buddha, the wealthy merchant Sudatta, who gave birth to 
ten eggs, out of which hatched boys who eventually became arhats; the 
account emphasizes that even in Japan, there is such a good (female) fig~ 
ure.20 In the Japanese tale, however, the giver is not the mother but the 
daughter, who exists as an incarnated figure offering salvation to sentient 
beings. The name Bodhisattva Shari suggests connections in these nar~ 
ratives of the female child, relics, the incarnated character of the child, 
and her position as giver. 

These tales are closely related to the Buddhist story retold in Konjaku 
monogatari shu of the daughter of the Indian king Prasenajit during the 

historical Buddha's existence. Zenkonyo (Good~ Light Woman),21 as she 
is called in the text, is so beautiful that she literally illuminates her sur~ 
roundings. Her knowledge of the karmic roots of her present condition 
leads to a confrontation with her father, when he speaks of his love for 

her. Zenkonyo responds that she is not particularly happy about her cir~ 
cumstances, because her present state is simply due to karmic influences. 
The king, angered over her seemingly cool response, decides to give her 
in marriage to the ugliest of beggars. Zenkonyo, however, is unperturbed 
by her lot and inquires about her new husband's parents; her husband 
tells her that they are long dead and that they were incomparably wealthy 
and lived in a palace much like her father's. 

Although only ruins of the palace remain, Zenkonyo is adamant that 
they visit the site. On arriving, she sees gold, silver, and the rest of the 
"seven jewels" (shichi ho; sometimes pronounced shippo) buried in the 
ground, and after hiring someone to dig them up, the couple becomes 
fabulously wealthy. Feeling remorse for his actions, her father tries to 
bring his daughter back to his palace but finds that her new home is as 
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grand as his own. Prasenajit then approaches the Buddha to ask why his 
daughter was born with a body of radiant light and why she has good 
fortune in spite ofbeing cast out of his palace. The Buddha explains: 

King Bandhumat erected a seven-jeweled stiipa following the nirvii.l)a of the Buddha 

Vipasyin, depositing the relics of the Buddha within. The queen then placed a wish

fulfilling jewel in her crown and, putting it [the jewel and crown J in the stiipa, 

vowed, "Due to the merit [of this ac;:t ], may I upon rebirth have longevity and avoid 

rebirth in the eight realms, including the three lowest." ... She was born [in the next 

life J in a royal house, emitting light from her body, in accordance with her prayer.22 

Although this tale does not begin with a description of Zenkonyo' s birth 
or infancy, she has remarkable characteristics. Her present condition
her status and her body of radiant light-results from her gift to the 
stii.pa and her vow in a previous life. Moreover, her gift is a wish-fulfilling 

jewel, which was sometimes equated by the Chinese and Japanese with 
Buddha relics. Here, the jewel appears distinct in the narrative from the 

relics placed in the stii.pa by the king, although jewel, crown, and relics 
are together enshrined within the reliquary. 

Konjaku monogatari shu also includes the tale of continental origins of 
the daughter of the wealthy patron Sudatta, noted in the story from Ni

hon ryoi ki analyzed above. This daughter, Sumana (J. Soman), meets the 
Buddha and decides to coat the wall of his room with incense. While she 
is doing this, she meets a prince-the son of the king of the country of 
Shari, who has recently died. The son falls in love with Sumana and 
wants to marry her. Asking King Prasenajit of Sravasti for permission to 
marry her, he is told that he should speak to her himsel£ The prince de
cides to steal her away to his country on an elephant, in spite of the anger 
ofSudatta and others. Later, Sumana gives birth to ten eggs, which hatch 
into beautiful boys who eventually meet the Buddha and become arhats. 
Ananda asks Buddha what kind of merit they had to be born beautiful, 
in a wealthy family, and to meet the Buddha and attain enlightenment. 
The Buddha tells him that long ago, after Vipasyin entered nirviil).a, his 
relics were placed in stii.pas. An old woman rebuilt one of the stii.pas 

when it became dilapidated. Ten young boys decided to help her. She 
was reborn as Sumana, and the boys were reborn as her sons. The tale 

concludes by quoting the Mahasanghika vinaya, "It is better to use a lump 
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of dirt sincerely to repair a Buddha-stiipa than to give a hundred thou

sand pieces of gold."23 

The word "Shari" used to designate the country-a shortening of the 
usual term for the country of T ak~asila (T okushashiri) -is homony
mous with the word for relic (shari).24 The father of the prince, king of 
Shari, has just died, and the prince turns to the beautiful maiden whom 
he sees grinding and mixing incense for the Buddha. He is so desirous of 
Sumana that he is willing to ignore the others and steal her. For the 
prince, to abduct her is somehow to acquire not only her perfect beauty 
but also her merit, as though to compensate for the loss of his father. 
Sumana subsequently gives birth to boys who are hatched from eggs and 
thus not normal human figures~ These exceptional boys are, ultimately, 
united with the Buddha and gain enlightenment, testifying further to 
their special character. Metaphorically, they are returned to the Buddha, 
traversing spatial distance and implicitly expiating thereby their father's 
sin of abduction. This is a circular pilgrimage, since they are the children 
of a woman who adorned the Buddha's room and who was taken to 
Shari, away from her father and from the presence of the Buddha. They 
and th~ir mother bring to fruition the karma they produced through 
their original ritual action of rebuilding a stiipa: she, via her mixing of in
cense and her act of giving birth; they, by means of becoming arhats. All 
of them now reap the benefits of their past actions-the mother through 
access to the Buddha and his disciples; they through their opportunity to 
unite with the Buddha. 

This female figure, like the Japanese girl born with a relic in her hand, 
mediates the adornment of the Buddha-the wall of his room function

ing as a metonymy for his personal presence-as well as the reproduction 
of his community. In a sense, Sumana is the connection between the liv
ing Buddhist community and the remains of their founder, symbolized 
by the use of shari for the country of her destination. At the same time, 
she traces the spatial reproduction of Buddhism in new contexts by being 
abducted to the country of the prince. Moreover, she literally reproduces 
the Buddhist community in her new arena, as her sons become the Bud
dha's disciples. 

The figure of the female as giver is also closely related to the story of 
the daughter of the dragon king in the Lotus Sutra. The daughter of the 
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dragon king, like the female child with the relic in her hand, is somehow 

different from humans. In this case, however, she not only possesses ex~ 

traordinary knowledge and wisdom but also attains enlightenment: 

Maiijusri ... said, "The daughter of the dragon king Sagara had just turned eight. 

[She] had wisdom and superior capacities and was well able to know the faculties 

and actions of beings. [She] attained dharal}.i and was able to remember well the en

tire secret treasury of the teachings of the Buddhas, which are extremely deep .... 

[She] put forth the thought of enlightenment and attained [the state of] non

backsliding instantly. . . . The bodhisattva Cumulative Wisdom said, "Seeing 

the Thus-Come [One] Sakya[-muni] accumulate merit for immeasurable aeons 

through difficult and painful practices, I can't believe that this girl realized true un

derstanding in the space of an instant." ... 

At that time, [the Buddha's disciple J Sariputra spoke to the dragon girl, saying ... 

"The body of a girl is polluted and is not a vessel of the dharma .... How can a fe

male body quickly realize Buddhahoodt At that time, the dragon girl had a jewel 

that had the value of 3,ooo thousandfold worlds. [She] held [it] up and gave [it] to 

the Buddha, and the Buddha thereupon accepted it .... The girl said, "See my reali

zation of Buddhahood with your spiritual powers-further, it will be even quicker 

than this." 

At the time, [those in J the assembly all saw the dragon girl instantly turn into a 

male, possessing the actions of a bodhisattva and thus going to the undefiled world 

to the South, sitting on a jeweled lotus, realizing perfect understanding ... and 

preaching the wondrous dharma for all beings.25 

The dragon girl is not human, but a naga, a dragon~like creature associ~ 
ated with the protection of the Buddhist teaching and of Buddha relics. 
Moreover, unlike Sakyamuni, who was human, she does not need to ac~ 
cumulate merit over time in order to achieve enlightenment. She pos~ 

sesses miraculous powers of religious transformation-the transcendence 

of temporal and gender limitations-and of prophecy, revealing to the 

assembly that she will be enlightened before the fact. This may be related 

to her knowledge of incantations, dharal).i:, the functional equivalents of 

mantra. The motif of treasure storage, an image of bounty, is seen in 
most Buddhist texts depicting dragons and jewels in East Asia. The 

daughter of the dragon king has secret access to the treasure house of 

Buddhism, and so she can offer, in lieu of temporal merit accumulation, a 

gem that attests her capacity to attain enlightenment. Her acquisition of 
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enlightenment is thus represented through the economic metaphor of ex
change: she presents a gift to the Buddha, and he accepts it. 

The worth of the gem outweighs the symbolic logic of merit accumu
lation. The gem, by implication, is from the esoteric treasure house of the 
Buddha's teaching; thus instead of being oriented toward a future object 
of endeavor, which would be the case of acts undertaken for purposes of 
merit accumulation, the narrative proceeds from a situation in which the 
aspirant possesses the object of aspiration to an act of giving that verifies 
her status as a perfected bodhisattva. 26 The daughter of the dragon king 
is, ironically, a reminder that enlightened beings take a variety of forms 
and that a woman can gain enlightenment-provided she first trans
forms into a man. 

The daughter of the dragon king was often mentioned in Japanese 

texts. In these texts, her gift of the jewel resulted in attainment of en
lightenment, and what was originally a tale of verification of status is 
transformed into an exemplary act of merit-making by giving. For exam
ple, Hobutsu shu (Collection of treasures) says, 'The dragon girl attained 
Buddhahood because she offered the jewel."27 The dragon girl w.as some
times specifically described as protecting Buddha relics. A manuscript 
that depicts a rain-prayer offering in 1204 of one Buddha reli~ grain by 
the Daigoji monk Seigen to the deity Seiryo Gongen of the shrine at
tached to the temple describes the gift as being made because "Buddha 
relics ate the treasures of dragon deities; however, Seiryo Gongen is the 

daughter of the dragon king Sagara [J. Sakara or Shagara] and is the 
good deity who guards the mountain [at Daigoji]."28 The gift, which in 
this case is made to the daughter of the dragon king, reiterates the asso
ciation between the dragon girl and the image of jewels or relics. 

The late Heian Fuso ryakki (Abridged history of Japan), compiled by 
the Tendai monk Koen (d. n69), depicts the Annamese monk Buttetsu, 
who came to Japan in the eighth century, as visiting the dragon king's 
palace in search of the wish-fulfilling jewel to help sentient beings. But
tetsu, in this account, accedes to the request of the dragon king that he 
accept the jewel with a gesture of reverence, as had the Buddha when he 
received the jewel from the dragon kings daughter.29 Clearly, some Japa
nese of the period understood the jewel offered by the daughter of the 
dragon king to be a wish-fulfilling jewel. 
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The number of narratives concerning the dragon girl's jewel increased 
dramatically over time. A compilation by the T endai monk Koshii, Kei
ran shuyo shu (Collection of assembled leaves of valley mist), contains a se
ries of accounts of the jewel offered by the dragon girl. This text includes 
a T endai interpretation of the figure of Seiryo Gongen, claiming that she 

gave a jewel to Saicho just as the dragon girl gave a jewel to the Buddha; 
it describes the jewel as having been enshrined in a chapel ofHodo'in and 
identifies it as a Buddha relic. According to this account, the jewel of the 
dragon girl was one of the relics of former Buddhas disseminated in the 
ocean.30 At one point, it even identifies the jewel she gave the Buddha 

with the wish-fulfilling jewel Kukai buried on Mount Muro, freely in
corporating a Shingon legend into its explanation of the dragon girl's 

gift.31 It also gives various interpretations concerning her enlightenment; 

for example, that her holding of the jewel signified her upholding of the 
precepts or that she attained Buddhahood by means of dharal).I.32 An
other account claims the reason she sat on a jeweled lotus in the "unde
filed world" to the south following her enlightenment was that south is 
the direction of the Buddha Hosho, whose sanmaya form is the jewel.33 

This Buddha, as noted above, is the focus of wish-fulfilling jewel wor
ship, such as the Latter Seven-Day Rite. Moreover, the element corre

sponding to Hosho is fire, which is noted in the text. Yamamoto Hiroko 
points out that in works such as Keiran shuyo shu and Hokekyo jikidan sho 
fire removes impurities and interprets the mention of fire here as signi
fying the dragon girl's achievement of purification and equality through 
ascetic practice. 34 

Concurrent with these accounts is a native tradition that virtually par
alleled these representations from a perspective that was manifestly not 
Buddhist. Here as well, however, the daughter of the deity of the sea was 
associated with the jewel and fecundity. Her very name, Princess Wealthy 
Jewel (Toyotamahime), suggests this. Moreover, although she was not 
represented in the Japanese chronicles as offering jewels, her true nature 

was that of a dragon, revealed when she transformed into a dragon during 

childbirth. Although she died in childbirth, her younger sister, Princess 

Jewel Oracle (Tamayorihime), gave birth to Jinmu, the first emperor.35 

Scholars have long noted that the term 'jewel" (tama) in these narratives 
refers to the soul or life-energy and connects these female figures with the 
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shamanic powers associated with women in J apan.36 It is clear that women 
had an important ritual role in the transference of the imperial charisma
tama-from deceased emperors to the new sovereign before accession.37 

In any event, their names and their connections with the sea deity indicate 
mythical connections between women and the mediation of wealth or fe

cundity, especially in stories of the undersea palace. 

WOMEN AS JEWELS 

The 'jewel woman" (gyokujo; sometimes pronounced gyokunyo) also fig
ures prominently in Japanese Buddhist literature of the Heian and 
Kamakura eras. As noted above, she appears in Sanboe-kotoba, guarding 
the gate to the palace of the dragon king.38 However, in continental Bud
dhist traditions, 'jewel woman" refers to one of the seven jewels ( shichi
ho) possessed by the wheel-turning king. The Ch'ang a-han ching (Sk. 
Dirghagama sutra; Siitra of lengthy sayings) lists the following as the seven 
jewels: the golden wheel, the white elephant, the deep blue horse, the 
sacred jewel, the jewel woman (J. gyokujoho), the merchant-artisan, and 
the military commander.39 

In Japan, the jewel woman was sometimes identified with the femi
nized bodhisattva worshipped in wish-fulfilling jewel worship, Nyoirin 
Kannon. The Nyoirin Kannon had long been associated with the wish
fulfilling jewel. The Shingon monk Shunnyii described the sanmaya im
plement ofNyoirin as the wish-fulfilling jewel, a view that had presuma
bly existed from the period of Kiikai, if not earlier.40 By the period of 
Kakuzen, a tradition existed that taught that Nyoirin sometimes takes 
the form of the 'jewel woman" (gyokujo) and weds the sovereign when he 
is overcome with sexual desire and worldly corruption. Kakuzen, quoting 
an unnamed source, notes that the Nyoirin would take the form of the 
jewel woman to be the wife of the king, adorning him with good fortune 
and creating unlimited good, and in the end would lead him to the Pure 
Land of Amida, Gokuraku Jodo.41 In the famous dream that inspired 

Shinran to take a wife, Kuze Kannon appeared to him and promised to 
take the form of the jewel woman, adorning him and leading him to 
Amida's Pure Land.42 There is no evidence for a direct connection 
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between these remarkably s.imilar texts, alth,ough both apparently shared 
a debt to an older tale concerning Prince Shotoku' s mother, who had a 

dream that Kuze Kannon would incarnate as her fetus despite the impu~ 
rity of the womb.43 

The figure of the jewel woman appears repeatedly in the writings of 
Shingon monks of the period. Kakuzen also mentions the jewel woman in 
his depiction of the seven jewels of the One~Syllable Golden Wheel~ 

Turning King (Ichiji kinrin). He equates the jewel woman with the fourth 
of the seven jewels, depicting her in the Ichiji kinrin ma1).4ala as a heavenly 

woman sitting on a lotus in the air to the right of the king. Kakuzen 
describes her as the woman who knows how to console an ill ruler by 
touching his robe and who understands the ruler's state of mind.44 

Kakuzen's depiction of the jewel woman as a heavenly lady may be 
connected to views in the Shingon school regarding the female deity 

Kichijoten and a related figure called the "Heavenly Woman of the Jewel 
Treasury" (Hozo tennyo). Shingon monks of the late Heian era charac~ 

teristically treated both in ritual compilations. Although Shunnyii, who 
was particularly associated with wish~flllfilling jewel worship, did not 
treat the Heavenly Woman of the Jewel Treasury in his work, his de~ 

scription of Kichijoten greatly influenced the views of later Shingon 
monks. He stressed visualizing this deity as a transformation of a wish~ 
fUlfilling jewel and noted that she held a jewel in her left hand.45 Ejii 
(fl. II35-41), whose compilation Zuzo sho (Notes on images) influenced 
Kakuzen' s views, described the worship of Kichijoten as performed to 
attain good fortune and stressed visualization of her along the same lines 

as Shunnyii. However, he also described the Heavenly Woman of the 
Jewel Treasury as a transformation of a jewel and portrayed her as hold~ 
ing a wish~flllfilling jewel in her left hand. Ejii said the recitation of her 
name would result in the fUlfillment of various prayers, although he left 
them unnamed.46 

The rite of worship of the Heavenly Woman of the Jewel Treasury 
(Hozo tennyo ho) was especially evident in the writings of the twelfth~ 
century Daigoji monks Jichiun and Seigen, the Mount Koya monk 
Shinkaku (m7-8o), and the Ninnaji prince~monk Shukaku, all of whom 
depicted the worship of this deity in detail. Jichiun, like those before him, 
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described this figure as carrying a wish-fulfilling jewel in her left hand 
and noted that the jewel was her sanmaya form as well. He listed the 

boons of worshipping this figure as (military) victory or acquisition of 
gold, silk, and currency in immense quantities, and said that men and 
women of both high and low rank as well as high officials welcomed the 

wealth she produced.47 Jichiun ultimately identified the Heavenly 
Woman of the Jewel Treasury with the god of wealth Daikoku T enshin, 

one of the seven gods of good fortune in East Asia.48 Seigen and 
Shinkaku followed the teachings of Jichiun and Ejii. closely in their ac
counts, although Shukaku described the rite as being conducted for the 
acquisition of good fortune alone.49 

Kakuzen noted the different views of previous Shingon monks re
garding a connection between Kichijoten and the Heavenly Woman of 
the Jewel Treasury. He quoted Shinkaku's master Kenni (1072-II45) to 
the effect that in India the Heavenly Woman was called T arakya (Sk. 
Taraka), but in China she was called Pao-tsang-t'ien (Hozoten Kichi

joten). He also quoted Ejii. as having written that although the record of 
the T endai monk Annen included the Heavenly Woman within a sec
tion on the Kichijoten rite, these are separate deities; rather, the T arakya 

rite recorded by Shii.ei refers to the Heavenly Woman of the Jewel 
Treasury, identified by Jitsunin (n38-after n68) with the earth deity and 
included in his section on Kudokuten (i.e., Kichijoten). Kakuzen, for his 
part, did not state his own view on the matter. However, his depiction of 
three forms of Kichijoten-Dai-Benzaiten, Dai-Kichijonyo, and Kudo
kuten-seems to leave the Heavenly Woman of the Jewel Treasury out 
of the picture. 5° 

Ultimately, Kakuzen revealed his view of Kichijoten in his depiction 
of the most esoteric of rites to the female deity. He quoted Jichiun and 
others to claim that Kichijoten is in fact the Buddha Hosho, the object of 
worship in the Latter Seven-Day Rite. He then wrote: 

This is the meaning of the calamity-preventing and wealth-enhancing fire rites at 

Shingon chapel [of the imperial palace]. Generally, Kichijo is called "Celebration of 

All Buddhas and Bodhisattvas" (Issai butsu bosatsu kikkei) because [this] is the rite for 

merit and prosperity. The ]Uichimen [Kannon] gyo says, "All Kichijo'' as well as 

"Kichijoten." ... 
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Use the eight-petaled mudra. This is the mudra of the body of the Thus-Come 

One in the Womb Realm (mal).qala]. The mudri is called "Mudra of the Prayer of 

Good Fortune (kichijo) of the Thus-Come One." ... 

Jitsunin said, "Kichijoten is the Jewel Bodhisattva (Ho bosatsu). Thus it is said 

one should use the mudri of that figure. Learn this deep secret.''51 

Other works of the Kamakura era explicitly associated the jewel 
woman (gyokujo) with the ritual and political authority of the ruler. In
deed, the figure of the jewel woman came sometimes to appear as regalia, 

if not the equal partner, of the Japanese emperor. The monk Jien (n55-

1225), brother of the regent Kujo Kanezane and a high-ranking monk of 
the T endai school, wrote of a dream he experienced in Kennin 3 ( 1203 ): 

The jewel woman is the sacred jewel (shinji) of the (pair] sword and sacred jewel 

(shinji) that are the august treasures of the king. This jewel woman is the body 

of the queen. When the king enters the body of the jewel woman with self-purity 

and has intercourse with her, are they not together without sin? ..• The sacred jewel 

is the jewel woman of the Buddha's-Eye-Buddha's-Mother. The golden wheel

turning king is One-Syllable Golden Wheel Buddha-Crown (Ichiji kinrin butcho ). 

Further, does this not mean that he has intercourse with Buddha's-Eye[-Buddha's
Mother]r52 

Although Jien's dream provides a novel representation of the female as 
the sacred jewel of the imperial regalia, his interpretation conforms quite 
closely to those found in late Heian T endai compilations such as Gyorin 
sho by the Hiei monkJonen (fl. II54), which depicted the jewel woman as 
one of the seven jewels of the wheel-turning king in the sections on the 
rite of worship of the One-Syllable Golden Wheel-Turning King (Ichiji 
kinrin ho) and of the five deities of the Buddha-crown ( Go-Butcho ho). The 
sections specifically focused on worship of figures such as Buddha's-Eye
Buddha' s-Mother (Butsugen butsumo) and One-Syllable Golden-Wheel 
Buddha-crown.53 However, Jien's incorporation of the jewel woman into 
his interpretation of the regalia of the Japanese emperor marked both the 
increased appropriation of Buddhist symbols into Japanese notions of 
sovereignty and the interpretation of the female figure as a partner in im

perial authority. The jewel woman is not merely one of several treasures 
or adornments of the emperor, but, rather, a figure as generative as the 
ruler himself, offering an illustration, it would seem, of the authority 
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sometimes associated with consorts and mothers in early medieval Japa

nese society.54 Moreover, the fact that monks began to perform the One
Syllable Golden Wheel-Turning King esoteric ritual as an imperial rite 
in the eleventh century suggests that the jewel woman was not merely a 

written representation but had figured in rites on behalf of the Japanese 
sovereign. 55 

At the same time that the figure of the jewel woman appeared at the 

textual intersection of religious and political authority, pleasure women 
apparently were operating at the intersection of religious authority and 
economic independence. In a pertinent example from the Kamakura era, a 
leader of a group of "pleasure women" (yujo) in Omi province named 
Myoso wrote a vow after seeing a dream during a pilgrimage to the tomb of 
Prince Shotoku. After dreaming that a centipede entered her bosom, she 

decided to offer an image of the deity Bishamonten to Oga temple. Myoso 
wrote as part of her vow, "My body is thus a jewel (hoju), since the object 
of worship [Bishamonten J and I are non-dual. I pray that the power of my 
merit, invested with the power of the Thus-Come One and of the Dharma 
Realm, will transform into the'wish-fulfillingjewel (nyoiho)."56 Bishamon
ten, one of the four heavenly kings, is usually represented as carrying a 
wish-fulfilling jewel, since he is a deity of wealth. Sanboe-kotoba depicts 
Kichijoten as the consort of Bishamonten, evidence that the two of them 

were conceived as a pair by the mid-Heian era and were presumably a cou

ple to whom prayers for wealth were commonly made.57 The centipede, 
moreover, was by the medieval period sometimes a messenger of 
Bishamonten and was on one occasion represented in tales as a transfor
mation of a princess-messenger of the deity.58 Thus Myoso's prayer incor
porates both elements of earlier dream narratives relating the female to 
treasure and the developing traditions equating Bishamonten and Kichi

joten with each other and with the wish-fulfilling jewel. M yoso' s vow is 
oriented toward Buddhist conceptions of merit and wealth acquisition in a 
way that is distinct from Shinran's and Kakuzen's depictions of the jewel 

woman as an incarnation that leads the male toward a religious goal. 
M yo so's discourse is marked by a confidence that she, as consort of a deity, 
is identical with him and his powers, a confidence that may reflect the 
relatively high social status of courtesans of the era. 59 
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Women, Jewels, and Relics in Later Historical Sources 

By the twelfth century, the cluster of themes concerning women, jewels, 

and relics became increasingly prominent in seemingly historical repre~ 

sentations of earlier events in Japan. Other records of the period connect 

women with the manifestation, giving, and worship of Buddha relics or 

jewels. An account attributed to the Shingon monk Genkaku (w8o

II56), recorded in Kakuzen sho, describes a woman who came into 

possession of a mysterious jewel: 

He [Genkaku) wrote, "Lightning fell and climbed in the sky at the home of a peas

ant family in Kai province. Afterwards, a white jewel one sun in diameter appeared 

at the base of a tree [next to it), emitting a bright light. The man of the house took it 

and spontaneously became rich. When he died, he gave it to his wife. She put it in 

the collar of her robe, entered the capital and profited [another) man. In days, they 

were rich. The man was suspicious, and so he asked her about the details [concern

ing the jewel]. The woman told him of the origin of the jewel, [whereupon] that 

man took the jewel and left. The woman had an audience with the cloistered em

peror Shirakawa and told him [of the events]. In accordance with a proclamation of 

the cloistered emperor, in time the jewel was confiscated. The woman received un

taxed lands from the government." 

[He also) said that it [the jewel) was given for use in the rite at great Omuro 

[Ninnaji) (appended: to say the "Aizen-o" rite). 

[And) said that the jewel is enshrined in the Endo hall ofHosshoji.60 

Although the woman's husband is the first to gain possession of the 

jewel, it is she who is the center of the narrative. The woman profits the 

next man-seemingly a lover or second husband-who, on understand

ing the powers of the jewel, steals it and leaves her. The narrative repre~ 

sents her as mediating the enriching powers of the object and enabling 
the cloistered emperor to retrieve it and, presumably, benefit from its 
powers. Moreover, the tale depicts her role in each case vis~a~vis a signifi

cant male other: the husband, with whom she becomes wealthy and from 

whom she receives the jewel; the second male, whom she enriches and 

who takes the jewel; and the cloistered emperor, .to whom she reveals her 

knowledge and who ultimately gains control over the destiny of the 

mysterious object. The woman, however, is not left empty~handed, since 
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she receives untaxed lands, apparently in compensation, from the gov
ernment. The text depicts the jewel as being used later in the Aizen-6 
rite, which indicates that it was perceived as a wish-fulfilling jewel and 
presumably worshipped for purposes of enrichment, safe childbirth, or 
acquisition of a person's love. In larger terms, the tale associates women 

with the acquisition of jewels or wealth and illustrates a woman being 

compensated for her knowledge in this regard. 
Chapter 5 mentions the female aristocrat who appeared in a dream to 

the fund-raising monk Chogen: she gave him a white jewel and a red 
jewel, which he offered on awakening to be placed in the neck of the great 
Buddha ofTodaiji.61 This narrative, like others mentioned above, repre
sents the woman as a mediating figure and is another example of the in

creasing written representation in the early medieval era of a connection 
between female figures and the manifestation of jewels or relics. 

Another tale mentioned in Chapter 5 tells of a faithful female aristo
crat who becomes a nun and later witnesses the spontaneous manifesta
tion of relics in her room. Later, in a dream, she finds that the purpose of 
the relics was to be "disseminated to the populace so that [lay society] can 
equally acquire their benefits (riyaku)." She reports the manifestation to 
Oe no Chikamichi, who asks her to give him the relics.62 The account 
not only illustrates the figure of a nun as witness to relic manifestation 
but also provides an explanation of the purpose of the dissemination of 
such remains. It represents the nun-particularly through her comments 
regarding the dissemination of relics on behalf of the general populace
as remaining close to members of the general populace. Her life both as 
an aristocrat and as a nun are represented, illustrating her movement 
from the lay to the clerical community and suggesting perhaps as well her 
position as a mediating figure between the lay community and those who 

have been tonsured. The text represents her as distributing the relics 
(bujo) to Chikamichi, a term otherwise seen only in the context of distri
butions by monks of T oji to aristocrats. The use of the term suggests 
that during the early medieval era a nun who possessed relics held relig
ious authority vis-a-vis at least some members of the aristocracy. 

This and other tale collections of the early medieval period indicate 
that women often bore witness to the manifestation of Buddha relics. 
Although these collections also depict the acquisition of relics by men, 
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they point toward the specific properties of women's relic veneration and 

provide information about the active role of female members of the impe
rial family in such ritual practice. Honcho shinshii ojoden, for example, de
picts the life of an elderly nun named Renmyo. She had always loathed 
the "five impediments" (gosho) attributed to women63 and humbly re
joiced because of the prospect of birth in the Pure Land. The reclusive 
nun went to Shitennoji at the end of the month to worship the Buddha 
relics there together with others. On the final day of services, she wit

nessed three of the relic grains emitting a bright light. Renmyo, however, 
was the only one to see the light. Later, she asked her sons whether they 
had seen white lotus petals fall from the sky. Assuming that her words 
were due to senility, they told her that they had not seen them. Renmyo 
suddenly fell ill two days later and died facing the west while chanting the 

name of Amida Buddha.64 

The narrative offers another illustration of a female figure who wit

nessed the wondrous properties of Buddha relics. Moreover, it indicates a 

connection between the relics cult and Pure Land practice, suggesting 
that women, like men of the era, believed that the worship of relics could 

lead to rebirth in the Pure Land. In particular, the rare reference to the 
"five impediments" in the tale (the only story in the collection to mention 
gosho) raises the possibility that the veneration of relics, like recitation of 
the nenbutsu, helped women circumvent their supposed impurities or in
capacities, allowing them access to salvation that was otherwise difficult 
to approach-similar to the access that the relocating of Hiei relics of
fered women of the capital. The teaching that relic worship ensured birth 
in the Pure Land was not uncommon in this era, and Kakuzen made ref

erence to this belief in his discussion of relics.65 

Other accounts also depict women who worshipped Buddha relics 
and were later reborn in the Pure Land as a result. The Hosshin shu (Col
lection on putting forth the aspiration for enlightenment), compiled by 
Kamo no Chomei (nsr-1213), depicts an unnamed lady of the imperial 
family who served in the palace during the reign of the cloistered em
peror T oba. Grieving over the early death of her daughter, who also had 
served in the palace, the lady decided to leave family life and departed for 
Shitennoji. Accompanying her was a mysterious female child, who car
ried a robe and a handbox on her behal£ A man of the area gave the two 
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lodging in his home, for which the lady gave one of her robes. For seven 

days, the lady chanted the name of Amida Buddha earnestly at Shiten
noji. She gave the robe and handbox in offering to the Buddha relics of 
the temple.66 The lady, however, continued her chanting for 21 days alto
gether, giving the man who lodged her one of her robes for each day of 
her stay. In the end, to his surprise, she faced the West and leap~d into 
the ocean while chanting the nenbutsu. He found her diary in her room, 

which told of the successive arrival during her dreams of K~itigarbha, 

Nagarjuna, Samantabhadra, and Mafi.jusri, who apparently accompanied 
Amida Buddha in welcoming her to the Pure Land. 

The tale clarifies that veneration of the Buddha relics at Shitennoji 

was an integral part of the popular Pure Land cult of the era and the fre

quent site of related acts of ritual suicide (shashin).67 The narrative sug
gests that the women of the imperial household were active in the cult. It 
also employs traditional Buddhist motifs of renunciation and merit
making to highlight the capacity of women of the era to attain birth in 
the Pure Land through simple ritual action: the nenbutsu, the tale makes 
clear, offered women a means to salvation long before Honen and Shin
ran developed their own Pure Land sects. 

These sources mark the intersection between textual and historical 
representations of the connection between women and the worship, of
fering, distribution, and manifestations of relics and jewels. They indicate 

that aristocrats of the Heian and Kamakura eras believed in such asso
ciations, and they forcefully suggest that aristocratic women actively par
ticipated in the cult of Buddha relics. Representations of figures like the 
woman who distributed relics to Chikamichi and of the nun Renmyo, 
who had the ability to witness relic illuminations and to achieve birth in 
the Pure Land, draw our attention to the power of relics to mediate rela
tions not only between women and the Buddhist community but also 
between female believers and the Buddha. They also suggest that women 
of the medieval era perceived that the worship of Buddha relics circum

vented the impurities attributed to their gender. The women of the im
perial palace were especially active in the cult of Buddha relics, worship
ping relics in an effort to benefit their lineages and, they hoped, to bring 
about their rebirth in the Pure Land. Court ladies embodied the ritual 
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and temporal intersection between the seemingly timeless powers of rel~ 

ics and the temporal power of the ruling families. 

Gender in Relic Worship of the 

Late Heian and Kamakura Eras 

By the mid~twelfth century, the Fujiwara and imperial .families were 
heavily involved in Buddha relic worship. Such involvement was espe~ 
dally manifested through their sponsorship of wish~fulfilling jewel rites 
to protect the pregnancies and childbirth of imperial consorts and em~ 

presses. In no6 (Kajo r), for example, the regent Fujiwara no Tadazane 
sponsored esoteric rites for Senju Kannon, Aizen~o, and Fukukenjaku 

(also pronounced Fukukensaku) Kannon for the successful pregnancy of 
his wife Minamoto no Shishi, who had earlier given birth to Fujiw:ara no 

Tadamichi and Taishi (ro95-n55; later Empress Kaya~no~in).68 The rites 
dedicated to Aizen~o and Fukukenjaku Kannon are especially noted in 
commentarialliterature of the early medieval period for the inclusion of 
Buddha relics as part of wish~fulfillingjewel worship, and they presuma~ 

bly did so in this case as wel1.69 

Worship of wish~fulfillingjewels in the Aizen~o rite for safe childbirth 
was especially common from the late twelfth century on. One of the most 
famous examples was the nyoho Aizen~o rite that Kujo Kanezane spon~ 
sored on behalf of his daughter, Gishumon'in (n73-I238), in II95 (Ken~ 
kyu 6). In this rite, the prince~monk Shukaku hoshinno worshipped the 
wish~fulfillingjewel normally housed in the Shokomyo'in treasury.7° 

In II43 (Koji 2), the prince~monk Kakuho hoshinno (ro9r-n53) of 
Ninnaji temple began annual relic assemblies in which the retired emperor 
T oba, court ladies, and others participated. The aristocrat Fujiwara no 
Yorinaga (n20-56) indicated in his diary that these assemblies were dis~ 
tinct from other rites, perhaps because of the secrecy surrounding the re~ 
tired emperor's inspection of the relics.71 Four years later, the retired em~ 

peror also began a regular relic assembly ( shariko) for the imperial 
household. He attended the relic assembly, usually performed on or near 

the thirtieth day of the month, with the retired empress; the assemblies 
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featured siitra recitations by monks and aristocrats and court music, in~ 

eluding poetry readings.72 According to the one record, the Buddha relics 
were placed in a seven~jewel stiipa, before which were placed offerings of 
rice and other objects such as gold dust and a crystal jewel.73 

Court women were cognizant of both historical and literary traditions 
of female relic worship. They knew not only the precedents set by the 
female tenno Suiko and Shotoku of Buddha relic patronage and stiipa 

construction but also those of the aristocratic women who for hundreds 
of years had been intimately involved in relic rites at Toshodaiji, Kazanji, 
and the family temples of the Fujiwaras. Moreover, they were surely 
aware of the written traditions that connected women with gifts and 
manifestations of relics and jewels. Although dating to a somewhat later 

period, the vow made by the pleasure woman Myoso suggests that 
women were knowledgeable about such traditions. 

The role of women of the Fujiwara and imperial households in relic 
worship became apparent in II50 (Kyuan 6), when Toba's empress, Bi~ 
fukumon'in (Fujiwara no Tokushi; m7-60 ), sponsored at Shitennoji 
temple what. Fujiwara no Y orinaga in his diary called the "Relic Assem~ 
bly of the Retired Empress" (nyo~in shari~e). Although the emperor also 
attended the rites, Y orinaga mentioned only Bifukumon'in, a Fujiwara, as 
prostrating herself before the relics.'l4 Two years later, Bifukumon'in 
again led a relic assembly at Shitennoji, followed later by assemblies 
sponsored by Toba's other retired empress, Kaya~no~in (Fujiwara no 
Taishi), and eventually the retired emperor himself: 

Ninpei 2.9.r2 .... Bifukumon'in conducted the relic assembly (shari-e) .... Both the 

retired emperor [Toba] and retired empress [Bifukumon'in] came to the Golden 

Hall (Kaya-no-in did not come). [Shef5 first prostrated herself before the relics, 

and then began the assembly .... 

I3 •••• Kaya-no-in conducted the relic assembly .... Both the retired emperor 

[Toba] and retired empress [Kaya-no-in] came to the Golden Hall (Bifukumon'in 

did not come). [She] first prostrated herself before the relics, and then began the as

sembly ..•. 

I7 ..•. Today is the retired emperor's relic assembly (the rite being the same as that 

ofBifukumon'in) .... At that time, the palanquins of both retired empresses arrived, 

and the retired emperor came by foot to the Golden Hall. After the three retired 
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sovereigns entered the Hall, (he) first prostrated himself before the relics ,and then 

began the assembly?6 

Both retired empresses thus conducted the relic assembly, although their 
reason for undertaking the rite is not stated in the text. The retired em~ 
peror attended on the first two occasions, but the absence of the retired 

empress who was not leading the rite suggests that ritual factors de~ 
manded the presence of only one of them. The presence of the retired 

emperor at each of the retired empress's assemblies may mean that the 
rite was conducted only in the context of their position as a pair, acting 

perhaps on behalf of the imperial family as a corporate group. 
During the same period, Bifukumon'in sometimes engaged in stiipa 

worship and in the sponsoring of rites of relic worship, usually under the 

direction of Shingon monks. In 1151 (Ninpei 1), she worshipped a seven~ 
jeweled stiipa, the officiant~monk on the occasion being Kakuho ho~ 

shinno ofNinnaji.77 In 1156 (Hogen 1), she sponsoredJichiun's perform~ 
ance of the Go~Daikokiizo ritual of relic worship.78 A later retired em~ 

press who was also heavily involved in relic worship, Kokamon'in 
(Fujiwara no Seishi; 1121-81), sponsored and participated in relic worship 

(shari kuyo) at Shitennoji in 1179 (Jisho 3)?9 

The monthly relics assembly of the imperial house was discontinued 
during the ll50S. The reasons for this are unclear, although they may 
have been related to the death ofT oba and the increase of political in~ 

fighting and war. It was, however, in this vacuum that the role of women 
in relic worship became increasingly pronounced. This role became evi~ 
dent in the context of the Fujiwara family's revival of the relic assembly 
( shariko) as well as its collection of Buddha relics. According to the diary 
of Kujo Kanezane, he and retired empress Kokamon'in, his sister, began 
to sponsor and participate in the performance of the relic assembly in the 
hall attached to her residence (Kujodono) as early as 1170 (Kao 2).80 

Gyokuyo, Kanezane's diary, records that he and Kokamon'in spon~ 
sored and participated in the relic assembly on nineteen occasions before 
her death. Kanezane made note in his diary of the upcoming worship 
of relics (shari-ku) in n67 (Nin'an 2)-apparently in connection with 
rituals for the welfare of the spirit of his recently departed father, the re~ 
gent Fujiwara no Tadamichi.81 Three years later, however, he wrote: "I 
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went to the [residence of the] retired empress [Kokamon'in] for the 
regular meeting of the august relics. There was a discussion, with Yugon 
[n.d.] responding as lecturer (Miidera) andJoshin [n.d.] asking questions 
([Hiei] Mountain). All are eminent."82 Kanezane indicated that the rite 
was regularly held in the residence of Kokamon'in. He also made clear 
that the relic assembly did in fact include the "lecture" (ko) implied by its 

name. There were, in other words, a lecturer and a questioner, although 

Kanezane does not mention the contents of their discussion.83 

Further comments by Kanezane imply the centrality of the figure of 
the Buddha, as represented in the Lotus Sutra, in the relic assembly. He 

describes Enryakuji and Onjoji (Miidera) monks as discussing the eter~ 
nity of the Buddha's existence as explained in the "Immeasurable Life" 
chapter of the Lotus Sutra.84 This illustrates the prominence of the Lotus 
Sutra in the meeting; another indication is Kanezane' s and his wife's 
recitation of the sii.tra in their carriage on the way home after the rite.85 

This focus on the eternal Buddha illustrates the importance of the notion 
of the continuity of the Buddha despite the impermanence of this world 
and the onset of the Last Age of the Law. 

In fact, Kanezane's and Kokamon'in's sponsorship of the relic assem~ 

bly was directly related to their concern for the spiritual destinies of their 
forebears. The relic assembly was held on a semiregular basis on the 
nineteenth-the day on which their father, Fujiwara no T adamichi, the 
regent and chancellor, had died. The rite, in other words, was conducted 
at least in part to transfer merit to T adamichi' s departed spirit. The relic 
liturgy, according to Kanezane, had been conducted without fail each 
month since the days ofTadamichi. At the time of his death, Tadamichi 
had transmitted the practice to Kobmon'in, who had carried on the rite 
in her quarters until her own death in n81.86 The rite was then moved to 
the Kujo Hall (Kujodo) of the Fujiwaras. 

At one point in his diary, Kanezane described the occasion on which 
the chancellor, Fujiwara no Motofusa (H44-1230), came to view the relics 
in the residence of Kokamon'in. Kanezane was also present, and he and 
Motofusa received three grains each. Kanezane, however, expressed dis~ 
may at the distribution: "The former lord (kotono) [T adamichi] especially 

requested that these [relics] be assembled and gave an order that they not 

be opened [for viewing or distribution]; further, opening them in this 
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way did not give me satisfaction.''87 Surprising, for the reader, is the ex
tent of Kanezane' s dissatisfaction, not only because he received grains, 
but also because the chancellor was the younger brother of his father. 
This would suggest the importance Kanezane and, presumably, his sister 
Kokamon'in attached to guarding the relics as a duty to their father. 

They may have seen the relics as a sacred collection of their specific line

age within the Fujiwara clan. As noted in the preceding chapter, Kane
zane argued for continued enshrinement of the wish-fulfilling jewel 
within the imperial treasury-against the monk Shoken, who promoted 
open viewing of the object. To Kanezane, the powers of relics and wish
fulfillingjewels could be best activated through their continued enshrine
ment, rather than through their viewing or their repeated mobilization 
for ritual purposes. 

On another occasion, Kanezane suggested that the reason for the en
shrinement of the relics in Kokamon'in's quarters was related to her gen

der. When her residence burned in II74 (Joan 4.2.25), he described the 

destruction of the chapel located inside it: 

In short, due to the fiery destruction of the hall, when people first knew of this, they 

didn't bring anything out, as it was simply a matter of getting out [from the flames]. 

Inside, the Buddha relics burned. These relics had been gathered and stored there in 

accordance with the special intent (of Fujiwara no T adamichi] and amounted to 

two or three thousand grains. They ended up becoming ashes, which is so sad .... 

(26] .... Today, the court ladies (of the Fujiwara household] gathered the dirt from 

the area where the relics burned and brought them to the main residence, where 

they proceeded to extract the relics little by little ...• 

(29] I went to the residence of the retired empress (Kokamon'in]. The ladies have 

extracted the Buddha relics (from the rubble].88 

Clearly, the Fujiwaras kept an extremely large collection of Buddha relics 
in the chapel within the residence ofKokamon'in. The reason for the use 
of the chapel for the monthly assembly is again made obvious, given the 

existence of the relics treasury there. 
In addition, a gendered division of ritual labor is indicated. The court 

ladies of the Fujiwara household acted to gather the surviving Buddha 
relics from the rubble, because it was the women who had the prominent 
role of protecting the stock of relics. Their role in gathering the relics was 
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not to mediate the impurity of human remains, because these were spe
cifically "relics of the Buddha" (busshari), which would have set the ob

jects apart as utterly different from impure objects such as the remains of 
other sentient beings. It is also apparent, as can be seen from Koka
mon'in's activities, that Fujiwara women had as great a role as Fujiwara 
men in the sponsorship and performance of relic assemblies. 

These accounts show that the worship of Buddha relics now inter
sected directly with lineage maintenance, especially in the case of the Fuji
waras and, evidently, of the intimately related imperial house as well. In 
the cases of Bifukumon'in and Kokamon'in, the Fujiwara women were 

also members of the imperial family. Indeed, it is difficult to distinguish 
the participation of the Fujiwaras from that of the imperial family, since 
the retired emperors involved in relic worship from the mid-twelfth 

century to the mid-thirteenth century were all sons of Fujiwara mothers. 
After the death ofKokamon'in, Kanezane did not undertake the relics 

assembly on a regular basis for the next seven or eight years. However, 
perhaps in part due to the peace that followed the end of the Genpei war 
(nso-85) and to efforts at reconstruction, he began to participate in the 
rite again. He sponsored its performance on at least 28 occasions before 
his death in !207 (] ogen I). 

Lineage, Buddha Relics, and the Valorization 

of the Female Dead 

These relic assemblies were thus specifically developed by and for mem
bers of the Kujo lineage. Kokamon'in was a major figure within the line
age, which Kanezane now obviously considered his duty to maintain. In 
fact, in the period immediately following Kokamon'in's death, Kanezane 
sponsored a relic assembly and a copying of the Lotus Sutra by Jien on be
half of Tadamichi at Nishiyama (Y oshimine dera). Since Jien was the 
younger brother ofKanezane, the rite was conducted to aid the man who 
had fathered them both. 89 

Beginning in the n8os, Kanezane and others began to participate in 
and sponsor the worship of Buddha relics on behalf of the departed spir
its of Kokamon'in and Bifukumon'in. In Juei 2 (n84), Kanezane partici-
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pated in a relic rite (shari kuyo) at the grave of Kokamon'in in Sai

shokongo in the Kujo residence compound to mark the anniversary of 
her death. Mantra and the "Immeasurable Life" chapter of the Lotus Sutra 
had been recited the previous day, illustrating again the intersection be
tween the figure of the eternal Buddha and relic rituals conducted on be
half of the dead.90 

This development was related in part to the flowering of the custom 
of enshrining and worshipping the remains of members of the imperial 
family and the aristocracy on the grounds of temples, especially on sacred 
mountains. This custom was related to the development of bodaisho, clan 

temples established for the salvation of lineage ancestors.91 It is striking 
that the enshrinement of the remains of female aristocrats, empresses, 
and consorts in sacred temples and funerary stiipas was contemporary 
with that of males. Enshrinement of the female dead occurred on Mount 
Hiei from as early as the mid-eleventh century, in the area of Daigoji as 

early as the late eleventh century, and on Mount Koya from the twelfth 
century.92 

In 1153, when the Ninnaji prince-monk Kakuho hoshinno died, his 
bones were enshrined in a stiipa on Mount Koya.93 In 1158, Fujiwara no 
Tadamasa (1124-93) enshrined the bones of his mother in a Dainichi 
Nyorai image at Rensho'in on the same mountain.94 Two years later, 
Tadamasa's brother Tadachika enshrined the bones ofBifukumon'in in a 

stiipa on Koya, later to be joined by the remains of her son, Emperor 
Konoe (1139-55), who had predeceased her.95 

In 1194, Kanezane initiated an offering conducted at the Mudoji 
Daijo'in chapel on behalf of Kokamon'in, for whose spirit the chapel had 
been built. The vow that Kanezane wrote for the occasion included the 
following words: 

Kokamon'in was the oldest daughter of the [Kuj6] house and the queen of the na

tion .... 

According to the vow of (Dengy6] Daishi, this mountain abhors the ascension of 

women. Although one might say that this [presence ofKokamon'in] invites the an

ger of holy spirits, because of her death, we have constructed her residence on this 

holy ground and establish a Buddha image as the main object of worship for her 

merit (tsuifuku). Truly, the holy spirit (shoryo) of this former retired empress has 

transformed into a man and, arming itself with the acts of the bodhisattva, attains 
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enlightenment. In the ancient teaching on Vulture's Peak [in the Lotus Sutra], the 

dragon girl was immediately born in the undefiled world in the south. Now, with 

this good act on Hiei, 'Holy spirit" [Kokamon'in] should be born in the realm of 

the Western Paradise (gokuraku).96 

This prayer offers insight into the ironic transgression that occurred 
when Kokamon'in was enshrined on Mount Hiei, long ofrlimits to 
women. This transgression offered Kokamon'in access to the mountain, 

believed by many during this period to be a gateway to the Pure Land. 
Kanezane wrote in his diary that he had relocated Kokamon'in's resi~ 

dence to this spot on Mount Hiei, virtually ensuring the comfort of her 
spirit on sacred ground.97 However, Kokamon'in can gain access to this 
sacred space only after she has become a relic hersel£ In fact, Kanezane' s 
prayer also notes that some of her hair had been enshrined in the image 
of Amida at Daijo'in, which was the main object of worship there.98 The 
vow also rehearses the Lotus Siitra story of the dragon girl and her imme~ 

diate appearance in the undefiled world to the south, evoking both the 

limitations and the power of women on the Buddhist path. 
The prayer identifies Kokamon'in as the oldest daughter of the lineage 

as well as queen of the country. She combined in her person the positions 
of both daughter of her lineage and wife of the retired emperor. In other 
words, she is not reduced to the role of either mother/wife or daughter. 
This suggests, as does Kanezane' s worship on her behal£ the inadequacy 
of viewing this ritual purely in terms of filial piety. Kokamon'in, like most 
other female figures of the Fujiwara clan, was a key player in court relig~ 
ion and politics in part because she was both a child of her lineage and a 
mother/wife of the imperial family. 

The prayer goes on to also request tranquillity for the lineage as well 
as prosperity for its descendants. It recalls that the ancestor of the Kujo 
lineage, Fujiwara no Morosuke (9o8-6o), divined the correct spots on 
Mount Hiei to construct both of the family chapels there. It draws a par~ 
allel between the prosperity of the clan made possible through Moro~ 

suke' s protection of the chapels and the future prosperity of the family 
because of protection afforded by the new chapel for Kokamon'in.99 The 

reference to lineage rhetorically traces the Kujo to the golden age of the 
Fujiwara regency/chancellorship and reminds the audience of the cen~ 
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trality of the male ancestor as foundational center of the 1ineage. The 

worship of Kokamon'in recognizes her powerful place within the lineage 
even as it represents such power as being in the service of an androcentric 
lineage. It also takes the view, based on an "orthodox" interpretation of 

Amida's thirty~fifth vow, that her salvation can be assured only despite 
her gender-demanding that her spirit be transformed into a male figure 
to gain proper entry into the Pure Land.100 

Regardless, however, of the ambivalence toward female members of 
the lineage represented by such a text, the participation of retired em~ 
presses and consorts in rites of Buddha relic worship continued to in~ 

crease. Near the end of the twelfth century, the daughter of Bifuku~ 
mon'in and Emperor Toba, Hachijo'in (n37-I2II), commenced the 
monthly performance of Buddha relic rituals on behalf of the departed 
spirit of her mother. The rite was conducted on the twenty~third of each 
month, which marked the day of the death of Bifukumon'in in the elev~ 
enth month of Eiryaku r (n6o). The diary of the well~known courtier 

and poet Fujiwara Teika, Meigetsu ki (Account of the clear moon), rec~ 
ords that the rite was a relic assembly (shari ko ).101 

Hyohyaku shu, a collection of ritual pronouncements, includes one by 
Hachijo'in written for one of these monthly relic rites. The text notes that 
the assembly was conducted monthly on behalf of Zenjo Shoryo (Bifu~ 
kumon'in) in order to requite the debt Hachijo'in owed her mother, that 
is, to repay in part the obligation to one's parents among the four debts 
(shion) described by the Buddha. Hachijo'in prayed that by approaching 
the relics of the Master [to Whom we are] Greatly Indebted ( daion kyoshu) 
Bifukumon'in will be reborn in the Pure Land. She expressed the hopes 
that her mother was in the undefiled world, where the clouds are forever 
clear of the five impediments (gosho), in the mysterious assembly where 
all equally enjoy the benefits of the dharma realm (hokkai).102 

Manuscripts from the scripture treasury of Ninnaji temple suggest 
that Hachijo'in conducted at least some of these services together with 
the prince~monk Shukaku and the retired emperor Go~Shirakawa.103 

The collective title of the manuscripts, Bifukumon'in ongakki shidai (Order 

of the ceremony for the monthly anniversary [of the death] of Bifuku~ 
mon'in), attests to the memorial character of the proceedings. 
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The contents of these texts indicate clearly the character of the inter

section between Buddha relic worship and memorial services for female 

members of the Kujo lineage. The first of the two manuscripts preserved 

at Ninnaji is the more detailed. The very beginning of the text notes that 

this is a relic offering (shari kuyo) performed every month as an Ami

tabha samadhi (J. Amida zanmai) and mentions the presence of the 

cloistered emperor and of aristocrats. The opening pronouncement 

(hyohyaku) is especially informative. It begins with an invocation of the 

cosmic Tathagata Mahavairocana (J. Maka Birushana Nyorai) as well as 

the multitudes of deities and beings of the Diamond and the Womb 

Realm mal).<;ialas. It goes on to note the blessings the diamond-hard relics 

of the Thus-Come One, Sakyamuni, have bestowed on the holy multi

tudes of believers. The pronouncement continues: 

The blessed light we cannot see, 
The moon sinks into blackness, 
Closed by the gold coffin in Vulture Peak. 
Further, true are the words 
That we cannot hear the wind cry 
Or the white crane in the forest. 
The cremation ends with ashes (ikotsu); 
The incense proliferates widely 
To the Three Lands ( sangoku) (India, China, Japan] 

The relics of the Thus-Come [One] are the whole body of V airocana; 
The true form of the three periods (of past, present, and future] is actually all 

nirviiJ;la; 

The undifferentiated dharma body pervades the two directions; 

The limitless efficacy of the field of merit, as the seed ofBuddhahood, 
In its extreme depth must not be spoken of with [mere] circumspection. 
The late Bifukumon'in is thus in the shadow of this flourishing tree, 

Now, with the practice of the memorial service ( tsuifuku) 

(On] this memorial day of each month, (weJ. respectfully establish the secret 
mantra of the Upo~adha service (J. sai-e), giving the delicate hundred varieties of of
ferings and implements for the practice of the Amida zanmai. 
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The ceremonial sash truly binds when bowing to the relics (dado; Sk. dhcitu) in 

the secret place of practice. 

Next, Deity Portion (jin'bun[-shingyo]): 

August vow for protection of the Buddhist Law on the occasion of the practice 

of the three mysteries in the courtyard relic offering .... 

Mantra of invitation of the Master of the Teaching Mahiivairocana T athiigata. 

[Who J in one birth transformed [himself] into the diamond-hard remaining 

bodily relics of the Well-Gone Siikyamuni. 

The deities of the assembly of both [mat:J.4ala] realms, the holy multitudes out

side the Diamond Part [Realm], the protective heavenly deities and so on, 

Descend to the place of practice of the three mysteries for enshrinement and 

[consequent J reception of the hundred varieties of offerings. 

May her august holy spirit [Bifukumon'in] depart from the land of impurity for 

birth in the Pure Land and unsurpassable, true Bodhi. 

Offered on behalf of her acquisition of enlightenment ([recitation of:] "Mahiivai

rocana Tathiigata," "Jewel Name [of] Siikyamuni"); 

Offered on behalf of the Eternal Reign on heaven and earth of the Golden 

Wheel-Turning Holy King ([recitation of:] 'Jewel Name [of] Bhai~ajya

guru"); 

[Offered on behalf of] The turning of the cloistered emperor away from calamity 

and toward fortune and the extinction of sins. 

[Recitation: J "Avalokitesvara" (Kanzeon bosatsu) 

Giving rise to good, offered on behalf of complete fulfillment of limitless august 

vows ([recitation:] 'Jewel Name (of) Mahiivairocana," "Jewel Name (of) Life

Prolonging [Samantabhadra]"); 

For tranquillity of the cloistered [emperor J and the happiness of people ( [ recita

tion:] "The Great Holy Sage Acalaniitha Vidyii-Riija"); 

For the equal prosperity of the dharma realm and the country ( [recitation: J "V a

jrapiil).i Bodhisattva") .104 

Early on, the pronouncement invokes the debt of the multitudes to 

the historical Buddha, the implicit loneliness resulting from his death, 
and the assurance that not only are his relics permanent and diamond
like but they are synecdoches of the cosmic Buddha. Soon after, it ties 
the assurance that the Buddha attained nirvaJ:.la, symbolized by the bodhi 
tree, with the fate of the former Bifuk.umon'in, who is in its protective 
shade. She, in other words, has access to the Buddha and his teaching 
and, therefore, the means to attain enlightenment herself-provided this 
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and other memorial services transfer to her the merit requisite for the 

fulfillment of her task. In this way, the memorialization of the Buddha

embodied in his relics-followed by that of Bifukumon'in enables her 
mimetically to retrace the path of the Buddha's enlightenment by re
hearsing the arc that extends from loneliness over his death to assurance 
of his nirva!).a. That is, the words of the ritual enable the mourners to 

progress from feeling bereft because of the death of the empress to assur

ance of her enlightenment by means of envisioning her moving along the 

same spiritual path as that of the Buddha. Along the way, she escapes the 

impurity of this world through rebirth in the Pure Land. However, al

though the narrative may presume that she has to transform into a man 

before she can be born there, it makes no mention of the necessity, which 

suggests that the impurity of her gender is not of particular concern in 
the rite. 

The text's mentions of the retired emperor show that the rite was 

produced within the milieu of the imperial family as much as it was 
within the Fujiwara clan. The retired empress, as in Kanezane's prayer 
for Kokamon'in, is presented as a figure who embodied the intersection 

of both families. Of course, the retired emperor Go-Shirakawa, who is 

present, was not her husband, but as a cloistered sovereign-and as a 

former ally as well as son of her husband-he has a ritual obligation to 

participate. The ceremony also presents him with an opportunity for 

merit production through partaking in the memorial service. The rite is 

also, given the presence of members of the nobility, an opportunity for 

him to engage them publicly in prayer for the welfare of his family and 
his continued reign. 

Although the text proclaims that the rite is a form of Amida zanmai, 
it focuses on the historical and the cosmic Buddhas. In fact, the only 
mention of the Amida Buddha in the rite is as one of the five Buddhas 
invoked later in the service. Even Bifukumon'in's birth in the Pure Land 

seems, more than anything else, a steppingstone toward the status en

joyed by Sakyamuni. This ritual narrative places Pure Land faith com
pletely within the framework of esoteric Buddhism and the cult of the 

historical Buddha. The remains of the latter evoke stories and ritual 

practices that offer a model for the construction of a funerary practice 
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that affords further insight into the social roles and religious aspirations 

of women within the cosmos of early medieval Japan. 

Women and the Degendering of Buddha Relics 

In these ritual texts, diaries, tales, and other accounts, the worship of 

Buddha relics intersected directly with the maintenance oflineages, espe

cially in the case of the Fujiwaras and evidently in the closely related im

perial house as welL We begin, at this point, to witness the appropriation 

of textual and ritual traditions associating women with the fecundity of 

Buddha relics into the funerary practices of the Fujiwara and imperial 

lines, which transformed the association of women with relics and jewels 

into female prominence in the guarding and worshipping of relics. Such 
pre-eminence even extended, by the early thirteenth century, to the per

formance of memorial relic rites. 

Based on texts of the late Kamakura era, Hosokawa Ryoichi has ar

gued that imperial concubines and empresses became the guardians of 

relics, which were conceived as regalia-like symbols of imperial authority, 

and that women often retired to temples such as the Risshu nunnery 

Hokkeji to protect the "memory" of the glory of the emperor's reign.105 It 

is clear that relics were perceived by many in the thirteenth and four

teenth centuries as symbols of imperial authority; this is demonstrated by 

the concern over thefts of T oji relics and the views of monks such as 

Goho, who equated the number of relics with the welfare of the realm. 
However, although this was the case, it does not help us understand 

the roles of women as both participants in and the objects of relic rites. 

The appropriation of textual models did not necessarily entail that 

women become mere mediators of power on behalf of others. The diaries 

we examined suggest that the women of the Fujiwara and imperial 

households were also active participants and sponsors of rites of Buddha 

relic worship. In the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, the figures of 
Bifukumon'in, Kokamon'in, and Hachijo'in stand out as examples of 

women who took active roles in conducting and sponsoring such rites. 

Indeed, Hachijo'in's conducting of relic rites on behalf of her mother, 

Bifukumon'in, illustrates not only the active role of women but also the 
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sponsorship of relic rites by women of the Fujiwara and imperial house

holds for women of their lineages. 
Recently, Tanaka T akako and Ohara Mayumi have separately ana

lyzed texts that describe the guardianship of the famous tooth relic of the 
Buddha as passing from the cloistered emperor Shirakawa to a series of 
imperial concubines, consorts, and retired empresses.106 Two of the fig
ures on these lists, Bifukumon'in and Hachijo'in, were involved in relic 
worship and could have conceivably held some sort of tooth relic. How

ever, Kokamon'in is not mentioned in any of these sources, suggesting 
perhaps that the imperial line maintained a Buddha relic collection inde
pendently of the Kujo. In any event, as we have ascertained through this 
study, according to contemporary sources, the earliest Buddha relic line
age to be established passed from T adamichi to Kokamon'in and, later, 

Kanezane.107 

In addition, figures such as the retired empress Senyomon'in (u81-

1252) continued to be heavily involved in Buddha relic worship during the 
later Kamakura period. Senyomon'in's donation in 1225 (Karoku 1) of 
one grain of"transmitted Buddha relic" (soja no busshari) for enshrinement 
in a chapel in Hojuji suggests her role as bearer of Buddha relics of the 
Fujiwara and imperial lines. In fact, her offering of the relic came in re
sponse to the monk Seigen' s gift of the dilapidated chapel for worship on 
behalf of the spirit of the Go-Shirakawa.108 

In 1240 (EnniS 2), Senyomon'in sponsored the construction of a five

story miniature stiipa at Toji and enshrined three of the Buddha relics 
from Toji treasury within it. From then on she sponsored regular relic 

assemblies (shariko) on the last day of each month.109 Her commence
ment of relic assemblies at T oji confirms again the active sponsorship by 
retired empresses of rites of Buddha relic worship during the medieval 
period. 

It is evident that imperial women gained access to Buddha relics by 
drawing in part on their gendered association with relics and regenera
tion. However, they gained authority in the care and veneration of relics 
through what we may call a "degendering" of the veneration of the Bud
dha's remains. Marilyn Strathern has used the term "analogic gender" to 

describe social relations in Melanesian society that are predicated on con
cealed ideas about gender that work to ensure "that recognizable forms of 
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action occur."110 Gender is tied not to ontological status bJ.lt to encultu

rated presuppositions about the differences between the sexes. In early 

medieval Japan, I argue, the gendering and degendering of relics similarly 

pursued the contours of implicit ideological expectations about gender. 

The success enjoyed by court women by means of degendering relic ven

eration indicates not that they resisted the ideology of gender but that 

they strategically used historical circumstances to circumvent the gen

dered character of Buddhist discourse on relic veneration and strengthen 

their authority and position within the lineage. It was, in other words, by 

evoking associations of women with relics while at the same time dissoci

ating the veneration and care of relics from gender that imperial women 

were able .to gain such authority. The mere association of women with 

the veneration of relics would have garnered them only access to the rel

ics, not the authority to undertake the care and veneration of the Bud

dha's remains on equal terms with the men of the Kujo and imperial 
households. 

Although some Japanese scholars have commented on the importance 
of the cult of relics to the aristocratic and imperial lineages, none has 

analyzed the process by which the gendering of relics formed the ground 

for imperial women's involvement in relic veneration. Japanese stories of 

women and Buddha relics ultimately did not join the female reproductive 

capacities with the fecundity symbolically associated with relics; rather, 

they gendered the ontological distance between believers and Buddha 

relics, only to offer grounds for the degendering of the ritual space be

tween relics and Japanese lineages. The sacred mountains of Japan pro

duced a gender divide that fostered the public presentation of Buddha 

relics; yet in doing so, they provided grounds for efforts of lineages to 

collect, care for, and venerate the remains of the Buddha. And as has 

been shown, it was in the degendering of such veneration that imperial 

women gained ritual authority-and even shared space on those same 

mountains with male ancestors who were, perhaps ironically, both Bud
dha and family patriarch. 
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7 Rebirth of the Warrior~ King: Samurai 

Society and the Powers of Buddha Relics 

The preceding chapters have explored the roles of aristocrats, members 
of the imperial family, and monks in relic acquisition and veneration in 
early medieval Japan. This chapter considers relics in relation to a fourth 

social group-warriors (bushi). Given the devotion of the aristocratic and 

imperial houses to relic worship during the late Heian period, warriors 

living in or near the capital must have witnessed examples of such rituals. 

Yet because early records were written by members of the court for other 

members of the court, few mention the activities of warriors. It is not 

until the bushi gain ascendancy that texts begin to mention the social life 
of this class. And it is clear from records such as the Azuma kagami (Mir~ 
ror of the east), compiled by anonymous retainers of the Kamakura sho~ 
gunate (II92-1333), that the warriors who contended for control of the 
Japanese government, and those who later succeeded in gaining control, 
were involved in relic veneration. In fact, their involvement in reliquary 

'construction indicates that they were well aware of the representational 
and ritual connection between relic veneration and acknowledgment of 

the authority of the ruler. 

This chapter begins by considering the involvement of warriors of the 

Kamakura era in relic veneration and reliquary construction. What were 

their beliefs concerning relics, and how did these beliefs inform their re~ 
ligious activities? How did their beliefs and actions relate to the tradi~ 
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tions discussed in previous chapters? Did these activities help consolidate 
their authority? 

With the development of the multi-centered power structure called 
the "power bloc system" (kenmon taisei), the first military government, 
the Kamakura shogunate, tried to produce a set of religious sites and 
performative rituals that visually attested to its authority in the Kama
kura area, and it used relics and reliquaries as primary means toward this 
end. Although the beliefs of individual warriors remain vague, the war

rior government appropriated traditions associating the patronage of 
reliquary construction with governmental authority and sponsored relic 
services at major temples in the Kamakura region that were associated 
with the shogunate. 

Three shogunal temples in the Kamakura area were most active in 

relic veneration: Shomyoji, Gokurakuji, and Engakuji. The Shingon
Ritsu temple Shomyoji, originally constructed by Hojo Sanetoki (1224-

76) as a Hojo family temple (bodaiji), was the site of a thriving tradition 
of relic veneration that included worship of a wish-fulfilling jewel. 
Gokurakuji, though founded as a Pure Land temple, was transformed 
into a Shingon-Ritsu institution by the illustrious monk Ninsho (I2I7-

I303), one of the leaders of the precepts movement, under the auspices of 
Hojo Shigetoki (n98-126I). Gokurakuji became the site of an annual relic 
assembly on the twenty-third to twenty-fifth day of the second month 

that was regularly patronized-and often attended-by high-ranking 
members of the shogunate. The Zen temple Engakuji, the largest and 
best-known of these temples, was constructed under the auspices of 

shogunal regent Hojo Tokimune (1251-84) and was the site of a major 
relic hall (shari-den) built with funds provided by the Kamakura 
government. 

Later warrior governments also patronized reliquary construction and 
relic veneration. The Ashikaga shogunate (1338-1573) established the sys
tem of" reliquaries [of the Buddha] that benefit sentient beings" ( risho-to) 
as the pinnacle of its efforts to harness the performative symbolism seen 

previously in the Buddha Relics Offering of the imperial government. 

Members of the Ashikaga clan such as Tadayoshi (1306-52), brother of 
the shogun Takauji (1305-58), repeatedly requested the distribution of 
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Buddha relics such as those at T oji, a reflection in part of the extent to 
which they believed in the enriching and apotropaic powers of the Bud
dha's remains. Indeed, the Ashikaga clan was so involved in relic venera

tion that relic services were conducted as part of the funerary rites per
formed on behalf of figures such as the great Y oshimitsu (1358-1408 ). 

Warriors and Relic Patronage in the Late Heian 

and Early Kamakura Eras 

The beginnings of warrior involvement in relic veneration are noted in 
both legends and documentary sources. An early source depicting relic 
worship by a warrior is the early Kamakura tale Heiji monogatari (Tale of 
the Heiji [War]). This anonymous tale includes a story about a warrior 
of the Taira clan (Heike) named Nanba-no-saburo Tsunefusa. Tsune
fusa is possessed by a spirit, and when he hears about the curative powers 
of the waterfall ofMino in Settsu province, he travels there: 

His possession occurred as usual, and he jumped into the hole at the rear of the 

waterfall. Unknowingly continuing to enter further and further, he arrived at a spot 

where there was no more water. The place was as beautiful as the imperial palace. 

As he stood at its gate entrance, from inside someone said, "Who's there?" 

"I am a warrior (saburai) of the Heike named Nanba-no-saburo Tsunefusa." 

"Well, so your name is Nanba. Immediately return! You'll come to understand 

in the human world (shaba). At that time, come again." 

He said, "Why is this? What is the reason I have to return?" 

The voice said, "This is the Dragon (King's] Palace. Take this as a sign that you 

came." (The speaker] gave him one grain of Buddha relic enshrined in a crystal 

stiipa. He received it, placing it under his outer garment as he left the gate, and 

floated up and saw the opening under the waterfall. 

When he told temple monks about this, their hair stood on their heads. He also 

told this upon his return to the capital. [Taira no Kiyomori] thought this extraordi

nary and proceeded to enshrine (the Buddha relic] in Kokokuji in the area ofNishi

yama Qust west of Heian-kyo].1 

This episode reiterates the association of dragons with Buddha relics. 

However, it also implies a connection between the Buddha relic and the 
curative powers of the waterfall and depicts the conferral of the relic on a 
warrior. The nexus of associations linking the dragon, the Buddha relic, 
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and the king or monk are reinscribed in a sympathetic and suggestive 
portrayal ofTsunefusa, who not only receives the object but also gives it 
to the greatest warrior of his day, Taira no Kiyomori (m8-8I). The relic, 
instead of being made the charge of a monarch who gives it to a temple, is 
Kiyomori's to wield in much the same manner, demonstrating the ability 

of the great warrior to obtain a relic as well as his piety and charity in his 
gift to Kokokuji.2 

One might argue that Kiyomori' s status as a warrior is irrelevant, be

cause he was heavily involved in aristocratic society and was rumored to 
be the son of cloistered emperor Shirakawa. However, the story focuses 
on Tsunefusa, a man who refers to himself as a "saburai" (samurai) of the 
Heike. Moreover, this work is a military tale and emphasizes the deeds 
and life ofKiyomori as a warrior. The genre of the work, the focus of the 
story on T sunefusa, and the symbolic association of relics with the 

authority of the ruler clearly suggest the appropriation by warriors (or 
those close to them) of the dragon/relic legend. 

In addition, the tale follows the contours of the long-held belief that 
dragons possess wish-fulfilling jewels. As we have seen, the adherents of 
esoteric Buddhism often interpreted these wish-fulfilling jewels as Bud
dha relics. In Japan, the Shingon school had held such a view since at 
least the tenth century and was constructing wish-fulfilling jewels 
through the use of Buddha relics by the mid-Heian era. Aristocrats, 
monks, and the imperial family were not, however, the only figures 
known to possess such jewels. At least in legend, the leading warriors had 
wish-fulfilling jewels as well. A tale in the mid-Kamakura corpus, Kokon 
chomonju (Collection heard from writers ancient and modern), describes 
the monk Chogen as offering one of the two jewels given him by a 
woman in a dream at the Ise Shrine to the first Kamakura shogun, 
Minamoto no Yoritomo (n47-99).3 

The greatest of military tales, Heike monogatari (Tale of the Heike), 
suggests that Taira no Shigemori, eldest son of Kiyomori, had a firm be

lief in the salvific powers of the relics of King Asoka Mountain in China. 
He sends gold dust to the monastery on the mountain as a prayer for his 
own salvation after death and dispatches a Chinese named Miao Tien 

to carry I,ooo taels to the monks there and to give 2,000 taels to the 

emperor to bestow rice paddies on the monastery to fund prayers for 
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Shigemori's salvation.4 Although the text does not mention the relics 
of King Asoka Mountain, the mountain was famous for its relics, and 
Shigemori certainly was aware of the connection. Indeed, his offering of 
gold dust was, with little question, intended for the reliquary on the 
mountain. Moreover, monks such as Eisai (Yosai; II4I-I2I5) and Chogen 

not long after told others of their voyages to China, which included visits 
to see the relics of King Asoka Mountain.5 

A series of documents also attests to the construction by the Kama
kura shogunate of large numbers of reliquaries-patterned on Asokan 
legend-and the sponsorship of relic assemblies. The leaders of the 
Kamakura shogunate, like the Taira and Kujo families, had a keen inter
est in King Asoka Mountain and in relics more generally. Minamoto no 
Sanetomo (ug2-I219), the third shogun, inspired by a dream in I2I6, 
gained great faith in the powers of King Asoka Mountain, and he invited 
the master Chinese metalworker Ch' en Ho-ch'ing to Kamakura. Ch' en 
had played a key role in the reconstruction of the Great Buddha at To
daiji years e~rlier. Ch'en informed Sanetomo that the shogun had been a 
senior monk at King Asoka Mountain in a previous. life and that he, 
Ch'en, had been his disciple.6 Since his dream and Ch'en's .statement 
buttressed each other, Sanetomo dispatched Ch' en and a crew of 6o on a 
pilgrimage to the mountain in a ship built especially for the occasion, de
spite protestations from those around him. Due to shallow waters in the 
Japan Sea, the ship never made it and returned to Japan? 

This account is very similar to the story of Sanetomo' s acquisition of a 
tooth relic of the Buddha. The mid-fourteenth-century Butsuge shari ki 
(Account of the Buddha's tooth relic), describes the original eight shares 
of the Buddha's relics and Asoka' s use of the relics to construct 84,000 

reliquaries. Of the nineteen in China, one was the reliquary housing a 
tooth of the Buddha in N eng-jen ssu. According to the work, Sanetomo 
dreamed that he went to N eng-jen ssu, where the seventh-century monk 
Tao-hsii.an, who had gained possession of one of the Buddha's teeth, was 
still preaching.8 The text describes Tao-hsii.an as announcing that he has 
been reborn in Japan as the shogun Sanetomo. Because the Kamakura 
monk Ryoshin and Senko ( = Eisai), the founder of Jofukuji, both have 
the very same dream, Sanetomo decides to send envoys to Neng-jen ssu 
to request the tooth-a story reminiscent of the historical account of 
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Sanetomo' s dream of King Asoka Mountain and his attempted dispatch 
of the embassy led by Ch' en Ho-ch'ing. In this case, however, Sanetomo 

is depicted as attempting to acquire the relic of his longing and even suc
ceeding in doing so. The text claims that the relic was enshrined in Daijiji 
and honored in an annual relic assembly (shari-e) held on the fifteenth 
day of the tenth month. Later, according to this work, the relic was 

moved to Engakuji, a temple founded by the shogunate.9 

Such actions, and the stories they spawned, suggest not only the po
litical savvy of figures such as Ch' en but also the genuine belief of those at 
the highest levels of the shogunate in both the religious and the political 

significance of reliquaries and Buddha relics. At first glance, the story of 
the tooth relic might seem simply to be based on Sanetomo' s dream 
about King Asoka Mountain. Both accounts suggest the extent to which 
the leaders of the warrior government were interested in relics. However, 
the description in the latter story of the movement of the relic from Dai
jiji to Engakuji is substantiated by a manuscript authored by the monk 

Cheng-nien (1215-89; J. Shonen), which depicts the transporting of the 

tooth relic to Engakuji.10 

Moreover, Sanetomo indeed received Buddha relics ftom Eisai in 1212 

and sponsored relic assemblies at Daijiji from 1214 on. Sanetomo surely 
valued Eisai' s stories of his voyage to the King Asoka Mountain and cer
tainly prized the relic, although there is no documentary record that it 
was a tooth. Azuma kagami records three occasions on which the assem
blies at Daijiji were conducted.U Although Sanetomo is not described as 
having attended the Daijiji assemblies, his mother, the powerful Hojo 
Masako (rr57-1225), did so on at least one occasion, as did her brother 
Yoshitoki (rr63-1224), the regent (shikken) of the shogunateY Sanetomo 
is recorded, however, as having attended the first relic assembly at Eifu

kuji, together with his wife and mother in r2r7.B 

The shogunate seems even at this early juncture to have viewed relics 

as very powerful, if not the virtual equivalent of imperial regalia. First, the 

shogunate clearly had a stake in the question of the authenticity of relics. 
As we saw in Chapter 5, Y oritomo refused to accept relics offered to him 
in II91 because of his suspicion that they had been stolen from Muro and 
the possibility that they were spurious.14 The efforts to send embassies to 
King Asoka Mountain and Neng-jen ssu and the first shogunal sponsor-
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ship of relic assemblies coincided with the theft of the Toji relics in !2I6. 

The inclusion of the manuscript of the imperial order calling for the 

capture of the thieves in Azuma kagami indicates that the members of the 

shogunate were aware of the powers of relics and their connection with 

imperial authority. Indeed, the order makes explicit reference to the in
dispensable role of the relics in the pacification of the realm: "The relics 

[ofT oji] are the body bequeathed by the master during his life [as the 

Buddha], and the related items are the spiritual jewels of the three coun

tries [India, China, Japan]. It would be deplorable [if as a result of their 

theft] the Buddhist dharma were to enter a period of decline, and the 

imperial law were to lose the protective power [of Buddhism J ."15 

Given the inclusion of this text in the work that is, effectively, the offi

cial history of the early shogunate, we can surmise that Sanetomo, Ma

sako, and those around them were well aware of the reputed powers and 

authority associated with relics. Moreover, the deaths of Sanetomo and 
Masako did not end the shogunate's involvement in relic assemblies. 
Sanetomo's successor as shogun, Kujo Yoritsune (1218-56)-son of the 

imperial regent Kujo Michiie (u93-1252) and thus a scion of the Fuji

waras-attended a relic assembly at Eifukuji together with Hojo Y asutoki 

(u83-1242), son ofYoshitoki, and others in 1231. Soon after his tonsure in 

1245, Yoritsune sponsored a "requital of blessings" relic assembly (hoon 
shariko) at another Kamakura temple founded by the shogunate, Kuonjtl
ryo'in.16 

The early shogunate had an interest not only in relics per se but in 

traditions that associated authority with the making of reliquaries. From 
very early on and on numerous subsequent occasions, the members of the 

warrior government embarked on the construction and veneration 

of 84,000 miniature sttlpas, following the contemporary examples of the 
imperial house and aristocratic society. The number, of course, hearkens 

back to the legend of Asoka, who thus demonstrated his devotion to 

Buddhism as well as his largess. In Japan, although sponsorship of 

84,000 miniature sttlpas was not limited to the reigning or cloistered 

emperor, it was always undertaken by figures at the very pinnacle of the 

imperial government, primarily members of the Fujiwara family. 

Thus the shogunate could demonstrate both its piety and its authority 
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through such construction, which began early in the Kamakura era. In 

II97, Y oritomo authorized the manufacture of 84,000 reliquaries to pac

ify the spirits of those who had died in the wars since the usos, beginning 

with the Hogen conflict. The extant account authorizing construction 

reveals that Y oritomo enlisted the help of clerics at a temple in T ajima 

province, and describes the reason for his act: 

Violent conflict occurred between the Minamotos and T airas, and the imperial law 

and the Buddhist dharma became unsettled .... Minamoto Ason [Y oritomo] de

stroyed the enemies of the king [cloistered emperor Go-Shirakawa] in accordance 

with the will of heaven and, by according with the deities, crushed the rebellious, 

quickly chasing away all the clouds encircling heaven and rapidly quieting the rebel

lious waves of the four seas. High and low of city and country praised him, filled 

with joy and laughter. However, those he chased and punished and who died young 

numbered tens of millions. Those Taira on horseback who headed to the north had 

their life-dew expire in the grasses of Shinohara, and the rebels who were said to 

have crossed to the south seas (actually ]lost their floating lives in the waves of the 

eight isles. Thus does not their enmity which remains from their previous life cry 

out in its sadness in the other world (meido)? ... It has been transmitted that when 

one responds to hatred with hatred, the hatred does not end for generation upon 

generation, that when one responds to hatred with virtue, hatred is transformed into 

goodwill. Therefore, we search here for the ancient tracks of Asoka, constructing 

84,000 jeweled stiipas, and believing (in the promise of] the benefits of wealth (i.e., 

wealth derived from the merit of ritual], copy the Hokyoin dhara~i in all of the sites of 

spiritual power in the provinces (throughout the realm].17 

The text invokes the heroic character ofYoritomo even as it ascribes his 

action to the genuine concern of many inside and outside the shogunate 

that those who died will wander between this and the other world in 

confusion, with no loved ones to pray for their welfare, and possibly be~ 

come vengeful spirits ( onryo ). Since this account was written within sev

eral years after the Genpei war between the Minamoto and the Taira, the 

level of concern is not surprising. The text indicates that the shogunate 

patterned its conduct on that of Asoka, whose legend had long pervaded 
c 

aristocratic society. In particular, Y oritomo, like Asoka, represents him-

self as following a course from war to pacification of the realm and as 

marking the transition by showing concern for the dead and demon~ 

strating his piety throughout the realm. 
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The next occasion for reliquary construction came in response to an 

illness of the second shogun, Minamoto no Yoriie (n82-1204), in 1203. 

Y oriie, who had already demonstrated on at least one occasion that he 

believed in the power of stiipa veneration/8 commissioned the monk 

Chiikei to perform the service in which 84,000 clay reliquaries were of

fered to the great shrine of the bakufu, Tsurugaoka Hachimangu.19 

Likewise, his successor, Sanetomo, commissioned the monk Gyoyii 

(n63-1241) to venerate 84,000 reliquaries on at least one occasion in the 

shogun's residence.20 

The shogunate continued to make offerings of 84,000 stiipas through
out the thirteenth century, especially following armed conflict. Moreover, 
the monks they commissioned were among the religious figures most ac
tive in the service of the bakufu. Hojo Y asutoki constructed 84,000 stone 

reliquaries (sekito or shakuto) in the Takoegawara area in 1225, where 

many vanquished enemies had been executed during and after the Jokyii 

war, and asked the monk Jogo (n52-1238) and his disciples to perform 
the service.21 Jogo, who had performed several rites on behalf of the 

bakufu during the war, was one of the most influential monks in both the 

imperial capital and Kamakura, serving as the abbot of T surugaoka 
Hachiman shrine and an abbot of the third rank at Toji in Heian-kyo 

(Kyoto). Indeed, only three months after this rite, Jogo was the officiant 

at the Latter Seven-Day Rite and the next year was appointed head ab

bot ofTodaiji; in 1236, he became first abbot at Toji.22 His services dur

ing the war to the shogunate rather than the emperor do not seem to 

have hindered his career as a powerful monk, which suggests that both 

the bakufu and the court were convinced of his ritual abilities. Moreover, 
his background as an esoteric monk and appointment as the acarya of the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite indicates that he had been initiated in the T oji 

relic tradition. 
On the next occasion that the shogunate sponsored the veneration of 

84,000 reliquaries, they commissioned Joshin (1203-66), a disciple of 

Jogo, to perform the service in 1233. Joshin's ties to the imperial family 
were in a sense ·as close as they were to the bakufu, since he was the son 

of the powerful politician-poet Tsuchimikado Michichika (II49-1202) 23 

and thus a relative ofEmperor Tsuchimikado (r. II98-1210) as well as the 

grandson of the imperial consort Hachijo'in.24 As has been noted by 
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Taira Masayuk.i, givenJoshin's pedigree and the fact that he was an offi
ciant in a range of exoteric and esoteric rites, he was a "person who 
guided the development of shogunal Buddhism (bakufu bukkyo) even 
more than Jogo."25 Moreover, like his master, Joshin was an abbot of 
Tsurugaoka Hachiman shrine and later as an abbot (of the fourth rank) 
at Toji and an acarya in the Latter Seven-Day Rite. In his case, however, 

he later lost his standing in Kamakura and returned to the Heian-kyo 
area, where he was abbot ofTodaiji for twenty years and eventually first 

abbot ofToji as well as a palace monk appointed to pray for the health of 
the emperor (gojiso).26 In any event, despite his later loss of favor with the 

bakufu, his participation in a variety of rituals, as well as his knowledge of 
the T oji tradition, influenced religious life in Kamakura. 

During the early 1240s, the shogunate increasingly sponsored the con
struction of clay stii.pas (deito), apparently in most cases to pacify the 
spirit of cloistered emperor Go-Toba (r. n83-98), who died in exile in 
1239. Although historical records do not explain the reason for these 
services, for at least three of the four occasions of sponsorship in the early 

1240s the timing is close enough to the death of the emperor that pacifi
cation of his spirit is the most likely explanation.27 In some of these cases, 
the selection of the officiant-monks gives us insight into the relationship 
between the bakufu and Buddhism as well as the shogunate's knowledge 
of the relic tradition. The monk commissioned to perform the first of 
these rites was Raiken (n86-1261), who did so within the grounds of the 
Buddha Hall (Jibutsudo) in the shogun's residence. Raiken, of Mura
kami Genji heritage, was originally trained in T endai at Onjoji (later 
called Miidera) near Heian-kyo and began to offer his services to Y orit
sune during the I230S. Raiken, though a student of esotericism, per
formed a series of public rites on behalf of Y oritsune and became abbot 
of Onjoji near the end of his life, dying in the Kamakura area. Similarly, 

Yii.son (n78-1252), officiant at the rite held at Kuonjii.ryo'in in 1244, was 
trained at Onjoji and became an abbot there later in his life.28 This extent 
of shogunal patronage of monks of Onjoji indicates the degree to which 
the shogunate also actively called on T endai monks of that temple, which 
was renowned for its protection of the imperial family and the numbers 

of tonsured members of the imperial family within its walls. Moreover, 

given these monks' background, shogunal leaders must have felt that 
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their performance of a ritual for a deceased emperor would be most 

effective. 

The final offering of 84,000 reliquaries commissioned by the Kama

kura shogunate occurred in 1260, when various calamities and the threat 

of Mongol invasion were of increasing concern. Why, in any case, did 

the performance of this rite cease in Kamakura2 Perhaps members of 

the shogunate did not believe that, in the face of a military threat, public 

or exoteric rites were as potentially efficacious as esoteric rituals, 

which monks of the tantric traditions argued were the most powerful in 

Buddhism. 

The Faith ojWarriors and the Consolidation 

of Shogunal Authority 

By the mid-thirteenth century, leading members of the shogunate had 

increasing· knowledge of a variety of esoteric Buddhist rituals through 
their association with monks such as Jogo and Joshin. In fact, the in

volvement of monks connected with the shogunate in reliquary and relic 

veneration went far beyond the performance of such rites. J ogo was the 

officiating monk at the palace relics inventory in 1237. In fact, on that oc

casion, he received fifteen grains in distribution, and the record of the rite 

notes that he actually took over thirty. Moreover, at the same rite, the 
shogun Y oritsune received three, indicating his attendance at the rite as 
well as his interest in acquiring Buddha relics.29 Thereafter, records of 
the shogunate's reception of the Toji relics are scarce. However, at the 
inventory of 1290, the monk Zenku of Kamakura, a close associate of 

Taira Y oritsuna (d. 1293), a power in the shogunate and husband of the 

dry nurse of shogunal regent Hojo Sadatoki (1272-13n), received six 

grains in distribution.30 Given Zenku's situation, it is very likely that he 
later gave some or all of the relics to Sadatoki.31 

It was, however, monks of the mid-Kamakura era who brought relics 

and their ritual techniques to the shogunate to an even greater degree, 

notably the Tendai monk Ryuben (1208-83) and the Shingon cleric Raijo 

(1246-97). Ryuben, who was initiated by Enni at Nyoiji in the imperial 
capital,32 performed prayers for Hojo T okiyori at the time of the Hoji 
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conflict in 1247 and afterward was rewarded with the abbacy of the 

T surugaoka Hachiman shrine. In 1265, on the occasion of the thirteenth 
memorial of the death of Adachi Yoshikage (I2I0-53)-famous as a ma
ternal relative of Hojo Tsunetoki (1214-46) and for his victory over the 
Miura clan-Ryuben was the officiant at the offering of a jeweled stii.pa 
( taho-to) sponsored by the shogunate. Moreover, Ryuben was described 
in at least one story as having prayed successfully for rain by placing a 
Buddha relic in a dragon's hole at Enoshima-whereupon the dragon ate 

the relic and took it to the bottom of the sea.33 

Raijo was the son of the shogunal regent Hojo T sunetoki and, not 

surprisingly, the most powerful of all of the monks of Hojo heritage as
sociated with the bakufu. Raijo was initiated into the Anjoji and Ninnaji 

traditions and, eventually, became an abbot of Toji. However, at the 
same time, he had very close ties to the shogunate. His most famous and, 
for our purposes, significant ritual contribution to the shogunate was his 
seven-day performance for shogunal regent and his cousin Hojo T oki
mune of the nyoho sonsho mishuho esoteric wish-fulfillingjewel rite to over
come the Mongol threat in 1281. According to the Ikoku kojuku kito ki 
(Account of the prayer to subdue a foreign realm) of Genyu (1228-1319), 

Raijo followed the approach to the rite taught him by Ryoyu (1204-67), 
the master who had initiated him at Anjoji. Raijo was accompanied by 
twelve assistant monks during the rite, which focused on the ritual inser
tion of Buddha relics-in the form of wish-fulfilling jewel-into a jew
eled stii.pa. Attached to the conclusion of the account is a prayer by Raijo 
asking for the safety of the shogun as well as the tranquillity of his body 
(kitai annon)-a mode and language of prayer historically used on behalf 
of the emperor.34 Here Raijo applied the esoteric technique of relic ven

eration toward the protection of the shogunate. As a high-ranking monk 
of esoteric Buddhism from western Japan, Raijo offered ritual abilities 

that had presumably been absent in Kamakura up to that time. Raijo' s 
use of his talents, moreover, seemed to bode well for him as well as the 
shogunate: the Mongols were turned away once again, and in 1283 Raijo 

became the first Hojo to be named abbot of the T surugaoka Hachiman 

shrine. 
Raijo was also the recipient of materials from Hojo (1227-84), his 

teacher at Ninnaji, at roughly the time of the latter's death. The descrip-
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tion of the character of these objects in the document bequeathing them 

reveals the views of Raijo and those around them of the purpose behind 
their association with the shogunate. Moreover, among the signers of the 
manuscript was Raijo' s disciple Gaho (d. 1317), author of the compen
dium on relics Dado hiketsu sho (Notes on the secrets of relics), which 

further suggests the closeness of the connection between the shogunate 

and the major relic tradition of the Shingon school in western Japan. 

An early section of the text, titled "Kanto goji no koto" (The matter of 

protecting eastern Japan [i.e., the shogunate]), argues for the indispensa
bility of Shingon monks to the protection of the warrior houses (buke). 
Hojo argues that someone in the esoteric lineage always upholds the 
transmission of rituals by receiving the "secret seal of direct succession" 

( chaku chaku no hiji = denbo kanjo ). By implication, such esoteric knowl

edge provides the foundation for the success of the shogunate and those 
close to them. A later section of the text confers "spiritual treasures" 

(reiho) and other materials on Raijo, including two wish-fulfilling jewels 
from "daijingu"-a term that potentially refers to the Ise, Usa Hachi

man, or, presumably, Iwashimizu Hachiman shrines.35 Here, the resem

blance of this description to the accounts of Chogen' s reception of two 

jewels at Ise, noted in Chapter 5, suggests that Ise is the referent. Indeed, 

the tale about Chogen in Kokon chomonju describes him as giving one of 

the jewels to Ninnaji.36 In any event, this text gives further evidence not 

only that Raijo was well versed in the wish-fulfilling jewel tradition at 
Ninnaji but that he came into possession of one, at least on his appoint

ment as abbot ofNinnaji a month after Hojo's death in early 1284. 

These examples, however, are cases of individual monks. What about 
the larger issue of relic traditions and shogunal authority? Did the sho
gunate develop its own relic traditions, and if so, were these related to 

those that had developed in western Japan? Of course, individual monks 
initiated in relic traditions, especially the powerful figure Raijo, contrib

uted to knowledge of and interest in such traditions. However, the sho

gunate not only drew on the ritual knowledge of monks of temples con

trolled by the power blocs (kenmon jiin) of western Japan but constructed 

its own ritual traditions based primarily on their knowledge. 
As noted above, the shogunate sponsored the construction of three 

temples that became centers of relic veneration in eastern Japan: Sho-
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myoji, Gokurakuji, and Engakuji. These temples were divided between at 
least two different relic traditions. The first two are Shingon-Ritsu tem
ples and, as such, were influenced not just by the precepts movement but 
also by the long-standing Shingon tradition of relic veneration. Aside 

from the occasional, albeit significant, services of monks such as Jogo and 
Raijo, the monks of these temples offered the shogunate its first regular 
access to the powers of the relic traditions of esoteric Buddhists in the 

region of the imperial capital. Engakuji, on the other hand, brought to 
the bakufu a very different relic tradition-directly from the continent

both ritually and conceptually distinct from that of Shingon. 
The history of Shomyoji, like the other two temples, begins with the 

powerful Hojo family. Hojo (Kanezawa) Sanetoki founded the Sho
myoji in Yokohama as a family temple for the Kanezawa lineage of the 

larger Hojo family. However, Sanetoki was very impressed by the pre
cepts master Eison (1201-90), who visited the area in 1262, and in 1267 he 
invited a monk named Shinkai to become the first abbot of the temple 

and converted it to the Shingon-Ritsu school. There is evidence that the 
object of veneration (honzon) at the temple was already a Buddha relic 
during Shinkai's tenure,37 but the situation changed dramatically upon 
the arrival of the next abbot of Shomyoji: Myoninbo Kenna (1261-1338). 

Kenna was trained in several traditions, included Shingon esotericism, 
the precepts, Kegon, and Tendai. He even had an interest in Sung Ch'an. 

However, it was primarily the doctrines of Shingon and Shingon-Ritsu 
that seem to have formed the core of his interest and knowledge about 

relic traditions. 
Kenna's interest in relics begins, in a sense, with the account of the 

relics of Mount Muro contained in the fourteenth-century Shari soden 
engi (Story of the transmission of relics). Nodomi Joten has pointed out 
that the manuscript of Shari soden engi housed in Kanazawa Bunko, the 
archives originally constructed by Sanetoki, is virtually identical with the 
version reproduced in Dainihon bukkyo zensho (vol. rr9), with two excep
tions: the genealogy of transmission that supplements the Kanazawa 
Bunko text, and the signature of Kenna as copyist (1296) on the reverse 
side of the manuscript. Both versions depict the Muro relics as having 

been placed there by Kii.kai. Moreover, both describe an incident that 

supposedly occurred in 1272: 
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The monks Kakunichibo (actual name Shinno) of Kai province, Kuchibo of Kai

dan'in, and Ichirenbo of Sho[man]'in together with more than ten other colleagues 

made a pilgrimage to Mount Muro to venerate the stone reliquary there. At that 

time, Kakunichibo heard ofKiitai [who had stolen the relics there in II9I]. Search

ing for the hole [from which Kiitai had taken the relics], he came upon a copper 

container of two sun by one sun. He was filled with joy to return at the time, soaked 

with tears of joy. Further, absorbed in his belie£ with single-mindedness, ·he re

spectfully opened the lid and found it filled with relics! From the many relics he 

stole seven grains and showed them to two of his cohorts. As for his comrades 

Kuchibo and Ichirenbo, who entreated him, he gave two golden-colored grains to 

each. Three grains remained.38 

Both versions of the text describe Shinno as returning to eastern Japan 
with the remaining relics and transmitting them first to Honi shonin of 

Muryoju'in in Kamakura. However, from there, the transmission differs 

between the two accounts. For our purposes, the most significant fact is 

that the transmission is longer in the Kanazawa Bunko manuscript, and 

includes Kenna, the copyist, in the line of transmission. Moreover, 

Kenna was in fact a disciple ofKuchibo (Ninkii; fl. I272-1316) ofTodaiji 

Kaidan'in, a Shingon-Ritsu center revived earlier through the patronage 
of Y oritomo, although the text depicts him as receiving the transmission 
from a monk named Somyo, who according to this version received the 

relics from a disciple ofHoni shonin rather than the master himsel£39 

The manuscript Kenna signed thus represents him as the heir to 

authentic relics from Mount Muro. Indeed, the theft of the relics has no 
negative significance here, presumably since Shinno' s and his colleagues' 

faith in the relics was genuine and they planned to install them in the sa

cred spaces of eastern Japan. The text also suggests additional ways that 
Kenna represented his own legitimacy vis-a-vis the esoteric traditions 

newly introduced there. Shinno received his esoteric initiation into the 

Daigoji Sanbo'in line ofShingon fromJissho (I24I-9I), son of shogunate 
ally Saionji Kintsune (n71-I244), at Muryoju'in, as did Adachi Yasumori 

(1231-85), son of Yoshikage. Moreover, Honi shonin received esoteric 

initiation into the Hirosawa branch of Shingon from the Toji monk 

Nozen (1204-89) as well as into the Sanbo'in line from Jissho and was 

thus acquainted with both major branches of esotericism in Shingon Bud-
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dhism.4° Kenna's description of his position as a recipient of the relics 
represents him as a legitimate heir to the relic traditions of the major 

branches of Shingon esotericism as well as the precepts movement 
(Shingon-Ritsu). 

Whereas this account clearly supported Kenna's claims to be a legiti
mate heir to the relics tradition of Shingon, his centrality in the relics 

tradition at Shomyoji is effectively demonstrated by a series of texts giv
ing details of nyoho sonsho ho rites that he had performed since 1233.41 

Kenna participated in an offering to the reliquary at Shomyoji in 1291 led 
by the illustrious precepts master Ninsho, who was active at the time at 

Gokurakuji. During the rite, a relic assembly (shariko) was conducted.42 

Kenna produced another series of texts that testify to his major role in 
the recording and practicing of relic rituals at his temple. As early as 1281, 

he began to produce texts on the relics tradition at Shomyoji, and by 

1303, he had copied, and perhaps expanded, a large manuscript on the rite 
of the wish-fulfilling jewel entitled Nyoi hoju ho (Esoteric rite of the wish
fulfilling jewel). 

The very existence of the lengthy Nyoi hoju ho establishes clearly that 

Kenna and his colleagues at Shomyoji were leading proponents of wish
fulfilling jewel veneration in eastern Japan. Moreover, it clarifies that 
Kenna's views on wish-fulfilling jewels derived directly from Shingon, 
and that he viewed himself as especially indebted to the Kajuji line of the 

Ono branch. As noted in Chapter 5, the first example of a physical wish
fulfilling jewel is that of Hanjun, who is the first signator-at least as 
represented by the text-of the manuscript and who is described as 
having initially given the object to cloistered emperor Shirakawa. The 
signa tor of this part of the document was Seiho, a Kajuji monk who rose 
to the level of archbishop (daisojo). Seiho received transmissions from 
several masters, including Shoken and Kozen (n21-1203) of Kajuji 
Jison'in, who was also the master of Kakuzen, the encyclopedist of relic 
rituals and other Shingon rites. Seiho spent his later years in the Kajuji 

Nishitani at Mount Koya, where his master Gaho (d. n9o; to be distin

guished from the cleric who wrote Dado hiketsu sho) had previously taken 
residence. Kajuji Nishitani is the site at which the next signator, an ob
scure disciple of Seiho named Kenbo, signed the manuscript in 1262, 
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Fig. 9 Excerpt from Nyoi hoju ho, edited Kenna (126I-1338); dated Kagen r.6 (1303). 

Shomyoji Treasury (reproduced by permission of the Shomyoji Treasury, housed in 

the Kanazawa Bunko Archives, Kanagawa Prefecture). 

indicating clearly the ritual genealogy on which Kenna drew-as well as 
its apparent esotericism. A monk named Senkii. copied the manuscript in 
1276; Kenna did so in 1303.43 Figure 9 shows a section of the manuscript. 

In addition, this manuscript also draws on the long~standing Shingon 
tradition that the wish~fulfilling jewel, comprising relics and other mate~ 
rials, is the true manifestation of the body of the Buddha, and that Kii.kai 
buried a jewel in the Shojin gap on Mount Mur6. Moreover, the reverse 
side of the manuscript includes Kii.kai' s explanation in his reputed Last 
Testament of the manufacture of such a jewel. All these factors suggest the 

extent to which Kenna was convinced of the value of the relics of Mount 
Muro and explain the fact that he copied the text on wish~fulfillingjewels 
in the same year (1303) that he made a pilgrimage to Mount Muro and 
worshipped a reliquary there. Indeed, his belief in the powers of the 
wish~fulfillingjewel and his efforts to acquire them are substantiated by a 

text that describes him and a colleague receiving 32 grains of relics in I3IO 

from Honi shonin, the ideal number in Shingon tradition for the con~ 
struction of a wish~fulfilling jewel.44 Indeed, Kenna seems to have used 
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the relics in his possession, performing, for example, a relics service and 
apparently a wish-fulfilling jewel rite in I32I. 45 In his later years, Kenna's 
interest in relic veneration continued, and he wrote a record of the reli

quary and reliquary hall at Shomyoji as late as 1334.46 

Kenna's extensive involvement in relic veneration and distribution in
dicates the extent to which the Hojo family was knowledgeable of and 
interested in the Buddha relics of the Shingon tradition. Kenna was par

ticularly close to the son and grandson ofHojo Sanetoki, Akitoki (r248-

I301) and the powerful Kanezawa Sadaaki (r278-I333), who rose to the 
status of shogunal regent in 1326. Both these figures oversaw a series of 

religious activities, including the construction of the three-story reliquary 
at the temple in the late thirteenth century and the reconstruction of the 

temple complex in 1317. However, Shomyoji did not feature public dem
onstrations of the powers of relics, focusing instead on the reterritoriali

zation of relics from western Japan. The only possibly public demonstra
tion may have occurred during a relic liturgy performed during the 
dedication of the stiipa in 1291. Throughout this period, the Hojo family 
seems to have viewed the ritual activities at Shomyoji as conducted pri

marily on behalf of the clan. The attraction of the esotericism of Shingon 
may have been that it possessed not only remains of the Buddha but also 

the greatest valuable in Buddhism-the wish-fulfilling jeweL Access to 
the Kajiiji monks' knowledge of the wish-fulfilling jewel, especially when 
coupled with possession of such an object, meant that the leading family 
of eastern Japan could draw on the apotropaic and wealth-producing 
powers of Shingon, which had long guarded the imperial and Fujiwara 
families to the west. Thus, the wish-fulfilling jewel that Kenna presuma
bly possessed by the early fourteenth century remained unseen except by 
the Hojo. 

In this way, Kenna's position vis-a-vis the shogunate, as a transmitter 
of authentic Shingon ritual knowledge, seems to have been very different 

from that of Raijo. Raijo was himself a Hojo, and his services were called 

on at a time of foreign conflict. The powers of the wish-fulfilling jewel 
testified to the piety and strength of the bakufu at the same time that it 
protected the realm. Kenna's acquisition of Buddha relics, perhaps based 

on a bakufu-orchestrated theft of Muro relics, served primarily to pro
mote the health, success, and salvation of the Hojo lineage. For the 
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bakufu, the jewel testified to national sovereignty; for the Hojo family,· the 
jewel was a treasure for their protection and enrichment. 

The Hojo also patronized two other temples that housed relics, but 
the situation at these institutions was very different from that at Sho

myoji. Gokurakuji was originally founded by the one-time high-ranking 
bakufu official Hojo Shigetoki as a Pure Land temple, but was trans
formed into a Shingon-Ritsu temple when Shigetoki invited the illustri
ous master Ninsho to take up residence there in 1267. Although Ninsho 
led the rite of dedication for the reliquary ofShomyoji in 1291, the earliest 
known relic veneration at Gokurakuji occurred in 1303 and concerned the 
remains ofNinsho himsel£ In fact, reflecting the increasing trend to refer 
to the remains of illustrious figures as shari, a document preserved in both 
the Toshodaiji and the Gokurakuji treasuries, "Ninsho sharikiki" (Ac
count of the relics of Ninsho), refers to Ninsho's ashes as "relics" and 
proposes that the relics be divided between Gokurakuji and two other 
temples with which Ninsho had been connected.47 Indeed, the construc
tion of a thirteen-story stiipa in 1315 to commemorate the thirteenth an
niversary of the date ofNinsho's death suggests that the relic tradition of 
Gokurakuji focused on mortuary ritual.48 This is all more evident when 
we consider a prayer by Junnin (1265-1326), an abbot of Gokurakuji, to 
transfer merit to Ninsho in 1319: he referred to the "benefits"(riyaku) and 
"efficacy" (kuno) of relics (dado) because they constitute the "virtuous 

blessings" (ontoku) of Sakyamuni Buddha.49 Gokurakuji's tradition of 

relic veneration continued through the fourteenth century and appar
ently later as well.50 

The other major temple was Engakuji in Kamakura, a Zen temple 
that offered quite a different tradition of relic veneration. Engakuji was of 
such importance to the shogunate that it was one of the five temples in 
the "Gozan" system patronized by the shogunate.51 The earliest con
struction at the temple was begun in 1282 by Hojo T okimune, and it was 
specifically dedicated to the memory of warriors who had died defending 
Japan against the Mongols. At the same time, the architecture and clerics 

of the temple owed a great debt to the continent. Engakuji was built in 
Sung Ch'an style, and the first abbot of Engakuji was the Chinese monk 

Wu-hsiieh (1226-86; J. Mugaku) of the Lin-chi (Rinzai) school. 
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The first relic veneration at Engakuji seems to have occurred just be
fore the death of Wu-hsiieh, when, as noted above, the tooth relic was 

transferred from Daijiji to Engakuji in 1285. By this time, Cheng-nien, 
also a member of the Lin-chi order, was the second abbot of Engakuji. 
He seems to have had a keen interest in the tooth relic; indeed during his 
previous tenure at the Jufukuji temple in Kamakura he hosted assemblies 
for the Daijiji relic on three occasions. Moreover, as T amamura T akeji 

and Inoue Zenjo have noted, the young Hojo Sadatoki oversaw-at least 
officially-the installation of the relic in the Relic Hall (Shariden) at En
gakuji, presumably for the protection of the Hoj6 family as well as Ka
makura.52 Cheng-nien and Sadatoki apparently cooperated in the effort 
to transfer the relic to Engakuji. 

Although the protection of the Hojo was clearly part of the reason for 

the transferal of the relic, why was it installed in Engakuji rather than 
Shomyoji, which had a long-standing tradition of relic veneration on be

half of the family? One factor may have been that the tooth relic and the 

developing relic tradition at Engakuji served to demonstrate that the 

Kamakura bakufu was the leading patron of Buddhism in Japan and thus 
the real government of the Japanese islands. For Hojo, possession of the 
tooth relic, and by extension its symbolic significance, made the leader of 
the bakufu a Buddhist ruler. Such possession may not have been part of 
an effort to replace the emperor, but it certainly made available to the ba
kafu the same ideological imperative that had for centuries supported 
rule by the imperial government. 

The tooth relic was clearly the focus of continued veneration by the 
bakufu, and the shogunate of the mid-fourteenth century made relics an 
even greater priority at Engakuji. Part of the impetus was the common 
practice in both Zen and Ch' an of literally treating the remains of mas
ters as relics (shari), as was increasingly the case even in Shingon-Ritsu 
(for example, as noted above, Ninsho's bones were described as relics). 

Nichiren (1222-82), a Tendai monk famous for his prognostications, 
controversial views, and founding of the so-called Nichiren school (Ni

chiren-shii.), even described the bones oflay people as shari, although he 

distinguished these from "relics of the Buddha" (Hotoke no shari).53 After 

serving as abbot of Engakuji, Wu-hsiieh finished his life at Kenchoji, 
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where he died and a reliquary was erected to memorialize him. This reli
quary was initially calle-d Shozoku'an; later it was renamed Shozoku'in. 

However, a move was afoot by the 1330s to move the Shozoku' an reli
quary to Engakuji. The powerful monk Muso (1275-1351) seems to have 
hatched the plan; apparently when he encountered resistance from Ken
choji, he resorted in 1335 to an imperial order of Go-Daigo (r. 1318-39) 
authorizing the move.54 Moreover, the reliquary was placed within the al

ready existing Relic Hall, which indicates not only the sacrality of the 
space but also the broader Zen conceptualization of relics. 

Although documentation on relic services at Engakuji is minimal, sev
eral manuscripts indicate that the Relic Hall continued to be an impor
tant, if not the dominant, object of religious activity there. The Relic 
Hall occupied a large amount of space within the Engakuji compound.55 

In the 1360s, the powerful Ashikaga Motouji (1340-67), a member of the 
family that controlled the shogunate from the 1330s on, patronized the 
Relic Hall, and the aging warrior Uesugi Noriaki (1306-68) made his 
own donation.56 By at least the early 138os, the reliquary (shari-to) in 
Shozoku'in was the site of scriptural recitation five times per month, as 
well as a liturgy at the end of each month. 57 And although the tooth relic 
is said to have been moved to the Shokokuji temple in Kyoto in 1396, the 
reliquary has remained at the Engakuji. Even after a disastrous fire in 1563 
in which many relics were lost, the Relic Hall was reconstructed and 
continues to exist to this day.58 

The Engakuji reliquary continued to play an important role in the re
ligious and political life of the Ashikagas and the Muromachi shogunate 
more generally. Indeed, the disciples ofMuso, following his death in 1351, 
carried on his interest in the reliquary at Engakuji. With the help of 
Ashikaga Motouji, they established a sub-temple within Engakuji called 
Obai'in in 1353, which was primarily under the authority of the monks of 
Shozoku'in. Moreover, in the 136os, powerful disciples of Muso from the 
imperial capital became clerics at Engakuji and Kenchoji. Yet it was the 
death of the shogun Ashikaga Y oshiakira (1330-67) that set the stage for 
a new development in shogunal relic veneration. At first, his remains 

were installed in Komyo'in within Jomyoji, the Ashikaga family temple, 
and Motouji and a series of Zen monks venerated them there. However, 
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the monks of other Ashikaga-related temples such as Kenchoji requested 
that the bones be distributed to them for installation in their respective 
temples. Motouji refused them all and instead chose to distribute the re
mains of Y oshiakira only to Engakuji Obai'in and Zuisenji, a temple af
filiated with Engakuji that was originally founded by Muso.59 

Martin Collcutt long ago pointed out the major economic role played 
by the Engakuji in Kamakura. The Engakuji enjoyed this role precisely 
because it was a center of religious practice supported-and often spon
sored-by the leading members of the bakufu.60 It is probable that the 

shogunate's early patronage of the reliquary at Engakuji was undertaken 
primarily to exploit the symbolic connotations associated with the tooth 
relic, of which Japanese Buddhists had been aware since Ennin's ninth
century report. Sanetomo and his successors clearly saw the tooth relic as 
a Chinese artifact to which the prestige of Chinese Buddhism accrued. 
At the same time, Muse's successful effort to move the Shozoku'an to 
Engakuji incorporated the charisma of Wu-hsiieh, long patronized by 
the bakufu, into the relic tradition there. For the shogunate as well as 
many Buddhist clerics of the era, it was no longer assumed that the only 
ashes worthy of the title "relics" (shari) were those of the Sakyamuni 

Buddha. 

At the same time, Japanese notions of burial ad sanctos may have par
tially informed the installation of some of Y oshiakira' s relics in En
gakuji.61 The placement ofYoshiakira's relics near the tooth relic as well 
as the reliquary ofWu-hsiieh, by virtue of their very nearness to there
mains of holy persons, may have been thought to afford Y oshiakira bet
ter rebirth or salvation-even as it associated the authority ofYoshiakira 
with the spiritual authority of the Buddha and the Ch'an master. 

A related belief may have undergirded the increasing use by members 

of the shogunate of relics in funerary practice. On the occasion of the 
seven-week rites conducted on behalf of the shogun Y oshimitsu after his 
death in 1408, for example, relic veneration was an integral part of the 

services. A series of prayer documents (ganmon) produced on the occa
sion of the forty-ninth day memorial makes clear the extent to which 
relic rites were incorporated. The rites for the deceased featured relic as
semblies (shariko), slltra and Buddha-name recitations, and a rite of 
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offering to relics (dado kuyo ho) distinct from the relic liturgies. In fact, 
seven hokyoin sttlpas, which have a direct connection with relic venera

tion, were also constructed and venerated.62 

The members of the shogunate drew on a variety of traditions of relic 

veneration. Thus from the mid-Kamakura era, the shogunate often called 

on monks with access to the relics and rituals of the esoteric Buddhists of 

western Japan. Monks such as Jogo and Zenku were asked to provide 

relics and the ritual secrets of Shingon. Raijo, as a member of the Hojo 

family, was a key figure in the shogunate's appropriation of the esoteric 
tradition of Shingon Buddhism, and he could be relied on in times of cri

sis to activate the powers of relics on behalf of the bakufu. In the case of 

Shomyoji, the Hojo family attempted to construct its own wish-fulfilling 

jewel tradition, and its patronage of Kenna enabled it to engage a cleric 
trained in what it saw as an authentic form of esoteric ritual. The monks 
of Gokurakuji, followers of the precepts movement of Shingon, had their 
own tradition of relic veneration, which emphasized the use of relics in 

funerary services and sometimes treated the remains of members of their 
lineage as shari worthy of enshrinement and veneration. 

The bakufu as a whole, as well as the Hojo family in particular, thus 

clearly saw the relic traditions of western Japan as essential to their own 

construction of a thriving tradition of relic veneration. Throughout the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, they drew on the powers of relics

especially those of Shingon, which, unlike the new schools of the Kama

kura era, could claim an ancient lineage and access to "authentic" tradi
tions. For the leading members of the shogunate, the relics of Shingon 
were vibrant reminders of the powers of Buddhism in a period of tre

mendous instability. Whereas the contrast between the old and the new 
schools of Buddhism seems to have been irrelevant, access to the unique 

knowledge, ritual capacities, and relics of monks of esoteric Buddhism 

was a constant source of religious interest. 
The shogunate was, however, particularly interested in the relics asso

ciated with one particular school of "new" Buddhism-Zen. Relic ven

eration in Zen was a direct import from Chinese Ch' an Buddhism and 

focused on the remains of all the patriarchs in its tradition, rather than 

the relics of the historical Buddha. Bernard Faure has aptly categorized 
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the Zen tradition of relic veneration as part of a larger "cult of the an

cestors." Ch' an monks in China had long been active in funerary ritual 

and the veneration of relics of earlier masters of the Ch' an tradition. 

Ch' an and then Zen commemorated all the patriarchs of the tradition. 

After the end of the Tang era, the cult of relics in China tended to de

emphasize the qualitative distinction between relics of the Buddha and 

those of arhats or bodhisattvas, and indeed in Ch'an/Zen relics of adepts 

and patriarchs tended to be objects of more regular ritual concern than 

were those of the Buddha.63 

Thus in Japan, members of the Zen school developed views of relics at 

variance with earlier Buddhist traditions concerning relics. Perhaps fol

lowing a trend in Japan to devalue relics by viewing them as the bones of 

any holy person, Soto Zen master Dagen (1200-1253) even wrote that 

the robes (kesa) of patriarchs were more important than physical relics, 

since even kings and other lay believers had possession of shari.64 Thus 

the robe in some sense replaced the physical relic as a "contact" relic pos

sessing priority over bodily remains. 65 

Nevertheless, the Ch' an master in Japan Cheng-nien was interested in 

the tooth relic and was clearly aware of the powerful association between 

its possession and authority in East Asia. To this extent, we can see the 

intimate involvement of Zen monks in the consolidadon of shogunal 

authority at an early stage in the history of the bakufu. Their close con

nections with the continent and their reputation for strict observance of 

the precepts made Cheng-nien and a few other Zen luminaries of the era 

regular recipients of shogunal patronage. Moreover, given the character 

of their relic traditions, Zen monks seem to have contributed signifi
cantly to changes in the shogunate's perception of the character and pow

ers of relics. Although members of the precepts movement of Shingon 

also increasingly viewed the remains of holy persons as relics, the Zen 

tradition offered the shogunate a lineage of relic veneration that system

atically treated the remains of patriarchs as shari comparable to those of 

Sakyamuni, offering a supplement, if not an alternative, to the traditional 
objects of veneration and suggesting as well that Zen masters continued a 
tradition of enlightenment immune to the vicissitudes associated with in

creased distance from the era in which the historical Buddha lived. 
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Stapas of the Buddha's Favor (Risho-to) and the 

Rebirth of the Warrior-King 

By the mid-fourteenth century, the shogunate had developed its own 
tradition of relic veneration at Shomyoji, Gokurakuji, and Engakuji, 
having effectively appropriated both Shingon and Zen traditions of relic 
veneration. At the same time, practices such as the construction of 
84,000 reliquaries had ceased. Although the bakufu probably displayed 
the tooth relic during and after its move to Engakuji, had it otherwise ex

hausted the performative use of relics or reliquaries:' 
In one sense, it had. By the late thirteenth century, the Kamakura 

shogunate was so concerned with the Mongol threat and other problems 
that it no longer made use of public construction of multiple reliquaries 
and thus no longer made any extensive use of rituals associated with the 
legends of the great warrior-king Asoka. However, when Go-Daigo at
tempted to assert his sovereignty as the only legitimate emperor in the 

1330s, the situation suddenly changed. With the prospect of an imperial 
court divided between north and south and internal instability far out
weighing any foreign threat, the powerful Ashikaga family, which would 
establish the Muromachi shogunate, appropriated the most traditional 
symbol of Buddhist sovereignty in an effort to re-establish a unified gov
ernment: the Buddha-relic stiipa. 

Like Sanetomo and the leaders of the Kamakura shogunate before 
them, the Ashikaga knew that the Buddha-relic stiipa was the greatest 
Buddhist symbol of a unified and sanctified rule. Thus, following the 
Kenmu restoration, the bakufu asserted itself through reinvoking the 
memory of Asokan and imperial patronage by constructing multiple 
Buddha-relic stiipas. With the shogunate's appropriation of Buddhist 
symbolism, relic veneration had, in a sense, come full circle-the Ashi
kaga used the visual display of the Buddha-relic stiipa in a manner strik
ingly similar to that found in the Nara kokubunji system of reliquaries 

and the Buddha Relics Offering traditionally conducted by the imperial 
government after an imperial accession. Here, as in the case of the 

kokubunji, the recipients were Buddhist temples throughout the realm. 
However, unlike the Buddha Relics Offering, the bakufu' s offerings of 
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multiple reliquaries had nothing to do with rites of accession or with 
shrines per se. 

The idea of sponsoring the construction of risho-to, or "reliquaries [of 
the Buddha] that benefit sentient beings," was the innovation of the two 

brothers who dominated the Muromachi bakufu during its early stages 
in the mid-fourteenth century, the shogun Ashikaga T akauji and his 
brother Tadayoshi. Tadayoshi, in particular, had a strong interest in 
Buddha relics and even attended the relic inventory and distribution of 
T oji relics conducted in the Shingon chapel of the greater imperial pal
ace. Moreover, as Hashimoto Hatsuko has noted, other high members of 

the Muromachi shogunate continued to attend the inventories and dis
tributions on occasion until the late fifteenth century, when those activi
ties came to an end. 66 

The initial plan for the reliquaries was based on a suggestion from 
Muso that the bakufu establish a reliquary and a "pacification of the 
realm temple" (ankokuji) in every province of Japan that would conduct 

regular prayers for peace in the realm as well as for the salvation of sol
diers who had died in battle. In immediate terms, the motives for the 
plan were similar to those behind many of the earlier constructions of 
'84,000 miniature reliquaries in Kamakura; the logistics of the plan were, 
however, patterned after the construction of multiple reliquaries by the 
Sung dynasty in China.67 

The ideological roots of their actions seem to have extended much 
earlier historically. As noted by Imaeda Aishin in his study of the risho
t6, the monk Chu-hsien (J. Jikusen; 1292-1348), after attending the in
stallation services for one of these reliquaries in Kamakura, wrote that 
the establishment of 68 provincial pagodas was based directly on King 
Asoka' s construction of 84,000 reliquaries.68 This would suggest that the 
bakufu not only knew of the earlier constructions of the miniature stii.pas 
but also was aware of the model for their building. 

Moreover, in spite oflmaeda's belief to the contrary, the bakufu's ac
tions also followed closely the pattern established by the Nara govern
ment in its construction of reliquaries. One reason for this assertion is 

that, as was noted in Chapter 2, a stii.pa was an indispensable part of 
every kokubunji, and the pacification of spirits of those who died of dis
ease or violence was probably part of the reason for its construction. 
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Another historical precedent is Empress Shotoku' s construction of a 

million miniature reliquaries (hyakuman-to) in the wake of her military 

subjugation of enemies, for purposes of repentance and pacification of 
the spirits of the dead. 

Thus, as had long been the case in Japanese history, the leaders of the 

government were knowledgeable about the activities of earlier Japanese 
rulers as well as customs in both China and India. Imaeda is right in 

seeing the most immediate motive as the admiration of Muso and Ashi

kaga leaders for the reliquary in Engakuji, given its associations with 
China and its popularity among the general populace.69 However, I 

would suggest that the construction of the risho-to would probably have 
been undertaken regardless of the prominence of the tooth relic at Enga
kuji, because T akauji and T adayoshi were following a pattern established 

by the shogunal and imperial governments of the previous five hundred 

years. The link between their interest in the Engakuji relic and those 

bound for placement in the risho-to was the performative connection 

between the authority associated with the possession or patronage of the 
relic and that tied to the offering of multiple reliquaries. 

The risho-to, we might say, were an innovative throwback. As noted 

above, the leaders of the late Kamakura and early Ashikaga shogunates 
were extremely interested in the relics of esoteric Buddhism in general and 

of the Shingon school in particular. Such interest was in keeping with re
cent developments in the imperial house and the court, whose primary 
concern lay in obtaining relics whose powers could be ritually activated for 
a variety of purposes. It is clear that the Ashikaga leaders, like the Kama

kura shogunate and the imperial government, recognized the authority as

sociated with reliquary patronage. They were cognizant of its association 

with the greatest warrior-king, Asoka. They were, moreover, clearly aware 

that the imperial government had inaugurated virtually every imperial 

reign for almost four centuries with the Buddha Relics Offering. 
Indeed, it was the temporal-in particular, the inaugural-character of 

the precedents of Asoka and the Buddha Relics Offering that may have 

provided the greatest impetus for the risho-to. According to tradition, the 

warrior-king's construction of multiple reliquaries not only constituted 
his effort to redeem himself but also coincided temporally with the inau

guration of his Buddhist reign: Asoka vowed to adorn the earth with 
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reliquaries at the time of his conversion, and he fulfilled his vow immedi

ately.70 The Buddha Relics Offering was explicitly inaugural in character, 

celebrating and marking the completion of the Daijo-e accession. 

The establishment of risho-to began coincidentally with the Ashikaga 

effort to consolidate control over Kyoto following the subjugation of en

emy forces. Indeed, as Martin Collcutt has noted, the construction of the 

pagodas and the ankokuji were an essential part of the bakufu .effort to 

pacify the rest of the country.71 Takauji and Tadayoshi clearly saw that 

the establishment of reliquaries and temples at this early stage of their 

rule would help solidify their relationship with the populace of each re

gion of Japan. Moreover, although we cannot say with certainty that they 

built reliquaries and temples in every province, it is apparent that by 1350 

they had established the system throughout virtually the entire realm.72 

It is, however, the audience for these reliquaries and temples that 

makes clear the fact that this throwback was indeed innovative. Whereas 

the temples were established within Zen institutions, the reliquaries were 

often installed in older provincial Shingon(-Ritsu) and Tendai temples. 

It is clear that even for the Ashikaga shogunate, the cult of Buddha relics 

was primarily associated with the schools of esoteric Buddhism. More

over, this cult was an important avenue not only for fulfillment of the 

genuine religious aspirations of the Ashikaga family but also for the con

solidation of their relations with powerful temples of "old Buddhism" 

throughout the realm. 
Indeed, it is this nexus of connections among the shogunate, esoteric 

Buddhism, and the cult of Buddha relics that again deserves our atten

tion. For the shogunate, although Zen had a fundamental role in the in
troduction of an utterly new cult of relics, productive and cooperative 

relations with the powerful temples of esoteric Buddhism remained both 

a religious and a political necessity. 

This ongoing and essential role of esoteric Buddhism in the religious 
practice and political consolidation of the Ashikagas is suggested not 

only by the audience of their reliquary construction but also by the 
source of the installed Buddha relics. Half or more of the Buddha relics 

were distributed by T oji abbots for use in enshrinement. In fact, con

temporary documents indicate not only that many of the relics were from 

T oji, but also that they were distributed in the name of the emperor for 
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use in the construction of rishcHo. One of the earliest manuscripts re

garding the reliquaries was written and signed by T adayoshi himself: 

Installment in Reliquary in Kumedadera, Izumi province: 

Two grains of Buddha relics (one grain [from] Toji) 

The aforesaid [is part of] the humble application for one stiipa per province in 

the temple-shrines of [all] 66 provinces. Already, in accordance with an imperial 

vow, Buddha relics ofToji have thus been received in distribution and enshrined in 

each [reliquary ]?3 

Documents produced for other of the risho-to also indicate that at least 
one of the two grains in each came from T oji and that an imperial vow 
was behind the request for their distribution and enshrinement. 

Although manuscripts from this era make it clear that the bakufu ac

quired orders from retired emperor Kogon (r. 1332-33) of the northern 
court to construct the reliquaries,74 in this case the relics were requested 

in the name of the emperor and supplied to the shogunate for use in the 
reliquaries. And although Kogon may have been "a devotee ofZen,"75 the 
bakufu made a point of acquiring the Buddha relics from T oji, whose 
treasury had long been viewed within the court as holding the immanent 
symbols of imperial sovereignty. 

Moreover, examination of manuscripts describing Toji relic distribu
tions during this era reveal that relics were repeatedly parceled out in the 
name of the emperor for the stated purpose of placing them in reliquaries 
in each province-a clear reference to the risho-to. In fact, a distribution 
of fifteen grains to the emperor for use in the provincial reliquaries 
(shokoku toba ryo) was made a month before Tadayoshi wrote the docu
ment above, and other sources dating from the next several months indi

cate that he included Toji relics in every risho-to he installed.76 

Although ~he emperor's name is not made clear in these distribution 
documents, they obviously refer to the young emperor Komyo (r. 1333-

48), successor to Kogon in the northern court. Several later documents 
make it clear that Komyo regularly received Toji relics in distribution.77 

Komyo, like Kogon and others of the Jimyo'in line of emperors, was 
closely connected with the Ashikagas and is known for his devotion to 
Muse's lineage of Zen. However, his religious interests were in no sense 
limited to Zen. Perhaps more than Kogon, who himself received Toji 

relics at least once, Komyo apparently had a deep interest in esoteric 
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Buddhism. Indeed, although Muso' s brand of Zen clearly had many 
features of esoteric Buddhism, it is clear that Komyo was no more de

voted exclusively to Zen than were Go-Daigo and the other sovereigns of 
the rival Daikakuji line. 

Thus the Ashikagas, in part by virtue of their relationship with figures 
such as Komyo, gained access to the relics of Toji. In fact, despite the 
Ashikagas' interest in Zen, esoteric Buddhism served an essential role in 
the fulfillment of both their religious and their political aspirations. Zen 
may have brought the perceived heights of Chinese culture and relics of 
its own, but the schools of esoteric Buddhism, with their landed wealth, 
ritual implements, and relics of the Buddha, remained a constitutive ele
ment in the religious and political milieu of the Ashikaga shogunate. 

Relics and the Birth ojWarrior-King Rule 

It is clear that Buddha relics constituted a crucial element both in the 
everyday life of the leaders of the medieval warrior governments and in 

the process of publicly defining the position of each shogunate in Japa
nese society. Although the beliefs of individual samurai are only vaguely 
suggested in shogunal and temple manuscripts of the medieval era, these 
records indicate that the leaders of each shogunate wer~ heavily involved 

in the patronage of reliquary construction as well as in the acquisition of 
relics presumed to be the authentic remains of the Buddha. 

Although early tales such as Heiji monogatari suggest that powerful 
warriors such as Taira no Kiyomori were interested in relics, it was with 

the consolidation of the first warrior government in the late twelfth cen
tury that warrior interest in the remains of the Buddha becomes evident. 
The leaders of the early Kamakura shogunate, conscious of the associa
tions between relic patronage and the role of the paradigmatic King 
Asoka, actively attempted to acquire relics and repeatedly sponsored the 
construction of 84,000 miniature reliquaries. 

In contrast, the shogunate of the late thirteenth century was inter

ested more in averting invasions and other catastrophes than in demon
strating their patronage. For the Hojo, the ritual abilities of the esoteric 
Buddhists of Kyoto offered not only ways to ward off destruction and 
calamities but also salvation. In particular, the lineag~s of the Shingon 
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tradition, insofar as they held relics of the Buddha, possessed what 

seemed means for the Hojo to ensure the prosperity 'of their family in 

this life and the next. 
Indeed, the Ashikagas, famous for their patronage and personal inter

est in Zen Buddhism, were also interested in both the salvific and politi

cal implications of the acquisition of Shingon relics. They acquired 
many-if not most-of the Buddha relics for the risho-to from the 

monks of Toji, with the help of northern emperor Komyo. Their con

struction of the multiple reliquaries on the "orders" of cloistered northern 

emperor Kogon indicates that although they recognized the importance 
of receiving the imperial imprimatur for their actions, they were aware of 

the resonance between their activities and the actions of Asoka as the 

greatest of warrior-kings and of earlier imperial courts. 

Even as the Ashikaga actively promoted Muso's Zen line of patriarchal 

relic veneration, it is clear that they also believed in the religious implica

tions of Buddha relics. The role of relic veneration in the funeral services 

for Y oshimitsu provides clear evidence of this. The occasions on which 
T adayoshi received T oji relics in distribution or installed them in reli
quaries unconnected with the risho-to presumably illustrate genuine belief 

in the salvific powers of relics in the Last Age.78 Indeed, the presence of the 
highest officials of the Muromachi shogunate at distributions ofT oji relics 

in the latter part of the fifteenth century bespeaks continuing interest. 

This study of warrior involvement in the cult of Buddha relics sug

gests that the image of warriors as being particularly inclined toward Zen 
Buddhism requires re-evaluation. It is clear that we must re-examine the 

seeming gulf between the warriors' religious life, which scholars have of
ten assumed to have focused on Zen, and that of aristocrats, whose aspi

rations are often associated with "old" Buddhism. Rather, the leaders of 

both the Kamakura and Muromachi shogunates, in addition to their 
great interest in Zen, also had close personal and political ties to the ma

jor temples of the exoteric-esoteric system (kenmitsu taisei) of early medie

val Japan. Recognition of the complexity of their religious and political 

life may indeed call into question our assumptions concerning the appro

priateness of Zen to the samurai ethic; perhaps these views find their 

roots more in the historical context of early modern Japan than in the 

apex ofMuromachi rule. 
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8 Conclusion: Buddha Relics and the Ritual 

Economy in Early Medieval] a pan 

Even though ... the significance of the objects remains a significance for us 

and so dependent upon our appreciation, the decisive change is that the ob

jects confront us after these developments as independent powers, as a world 

of substances and forces that determine by their own qualities whether and to 

what extent they satisfy our needs, and which demand effort and hardship 

before they will surrender to us. Only if the question of renunciation arises

renunciation of a feeling that really matters-is it necessary to direct atten

tion upon the object itself The situation, which is represented in stylized 

form by the concept of Paradise, in which subject and object, desire and sat

isfaction are not yet divided from each other-a situation that is not re

stricted to a specific historical epoch, but which appears everywhere in vary

ing degrees-is destined to disintegrate, but also to attain a new reconcilia

tion .... The longing, effort and sacrifice that separate us from objects are 

also supposed to lead us towards them. 
-Georg Simmel 

Buddha relics were among the most valued of objects in early medieval 
Japan and continued to be so throughout the medieval and modern eras. 
The modes of veneration, distribution, and theft of relics outlined in this 
book provided patterns for their use that believers appropriated repeat

edly thereafter. 
As we have seen, the veneration of Buddha relics did not begin to 

flourish in the epoch of "Kamakura Buddhism." Such rituals, as well as 

efforts to acquire Buddha relics, were common preoccupations of the 
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court and Buddhist clerics throughout the Heian era. Figures such as 

Chien-chen had i~ported quantities of Buddha relics during the N ara 
era, and the T endai school began its annual relics assembly in the mid
ninth century. At the same time, the court began the practice of pre

senting the Buddha Relics Offering (ichidai ichido busshari hoken) to 
more than 50 shrines (yashiro, jinja) throughout the realm. Drawing on 
continental tales of the Buddha's previous lives (Sk. jataka) and legends 
of King Asoka' s construction of 84,000 stu pas to enshrine the remains of 

the Buddha, the court incorporated Buddha relics into the public process 
of imperial accession. 

The court's appropriation of Buddha relics reflected its view that such 
public performances represented the largess of the emperor vis-a-vis ma
jor shrines and displayed the power of the central government through
out the countryside. Moreover, the court, well aware of the tales of 
Sakyamuni' s former lives and of Asokan legend, attempted to represent 
the sovereign as-in some mysterious sense-the living equivalent of 
both the wheel-turning king and the bodhisattva. 

At the same time, its production of the Buddha Relics Offering in 
tandem with the Great Treasures Offering (ichidai ichido daijinpo ho
bei) suggests that the members of the court saw similarities between the 
remains of the Buddha and the treasures of native traditions. Buddha 
relics constituted, in a fundamental sense, the inalienable wealth of the 
Buddhist community. The treasures of native traditions were seen as not 
only the possessions of deities but also virtual tallies or regalia of the em
peror. The court, perhaps responding in part to the belief in the powers 
of relics among the general populace, increasingly associated Buddha rel
ics with objects invoking the person and authority of the emperor. 

The development of the Buddha Relics Offering and the Latter 

Seven-Day Rite (go-shichinichi mishiho) indicates not only that both the 
court and the clerical community were active in the production of gov
ernment relic rituals but that the aristocracy believed in both the similar
ity and the difference between Buddhism and kami worship (jingi suhai). 
The court grasped the mythological distinctions and the ritual similari
ties between Buddhism and native traditions in its production of the 
Buddha Relics Offering. The closeness of relics-ultimately, their iden
tity-with the body of the Buddha was analogous to the status of those 
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objects closest to the emperor, and relics could be used to forge and 

maintain power relations with shrines throughout the realm. The court, 

of course, understood the distinction between native myth and Buddhist 

legends and tales. The pairing of the Buddha Relics Offering and the 
Great Treasures Offering reveals that whereas relics were perceived as 

similar to treasures, the two species of objects were viewed as essentially 

distinct-hence the necessity of making two separate offerings. Moreo~ 

ver, the fact that the shrines that received the Buddha Relics Offering 

and those that were given the Treasures Offering were virtually if not 

completely the same shows the limitations of assumptions that either 

Buddhism or the native tradition was dissolved into the other in some 

sort of amorphous syncretism. 

Although the court was surely aware of Emperor Wen's offerings in 

the early seventh century of multiple Buddha relics to temples through~ 

out China, it chose to make the offering to shrines instead, clearly appro~ 

priating Buddhism to the imperial cultus, which was maintained, from 

early on, through relations with shrines. Thus, Buddhism did not inher~ 

endy challenge views that the emperor was the high priest of the realm 

but instead-from the perspective of the court-furnished an o~ject that 

provided both access to the apotropaic powers of the Buddha's body and 

a model for the dispatch of large~ scale strategic offerings to remote areas 

of the realm. Buddha relics thus played an indispensable role in the 

court's representation of the emperor, in the maintenance of the realm, 

and in the accession ritual. Understanding the position of Buddha relics 
and the implications of their use for our understanding of court power 
and imperial legitimacy requires that we recognize the importance of the 
Buddha Relics Offering to the Heian court-a matter that recent studies 

of Buddhism and accession ritual have generally ignored.1 Indeed, as was 
shown, the experts on the early practice of the offering were precisely 
those high~ranking aristocrats who developed lineages of court ritual; 

clearly, those at the highest levels of the central government were actively 

involved in planning and recording the details of the rite. 

The Buddha Relics Offering, while following the continental prece~ 

dent of reliquary distribution undertaken by the ruler to demonstrate his 

faith, drew the most valuable of Buddhist objects into the service of the 

court, to reinforce and reproduce relations with large shrines of the 
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realm. The aristocrats who planned it developed lineages of court ritual 

practice and interpretation, probably under the influence of esoteric 
Buddhism. We might say that although the Buddha Relics Offering was 

a product of the literary and ritual topoi of earlier continental Buddhism, 
the planning and interpreting of the rite were lay and lineage~based in 
character. Moreover, the portrayal of the emperor as the equivalent of a 
wheel~turning king, and perhaps a bodhisattva, foreshadowed the wide~ 
spread use of this assertion in later rituals adopted by the court in the 
kenmitsu taisei (exoteric~esoteric [power bloc] system).2 Rather than ei~ 
ther "arbitrary" or "structuraL" such appropriations of Buddhism to na~ 

tive traditions (and vice versa) were strategic moves that ideally gained 
social actors certain ends-both political and religious-but at the same 

time provided symbols, precedents, and ritual practices that were com~ 
monly invoked in later eras.3 

The very name Latter Seven~ Day Rite evokes the status of the ritual as 
the second of a set of rituals that inaugurate the New Year. During the 
first seven days, the court was occupied primarily with the feasts (Sechi~e) 
of native tradition. Thus the Latter Seven~ Day Rite, together with the 
contemporaneous Misai~e assembly, constituted the Buddhist half of the 
New Year's rituals. Unlike the Misai~e, however, which was conducted 
by monks of all the major schools of Japanese Buddhism, this rite was 
conducted by clerics of a single school-Shingon-led by a high~ranking 
monk of the lineage ofToji. The Toji abbots inherited the reputation for 
ritual prowess associated with their ancestor and Shingon founder Ku~ 
kai. They also inherited the Buddha relics that Kukai and later Shingon 
monks brought back from China. They thus possessed not only a repu~ 
tation of having ritual powers but also objects that, by virtue of their very 
enshrinement in Toji, testified to the legitimacy of Shingon claims to 
esoteric knowledge capable of activating the powers of religious para~ 
phernalia on behalf of the realm. The production of the Latter Seven~ 
Day Rite, which focused on the veneration of the Buddha relics ofToji, 
provided them with regular access to the court and made theirs the first 
Buddhist lineage to have an exclusive prerogative to practice an annual 
rite in the greater imperial palace. In this regard, we might describe this 

as the first temple to spawn a "medieval" Buddhist lineage in the fashion 
of the kenmitsu taisei; Buddhist participation in a seminal version of the 
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power bloc system thus may have existed from the early tenth, if not the 

ninth, century. 
The centrality of the figure of the Buddha in these rites indicates that 

long before the so~called resurgence of Sakyamuni faith (Shaka shinko) in 
the Kamakura era, the founder of the faith was the object of exceptional 

levels of devotion. It is clear that worship of the historical Buddha was 
not eclipsed by Amidist or esoteric practice, since such veneration con~ 
tinued alongside devotions to the Amida and Mahavairocana Buddhas. 
Even the Eternal Buddha, as revealed in the Lotus Sutra, was, when prop~ 
erly understood, the essence behind the figure of Sakyamuni. The ven~ 
eration of Buddha relics in Latter Seven~ Day Rite and their use in the 
Buddha Relics Offering are only two of the more prominent illustrations 
of the importance of the figure of the historical Buddha throughout the 
Heian era. 

The annual cycle of court rites, as well as the texts of the era, make 
this all the clearer. From the recitation of the Golden Light Scripture of Vic
torious Kings at the Misai~e to offerings of coins or paper to the Buddha at 
the kanbutsu-e (Buddha's birth assembly; held on 4.8) to the presentation 
of flowers to the Buddha (at kino midokyo, second and eighth months, 
and kanbutsu~e), the figure of the Sakyamuni, in the form of his image or 
as depicted in stories of his life or past lives, was an ongoing preoccupa~ 
tion of Japanese Buddhists of the Heian era. Works such as Sanboe~ 
kotoba, written in the tenth century, reveal that knowledge of the life of 
Buddha and of his previous lives was common among aristocrats of the 
period. Among other ceremonies, it describes annual rites performed by 
clerics and attended by the aristocracy, which focused on veneration of 
the Buddha or reflected stories concerning his life, such as the construe~ 
tion of stone stiipas in the spring, which was conducted by the aristoc~ 
racy, but featured worship and scripture recitation by the clergy. 

Aristocratic diaries, such as Fujiwara no Sanesuke's Shoyu ki, fre~ 

quently describe rites of Sakyamuni worship, like that in honor of the 
Buddha relic and other objects brought back from China by the Todaiji 

monk Chonen (938-10r6) in 987. Chonen, a disciple of the Shingon 
monk Gengo, also brought back with him a wooden image of the Bud~ 

dha that he had commissioned. It was supposed to be an exact duplicate 

of the image King Udayana allegedly commissioned during the Buddha's 
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life; inside the image, which was enshrined in Seiryoji, were objects as 

varied as silk simulacra of the organs of the human body-apparently 
substitutes for "selfsacrifice"-ritual records, quartz, a Buddha tooth, 
and coins.4 Chonen's activities and his public welcome by figures such as 
the then chancellor, Fujiwara no Kaneie, suggest that Sakyamuni wor, 
ship was a vibrant reality in the life of mid,Heian aristocrats.5 

Indeed, given the quantity and variety of this other documentation 

and physical evidence, the ongoing practice and the importance of the 
Buddha Relics Offering and the Latter Seven,Day Rite implies wide, 

spread Sakyamuni worship in Heian society. The court would have not 
inaugurated the Buddha Relics Offering had there not been an audience 
(or at least an audience primed) for its reception-an audience knowl, 
edgeable, to some extent, of the mythic meaning and value of the remains 
of the Buddha. Buddha relics were, given their use, an indispensable ele, 
ment in the rites of accession. The meaning of sovereignty was intimately 
tied to the authority of the Buddha and the image of the wheel,turning 
king. The veneration of Buddha relics at the center of the Latter Seven, 

Day Rite hints that the monks ofToji temple were well aware of these 
connotations of Buddha relics. 

Power and the Powers of Buddha Relics in Early Medieval japan 

"Royal law" ( obo) and the "Buddhist law" (buppo) were important terms in 

early medieval Japan for the conceptualization of the relationship be, 
tween government and Buddhism. As has long been noted by scholars, 
the phrase "royal law I Buddhist law" (abo buppo) incorporated religion 
into the structure of governmental power.6 However, this study, which 
has focused on the appropriation of Buddha relics in the production of 
power, suggests that another discursive model played an important role 
in the relationship between the state and Buddhism as well as between 
the Buddha and believers-and even between families and their ances, 
tors. This was the discourse of obligation or blessing (on) and requital 
(hoon), which in the concept of the four fundamental debts (shion) en, 
compassed all the major relationships of a Buddhist society: child,parent, 
sentient being-sentient being, subject,ruler, and believer-Three T rea, 

sures (the Buddha, Teaching, Community). This discourse is useful for 
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both historical and methodological reasons. Historically, its appearance 
in Japanese Buddhism and texts predates the use of the royal law I 
Buddhist law concept (which was uncommon before the eleventh cen
tury), and it helps us rethink the connections between the early Heian 
period and the era of the cloistered emperors in the late eleventh century. 
As was shown, this discourse was invoked by both the court and the 

clerical community by the late ninth century; its frequent appearance in 

sources describing the interaction between the state and Buddhists, the 
state and its subjects, and the Buddha and believers illustrates the extent 

to which clerical and lay believers both within and without the govern
ment viewed their own society in Buddhist terms. 

Methodologically, this discourse of indebtedness helps us to analyze 
the strategic and dynamic character of Buddhist-state and other social 
relations of the period. The incorporation of this discourse and legends 
of distribution of reliquaries by the sovereign into Japanese society en
abled both the court and its audience to understand anew their place 

both socially and spatially. Members of the court and the shogunate, as 
well as other social actors, potentially saw themselves in relationships of 
indebtedness with a variety of other actors, including their own ances

tors, the spirits, dead emperors, the state, and the Three Treasures of 

Buddhism. 
Of course, as has been shown, their awareness of indebtedness to the 

Buddhists was especially mediated through continental texts that por
trayed Sakyamuni and through rituals of Buddha relic or stupa veneration. 
Thus those who possessed Buddha relics were viewed as bridging social, 

political, spatial, and temporal gaps, since Japanese Buddhists believed 
that the remains afforded them access to the object of their desire-the 
Buddha himself-and to his apotropaic powers. The court, because of its 
apparent possession of large numbers of Buddha relics in the early ninth 
century and its development of the Buddha Relics Offering by the early 
tenth century, believed that its holdings and its presentation of relics 
would renew relations with the larger shrines of the realm by emulating 
continental Buddhist examples for their own cultic purposes. Moreover, 
without doubt, like earlier and later Buddhists, members of the court and 
the shogunate believed in the apotropaic and salvific powers of relics. The 
monks ofT endai' s Enryakuji temple and especially the Shingon monks of 
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T oji knew that the possession of relics afforded them a ready audience and 
access to aristocratic and government patronage. 

In particular, as I suggested above, the monks of Toji constructed a 
ritual lineage that offered its unique services to the court annually at the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite. They especially drew on the image of Kukai' s rit

ual prowess-his reputed use of the Buddha relics in his possession to 

pray for rain in the palace, for example-to promote the perception 
among members of the court that T oji clerics could use those relics to 
protect the state. Of course, whether or not Kukai envisioned the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite as a relic rite is impossible to know. However, as Ryuichi 
Abe has aptly noted, Kukai clearly argued for a kind of "debureaucrati
zation" of the clergy in his day, an effort that included the production of 
the Latter Seven-Day Rite as an innovation that challenged the tradi
tional N ara (Ritsuryo) model of clerics as "secular officials serving the 
emperor."7 That is, the clerics of Shingon attempted to position them
selves and the rest of the Buddhist community as, in some sense, the 
equal partners of the members of the imperial court, now dependent on 
them for regular ritual legitimation-and, ultimately, salvation. 

By the era of the monk Kangen-who gained control of both Toji 
and Kongobuji (Koya) in the early tenth century and was the person be
hind the effort to acquire the posthumous name of Kobo daishi from the 
imperial court-the monks ofToji had begun to establish a body of rit

ual practice focused primarily on the veneration of Buddha relics and, 
secondarily, on other esoteric rituals such as rain prayer (shougyo ho), 
which often included the worship of relics. Moreover, the Last Testament 
(Go-yuigo) attributed to Kukai was apparently written in Kangen's day or 
soon thereafter, a date suggesting that discourses connecting the author
ity of the Buddha relics ofToji, wish-fulfilling jewels, and the sacred sites 
of Mount Muro and the imperial garden Shinzen'en became prominent 
features of Shingon by at least the tenth century; the production of 
numerous biographies ofKukai (Kukaiden) from this era on also contrib
uted to their increased prominence. Rather than a set of"sectarian" prac
tices and discourses, these rituals and discourses were primarily produc
tions of monks associated with a single temple, Toji, which, under the 
leadership of Kangen and his immediate successors, became far more 

powerful within Shingon than it had previously been. Within the envi-
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rons ofToji, what we think of as "medieval" Shingon began its develop
ment, based on the production of a series of rituals and narratives invok

ing the powers of the Buddha and Kukai' s unique ability-and that of 
the lineage he spawned-to activate them. 

I would argue that the success of Toji monks in acquiring an official 
posthumous name for Kukai, in making the Latter Seven-Day Rite a rit
ual specifically focused on the veneration of relics (as well as introducing 
the relic inventory rite), and in gaining virtually exclusive access to im
portant sites such as Shinzen' en through establishing a reputation for 
ritual abilities in particular esoteric rituals such as rain prayer, indicate 

that Toji had achieved a paramount position within Shingon and in the 
ongoing relationship between the Shingon school and the imperial court. 

Indeed, this would suggest that Shingon clerics were as involved in the 
affairs-we might even say, to some extent, under the umbrella-of the 
court as they had been at the time ofKukai's death, if not more so. Thus, 
whereas Kukai apparently did not limit the resident monks of T oji to 

members of the Shingon school, 8 the leading T oji monks of the tenth 
century-although they, too, would have had ties to temples such as 
Todaiji-produced a lineage of ritual practice whose possession was 
limited to the abbots ofToji. Moreover, the numerous appointments of 

abbots of Toji to posts as high-ranking administrator-monks (several 

rose to the position of great archbishop or archbishop )9 and as gojiso 

stationed in the Futama from the eleventh century on testifies to their 
active involvement in the clerical hierarchy and, by extension, the affairs 
of the court. And, as one scholar has recently noted, the simultaneous 
occupation of the post of national administrator (homu) by the head ab
bot ofToji from this era on is an indication that Shingon monks, rather 
than following a course toward independence from rule by the adminis
trator-monks of the sort taken by T endai, chose dual occupation of the 
offices as an expression of their high status10-illustrating, once again, 
the extent of their close relationship with the court. 

In addition to developing the Latter Seven-Day Rite to harness the 

power of relics for the emperor and the realm, Shingon clerics produced 

wish-fulfilling jewels for relic veneration by at least the early twelfrh 

century. These objects, ideally constructed of Buddha relics and other 

valuable substances, embodied wish-fulfillment (nyoi) in a jewel (hoju) 
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that was both human and non-human, bodily substance and valuable. 

The relic was thus no longer conceptualized merely as an object reflect
ing the self-sacrifice of the Buddha and the patronage of the wheel

turning king, but as a valuable that was in its own right generative and 

wealth -producing. 
We might even compare its social position with that of the "holy grail" 

as represented by Chretien de Troyes in The Story of the Grail (ca. n9o), 
which similarly mediated the salvific power and, hence, the wealth of the 
founder of a religion by taking the form of an object that was both 
"thing" and "body."11 Like the wish-fulfilling jewel and the Buddha relics 
tradition, the grail is the ultimate gift, which offers satisfaction in the 
form of an object that is both a material and a spiritual cornucopia. The 

setting is a wasteland, whose inhabitants yearn for delivery; thus, al

though acquisition of the grail requires both a quest and a sacrifice, Per
cival is more than willing to travel and, through a sacrifice, resolder the 
sword. As Marc Shell has noted, this and other tales of the grail present 
it as a thing that is both of this world and not of this world, since it is 
a distributed gift that is at the same time identified with the corpus 
Christi-the transubstantiated bread and wine of the eucharist ( eucharistia 
= "thanksgiving"). Both the grail and the eucharistic food, moreover, have 
an uncanny historical relationship with money, since during the medieval 
era, "tokens called mereaux were given to clergymen for participation in 
the mass ... which could be passed on to laymen and exchanged for food, 
[and] were often indistinguishable from coins."12 

The appearance of wish-fulfilling jewels coincided with the develop
ment of money in Japan, although the relationship between these re
mains unclear. However, they share similar ritual and textual connec
tions with those of the holy grail. The wish-fulfilling jewel, among all the 
treasures of the esoteric Buddhists, was the only one that joined tales of 

the Buddha with legends of Kukai. In particular, the wish-fulfilling jewel 
of Mount Muro occupied a remarkable place in Shingon belief and ritual. 
The most esoteric of Shingon jewels, it had reputedly been given to Ku
kai in China and then buried by him on the mountain. It was, in the in
terpretation of many Shingon clerics, the most precious of Shingon 
treasures, kept on the mountain to protect the realm indefinitely. 
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It was, however, the powers of the wish-fulfilling jewel that appealed 
most to believers. At the time of the relic theft at Muro in II9I, Go
Shirakawa was becoming increasingly ilL The imperial treasury had long 
housed a wish-fulfilling jewel; indeed, apparently at his behest, rituals in
volving worship of a wish-fulfilling jewel had been performed at Daigoji 
since the mid-n8os. Yet, given his condition and the events of II9I, it is 
apparent that he wanted access to the powers of the relics of Muro, and 
that Chogen, knowing that such was the case, used the occasion to help 

Go-Shirakawa and to improve his position with the retired emperor. 
Moreover, the leaders of the first shogunate were well aware of the re

puted powers of the Shingon relics, especially the wish-fulfilling jewels. 
The Hojo family made repeated efforts to acquire wish-fulfilling jewels 
and other Buddha relics guarded by the Shingon clerics of western Japan. 
Indeed, their efforts to entice the monk Kenna to reside in Shomyoji at
test to their faith in the ritual powers of Shingon esotericism, and his ac
tivities once there indicate that he not only was an inheritor of wish
fulfilling jewel traditions but actively represented himself as part of a 
lineage possessing authentic relics from Mount Muro. 

The wish-fulfilling jewel constituted both the remains of the Buddha 

and an objective jeweL It was thus both body and thing, an anomalous 
yet wondrous object in a period increasingly marked by instability and 
war. It was, moreover, manufactured, which gives it a unique place in the 
history of cultural production. The wish-fulfilling jewel both encases and 
adorns the body of the Buddha. Together with the notion that relics can 
be collected (common in Shingon by the tenth century and among the 
Fujiwaras by the eleventh century), it marked a shift in the perception of 
Japanese Buddhists of their relationship with the relic. The Last Testa
ment provides the first textual hint of this new view of the relic, which 
believers could not only enshrine but produce. Inevitably, what was al
ready viewed as a valuable was associated with items of economic value. 
Transformed into a sacred commodity by the late twelfth century, relics 
would be repeatedly stolen thereafter-for purposes of re-enshrinement 

and appropriation for apotropaic ends. 
The wish-fulfilling jewel was a sacralized object in Buddhism. 

Throughout Buddhist literature, the wish-fulfilling jewel often symbol-
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ized enlightenment. At the same time, its imagery was sometimes con~ 

flared with matter and history. This was particularly evident in narra~ 

rives, especially in China, that identified the wish~fulfilling jewel with the 
transformation of the relics of past Buddhas. The Japanese were, at least 

by the twelfth century, aware of this discourse. Moreover, they possessed, 

at least by the tenth century, texts teaching that wish~fulfilling jewels 
could be manufactured through the use of Buddha relics. In the Japanese 
case, however, the wish~fulfilling jewels were originally identified with 

the relics of Sakyamuni, because the esoteric schools of Japanese Bud~ 
dhism-Shingon and T endai mikkyo-claimed that their forebears had 

imported his relics. 

Buddhists, who had long represented their tradition as marked by a 

middle way between extreme asceticism and self~aggrandizement, found 
the relic, especially in the form of a wish~fulfilling jewel, an appropriate 

object for veneration. The indebtedness that marked the ritual economy 
of Buddhism was objectified-and partially requited-most splendidly 

in elaborate stupas and other expensive, aesthetic productions. Whereas 

collections of Buddha relics enabled their possessors to quantify, distrib~ 

ute, and compare the size and quality of the relic treasury (such com pari~ 

son, however, was apparently never an issue, at least in any public fo~ 
rum), the manufacture of wish~fulfilling jewels gave Japanese Buddhists 

the opportunity to engage not only in licensed sumptuousness but also in 

ritual that promised the fulfillment of desire. Thus, wish~fulfilling jewels 
came to be venerated for purposes of safe delivery during childbirth, con~ 

. ception, recovery from illness, wealth, victory over one's enemies, and 

even, perhaps, success in gaining the object of one's sexual desire. 
Moreover, the relic in the form of a wish~fulfillingjewel objectified, as 

did the grail, the unlimited source of plenitude and thus the "defining 

and conceptually unique limit"13 of early medieval Japanese culture. The 
Buddhist language of wish~fulfillment was now materialized in the form 

of an object that, like the grail-and perhaps, as well, like the lamps of 
genii-manifested a transcendental conception of plenitude through the 
promise of relief from economic and other modes of social instability. 
This and the discourse of indebtedness constituted two of the corner~ 

stones of the Buddhist contribution to the conceptualization and for~ 

mulation of power in early medieval Japan. This concept of absolute 
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plenitude was absent from Japanese culture before the introductio~ of 
Buddhism; and although scholars have noted Taoist influences on the 
development of wish-fulfilling jewel traditions in East Asia,14 it was the 
Buddhists who produced the texts and institutionalized rituals of wish
fUlfilling jewel veneration during the early medieval era. 

Indeed, given the increasing instability of social, political, and religious 
life, the appeal of the wish-fulfilling jewel extended to people in virtually 
every arena of Japanese life, from the members of the shogunate to those 
of the aristocracy and even the imperial family. It is evident that by at 
least the mid-thirteenth century some esoteric Buddhist clerics and 

members of the imperial court, and perhaps those in the shogunate as 
well, believed in the intimate connection of the sovereignty of the em
peror, the shrine and deity oflse, and the wish-fulfilling jewel. Moreover, 
not only did wish-fUlfilling jewel veneration become a potent feature of 
the ritual life of the court, but the association of Ise and Amaterasu with 
objects such as Buddha relics and jewels became an increasingly promi

nent feature of religious life. Although the link between Ise and pearl 

production may originally have had nothing to do with Buddhism, nar

ratives identifYing creatures such as dragons with the possession of both 
pearls and jewels may have prompted the belief that pearls are relics, as 
we have seen in the comments of monks such as the Daigoji monkJokai. 

It is clear that, by the dawn of the Kamakura shogunate, esoteric 

Buddhist clerics and members of aristocratic society increasingly believed 
that Amaterasu was some form of Kannon.15 Iconographic and ritual 
connections of Kannon veneration with wish-fulfilling jewel worship 
were, if not ubiquitous, a major feature of the religious lives of powerfUl 
figures such as retired sovereigns. At the same time, there had not as yet 
been an ideological or ritual imperative to identifY the yasakani no ma
gatama imperial jewel or the august imperial mirror with the wish
fulfillingjewel. 

I would like to suggest that, more than the anxiety over possible inva
sion by the Mongols and the notion that Japan is a "kami realm" (shin
koku), the important factors in the identification of regalia with the wish

fulfilling jewel were the ongoing precarious state of imperial power (indi

cated by events such as retired emperor Go-Toba's defeat by the shogu

nate in the Jokyu war in 1221 and his subsequent exile); the increasing 
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tendencies of emperors and retired emperors to receive esoteric initiation 

and to sponsor the compilation of manuscript collections; and the grow~ 

ing conflicts within the imperial family. These factors provided a foun~ 

dation for the very ritual and political attention to regalia that many Japa~ 

nese have since taken for granted as a linchpin of imperial legitimacy. 
Most early medieval Japanese tenno and retired emperors viewed the le~ 

gitimation provided by Buddhism as a natural concomitant to imperial 
accession. At the same time, until at least the tenth century, the "three 

regalia" (mirror, sword, jewel) were not conceived of particularly as a set, 

with the exception perhaps of the mirror and sword. As noted in Chap~ 

ter 3, most works that depicted objects close to the emperor included a 

series of objects, often numbering ten. Indeed, those early works, such as 

the ritual text Kogo shiii, that mention the regalia to be conferred at the 

sensa rite of accession speak only of the mirror and the sword, the so~ 

called two sacred treasures (futakusa [no] kandakara).16 

Yet with the unprecedented events of the Kamakura era, the symbolic 
centrality of the emperor to rulership was potentially called into ques~ 
tion. For the tenno and retired emperors of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, possession of the relics of the Buddha-especially, access to 

the relics of Toji-and of wish~fulfilling jewels constituted an ongoing 

guarantee of the imperial prerogative. Such objects were found almost 

exclusively in the capital region of western Japan, and they invoked the 
authority of the transcultural Buddhist tradition; thus the court, as we 

saw, announced upon the theft of the Toji relics in 1216 that the "spiritual 
jewels of the three countries [India, China, and Japan]" had been taken 

and expressed anxiety about the impact of this action on imperial rule.17 

Of course, the relics were confiscated, but the number of relics through~ 

out the realm seemed to expand exponentially, resulting in a potential 
deflation of the T oji relics, even as the same relics were a continuing 

source of concern for sovereigns of the era. After the theft of 1216, as we 

have seen, the seals recording the number of relics traditionally placed on 

the relic containers were joined by an imperial seal symbolically authenti~ 

eating them and reinforcing their connection with the emperor.18 Hence 

it is no surprise that Go~ Daigo reputedly described the Buddha relics of 

Toji in 1324 as "spiritual treasures of the realm and protectors of the im~ 
perial family,"19 nor that the fourteenth~century monk Goho noted of the 
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T 6ji relics that their increase or decrease in number correspond with the 

fortunes of the realm.20 

Thus efforts by esoteric clerics to tie Amaterasu and the regalia to the 
wish-fulfilling jewel provided a final and ultimate arena within which to 

suggest that the imperial line was, by virtue of its kami and inalienable 
regalia, uniquely qualified to rule. Moreover, during conflicts within the 
imperial family, possession of the regalia became all the more pivotal to 
claims to legitimacy. Whoever possessed the wish-fulfilling jewel, which 
since the production of the Last Testament of Kukai was presumed to 
uniquely protect the realm was, at least in theory, promised the keys to 
the kingdom-and, in esoteric Buddhist terms, the universe. Thus the 
Shingon monk K6shin, noted for his close relationship with Emperor 

Go-Daigo and infamous for his apparent involvement in practices of the 
T achikawa-ryii line of the Ono branch, compiled esoteric works in which 
he depicted a wish-fulfilling jewel rite to be performed for protection of 
the realm. For K6shin, the object of veneration was a five-wheeled stiipa 

containing two wish-fulfilling jewels-relics-seen as transforming into 
Nyoirin Kannon. Ultimately, he identified Nyoirin with the Buddha 
"One-Syllable Buddha-Crown Golden Wheel-Turning King" (Ichiji 
Butch6 Kinrin-6) and, in turn, the Sun-Wheel (Dainichi), a transforma
tion of the august imperial mirror held in the Naishidokoro area of the 
imperial palace-Amaterasu. In this way, according to K6shin, the ruler 
should venerate and, finally, correctly intone the mantra of the relics 
(that is, Ichiji Butch6 Kinrin-6) at the Sokui rite of accession.21 

Buddha Relics, Gender, and the Genealogy of Exchange 

The ritual use of relics was intertwined with the development oflineages 
in early medieval Japan. The monks of T6ji gained a prerogative in the 
practice of the Latter Seven-Day Rite largely through their ritual use of 
Buddha relics and their self-identification of theirs as the lineage de

scending from Kukai, who had imported Buddha relics to Japan. More

over, by the time of Michinaga, the northern Fujiwara family had begun 
to develop a large collection of Buddha relics, and Fujiwara women were 
becoming actively involved in the preservation and veneration of Buddha 
relics as means of ensuring the prosperity of their house. Likewise, the 
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leading families of the medieval warrior governments made extensive ef

forts to construct their own traditions of wish-fulfilling jewel or other 

forms of relic veneration. 
It was, indeed, inevitable that Buddha relics would be incorporated 

into family traditions of mortuary practice. The importation of traditions 

of stiipa construction and relic veneration both coincided with and pro

pelled the introduction of the discourse of indebtedness (on), which pro

vided a Buddhist framework for understanding a variety of social rela

tions. As was the case with the ghost festival in East Asia, traditions of 

relic veneration introduced Buddhism into the fabric of the Japanese 
family in part through the discourse of indebtedness to one's own ances

tors. Although the basic ideology of such discourse was Confucian in 
character, the development of Buddhist notions of indebtedness inserted 

the Buddhist community into social life as an intermediary.22 Indeed, 
even the Yu-lan-p'en ching ("Ghost Festival" siitra) suggests a ritual con
nection between the offering of bowls to clerics to requite one's debt to 

one's parents and reliquary veneration: the monks are first to place the 
bowls of food offerings in front of a Buddha stiipa and may partake of 

the offering only after having recited scripture on behalf of the faithfuU3 

The veneration of Buddha relics by aristocratic Japanese families was 

commonly known as shari-ko, but it was also called hoon'e (assembly for 

the requital of indebtedness) and hoon-ko (liturgy for the requital of in

debtedness), and it drew on Buddhist discourses of indebtedness and 

employed the ritual services of monks. The incorporation of relic rituals 
into mortuary practice was due primarily to the requests and concerns of 

members of the family of the deceased, especially the women. Aristo
cratic women, according to several sources, had yearned for the opportu
nity to witness Buddha relics since the mid-Heian era. However, 

although the prominence of women more generally in the funerary prac

tices of the aristocracy may suggest a broader use by females of Buddha 

relics in such rites, 24 we possess only records concerning women of the 

upper echelons of the Fujiwara and imperial households. In any case, 

high-ranking women in these households-especially empresses, who 

were essentially members of both houses-assumed the role of guarding 

the Fujiwara collection of Buddha relics and sponsored rites of relic 

veneration. 
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Buddha relics, which had early on been primarily the concern of the 

state and Buddhist clerics, were now incorporated into relations between 

families and their ancestors. Nonetheless, the remains of the Buddha 
were those of the founder of the faith, and the veneration of Buddha rel~ 

ics connoted for many clerics and their lay audiences the lineal connec~ 

tion between the Buddhist community and its original ancestor. 

The sponsorship by female figures of relic rites on behalf of their line~ 

age does not, however, mean that the rites incorporated discourses of 

indebtedness to aid only the patriarchs of the family. To the contrary, in 

an era in which marital relations were often uxorilocal, women such as 

Hachijo'in sponsored relic rites on behalf of both male and female mem~ 

bers of the household. Moreover, the fact that Kujo Kanezane sponsored 
relic rites on behalf of his deceased sister, Kokamon'in, suggests that 

these relations of indebtedness were not merely envisioned as being con~ 

fined to one's immediate ancestors, but included all deceased members of 

the family. 

Indeed, the multivalence of Buddha relics enabled social actors to ap~ 

propriate them in novel ways to mediate relations with others. The impe~ 

rial women, for example, ultimately used relics to extend their sphere of 

ritual authority within their lineage. At the same time, such multivalence 

was also meaningful; relics were most evocative when used as emblems 

that recalled someone's indebtedness within the Budd~ist framework of 

human relations. It was this indebtedness that provided the opportunity 
to appropriate the powers of relics in new ways, while at the same time 

tying the Buddhist economy to broader currents of social and economic 

change. 
We have witnessed as well the role of the discourse of indebtedness in 

the use of Buddha relics by leaders of the shogunate in their own con~ 

struction of lineages of relic veneration. Although they clearly hoped to 

demonstrate their piety and produce indebtedness through acts such as 
the construction of 84,000 miniature reliquaries and of risho~to, they ac~ 

tively attempted to acquire Buddha relics from the "old" Buddhist 

schools-especially Shingon-to construct new lineages of possession 

and veneration. These lineages enabled them not only to approach the 

Buddha in times of crisis for a variety of apotropaic and wealth~ 

producing purposes but also to transfer merit to deceased family mem~ 
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bers and contribute to their own salvation. The intimate role of figures 

such as Raijo and Kenna in the ritual life of the Hojo, for example, sup~ 
ports the view that the leaders of the Kamak:ura shogunate saw Buddha 
relics as powerful in a variety of ways, and that relics were for them, de~ 

pending on the exigencies at hand, bones of political contention, jewels of 

enrichment, or ashes of spiritual redemption. The Ashikaga incorpora
tion of relic liturgies into funerary rites for their deceased leaders and 

even their construction of Zen~influenced family relic traditions remind 

us that the remains of holy persons-those of the Buddha or oflater fig~ 

ures-empowered warriors and aristocrats to improve their fortunes in 

this world and the next. 
Joan R. Piggott recently wrote in the epilogue to her study of early 

Japanese kingship that the next step in the study of governance in the 
Japanese islands is to "challenge" the perceived darkness of the Heian era, 
between the Nara Ritsuryo state and the emergence of medieval soci~ 

ety.25 I hope that this study helps to fill that gulf by using relics as a me~ 

dium for understanding the construction of relations of power in early 

medieval Japan. The perceived gap between the Ritsuryo state and the 
early medieval era is misconstrued insofar as it presupposes a hole in not 

only the sources on the Heian era but also the society as such. Institu~ 

donal histories and biographical studies that ignore the role of ritual and 

religion in the production of power in the Heian era fail to grasp funda~ 

mental relations in the Heian society and state: performative ritual and 
apotropaic esotericism formed the tense nexus of efforts to reconstruct 
not only relations among the central government, the provinces, and the 

capital aristocracy, but also those between the clerical and non-clerical 
communities as well as within these same groups. 

Moreover, I hope that this study has indicated that any unidirectional 

or dark theory of centralized power would miss the positive elements in 
the construction of power. That which is often criticized implicitly or lit~ 

erally can, when appropriately analyzed, provide a model for activities of 

subversion or resistance. In this case, women of the Fujiwara/imperial 

household appropriated the association of the female gender with fecun~ 

dity to consolidate positions of authority within the religious life of the 

lineage. These activities provided them as well with access to Buddhist 

salvation, just as it did for emperors, aristocrats, and clerics who acquired 
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or otherwise venerated the remains of the Buddha in the early medieval 
era. Moreover, Buddha relics, in their multivalence, also offered practical 

benefits (riyaku) to the society as a whole as well as to its individual 

members. 
For this reason, I hope that our view of the contours and meaning of 

power can find room for a dialogue with the social realities of the era of 
our study and in this way give us greater access to the exchanges-both 

terrifying and playful-found in everyday life in medieval society. The 
engagement of power may prove useful not only for reinterpreting the 
method and object of our study but also for challenging our presupposi~ 

dons when analyzing history-and, ultimately, when understanding our 

place within academia and contemporary society. 
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Appendix A Scripture of the Golden~ Wheel 

Dhara1Jt King's Secret Transformation into a 

Buddha in This Body Through Turning the 

Wheel of the Wish~ Fulfilling Jewel 

This section presents translated excerpts from Nyoi hoju tenrin himitsu gen~ 
shin jobutsu kinrin juokyo; Ch. Ju~i pao~chu chuan~lun pi~mi hsien~shen 
ch'eng~fo chin~lun chou~wang ching. This scripture is a Chinese or a Japanese 
production that describes the proper methods for acquiring prosperity, longevity, 
and spiritual powers. The Buddha explains that the adept can acquire powers and 
longevity through obtaining a heavenly elixir, but Sakyamuni will enable sentient 
beings to gain prosperity and longevity by providing them with a wishjulfilling 
jewel. A tension exists in this work between the Buddha and the dragons insofar as 
the Buddha refuses the jewel they offer. He makes it clear that the wishjulfilling 
jewel is not produced by the dragons; rather, it is the ultimate gift of the Buddha to 
human beings-an object that is both the Buddhist dharma and an artifact that 
can be manufactured by adorning Buddha relics with a variety of precious sub
stances. The translation is drawn from Section 3, "The Wish-Fulfilling jewel." 

The Buddha proclaimed to the dragon girl, "You want to offer me the 
jewel to protect the true dharma. I will receive the pure white jewel of a 
believing heart, but not the jewel of a dragon. Why? The wish~fulfilling 
jewel is neither a treasure nor not a treasure, neither sentient nor non~ 
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sentient, neither stone nor gold. The perfection of giving comes forth 
naturally. The Buddhas and bodhisattvas have four kinds of jewel-that 
is, the giving of pleasure, the removal of suffering, sympathetic joy, and 
selflessness-which they give to the twenty-five kinds of sentient beings. 
In other words, this is the diamond jewel banner in the sea of the 

Dharma Realm, and with this jewel we eternally shower the valuables of 
the precepts, the samatha and vipasyana meditations, and merit on behalf 
of all sentient beings, enabling them to attain complete realization of the 
six perfections and ten stages [on the path of the bodhisattva] -all the 
rungs of the eighty thousand treasuries of the dharma. [There are] hu

mans and dragon palaces, but the karmic effects [of their respective 
karma] are in the border area of the land and water. Further, insofar as 
there are differences [between them], humans also have a wish-fulfilling 

jewel. The wheel-turning king has ten good jewels at the highest level. 
The middle and lower level are the eight precepts and the five precepts, 
respectively. A few of the common people have heard the name [of the 
precepts], but they have not attained their form. If a person of knowledge 
receives and upholds the precepts, the laws, the rites, and so on, insofar 
as they protect the true dharma and thus benefit humans and deities, 

they seek this jewel of the dharma and, further, acquire the cinta-mm;i 
jewel. This jewel is the great secret wish-fulfilling jewel, which people can 
produce. Further, it is not the jewel in the Palace of the Dragon King. 

The dragon has the power of water. People have the power of fire. Since 
there is a difference in the transformation of the jewel, it is not the same 
as the glittering jewel in the sea. Because this matter concerning people's 
acquisition of a wish-fulfilling jewel is very rare, I cannot deceive you and 
receive your wish-fulfilling jewel. Your protection of my true dharma in 
future generations will make all species of sentient being remember you. 
This is a pearl. This is a jewel." ... 

The Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas Kokuzo [Sk. Akasa-garbha; "Sky trea
sury"] andJizo [Sk. K~itigarbha; "Earth treasury"], each with a retinue of 

five hundred [protective deities] of the Jewel Family [of the Diamond 
Realm mal).4ala, the area headed by the Buddha Hosho and offering 
merit and good fortune upon completion of the correct ritual], rose from 
their seats and said to the Buddha, "We request that the Buddha ex
pound upon the Wish-Fulfilling Jewel Rite, because it eliminates the 
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suffering and poverty of unfortunate sentient beings and thus enables 

them to acquire the supreme and limitless fruit of good fortune, merit, 
and wisdom." 

The Buddha proclaimed to the two mahasattvas, "Good! Good! You 
must receive and uphold the Buddha's words without delusion. I would 

now like to explain. This rite is the extremely deep secret treasury of the 
Buddhas. This rite is the holy eyes of all bodhisattvas. This rite is the 
perfectly prepared flower altar of V airocana. This rite is the jewel of the 
Diamond Peak ofVairocana. This rite is the jewel of the most honored, 
exceedingly deep, and mysterious great consecration, which is the apex of 

all merit. I expound now. I proclaim now to you who with good thoughts 
want to receive and uphold [this rite] to benefit society: You whose ac~ 
cumulated merit is deep and thick, and who are at the deep level of a rna~ 

hasattva, cannot know the thin stage of the average person [which corre~ 
sponds to the fifth stage of the ten stages of the bodhisattva as taught in 
the Maha-prajiiaparamita siitra]. If such an [average] being wants to ac~ 
quire the wish~granting jewel of the Dragon Palace in the sky, he must 

have already had bestowed on him the rite of consecration by a great 
acarya, entered the great place of practice of the Buddha Realm, received 

and upheld the great diamond will with deep mind-that is, received and 

upheld bodily the great samadhi precepts without transgressing against 
their dignity. To make such a jewel so as to benefit sentient beings and 
protect the true dharma, again, compose the wish~fulfillingjewel with the 
eleven kinds of treasures: 

1. Buddha relics 
2. Gold 

3· Silver 

4· Aloes 

5· Sandalwood 
6. Rosewood 

7· Peach tree aloes 

8. Mulberry tree aloes 

9· White~ heart tree aloes 
IO. Cypress aloes 
II. Authentic lacquer 
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From among these, use gold and silver to fashion a round form for the 
wish-fulfilling jewel. Deposit thirty-two grains of Buddha relics inside it. 
Rubbing powdered aloes and clay on the vessel, make the jewel; wrap 
it in a nine-strip clerical robe of red color, secretly inserting [the robe] 
in a pure box of ten double-layers, depicting on each of these the nine 
mountains and eight seas up to the great Cakrava4a mountain. Lastly, 
the box is to be of the four jewel colors-first, iron [in the outer area], 

followed by golden, red, and silver colors inside. Seal each double-layer 
one by one. You must not let non-humans [i.e., the various protective 
deities, beasts, and devils], dwarves, gods, or demons see [you do this]. 

When you have finished making it, install it in a place of practice that is 
adorned with flowers and incense. Venerate and make obeisance to it. 
Unquestionably, you will attain great siddhi. Without giving rise to 
thoughts of doubt, conscientiously engage in ascetic practice and scrip
ture recitation. Again, for this reason, th,e great wish-fulfilling gem, 
which is the secret human practice (shojin), is not the jewel in the dragon 
palace. This is the greatest jewel of humanity. If there are no relics, use 
gems of gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, agate, glass, and so on to make 
the relics, and use them for the jewel. If the practitioner has no powers, 
go to the seashore and pick up pure sand and pebbles to use as relics. 
Further, use herbs, bamboo, or roots to make the relics. They are to 
number thirty-two grains, with seven primary grains. Count them as 
with eggs, and so make the jewel. The jewel will release light that shines 
on all poverty-stricken and suffering [beings insofar as] your jewel is no 
different [from that which would contain physical remains of the Bud
dha]." 
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Appendix B Excerpts from the "Relics" 

("Shari") and "Additional Teachings on Jewels" 

("Hoju ya setsu") Chapters ofKakuz;en's Notes 

(Kakuz;en sho) 

The Shingon monk Kakuzen (n43-ca. r2r3), a cleric of the Ono branch 
(to be distinguised from two contemporaries of the same name), studied 
under several great masters. His project to collect manuscripts on rites 
and their images of veneration seems to have been particularly influenced 
by the activities of his teacher, the Kajuji monk Kazen (nzr-r203), who 
compiled a large collection of manuscripts based on the teachings of the 

Kajuji clerics Kanjin (ro84-n53) and Ryasha (fl. II2o) and the Daigoji 
monk Ryae (ro98-ca. II3I) and also wrote commentaries on images. 
Kakuzen was also heavily influenced by the Daigoji teachers Shaken 
(n38-96) and the lesser-known Jitsukai (n.d.), especially the former. 
Kakuzen clearly traveled to Mount Kaya to study under figures such as 
Ninsei (d. r2o4), heir to the teachings of Kanjin, and to receive manu

scripts of earlier Hirosawa branch teachers such as Kenni (ro72-II45) 
and his disciple Shinkaku (m7-80 ). 

Kakuzen included in his collection manuscripts that depicted rites at 
sites such as the imperial palace, the T oba Rikyu detached palace, and 
the Rokujadono detached palace (of Go-Shirakawa). Clearly, the impe
rial treasuries held large numbers of drawings illustrating Buddhist ritual 
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practices. Kakuzen' s ability to gain access to these works suggests that he 
had the cooperation of powerful figures in his collection efforts. 

Because of the length of these two chapters on relics and jewels, I pre~ 

sent translations only of those sections most relevant to this study. Inso~ 

far as possible, I have noted the original source of Kakuzen's account. 

When his account varies from the original, I have attempted to make the 

differences clear by describing the accounts variously as "abridged," "ex~ 

tremely abridged," "abridged· and paraphrased," or "paraphrased" versions 

of the source. A question mark following such a description indicates 

that the differences between the texts are sufficient to raise the possibility 

that Kakuzen's account is drawn from another work (question marks are 
otherwise used to connote inconclusive evidence regarding the original 

source of a text, the location of a place, or the identity I dates of a named 
person). The phrase "with minor alterations" or the omission of any such 
description means that the two accounts are the same or virtually indis~ 

tinguishable. Parentheses denote parenthetical comments within the 

original text, and brackets indicate my own insertions for reference and 

explanatory purposes. Parentheses without contents mark corrupted 

portions of the extant manuscript. To help communicate the meaning as 

it would have been heard or read by native Japanese, I give the English 

equivalent of the title first, followed by the Chinese or Japanese original 

and the citation; only the English equivalent is then used, except in the 

case oflengthy gaps between quotations, in which case I again include the 

original title and citation. 
Kakuzen, or the texts he found in the monastic libraries while com~ 

piling his collection, often paraphrased or abridged sources of the conti~ 
nental Buddhist tradition. Indeed, they often drastically did so and 
sometimes even introduced statements that are not in the original texts. 

For example, Ta chi~tu lun never claims that Buddha relics are grains of 

rice or that they transmute into rice; Kakuzen or those works on which 
he based his compilation seem to have drawn on the native tradition 

dating to Kii.kai-and perhaps other continental works-to make the 

claim. The variance between Kakuzen' s work and the original source 

suggests not simply that scholars need to examine the quotes included in 

clerical works with caution, but that they should consider the meaning of 
such liberal usage of the continental texts. Through careful consideration 
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of such discrepancies, we may also gain insight into the ways in which 
Japanese Buddhist authors viewed the act of compilation or the status of 
textual authority and, potentially, into the influence of Japanese cultural 
proclivities on their reception of the works of continental Buddhism. It is 
apparent, for example, that Kakuzen follows Ono branch tradition in 

valuing oral transmissions (kuden) as the final authority in matters of 
textual interpretation. 

Relics 

[Section 1:] The Remaining Relics 

The appendix to the [Great] Nirviil}a [Scripture] ([Ta po-]nieh-p'an [ching] 
houjen [T. 12, no. 377, p. 902a-c, extremely abridged]) says, "Ananda said 
to the Buddha, 'After the Buddha attains nirval).a, what rite should the 

people use to acquire relics from the cremation of the Thus-Come [i.e., 
the Buddha J and with deep faith worship them?' The Buddha said to 
Ananda, 'You [all] should use the rites for the cremation of a wheel

turning king. For seven days after the death of a wheel-turning king, one 
places [the body of the king] in an iron casket, and using [i.e., rubbing] 
fragrant oil throughout the casket, secretly closes it. After the seven days 

have passed, [one J takes [the body J out of the casket, and uses fragrant 
water to bathe it. [One then J burns famous incense in offering; offers tula 
cotton to cover the body. Thus ... placing [the body of the king] in a fra
grant wooden palanquin of seven jewels. [One then J hangs precious 
stones on the four sides of the palanquin, [and] all deities, as they circle, 

make offerings. When the cremation ends, [one J takes the relics and 
erects a seven-jeweled stii.pa at the four crossroads of the city. In the 
stii.pa, [one J opens the four doors and places the relics there. All look up 
[to the relics J with reverence-so it is even with [the remains of] the 
wheel[-turning] king, how much more [with those of] the Thus-Come 
[One]! Ananda, [when] I [enter pari-]nirval).a, as [at] the cremation of a 
wheel-turning king, already when it ends, deities, people, and the masses 

will collect the relics and pile [them up in J vases [made J of seven jewels. 
At the four crossroads and gates of the capital city, [they J will erect a 
seven-jeweled stii.pa and make offerings to the relics."' 
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It also says that twenty~eight days after the [pari~ ]nirval)a, the cremation 
ended, and the relics were soon after parceled out .... 

[The Buddha in] Golden Light Scripture ofVictorious Kings (Chin~kuang-ming 
tsui-sheng wang ching [T. 16, no. 665, p. 406c]) says, "'The Buddha is not a 
body of flesh and blood. What are relicsi' A means through which the 

bones of the [Buddha's] body are made to remain to benefit [all] sentient 
beings.'" 

[Section 2:] Dividing the Relics 

The Scripture on the Bodhisattva['s Descent from Tu?ita Heaven into His 
Mother's] Womb (P'u-sa ch'u-t'ai ching [T. 12, no. 384, pp. 1057c-s8a, 
abridged]) says (in the chapter on constructing stupas), "The kings of the 
eight great lands-King Udayana, King Murdhagata, the King of 
Kalinga, King Ajatasatru, and the leaders of the four great armies ... ar~ 
gued over the relics. Each led an army, which they lined up facing one di~ 
rection, [saying] 'We [will] take these [relics].' One official, named 

Drol)a Q. Ubakichi [another term referring to Drol)a, more commonly 
known as Kosho Baramon]), [in order that] the kings not fight, [asked 
that] they [i.e., the relics] be distributed and widely venerated. Thus they 
were divided into three parts. (The kings and dragon kings. There were 
eight kings.)" 

According to [the tale collection] Jewel Forest [of the Garden of Dharma] 
([Fa-yuan] chu-lin [T. 53, no. 2122, p. 599b, with minor alterations]) says, 
"The Scripture on the Bodhisattva['s Descent from Tu?ita Heaven into His 
Mother's] Womb says, 'At the time, the kings of the eight lands argued 
over the relics. One official named Drol)a remonstrated with the kings, 
"What reason [do you] send soldiers together to meet and do battler" ... 

"Why is it necessary to arguei' Therefore, divide them into three por~ 
tions. Give one to the heavenly deities, one to the dragon kings, and one 
to the eight kings. And in (dividing) the golden urns, make divisions of a 
bit more than one shih [each].'"" 

[Section 3:] The Official Taking the Relics 

Further, it Uewel Forest, p. 599b; minor alterations] says, ''Drol)a divided 

and distributed the relics. [Each group] received a bit more than one shih 
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[of relics] in the golden urns. The official rubbed honey on the inside of 

the urns and, holding the urns, measured the divisions [of relics]. The 
heavenly deities acquired relics and returned to the heavens, and so con~ 
structed a seven~jeweled stii.pa. The official stuck the relics in the urns 

and placed the urns together to erect a jewel stii.pa. He measured that he 
acquired forty~nine shih of dirt and ashes and erected forty~nine jewel 
stii.pas. At the site of the cremation, he also erected a jewel stii.pa of a 
height of thirty~nine jen." (One jen is seven ch'ih.) 

[Section 4:] The Number of Relics 

The appendix to the [Great] Nirva1Ja [Scripture] [p. 910c] says, "From 
among the people in the city, artisans were sent to make eight golden 
urns [with artistic depictions of] eight lions. Each [artisan] used the 
seven jewels for adornment [of the urns], receiving one hu [of relics for] 
each seven~jeweled urn." ... 

The Legend of King Asoka (A~yu wang chuan [T. 50, no. 2042, pp. IOic-2a; 
extremely abridged and paraphrased]) says, 'The kings of the eight lands 
argued over the relics, and together with Ajatasatru counted them. Each 
[of them counted] eighty~four thousand relics." 

Further, it [Legend of King Asoka, pp. IOic-2a, abridged] says, "The wheel~ 
turning [king] Asoka went to Rajagrha and took all of the four sheng of 
relics interred in the city of [King] Ajatasatru." 

[Section 5:] Three Kinds of Relics 

Jewel Forest of the Garden of Dharma, fascicle 40 [p. 598c], says, "There are 
three kinds of relics. First is the bone relic, which is white in color. Sec~ 
ond is the hair relic, which is black in color. Third is the flesh relic, which 
is red in color." 

The Fundamental Knowledge of Renounced Ones (Shih-shih yao-lan [T. 54, no. 
2127, p. 309a, paraphrased]) says, "Among the relic~flowers are bones and 
flesh." Further, it says [p. 309a, abridged], "Dhatu Q. dado= relics) cannot 
be destroyed. There are three [kinds of] dispersed relics.1 First is the 

I. Dispersed or "smashed" relics (saishin shari) can be contrasted with whole-body 
relics (zenshin shari). Dispersed relics are those that remain after cremation-some-
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white bone relic. Second is the red flesh relic. Third is the black hair relic. 
These Buddha relics have five colors and extraordinary transformations 

and hence cannot be destroyed by any object." 

[Section 6:] Buddha Relics Cannot Be Destroyed 

Jewel Forest ([of the Garden of Dharma] [p. 598b]) says, "Further, Bodhi
sattvas, Arhats, and so on have three kinds of relics. If these are Buddha 
relics,2 striking them will not smash them. If these are the relics of dis
ciples, pummeling them will destroy them." 

[Section 7:] Relics, Aside from the Arm Bone, Can Be Destroyed 

The Illustrated Scripture of ]etavana [Monastery, Central Indian Kingdom of 
Sravasti] ([Chung-t'ien-chu she-wei kuo] ch'i-yiian [ssu] t'u ching [T. 45, no. 
1899, p. 891a]) says, "Of the relics of the fallen bodies of the Buddhas of 
the past, all other kinds are crushed. However, the arm bone is not de

stroyed." 

The Treatise on the Mystery of the Lotus, [fascicle] 9 (Fa-hua hsiian lun [T. 

34, no. 1720, p. 434c]), says, "The bone relic is diamond (vajra; J. kongo). 
Flesh is not diamond, since it bleeds upon injury." 

[Section 14:] Dissemination of the Relics and the Erection of Infinite 

Stu pas 

Lotus S.utra, [chapter] I [Miaoja lien-hua ching, T. 9, no. 262, p. 5a], says, 
"The Buddha gained extinction that night like wood in a fire. [His] relics 
were disseminated, and infinite stu pas were constructed [to house 
them]." 

The Legend of [the Eminent Cleric] Fa-hsien ([Kao-seng] Fa-hsien chuan [T. 51, 
no. 2085, p. 861b, with minor alterations]) says, "There is a land called 
Rama. The king of the land acquired one portion of the Buddha's relics 

times similar to gold powder, pearls, or jewels- whereas whole-body relics typically 
refer to the body of the Buddha in the form of the teaching as it is presented in sii
tras, sometimes referred to as "dharma-body relics" (hosshin shari). 

2. The phrase "Buddha relics" apparently refers to the fact that bodhisattvas and 
arhats have attained an enlightened state, in contrast with their disciples. 
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and returned [to Rama] to build a stiipa [to house it]. Thus it was called 
the Rama stiipa. To the side of the stiipa was a pond, in which a dragon 

[resided and &om which it] constantly protected the reliquary. Day and 
night [the dragon] made offerings [to the stiipa]. When King Asoka ap

peared in the world, he wanted to destroy the [original] eight stiipas 
[constructed for the Buddha's relics] to make [i.e., to take the relics and 

so replace the original reliquaries with] eighty-four thousand stiipas. 
When he had already destroyed [the other] seven stu pas, he wanted to 
destroy this stiipa. The dragon then showed itsel£ and accordingly 
[Asoka] returned [without success]."3 

[Section 17:] Relics Are Similar to Rice Grains 

The Account of the Secret Treasury (Hizoki [by Kukai, 774-835; Kobo daishi 
zenshu 2, no. 44, p. 24]) says, "In India, in referring to 'rice grains' the 
word shari is used. Buddha relics (Busshari), furthermore, appear similar 
to rice grains. Therefore, they are called shari." 

[Section r8:] Relics Transform into Jewels 

... The Compassionate Flower Scripture (Pei-hua ching [T. 3, no. 157, pp. 
2IIC-I2a, significantly abridged]) says, "Relics transform, taking the form 
of jewels of lapis lazuli. They come from diamond and, reaching the 
Akani~tha Heaven, rain varieties of flowers; [the flowers] make gold and 
silver treasures. At that time, the people will be harmoniously joyful, and 
there will be neither conflict nor famine." (Grasp the [esoteric] meaning 
[as the final of twelve modes of oral transmission, juni-kuden].) 

The Great [Wisdom] Treatise (Ta [chih tu] lun [T. 25, no. 1509; similarities 
to account on p. 478a, though with no reference to rice]) says, "The relics 
of the Buddhas of old metamorphose into wish-fulfilling jewels. Wish
fulfillingjewels metamorphose into rice." 

Further, it says [p. 134a], "The relics of the Buddha, at the time of the 

extinction of the [Buddhist] dharma, will all transform into wish-

3· The Fa-hsien chuan explains that Asoka could not compete with the quantity of 
offerings made by the dragon to the reliquary and so returned without the relic. 
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fulfilling jewels. Similarly, after a thousand years pass, ice will transmute 
into crystal beads." 

The Last Testament ([Go-]yuigo [T. 77, no. 2431, p. 413c; minor alteration 
in parenthetical note]) says, "Buddha relics are, precisely, wish-fulfilling 
jewels. Thus they protect the [Buddhist] path. On what basis do I say 
this? Is it not because [the Buddha relic] is the source of the generative 
[wish-fulfilling] jewel?" 

[Section rg:] Relics Must Not Be Lost 

Further, it is said [in the Last Testament attributed to Kukai, p. 413c], "As 

for the Buddha relics in the great sii.tra treasury ofToji, the great acarya 
who guards the mudras and secret transmission of the dharma must not 

lose a single grain." 

[Section 20:] The Fact that Offerings to Relics and to the Living Body of 

the Buddha [Produce] the Same Merit 

... The first part of the appendix to the [Great] NirViiiJa [Scripture] [pp. 
gorc-2b, abridged and paraphrased] says, "Ananda spoke to the Buddha, 
saying, 'If a person of deep faith uses clothing, food and drink, musical 
instruments, and a room or hall made of gold, silver, and the seven jewels 
to respectfully prostrate and make offerings to the relics of the Thus
Come [One] after [his pari-] nirval).a, [another] offers [such materials] 
and with deep faith respectfully bows to an image of the Thus-Come 
[One], what is their respective merit and virtue?' The Buddha proclaimed 
to Ananda, saying, 'Their merit is the same. If a person makes obeisance 
to the whole body relic, he [or she] likewise obtains merit equivalent to 
the two [former] people. The merit [in each case] is broad and great 
without limit or boundary. Further, [those who venerate even] half of the 
relics, of a quarter, of an eighth, one part of the Ganges down to the 
measure of [size] a mustard [seed]-all obtain equivalent merit."' (The 
account in the Nirvii1Ja Scripture is the same.) 
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(Section 22:] Offerings (to Relics Make] Merit (Sufficient] to Attain 
Buddhahood 

The Lotus SiUra ([Miao-]fa [lien-]hua ching [T. 9, no. 262, p. Sc, abridged]) 

says, "Those who have (made] offerings to the relics I after the extinction 

of Buddhas I People such as this I have already attained the Buddhist 
Path." 

The Compassionate Flower Scripture [p. 2rrb-c] says, "If there are sentient 
beings who with treasures and gigaku [ritual music] make offerings to 
relics-even (if they only] make prostrations, circumambulating from 
the right one time, clasping their hands, chanting praises, and strew a 
single flower stem (in offering]-with these karmic conditions, in accor
dance with their [respective] aspirations, [they J will not quit turning [the 
wheel of the dharma through birth or continued practice of] the three 
vehicles (i.e., bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and sravakas]." 

(Section 23:] (Relics] Fulfill All Wishes/Vows 

The Scripture of [Spiritually Transforming Mantras oj] the Full Net (Pu-k'ung 
kuan-so shen-pien chen-yen ching, fascicle II [T. 20, no. 1092, p. 295a]) says, 
"If (one] chants completely the mantra and performs the heart mudra in 
front of a sttlpa (housing] relics, and turning the (an esoteric vajra J staff 
(above, it says, jeweled staff), travels the path (around the sttlpa2], with 
the completion of seven days and nights [of this practice], the sttlpa will 
release a light from within and put forth varieties of voices. All of the 
wishes of (i.e., expressed in] rituals (performed by] those who attain this 
sign will be completely fulfilled." 

The Ritual Manual Scripture of the [Enlightened Attainment of the Angry] 
Diamond Boy [deity Vajrakumara] ([Sheng-chia-ni fen-nu] chin-kang t'ung-tzu 
[p'u-sa ch'eng-chiu i-]kuei [ching] [T. 21, no. 1222, p. 123b, abridged with hy
perbolic interpolation]) says, "On the fifteenth day of the third month 

[of the year], rub (incense?] as offering in front of a relic sttlpa or an im

age that is the main object of veneration. If (one] waves banners, dis
perses flowers, and recites (mantras], there will be an (extraordinary] 

outcome. [A person] who chants the mantra a myriad of times will ac
quire as many treasures as desired. 
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[Section 36:] The Relics Should Be Deposited in the Altar [During Relic 

Rites] 

The august words of the teacher [Shoken?] were, "[You need] five grains 
of relics. Or one grain." (One master said, "[This refers to] the Go~ 

Daikokii.zo rite. Erect a small stii.pa and deposit five grains of relics. Or 
one grain.") 

The Ritual Manual of the Diamond [Head One~Character Head] Wheel[~ 

Turning King's Yoga of Reciting and Attaining Buddhahood in All] Times and 
Places ( Chin[~kang~ting ching i~tzu ting] lun[~wang yu-ch'ieh i-ch'ieh] shih ch' u 
[nien-sung ch'engfo i-]kui [ T. 19, no. 957, p. 324b]) says, "If [one], without 

using [the appropriate] meditation (yoga; J. yuga), makes recitations for 
the ritual, and at a different time or place [which is not appropriate for 
performance of the rite] is impure and, without facing the relics in the 
altar, flippantly makes the mudra and recites [the mantra]-disaster is 
guaranteed." 

[Kakuzen' s note] ... As a rule, in all the rites of the great [altar], every 
practitioner deposits authentic Buddha relics in the altar. Listen to the 
oral transmission. 

[Section 37:] The Origin of the Rite 

The Master (Ninsei) said, "Learn about the relics rite through the expla~ 

nation of the Scripture of the [Great Dhara1Ji] One-Character [Mind] Spell for 
the Last Age ([Ta t'o-lo-ni] mofa [chung] i-tzu [hsin-]chou ching; T. 19, no. 
956). The common statement in society that the [Sanskrit] character of 
trah is used in the relics rite is unbalanced, [and] not [the correct] teach~ 
ing. [That is] because [it is] confused with the [ wish~fulfilling] jewel rite. 
The jewel and relic are each given in separate rites and instructions [that 
are] secret." 

The Scripture of the Great Dhara1Ji One-Character Mind-Spell for the Last Age 
[pp. 315c-16a, abridged] says, ([translated by] Pao~ssu~wei [Sk. Rat~ 
nacinta], Chen~yuan [period]), "At that time, the World~Honored 

[One] sat in the world of the Lotus Treasure, [and] because [he] wanted 
to benefit sentient beings in the Last Age, he entered into the 'Samadhi 
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of the Head of All Thus-Come [Ones] and Great Wheel-Turning 

Kings.' A great light was emitted from between his eyebrows. A voice 
spoke [from] within the light, saying 'I am the Great Wheel-Turning 
King One-Character [Mind-]Spell.' Infinite heavenly sages (t'ien-hsien) 
respectfully circled. At that time, the voice again came forth from within 
the light and proclaimed to the Thus-Come [One] Sakyamuni, 'I am the 
All Thus-Come [Ones'] Wisdom and Compassion Wheel-Turning 

King One-Character Mind-Spell in all Buddhas of the past, present, and 
future. I am the most ultimate of esoteric mind-spells.'" 

Further, it says [316b], "The Buddha has two types ofbodies. One is the 
true body, and one is the transformation body. If one properly makes 

offerings [to either of the two], the merit and virtue are without differ
ence. This spell is further like this. All deities, humans, and dragons 
(can?) produce the rare mind that upholds and makes offerings [to the 
relics?] and [thus] attain merit [which] as with [offerings to] my body, is 
without difference." 

[Kakuzen's notes] [The transmitted esoteric] meaning says, "Sakya

muni metamorphoses into the golden wheel[-turning] king. This is 
thus the relics [of the Buddha]. The Venerable Sakyamuni left his 
relics to benefit sentient beings in the Last Age." 

Further, [it] says, "[It] is the whole body of Sakyamuni's remains
none other than V airocana. [To] benefit [sentient beings in] the Last 
Age, Vairocana is superior." The Ono [branch] says, "The golden 
wheel[-turning] Vairocana is the golden wheel [-turning] Sakya
muni." 

[Section 39:] Opening Pronouncement [ofRelics Rite] 

Now, [I, this] faithful child of the Buddha, putting together the palms 
and nails of [my] ten fingers, extract the truly single mind, prepare the 
small quantities of offering implements, [then] sing the praises of the 

merits of the relics. What is the purport [of these actions]? More than 
two thousand years after the blue lotus stopped blossoming, the many 
karmic impediments [of sentient beings] have over time become ram
pant. The excellent white color [of the relics] shelters [us from those 
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impediments:']. The long night of birth and death of the final five hun
dred years [mappo] is [now] in deep darkness. However, here, the child of 
the Buddha scoops up the water of wisdom from the five vases. It is diffi
cult to open the eight-petaled lotus of the mind, yet the diamond child of 
the Buddha is additionally afraid of the painful fruits of the three worlds. 
Therefore, [I] seek to throw away thoughts of profit or reputation, and 
earnestly strive for the measure of bodhi after the [my] body [and] in
stead of falling into disorder seek to practice nenbutsu zanmai. Without 
reflecting on trifling [matters, I] set in motion the intention to make of
fering to the relics, and to that extent, not without expectation, [I] ac

quired numbers of transmitted relics-all of which are relics of Toji or 
Toshodaiji. With [any] lingering doubts long past, I gratefully see the 
white beads of flesh and bone; thus do [I] not bow to the august appear
ance of the gold-copper alloy venerable [image of the Buddha]:' [I] am 
moved, and tears flow down [my J cheeks. [I] ask, is this not the good 
root [that will result in J liberation:' Particularly, with [my J tears falling, 
[as it is] difficult to forget things of the past, the honored spirit of the 
former Deputy Archbishop [Shoken] watches me sincerely exert myself 

[in worship] toward the relics. [I have J received the invaluable two grains 
[of relics] in distribution for a long time. [I] still remember your final 

words, which remain in my ears-[your] prayer [to attain] the mysteri
ous fruit of bodhi and the honored spirit of the former teacher's [your J 
establishment of the inner palace [of Miroku' s heaven J and the assistant 
monks' proper recollection [of Amida Buddha J at the time of [your J 
death, practicing constantly every day, starting by proclaiming the praises 
of the five gates [of wisdom:']. [0! objects of my prayer] Remaining bod
ily relics of the Thus-Come [One] Sakyamuni and Amitabha of the 
[Pure] Land of Sukhavat!, [I] deposit [i.e., bury] this small offering to
ward the boundless good roots of [his J realization [of enlightenment J .4 

4· This prayer of Kakuzen's was apparently written in roughly the same period 
in which he compiled the relics chapter, II97, insofar as it was the year after the 
death of Shoken, whose spirit is the object of this hyohyaku. It also reflects his bur
ial of objects-probably the relics and other implements-in the ground in prayer 
for Shoken's enlightened return after stays in the inner palace of Miroku and in 
Amida's Pure Land, that is, for him to greet Miroku upon the future Buddha's de-
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Root syllable (shuji): Boron [Sk.] Bhru1J1 [Refers in this case to Ichiji kin

rin-One-Character Golden-Wheel-although it is also the root sylla
ble for other of the Buddha-crown deities]. 

The Scripture of [the Great DharmJi One-Character Mind-Spell for] the Last 
Age says [p. 316a], "[This is] the most secret dharal).I." 

Another [ texti'] says, "The power of this esoteric prayer carries the merit 

of the thirty-two major and eighty minor marks [of the Buddha and] 
benefits sentient beings." 

Implement (san[maya]gyo) [held by object of worship]: Jewel on a wheel. 

Mudra: The Great Begging Bowl Mudra (It is said, "Contemplate all the 
merits ofSakyamuni in this mudra"). 

Mantra: On hazara ratona boron [Sk. 00 vajra ratna bhru1J1-apparently an 
abbreviated form of the mantra of the Bodhisattva Kokuzo, called 

Akasa-garbha in Sanskrit]. 

Contemplate: The Thus-Come [One] Sakyamuni enters the samadhi of 

the Jewel Family [of the Buddha Hosho in the Diamond Realm mal).
c;l.ala] and [thus] benefits all sentient beings. Furthe,r, his entourage enters 
the Jewel Place (Hosho). One should additionally use the mudra and 
mantra of the Hall ofJizo Qizo-in) [in the Womb mal).c;l.ala]. (The mat
ter of the Jewel Place: This is in the Commentary on the Scripture on [At
tainment of Buddhahood by] Mahavairocana [Ta-p'i[-lu-che-na ch'engjo] ching 
shu; T. 39, no. 1796], the Manual [for the Yoga of Great Completion of the 
Treasury of the Ubiquitous Mantra, Symbols, Banners in the Bodhi of the Womb 
Lotus of the Scripture on the Prayer {Producing} Spiritual Transformation and 
Attainment of Buddhahood {Through Invocation of} Mahavairocana] of Ching
lung [Ta-p'i-lu-che-na ch' engjo shen-pien chia-chih ching lien-hua t'ai-tsang p' u-t'i 
ch'uang p'iao-chih pu-t'ung chen-yen tsang kuang ta ch'eng-chiu yu-]ch'ieh [T. r8, 

scent in the future. We can note, moreover, that insofar as this chapter was com
piled when Kakuzen was at Koyasan Kongobuji ojo'in, it may reflect in part the tra
dition of burial ad sanctos at Koya, which had combined veneration ofMiroku with 
that of the spirit ofKukai since the eleventh century, if not earlier. 
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no. 853] and so on-draw from the Sakyamuni ritual [section in each of 
these works].) 

[Kakuzen's note] [I] received this [teaching] from Jizo Gobo Ninsei 
in Kongobuji shin bessho on Bunji 4.7.26 [n88]. ([This is] the hurried 
[i.e., abridged] explanation.) Listen to the oral transmission. 

[Section 40:] Another Transmission [of the Teaching Regarding the 
Relic Rite]-[Hizo] Notes on the Golden Jewel [of the Secret Treasury] 
([Hizo] konpo sho [ofJichiun (no5-6o), T. 78, no. 2485], [as well as works 
by] Jitsunin [ 1097-n69 ], and Ryoe [1098-ca. II3I] 

Root Syllable: Bhruf!!. 

Implement: Relics (shari). 0itsunin says, "The implement is to be the 
area of the installed Buddha relics.") 

Venerated [Object ofWorship]: Sakyamuni. (Notes on the Golden Jewel) 
says, "Hang [an image of] Sakyamuni Golden-Wheel [i.e., Ichiji kinrin, 
One-Character Golden-Wheel], and install relics in the altar." 

Ryoe says, "There is no venerated [object of worship] in this rite. 
Furthermore, the relics, which are the implement, are thus the object 
of veneration." 

Mudra: Golden-wheel mudra-the mudra ofVairocana of the Diamond 
Realm. 

Ryoe says, "The Thus-Come [One] makes the mudra of efficacy 
(kuno ). Listen to the oral transmission." 

Mantra: Naumaku samanda bodanan [Sk. Namab samanta buddhandf!! Of!! 
bhruf!!: abbreviated invocation apparently to Mahavairocana in the 
Womb Realm, in spite of the reference above to the Diamond Realm, 
followed by the sacred syllable Of!! and the root syllable bhruf!!.] 

Ryoe says, "On hazara dado" [Sk. Of!! vajra-dhatu bhruf!!; abridged invo
cation of Mahavairocana in the Diamond Realm, followed by the root 
syllable bhruf!!.] End. 

[Section 41:] Further Explanations-Genkaku [w8o-n56] 

Root Syllable: Bhab [root syllable ofSakyamuni]. 
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Implement: Relics (shari). 

Venerated: Sakyamuni. 
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Mudra: Outward tie [Gebaku mudra]. The index fingers are like the form 

of a jewel. The thumbs are raised and connected with the index fingers. 

Ohara!).!: On boda sharira hazara ratona on [Sk. OYJ1 buddha-sarira vajra-ratna 
OYJ1-an invocation of the "Buddha-relic diamond-jewel"]. 

Empowerment by [invocation of] the Venerated [object: honzon kaji]: 
First, the mudra and mantra of Mahavairocana in the Diamond Realm, 

then the mudra and mantra [invoking] Mahavairocana in the Womb 
Realm; the outward five-part mudra [while pronouncing the mantra] a
bi-ra-un-ken [Sk. a-vi-ra-hiiYJ1·khaYJ1-invoking the apotropaic powers of 
Mahavairocana]; next, the (Womb [Realm]) mudra and mantra [invok
ing] Sakyamuni, and then [invocation of] the venerated. 

[Section 42:] Another Form 

Root [Syllable]: Taraku [Sk.Trii~-invocation apparently to the Buddha 
Hosho (Sk. Ratnasa111bhava), although the same syllable can also invoke 
the Bodhisattva Kokii.zo (Sk. Akasa-garbha) or the Five Great Kokii.zo 
Bodhisattva (Go-Daikokuzo)]. 

Implement: Relics (shari). (The relics metamorphose into a jewel. The 
jewel metamorphoses into Sakyamuni.) 

Mudra: Outward Tie. The middle fingers [making] the form of a jewel. 

Mantra: (as always) 

[Section 43 Contemplation of the Place of Practice (Dojokan) (by 

Ryoe)] "Contemplate the syllable within a grain of rice. Its color is that of 
gold. [It] fills the grain, and releases endless [rays of] light, lighting afar 
the hells, the roots of sins, and sentient beings, removing suffering, and 
offering happiness. In ancient times, when Sakyamuni attained enlight

enment, he hid his major and minor marks to benefit the impure and evil 
beings of the Last Age. This spell [mantra] transforms the body [of the 

Buddha]. For this means, at the time of the cremation of the Thus-Come 

[One], the spell fills the body of the Buddha, transforming [his] flesh and 
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bones, forming rice grains. To gain the merits of the major and minor 

marks [of the Buddha], depend on the power of this spell, which is dif
fused in the Last Age to save sentient beings.''5 

[Section 45:] The Number of Scrolls [Recited; kanju] [by] the monk 

Shumyo [m9-71] 

Offerings [to J the Buddha Relics: 

Offerings: Rite of offering 100 times 

Recitations: Butsugen[-Butsumo] mantra 10,ooo times; Mahavairocana 
mantra 10,ooo times; 5 Buddhas [at the center and in each cardinal di
rection of the Diamond or Womb Realm] mantra 10,ooo times; Mantra 
of the Venerated 30o,ooo times; Treasure-Name of the Same [Vener
ated] 10o,ooo; Venerable Hosho mantra 10,ooo times, Kichijo-ten man

tra 10,000 times; Great Diamond-Wheel (Daikongorin) mantra 10,ooo 

times, One-Syllable Golden-Wheel 10,ooo times. 

The offering to the right [i.e., above] was made on behalf of the Son of 
the Buddha [Kanjin?t to expiate the transgressions and to give rise to 

6. The rice grains can refer either figuratively or literally to remains of the Bud
dha. At the same time, however, as Kakuzen noted earlier in this chapter and trans
lated above, rice is similar in form and appearance to the relics of the Buddha, which 
suggests that, for him, the Buddha relic is not literally rice, but rather, visualized in 
the form of rice. This account, for example, by Ryoe, seems to describe the flesh and 
bones of the Buddha as transforming into rice. The phrase "rice grain" (beiryii or 
kome-tsubu) may, however, simply be a code word for the "Buddha relic," i.e., the 
physical remains of the Buddha after the cremation, rather than a literal reference to 
rice grains. It is, of course, well known that "rice-stiipas" (momito) would be con
structed at sites such as Muroji from roughly the Muromachi era (ca. rsth c.) on 
(Gangoji bukkyo minzoku shiryo kenkyii kenkyiijo, Muroji momito no kenkyii, esp. 

PP· 42, 59). 
7· This account was apparently based on a relic rite performed for Kanjin, who 

died on the seventh day of the third month-the day after the presumed comple
tion of the rite. Needless to say-with the exception of intentional performance 
prior to death (the so-called gyakushu)-if such is the case, the record was appar
ently retroactively produced and is an effort to match the record with the ideal 
practice, which would have been performed to ensure the transfer of merit to the 

monk. 
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good and attainment [of enlightenment] beginning on the twenty-sixth 

day of the eleventh month of Ninpei 2 [II 52] until the sixth day of the 
third month of the third year [ofNinpei]-a period of 100 days. As [is 
attested to in the record] on the right, [we] offer up the recitations and 
practices with the utmost sincerity. 

Ninpei 3.3.6 Son of the Buddha Shii.myo 
Selected in Kongobuji ojo'in Kenkyii. 8.9.15 ( II97) at noon. 

Son of the Buddha Kakuzen (Age 55) 

[Section 49:] Offerings to Relics [Lead to] Birth in [Amida's Pure Land 

of] Sukhavati (Those with doubting minds fall into Avici Hell[ -the 

hell of interminable pain]) 

The Scripture on Making Images of the Buddha (Tso fo hsing hsiang ching; [T. 16, 
no. 692, p. 788c; abridged and paraphrased]) says, "Those who abide in the 
compassionate mind and clasp their hands [while] making obeisance to a 
relic-stupa will be reborn after the end oflife in the ... Buddha." 

... The Scripture on the Bodhisattva['s Descent from Tu~ita Heaven into His 
Mother's] Womb [? passage could not be located within the work pre
served as T. 12, no. 384] says, "If [one] once has a doubting mind regard
ing the relics [of the Buddha], [he or she] will invariably fall into Avici 
Hell; one who makes obeisance and offering once will be born in the 
Realm ofSukhavati." 

([Contents of] Reverse Side of Manuscript:) 

[Section 51:] The Offering of One Hundred Kinds-appended with the 
multitude of jewels [accompanying the offering of] a single flower or 
[stick of] incense 

... The Mahayana Compassionate Blossom Scripture [T. 3, no. 158, p. 27oa; 
abridge<;! and paraphrased] says, "Toward relics, beings should (),or of

fer multitudinous jewels. If persons bow and recite [the name] once, or 
offer a single flower or [stick of] incense, according to their wish gold, sil
ver, and the seven treasures will rain forth from the relic-jewel, giving 
prosperity to poor beings, who [thereby] acquire comfort." 
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One scripture says, "With one offering [to relics, one] will be born a 
thousand times in Heaven, until achieving enlightenment." ("Teachers of 

the Sarvastivada draw upon [this) scriptural passage" -Shinkaku' s ex~ 

planation.) 

[Section 61:) Relics Were Left for Unfortunate People 

The Scripture on the Realm ofRamagrama (Lo-mo-ch'ieh ching [T. 10, no. 294, 
p. 858c; significantly paraphrased-the phrase "and unfortunate" is ab~ 

sent from the text]) says, "Relics were left for the salvation oflying and 
unfortunate beings. If they make offering to the relics, they will certainly 
be born [in Amida's Pure Land ofSukhavati:]." 

[Section 62:) Relics Were Left for Lay Believers 

The [Great] Scripture of Accumulated Jewels ([Ta] pao-chi ching [T. II, no. 
310, p. 512a, abridged and paraphrased]) says, "With my spiritual powers 
I leave [my) relics in order to save sentient beings who are lay [believers) 
without wisdom." 

Further, it says [p. 336b-c, paraphrased], 'The Venerable Nanda, be~ 
cause he made an offering to relics long ago, was a holy wheel-turning 
king for two thousand five hundred generations." ... 

Additional Teachings on Jewels 

[Section 3:) The Reason for Giving the Jewel of the Dragon Palace Was 
the Venerable Sakya[ muni) 

The Great [Wisdom] Treatise (Ta [chih-tu] lun [T. 25, no. 1509, p. 316b]) 
says, "As the imperial prince, the bodhisattva in his former life saw the 
poverty of the people of Jambudvi:pa. Seeking the wish~fulfilling jewel 
[with which to save them from their plight], he entered the sea until he 
reached the Palace of the Dragon King. The dragon king saw the espe
cially mysterious and majestic virtue of the prince, and stretching himself 
forward to make an offering [to the prince), he said, 'Reside in my palace 
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for a month to receive [my] offerings.' Thus he stayed there one month, 
listening to the dragon's many songs of praise. The dragon thus gave the 
jewel [to him]." (This is abbreviated.) 

[Sections:] It Benefits Those Who are Ill-Fortuned 

The Last Testament ([Go-]yuigo [T. 77, no. 2431, p. 413b; minor altera
tions]) says, "At one time, a good wind appeared and moved the clouds 
toward the four continents [of the universe], making myriad things grow, 
[and thus] benefiting beings." 

The Account of the Essentials of the East [Temple Toji ?] (Toyo ki [ZGR 26, pt. 

II, p. 413; minor alteration]) says, "The jewel is for those who are ill for
tuned. Although for a long time jewels do not rain down, when it natu

rally brings forth a good wind, myriad things always grow. Therefore this 
is not the [result of the] virtue of [planned] actions.'' 

[Section r2:] The Kinds of Jewels 

... The Compassionate Flower Scripture (Pei-hua ching [T. 3, no. 157, pp. 
2rrc-r2a, significantly abridged]) says, "Relics change their form to lapis 
lazuli jewels and come forth from the depths of the Golden Layer (Kon
rin [-an area underneath the mountains and continents of our uni
verse]), reaching the Heaven of Akani~tha [which is highest in our 
universe], and rain down varieties of flowers, many of which become 

valuables such as gold and silver. At that time, the common people re
joice in unison, and there is neither war nor starvation." (Grasp the [ eso

teric] meaning [i.e., grasp the essential meaning rather than minute de
tails].) 

The Great [Wisdom] Treatise 59 [p. 478a] says, 'The dharma of relics of 
the Buddhas of the distant past has already been extinguished. The relics 
have transformed into these jewels." ([Chapter] ro [of Great Wisdom 
Treatise] is-the same as this.) 

The same treatise says [?; quote may confuse rice with discussion of 
comparison of relics and mustard seeds, pp. 48oa-8ra], "The relics of an

cient Buddhas transform into wish-fulfilling jewels. The wish-fulfilling 
jewels transform into rice." 
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The Scripture on the [Ocean] Samadhi of Visualizing the Buddha (Kuan
fo san-mei hai ching [T. rs, no. 643, p. 646b; abridged and paraphrased]) 
says, "When the Garu9-a bird's life came to an end and it fell [to the 
ground], only the heart [remained]. The dragon king Nanda took the 
bird's heart and made a shining jewel. The wheel[-turning] king [later] 
acquired it." ... 

The Account of the Essentials of the East [p. 403, minor alterations] says, 
"The upper type of jewel is that of the bodhisattva, which rains jewels 
down on an area of fourteen heavens. The middle type is the jewel of the 
heavens, which rains jewels down on the entirety of Jambudvipa. The 
lower type is that of humans, which rains jewels down on half of Jam
budvipa. The jewel that [Kobo] Daishi [Kukai] possessed is the jewel of 
the bodhisattva." 

[Section rs:] The Number of Jewels in Japan 

The Master Qitsukai) said, "There were two jewels that [Kobo] Daishi 
possessed. See the Last Testament." 

(The Last Testament [p. 4I3a] says, "The reception of the gem is left to the 
oral transmission of the great acarya [who is a ritual descendent J of the 
ancestral master [Kiikai].") 

(Further, it says [p. 4I3c], "[The jewel is to be] dispensed to the disciples 
who have received the transmission of the Dharma, not remaining in the 

hands of the great acarya. ( ) [Its guardianship should] with certainty be 
dispatched to abbots ofToji.") 

(It also says, "The wish-fulfilling jewel from ( ) the Great Tang is buried 
in an excellent place on the celebrated mountain [i.e., Shojin peak on 
Mount Muro].") 

(I say, without question there are two jewels. One is on Mount Ben'ichi 

[Muro]. One is that which Archbishop Han[-jun] possessed. You 
should listen to the oral transmission.) 

The Notes of [Kanjin? ro84-II53], the Chief Administrator [of Toji] (Homu 
sho) say, "The jewel ofHanjun [used in] the esoteric rite of the Daiji era 
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and the jewel given last year from T sukushi were wrapped in a red cleri

cal robe and installed on the altar."7 

(According to the august oral words of the Deputy Archbishop [Sha
ken], "The succession of the jewel of Archbishop Han[-jun]: retired em

peror Toba's [no3-56] [closest vassal] Ienari was granted this [for pur
poses of guardianship]. After the death of Ienari, it was passed to 
T oshiie, who was invited to return it [to the house of the retired em

peror], and says he does not know the details [concerning what happened 
to it]. Since much time has elapsed, [I] sought a document of the house 
of [retired 'empress'] Hachijo. The document said, 'The wish-fulfilling 

jewel conferred by the retired emperor is enshrined underneath Vulture 
Peak (Ryojusen) at Ungoji [temple].'At that time, when the mountain 
was destroyed [due to calamity?], it was pulled out [of the rubble] and 
offered to the ([Shokomyo']In [treasury]). I saw it together with my fa
ther [Shinzei] Nyudo [no6-59].'') 

According to the Master Jitsu(kai?), "There is a jewel in the surra treas

ury ofSanbo'in [at Daigoji]." 

(The said jewel was made by the acarya Rinken [1074-II50], that is, En
nyo-bo, the temple superintendent (kengyo) at Ni-ten [middle gate of 
Mount Koya J. The officiating master of worship [of the jewel] was the 
Archbishop Jokai [1074-II49], to whom it was distributed as an august 
offering [to the temple]. Lightning struck the home of Rinken's father, 
and when he looked at its trace rising in the sky, there was [i.e., re
mained] this jewel, which was black. (It is said that " [this J is not credi
ble.") 

[Kakuzen's note] Furthermore, there is a jewel buried in the Round 
Hall (Endo) of Hosshoji. (An explanation is on the reverse [of this 
manuscript], which [you] should investigate.) 

[Section 16:] The Place in Which the Jewel Is Installed 

The Last Testament says (see its manuscript [directly]). 

8. This cryptic reference to Tsukushi, i.e., northern Kyiishii, is not clear, al
though it might refer to a relic or jewel brought from a temple in that area or even a 
shrine in the region such as Usa Hachimangii or Kashiibyo. 
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Again, it says, "This is the secret essence that protects the teaching of the 

Three Mysteries [ofbody, speech, and mind]." 

The Account of the Essentials of the East [p. 413, parenthetical comment] 
says, "All the holy ones (hijiri) of old, in order to benefit the populace, 
carried the uncreated jewel that fulfills all wishes. Kobo Daishi and the 
secret masters of Shingon transmitted the generative jewel, passing it to 

our country, Japan. This generative jewel causes a myriad of things to 
grow and gives bounty to the imperial family. Further, the manifestation 
jewel [i.e., the jewel that 'manifests' the Buddha] spouts [innumerable] 
dharma jewels of the sands of the Ganges [i.e., as numerous as the sands 
of the Ganges], naturally transmitting the secret teaching [mikkyo, i.e., 
esoteric Buddhism] [into the future]." 

One [text] says, "The site of the jewel is between the western peak and 
the eastern mountain-in the Eastern Peak, the third peak just one cho 
[roughly 109 meters] from Butsuryuji [i.e., Muroji]. 

Question: Where is Muro? 
Answer: In Uda county in the province of Yamato, and it is in the 

domain of Denpo'in of Kofukuji, which was constructed by Shubin [i.e., 
Shuen (771-835)]. 

Someone said, "In front of the Hall is a small pond. This is the pond 
[where] the dragon king was hunted and trapped, as is now orally trans~ 
mitted. 

"At this place, there is an Eight Lectures meeting ([Hokke] hakko), 
which has been transmitted and conducted by the masters of Denpo'in 
down to the present. There is a worship pavilion and a jewel pavilion to 
which the people make pilgrimage. 

"To the rear of the jewel pavilion there is a reliquary halL The dragon 
hole is seven or eight cho to the rear of the halL 

"One sees this through facing the valley. Furthermore, there is a pond, 
which is the dragon king' s residence." 

This ends the account of the explanations of the vicinity. 

One [person] said, "This is the peak toward the east. Shojin peak is a bit 
higher to the south. Due north of the peak is a hole. This is the dragon 
hole, ( ) in front of which is a pond. [Kobo] Dais hi's wish~fulfilling jewel 
is buried in this pond." 
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Jitsunin [n38-after n68] said, "One person has actually seen this." 

Further, "In the spot of entry to the Shojin peak, there are rocks 
standing three jo [roughly 9.6 meters] to the left and right. When you 
enter and look, the shape of the land is like a wheel-turning from the 
east to the west there are mountains [which encircle the spot]. To the 
east of the western mountains there is a dragon grotto. To the north of 
the same mountain is the dragon. When it rains, the clouds come forth 
from the dragon grotto." 

A [person] said, "Doshin [i.e., Kenne; d. 86os] lived on the southern side 

outside the [area of the] rocks of the mountain. Another explanation 
[has it that he] lived in [the area of] the rocks." 

[It is also] said, "After the death of [Kobo] Daishi, [he] resided in Shojin 

peak on Mount Ben'ichi to protect the teachings bequeathed [by Dai-
h.]" s 1 • 

[It was] said [of] master Doshin, "[He was] a disciple of [Kobo] Daishi." 

(Shogutei'in[-sozu; Jichiun] said, 'The usual explanation is [that the 

immediate disciple ofKukai who was at Muro was] Shinga [8o1-79].") 

(Ninsei said, "Another explanation is that this august person was the 
great dharma master (Daihoshi) Ken.") 

Is the character "Ken" in [the name of] Shinn yo Shinno [d. 862]? 
[Oe no] Masafusa's (En-?) [Enbo = Gengor, 914-95] suggested explana
tion is, "[It refers to] Jitsu' e [786-847 ]." 

Is "blessed" [the e in Jitsu' e] the [correct] character? 
End: Neither[?] explanation is credible. 

The august oral teaching of the chief administrator [Kanjin] said, 
"Doshin is Kenne." 

Ninsei said, 'The person is Hui-kuo [746-Sos]." (This is the greatest of 
secrets in the Ono [branch].) ... 

Jitsunin says, "Kenne is [Hui-kuo?] incarnate (kenin)." 

I say, there should now be no doubt whatsoever. [Shouldn't one] under

stand the meaning of ken in? 
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[Kakuzen' s note] This is the end regarding the great matter of our 

school [of Shingon]. Practitioners should always concentrate on that 

place and face that direction. [During] the Latter Seven-Day [Rite], at 
the time of the consecrations and rites to various deities, they are to 
make obeisance and contemplate [the wish-fulfilling jewel in that 
place]. 

[Section 17:] The Transmission of the Jewel 

The great acaryas have always honored and made obeisance [to it]. 
The transmission of [the jewel by] past masters: 

[Kobo] Daishi-Shinga-Gennin [818-87]-Shobo [832-909]

Kangen [853-925)-Ichijo [884-947]-Gengo [914-95)-Ningai 
[951-1046]-Seizon [1012-74]-Hanjun [ro38-1II2] 

Archbishop Han[-jun] wrote [this] in his last testament, which he 
forwarded to the former retired emperor [Shirakawa; 1053-I129]. The 
retired emperor [Toba] showed this [manuscript of transmission] to me 
in the summer ofT ensho r [ II3I]. The [former J retired emperor said to 
the Archbishop, "Emperor Shomu [701-56] deposited rare treasures in 
the treasury ofTodaiji, so this object is no different. Is this not the case 
with other sovereigns? The incomparable collection acquires the treas
ures of all of heaven. Thus there are already these jewels [in the imperial 
treasury)." 

End: Written by Chief Administrator KanQin] 

I wonder, is there not a slight difference between the lineage of transmis
sion of the jewel and that of the consecration ( [denbo] kanjo) 2 

Someone said, "Because the 'palace monk of Ishiyama' [Shunnyii; 890-
953] was in reclusion [at Ishiyama temple], the next to which this was 
transmitted after Archbishop Hannya [Kangen] was the precepts master 
Ichijo. Ichijo [then] transmitted it to Gengo." 

(Although the abbot-great-acaryas of Toji secretly transmit [this] from 

generation to generation, in fact [its] essence [i.e., the jewel presumably 
buried at Muro2] is not transmitted. The generative form [i.e., the gen
erative jewel, which is created and can be transmitted] was forwarded by 
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Hanjun to the retired emperor Shirakawa. ( ) the reason it is difficult 

[for] abbots of the last age [matsudai] to enshrine this Qewel]?) 

[Section 22:] Valuables Rain Down Due to Practice [Which Uses This 

Jewel] 

Someone' s "Notes" say, "The wish-fulfilling jewel expresses the meaning 

of myriad virtues [and thus powers], and so it produces valuables. How

ever, although due to such practice rare treasures are invariably produced, 
when one has no jewel [for veneration], the practice does not yield valu
ables. And, furthermore, when one has a jewel with no [i.e., does not 
perform the J practice, it does not produce valuables. When a vow and 

[pursuant J practice accompany and correspond with the jewel, treasures 
of both worlds [this world and the next J will rain down. Yet while there 

is the principle of original enlightenment (hongaku no ri), when there is no 
practice [accompanying] a vow, it cannot be manifest. The principle of 
original enlightenment, when accompanied by and corresponding with 

the wisdom of vow and practice, expresses the form of myriad virtues. 
The analogy thus expresses this meaning." ... 

(I [Kakuzen] originally especially believed in this rite. However, in 
roughly the third month ofBunji 2 [n86], in a dream vision, I [stood] in 
front of [Kobo] Daishi. He bestowed [on me] the single written [San
skrit J character trab [i.e., the character used in mantras for the Buddha 
Hosho and other deities bearing wish-fulfilling jewels J a square-sun 
[roughly 3 centimeters J in size. I placed it on my chest for a while and 
later ingested it. The form of the dream was very strange. In roughly the 

summer of the third year [of Bunji], when [I] finished writing one fasci
cle of this collection [i.e., Kakuzen's Notes], I showed [it] to the teacher, 
Deputy Archbishop [Shaken], who was very pleased. Soon after, I re
ceived in distribution one grain ofToji Buddha relics. Later, in the fourth 
year [of Bunji], in the period between fire rites in the Aizen-6 [wish
fulfilling jewel ritual], an unexpected event [anomaly] occurred. [Kaku

zen does not explain.] On the fifteenth day of the fourth month [of that 
year?], I earnestly entered the lineage of the nenbutsu [reciters]. This was 
essentially due to the fulfillment of the dream of earlier years. The other 

day, I was invited by the Deputy Archbishop ( [or does he actually mean J 
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a lesser monk?) to tell of [these] things several times. [It was] definitely 
not enough [to explain], and so in the fourth intercalary month of the 
fifth year [ofBunji] I write it on the reverse side [of the manuscript].) 

Son of the Diamond Buddha Kakuzen Age 47 years (?) ... 

[Section 43:] They Increase the Power of [One's] Merit/Wealth 

The Great [Wisdom] Treatise 59 [p. 478b] says, "This jewel always pro~ 
duces all manner of gems, clothing, food, and drink. In accordance with 
[one's] desire, it gives all of these. Furthermore, it [enables one to] over~ 
come illnesses and suffering." 

[Section 44:] It Increases Longevity 

... [The transmitted] meaning says, "The dragon king, the phoenix, the 
wheel~turning king, the god Indra, and the great king Brahma all carry a 
jewel, so the power of their merit/wealth is superior, and their lives are 
without limit. Thus [they] have myriad years. Why question [this]? 
What reason [is there] to question?") 

With regard to the main point [of the statement above], it is abridged 
and presented in said form. 

Daiji 3.n.6 [ II28] The monk Kanjin 
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Glossary 

Note: terms marked with an asterisk(*) have a separate entry elsewhere 

in this Glossary. Only the first occurrence of a particular term is marked 

in any given entry. 

Acarya (Sk.) ~iiJ;] ~']. ajari; sometimes pronounced azari; on occasion 

written ~iiJ ~ ~ ajari or ~iiJ;] ~If~ ajariya. According to the rules of 
Buddhist orders, the term refers to teachers at any of at least five lev

els; however, in the *Shingon and *T endai schools, ajari generally de

notes a monk who has received anointment OIJJJ kanjo ), and * ~iiJ ;] ~ daiajari a monk who has received the special anointment 
transmitting the teaching and rituals of esoteric Buddhism, *denbo 

kanjo. 

Aizen-(myo)o (J.) ~~(l¥.l )::E; also called ~~::E Zen'ai-6. This deity, 
the Japanese version of Raga, is the patron god of love. From the elev
enth century on, esoteric Buddhists in Japan approached him primar
ily to acquire another's affection, to ask for safe childbirth, or to over

come enemies. He was thought to carry a wish-fulfilling jewel in one 

of his hands and was sometimes worshipped through veneration of 

the jewel in the form produced in esoteric Buddhism, a rite usually 

called *nyoho Aizen ho. 

Amida (Butsu, Nyorai) (J.) ~iiJ 511\ ~t; ({.£.,., Po*); also referred to as 

~·~ Muryoju, ~S;:]'t Muryoko, ~511\~t~ Amidaba, jJl § 1:E 
::E. {.b. Kanjizai-6 Butsu, and itS ::E Po* Kanro-6 Nyorai; known as 
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having been, prior to Buddhahood, r~ ~ lf jiji Hozo bosatsu. Buddha 
of the Pure Land to the west called ;ji._j ~ ~ ± (]. Gokuraku jodo; Sk. 
Sukhavati:). A non~historical Buddha, Amida as a bodhisattva vowed 
that all those who contemplate him (Ch. nien~fo, J. *nenbutsu, also 
meaning to recite his name) would be born after death in his Pure 
Land. Aristocrats, clerics, and perhaps the lower classes of late Heian 
and Kamakura Japan commonly believed that recitation of the name 
would lead to birth in the Pure Land in spite of the onset of the Last 
Age of Buddhism, *mappo. 

Ankokuji (J.) 1;:: 00 ~.These temples for the "pacification of the realm" 

were established by the Ashikaga, apparently in every province of the 
realm, together with *risho-to reliquaries. between 1338 and 1350. Un~ 
like the risho~to, which were usually constructed at temples affiliated 
with *Tendai, *Shingon, or other schools of "old" Buddhism, the 
ankokuji were Zen institutions. 

Ashikaga Tadayoshi (J.) ..@flj @[~ (1306-52). A younger brother of the 
shogun * Ashikaga T akauji, T adayoshi was particularly active as the 
figure in the early Ashikaga shogunate who oversaw legal and other 
administrative proceedings and who governed large areas of eastern 

Japan, as opposed to T akauji, who had control of t~_e military and was 
resident in Kyoto. T adayoshi often had differences with T akauji over 

policy and approach, which, together with related antipathy between 
their parties, led to a breach. Returning from battle to Kamakura in 

1352, T adayoshi was killed, presumably poisoned by T akauji' s forces. 

Ashikaga Takauji (J.) ..@flj-~ (1305-58); originally written rlW:J.E£; and 
known posthumously in Kamakura as :Bt ~ ~JG Choju'in. The first 
shogun (in office, 1338-58) of the Ashikaga bakufu, Takauji estab~ 
lished the northern dynasty of emperors. Although he and his 
younger brother *T adayoshi worked as a team controlling military 
and legal affairs, respectively, they had a falling out in the late 1340s 
that led eventually to the assassination ofT adayoshi in 1352. However, 
T akauji continued to wage war on the supporters ofT adayoshi and 
was planning to attack the forces ofTadayoshi's foster son Tadafuyu 

(actually Takauji's own child) in Kyushu in 1358 when he fell ill and 
died. 
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Ashikaga Yoshiakira (J.) ,@flj @Hi (1330-67). This second shogun (in 
office, 1358-67) of the Ashikaga bakufu was the thi~d son of *T akauji 
and was sent when still a child to Kamakura to oversee eastern Japan, 

but when his father and foster father *T adayoshi began their struggle 
for power in 1349, the nineteen-year~old Y oshiakira was sent back to 
Kyoto to handle the political affairs of the shogunate in Tadayoshi's 
stead. 

Asoka raja (Sk.) ~i1J1f:±. (d. 232 BeE); also written ~iiJ?'~{IJD:±.; Ch. A~yii 
wang; J. Aiku~o; also referred to as ~?I:±. Muu~o and ~iiJ ~ :l!l!! :±. 
Ashaka~o. King Asoka was the greatest patron of Buddhists in the 
early centuries following the historical Buddha's death (Sk. pari~ 

nirval).a). He is known in legend for gathering the relics of the Buddha 
to construct 84,000 *stiipas throughout the Indian subcontinent, and 
he clearly had a role in the internationalization and more general sue~ 
cess of institutional Buddhism. 

Asokavadana (Sk.) ~i1J1f ±.{~, ~i1J1f :±.~; Ch. A~yu~wang chuan and A~yu~ 
wang ching. Known in English as the Legend of (King) Asoka, this tale 
depicts *Asoka's conversion to Buddhism and his many efforts to 
support and spread the faith. The work, originally a product of oral 
culture, evolved in India over a period lasting from roughly the second 
century BCE to the second century CE. 

Benzaiten (J.) m:t:;t(; also referred to as ::km:t:;t((ft:) Dai Ben~ 

zaiten( nyo ), ::k ~ :#- :t :1( 1$ Daisho Benzaitenjin, :#- :1( Ben ten, 

fr!}J tf :1( M yoonten, ~ tf :1( Mionten (or Bionten), ji[Ui Jil1::l(; )]£ 

Sarasabatei, and f.l$ M :1( Benzaiten (alternative characters), ::km 
J3J:fj&:1( Dai Ben~kudokuten. Deity, oflndian origin (Sk. Sarasvati), 
who is the goddess oflearning, the arts, and oral eloquence. In Japan, 
Benzaiten is one of the seven deities of good fortune. Her image was 
installed at .* ::k ~ T odaiji in the eighth century and in shrines at 
Itsukushima, Chikubujima, and Enoshima in the medieval era. Ben~ 
zaiten was the object of esoteric Buddhist rites by at least the twelfth 
century. 

Bifukumon'in (J.) ~ttiii f~ ~JG (m7-6o); also pronounced Mifukumon'in; 

original name §)JjU~-T Fujiwara no Tokushi. This empress of 
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*T oba tenno gave birth to the future sovereign Konoe in II39, con

vinced Toba to make the boy emperor in II4I, and, following Konoe's 

death in n55, manipulated the succession process so that *Go

Shirakawa acceded, an action that led to the Hogen conflict in II56. 

Bishamon( ten) (J.) m yj> F~ (:R); also known as ~ Ei[ ~ * ~ Beishira
mana[-(b)ana], Ee.4f~F~ Bisharamon, :$-lll'l Tamon, 1~~~ Ku

beira, 1ft: m ~ Konpira, and :J1iJ m ~ m yj> F~ Kubira bishamon. Bi
shamon, called Vaisraval).a in India, guards the north as one of the 

celestial four deity-kings of the cardinal directions. Associated with 
victory in battle, Bishamon was also believed capable of bringing suc
cess to a variety of endeavors. Often portrayed as carrying a jeweled 
* stupa in his left hand, his image was installed in temples such as 

Kuramadera and above the Rashomon gate in Heian-kyo (Kyoto) 
during the Heian era (this image was later removed to *Toji). He was 

the object of esoteric Buddhist rites by the mid-Heian era and was 

later included among the seven deities of good fortune. 

Bodhisattva (Sk.); J. lfful bosatsu, lftif:fulJ:I bodaisatta, lftlf:*:$- bo
daisakuta, or ~ :!:lli ful t§: ~ bodaisataba. The bodhisattva is one who 

vows to attain enlightenment. His practice on the path requires that 
he perfect a series of virtues, many of which entail helping others in 

distress and believers at earlier stages on the Buddhist path. In Bud
dhist literature, a representative example of the ideal of the bodhisat

tva is the historical Buddha in earlier lives, illustrated in the *jataka 
tales. Mahayana Buddhism, in particular, includes also a whole series 

of non-historical or celestial bodhisattvas such as Avalokitesvara (J. 
*Kannon) who engage in similar activities. In Japan, the term also ap
plies to holy ones who have helped others and thus have been given 

the title by imperial decree or otherwise by popular attribution. 

Bujo (J.) *'~.The action of distribution, used often of distributions of 
Buddha relics by *T oji monks to sovereigns, aristocrats, and samurai 

from.ro62 through the medieval era. 

Bus hi (J.) lit±; originally pronounced mononofu and also referred to 
more generally as 1~ samurai (or saburai). These professional warri
ors rose to the pinnacle of political power with the development of the 
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shogunate (lJfff bakufu) in the late twelfth century. The continuing 
conflicts among warrior groups led to innumerable conflicts through
out the medieval and early modem eras. 

Bus shari (J.) 1.b. ~ ;flj, see Shari-e. 

Busshari kankei shiki (J.) 1.b. ~;flj i!lff)] ~+~.The rite of inventorying the 
Buddha relics in the siitra treasury ofToji usually followed the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite. By the thirteenth century, if not much earlier, the 
relics constituted a symbol of the wealth of the imperial house, and 
their increase or decrease in number was considered a gauge of the 

condition of the country. 

Butsugen-son (J.) 1.b. H~· (Sk. Buddha-locana); also called ~9. W"En~:l>A 
Botaroshano, ~ ~Q H~ Henchigen, {.£,. H~ {.£,. £3: Butsugen butsumo, or 
{b. H~ 'lf~£3: Butsugen bumo. Buddha-locana, originally representing 
the perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva as the eye or mother of all 
Buddhas, is interpreted variously in esoteric Buddhism as a transfor
mation of *Dainichi, Shaka (*Sakyamuni), or Kongosatta. Wor

shipped in esoteric rites from at least the twelfth century, the most 
famous image of her is a silk portrait produced by ~¥:!$~~ Kohen 

Myoe (u73-1232). The monk *Shaken, by imperial decree, performed 
a rite to her in an apparent effort to aid 71JR ~*I Minamoto no Y oshi

tsune (u59-89) in n87. 

Byakuja ho (J.) JM!R'Er:t; sometimes pronounced "hija ho." This is one of 
the most guarded secret rites in *Shingon tradition and can be traced 
historically to the account in Article 23 of the so-called Last Testament 
attributed to *Kukai. Invariably interpreted as a form of the wish
fulfillingjewel rite, the name has been explained in a variety of ways
the most prominent being that the name refers to the effort to exor
cise the ritual site of the influence of evil dragons or that it is ho

monymous with the term for good/white serpent ( S !R'E byakuja) and 
thus draws on the powers of the dragon guarding the pond of Mount 
*Muro. 

Byodo'in (J.) IjL ~ ~.16. Buddhist chapel established in Uji by *Fujiwara 
no Y orimichi in 1052 on the grounds of a villa purchased by the Fuji
waras in the late tenth century. The conversion of the grounds to a 
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temple was an effort by Y orimichi to sacrifice his own wealth (:@: :J1§: 

kisha) in response to what was thought to be the advent of the Last 
Age (*mappo) in the same year. Construction of images of* Amida 
Buddha and other figures in the Phoenix Hall ensued as part of an 
effort to re~create the atmosphere of the Pure Land. 

Ch' en Ho~ch'ing ( Ch.) ~l!Lfp Y.ilP. This Chinese casting~master was re~ 

cruited by *Chogen to help with projects such as the reconstruction of 
the head of the Daibutsu at Jl{ * ~ T odaiji and reputedly went later 
to Kamakura at the invitation of the third shogun, *Minamoto no 
Sanetomo. 

Chien~chen (Ch.) ~- (687-763); J. Ganjin; posthumous name~##: * ~ij] Kakai daishi. Chinese master of the precepts who met visiting 
Japanese monks in 742 and later traveled to Japan in 754· Upon ar~ 
riving in the capital of Nara, he was ordered to take up residence in 

Jl{ * ~ Todaiji, where he established a precepts platform (ftl<: :II kai~ 
dan) and conferred the bodhisattva precepts on an assembly of more 
than 400 believers. Later, he was given land upon which he oversaw 
the construction of the temple m :ttl tJi!: ~ Toshodaiji. 

Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching ( Ch.) 1fi: :Yt ~ ~ Jl¥} :E ~ (Golden 
light scripture of victorious kings; J. Konkomyo saishookyo); often re~ 
ferred to as 1fi: :Yt ~ ~~ J. Konkomyokyo. One of the so~called three na~ 
tion~protecting scriptures in Japan. An early translation was known in 
the seventh~century court. The translation by I -ching ( ~ ~; 635-713; 
J. Gijo) was recited and a lecture on it was delivered at the palace 
~if 4i; Misai~e beginning in the 76os, in the belief that veneration of 

the scripture would ensure protection of the state and country by the 
four heavenly kings ( IZ9 ::R. :E shitenno) who guard the cardinal direc~ 
tions. For the same reason, the provincial temples (the so~called ko~ 

kubunji) were called 1fi: :Yt ~ IZ9 ::R. :E ~ 00 z ~ Konkomyo shitenno 
gokoku no tera, and recitations of and lectures on the scripture were 
their primary ritual focus. 

Chogen (J.) !I!WR (n2r-r2o5); also called {~*.m Shunjobo and 
i¥j ~ jlilJ i¥.1\ WE {.b. N amu Amida Butsu. Monk known especially for his 

fund~raising efforts for the reconstruction of Ji{ * ~ Todaiji in the 
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n8os and II90S. Trained in *Shingon, he was especially attracted to 
the practice of *nenbutsu recitation within the tradition and later be~ 
came a disciple of Honen II33-I2I2), founder of the Jodo schooL His 
activities as a fund~raiser and his relative independence from the in~ 

stitutions of the era were reasons he was called a holy man(~ hijiri), 
although he had very close ties to powerful figures such as *Go~ 
Shirakawa. 

Chuyu ki (J.) ift ;{:! te.; sometimes read N akau ki and referred to as * ,rtJ, /};: te. Munetadako ki or ~ ;j;;j;: Gurin. This voluminous diary of 
Minister of the Right _ij'i)Jj{*,rtJ, Fujiwara no Munetada (Io62-II4I) 
covers the period 1087-II38 and provides invaluable information on 
the contemporary political and social life at the court. 

Dado (J.) See Dhatu. 

Daidan (J.) ;k:ljl; short for ::*:~~~:111: daimandaradan; also called 
¥% m kegyodan. This "great altar" is the main locus of veneration in 
esoteric rituaL Commonly constructed of wood since Subhakara~ 
siq1ha ( 637-735) introduced such an altar in Chinese Chen~ yen Bud~ 
dhism, the great altar is usually cubic in shape with dimensions of 
between 5 ft. 6 in. and 6 ft. 7 in. (although altars as small as 3 ft. 8 in. 
square and with a height of between I ft. and I ft. 8 in. are sometimes 
used). The placement of objects on it varies slightly according to the 
lineage of practice. In *Shingon, the objects offered on each side of the 
altar usually include water, powdered incense, rice, rice cakes, fruit, 
metal flower garlands, soup, sweets, and burnt incense. A wheel, 
*stii.pa, and vase are usually placed in the center, and a maJ.;lc:lala is 
usually hung behind the altar, although on some occasions (such as 
consecrations) the maJ.;lc:lala is placed laterally on the altar. Occasion~ 

ally images of the Buddha and other figures in mat:!c:lalas are placed on 
the altar, creating a three~dimensional version of the mat:!c:lala. 

Daigoji (J.) M Wlifl ~; sometimes identified with the mountain of its loca~ 

don as ~ ~ 0.1 Miyukisan, ~ -\¥i ~ ~ 0.1 U rumandasan, 75 ~ 0.1 
Mandasan, or ~I& 111 Kasatoriyama. The *Shingon monk ~ ~ 

Shobo ( 832-909) is reputed to have taken up residence at Miyukisan 
as early as 874.·Emperor Daigo (r. 898-930) sponsored the founding 
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of Daigoji as an "imperial~vow temple" (if}J ffli~ ~ chokuganji) in 907. 

*Kangen, who received *denbo kanjo from Shobo in 995, became the 

first abbot in 919. Together with *Kajuji, Daigoji was one of the two 
centers of the *Ono branch of Shingon. Moreover, its abbots and 
sponsors were almost exclusively of Murakami Genji (i.e., Minamoto) 
heritage, and Daigoji became a site at which the ashes of both male 

and female aristocrats were interred from the late Heian era on. 

Daigokuden (J.) *f.i~; sometimes pronounced Daigyokuden. This 
great hall of state in the greater imperial palace was the site where the 

emperor performed or administered important rituals and political 

matters such as the *sokui accession. 

Daijingii. (].) *1$ 'E!;. On most occasions this term refers to the *Ise 
Shrine, although sometimes it is used to refer to shrines such as *Usa 

Hachimangii. and *I washimizu Hachimangii.. 

Daijo~e (].) * '!f ~; also pronounced Onie~e and referred to as * 
'!f ~ Daijosai/ Onie~no~matsuri. Technically the first harvest festival 
UFJT '!r ~ niinamesai) after the * sokui accession, the Daijo~e consti~ 
tuted a second accession rite or, more precisely, a succession cere~ 

mony, and was followed by a series of offerings to shrines throughout 

the realm. 

Daijokan (].) _::t I!&'§'; pronounced Dajokan since the Meiji era ( r868-

I9I2). This Great Council of State was the main administrative body 

of the imperial government in the *Ritsuryo system and i~cluded such 
figures and agencies as the prime minister; great ministers of the left, 
right, and center; major, middle, and lesser counsellors; the controlling 
boards of the left and right; major, middle, and minor controllers of 
the left and right; secretaries, recorders, scribes, office administrators; 
as well as the ministers heading the Central Affairs, Ceremonies, Civil 

Administration, Civil Affairs, Military Affairs, Justice, Treasury, and 

Imperial Household ministries. 

Dainichi (Nyorai) (].) * S (:t<D*); also referred to as *~l=!\UO* 

Daihenjo Nyorai, ~ ~iiJ ffi J1l JiE ~~ Makabirushana, ~ Jffi :t<o * Henjo 

Nyorai, Jlii ;Wj 1ji J1;, ~§II! II :t<o * Saikokenkomyogenzo Nyorai, ~ :1: 
~ill~ Ji; :t<o * Muryomuhenkukyo Nyorai, J1;, tf: ~ :t<o * Kobaku~ 
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shin Nyorai, and - -tW ?ti § ;(£ .$ fB Issaihojizai,muni. Originally 
viewed as a wheekurning king or lord of titans, Dainichi (Sk. Maha~ 

vairocana) came in Mahayana Buddhism to be seen as an absolute or 
cosmic form of Buddha. In esoteric Buddhism, Dainichi is the pri~ 

mary object of veneration, particularly in uses of the Diamond and 
Womb Realm mal).<;l.alas. Iconographically, Dainichi often bears the 

clothing and implements of a king rather than those associated with 
buddhas. In Japan, Dainichi has been known since the Nara era, since 
the Kegon school held the Buddha Vairocana as its central object of 
veneration, and was prominent in the form of the Great Rushana 

Buddha at .* :k ~ T odaiji. The images of Dainichi constructed at 
Kongobuji (*Koyasan), Enjoji (Ninnikusen), Koryiiji, and Doganji in 
the Heian era became famous. Dainichi, from the Heian era on, was 

often associated with the *kami of the sun, Amaterasu, and with the 
increasing assimilation of kami and buddhas, was conceived of as the 

essence of Amaterasu in theories of Ryobu Shinto and others in the 
medieval period. 

Dairi (].) Jf;J ~; also referred to as ~ ~ kinri, ~ 1<.1 kinri, and ~ l:j:t 
kinchii. This inner palace included not only the imperial residence 
(*Seiryoden) but a series of other offices, residences, halls, and altars 
associated with those in the service of the emperor or with imperial 
ritual more generally. 

Dana (Sk.); J. ;frJM!!; fuse or ;f:iJJ~ danna. Giving, the first of the six vir~ 
tues to be perfected by the bodhisattva. In Japan, the term danna was 

usually used interchangeably with 11M!! danse, 11~ dannotsu, and 

M!!; :± seshu to refer to one who engages in giving, particularly a patron 
of a monk or temple (Sk. danapati). 

Denbo kanjo (J.) {ii?:lit-IJ.&; also referred to as {t?:li fuho, {:Zi~ den~ 
gyo, ~ Jffll\ jushiki, and ~iiJ 1iJ ~ ti I.& ajari kanjo. Arguably the most 
important rite within esoteric Buddhist lineages, this consecration 
ceremony transmits the teaching to disciples thought worthy to be~ 
come masters (*acarya; particularly, great masters or daiajari) of the 
tradition. Although the order in which the rite was conducted varied 
between and within the *Shingon and *T endai traditions, the disciple 

invariably received the precepts, the teachings regarding the Diamond 
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and Womb realm mal.).<;ialas, a patron Buddha or other figure, 
anointment with water symbolizing the wisdom of the Buddha, an 
appropriate mudra (J. in) and mantra (J. shingon), and implements 

for ritual use. 

Denryaku (].) ~ M; also pronounced Denreki and referred to as ~ll JE: ~JE 
~ S 're Chisoku'in kanpaku ki or ~ll JE: ~JE~~[', Chisoku'in den ki. This 
diary of the powerful aristocrat Iii JJj( ,7S:, ~ Fujiwara no T adazane 

(ro78-n62) covers the period 1098-m8 and contains invaluable infor
mation on the social and political life of the era. 

Dhatu (Sk.); J. !t1315 dado (or dato ); sometimes pronounced datsu. The 
term originally referred to the "world" (]. Jll. kai), that is, the funda
mental compositional element of a universe; hence the realm of ulti
mate reality is called dharmadhatu (J. ¥~.W hokkai). In Mahayana 
Buddhism-especially esoteric Buddhism-the term can also refer to 
the relics of the Buddha or some other holy figure. 

Drol.).a ( Sk.); J. ~ fr~ Kosho; also called {11 ~ "E Ubakichi. According to 
Buddhist scripture, the Brahman who volunteered to divide the relics 

of the historical Buddha into eight portions in order to avert war. 

Engakuji (].) p:j j; ~. Rinzai Zen temple established by *W u-hsiieh in 
1282 at the request of Hojo Tokimune (1251-84; regent, 1268-84), 
following the Hojo precedent of establishing a temple in each genera
tion (the so-called - a;f 1~- ~ ichijidai ichidera). After a series of 
fires destroyed the complex, reconstruction was completed in 1295. By 
the early fourteenth century, the number of resident monks had in
creased dramatically, and the Shariden was constructed to house the 
tooth of the Buddha, moved to Engakuji from Daijiji, where it had 
been installed by *Minamoto no Sanetomo. In the 1330s, the monk 
&:~ Muso's (1275-1351) political ties permitted Engakuji to avoid de
cline, as the tomb of *Wu-hsiieh was moved from Kenninji to the 
Shariden at Engakuji; the temple thereafter received the ongoing pa
tronage of the Ashikaga shogunate as one of the temples in the Gozan 
system. 

Ennin (].) p:j 1= (794-864); posthumous name:~ j; * ~ijj Jikaku daishi. 
A first-generation disciple of *T endai founder il ?!t Saicho (767-
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822), he is best known for his record of a pilgrimage to China (838-

47) .Am>.K¥:ft~;fL11'~~ Nitta guho junrei gyoki. However, he was also 
the first T endai monk to acquire extensive training in the esoteric Bud
dhist traditions of China. He studied at Mount W u-t' ai and received 

consecration from leading esoteric monks in Ch' ang-an. On his re
turn, he established a T endai tradition of esotericism (if !2f; taimitsu) 
at *Enryakuji, as well as a series of new practices such as the relics as
sembly (*shari-e), the Lotus confessional meditation ({:ft¥ = lj;j::; hok

ke zanmai), the constant meditation (including recitation of *nen

butsu) on *Amida (1lt11' .:=.ll* jogyo zanmai), and the chanting of 
Buddhist hymns (J$ ~ shomyo ), all of which prominently influenced 
later practices. 

Enryakuji (J.) Jjf}g~; also known as J::t~ill~ Hieizanji, -*ll:: 
il, ~JE Ichijo shikan'in, J::t¥I ~ Hiedera, ill F~ Sanmon, ill Y ama, 
if~ T airei, ~t ~ Hokurei, and ~ ffi Eigaku. Main monastery of 
the *T endai school. Saicho ill~ ( 767-822) first established a hut for 
religious practice on Mount Hiei in 785, and in 787, having con
structed a healing Buddha image, he named the temple Hieizanji and, 
then, Ichijo shikan'in. After studying in China (804-5), Saicho estab
lished a monastery there to train monks of the T endai school, win

ning the patronage of the government through the argument that it 
would be a place of practice for protection of the nation and that the 
monks trained there would be treasures of the realm. In 823, the tem
ple was renamed Enryakuji by imperial decree; after 993, when follow
ers of P3~ Enchin's (814-91) lineage ended a dispute by exiting 
Enryakuji for l)m~~ Onjoji, the temple came commonly to be called 
Sanmon, to distinguish it from the latter, which was referred to as 
~ F~ Jimon. Enryakuji grew to have more than 3,000 buildings and 
by the twelfth century employed large numbers of resident workers 
who could act as a military force on behalf of the leading clerics at 
Hiei. The presence of monks o£ particularly, the northern Fujiwara, 
together with its military power, enabled Enryakuji to acquire further 
alliances with aristocratic and military families, making it one of the 

most powerful temple complexes in medieval Japan. The power of 
Enryakuji in the premodern era ended with its destruction by Oda 

Nobunaga (1534-82) in 1571. 
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Fa-hsien (Ch.) r:k!ll!Ji (fl. 399-416). Chinese monk who traveled to India, 
Central Asia, and Sri Lanka from 399 to 414. The record he produced, 
usually called r.1J {~ ¥:k !ll!Ji {13; Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan, was the first of its 
kind in the Chinese Buddhist community and gave the reader insights 
into the religious and social life of the places he visited, information 
that was otherwise unavailable. Following his return, he translated 
some scriptures in collaboration with Buddhabhadra. 

Fu (Ch.) 14; J. oshite, warifu. These tallies were especially used in early 
China as guarantors of the allegiance of followers to military and 
other leaders. The Japanese term for these, pronounced "oshite," was 

noted in Nihon shoki and referred to the seal produced from the im

print of the emperor's hand on documents. 

Fudo myoo (J.) :;;r: !tb 1¥EE; also referred to as /F !tb • Fudoson, 

:;;r: !tb miG "fci¥J X. Fudoinu myoo, ~ !tb • Mudoson, :;;r: !tb {~ ~ Fu
doshisha, and ~iii JJ;!!; *it~ {ill Asharanota. The most popular among 
the Five Great Venerables (*godaison; the five awesome deities), Fudo 
(Sk. Acalanatha) is known particularly in esoteric Buddhism as the 
awesome messenger of *Dainichi. Surrounded to the rear by flames, 
Fudo usually carries a sword in his right hand and a rope in his left, 
which he uses to destroy the afflictions UJH~ bonno) or any other 
impediments that keep beings from believing in Buddhism. In Japan, 
Fudo has had a prominent place since the introduction of esoteric 

Buddhism and has been especially associated with protection of Bud
dhism and its patrons. Esoteric rites invoking the powers of Fudo 
were prominent from the ninth century on and were usually con
ducted for purposes of avoiding calamity or overcoming enemies and 
occasionally for the acquisition of wealth. *Kukai and P3~ Enchin 
(814-91) were particularly known for their performance of rites to 
Fudo, and well-known images of Fudo are held in *Toji, *Koyasan, 

and ~tg\G~ Onjoji (Heian era). 

Fujiwara no Michinaga (J.) §)Jj( JJJ: * (966-1027); commonly known as 
1{EJJ ¥: ~ S Mido kanpaku; religious names it l\'1. Gyokan and iT :It 
Gyokaku. This most powerful leader of the northern Fujiwara clan 
not only became regent (although called chancellor [kanpaku], he 
never held that position) but also managed through marriage politics 
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to have five daughters marry three emperors, thereby gaining virtually 
complete control of the imperial government on behalf of his own 

clan. He left behind the lengthy diary 1hlll 1it ~ S ~[, *Mido kanpaku ki. 
He was also the most prominent figure depicted in historical tales 

such as A Tale oJBlooming Fortunes(*·~~ Eiga monogatari). 

Fujiwara no Morosuke (J.) ~1*~fflljiffl (9o8-6o); commonly known as 
:tL~.!t Kujo~dono and :l;f5;9jlG;f:j .:lR;j;§ Bojo ujosho. This powerful 
aristocrat, later seen as the founding ancestor of the *Kujo lineage of 
the northern Fujiwaras, saw his fortunes realized with the accession of 

Emperor Murakami (r. 946~67), who, with Morosuke's daughter :t2-T 
Anshi (927-64) as empress, had two sons who became emperors. AI~ 
though Morosuke died in 960, his sons Kanemichi ~lm (925-77) and 

Kaneie ~* (929-90) dominated the court in their era, and Kaneie' s 
son *Michinaga gained a virtual lock on the imperial government 
during the first half of the eleventh century. Morosuke was also 
knowledgable of ritual protocol and wrote the ceremonial manual 

:tL ~ 1¥ Ji=li'J * Kujo nenju gyoji. 

Fujiwara no Sanesuke (J.) ~1* ~ ~ (957-1046); also known as ;J' If'§; 
Ono~no~miya. This grandson (and foster son) of ~Jl!Jli Saneyori 
(900-970) was known in aristocratic circles for his willingness to 
perform the rite that made his sister the empress of Emperor Sanjo (r. 
IOII-r6)-defying the will of the powerful *Michinaga-and rose to 
the position of minister of the right. He also wrote the massive diary 

*Shoyu ki and the ceremonial manual1j' If'§; 1f: Ji=l1T * Ono-no-miya 
nenju gyoji. 

Fujiwara no Tadahira (J.) ~ 1* ,'~, IjZ ( 880-949; sometimes called 1]'

~ :*. J!i(z: * ~ Koichijo daijo daijin; posthumous name ~ {~ /};;; T ei~ 
shinko and, later, {~ lf.ll /};;; Shinanoko. This powerful aristocrat be~ 
came head of the northern Fujiwaras after the death of his elder 
brother, a~IjZ Tokihira (871-909), and rose to be regent, prime min~ 
ister, and then chancellor during the reign of Emperor Suzaku (r. 
930-46). He also completed the compilation of the court ritual text 
JJJ;:@:~ Engishiki after the death ofT okihira and wrote works such as 
the diary *T eishinko ki. 
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Fujiwara no Yorimichi (J.) fii!Jji:~ij (992-1074); commonly known as 
~ if:l ~ Ujidono; religious name J1 ~ Jt Rengekaku and, later, ~ Jt 
Jakkaku. The son of *Michinaga, Yorimichi rose to the positions of 
regent and chancellor under three successive emperors and thus con

tinued the successful domination of the court by the northern Fuji
waras. He sponsored the construction of the *Byodo'in at Uji. De
jected over problems such as the inability of his daughter to give 
Emperor Go-Reizei (r. 1045-68) a son, he became a monk in 1072. 

Fuso ryakki (J.) :j;l(*~ ~[,.This historical record of the period from the 
legendary emperor Jinmu to Emperor Horikawa (r. 1086-rro7) was 
compiled by the T endai monk ~ p:j Koen (d. rr69) some time near 
the end of the Heian era. 

Futama (J.) = rFI,. This room, next to the sleeping quarters in the impe
rial residence, housed by 1096 a *Kannon image that was the object of 

regular veneration by *gojiso on behalf of the health and welfare of the 
emperor from at least the tenth century on. See Kannon ku. 

Fu-t)en (Ch.) ti% 133; J. fukuden. The notion of a religious "field of merit" 
that by virtue of appropriate planting produces fruit. The term applies 
to the Buddha or clerics of the Buddhist community1 who through re
ceiving gifts and other hospitalities from believers as well as through 

teaching provide the lay community with the root of future happiness 
and enlightenment-merit. Belief in merit was a substantial part of 
the reason that many lay believers provided elaborate financial and 
other support to the clerical community. By implication, relics of the 
Buddha, insofar as they constituted in Buddhist terms the continued 
presence of the founder in the temple or monastic compound, were 
seen as ideal fields of merit, since aside from scripture they provided 
for the only continued contact between the Buddha and the contem
porary believer. 

Gengo (J.) :]G~ (914-95); also called ~ifJJ~.Jt{t/:W Enmei'in sozu and 
~ ~ m Shingon-bo. A monk at *Daigoji, Gengo was known for his 

success in use of the ~jif ffi *I¥! shougyo ho esoteric rain-prayer ritual 
at the Shinzen' en imperial garden and was the teacher of illustrious 
clerics such as *Ningai and if fA Chonen (938-1016). Gengo, who was 
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also known for his knowledge of esoteric Nyoirin *Kannon and con
secration, received *denbo kanjo from the Ishiyamadera monk *Shun

nyu in 949 and rose to such high positions as first abbot of *Toji, 
*naigu praying on behalf of the imperial family, and chief administra

tor (¥~~ homu). 

Genkai (J.) ndfii: (I093-II57 ); also called ~ m ::k{~ tt Matsuhashi no 
daisozu. *Daigoji monk of the *Sanbo'in in the *Ono branch of 

*Shingon, he was known for his close ties to retired empress *Bifuku
mon'in, his efforts to establish a collection of scriptures and treatises 

(~~ shogyo ), and his knowledge and voluminous writings on eso
teric ritual. Receiving denbo kanjo from *Jokai at Sanbo'in, Genkai 
rose to the abbacies of *Daigoji and of Enko'in, a Daigoji subtemple, 
before becoming second abbot at *Toji in II53· Genkai also established 
Matsuhashi Muryoju'in, where he attempted to produce a collection 

of esoteric materials, and so he was simultaneously the leader of 
Sanbo'in and of Matsuhashi; he later handed over leadership of these 

two temples, respectively, to the monks *Jichiun and - #ij Ikkai 

( m6-79 ). Genkai' s works include ~.53>0r~ Atsuzoshi and fro ¥~ Jl )JJ ~C. 
Nyoho Sonsho ki, among others. 

Go-daison (J.) 3i::k:il; also referred to as :li::ki¥J::E. Godaimyoo, 

:li ::k ?t :fl Godaifunnu, and :li ~~ ?t :fl Gobu funnu. These five 
awesome deities in esoteric Buddhism guard Buddhism and its pa

trons, such as sovereign and country; they are the focus of the 

1= ::E.~¥~ Ninnokyo ho and :li :l;l ¥~ godan ho esoteric rites. They 
are typically given as follows: *Fudo is the central figure, correspond
ing with :& ~IJ iEf_ m .J$lf Mi Kongo haramitsu bosatsu ( = ~ ¥~ iM8 
lf jiAi T enborin bosatsu) and the Buddha *Dainichi, surrounded by 
(r) ~=i:Jt Gozanze (east), corresponding with :&~iJ.::PlfMi Kon
goshu bosatsu ( = tff-Jflfill Fugen bosatsu) and the Buddha ~iiJM 
Ashuku; ( 2) ]![ ~flj Gundari (south), corresponding with 1ft ~lj ~ 
lf ill Kongoho bosatsu ( = *Kokii.zo bosatsu) and the Buddha *Ho
sho; (3) ::km\G~ Daiitoku (west), corresponding with 1ft ~IJ ;fijlf ill 
Kongori bosatsu ( = X~ lf ill Monju bosatsu) and the Buddha 

* Amida; ( 4) :&~IJ11Z:~ Kongoyasha (sometimes ,~ ;f;IK ¥:,!> * U susama, 
north), corresponding with 1ft ~IJ 7.f lf ill Kongoge bosatsu ( = :Jim-
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WJ }jl tf Jtl Zaiissaima bosatsu) and the Buddha ::f~pj(;Jlft Fukiijoju. 
The ninnokyo ho was first performed (on behalf of the government) 
by *Kukai in 810 and thereafter was commonly practiced as a nation
protecting rituaL The godan ho was first performed at Hieizan in 961 
and in the palace in 1063. 

Gojiso (].) ~:f{F{~; also referred to as {~:f{f{~ gojiso and:;&.@- 0){~ yoi 
no so. Monks who performed prayers at night in the *Futama of the 
imperial residence (*Seiryoden) and a variety of frequent esoteric rites 

on behalf of the health and welfare of the emperor. Saicho ~y~ (767-
822), when a *naigu, was chosen as the first gojiso in 797 by Emperor 
Kanmu (r. 781-806), and *Kukai was the second, chosen by Saga 

(r. 809-23) in 810. After the early period, when only *Enryakuji and 
*Toji abbots were chosen, the post came to be divided among monks 

of Enryakuji, Iii :9iJG ~ Onjoji, and T oji. Although only one monk at 
a time held the position originally, by the twelfth century, seven or 
eight monks served at the same time. By the medieval era, the term 
was also used to refer to monks who prayed in the sleeping quarters of 
aristocrats. 

Gokurakuji (].) ti ~ ~; also referred to as ~lBi 0J ~ J;t; ~JG Ryojusen 
kan'o-in. Originally located in Fujisawa, this temple was established in 

1259 when ~~ ~ _m a~ Hojo Shigetoki (n98-1261) invited *Shingon
Ritsu monk 12-•t1 Ninsho (1217-1303) to found it. The temple enjoyed 
the patronage of the Hojo for decades and grew to encompass a large 
compound with 49 chapels and sanatoria, but with the political 
changes of the fourteenth century-especially a fire set by enemy 
troops in 1334-it fell into gradual decline. The temple held images of 
*Fudo (Heian era), a Seiryoji-style *Sakyamuni, and the ten great 
arhats, a large collection of manuscripts and implements, and the 
tombs ofShigetoki and Ninsho. 

Go-shichinichi mishiho (].) 1&-!::; 13 1~{~¥:t; also pronounced Go
shichinichi mish_uho and referred to simply as mishiho/mishuho on 
occ~sion. The Latter Seven-Day Rite was first performed under the 
name of mishiho by *Kukai in the Central Affairs Ministry (Naka

tsukasa sho) of the greater palace in 834; it was thereafter performed 
in the *Shingon chapel (*Shingon'in) that Kukai established in the 
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palace from the eighth to fourteenth of the first month of each year. 
The purpose of the rite, which was always led by the abbot of *Toji 
unless he was ill, was to guarantee the health of the emperor and the 
prosperity of the realm. Due to the political problems in the Muro~ 

machi era, the rite ceased, but in 1623 it was revived and continued to 
be performed until the suppression of court Buddhist rituals in 1871. 

In 1883, the rite was again revived, but was moved to Toji iiJJHJG 
Kanjo'in. Since then, the *mikusuri kaji rite, which traditionally was 

performed on the final day in the imperial residence in the palace, has 

been conducted using only the imperial robes. 

Go-shichi sho (].) 1fflll Jf:fy. Lengthy treatise of unknown authorship, writ~ 
ten ca. II73, this work outlines in detail the meaning and character of 
the ritual practices performed at the Latter Seven~ Day Rite. 

Go~Shirakawa (J.) 1.& S friJ (II29-92). This sovereign reigned only three 
years (n55-58), but he went on to exercise great political power for 34 
years as retired emperor. He outlived his enemies, the T airas, and en~ 

gaged in continuing political machinations to preserve the power of 
the imperial clan in the wake of the dawn of the Kamakura bakufu. 

Also, having taken the tonsure in n6g, he actively supported Buddhist 
construction activities and often went on pilgrimage. Go~Shirakawa 
also studied arts such as imayo melodic singing and compiled the col~ 
lection ~ mUJ6 :py Ryojin hisho before dying in n92 at the age of 65. 

Go-yuigo (J.) 1ffllllli!r. Reputed last testament of *Kukai given to his dis~ 
ciples at the time of his death. The term usually refers to the 25-arti~ 

de version, which dates to the tenth century, if not earlier; however, a 

number of related works have also been handed down in *Shingon 
tradition. Most famous are the 1[€JJ -=F FP ~ ~ Go~shuin engi and the 
;if< fp ll~ ]owa yuikai. 

Gyo' e kaji (].) 1[€JJ .jX: 1JO :fif; sometimes pronounced onzo kaji, and also 
referred to as 1& 1JO :fif go~kaji. Consecration of the imperial robes 
performed in the first and second half of each night of the Latter 
Seven~ Day Rite, following the completion of the regular series of rites. 
Although some commentaries suggest that the emperor attended the 
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rite at the Shingon'in chapel instead of merely sending his robes, no 
contemporary confirmation exists in the historical record. 

Gyokujo (].) ::E. -.!7:. Jewel woman of Buddhist literature, usually depicted 
as guarding the gate of the palace of the dragon king under the sea or 
as one of the seven treasures of the wheel~turning king. 

Gyokuyo (].) ±~;also referred to as ±#ff Gyokukai. This massive diary 
of *Kujo Kanezane covers the period from n64 to 1200 and provides 
the most thorough depiction of political and social life of the late He~ 
ian and early Kamakura eras. 

Hachijo'in (].) )\.. ~ ~.Jt (n37-I2I1). This daughter of retired emperor 
*Toba and *Bifukumon'in was particularly famous for the massive 
landholdings she received from her parents. She was also a devout 
Buddhist and became a nun in II 57 at the age of 20. 

Hachiman ( dai) bosatsu (].) )\. iltf (*) lf jiji; the characters )\. iltf are 
sometimes pronounced Y awata. This was the first known deity (*ka~ 

mi) resident in a shrine (*jinja) who was identified as a bodhisattva (or 
any other Buddhist figure for that matter). The first references to Ha~ 
chiman are found in connection with Usa shrine in the eighth century, 
and the oracles of Hachiman were seen as indispensable to the acces~ 
sions of new sovereigns from the mid~eighth century on; this is related 
in part to the belief that Hachiman was the spirit of the former sover~ 

eign *Ojin (r. ca. 270-310). By at least the early ninth century, Ha~ 
chiman was also seen as a bodhisattva, and the shrine in Usa was the 
object of triennial offerings of treasures (*jinpo) from the imperial 
house and was seen as an ancestral mausoleum (sobyo) of the imperial 
clan. 

Hanjun (].) fti'B{~ (1038-n12); also called ~~~~{\~LiE Toba sojo (note 
that Jtl!i\ Kakuyii. [1053-I140], a *Tendai monk, was also given the 
appellation of Toba sojo). Entering ~1101~ Mandaraji to study 
under his uncle, the powerful P.JG~ Seizon (1012-74), at a young age, 
he returned to Nara for a time to study ¥:ftt§ Hosso teachings. Com~ 
ing back to Mandaraji, he received the *denbo kanjo from Seizon in 

1071. Hanjun had a rivalry with his fellow disciple ~ffi"B Gihan (1023-

88), in part because Seizon refused to announce which of the two 
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would be his heir at Mandaraji. An attendant of Emperor Shirakawa 

(r. 1072-86), however, saw Seizon look at Hanjun at the moment of 
death and determined Hanjun was the heir. Later, following a failed 

rain prayer at Shinzen' en imperial garden, Hanjun temporarily fell 
out of imperial favor. Shortly thereafter, however, he successfully 

performed an * Aizen-6 rite on behalf of Shirakawa' s health, and so 
from 1078 on he was on good terms with the imperial court. Soon af
ter, Hanjun moved virtually all the sii.tra treasury bequeathed origi

nally by *Ningai to Seizon at Mandaraji to the imperial treasury 
(,~ ~~ 3!: ~ T oba h6z6) located in the T oba detached palace. Sta
tioning his disciple ~jt Genkaku (1056-II2r; a different monk from 
Jijt Genkaku [ ro8o-ns6] of *Daigoji) there to oversee the treasury, 

Hanjun continued to have a very close relationship with Shirakawa. 
In 1080, he performed the wish-fulfilling jewel *nyoh6 Aizen-6 eso
teric rite on behalf of Shirakawa. In II04, he became first abbot of 

*T6ji, and in II05 "national" chief administrator (¥':t$5 00 ~ffi h6mu 
kokushi) of the schools of Buddhism, establishing in the same year an 
esoteric altar at T oba, conferring secret consecration on his disciple 
*Sh6kaku there. From II09 until his death in III2, he acted as resident 
*gojis6 for Shirakawa at T oba, performing esoteric rites for the sover

eign and transmitting the esoteric teachings to the prince-monk 
*Kakuh6 h6shinn6. 

Hanpei (J.) :@I~; also written ~ ~. The practice, at large ceremonies 
of the imperial court such as the :fJT&f~ Toshigoi [no] matsuri, of 
dividing the offerings made by the government for presentation to of
ficially designated shrines throughout the realm. 

Hirosawa branch J1;: ¥R yjfE (]. hirosawa-ryii.). Together with *Ono, one 
of two major branches of the *Shingon school, the Hirosawa branch 
includes a number of lineages. Although the branch traces its roots to 
~1~ Yakushin (827-906), the name derives from the area where 

~$A Kanch6 (916-98), grandson of Emperor Uda (r. 887-97), 
founded the temple ~ ]ffi ~ Henj6ji in 989 under the patronage of 
Emperor Kazan (r. 984-86). Strictly speaking, the Hirosawa branch 

includes three lineages: ~ ~ ~JG 1m Kez6' in-ryii., founded by prince
monk ~:l( Sh6kei (1094-II37), :;:fJ,~ ~mE Ninnikusen-ryii., founded 
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by Jf, iii!1 Kanpen (rroo-rr66), and {:Z3i¥'~ ~JG rAE Denba'in-ryu, founded 
by jt~ Kakuban (ro95-II43). More generally, however, when it is 
contrasted with the Ono branch, three other lineages (the so-called 
f= fiJ ~ -=mE *Ninnaji san-ryu), which derive from the Hirosawa line 

are included: *Hoju'in-ryu, founded by 7k~ Yagen (1075-II51), f=fiJ 
~ 1~ rAE Ninnaji goryu, founded by the prince-monk *Kakuha ha
shinna, and 1§ ~JG rAE Nishi-no-in-ryu, founded by {~ ~iE Shinsha 

(ro88-rr42). 

Hisho (J.) fl$\i')'; sometimes pronounced Hisho. Large commentarial work 
on the esoteric rites of the *Ono and *Hirosawa branches of Shingon 
compiled by the prince-monk *Shukaku hashinna. The work is an in
valuable source for understanding esoteric *Shingon ritual of the era, 
given that the knowledgeable Ono branch *Daigoji ritualist *Shaken 

(rr38-96) helped him greatly with the compilation, and the fact that 
Shukaku, a disciple of Shaken, was also a *Ninnaji monk who studied 
the Hirosawa materials extensively. Several versions of the manuscript 

exist. 

Habei (J.) * f1W; sometimes pronounced hahei. Offerings of cloth (silk, 
etc.) and/or paper made to one or more shrines (*jinja:) or ancestral 
mausolea, usually by the government or wealthy aristocr.!lts. 

Hobutsu shu (J.) :3!: ~ ~; also referred to as .ljL *U 'g ~ ll\i'i .A)!! FY Taira 
hankan Y asuyori nyudo sho. Collection of tales, poems, and quotations 
from Japanese and continental Buddhism compiled by the aristocrat 
.ljL~Jl\i'i Taira no Yasuyori (fl. II90-I2oo) in order to demonstrate the 
fundamentals of Buddhism. The work is particularly useful for its in
sights into the Pure Land beliefs and *nenbutsu practices of *T endai 
recluses of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Although the 
work is said to have been compiled in II78, several revisions were appar
ently made in the decades after, as one-, two-, three-, six-, seven-, and 
nine-fascicle editions exist. The work bore an influence on famous 
pieces such as jJ Jt~E Hojo kiby m~-:Bt ~ Kamo no Chamei (II55-I2I3) 
and the thirteenth-century warrior tale IjZ ~ ~ ~13- Heike monogatari. 

Hajo (J.) ¥td!)J (1227-84); also called~ SH'ftFP Kaidenjuga and~ 133 
1&IJ ~ Kaiden omuro. Son of the chancellor and regent )L~j!!~ Kuja 
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Michiie (n93-1252), he studied first under the prince~monk :11U~ 
Dojin (1206-49) at *Ninnaji, receiving the *denbo kanjo in 1243. At 
the same time, insofar as Dojin was also an heir to *Hanjun's line in 
the Ono branch, Hojo was also an heir to the same line. Hojo retired 
to the Ninnaji subtemple Kaiden'in in 1258 and taught there until his 
death in 1284. Among his disciples were *Raijo and the illustrious 

monk~M Zenjo (1247-1330). 

Hojo Sanetoki (J.) ~t ~~a~ (1224-76); also called 4ft:~~ a~ Kane
zawa Sanetoki, ~ ~ ~ ~ Shomyojidono. Known originally for his 
talents in martial arts, Sanetoki was a close vassal of the shogun and 

rose within the bakufu to positions such as overseer of Echigo prov
ince, but fell ill in 1275 at the age of 51 and retired to his residence in 
Kanezawa, Musashi province (present-day Yokohama), dying the 
next year. Sanetoki is best known for his efforts in scholarship and his 
active collecting of a variety of manuscripts; in 1258 he had an Amida 
hall constructed at his residence, later renaming it *Shomyoji temple 
and installed his collection of manuscripts on the temple grounds

the beginning of what later came to be called the *Kanazawa Bunko. 

Hoju'in-ryii (J.) 1:li'd~f~JGmt; also pronounced Hoju'in-ryii and called 

IJZ~mmt Byodobo-ryii. Founded by :7k~ Yogen (ro7s-n51), who 
had received *denbo kanjo from the monk *Kanjo of *Ninnaji 

JJJG&t ~.% Joju'in, this line of the *Hirosawa branch of *Shingon bore 
an intimate connection with the Ninnaji :f[Ep ¥J1E Goryii line. Yogen, at 
the request from prince-monk *Kakuho, made the monk }t JJJG Kaku
jo (also read Kakuzei; n26-98) one of his heirs in the Hoju'in line and 
gave him the teachings and treasury of Hoju'in, which effectively be
came an imperial cloister (~~ .li't)l; monzeki). Kakujo later made the 
prince-monk *Shukaku the heir to this line. However, Yogen also had 
other disciples who transmitted the teachings, making this line an in

fluence on figures as disparate as *Shinkaku and ~if;)~ Koben (also 
known as ijlj;t( Myoe; II73-1232). 

Homuta wake no mikoto (J.) .:¥133 fo:%•; also pronounced Honda 
wake no mikoto. This was the main object of veneration at *Usa Ha
chimangii and was viewed as the spirit of the semi-legendary sovereign 
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*Ojin (r. ca. 270-3ro). By the early ninth century, this *kami was also 
identified as the bodhisattva Hachiman (*Hachiman daibosatsu). 

Honcho seiki (J.) ;t ljiA tit *2; also called .512. '§"~C. Shikan ki and ::Y} ~C. 13 ~C. 
Geki nikki. This lengthy historical record compiled by jWffi JJj{ 5m 11 Fuji
wara no Michinori (commonly called 1~W Shinzei; no6-59) at the re
quest of retired emperor *T oba as a supplement to the six national 
histories (:A 00 .512. rikkokushi) was originally much longer than its 
current twenty-fascicle form. The extant manuscript covers the years 

935 to II53 (incompletely). 

Hoon'in-ryii. (J.) ¥~ ,~ ~Jc ¥1rE; sometimes referred to as 11 ~ jj Kenjin
gata, =. 11 jj Sanken-gata, ¥ ,t,, jj l¥1rt Koshin-gata/ ryii., or 71< ;t 
:ljjyj[; Mizumotobo-ryii.. Founded by *Kenjin, who in 1214 received 
*denbo kanjo from *Seigen of the *Sanbo'in line of the *Ono branch 

of *Shingon, this lineage featured figures such as the powerful monks 
~~ Jitsujin (1206-77), who founded his own sublineage, which in
cluded retired emperor Go-Uda (r. 1274-87), :flj!~ Zenjo (1247-
1330 ), and the (in-)famous monk 5.L. ~ Koshin (Jt B Monkan; 1278-
1357); the palace insider /E ¥If Jozei (1220-82; founder of the ~~ 
~Jc ¥1rE Hochi'in-ryii.), and ~ 'I::R: Shinkai (1215-76), master of monks 
such as~ "iZ. Shingen (1249-1322) and *Jissho. 

Hoon shariko (J.) ~ ,~ ~ flj ~$\:; also referred to as ¥~ ~ ~ flj ~ hoon 
shari-e or simply ~ flj ~$\: shariko or ~ flj ~ shari-e. See Shari-e. 

Hosho (Butsu) (J.) ~ 1:. ( 1L. ); also called ~ 't.fi A=.~ *,ey: Ratanosan
baba. This Buddha (Sk. Ratnasambhava) is the southern among the 
five main Buddhas of the Diamond Realm ma1).4ala and, through his 
possession of the jewel implement, has the capacity to rain down 
wish-fulfilling jewels on beings. He represents the power of the Bud
dha to grant all wishes. He is also seen as being identical with the 
Buddhas ~ fSz: ¥ ~ Kaifuke-6 and ~ ~~ Hodo in the *T aizokai 
(Womb Realm), as well as a series of other less-well-known Buddhas. 

Hozo tennyo (J.) ~il~t;R3c; also called ~~7( Hozoten. Female deity 
commonly seen in *Shingon as identical with *Kichijoten and/ or 
*Benzaiten. She was approached in the esoteric rite ~ ~ 7( 
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-j;( WE~ fb :i'~ Hozo tennyo darani ho for purposes of acquiring for~ 
tune or victory in battle. 

Hsiian~tsang (Ch.) :!Z!JR; J. Genjo; also called :!Z!IR-=.JG Genjo sanzo 
and -=. iG :i'~ ~ill Sanzo hoshi. Monk famous for his trek to India ( 629-

45), the record of his trip, as well as the voluminous scriptures he 
brought back with him and translated. He was especially known for his 

studies of:i':ft1§ Fa~ Hsiang(]. Hosso) and its formation as a school of 
Chinese Buddhism in his day. Fa~Hsiang was a Chinese interpreta~ 

tion of the teachings ofYogacara Buddhism and was thus focused on 
the study of the constituent elements (Sk. dharma) of the cosmos. 

Hui~kuo (Ch.) ~5f!:; J. Keika; also called ~5f!:~iiJM~ Keika ajari and 
w -w~ ~ fiJ fi;l Shoryuji wajo in Japan. The Chinese master of the 
Chen~yen (]. *Shingon) school under whom *Kukai studied and who 
not only transmitted the *denbo kanjo to Kukai but also gave him a 

series of scriptures and implements to take back to Japan, including So 

grains of Buddha relics. 

Ichidai ichido busshari hoken (].) -{-'<;-it {b.~ *U 7$: Mi\ ; usually re~ 
ferred to simply as ichidai ichido busshari. Offering of Buddha relics 

made by the government to 55 or 57 shrines in celebration of the im~ 
perial accession, first performed in the late ninth or tenth century and 
conducted upon most accessions until the thirteenth century. It was 
usually performed after the companion rite *ichidai ichido daijinpo 
hobei. 

Ichidai ichido daijinpo hobei (].) -{i;-1t*1$~7$=~. Offering of 
treasures made by the government to more than 50 shrines in celebra~ 
tion of the imperial accession, first performed in the late ninth century 
and conducted upon most accessions until the thirteenth century. 

Ichiji Kinrin (].)-*:&~;also called·:&~ {b. Jl Kinrin butcho, 1\f~ 
{b. Jl Kidoku butcho, or - * :& ~ ±. Ichiji kinrin~o. Deity who 
comes forth from the crown of the Buddha's head and constitutes, in 
the form of the sanskrit syllable bhrii~ (].boron), what is interpreted 
in esoteric Buddhism as the greatest of the venerables who come forth 
from the crown. Thus he is the greatest of Buddhas, just as the golden 
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wheel-turning king (~il!ilft::E. kinrin-6) is the greatest of human kings. 
Ichiji Kinrin is usually interpreted as ultimately identical with 
*Dainichi and is believed to embody the merits of all Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas; so verbalization of boron offers the believer benefits 
such as the attainment of love, although in Japan he was usually ap

proached for the purpose of avoiding illness or preventing further rain 
or for attaining long life. From the late eleventh century on, aristocrats 
and members of the imperial family often sponsored the esoteric rite 
of the ichiji kinrin maQ.4ala, which was usually held by the abbot of 
*Toji; a year-end rite was annually performed, as was a winter rite to 
prevent unduly warm weather during the winter season. 

Ingen (J.) ~%11lf.: (954-1028). Tendai monk who studied under *Ryogen 
and j; M Kakukyo (927-10r8) and went on to become abbot at Hiei 
in 1020. He was very well received by *Fujiwara no Michinaga and 
others at court, performing rites at 1$: pj(; ~ Hojoji for Michinaga and 
lecturing on the ]en-wang ching 1= ::E.~ (J. Ninno kyo) in the palace. 

Insei (J.) ~% i§(z:. This refers to the governmental apparatus developed by 
retired emperor *Shirakawa in 1086, in which the retired emperor 

continues to maintain partial or complete control of governance de

spite abdication. The term is often used to refer to the period in 
which the Insei was at its height-the late eleventh to the late twelfth 
century. 

Ise Daijingii (J.) {J!-~*1$ '§;.The shrine most closely tied to the impe
rial family, Ise has an inner shrine-~* 1$ '§; Kotai jingu, devoted 
to the veneration of ;R ]ffi * 1$ Amaterasu omikami, the sun *kami
and an outer shrine-~~ * 1$ '§; T oyuke daijingii, devoted to the 
veneration of the agricultural deity ~ ~ * 1$ T oyuke okami. 

Issai sharira shu (J.) -WJ IDt ;flj *I~; also called '":1m~ Dado shu and 
lt\:lm?..P Dado sho. Work compiled by *Oe no Chikamichi on Buddha 
relics. Although it is said to have originally contained 30 fascicles, the 
extant form of the work contains only four. 

lwashimizu Hachimangii (J.) ::& m 1.k A i!J1 '§;. Like its parent shrine, 
*Usa Hachimangu, lwashimizu in the Kyoto area houses *Hachiman 
daibosatsu. From the Heian era on, it was viewed by many as an an-
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cestral mausoleum of the imperial house, as was already the case with 
Usa. 

Jiitaka (Sk.); J. ;;$.:~ honjo or 1iJ ~{jJD jataka. Stories oflives of the his~ 
torical Buddha prior to his final birth, that is, of his career as a bodhi~ 

sattva. These stories are depicted on the earliest *stii.pas, and it is clear 
that they formed an integral part of Buddhist life and proselytiz;ation 
during the life of or within a short period of the death of*Sakyamuni. 

They have had a great impact on the history of Buddhist literature in 
East Asia and have an integral connection with stii.pa veneration. 

Jichiun (J.) ~~ (1105-60); also pronouncedJitsuun; also referred to as 

ijFj #ij: Myokai, ~ {Jj!, Htf: ~JG {f!fl :1m Shogutei'in soz;u, and JWj J {f!fl :1m Byo 
no soz;u. The son of Minister of the Left i!l {~ lf5 Minamoto no To~ 
shifusa (ro35-II21), this *Shingon monk was the younger brother of 
the illustrious monk *Shokaku and began his studies at an early age 
under the tutelage of Shokaku at *Sanbo'in, *Daigoji. After the death 
of Shokaku in n29, he studied under *J okai but later left to study un~ 
der *Kanjin at *Kajii.ji. Although Kanjin was willing to make Jichiun 
his heir at Kajii.ji, Jichiun left to return to Sanbo'in after Jokai passed 
the abbacy there on to *Genkai, who welcomed Jichiun back warmly. 
He received consecration as heir to the Sanbo'in and abbot of Daigoji 

in n56 and thus also took control of the large collection of texts there, 

but died in n6o during an epidemic. Jichiun was very prolific and wrote 
commentaries pivotal to the *Ono tradition such as ;ji] JliijG ~ ~ t} Hizo 
konpo sho, "!Z.1iE t} Genpi sho, and ~ • ~ t} Shoson yosho. 

Jien (J.) ~p:j (n55-1225); also called ]5;J<{f!f/JE Yoshimiz;u sojo, 
15 71< fo [i1;j Y oshimiz;u wajo, or (his posthumous name) ~ ~ fo [i1;j Ji~ 

chin wajo. Son of§)J.l'L'i£'-:im Fujiwara no Tadamichi (1097-II64) and 
younger brother of *Kujo Kanez;ane, this T endai monk became the 
abbot of Y':td1:~ Hosshoji in n78 and rose to be deputy archbishop, 
*gojiso, and abbot of *Enryakuji by the II90S, only to lose his position 
due to the machinations of ± 1&11 ~~ :@ jl, T suchimikado Michichika 
(n49-1202) in n96. With the death of Michichika, however, Jien be~ 
came abbot again in the early 1200s and rose to the rank of great arch~ 
bishop. He is best known for the voluminous history ~ ~ }') Gukan 
sho. 
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Jihen (J.) (fl. 14th c.)~~. Older brother ofl§' 83 ~frf Yoshida Kenko 
(ca. 1293-ca. 1352 ), author of fiE~~ Tsurezuregusa, this *T endai 
monk ofHiei studied Urabe Shinto and authored works such as IS l!= 
;.;$: i%2 ;tz: ~ Kuji hongi gengi. A close confidant of Emperor Go~ Daigo 
(r. 1318-39), he often answered questions the sovereign raised con~ 
cerning the relationship between *kami and buddhas. He eventually 
rose to the rank of great archbishop. 

Jijuden (J.) 1=5€f~; also pronounced Ninjuden or Shinjuden. This "au~ 
gust sitting room" of the inner palace was originally the area where the 
emperor spent most of his time, but eventually it came instead to be 
used as the site for rites and occasions such as banquets and sumo. 

Jingikan (J.) 1$ tit'§). The Bureau of Kami Affairs ranked with the 
Great Council of State as one of the most important administrative 

organs of the *Ritsuryo government. The bureau, located in the 
greater palace, administered major ceremonies of the imperial gov~ 
ernment as well as oversaw the shrine officiants (1$ '§) shinkan) 
throughout the realm. 

Jingi shinko (J.) 1$ t.Et1~ {fP. This term refers to the faith in and venera~ 
tion of *kami, often at a shrine. Although "shinto" is commonly used 
to refer to this faith, the term was rarely used before the late medieval 
era, and there existed no unified ecclesia or systematic theology under 
the name until the modern era. 

Jinguji (J.) 1$'.§;~; also referred to as 1$1~~ jinguji, 1$8~ jinganji, 
1$ ~ ~ jingoji, 1$ '.§; ~JG jingu'in, ',§; ~ miyadera, and Jjlj ~ ~ bettoji. 
Area within or near a shrine (*jinja) used as a site of Buddhist wor~ 
ship. A resident Buddhist monk would commonly offer recitations 
and prayers on behalf of the *kami. A feature of only a few shrines 
during the eighth century, the jinguji had become a feature of shrines 
throughout the land by the early medieval era. 

Jinja (J.) 1$ t±; or t± yashiro. A shrine or site of veneration of a *kami, 
that is; an extraordinary being or object. In ancient times, the site was 
not fixed through construction of an object or building but was simply 
the place where the powers of kami were invoked by members of vii~ 
lages or the imperial court. Special persons such as children or sha~ 
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mans ( ~ .::f miko; f$ .::f miko; z;l6-];( miko) and objects such as mir
rors, jewels, swords, scarves, and natural phenomena such as trees 

could operate as the site of descent of the kami. The earliest structures 
associated with jinja were buildings for storing objects used to invoke 
the deity; these were called f$ J1l[ hokura, jjili] hokora, and later 

'§" ( ~.@:) miya. It was only with the importation of Buddhist archi
tecture that shrines were established which featured a kami-worship 

pavilion (f$ J,\t shinden). Initially, many jinja had no object within or 
simply featured the objects serving as the site of descent (the so-called * 1-t yorishiro ); later, they often came to feature images believed to 
house the kami. 

Jinpo (].) f$ ~;also pronounced kandakara. Treasures of*kami that are 
often housed in shrines (*jinja, yashiro) as the body of the deity, that 

is, the equivalent of what is sometimes called the site of descent ( * 1-t 
yorishiro ). The treasures are also seen as possessions of the deity, 
which can, under certain circumstances, be conferred or moved from 

one location to another. In early Japan, such treasures could take a va
riety of forms, although the most common were mirrors, jewels, 
swords, and scarves. When in the possession of the tenno, which, for 

the sake of convenience, can be translated as emperor, such objects 
evoke the charisma of the sovereign. Although by medieval times the 
mirror, sword, and jewel were seen as representative regalia of the em
peror, a series of at least ten kinds of mirrors, swords, jewels, and 
scarves were believed to evoke the imperial charisma, and jinpo of 
various kinds were routinely offered by the imperial house to shrines 
such as *Ise and *Usa, as well as on special occasions such as the com
pletion of the rite of accession. 

Jissho (].) ~ ~ (1241-91); also calledj(i!i([ :::k §U':ft I=P Daijo daijin hoin 
and W i¥.i ~~ y;ft I=P Sainan'in hoin. Son of W ~ ~ /};;; fni Saionji Kin
tsune (n71-1244), this monk originally studied Zen, but turned soon 

after to *Shingon, receiving *denbo kanjo from ~il':k: Shinkai (I2I5-
76) at *Daigoji in 1264. Although very much endeared to Shinkai, 
Jissho continued to reside in his family residence; so Shinkai made 

Jim ::tz Shingen (1249-1322) his heir at :1:-IB~~ Jizo'in, Daigoji; later, 
Jissho failed in an attempt to take over the leadership at Jizo'in and 
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moved to ~ ~ ~JE Henchi'in at Daigoji. Eventually, he and Shingen 
reconciled, and Jissho became abbot of Daigoji in 1287. Among his 
disciples was the illustrious monk *Raiyu. 

Jitsugen (J.) ~ Jf (n76-1249); also called Hi! J1 Tairen, * ~{~ :m Taifu 
sozu, and~ llll!IJ ::E. ~JE * {~ JE Kongo'in daisojo. Becoming a monk at a 
young age, this cleric received *denbo kanjo from *Shoken of*Daigoji 
*Sanbo'in at the age of 20 in II96 and later studied under a series of 
leading monks of the *Ono branch. He became abbot of Daigoji in 

1236. By 1241, he became archbishop, and in 1247 a *gojiso for the em~ 

peror, as well as the administrator and abbot of*Toji in 1249, the year 
of his death. He was known in his day for his ritual abilities in esoteric 

rites such as the rain~making ritual ~- ffi *-I¥'! shougyo ho and the 
rite to * Aizen~o. Among other commentaries, he authored +A J1t 
1.JO iT {'f ¥"! ]uhachido kegyo saho, and he included among his disciples 
figures such as j; ¥If Kakuzei (1227-1303). 

Jogo (J.) ;Q::fi (n52-1238); sometimes written ;Q::~ and called ?d~ !lJ 
*{~ JE Ninnikusen daisojo or 3YH~ JE Ben (no) sojo. This monk re~ 
ceived the *denbo kanjo of the *Hirosawa branch of *Shingon at 

IIJ pj(; ~ Enjoji (Ninnikusen, N ara) fi:om ~ ~ Kengo (m9-89) of the 
?d~ !11 ¥!JE Ninnikusen~ryuline. With close connections both to the 
court and the shogunate, Jogo became a resident monk at Tsurugaoka 
Hachimangu shrine in 1220, abbot of Denbo' in at Mount *Koya the 

next year, third abbot at *Toji in 1225, abbot of**~ Todaiji in 
1228, great archbishop in 1235, and head abbot of Toji in 1236, two 
years before his death. Although he left no significant writings, his 
disciples included *Joshin and Ji::¥Jif Josei (n85-128o), among others. 

J ojin~e (J.) pj(; $.r :ii;; also pronounced J ojinne and referred to as ~ llllJJj J'j!. 

* ~~a kongokai~daimandara, ~ Jli :ii; katsuma~e, or ti * :ii; 
konpon~e. The area at the center of the Diamond Realm mal).<;lala 
where the form of the Buddha is realized, this includes the 37 vener~ 

ables (the five main Buddhas surrounded by a series of attendant 
bodliisattvas ), the four great deities (earth, water, fire, wind), the six~ 

teen venerables of the current kalpa (bodhisattvas appearing in our 
era), and the twenty deities of the outer hall of the Jojin~e (deities of 
various kinds, including the 1,ooo Buddhas who appear in our kalpa). 
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Jokai (J.) JE#ff (1074-n49); also called= 3!:~%*{~ IE Sanbo'in daisojo 
and J::.-1: {~IE Josho sojo. Son of Minister of the Right rliR ~ m 
Minamoto no A~ifusa (1026-94) and younger half-brother of Em

press 'Jf -T Kenshi (1057-84), this *Shingon monk studied under his 
cousin *Shokaku of the *Sanbo'in at *Daigoji, receiving *denbo kanjo 

at Muryoko'in there in nor. In m6, he became abbot of Daigoji and 
gained fame in court circles for his ritual abilities in rain-making and 
prayers for the health of the retired emperor and empress, particularly 

through the use of the esoteric rite ::fL '& ifli r:t: Kujakukyo ho. He be
came abbot of j=g 'jt ~}G Enko'in at Daigoji and of J1i * ~ T odaiji in 
n29, *gojiso to the emperor in n31, and abbot of *Toji in n32; in n38, 
he became the first resident monk of Daigoji ever to become great 
archbishop. Jokai received the secret teachings concerning the wish
fulfilling rite *nyoho Sonsho ho from *Hanjun as well as those con
cerning *nyoho Aizen ho from ~:fit Ryoga (fl. mo) and passed on 
these and the other Sanbo'in-ryii. secrets to his disciples, who included 

illustrious figures such as *Genkai and 1'f#ff Gyokai (no9-8o). How
ever, he wrote very little. 

Joshin (J.) JE!im (1203-66); also called ~JT~~ !!!f{~ IE Shin kumano sojo. 
Son of the powerful poet-minister ± 1fEP ~~ ;®Jim T suchimikado 
Michichika (II49-1202), this *Shingon monk studied under *Jogo at 
¥ ~ ~}G Kezo'in at *Ninnaji, receiving *denbo kanjo in the ?J ~ 0-1 ¥.i)E 

Ninnikusen-ryii. of the *Hirosawa branch in 1227. He later studied 
under the powerful monk 1'fJ!i! Gyohen (n8r-r264) and also pursued 

the study of Madhyamika (~ ~ffil J. sanron) at J1i * ~ Todaiji, before 
becoming abbot ofTodaiji in 1241, archbishop in 1257, abbot of*Toji 
in 1261, as well as *gojiso for the emperor. He left no substantial writ

ings. His disciples included figures such as JE 1Jf Jozei (1220-82). 

Jii.niten (J.) + =x. These are the twelve heavenly deities approached 
for protection during esoteric rituals such as the Latter Seven-Day 
Rite, due to their control over other deities and evil spirits. Although 
their protection was seen as more vast than that offered by the four 
heavenly kings (1m 7( ::E shitenno), their large number required the 
use of portraits or screens rather than images. The first eight are di
rectional and thus sometimes independently referred to as the 
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A jj :R. happoten: (r) iJ!i¥ ~ :R. Taishakuten (east), lord of all demons 
of heavens and mountains; (2) .:k:R. Katen (southeast), lord of fire 
and holy light deities; (3) j:{a. :R. Enmaten (south), lord of the offi~ 
cials who oversee the five paths of rebirth, the pestilence deities, and 

hungry ghosts; (4) ~*lj :R. Rasetsuten (southwest), lord of rak~asa 
and other vampires; (5) lk:R. Suiten (west), lord of water beings and 
dragon deities; ( 6) j1 :R. Futen (northwest), lord of wind and formless 

mobile deities; (7) $ ~ :R. Tamonten (north), lord of yak~a and other 
flesh~eating demons; and (8) {jt~ }3~ :R. Ishanaten (northeast), lord of 
devils. The final four are (9) ~ :R. Bon ten, lord of heavens and heav~ 
enly deities of the world of form; (w) !tl! :R. Jiten, lord of the spirits of 
the land, trees, and fields; (n) S :R. Nitten, lord of the star and daily 
calendrical deities; and (12) Jj :R. Gatten, lord of the monthly calen~ 
drical deities. Since the era of *Kukai, a folding screen depicting the 
twelve deities has always been present at the consecration rites, pre~ 
sumably providing protection to the initiates; the screen preserved at 
*Toji dates to the late Kamakura era. 

Kaji kozui (].) :JJOftf; also referred to as ¥i!§"7.k shasui, ii¥iffi kansha, and 
4=-~ :JJO ·ftf goo kaji. The scented~ water consecration performed in 
esoteric rites. The standard practice is for the master to utter a mantra 
over the pail of scented water 21 times and thus empower it, and then to 
place his staff in the pail, further empowering it 21 times, and proceed 
to use the staff to sprinkle the water on himsel£ the altar, and the place 
of practice. In *T endai, miscanthus is used instead of a staff. The mas~ 
ter is to visualize the rite as purifying the afflictions of all present, ex~ 
tending throughout the dharma realm. Some explanations call for him 
to imagine the water as that of the ocean, which is provided by the 
dragon, and thus pour it on the dharma realm, or to imagine pouring 
the water on the minds of all sentient beings, causing them to give rise 
to the mind of enlightenment. The details of this rite vary slightly with 
the occasion; it is used most famously in the final three days of the Lat~ 
ter Seven~Day Rite (*go~shichinichi mishiho; see mikusuri kaji for a 
discussion of the practice in the Latter Seven~ Day Rite). 

Kajuji (].) WJ {~ -9; also pronounced Kanjuji and referred to as 1l "tf ill 
Kikkozan, ill f-1. ~~ JW.J.l; Y amashina monzeki, 'i¥j ill f-+ 1W!J ~ Minami 
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yamashina goten. Constructed to fulfill a vow made by the mother of 

Emperor Daigo (r. 897-930), this temple housed a thousand-armed 
*Kannon figure and was designated an official temple in 905. A place 
for study ofboth *Shingon and Madhyamika (.=_ fnil J. Sanron), Kajuji 
became a center for Shingon, when the monk ~ ;Wi Saiko ( 870-942) 

became its first abbot. Other prominent Shingon monks such as ~ 1~ 

Seijin (954-1030), ~Jt Jinkaku (955-1043), and ill'&:Jt Genkaku 
(1056-II2I) were later abbots there. The twelfth-century monk 
*Kanjin, however, had the greatest impact on the history of Kajuji, 
when he chose it as his base, founding the Kajuji-ryu line of the *Ono 
branch of Shingon. The temple had always had a close connection 
with the imperial family, but with the ascension of Go-Fushimi's (r. 

1298-I301) son as abbot in the late Kamakura era the abbacy became 
the province of princes, and the temple became an imperial cloister 

(F~ Jb)} monzeki). 

Kakuho hoshinno (J.) Jt¥:ft1:E:~±. (I09I-II53); also called Ji1T Shin
gyo, 11" Ji Gyoshin, ~ !l!f ~ ¥: Koya omuro, and w 31 ~~aMi .:r 
:±.'§; Shorengeji shishi okyu. Fourth son of Emperor Shirakawa (r. 
1072-86) and halfnephew of*Jokai of*Daigoji *Sanbo'in, this *Shin

gon monk founded the *Ninnaji-~ ¥m goryu line (also called ~ ¥: 
:f&p ¥m Omura goryu) of the *Hirosawa branch. Following his older 

brother Jt1T Kakugyo (1075-II05), he entered Ninnaji as a child, 
studied under *Kanjo, and received *denbo kanjo in uo8. In mo, on 
the order of the emperor, he received the esoteric teachings of the 
*Ono branch from the aging *Hanjun. Gaining a reputation for his 
abilities at ritual assemblies and in esoteric rites, he performed rites on 
behalf of the imperial family, such as the :fL ~ i1ffi 1:E: Kujakukyo ho for 
the safe childbirth of retired empress *Bifukumon'in in II39, as well as 
the conferral of the precepts on the prince-monk Jt 't~ Kakusho 
(II29-69) in II40 and on retired emperor *Toba in II4I. Kakuho began 

the regular performance of the relics assembly at Ninnaji in II43· Al

though he apparently left no writings, his disciple Kakusho transmit
ted the teachings of the Ono branch and the Ninnaji goryu to Prince 
*Shukaku; his other illustrious disciple Jt PX; Kakujo ( II26-98) passed 

on the teachings of the goryu to jliJj Ryuhen (II45-1205), who 
founded the Jison'in lineage at Ninnaji. 
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Kakuzen (].) Jt1lji (rr43-ca. 1213); also called :Y*fl1 i3 ~iiJ!il~ Shonagon 
ajari. A monk of the *Ono branch of *Shingon, Kakuzen studied un~ 
der ~?'~ Kozen (rr21-1203) at *Kajiiji and was clearly influenced by 
his master's preoccupation with collecting manuscripts and visual im~ 
ages of the figures venerated in esoteric ritual. Kakuzen also studied 
under *Shaken and ~¥:fi: Jitsukai (n.d.) at *Daigoji as well as 1= 1tf 
Ninsei (d. 1204) at Mount *Koya. Throughout the 52 years Kakuzen 
studied at Daigoji, Mount Koya, and other Shingon centers, he 
collected manuscripts, producing the massive compendium Jt 1lji t) 
Kakuzen sho. 

Kami (].) t'¥. A being, object, or historical figure deemed to be extraor~ 
dinary and thus worthy of veneration in Japanese culture. Although 
since the era of the introduction of Buddhism kami have often been 
enshrined in *jinja, mountains and other natural objects are some~ 

times venerated without the construction of a shrine. 

Kanazawa Bunko (J.) ~~:)()lji; originally pronounced Kanezawa 
Bunko. Located on the site of the *Shingon temple *Shomyoji, this 
archive originated in the efforts of *Hojo Sanetoki to preserve a col~ 
lection of documents there, which consisted of thousands of Buddhist 

works, shogunal records, and other manuscripts. The Bunko declined 
over time due to political changes, but the current archives, reopened 
for public use in 1930, holds over zo,ooo manuscripts. 

Kangen (].) -~ (853-925); also called fil5t*~11'f1JE Hannyaji sojo. 
This *Shingon monk entered the order at an early age and became a 
disciple of J!i)]i Shinga (801-79), the younger brother of *Kiikai, in 
867; he later studied Madhyamika (=~ill! J. Sanron) and ¥:lit~ Hosso 
in Nara. He received *denbo kanjo from~~ Shobo (832-909), the 
ancestral founder of the *Ono branch, in 895, and became the abbot of 
*Ninnaji in 900. Kangen, after reviving the temple Hannyaji in Nara, 
became abbot of *Toji in 909 and of *Daigoji and Mount *Koya in 
919. Kangen was particularly known for his inauguration of the offer~ 
ing in honor ofKiikai (1flllJ~1jt mieiku) at Toji in 9ro, which thereaf~ 

ter became a regular practice there as well as at locales such as Koya 
and Ninnaji, and for his efforts to promote Toji as the center of Shin~ 
gon. He was also the pivotal figure behind the effort to acquire the 
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posthumous title of 5L rt ::k ~iP Kobo daishi on behalf of Kukai, 
which was conferred in 921. Kangen wrote a series of commentaries on 
esoteric ritual and left behind illustrious disciples, including figures 
such as *Shunnyii., to whom he taught the Ono branch teachings, as 
well as *Kangii. and retired emperor Uda (r. 887-97), to whom he 
transmitted what later came to be called the *Hirosawa branch 
teachings. 

Kangii. (J.) Jt~ (884-972); also called Jli!'~{~JE Rendaiji sojo and 

lj: !li ~ {~ JE Koryuji sojo. This monk studied Hosso at -* ::k ~ To
daiji before receiving the *denbo kanjo of what was to be the *Hiro

sawa branch of *Shingon from the retired emperor Uda (887-97) at 
::kjt~ Daikakuji, Heian-kyo, in 908. He entered *Toji in 930 and 
became a *naigu in the palace in 940. Kangii. then rose to be abbot of 

Toji in 949, of 1fi: ~IJ ill~~ Kongobuji at *Koya in 950, and of*Ninnaji 
in 952. Kangii. founded the temple Rendaiji and revived the temple 
Koryii.ji. Well-known at court for his ability at prayers for rain, 
Kangii. was also asked to be the officiating monk at the first rite per
formed before the *Kannon figure installed in the palace in 962. Al
though he wrote a few commentaries, Kangii.' s legacy was the large 
number of illustrious disciples he left behind, including *Gengo, Jt t~ 
Kanjo (901-79; his younger brother), JtiM Kancho (also Kanjo; 916-

98; grandson of Emperor Uda), Jt ,'f!J, Kanchii. (903-77; grandson of 

Uda), and :f)Cilt Kuse (890-973). 

Kanjin (J.) Jt 1~ (I084-II53); also called Jt {~ rt tJ3 Kanjin homu and 
WJ {~ ~ rt ~ Kajuji homu. The founder of the Kajuji-ryu line of the 
*Ono branch of *Shingon, this monk was one of the most influential 

Shingon clerics of the twelfth century. Receiving *denbo kanjo from 
~jt Genkaku (1056-1I2I) of *Kajii.ji in no8, he became abbot there 
in mo, and following conferral by Genkaku of the Ono esoteric 
teachings in n21, he took over complete control of the temple. After 
also becoming abbot of Gangoji in n26, Kanjin became one of the 
monks closest to the imperial house in the II40S, performing not only 
the Latter Seven-Day Rite but also the wish-fulfilling jewel rite 

*nyoho Sonsho ho in II43· In II45-46, he became the abbot of *Toji 
and then chief clerical administrator. He soon after also became abbot 
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of .*: ::k ~ T odaiji and Anjoji. His grasp of not only the esoteric 
teachings of the Ono branch but also of Kegon and Madhyamika 
(= ~iiil J. sanron) teachings was apparently exceptional. He was also 
very prolific, writing lengthy commentaries such as ;j' !lf1ijj fil ~) Ono 
rui hisho and the well-known work .*: ~ ~ ~ Toji yoshu, and his disci

ples included figures such as f= ¥If Ninsei (d. 1204), 1T#i Gyokai 
(no9-8o), and *Jichiun. 

Kanjin (hijiri) (].) WJ i1§ (~ ). Monks charged with acquiring funds and/ 
or materials to help underwrite the completion of major temple pro} 
ects. Since so-called holy men (hijiri), who were semi-independent of 
temple authorities, had the most contact with the larger population, 
they were usually charged with the task. The first famous kanjin monk 
was 11"£ Gyoki (668-749), who was charged with the task of acquir
ing the materials for the construction of the great Buddha at .*: ::k ~ 
Todaiji. Another famous kanjin monk was *Chogen, who acquired 
materials for the reconstruction ofT odaiji in the late twelfth century. 

Kanjo (].) Jt;JJ (1057-n25); also called pj(;gt;~]G::k{~lE Joju'in daisojo 
and ¥1~ ::k {~ lE Ben no daisojo. This *Shingon monk, son of the head 
of the imperial chamberlains 7!! SiP Jf Minamoto no Morokata (1035-
81), entered *Ninnaji in his youth, studying under ;l;IJi[i1 Keihan (1031-
II04), and received the *denbo kanjo in 1077. Although he went to 
practice austerities at *Koya, he was invited back to Ninnaji by his 
disciple prince-monk *Kakuho and became abbot of Jjj Jffi ~ Henjoji 
in Kyoto in II04 and ofNinnaji in no7. At roughly the same time, he 
founded the Joju'in at Ninnaji, producing a new line of the *Hirosawa 
branch, and went on to become abbot of*Toji (m2), .W ~ ~ Koryuji 
(m3), Y'!Jm~ Hosshoji (m4), and Todaiji (m8), rising to great arch
bishop in II2I. He became famous for his repeated :fL ~;%I y;ft Kujaku
kyo ho and ::k :;Jt 4 y;ft daihokuto ho esoteric rituals performed in the 
palace or detached palace on behalf of Emperor *T oba and retired 
emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86). Kanjo had a profound influence on 
the future of the Hirosawa branch, writing commentaries such as 
.)jlj iTt) Betsugyo sho and leaving behind illustrious disciples such as 

*Kakuho, :lit. Kakuban (1095-II43), JtJjj Kanpen (noo-n66), and 
{~ ~iE Shinsho (1088-n42). 
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Kannon (bosatsu) (J.) • "W (i?f iii); also called • iit "W Kanzeon, 

• § :(£ Kanjizai, 7't iit "W Koseon, and ~iiJ ~ miH.Q 1.13; 71DH:J<; ~ Abaro~ 
kiteishibara. Bodhisattva of compassion (Sk. Avalokitesvara), Kannon 

takes a variety of guises to help sentient beings in time of need. In East 
Asia, this bodhisattva takes on a female appearance and is often ap~ 
proached for help in childbirth, among other reasons. In Japan, Kan~ 
non took on a variety of forms as well, some of which were unique to 

particular locations. Famous examples are the eleven-faced (+-iii 
J uichimen~) and the thousand~ armed ( =f =F Senju~) Kannons. There 
are also other forms, such as ~D~!Iiffii Nyoirin~Kannon, who holds a 
wish~fulfilling jewel (e.g., at Ishiyamadera); ~ Sho-Kannon, who is 

particularly prominent in the Womb Realm mal).4ala; and :f.X iit Kuze 
(or Kuse) Kannon, associated with faith in Prince *Shotoku. In early 
medieval Japan, faith in Kannon was also often tied to faith in 
* Amida, because Kannon was an attendant to Amida in Pure Land 
texts. By the late twelfth century, the notion in the *Lotus Sutra that 
Kannon takes on 33 forms was tied to belief in the efficacy of making a 

pilgrimage to 33 locations in western Japan where images of Kannon 
were installed. At the same time that folk belief in the powers of Kan~ 

non increased, the imperial house believed in the protective powers 
of Kannon throughout the era, inviting *gojiso to pray before an 
image of Kannon regularly in the imperial residence on behalf of the 

emperor. 

Kannon ku (J.) • "W f*; also referred to as = F~'~,. iff* *Futama Kan~ 
non ku, ~ J:f:l = rFI, / • -w 1* Kinchu futama no Kannon ku, 1?; J:f:l 

= rFI, /. -w 1* Kyuchu futama no Kannon ku, and = rFI, / 1* 
Futama no ku. Veneration of *Kannon originally performed in the 
august sitting room (*Jijuden) of the palace, though later in the 
*Futama area of the imperial residence on the eighteenth of each 
month. Although one explanation has it that *Kukai began the prac~ 

tice on behalf of Emperor Saga (r. 809-23), the earliest reliable reports 
in the palace claimed that it began during the reign ofNinmyo (833-

50), and was later revived by Emperor Murakami (r. 946-67) in 962. 

Originally, the figure was installed in the *Jijuden of the palace, but 
following a fire there, it was removed to the Futama of the imperial 

residence permanently. The literature contains conflicting accounts of 
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the image, the most common explanation being that it was a Sho
Kannon, Jii.ichimen-Kannon, or Nyoirin-Kannon image, although it 

was sometimes claimed that there were multiple images of one or 
more of the above. 

Kashiibyo (J.) .Wtl~ or Kashiigii. .Wfl 1I. This shrine in Kyii.shii. was 
seen by at least the eighth century as the mausoleum that Empress 
Jingii. (r. ca. 201-69) had constructed on behalf of her dead husband, 
Emperor Chii.ai (r. ca. 191-200) in the third century. Insofar as it en
shrined the spirits of both J ingii. and Chii.ai, Kashiibyo was almost in
variably given offerings from imperial emissaries along with Usa
also where their spirits were resident-on the occasion of accession or 

for prevention of calamity or invasion. 

Kaya-no-in (J.) i'.Wi ~9i ~JE (1095-II55); also written. ~9i ~JE; original name: 
~ JJ.l'( ~ -=f Fujiwara no T aishi. This daughter of~ JJ.l'( ,~, ~ Fujiwara 
no T adazane ( 1078-II62) only became empress (kogo) of *T oba after 
his abdication in II23-a first-so she was often the subject of criti
cism in the court. Nevertheless, she was an active member of the im
perial family and was made retired empress in II39· 

Keiran shuyo shu (J.) ¥~&~*~·Voluminous *Tendai compilation of 
records and commentary concerning topics such as exoteric and eso
teric ritual, the precepts, medicine, and so on, completed by the monk 

% * Koshii. (fl. 13II-48) between I3II and 1348. 

Kenjin (J.) ;I:Ym (!!92-1263); also called tilll~m Gokurakubo, ¥!L~~JG 
{'~!filE Hoon'in sojo, and ~ ;& {'~!filE Kengyo sojo. This *Shingon 
monk received *denbo kanjo from *Seigen (!!62-1231) at *Sanbo'in, 
*Daigoji, in 1214, although he did not rise to further prominence until 
much later in his life. He became abbot of Daigoji by imperial order in 
1253 and was thereafter called on often by the court to perform esoteric 
rites. Although he wrote only a few commentaries, Kenjin was re
spected for his abilities in Sanskrit and, apparently, for his academic 
study more generally, given that he had more than 50 disciples, includ

ing figures such as ~ 'i:R: Shinkai (!2!5-76), ~ Ym Jitsujin (1206-77 ), 
and *Raiyu. 

------ ---------------------------" 
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Kenmitsu bukkyo (J.) !!m-*fb~. Exoteric~esoteric Buddhism, referring 
to the forms of Buddhism practiced by the schools of what scholars 

have sometimes called "old Buddhism." The schools seen as practicing 
kenmitsu Buddhism are those of the so~called eight sects of Kyoto 
and Nara, that is, *Tendai, *Shingon, and the six schools traditionally 

located in large temples in Nara. Although scholars at one time 
stressed the centrality of the "new" Kamakura schools during the 

Kamakura era (rr92-1333), it is now generally held that the kenmitsu 
schools remained the dominant sects during the era-at least in west~ 

ern (Kansai) Japan-with the exception perhaps of Zen, which rose 
to prominence from the late thirteenth century on. 

Kenmitsu taisei (J.) !1m-* f* fljlj • The medieval system in which large 
exoteric~esoteric Buddhist shrine~temple complexes ( ~ t± jisha) such 
as *Enryakuji (*T endai), Iii :9i\G ~ Onjoji (T endai), and *T oji (*Shin~ 

gon), through alliances with other power blocs (*kenmon) of warriors 
and aristocrats, constituted the "orthodoxy" that dominated the re~ 

ligious landscape of early medieval Japan. Ho":ever, the original pro~ 
ponent of the theory of kenmitsu taisei, Kuroda T oshio, did not in~ 
vestigate in detail problems such as the status of the kenmitsu temples 
in eastern Japan, particularly the rural areas, leaving open the question 
to what extent such temples were the dominant force in some regions. 

Kenmon taisei (J.) fl ~~ {i.js:fljlj. Power blocs of the medieval era, which, 
though essentially independent of each other, established alliances 
with each other to govern. These blocs, as outlined by historian 
Kuroda T oshio, were respectively led by warrior, aristocratic, and 
clerical elites. The kenmon of the religious community were those of 
large shrine~temple complexes of *kenmitsu Buddhism-sometimes 

called fl ~~ ~ ~JG kenmon jiin-such as *Enryakuji, Iii :9i\G ~ Onjoji, 
*T oji, and ~ t~ ~ Kofukuji. 

Kenna (J.) ~JiiJ (1261-1338); also called~ :;N,,m Myoninbo and ~;g_m 
Yoninbo. Second abbot of *Shomyoji, this *Shingon monk studied 
under a series of teachers, including the first abbot ofShomyoji, ;m:rm; 
Shinkai (fl. 1267), and ;N,@: Ninku (fl. 1272-1316) (of~*~ Todaiji) 
at *Muroji. Given the importance of the W * ~ Saidaiji lineage of 
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Shingon~ Ritsu (associated with %:. Eison's [ 1201-90] temple, Sai~ 

daiji, in Nara) at Shomyoji, he may have also been influenced by Ei~ 
son's interest in relics, although he clearly was much involved in the 
traditional relic veneration of Shingon more generally and wish~ 
fulfilling jewel worship associated with Mount *Muro in particular. In 
larger terms he was the monk who spearheaded the development of a 
massive collection of Shingon manuscripts at Shomyoji. He made 
great efforts to develop a collection of sacred manuscripts (~ ~ sho~ 

gyo) of the sort traditionally held in large temples of western Japan, 
presumably on behalf of the Hojo shogunal house, with which he was 
closely associated, if not a relative. A friend of 1:f 133 * frJ- Yoshida 
Kenko (ca. 1283-ca. 1352 ), author of 1.iE M 1fL Tsurezuregusa, Kenna was 
also active in the study and collection of non~ Buddhist manuscripts. 

Kenne (J.) ~7!; also pronounced Ken'e (d. 86os?); sometimes called 
± ,r.,, 7.1< ~ijj Doshinsuishi. This *Shingon monk originally studied 
Hosso and Madhyamika (.:=_ ~ffil J. sanron) in Nara and became a 
*T endai monk at Hiei, but left for Mount *Muro .. Although legend 
has it that he met *Kukai at Muro and then accompanied him to 

China, it is clear in any event that he and the T endai monk p:j {~ En~ 

shu (fl. ca. 830-63) left Hiei for Muro in the early 83os. Founding 
the temple {.b.!li ~ Butsuryuji in 850, he seems to have earned a repu~ 
tation for his ritual abilities and was appointed a *naigu in 854. The 
details of his life remain unclear, but the fact that he is seen in Shingon 
as a Shingon monk associated with the relics at Muro suggests the close 
interaction between T endai and Shingon-as well as Hosso-monks 
during the early period of temple life there and illustrates how the 
Shingon school incorporated such monks into legend. 

Kichijoten (J.) 1:f t$ :X; also referred to as :k 1:f t$ :X Daikichijoten, 
;iJ 1J(ff. :X Kudokuten, and * ~ ~ flj Makashiri. This female deity 
(Sk. Sri:mahadevi) of good fortune is known in Buddhism as Kudo~ 
kuten (Sk. Lak~mi), the consort of *Bishamonten. In Japan, she is 
particularly known as the bringer of good harvests and of wealth more 
generally. Repentance rites (1:f:f¥•14i ~ Kichijo keka) dedicated to 
Kichijoten were performed for good harvests beginning in the eighth 
century at the imperial court coincidental with the *misai~e during the 
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first month of each year. In esoteric Buddhism, she is similarly seen as 
a bearer of good fortune but is also often interpreted as a transforma~ 
tion of the Buddha *Hosho or the bodhisattva :s1'i: llUJij '3!: Kongoho. In 
this form, she carries a wish~fulfilling jewel and is sometimes the ob~ 

ject of esoteric rites in her own right. Images of her are held in 

~Hili~ Yakushiji (Nara) and rtrwn:f!i~ Joruriji (Kyoto). 

Kokamon'in (J.) ~~ F~ ~)G (II2r-8r); original name: Hi)]U~ -T Fujiwara 
no Seishi. This daughter ofHiJ]L'i£',Jm Fujiwara no Tadamichi (1097-

n64) and much older sister of *Kujo Kanezane became consort of 

Emperor Sutoku (r. n23-41) in II30 and retired empress in nso. In 
II 56, she became a nun in the wake of the Hogen conflict. 

Kokii.zo (bosatsu) (].) }j[ ~ ~ (tOJ); also referred to as ~iiJ :1m! 3t ~~ 
Akashagebba (Sk. Akasa~garbha). A bodhisattva believed to possess 
an endless store of wisdom and merit, Kokii.zo takes on special sig~ 
nificance in esoteric Buddhism as a bodhisattva who can fulfill all 
wishes of sentient beings and appears in the Womb Realm mal).<;iala as 
the lord of the }j[ ~ ~~JG Kokii.zo'in chapel and as one of the figures 
in~ :1m! ~JG Shaka'in (i.e., areas in the mal).<;l.ala). He is also taken vari~ 

ously to be ultimately identical with figures such as :s1'i: llUJij '3!: ~ iiJi 
Kongoho bosatsu, tlli ~ ~ jiJi Jizo bosatsu, Jj[ ~ Jil[ ~ jiJi Kokuko bo~ 
satsu, and :s1'i: llUJij Hfl' ~ iiJi Kongotai bosatsu, and the morning star is 
sometimes seen as his transformation. Famous as the object of ven~ 

eration in the >1<: ~ :F-f ¥:Ji gumonji ho esoteric rite performed to ensure 
a strong memory since the eighth century, Kokii.zo is also especially 
important in esoteric Buddhism as an object of worship in wish~ 
fulfilling jewel rites. Prominent images of Kokii.zo are preserved at 
[b. J11g ~ Koryuji and *Daigoji. 

Kongokai (].) ifi:llUliJJil; also called~ S ~~i) hazara dado. The Dia~ 
mond Realm (Sk. Vajradhatu) is the ideal realm of absolute wisdom 

and is expressed in the Diamond Realm mal).<;l.ala. The Diamond 
Realm has nine areas or sub~mandalas called assemblies, the central 

and most important being the *J ojin~e, which contains the five main 

Buddhas, symbolizing the five perfect forms of wisdom. All the other 
deities, bodhisattvas, and Buddhas in the Diamond Realm as a whole 
function as transformations or attendants of one of the five main 
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Buddhas, each of which governs his own family (division) of beings. 
Ultimately, all beings flow forth from the first of the five divisions 
in the Jojin-e-the Buddha family ({.£,.'If~ butsubu), governed by the 
central and superior Buddha of the five main Buddhas, *Dainichi 
Nyorai. Of the 1,461 figures in the Diamond Realm, 461 are directly 
under the supervision of the Buddha family. Ultimately all the figures 
of the Diamond Realm must be seen as the body, speech, and mind of 
Dainichi. 

Konjaku monogatari shu (J.) 4-1r ~ ~'IHf~. Massive tale collection com
piled by an anonymous monk or group of clerics in roughly the early 
twelfth century. Its 31 fascicles contain more than 1,roo stories. The 
tales are taken from both continental and native tale collections and 
offer more insight into the world of early medieval Japan, as well as 

the views and knowledge of Japanese regarding the continent, than 
any other literary work of the era. 

Koya( san) (J.) ;Wi !!!f (ill ) ; also called !!!f ill Y as an, f¥j ill N anzan, f¥j -IJS

Nangaku, and )\.J!U~ Hachiyomine. After receiving permission 
from the court to establish a place of practice on this mountain, 
*Kukai dispatched disciples such as ~f,t Jitsu'e (786-847) and ~~B 
Taihan (778-ca. 837) to take up residence there in 816, although he 
did not visit it until 818. Afterward, Kukai became busy with other 
matters in the capital and only became resident there shortly before 

his death in 835. Between 818 and 835, however, a worship hall was 
established, and the temple there was named :& IOOJIJ ill~~ Kongobuji. 
Although Kukai had extremely high hopes of developing a large mon
astery at Koya, this did not come to pass during his lifetime, and the 
grounds at Koya, although looked after at first by Jitsu' e and then 
~ ~ Shinzen (812-91), fell into disrepair. Koya reached a low point 
following the escalation of tension with *Toji, when the Toji abbot 
*Kangen proved victorious in his struggles with the Kongobuji abbot 
~ ~ Muku (d. 918) over the number of monks, the course of study, 
and the possession of manuscripts. Study at Koya virtually stopped, 
until the *Ono branch monk ;\E ~ Joyo (958-1047; also called tff~ 
Kishin) made a vow in 1016 at Kukai' s tomb at ~ ~Jt Oku-no-in to re
vive the monastery. A pilgrimage in 1023 by the great *Fujiwara no 
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Michinaga, in connection with the belief that the mountain was the 
gateway to the bodhisattva Maitreya's Pure Land, marked the begin
ning of the monastery's revival. From this period on, aristocrats and 

the imperial house increasingly believed in the efficacy of burying 
scriptures ( :1:1 {fil maikyo) on the mountain to await Maitreya' s ad

vent, and the patronage of the temple increased dramatically. At the 
same time, practice of the *neributsu recitation of *Amida Buddha's 

name became commonplace among both resident monks and semi
independent practitioners (the so-called ;Wi !l!f~ Koya hijiri), and 
patronage of the monastery and the religious life there became more 

active. Figures such as ~ ;lf Meizan (ro21-no6; J:j:l ~JG me Chu'in-ryu, 

Ono) and }t ~ Kakuban (ro95-n43; {~ y:J:;. ~JG me Denbo'in-ryu, 
*Hirosawa) established new lineages there, and patronage by the im
perial house, aristocracy, and, later, the shogunate continued 

throughout the medieval era. The greatest conflict on the mountain 
during the early medieval era was between the Kongobuji and Kaku
ban's Denbo'in, which led to Kakuban's departure to tlB~"* Ne
goroji late in life and eventually the departure of all followers of 
Kakuban' s ¥JT ~ im Shingi-ha faction in the late thirteenth century. 

Kuden (J.) 1=1 {~ ; also referred to as 1=1 ~ kuketsu, 1=1 ~ kuketsu, 1=1 t~ 

kuju, and iii~ 1=1 ~ menju kuketsu. Oral transmission secretly 
handed down from master to disciple in Buddhism, particularly im
portant in esoteric Buddhism from the Heian era on. In *Shingon, 
the *Ono branch tended to accept the authority of kuden when in
consistencies with written scriptures or treatises arose, whereas the 
*Hirosawa branch tended to accept the authority of written materials 

in such cases. In *T endai, kuden were especially important in the 

context of transmission of teachings concerning * }t hongaku ( origi
nal enlightenment). 

Kujo(ke) (J.) 1L ~ (~).One of the five houses of the northern Fujiwaras, 
the Kujos derived their surname from the name of the residence of 
*Kujo no Kanezane. Although Kujo was not used as surname until that 

time, the family members would sometimes refer to *Fujiwara no 
Morosuke, the founder of the Kujo lineage of ritual protocol 
(:tL ~ YfrE "$: ~ Kujo-ryu kojitsu), as the ancestor of the family. 
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Kujo (no) Kanezane (].) :hAk~ ~ (II49-1207); also known as jji)Jj{ 

~ ~ Fujiwara Kanezane, jj iMfl ~ Gachirindono, and rt:. ·r! ~ ~ 
Hosshojidono; clerical name: pj @: Ensho. This aristocrat, born late 
in life to the powerful jji)Jj{ .~, :® Fujiwara no Tadamichi (1097-II64) 
and younger brother of retired empress *Kokamon'in, established 
the *Kujo house of the Fujiwara clan. The support of *Minamoto no 

Y oritomo was a key element in his rise to regent and then chancellor 

in the n8os and II90S. However, his position between the court elite 

and the Kamakura shogunate, while enabling him to succeed politi

cally, led eventually to his downfall, because of the novelty and the 

consequent instability of his position. In n96, he was forced to relin

quish his position as chancellor and lost all political influence, eventu
ally becoming a monk in 1202 and dying in 1207 at age 58. Kanezane is 
also remembered for his massive diary, *Gyokuyo. 

Kukai (].) ?E#IJ (774-835); known posthumously as 5.L.rt:.::;ldi!J Kobo 
daishi. Monk known as the founder of Japanese *Shingon. Kukai re
jected the traditional academic route, in spite of his talents, in order to 

become a monk. First learning the )1[ ?E JilZ ~ l!fJ ;fJf rt:. Kokuzo gu
monji ho rite and engaging in austerities at a series of sites in his native 
Shikoku, Kukai seems to have studied esoteric Buddhism, Sanron, 

and other teachings of the N ara schools, and wrote a treatise pro

claiming the superiority of Buddhism to Confucianism and Taoism in 

797· In 804, Kukai was selected to go to China, to the capital of 
Ch'ang-an, were he studied Chen-yen(]. Shingon) esoteric Buddhism 

under *Hui-kuo, who transmitted to him the teachings and conferred 
on him the highest esoteric consecration (J. *denbo kanjo) as well as 
large numbers of esoteric scriptures, ritual implements, and So grains 
of Buddha relics. Kukai returned to Japan with the objects in 8o6. He 
first took up residence in 1$ Mi ~ Jingoji in Heian-kyo, was reputedly 
made abbot of Jl{:;k:~ Todaiji in 810, and established a monastery 

on Mount *Koya (Koyasan) with the support of the emperor in 816. 

Some time between 810 and 822, he established the Shingon'in chapel 

at Todaiji (identical in name but distinct from that in the palace), and 
the next year received the Heian-kyo temple *Toji from the emperor. 

Kukai continued to have close relations with the government, per
forming rites in the palace on occasion. Spending most of his time at 
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Toji, where he had large numbers of disciples, Kukai wrote a number 

of treatises and established the *Shingon'in chapel in the greater pal
ace for the annual performance of an esoteric ritual on behalf of em

peror and realm in 834, before dying at Mount *Koya in 835. 

Kuni no miyatsuko (J.) 00 :@;also pronounced kokuzo, kunitsuko. Offi
cials-essentially powerful chieftains of wealthy families throughout 
the realm-who governed the respective provinces in the ancient Ya
mato political system, which was established by the seventh century. 

The miyatsuko were granted a series of titles by the court and may 

have numbered as many as 140 people. 

Kurodo dokoro (J.) ~Afff. This imperial chamberlains office, not a 
part of the *Ritsuryo system, was established in 810 by Emperor Saga 

(r. 809-23) to provide a governmental apparatus acting exclusively on 
behalf of the tenno. Although at first the office only handled secret 
documents of the sovereign, it eventually handled matters such as the 
production of imperial pronouncements, management of documen
tary records, and procurement of clothing and other provisions for the 
court. Thus it took over functions previously carried out by the lesser 

counsellor (& *l*l ii§ shonagon) and lords in waiting ( {~ 1tE jiju) of the 
Ritsuryo. The chamberlains were usually chosen from the fifth and 
sixth ranks, except for the chiefs, who were of the fourth rank, and the 
steward (Jjlj ~ betto ), who was most often minister of the left. By the 

late Heian era, chamberlains commonly were employed by not only 
the emperor but also the retired emperors and empresses, the crown 
prince, the northern Fujiwaras (specifically, the line controlling the 
regency and chancellorship), and the household of the prime minister. 

Kutai (J.) ~~* (d. 1230); also known as ~ili Banya. A disciple of 
*Chogen, Kutai was a Chinese monk who became infamous for 
stealing several dozen grains of Buddha relics from Mount Muro. 

Lotus Sutra (Sk. Saddharma-puJJ4arlka-sutra; Ch. fr!P y:Ji: ~ $ mi Miaoja lien
hua ching; J. Myoho renge kyo). The most influential scripture in East 
Asian Buddhism, the Lotus Sutra is the basic text of the *T endai and 
S ~ Nichiren schools. In it, the Buddha preaches that there is in fact 
only one vehicle rather than three to enlightenment-the "other 
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shore." That is, instead of preaching that hearers (arhats), pratyeka
buddhas (solitary practitioners), and bodhisattvas reach the other 

shore, the Buddha says that the hearers in his day misunderstood his 
message: the Buddha used the expedient device of physical embodi
ment and is in fact an eternal Buddha who does not enter into static 

nirval)a, but is the father of beings. It is the bodhisattvas of the Maha
yana who alor..e truly understand the Buddha's eternal nature. The 
work also emphasizes that insofar as beings misunderstand the Bud
dha's message, the dharma goes into decline, leading to a Last Age 
(*mapp6); in East Asia, this was interpreted as having historical sig
nificance, with many early medieval Japanese believing that the Last 
Age began in 1052. Moreover, the work is self-referential, calling for its 
veneration as the most meritorious act, which led many Japanese to 
believe that faith in the Lotus Sii.tra was most beneficial in unstable 

times. 

Mapp6 (].) *1!. The Final Age of Buddhist dharma, according to 
Mahayana Buddhists. Indian texts described the gradual deterioration 
of belief and practice in Buddhism, beginning with an era of the true 
dharma, followed by that of the counterfeit dharma, ending with the 

the degenerate dharma-called in Japan mapp6-in which beings 
neither had faith in nor practiced the dharma. In Japan, it was com
monly believed by the eleventh century that mapp6 would begin in 
1052. Belief in the teachings of the *Lotus Sutra, natural disasters, and 
the gradual decline of the *Ritsury6 state and the Fujiwara monopoli
zation of the government apparatus together led to widespread belief 
in the reality of mapp6. 

Mido kanpaku ki (].) 1fEP 1it 00 S ~C.; sometimes referred to as 1t PX; ~ 
}\. J1! tE. * 13! ~C. Hojoji nyudo sadaijin ki. This lengthy diary by the 
powerful *Fujiwara no Michinaga, covering the period 998-1021, pro
vides invaluable information regarding not only the life of the author 
but also the social and political life of members of the court at the 
height of Fujiwara power. 

Mikkyo (].) .W We. The esoteric teaching or Esoteric Buddhism as op
posed to Exoteric Buddhism or M We kengy6. The scriptures of mik
kyo are believed to be unique insofar as they were given directly by the 
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cosmic Buddha *Dainichi, who is none other than the absolute 

dharma~ body of which our universe is an emanation. 

Mikusuri kaji (J.) ~~JJO:f-li; also pronounced goyaku kaji and some~ 
times referred to as ~ ~ JJO :f-lj W 71< mikusuri kaji kozui, :=. 13 :tL a~ 
W 7.1< JJO :f-li sannichi kuji kozui kaji, or = 13 :tL a~ JJO :f-li W 71< sannichi~ 
kuji kaji kozui. This scented~water consecration is performed three 

times each day during the final three days of the Latter Seven~ Day 
Rite (*go~shichinichi mishiho); this version of the *kaji kozui rite is 
distinguished by the nature of the scented water used. Water from the 
pond in the Shinzen' en imperial garden was boiled with five kinds of 
incense and five different herbs, which is the reason for the name 
"august medicine empowerment" (mikusuri kaji). The last of the nine 

iterations of the rite was performed in the imperial residence in the 
inner palace, where the *acarya consecrated the emperor, himsel£ 
other aristocrats who were present, and the Dharma~Realm. The 

term mikusuri kaji sometimes refers specifically to this palace rite. 

Minamoto no Sanetomo (J.) ?Jjjt~lji] (n92-1219). This son of *Mina~ 
moto no Y oritomo rose to become the third shogun of the Kamakura 
bakufu, but was assassinated at the age of 27 by order of his maternal 
relatives, the Hojos, as part of a successful effort to purge the shogu~ 

nate of all Minamoto influence. 

Minamoto no Takaakira (J.) 11* f.ii ~ (914-92); also called W '§; ft * §! 
Nishi~no~miya sadaijin and W '§; ~ Nishi~no~miyadono. This son of 
Emperor Daigo (r. 897-930) married the daughter of *Fujiwara no 
Morosuke and rose to positions as high as minister of the left, but the 
fact that his own daughter succeeded in becoming the bride of Em~ 
peror Murakami's (r. 946-67) favorite prince angered the Fujiwaras so 
greatly that he was exiled to Kyushu. T akaakira was an expert in rit~ 
ual protocol and wrote the famous *Saigu ki, one of the most impor~ 

tant works on court ritual of the era. 

Minamoto no Tsuneyori (J.) 1Jjj(m£~ (985-1039). This great~great~ 

grandson of Emperor Uda (r. 887-97) rose only to the position of 
major controller of the left due to his Minamoto heritage, a disad~ 
vantage at the height of Fujiwara power. His knowledge ofMinamoto 
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traditions of court ritual as well as those of the Fujiwaras is evident in 
his diary * Sakei ki. 

Minamoto no Yoritomo (].) 7jjjt~JM (II47-99).This son of~JM Yoshi~ 
tomo (II23-6o) was exiled to Izu in the wake of the Heiji conflict in 
II59, but by the II8os he had revived the Minamoto military force and 
went on to destroy the T airas completely in n85. He established alli~ 

ances with figures such as *Kujo Kanezane in the imperial court and 

gained titles at court, but chose to establish the shogunate as a com~ 

pletely independent entity in Kamakura in II92. 

Minkei ki (].) ~ml~; also known as mi:J'cJHP~c Tsunemitsukyo ki and 9=' 
7't ~[, Chuko ki. This voluminous diary written by Minister of Civil Af~ 
fairs Fujiwara Tsunemitsu (1212-74) between 1226 and 1268 is one of 

the most detailed accounts of the life at court in the early medieval era. 

Misai~e (J.) 1fEIJ ~~; sometimes pronounced gosai~e. Assembly con~ 

ducted annually in the *Daigokuden of the palace from the eighth to 
the fourteenth day of the first month since ca. 766. Vegetarian fare 
was provided, and recitations as well as lectures were conducted on 

the *Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching to ensure the welfare of the 

state and its protection by the four heavenly kings ( shitenno) who 
guard the cardinal directions. 

Mishirushi (J.) 1fEIJ :II; sometimes pronounced gyoji and also written 

:11::(:4 or t$ :11. This sign or seal of authenticity of the Japanese saver~ 

eign originally seems to have referred only to the yata no kagami mir~ 

ror and the kusanagi no tsurugi sword, although it later referred also 
to the yasakani no magatama jewel-together referred to thereafter as 
the three regalia of the emperor ( = ~ t$ ~ sanshu no jingi). 

Manto (J.) ~~ :fiE. Disciples and followers of a particular teacher or 
members of the same lineage within a school of Buddhism. In later 
times, the term often referred generally to believers who made dona~ 
tions to a particular temple. 

Muroji (].) *~ ~; sometimes written A- Ben'ichi/Ben'itsu. Legend 

has it that this temple outside N ara was founded by the thaumaturge 

1$t11'113'" En~no~gyoja (fl. late seventh century) to fulfill a vow made by 
Emperor Tenmu (r. 668-71), but the first historical record is of its 
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founding by the JHi 1f Kofukuji monk~ 'l'l Kenkei (705-93) in the 
770s. The mountain on .which it stands was, in any case, a center of 
ascetic practice by the early ninth century. In the ninth century, after 
*Kukai' s alleged visit and burial of a wish-fulfilling jewel on the 
mountain, the monk-~ Shintai (fl. 837) resided there together 
with Kofukuji monks and other clerics such as *Kenne, who the 
*Shingon school claimed was associated with their school and with 

the wish-fulfilling jewel tradition. The mountain was also famous for 
rain-making rites conducted in its pond, where a dragon king (~~:E. 

ryuo )was believed to reside. 

N aigu (].) j:k] 'f*; also pronounced naiku and called 'f* * gubu, an ab
breviation of FkJ 'f* * ( + ~ grp) naigubu Quzenji). A palace monk, 
that is, one who performs duties during court rituals, such as sutra 
reader at the *Misai-e. The first appointment of a naigu was made in 

772, and insofar as the naigu functioned alongside the ten monks Qu
zenji) appointed to conduct prayers for the emperor, they came to be 

generally referred to as naigu-juzenji. 

N amu Am ida Butsu sazenshu (].) i¥j ~ ~iiJ ~ WE {J.,. {'J= ~ ~, or simply Sazen 
shu. Work by *Chogen recording his deeds. 

N enbutsu (].) ~ {J.,.. The practice of chanting the phrase i¥j ~ ~iiJ 571\ WE 
{J.,. namu Amida Butsu. Originally meaning meditation on the name 
of * Amida, this term came to refer in the teachings of the Chinese 
teacher~~ Shan-tao (613-81) to the recitation of Amida's name. In 
Japan, the nenbutsu referred primarily to such recitation from the 
Heian era on. There were also other forms of nenbutsu, such as that 

of reciting the name of the historical Buddha. 

Ningai (].) 1=#'ii: (951-1046); also called T- ,c.,, Senshin, IHI!f{~ lE Ono 
soja, ffi {~ lE Arne [no] soja, and ffi #'i1: * grp Ukai daishi. Founder of 
~ ~ ~ 1f Mandaraji, this monk was perhaps the most influential 
*Shingon cleric of the eleventh century. First studying under '3i. 
Gashin (d. 999) at *Koya as a child, Ningai received *denbo kanjo 
from the *Ono branch monk *Gengo at *Daigoji in 990, and founded 
Mandaraji the next year. Over the course of his life, Ningai succeeded 
in prayers for rain at least seven times, for which he was famous in his 
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own day, and many of his elevations in clerical rank were gained in 
connection with such activities. He became abbot of J!Ck ~ Todaiji 
in 1029, of *Toji in 103I, and archbishop in 1038. Ningai's influence 
was so great that the "Ono" branch derives its name from the area of 
Y amashina Ono where he founded Mandaraji. He had many disci
ples, including )J)t~ Seizon (10r2-74), the prince-monk j;7J]j( Kaku

gen (999-1065), and JJJtA Seiten (958-1044). Ningai also left behind 
a large number of commentaries, such as ;J, Jf 1::. ~r!i" Ono rokujo and 
!!f 1ft if;~ lit) Mandara sho. 

Ninnaji (].) 1=f1J~; sometimes pronounced Niwaji; also referred to as 

::k Jf;J 0-1 Ouchiyama, i{!ljl ~ q.wp m Omuro gosho, and 1= fp ~ F~ Jb.Jl; 

Ninnaji monzeki. Founded to fulfill a voy.~ made by Emperor Koko (r. 
884-87) and completed by Emperor Uda (r. 887-97) in 888, this tem
ple was first led by the *Tendai monk ~1W Yusen (835-900), but 
with the naming of *Kangen as abbot in 899, the temple was forever 
after a *Shingon institution. After Emperor Uda took to the precepts 
and became a resident there, it came also to be called Omuro (gosho ), 
and from the late tenth century on the abbot was invariably a prince 
or relative of the imperial house. The imperial family sponsored the 
construction of a series of subtemples in the Heian era, and Ninnaji 

became the main base of the *Hirosawa branch of Shingon. Ninnaji 
was also the site of a large collection of scriptures and other texts 
(~ Wz shogyo ), particularly because of the efforts of*Shukaku. 

Nishi-no-miya(-ryu) (].) W'§(Y.TrE). This line of court ritual protocol 
was founded by *Minamoto no T akaakira, but remained less well 
known than those of the *Ono-no-miya and *Kujo lines, which were 
founded by powerful Fujiwaras. 

N yoho Aizen ho (].) :tm ¥~ ~ ~ ¥~. This esoteric ritual features the use 
of a wish-fulfilling jewel as the 7-js: ~ honzon of the * Aizen-6 rite. 
First performed by *Hanjun in 1080 on behalf of Emperor Shirakawa 
(r. 1072-86), it was often conducted by Hanjun and later monks of the 
*Ono line on behalf of the imperial house for the acquisition oflove or 
safe childbirth. However, in the late twelfth century, *Shoken trans
mitted the rite to *Shukaku, after which it became commonly known 
in the *Hirosawa branch as well. 
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Nyoho Sonsho ho (J.) :tm ¥t.Jl.9Ht; sometimes pronounced nyoho 
sonjo ho. This esoteric rite features the use of a wish-fulfilling jewel as 

the *. honzon of the Sonsho ho rituaL First performed by *Han
jun in II09 on behalf of retired emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86), this 

rite was later conducted twice (in II43 and II47) by *Kanjin for retired 
emperor *Toba. As was the case with the *nyoho Aizen ho, this rite 
was also transmitted by *Shoken to *Shukaku, and thus was a feature 
not only of the *Ono but also of the *Hirosawa branch of *Shingon. 
In addition, it also came to be practiced within the *T endai schooL 

Nyoi hoju (J.) frO~~'*; also pronounced nyoi hoshu; sometimes 

called fro ~ '* nyoiju, frO~ ~ nyoiho, * fB ~ '* mani hoju, * fB '* 
maniju, Jilff, * fB shintamani, or ~ WE* fB shindamani. This wish
fulfilling jewel (Sk. cintamal).i) is a gem that reputedly spews forth 
treasures, clothing, food, and other objects in accordance with the 
wishes of its possessor. In Buddhism, the term often referred symboli

cally to enlightenment; however, in esoteric Buddhism, the term came 
to refer not only symbolically to enlightenment but also literally to a 
jewel that, if venerated properly, could fulfill all the wishes of the wor
shipper. By roughly the tenth century, the *Shingon school main
tained a tradition, based on the *Go-yuigo attributed to *Kukai, that 
such a jewel could be constructed through the use of Buddha relics 
and other materials, and that Kiikai had buried such a jewel on 

Mount Muro. In the late eleventh century, the monk *Hanjun appar
ently manufactured such a jewel, using it in rites on behalf of retired 
emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86), and later gave it to the sovereign. 
Belief in the powers of veneration of the wish-fulfilling jewel was very 
common in the imperial court, where the Fujiwara clan also appar
ently possessed one. In the late thirteenth century, the bakufu also 
promoted wish-fulfillingjewel veneration at *Shomyoji and in its on
going effort to prevent an invasion by the Mongols. 

Nyoi hoju ho (J.) frO~~'*¥!. Late thirteenth-century or early four
teenth-century work outlining the procedures for performance of the 
wish-fulfillingjewel rite in the *Shingon school, signed by *Kenna (in 
1303), Senkii (1276), Kenbo (1262), *Seiho (n.d.), and *Hanjun (n.d.). 
The fact that Kenna obtained and copied this lengthy text provides 
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evidence that he and the Hojo family were interested in and had con~ 
tacts with the Shingon tradition of wish~fulfilling jewel veneration in 
western Japan. 

Nyoi hoju tenrin himitsu genshin jobutsu kinrin juokyo (].) :tm ~ 3!: li*f~ iMfi 
;ftWm~JJX;{i.x~!MHf!R.::E.i)li; Ch. Ju~i pao~chu chuan~lun pi~mi 

hsien~shen ch'eng~fo chin~lun chou~wang ching. This esoteric siitra, 

presumably translated by /F@ Pu~k'ung (Skt. Amoghavajra; 705-
74), outlines the recipe for making a wish~fulfilling jewel and the 
benefits of producing one. Although the work may be a Japanese 
apocrypha, the signature of *Shunnyii in the colophon (dated 949) 
suggests that it was known in Japanese *Shingon by the mid~tenth 
century. 

Nyonin kekkai (].) fr A iffl J')!.; also called fr A~ ~lj nyonin kinzei (also 
pronounced kinsei). Although this term has been used only since the 
late medieval era, the practice of excluding women from sacred sites, 

particularly mountains such as Hiei, *Koya, and ~ =* W-1 Kinbusen 
has existed since the Heian era. 

Oe no Chikamichi (].) * rttl! Jffi (d. II 51). This aristocrat of the late 
Heian era authored the works outlining his pilgrimages to the seven 
great temples ofNara (Todaiji, Kofukuji, Gangoji, Daianji, Yakushiji, 

Saidaiji, and Horyuji) called --!::; * ~ 13 13c Shichidaiji nikki (rro6) and 
--!::; * ~ ~ 1L fJ,. 13c Shichi daiji junrei shiki (based on trips in rro6 and 
the rr3os), as well as the massive compendium on Buddha relics *Issai 
sharira shu. 

Ojin (tenno) (].) $1$ (.X~). This semi~ legendary sovereign (r. ca. 270-
310) was the son of Chiiai ( r. ca. 192-200) and Empress Jingii ( r. ca. 
201-69) and came to be identified with the *kami *Hachiman en~ 
shrined at the *Usa and *lwashimizu shrines. 

Ono branch (].) ;J,Jf(mE) Ono~ryii. Together with the *Hirosawa 
branch, one of the two major branches of *Shingon practice. The 
name derives from the Ono area of Y amashina in Kyoto where the 

monk *Ningai founded ~ jt ~ ~ Mandaraji (later called ll.@ 'L' ~JG 
Zuishin'in) and initiated his disciples into his branch of Shingon 
practice, which he traced to ~ 3!: Shobo (832-909). The term "Ono 
branch," however, has a specific and a more general meaning. Usually, 
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the term is used to refer to six lines that can be traced to the branch of 

*Ningai and Shobo: f!. ·t1: ~.% Risho'in, ~ ~lj ::E.~.% Kongoo'in, and 
*Sanbo'in, all of*Daigoji; and Zuishin'in, * f* ~ Anjoji, and *Kajuji, 
all in Y amashina and thus part of the grounds of Kajtiji. In more spe
cific terms, Ono can also refer to the last three of the six lines men

tioned above. 

Ono-no-miya(-ryu) (J.) !j,Jf'g(YjfE). This line of court ritual practice 

was founded by iii JJj( ~ ~ Fujiwara no Saneyori (900-970 ), but it 
was not until the rise of the rival *Kujo line of *Fujiwara no Moro

suke that Saneyori' s grandson (and adopted heir) *Sanesuke set the 

teachings down in writing in 1j' If 'g if. 9=t iT* Ono-no-miya nenju 
gyoji (ca. 1029 ). 

Raijo (J.) ~JJ;i.J (1246-97); also called ~'T Raishu, 1~ §I :k{f!f/lE Sa
same daisojo, and {6::. {6::. §I :k {f!f/lE Sasame daisojo. This *Shingon 
monk from eastern (Kanto) Japan first studied with 'Tw Shukai 
(1207-66; a disciple of *Kenjin and PX; If *Seigen) and then received 

*denbo kanjo from the **¥o~ Anjoji monk ~!H« Ryoyu (1204-67; 

disciple of pj(;j& Seigen [n61-1239]) in 1267. Two years later, he also 
received transmission from *Hojo (1227-84) of *Ninnaji. Raijo later 
became second abbot at *Toji (r288), great archbishop (1292), and ab
bot of**~ Todaiji (1294); he sometimes performed rites on behalf 
of the shogunate. 

Raiyu (J.) ~!H« (1226-1304); also called {~if Shun'on. This *Shingon 
monk first studied at *Koya, then spent several years studying Mad

hyamika (=~ffii J. sanron), Kegon, and esoteric teachings at**~ 
Todaiji as well as yoga and Hosso teachings at JHM ~ Kofukuji be
fore receiving transmission in the *Hirosawa branch from ;ni !H« Keiyu 
(fl. 1250-65) in 1256. He then returned to Koya to write prolifically for 
several years. In 1261, he received consecration in the Hirosawa branch 
from ~ ~ Shingti ( 1204-68) as well as the esoteric teachings from 

the *Daigoji monk *Kenjin. In the period 1264-74, Raiyu revived the 
:k{i;t':k~JG Daidenbo'in chapel and the teachings of JtWf Kakuban 
(ro95-II43) at Koya, and went with the Daigoji monk *Jissho to Koya 
in 1278, where he received *denbo kanjo in the *Ono branch. ln 1280, 

Raiyu established the 9=t ·t1: ~JG 1ifE Chtisho'in-ryti Ono line at Daigoji; 
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however, in 1286, as leader of the Kakuban faction of Koya, he had a 
confrontation with Kongobuji monks and, as a result, led the final exit 
of all clerics of the Daidenbo'in and .W AtHJE Mitsugon'in to the tem

ple tEl:*~ Negoroji in 1288, effectively establishing the so-called 
5iiff ~ Shingi Shingon as an institution separate from traditional 
Shingon. He died in 1304, having written more than 450 fascicles of 
commentaries and leaving behind such illustrious disciples as M ,'1£', 

Shochii (1268-1319) and the prince-monk M~ Shoun (1271-1314). 
The Chiisho'in-ryii line continued at Negoroji. 

Rihoo ki (J.) ~ :tf~ ± ~c,; sometimes read Ribuo ki. This diary by :1: ~ jl ± 
Shigeakira shinno (906-54), son ofEmperor Daigo (r. 897-930), sur
vives only through quotes in other texts, but what can be pieced to
gether covers the period from 920 to 953· Its extensive quotation in 
other works suggests that the diary, which contains detailed informa
tion on ritual protocol, was highly valued by members of the court. 

Risho-to (J.) ;flj ~ ~. The Ashikaga shogunate sponsored construction 
of these "*stfrpas benefiting beings" in *Ankokuji temples in virtually 
every province between the 1330s and 1350 to pacify the war dead as 
well as to legitimate the Ashigaka system by drawing on the resources 
of Buddhism. The risho-to drew on the historical examples of King 
*Asoka and Emperor Wen (r. 581-604) of the Sui dynasty in China, 
who also offered Buddha-relic *stfrpas to demonstrate their devotion 
to the faith. 

Ritsuryo (J.) ~%.These basic laws of the Nara era government-and, 
in theory, of later governments-provided the penal and administra
tive framework for the governmental system. However, by the early 
ninth century, the system had begun to erode, as symbolized by Em
peror Saga's (r. 809-23) creation of the extra-ritsuryo imperial cham
berlains office (*Kurodo dokoro) in 810. 

Ryogen (J.) .BU!JR (912-85); also called :7G = :;ldij] Ganzan daishi, 
~ :;ldij] Tsuno daishi, and ~m Jie. One of the leading *Tendai 
monks of the tenth century, Ryogen studied at *Enryakuji under 

monks such as·~ Son'i (866-940) and ;j:§ J;t Soo (831-918) and be
came well known in court circles as a debater. He became a palace 
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monk (*naigu) in 964, abbot of *Enryakuji and ¥':id1: ~ Hosshoji in 

966, founded J1i 'L' ~JG Eshin'in in 980, and rose to the position of 
great archibishop in 981. His disciples included the illustrious Pure 

Land believer rmH~ Genshin (942-1017) and jt~ Kakuun (953-

1007 ). A prolific writer, Ryogen had a great impact on the T endai 
school of the era. 

Ryuben (].) Jli?t- (1208-83); also called ~BB~JG:k{~IE Hosho'in dai
sojo. This *T endai monk studied under Jt lj!JI Kancho and received 

consecration from p:j ~ Enni at ~ ~ ~ Onjoji. In 1234, he went to 

Kamakura, where he was repeatedly called on by ~t; ~ a~~ Hojo 
Tokiyori (1227-63), i)ila~ Tsunetoki (1214-46), and others in the sho
gunate to perform esoteric rites on behalf of the bakufu, particularly 

against the Miura clan in the so-called Hoji conflict of 1247. He be
came abbot of ft~ 1NJ )\.VI '8 Tsurugaoka Hachimangu and was 
named abbot of Onjoji in 1264, a post he held until he died. In that 
position, he often came into conflict with *Enryakuji. 

Saigu ki (].) W '8 ~2; also read Seikyu ki or Saikyu ki. This record of court 
ritual was compiled by *Minamoto no T akaakira, although addi

tions-particularly by *Minamoto no Tsuneyori-were later made to 
the text. Moreover, several versions of the text are extant. The work 

contains extremely detailed descriptions of ceremonies, occasional 

rites, and protocol at the mid-Heian court. 

Sakei ki (].) lc.i)il~c; sometimes called i)il~~c Tsuneyori ki or* ;R:~c 
Shisoku ki. This diary of *Minamoto no T suneyori covers the period 
1009 to 1039. It is particularly valuable because it is the oldest known 
diary of a Minamoto and because it depicts administrative and ritual 

activities in greater depth than virtually any other diary of the time. 

Sakyamuni (Sk.) ~ JiJ!! ( .$ fb) ]. Shaka(muni) (dates variously given as 
563-483 BCE, 463-383, and so on). The founder of Buddhism, Sakya
muni grew up the son of a local elite family in the foothills of the Hi
malayas. Rejecting aristocratic and married life, he attempted to solve 
the problem of suffering through a combination of ethics, wisdom, 
and meditation. Several centuries before the beginning of the common 
era, he attained the end of suffering-and hence of karma and 
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rebirth-through realization of nirval)a. He then turned to teaching 

others and founded the Buddhist community as a series of relations 
between the peripatetic order of mendicants and lay home-dwellers, 
who supported the monks and aspired for better rebirth and eventual 
enlightenment. From perhaps the earliest era in the history of the 
faith, the stories of Sakyamuni' s previous lives served as a model of 

behavior for mendicants, and with the development of Mahayana 
Buddhism, his former lives came to be emphasized as demonstrating 
the ideal bodhisattva practice to which all should aspire. 

Sanben hoju (J.) = 1Jf3S:~; also pronounced sanben hoshu. This three
part jewel is held by the Buddha· *Hosho and *Kokuzo bosatsu as 
their *sanmaya-gyo implement and is said to symbolize several tripli
cates such as the three jewels, the three mysteries, and the three parts 
of the Diamond mal)4ala, although in concrete terms it is usually 
identified with the wish-fulfillingjewel in the *Shingon school. 

Sanboe-kotoba (J.) = 3U~~i'i]; also referred to as = 3U~ Sanboe or 
~ ~ /JC, T amenori ki. This collection of stories and explanations of 

rites involving the three jewels of Buddhism prepared by the aristocrat 
7B¥: ~ ~ Minamoto no T amenori (d. IOII) on behalf of the Princess 
1f-T Sonshi (966-85) in 984. It is an invaluable guide for under
standing the range of beliefs, practices, and knowledge of mid-Heian 
aristocrats concerning Buddhism. 

Sanbo'in (J.) = 3HJE; originally called 1-ITIUJG Kanjo'in. Chapel at 
*Daigoji founded by *Shokaku in m5. Shokaku used the site to start 
the Sanbo'in-ryii. line of the *Ono branch of *Shingon based on the 
teachings he inherited from IE Jf J oken ( !024-IIOO) and ~ fli'B Gihan 
(1023-88) at Daigoji and from *Hanjun in the place of practice at the 
T oba detached palace. With the patronage of retired emperor *T oba 

in the II40s, it became an imperial cloister (F~ Jb.J)\ monzeki), and the 
cloister abbacy was customarily held jointly with that of Daigoji as a 
whole from 1396 on. 

Sancho ki (J.) = * /JC,; also called * ~JH~ ~ N agakane kyoki, = if! /JC, 
Sanchu ki, _=. jt /JC. Sanko ki, r'iir 8 /JC. Seihaku ki, .*:if! /JC. Toshin ki, and 

:tm .7( /JC, Nyoten ki. This diary of Rj )ffi: * ~ Fujiwara no N agakane 
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(ca. n62-ca. 1214) covers the period from II95 to 12n and is useful for 

its depiction of court life and ritual in the era. 

Sanmaya-gyo (].) ~g;Klf~ %; often abbreviated~% sangyo. The im
plements as well as hand gestures (Sk. mudras) specific to individual 
Buddhas, bodhisattvas, or deities in esoteric Buddhism. 

Sanshu no jingi (].) = *11$~. See Mishirushi. 

Sarira ( Sk.); J. ~ ;flj shari, ~ ;flj ft sharira, or [it ;flj ft sharira. The re
mains of the Buddha, bodhisattva, or other holy figure, which were 
the object of veneration from the occasion of the death of*Sakyamuni 
on, according to Buddhist traditions. The most prominent relics for 
Buddhists were those of the historical Buddha. Following his death, 

war between patron-kings over his relics was averted only by equal di
vision of the eight remains, and the great king * Asoka is known as 
having obtained them in the third century BCE to construct 84,000 
reliquaries. The cult of relics continued in South and East Asia, and 

in Japan relic veneration was practiced from the ancient era onward. 
In Japan, relic veneration followed earlier continental traditions in 

emphasizing the ritual and ideological connection between the wor
ship of relics and the production of merit. However, in Japan, the im
perial government sponsored the offering of relics to shrines (*jinja) to 

mark the imperial accession-the so-called *ichidai ichido busshari 
hoken. From roughly the late ninth century on, female aristocrats 
were heavily involved in relic worship from the Heian era, and esoteric 
Buddhists of the *Shingon school developed relic inventories and 
manufactured wish-fulfilling jewels (*nyoi hoju). 

Sechi-e (].)]$~.These celebrations (banquets) featured the sovereign's 
feasting on sake and food on behalf of the aristocrats. Well-known 
sechi'e were performed on the first and seventh days of the new year; 

there were, in addition, several other annual ones. 

Seigen (].) pj(;Jf (n62-1231); also called $tiH~ lE Saisho sojo and~ :i' 
~JG{~ lE Henchi'in sojo. This *Shingon monk, a nephew of *Shoken, 
received *denbo kanjo from his uncle at *Daigoji *Sanbo'in in n85 af

ter studying scriptures and treatises. He became the abbot of Daigoji 
in 1203. Famous for his abilities in prayers for rain, Seigen became 
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archbishop in 12n and was also later called on by retired emperor 

Tsuchimikado (r. II98-I2Io) to perform the ftfJfJ!fi!J Fugen enmei 
esoteric rite. He later founded ;Jli ~ m Gokurakubo and, through the 
support of his patron *Senyomon'in, i¥i fill. ~JG N anzen'in, established 
* Amida figures in both for constant veneration. Seigen left behind 
him a large number of disciples, including the founders of their own 
lines of the *Ono branch J!! ~ Dokyo (1200-1236), *Kenjin, ~ Jf 
Jinken (d. 1261), ~Jf Raiken (n96-1273), and ]'t~ Koho (n77-
1239). He was also prolific, leaving behind him at the time of his death 
in 1231 works such as rf. ~ ff,f\; Usuzoshi and ij p ~, Henku sho (oral 

transmission compiled by Dokyo ). 

Seiho (].) PX;~ (n59-1227); also called '*=1~ JE Mine sojo (note: the 
monk Jt l9if Kakuzei [1227-1303] was sometimes referred to as Mine 
sojo ). This *Shingon monk first studied under ?fff. ~ Gaho (n31-90) at 
*Kajuji, receiving *denbo kanjo in n9o; he then studied under J!~ 
Kozen (1I2I-1203) at ~. ~JG Jison'in, *Shoken at *Daigoji *Sanbo'in, 
and, 1= ytf Ninsei (d. 1204) at *Koya 5i1f Jjlj m shin bessho. In II99 he 
was appointed abbot of J:G Jl. '# Gangoji and ~F ~ '# Horyuji, and in 
1202 abbot of ~ ::k '# T odaiji. He would later be named abbot of 
::k '1i; '# Daianji (1213) and *Toji (1221), and after having success in rain 
prayers at Shinzen' en in 1219, was named great archbishop. Although 
he left no substantial works, his disciples included*?'~ Yozen (n72-
1259), tw,~ Shingon (nsr-1236), and 7t ~ Koho (n77-1239). 

Seiryoden (].) 1-.YJR~. This imperial residence was the site where the 
sovereign spent most of his time, especially from the mid-Heian era 
on, replacing the *Jijuden as the center of activity. It became the most 
important site for private imperial ritual, housing, for example, the 
~ ER-JJ: ishibai (no) dan prayer altar and the *Kannon altar in the 
*Futama. 

Sekito (J.) ~~;also pronounced shakut6. These stone *stupas took on 
a variety of forms in Japan and were commonly constructed from the 
tenth century on, particularly by or on behalf of aristocrats. The 
practice of constructing stone and other forms of miniature reliquaries 
is based on the belief that such good actions produce merit, which re

sults in benefits such as long life, good health, safety, better rebirth, 
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and eventual Buddhahood. Their construction was also undertaken to 

send merit to deceased loved ones. 

Sendai kujihongi (J.) j[; {i; IEH'!L-* *c; sometimes called 113 $ * *c Kuji
hongi or 113 $ *c Kujiki. This anonymous work, written in the early 
Heian era, recounts the history of Japan from the ancient dynasties to 
the reign of Empress Suiko (r. 592-628) and includes accounts of the 

Mononobe clan that can be found nowhere else. 

Senyomon'in (J.) '§ ~~ r~ ~JG (II81-1252); original name: 1\1-T rk.J ~::E. 
Kinshi naishinno; clerical name: P3 ~ Enchi. This daughter of *Go
Shirakawa was the recipient of the massive properties attached to the * ~~ ~ Chogodo Buddha hall at the time of her father's death in II92 

and continued to take part in politics after her tonsure in 1205. 

Shari-e (J.) ~ 5flj ~; also referred to as ~ 5flj ~ shariko, ~ 5flj ¥~ ,l~l ~~ 
shari hoon-ko, and ~5FU¥~,1~l~ shari hoon'e. Assembly for the ven
eration of the relics of the Buddha. The oldest example is reputedly 
that of the annual *Enryakuji rite performed first by *Ennin in the 
ninth century. However, the late tenth-century work *Sanboe-kotoba 
claims that an assembly dating to *Chien-chen in the late seventh 

century was performed annually for women at m t£ tlf: ~ T oshodaiji. 
There was also an annual assembly performed at 1t !-L! ~ Kazanji 
from at least the tenth century. By the twelfth century, regular assem

blies were established at temples such as *Toji, *Ninnaji, and¥'! IIi~ 
Horyuji, usually to accumulate merit for oneself or to transfer merit 

to deceased loved ones. 

Shariko (J.) ~ 5flj ~~. See Shari-e. 

She-shen 1t $r; J. shashin. Bodily offering that constitutes the ultimate 
gift of the bodhisattva, according to the *jataka tales. A simulation of 

this was conducted at quinquennial assemblies in India and China 

(~ Jllh * ~ J. musha dai-e), in which the body of the sponsoring 
monarch was given in ransom and redeemed by the government. In 
East Asia, believers would sometimes commit ritual suicide in emula

tion of the sacrifice of the bodhisattva. 

Shingon (J.) • i§; Sk. mantra; Ch. chen-yen. A string of syllables that 
upon enunciation invoke the powers of the Buddha, bodhisattva, or 
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deity with which they correspond. Tending to be shorter in length 

than dharaiJ.!, in esoteric Buddhism their proper enunciation consti

tutes the mystery of speech ( 1=1 .W kumitsu) among the three myster

ies of body (use of mudra corresponding to the deity being venerated), 

speech, and mind (meditation on the corresponding being), which, 

when activated, enable the practitioner to realize his identity with the 

venerated figure. In China and Japan, the term also refers to the Shin

gon school (J:l: ~ * ]. Shingonshii.) of esoteric Buddhism, prominent 
in China since the eighth century and introduced to Japan in the early 
ninth century by *Kii.kai. 

Shingon'in (].) J:l: ~ ~]6; also referred to as {~y;t~JG Shuho'in and 
o!f 1k ~ )!i :!i\l} Mandara dojo. Chapel established by *Kii.kai in the 

greater imperial palace in 834 for the purpose of performing esoteric 

rites on behalf of the emperor and realm. It was commonly the site of 

the annual Latter Seven-Day Rite (*go-shichinichi mishiho) as well as 

other esoteric rites and occasional rituals. After it was destroyed by 
fire in II77, the rites were performed in the *Shishinden until the late 

1450s. The imperial Shingon'in should not be confused with the 

chapel of the same name established by *Kii.kai at .* * #.f T odaiji. 

Shinkaku (].) 'L'Jt (m7-8o); also called {1:-;f.mm Busshubo, *;j:§ 
~ilJ 1¥1 ~ Saisho ajari, and 'It:@: ~JG ~ilJ 1¥1~ Joki'in ajari. This *Hirosawa 
branch monk first studied *T endai at ~ :9iJG #.f Onjoji, but after losing 

in a debate at the palace to the Sanron monk Jib#i Chinkai (I092-
II52), he decided to study *Shingon under the *Daigoji *Ono monks 

1lJt Genkaku (w8o-n56) and *Jichiun. However, he later went to 
*Koya and received teachings from the *Hirosawa branch monks ~ M 
Kenni (1072-n45) ofthefl, "/1f~JG¥!JE Kannon'in-ryii.-who founded his 

own 'it:@:~JG¥!JE Joki'in-ryii.-and jtj::p Kakuin (1097-n64) of the 

{:Jj?: 5l,f ~JG ¥!JE Hoju' in-ryii.. He left behind disciples such as !lllJ: jt 
Kenkaku (fl. u68-1217) and voluminous writings such as the well

known J.llj Jf ~ ~[. Besson zakki. He was known for combining the in

sights ofShingon with those he had gained from his studies ofTendai. 

Shishinden (].) ~ ~~; also read Shishiden; also known as i¥.i ~ 
Naden .and M ~ Zenden. This ceremonial court in the inner palace 
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was the site of rites such as the *sechi~e and, from the medieval era on, 
the *sokui accession. 

Shisuiko (J.) 5fL l±l ¥;. This term refers to private lending of rice or cash 
at interest as set forth in the *Ritsuryo code; the interest rate fluctu~ 

ated with the policy of the government, and the practice was at times 
abolished. 

Shitennoji (J.) lm:X::E~; also referred to as :MiEt::k~ Naniwa daiji, 

1ffJ. If! ~JG Kyoden'in, :iftil ri ~ Horiedera, 4i: 7t 00 1m x ::E ::k ~ 00 ~ 
Konkomyoshitenno daigokokuji, and )it ~_m ~ Arahakadera. Estab~ 
lished as a temple by Prince *Shotoku in 593, Shitennoji housed Bud~ 
dha relics, a *stiipa, and other objects presented in 623 to the reigning 

empress Suiko (r. 592-628). The temple became particularly associ~ 
ated with Shotoku worship and was commonly the site of pilgrimages 
by members of the imperial house and aristocrats-usually to see its 
relics-in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In addition, it was be~ 
lieved that the western gate of the temple was the eastern gate of 
*Amida's Pure Land, and many people committed ritual suicide by 
jumping in the sea there in the hope of a salvific rebirth. 

Shokaku (J.) lml: (ro57-II29); also called = 3!:~JG{~ JE Sanbo'in soja 
and Jj3Jj =F {:};; H~ T eishu hagen. This *Shingon monk, the son of Min~ 
ister of the Left?!* {~m Minamoto no Toshifusa (ro35-II21), studied 
under *Daigoji abbot 7E If J oken ( !024-IIOO) in his youth and re~ 
ceived *denbo kanjo from ~flil'i Gihan (1023-88). He became abbot of 
Daigoji in ro86 and of.*: ::k ~ Todaiji in II04. In 1089, he installed a 
shrine to Seiryo Gongen-dragon deity seen as the daughter of the 
dragon king-in the upper part of Daigoji, and in 1096, he conferred 
the precepts on retired emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86). In II05, he 
received initiation in esoteric teachings from *Hanjun, and in III5, he 
established the "Three Treasures" (*Sanbo'in~ryu) line, combining the 
teachings of his three masters. In II25 he became abbot of *Toji and, 
two years later, deputy archbishop. At his death, he left behind more 

than twenty disciples, including *Jokai, ~If Shaken (ro83-II49; 

founder of the 4i: jlfi]Jj ~JG tnt Kongo'in~ryu), and If I; Genkaku (ro8o

II56; founder of the~ 'f! ~JG tnt Risho'in~ryu), heads of the three main 
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lines of *Shingon at Daigoji. Among Shi:ikaku' s writings is the {73; ?'t 
1i. TJi fJ,. 'rc\ Denbo kanjo shiki. 

Shaken (J.) Jl911f (n38-96); sometimes written Jl91l\:; also called 
{'if{((:;{~ IE Jijii s6j6 and jt ?jiij J!jG it{~ IE Kakudo'in gonsi:iji:i. Son of 
the powerful politician/monk {~IN Shinzei (Fujiwara no Michinori, 
no6-59) and brother of the *Koya monk ~ ~ Myohen (n42-1224) 
as well as the Tendai cleric 1~l\: Choken (n26-1203), this *Shingon 
monk originally studied under Jk7lfit Saigen (no5-85) at *Ninnaji, but 
soon went to *Daigoji, where he received *denbo kanji:i from *Jichiun 
in II59· In n6o, he became abbot of Daigoji. He also received secret 
transmission in esoteric rituals from *Shinkaku, but due to opposition 

from the monk *#iJ Ji:ikai (m6-78) and others at Daigoji, he was 
compelled to flee to Mount *Koya. Upon the death ofJokai, however, 

he returned to Daigoji, where he became abbot again in II78. In n82 he 

performed the il!i ?'t iliffiJ rt tenborin ho at rt 1± ~ Hojuji to subjugate 
the enemies of retired emperor *Go-Shirakawa and became deputy 

archbishop in n85. He became abbot of *Toji in n87 and of J!Ck ~ 
Ti:idaiji in ng2. Although he left behind several works, he was better 
known for his many disciples, who included the powerful and prolific 
monks *Seigen and *Shukaku as well as the illustrious *Seihi:i and 
*Jitsugen. 

Shi:iki:imyo'in (J.) Jl.91::Yt~~JG; also referred to as .~~~Jl.91::Yt~~JG Toba 
shi:iki:imyo'in or,~~~~ Toba-no-tera. This chapel was constructed 
in T oba-no-tera on the grounds of the T oba detached palace in II36. 
It housed an imperial treasury called ,~ ~~ ~ Jliljt T oba hozi:i, which 
was actually constructed there prior to the chapel. The treasury con

tained a large collection of documents possessed by retired emperor 
*T oba, a variety of implements, as well as Buddhist documents in
cluding the siitra treasury of the *Shingon *Ono monk *Ningai given 
by *Hanjun to Emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86) early in the twelfth 
century. 

Shomyoji (J.) ft45~; also referred to as~~ ill 511\ifW ~JG Kanazawasan 
mirokuin. Although constructed by *Hoj6 Sanetoki as a Pure Land 
site, this temple (in present-day Yokohama) converted to *Shingon 
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when its first abbot, ;j:#ij; Shinkai (1229-1304) arrived in 1267. The 

temple prospered during the tenures of the next two abbots, particu
larly because of the patronage by the Hojo in its document-collecting 
efforts. However, the temple fell into decline in later centuries, only to 
be revived in the twentieth century. See Kanazawa Bunko. 

Shotoku, Prince ~ :fiilj:;t( -1- (J. Shotoku taishi; 574-622); also called 
J:. '§; :;:(( -1- J ogu taishi, ~ :fiilj :±. Shotoku-6, &: )%t :±. -1- Y umedono oji, 
and !t .P ~ -1- Umayado oji. This prince-regent first allied himself 
with ltft~-1- Soga no Umako (d. 626) in support of Buddhism to 
destroy their foe ~ :g:~ ~ ~ Mononobe no Moriya (d. 587 ), and from 
693 on governed the court together with his aunt, ruling empress 
Suiko (554-628). Shotoku studied Mahayana scriptures under Ko
rean monks and reputedly wrote some commentaries on them. He 
also established temples such as yj;; ~ ~ Horyuji and *Shitennoji. 
Shotoku was author of the seventeen-article constitution promul
gated in 604. 

Shoya ki (].) 'J'i:i~C.; sometimes read Ou ki; also referred to as !!!f Jf.f~C. 
Yaju ki, 1j' ~C. Sho ki, 1j' i:i ;t§ ~C. Shoyiiso ki, and ;W't 1k 'L' ~C. Zoku suishin 
ki. This massive diary of *Fujiwara no Sanesuke not only provides 
extensive insight into the political, ritual, and social life of the court 

from 978 to 1032 but also gives Sanesuke' s views of his great rival, 
*Fujiwara no Michinaga. 

Shukaku (hoshinno) (J.) ~jt (Yi;;J!,:±.) (n50-1202); sometimes pro

nounced Shukaku; also called :g ~ ~Jc [ ~t ~Jc HJW ~ Kita'in omuro. 
This prince-monk, the son of *Go-Shirakawa, first studied under his 

uncle 1t ·~1: Kakusho (n29-69) at *Ninnaji, receiving *denbo kanjo 
from him in n68. In II70 he became head administrator at Ninnaji 
and a series of other temples as well as abbot of *Shokomyo'in and 
yj;; ~ ~lj ~Jc Hokongo'in in Kyoto, and in II72 he became abbot of the 
so-called six /'\ JjJ ~ Rokushoji imperial temples, also in Kyoto. He 
conferred consecration on *Go-Shirakawa and *Hachijo'in in n82. He 

borrowed the ritual manual .:::_ + ~r!i ]lit -1- Sanjiijosakushi of *Kukai 

from *Toji and the filjj:g:~ ~~Nl Ryobu mandara from W~Jc Nishi

no-in, installing them as treasures ofNinnaji in n86. In II95, Shukaku 
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became the superintendent (abbot) of Ninnaji. Shukaku was known 

for his studies under the Ninnaji monks Kakusho and Jtpj(; Kakujo 
(n26-98) and for his initiation into the *Ono branch under *Shoken 

and 7bii: ~ Gen'un (m2-8o) of *Daigoji, making him the founder of 
the .=_ ~ ~JG 1{€jl ¥iTE *Sanbo' in goryii. and heir to *Hanjun' s line of the 
Ono branch as well as founder of the ~t ~JG ¥iTE Kita'in~ryii. (stemming 
from the Ninnaji goryii.) and heir to the {;lj!: ~ ~JG ¥iTE *Hoju'in~ryii. of 
the *Hirosawa branch. Although he left behind a large number of dis~ 
ciples at the time of his death in 1202-including his younger brother, 
the prince~monk irH~ Doho (n66-r214), and his nephew ~. 
Doson (n75-1228)-Shukaku's contribution lay even more in his vo~ 
luminous writing and compilation efforts, such as the production of 

the so~called .=_ ~~ ?}'{ J! Sanbu takken collection. 

Shunnyii. (J.H~t;(j (890-953); sometimes pronouncedJunyii.; also called 

-15 ill i:kJ 1~ Ishiyama naigu and tf Jf ~JG i:kJ 1~ Fugen'in naigu. This 
*Shingon monk, a son of a middle controller of the right and grand~ 
son of the famous scholar 1§f !* ~. Sugawara no Michizane ( 845-
903), first studied Confucianism, but later began studies under the 
monk *Kangen, receiving *denbo kanjo from,the master in 925. Al~ 
though Shunnyii. could have been abbot of *Daigoji, due to a lifelong 

illness he gave the position to- }E Ichijo (884-947), ~nd retreated to 
-15 ill~ Ishiyamadera, where he became heavily involved in Nyoirin~ 
*Kannon worship, wrote copiously, and established the beginning of a 
sii.tra treasury. He left behind works such as -15 ill--!::;~ Ishiyama shichi 
shu and ~·~~W'/. Yoson dojokan and a large number of disciples, 
including the illustrious *Gengo, Jt ,m Kanchii. (903-77), and :fj:i:lt 
Kuse (890-973). 

Sokui (].) ~p {ft; also pronounced shokui. This rite of accession confers 
on the new sovereign the title of tenno. Although this rite was in early 
times performed at times as the rite of conferral of the regalia (~jf(J: 
senso) on the tenno, from the reign of Kanmu (78r-8o6) on, it was 
conducted after the latter; moreover, the sokui was conducted in the 
*Daigokuden until it was destroyed in a fire in II77, but the latter was 
invariably performed in the *Shishinden. The sokui was often per~ 
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formed in the Shishinden after the destruction of the Daigokuden, 
and the site became the regular location of the rite frorp. the reign of 
Go-Kashiwabara (1500-1526) on. 

Sokui kanjo (J.) ~P1ll:tiTJi. The development of this esoteric consecra
tion of the new emperor on the occasion of the sokui accession 
marked the internalization of*mikkyo practice and ritual legitimation 

of the imperial reign in the medieval era. The most prominent study 
of the practice dates its beginning to the latter half of the thirteenth 

century, but many scholars believe it began in the latter half of the 
eleventh century, coincidental with the dawn of the *insei era. 

Sokusai goma (no) dan (].) ,~, ~ ~.@ :tf. Altar established in esoteric 
ritual for use in the fire rite performed for the prevention of calamity 
or, more precisely, the expiation of transgressions, the ending of suf
fering, the avoidance of misfortune and illness, or the attainment of 
extraordinary powers. 

Ssu-en (Ch.) 1m,~, J. shion. These are the four "blessings" or debts that 
all beings share, according to Mahayana Buddhists in East Asia. Al
though an earlier version existed in China, that which most influenced 

Japanese Buddhists was introduced in the scripture 'L' :l:lli M mi ( Ch. 
Hsin-ti kuan ching), translated in the early ninth century, and imported 
into Japan soon thereafter: debts to one's parents, sentient beings, the 
king, and the three treasures of Buddhism. 

Stiipa (Sk.); J. ~ to, ¥t'IH~ sotoba, or~~ toba. These reliquaries, 
containing the remains of the Buddha or some other holy figure (or 
scripture), were historically based on tumuli mounds established in 
ancient times throughout Eurasia (as far west as Ireland) to house the 
remains of sovereigns and aristocrats. In Buddhism, they were origi
nally mounds, but later took the form of obelisks of various shapes 
and sizes, made of a variety of substances. In Japan, large stiipas were 
constructed along the lines of the pagodas established in East Asia, 
although miniature reliquaries were commonly produced for the ac

quisition or transfer of merit and, ftom the medieval era on, were used 

generally for funerary purposes. 
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Tah<Hno)to (J.) ~~(Z)~; or simply~~ hoto. This "many jewels" 
*stiipa is a type of reliquary based on the story of the Buddha Many 
Jewels, who offered a seat to Sakyamuni alongside himself in the stiipa 
in which he rested. Although these reliquaries were primarily con
structed by *T endai monks based on this story, the *Shingon taho-to 
often housed images of the Five Buddhas as dharma-body reliquaries 

representing *Dainichi. 

Taizokai (J.) Ail'ffii0f·· The Womb (Sk. garbha) Realm, the ideal realm 
of absolute compassion expressed in the Womb ma!).<;iala, has twelve 
areas or sub-ma!).<;lalas called chapels. The central and most important 

is the J:j:t -f=l )\. * ~JG Chudai hachiyo'in, which contains the :tL. Ku
son (Nine Venerated Ones), that is, Dainichi surrounded by four 

Buddhas and four bodhisattvas. Here too, the five main Buddhas in 
the center symbolize the five perfect forms of wisdom. The other 
eleven chapels include some 400 Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and deities; 
collectively they manifest the compassionate activity of *Dainichi, but 
their individual functions have been interpreted in a variety of ways. 

T amamushi (no) zushi (J.) ::E Eh JM -f-. Miniature shrine established in 
the late seventh century at {~ [li ~ Horyuji, which is famous for its 
illustrations of*jataka tales and relic veneration. 

Teishinko ki (J.) ~ {~ 0 ~; also called ~ {~ 0 {iijJ ~ Teishinko gyoki and 
~ 0~[, Teiko ki. This diary of the powerful aristocrat *Fujiwara no 
T adahira covers the period from 907 to 948 and constitutes the earli
est known diary by an individual who was not the sovereign. 

T endai (J.) X -f=l. This school of Japanese Buddhism founded by J1i ~ 
Saicho (767-822) was based on the teachings of the T'ien-t'ai school 
of China, but also emphasized meditation, esoteric Buddhism, and 
the bodhisattva precepts. The esoteric studies of *Ennin and p:j ~ 

Enchin (814-91) in China resulted in a Tendai esoteric tradition called 
1=1 !$ taimitsu, as opposed to the Jf[ !$ tomitsu esoteric tradition of 
*Shingon. Although T endai was centered at *Enryakuji on Mount 
Hiei, a ·dispute led to the departure of all clerics in Enchin' s lineage to 
the ~ ~ ~ Onjoji, and T endai came to be divided between the tra-
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ditions and power blocs of the two temples. *Enryakuji, however, re
mained more prominent, and all the founders of the new schools of 
Kamakura Buddhism were trained there. 

Toba (tenno) (].) )~5J5J(~~) (no3-56; r. II07-II23)· This sovereign 
became far more powerful after the death in II29 of retired emperor 
Shirakawa (r. 1072-86), dominating the imperial family for three 
reigns until his death. His differences with his son Emperor Sutoku 

(r. n23-41) led to his supp9rt of the accession of *Go-Shirakawa in 
II 55 and in part caused the Hogen conflict of n56. T oba was a devout 
patron of Buddhism. 

Toji (].) )[ ~; also referred to as 4: 7t g)j II9 ~ x We x ~ 00 ~ Konko

myoshitenno-kyoogokokuji, We x ~ 00 ~ Kyoogokokuji, and some
times 1L ~ Saji or 1L j;: ~ Sadaiji. Founded by Emperor Kanmu ( r. 
781-806) in Heian-kyo in 796 along with W ~ Saiji as an official 
temple designated to guard the sovereign and the realm, Toji was 
given by Emperor Saga (r. 809-23) to *Kukai in 823. Since then, it has 
been a *Shingon temple. Toji continued to have a close relationship 
with the imperial house and the aristocracy. It was, however, in par
ticular the successful efforts of the monk *Kangen to make T oji the 
center of Shingon that had the greatest impact on the early medieval 
history of the temple; his efforts in support of increased veneration of 

Kukai in Shingon were probably connected with the production of 
the 25-article Last Testament (*Go-yuigi5), which stresses the the 
unique position of Toji and its abbot within Shingon. In any event, 
the abbot ofToji had the ritual prerogative in the performance of the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite (*go-shichinichi mishiho), and from 950 on, 
the relics possessed by Toji were often inventoried after the rite. From 
1062, the inventory became the occasion on which relics were distrib
uted to emperors and aristocrats. In the medieval era, T oji accumu

lated large numbers of estates, making it one of the most powerful 

temple complexes in Japan. 

Tokusa no kandakara (].) +{l1$ 'i:. This set of ten treasures of the 
tenno, depicted in works such as *Sendai kujihongi, included objects 
such as mirrors, swords, jewels, and scarves. 
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Tsugomori go-nenju (].) H~1&!J~ ~i'li; also pronounced tsugomori mi

nenjo; also referred to as H~~ ~i'li tsugomori nenju and, more prop

erly, called • i§ ~JG H~1&!J ~ ~i'li Shingon'in tsugomori go-nenju. This 
esoteric rite performed in the *Shingon'in of the greater palace on the 

last three days of each month (three times on each night) consisted of 
a recitation by the abbot of *Toji on behalf of the emperor and the 
imperial reign. Performed from at least the tenth century on, the rite 
was usually interpreted as a smaller-scale version of the Latter Seven

Day Rite (*go-shichinichi mishiho) and the equivalent of the snake 

exorcism rite depicted in the Last Testament (*Go-yuigo) attributed to 

*Kukai-in other words, a wish-fulfilling rite featuring veneration of 

a *nyoi hoju, recitation of dharal).i: of figures such as Nyoirin-*Kannon 

and *Hosho, and possibly worship of a Nyoirin figure or of Buddha 

relics. 

T sukumodokoro (].) 11= !l&.J BY. This office of the inner palace, charged 
with procuring and preparing supplies for the court, was an extra
*Ritsuryo innovation of the Heian era (ca. 848) and was apparently 
under the jurisdiction of the Chamberlains Office. 

Usa Hachimangu (].) !:f: 13:: ) Um '8 ; also called !:f: 13:: tif! '8 Usa J ingu. 
This large shrine has as its main *kami *Homuta wake no mikoto 

(*Ojin tenno)-also known as *Hachiman daibosatsu-together 

with J;~ % :;k:: tif! Hime okami ( J;~% tif! Himegami) and :;k:: * ft!l. 
Otarashihime no mikoto (t$:;!] ~ !§" Jingu kogo ). Although the be

ginnings of the shrine are unclear, it was patronized extensively by the 
court from the mid-eighth century on and, for a time, had the largest 
landholdings of any shrine in Japan. Moreover, as evidenced by the 
actions of the monk 31[. Do kyo (d. 772) and the dispatch of emis

saries with offerings to announce the *sokui, Usa was seen as inti

mately connected with a legitimate imperial accession. 

Wu-hsiieh (Ch.) ~ Jt (r226-86); more commonly referred to in Japan 
as til jG Sogen and less commonly as -=f- jG Shigen. This Chinese 
monk of the !@; Ylf Rinzai ( Ch. Lin-chi) school came to Japan in r28o 

at the request of ~t:~a~* Hojo Tokimune (r251-84), and became 
the firsi: abbot of the new temple *Engakuji in Kamakura in 1282. 
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Zoyaku goma (no) dan(].) ~1IHf*:l:l· This is the altar used in eso~ 
teric Buddhism for fire rites with the goal of prosperity, good fortune 
in general, long life, acquisition of increased political power, and sid~ 
dhis (yogic attainments). 
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Notes 

For complete author names, titles, and publication data for works cited here only in 
short form, see the Bibliography, pp. 46I-88. 

Chapter I 

EPIGRAPH: Sanboe-kotoba, by Minamoto no Tamenori, in Shohon taisho Sanboe shiisei, 
p: 286; for another translation of the same account, see Kamens, The Three Jewels, 
p. 303. The Chinese siitra translation on which th.is is based is Ta po-nieh-p'an ching 
houjen, pp. 909c-10a. . 

I. The classic work, in this context, was Kageyama Haruld's Shari shinko: sono ken
kyii to shiryo, published in I986. The most comprehensive compilation of photo
graphs of relics and reliquaries is Nara kokuritsu hakubutsukan, Busshari no shogon. 
The commentary by Kawada Sadamu on relics and reliquaries contained in this 
work (pp. 265-300) is reproduced, except for minor revisions and abridgements, in 
his "Busshari to kyo no shogon." 

2. See, e.g., two works, T axila by ] ohn Marshall and The Monument of Saiichi by 
Marshall and Alfred Foucher. One of the early exceptions to such classificatory ap
proaches was the work of French Buddhologist Paul Mus, who attempted to inter
pret the symbolic meaning of relics in his study of the reliquary at Borobudur. See 
his Barabudur, esp. I: 75-83. John S. Strong (Legend of King Asoka, pp. 103-4) has 
noted that Mus's interest in cultic objects such as relics and reliquaries was due 
largely to his effort to connect assumptions of their "nature or structure" with Bud
dhist cosmology. Mus drew the connection via the Maussian concept of magic, 
claiming that traditional Indian "magical techniques" enabled Buddhists to over
come the theoretical problem of the Buddha's absence. I would question, however, 
Mus's distinction between the theoretical and practical levels of Buddhism; his ar
gument would suggest that the ideas of Buddhism transcend practical categories, 
and that practice can be relegated to the status of action taken to satisfY the affective 
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needs of Buddhists, whose ideals remain lofty and intact. I would argue, rather, that 
the extant archaeological and literary evidence concerning early Indian and Sri 
Lankan monastic Buddhism suggests that cultic forms such as relic worship and 
stiipa construction are in no sense at variance with discourses attributed to the Bud
dha in early Buddhist texts. 

Kevin Trainor (Relics, Ritual, and Representation in Buddhism, pp. 54-95) has re
cently provided a convincing argument that the early monastic community was in
volved in the relic/ stiipa cult. He notes the absence of any prohibition of stiipa wor
ship by monastics in the rules of the order (vinaya), a discussion of relic veneration 
in the Milindapaiiha, and archaeological evidence to point out there is warrant to as
sume that the monastic community was involved in relic worship by at least the time 
of King Asoka (3rd c. BeE), if not earlier. In the context of Sri Lanka, which is the 
focus of his study, Trainor draws on works such as Dipava1J1sa and Mahiiva1J1sa as 
well as an architectural study by Senake Bandaranayake to argue that the early mo
nastic community in Sri Lanka, like that in India, was involved in relic veneration. 

Trainor (ibid., pp. 103-4) has also questioned Mus's focus on the cosmological 
symbolism of Buddhism, which leads him to pay attention only to "a particular in
terpretive pattern amidst the complexities and seeming contradictions of the histori
cal record .... One might ask if it is possible to take for granted, as Mus appears to 
do, the existence of a continuous magical or religious mentality governing the com
plex manifestations of both artistic forms and cultic practice throughout the Indian 
subcontinent and beyond." 

3· Brown, Cult of the Saints, p. 22. 
4· Ibid., pp. 64-68, 74-84. 
5· Ibid., pp. 89-96. 
6. Ibid., pp. 89, 94· For a study of thefts of Christian relics, see Geary, Furta 

Sacra. 
7· Malcolm David Eckel, drawing on the work of Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah con

cerning the Thai cult of amulets, applies the concept of the "indexical symbol" to the 
places and objects associated with the Buddha. These places and objects "stand for" 
(symbolize) the Buddha at the same time that they make him present (operate as an 
index). Eckel emphasizes that this combination is not limited to a referential func
tion, because the indexical element ties the place or object to both the power of the 
Buddha and his message; noting the example of Hsiian-tsang's description of the 
Buddha's shadow and the cult of amulets, he writes, 'To 'use' an amulet or 'see' the 
Buddha's shadow, a person has to be aware that they embody the power (which may 
be present, as in the case of the amulet, or absent, as in the case of the shadow) of an 
absent saint, and a person also has to know that the physical object is related to a 
teaching (which also may be present or absent)" (Eckel, To See the Buddha, p. 62). See 
also T ambiah, Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets, pp. 4-5, 262-63. 
Tambiah draws on the work of Charles Peirce and on an essay of Arthur Burks, 
"Icon, Index, and Symbol." 
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8. See Tambiah, Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets, pp. 203-4. 
9· Of the many studies on the importance of the construction of cities, monu

ments, and other edifices to the display of power and the maintenance of authority 
in the context of the study of religion, the work of Paul Wheatley and, more re
cently, David Carrasco, stand out. See, e.g., Carrasco, Quetzalcoatl and the Irony of 
Empire. Carrasco (pp. 179-80) recognizes the limitations of a simplistic view of the 
center's power, noting the tension that exists between the centripetal position of 
cities as ceremonial centers and the centrifugal tendencies that often undermined 
them on the periphery of the Aztec empire. 

ro. See, e.g., Trainor, Relics, Ritual, and Representation in Buddhism, pp. 39-65. 
n. Srivastava, "New Light on the Piprahwa Vase Inscription." Trainor (Relics, 

Ritual, and Representation in Buddhism, p. 44) notes the support this research provides 
to the claims in the sutta. 

12. See, e.g., Schopen, "Burial 'Ad Sanctos'"; and more recently, his collection of es
says Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks. 

13. For a presentation of the view that the worship of stiipas was confined to the 
lay community in early Buddhism, see Andre Bareau, "La Construction et le culte 
des stiipa d'apres les Vinayapitaka." 

14. Cowell, ]ataka, 4: 142-43. Both Trainor ("Relics of the Buddha," p. no) and 
Tambiah (Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets, pp. 201-2) make note of 
this. The term cetiya, in fact, has a broader range of possible connotations, connected 
with cremation and burial, sacred trees, and groves inhabited by powerful spirits, 
and signifies more generally a monument (see Trainor, Relics, Ritual, and Representa
tion in Buddhism, pp. 36-37; and Tambiah, Buddhist Saints, p. 201). 

15. In the description of the distribution of relics by Dro!).a (P. Dol).a) in Maha
parinibbana-sutta, in addition to the eight stiipas established for the Buddha's physical 
relics (granulated ashes?), stiipas were also erected for the embers of his cremation and 
the urn in which his ashes were first placed. See Rhys Davids, Buddhist Suttas, pp. 133-

35· The translation by Buddhayasas (fl. 408-12) and Chu Fo-nien (fl. 365), Yu-hang 
ching, in Ch'ang-a-han ching (Sk. Dirghagama sutra) includes, in addition to these other 
two stiipas, one for the "birth hair" of the Buddha (p. 3oa), suggesting that the latter 
was also an object of veneration as a corporeal relic. Historically, however, given that 
Buddhist texts almost universally referred to the "eight portions," it is clear that the 
granulated ashes were the primary corporeal objects of veneration. 

16. For "contact" relics, see Wang-Toutain, "Le Bol du Buddha"; and Faure, 
"Quand !'habit fait le moine." In East Asia, relics were often divided between the 
physical relics of the Buddha and his "Dharma" (or "Dharma-verse") relics, or his 
teachings. The Dharma-verse relic also became, in certain cases, a reproduction on 
clay tablets of~he Buddha's verse on causation, which was then placed into a stiipa 
instead of a corporeal relic. See Daniel Boucher's discussion and translation of the 
Sutra on the Merit of Bathing the Buddha (T. 16, no. 698, pp. 699c-7ooc). The Kaliliga
bodhi jataka, unlike later works such as the bathing scripture, does not use the term 
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"relics/body" (sarira; Ch. she-li) to refer to either the objects of association or com
memoration. Thus although it treats all of these as reminders of the Buddha, it does 
not directly identifjr the objects of association or commemoration with his body or 
personal remains. This particular work, in fact, promotes the view that the non
personalized reminders, epitomized by the bodhi tree, are the most appropriate ob
jects for the cetiya. 

17. Pictorial representation of the Buddha, as is well known, did not develop un
til several hundred years after his death. Trainor (Relics, Ritual, and Representation in 
Buddhism, p. 89 n82.) also notes that· the Milindapafiha, which predates the jtUaka tale 
that describes the three categories, suggests that there were originally only two. For 
the English translation of the passage from the work, see Horner, Milinda's Questions, 
2: !88. 

18. The best-known in Western research is the tradition of Chinese Ch'an and 
its Japanese version, Zen, to which Bernard Faure had devoted extensive study. See 
his Rhetoric of Immediacy, pp. 132-47; "Relics and Flesh Bodies"; and Visions of Power, 
pp. 158-73. See also Sharf, "The Idolization of Enlightenment." The related practice 
of burial ad sanctos, in which believers deposited the bones ofloved ones near those 
of the Buddha or other holy figures, has been studied by Gregory Schopen ("Burial 
'Ad Sanctos'") in the Indian context. As he notes, the Indian practice was similar to 
that around the tomb of Kiikai at Mount Koya in Japan, where a large cemetery has 
developed around his tomb, due in large part to the belief that closeness to his remains 
offers possible rebirth in the Tu~ita heaven, the home ofMaitreya, the Future Bud
dha. In both the Indian and the Japanese cases, the presence of the holy figure is es
sential to the belief in the efficacy of such burial. However, I would suggest that the 
centrality of the stiipa in the Indian case is attributable to the primacy of the figure 
of the Buddha himself; on the other hand, burial at Mount Koya is not limited to 
the construction of funerary stiipas or other forms of mortuary deposit and focuses 
instead on the ambiguous relationship between the figures of Kiikai and Maitreya or 
between Amida Buddha and Maitreya. (The burial of relics and other objects in 
prayer for the rebirth of the dead in Maitreya' s heaven was commonplace not only at 
Mount Koya but at other sites as well from the early eleventh century on.) Indeed, 
Schopen (ibid., p. 199) notes that the Tibetan translation of the Rasmivimalavisuddha
prabhadharm;~i teaches that the placement of the dhara~;~i in a stiipa on behalf of an
other leads to rebirth in Tu~ita Heaven via the power of the Buddha-raising the 
possibility of a historical parallel between the Japanese and the earlier practice. 

19. See Chapter 5 for an analysis of the tradition of wish-fulfillingjewel worship. 
20. Horner, Milinda's Questions, r: 249-54. 

21. Trainor, Relics, Ritual, and Representation in Buddhism, pp. 57-59; Horner, Milin-
da's Questions, 2: 232. 

22. Horner, Milinda's Questions, 2: r88-8g. 

23. Ibid., pp. 192-98. 

24. Tomomatsu, Bukkyo keizai shiso kenkyu, pp. 51-52. 
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Notes to Pages 8-14 387 

25. Ibid., pp. 52-53. 

26. These terms refer to those religious sites established to house "deities" (kami), 
and thus are associated with the native tradition that in the modern context has 
come to be called Shinto. 

27. "Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value," in Appadurai, Social 
Life of Things, p. 38. 

28. For a recent study that attempts to analyze the dynamics of hierarchical rela
tions of power and to evaluate trends in theory on the topic, see Honneth, Critique of 
Power. The later works of Michel Foucault, of course, provide some of the discursive 
parameters for current studies of power. A sophisticated study of power in East 
Asian religions is Sangren, "Dialectics and Collectivities in Chinese Religion." 

29. For a useful discussion of the problem of the category of"popular religion"
albeit in terms of Chinese society-see Stephen F. Teiser, "Introduction," in Don
aldS. Lopez, ed., Religions of China in Practice, pp. 21-25. 

30. See Kuroda Toshio's classic study, Nihon chasei no kokka to shakyo, esp. pp. 
413-547, and the translation of a section from the beginning of that part of the study 
by James C. Dobbins, entitled "The Development of the Kenmitsu System as Japan's 
Medieval Orthodoxy," Japanese Journal of Religious Studies, special issue: The Legacy of 
Kuroda T oshio, 23, no. 314 ( 1996): 233-69. See also Taira, Nihon chusei no shakai to 
bukkyo, esp. 453-506; and "Kuroda Toshio and the Kenmitsu Taisei Theory,'' Japanese 
Journal of Religious Studies, special issue: The Legacy of Kuroda T oshio, 23, no. 3l 4 

(1996): 427-48. 

Ryiiichi Abe (Weaving of Mantra, pp. 423-24) has recently drawn on the writings 
of Kuroda and Taira to make a similar point, emphasizing the role of Esoteric Bud
dhism in the popularization of Buddhism in the Heian period: 

According to Kuroda, throughout the medieval period, Esoteric Buddhism was 
disseminated through the institution of the exoteric-esoteric establishment that 
was accessible to the masses .... This also makes it inappropriate to simply tie 
the Old Buddhism to aristocracy and the New Buddhism to the masses .... In 
support of Kuroda, Taira Masayuki ... has argued that "the increasing speed 
with which Buddhism and Buddhist activities took hold among ordinary folk 
from the mid-Heian period on means neither that popular Buddhism was be
coming an independent movement nor that the foundation was being established 
for the Kamakura New Buddhism." ... Old Buddhism may well have grown de
generate by the late Heian period. However, contrary to the arguments by pro
ponents of the idea of New Buddhism, it is no longer possible simply to identify 
the alleged degeneration of Old Buddhism as the cradle that prepared Kamakura 
New Buddhism to take root among ordinary folk. 

Leaving aside the issue of the "degeneration" of Old Buddhism-a hotly debated 
and in some ways fruitless topic of analysis-this study of relic veneration will pro
vide flesh to the general argument that Old Buddhism was not only accessible to the 
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388 Notes to Pages 16-22 

larger population of the early medieval era but actually provided the primary avenue 
for their realization of religious aspirations (as well as, no doubt, their subjugation) 
during much of the medieval period. 

Chapter 2 

r. On these reliquaries, see Hirakawa Akira, History ofindian Buddhism, pp. 224-27. 
2. Cone and Gombrich, Perfect Generosity of Prince Vessantara, pp. 8-9. 
3· Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
4· Ibid., pp. 53-79, 91-96. 
5· See ibid., pp. xvii-xix, for the passage and a description of the account. 
6. For a Chinese translation, see Ta chih-tu lun, pp. 87c-88c. 
7· Chin-kuang ming tsui-sheng wang ching, pp. 450c-53a. For another siitra specifi

cally written to promote reliquary construction in response to the Buddha's sacrifice 
by emphasizing the merit of such action, see P'u-sa t'ou-shen i-e-hu ch'i-t'a yin-yuan 
ching, pp. 424b-28a. 

8. Horner, Milinda's Questions, 2: pp. 95-100, 102-3. 

9· Ibid., r: 144-54. 
10. John S. Strong, who has translated the Asokavadana, notes the sharp contrast 

in genre between the legend form and that of another source depicting Asoka, the 
chronicle Mahava1psa. Whereas the Mahava1psa constituted an effort to elevate and 
legitimate Theravada orthodoxy, the Legend "is primarily concerned with illustrating 
Asoka's great meritorious deeds; it involves no purification of the doctrine, no purge 
of unorthodox monks" (see Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 23-24). Along the same 
lines, Pierre Bourdieu has noted the interpretive danger for the observer of culture 
of naively accepting as truth official discourses that operate to maintain and pro
mote a self-styled orthodox version of reality through their very enunciation. In such 
a case, the scholar allows an "official difinition of social reality to be imposed on 
him-a version which dominates and represses other definitions" (Bourdieu, Outline 
of a Theory of Practice, p. 37). 

n. Mus, Barabadur, r: 88-roo. 
12. Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 199-201. For the corresponding passage in 

the Chinese variant of the work that proved most influential in East Asia, see A-yii 
wang chuan, p. 99b. 

13. A-yii wang chuan, p. 102c; Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 240. The Chinese 
version reads that Asoka does not as yet have "thought" like vajra. 

14. A-yii wang chuan, p. 102c; Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 241-42. The in
dented quotations are translations of the passage in the Chinese version, which 
sometimes varies slightly from the Sanskrit text. I have translated from the Chinese 
version because of its direct impact on the East Asian context, which is the center of 
this study. 
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15. A-yu wang chuan, p. 103a; Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 242-43. 

16. Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 243; A-yu wang chuan, p. ro3a. As scholars have 
noted, the implications of acts can be registered on both the level of physical body 
(rupa-kaya) and doctrinal body (dharma-kaya), which may help to explain the split 
character of the consequences of Asoka's gift. Strong (Legend of King Asoka, pp. 56-
65) refers to Asoka's attainment of rulership as the dharmalogical implication of the 

gift of dirt, although he does not describe ugliness specifically as a rupalogical reper
cussion of the act. 

17. Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 244; A-yu wang chuan, p. 103a. 
18. Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 173. 

19. Ibid., pp. 286-94; A-yu wang chuan, pp. rrob-rra. The Chinese version men
tions neither the exact amount of gold given to each of the stiipas (roo,ooo pieces) 
nor the quinquennial festival; it merely notes that all of Asoka' s giving to the 84,000 
stiipas amounted to 96 koris. 

20. A-yu wang chuan, pp. ro5c-6a; Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 266-68. 
21. Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan, p. 858b. 
22. Ibid., p. 865a-b. 

23. An account by Sung Yun of his trip to the Indian subcontinent in the early 
sixth century, which was inserted into Yang Hsii.an-chih's (fl. 493-547) depiction of 
Lo-yang monasteries, relates the jitaka tale of the bodhisattva's offering of his body 
to a starving tigress and describes the stiipa built on the site, as well as a place where 
the Thus-Come One used his skin and bone to produce paper and pen, at the site of 
which a stiipa attributed to King Asoka was constructed. See Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi, 
PP· I019C-20b. 

24. T a-Tang hsi-yii chi, pp. 884c, 881a. 

25. The precious substances to which the term sometimes came to refer are gold, 
silver, lapis lazuli, crystal or quartz, pearl, and the substances referred to as lohitikii 
and musiiragalva. Xinru Liu (Ancient India and Ancient China, pp. 93-94) states that 
these two terms refer to "a red precious stone, or red coral" and "ammonite, agate, or 
coral." 

26. Miaoja lien-hua ching, p. 53b-c. The English translation of the Chinese text is 
from Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, pp. 294-97. Another 
influential example was that of the bodhisattva Samantabhadra, who in a previous 
life, according to the Avataf!1saka sutra (Ch. Hua-yen ching, p. 785b), made an offering 
of his wife, child, city, the populace, as well as his own head, eyes, brain, and limbs. 
Fa-hsien notes a tale that Ananda immolated his own body in a state of samadhi at 
the conclusion of his life to prevent war between two kings, both of whom wanted 
his relics-enabling each to have half the relics, for which they constructed stiipas 
(Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan, p. 862a). 

27. Miaoja lien-hua ching, p. 54a. For another translation, see Hurvitz, Scripture of 
the Lotus Blossom, p. 298. 
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28. See Gregory Schopen's "The Phrase 'sa prtiviprade5as caityabhiUo bhavet' in the 
Vajracchedika." The very term "Mahayana" (greater vehicle) is problematic, because it 
is explicitly polemical in character and employed to contrast those who uphold the 
supremacy of the bodhisattva path with those who follow the path of the arhat, a 
saint who has attained the highest stage of Buddhist practice. More than anything 
else, it is the polemical position taken in certain scriptures that marks the appear
ance of the "Greater Vehicle." A series of Prajnaparamita (perfection of wisdom) 
scriptures argued for the supremacy of the six perfections of the bodhisattva; the 
later Vimalakfrti nirde5a siitra and Lotus Siitra explicitly denounce those who follow 
the path of the arhat by referring to it as the "Inferior Vehicle" (H!nayana). For a dis
cussion of the difficulties inherent in defining the "Mahayana," see Williams, Maha
yana Buddhism, pp. 2-4. Williams, taking a nominalist approach, carefully notes that 
this term, like "Buddhism," must not be interpreted essentialistically. 

29. Xinru Liu points this out in Ancient India and Ancient China, p. ror. 
30. In the context of medieval China, the ghost festival was one example of the 

ritualization of this transfer of merit: stories of Mu-lien (Maudgalyayana) traveling 
to hell to rescue his mother provided literary precedent for offerings to monks, who 
acted to transfer the merit of such action to the ancestors of donors. See T eiser, 
Ghost Festival in Medieval China, pp. 196-213. 

31. The treasures associated with the Buddhist ruler are the wheel, elephant, 
horse, gem, queen, householder, and minister. See note 25 to this chapter for the 
precious substances that came to be associated with the term. 

32. The Mahavastu was produced by the Lokottaravadins, a group closely related 
to the Mahasanghikas. See Hirakawa Akira, History of Indian Buddhism, pp. 262-63. 

33· Jones, Mahavastu, r: 40-46, 88-94· 
34· The apparition of a seven-jeweled stii.pa in chapter II of the work displays the 

conception of the most magnificently adorned of stii.pas housing the relics of the 
Buddha; in fact, although the work preaches the superiority of worship of the Lotus 
Siitra over all other actions, it indicates clearly that the penultimate-and thus 
clearly exceedingly common-practice is that of constructing stii.pas of the seven 
treasures to enshrine the relics of the Buddha. See Miaoja lien-hua ching, pp. 45b-c, 
32b-34b; Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom, pp. 252-53, 183-94. 

35· Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan, p. 858b. 
36. Ibid., p. 858c. Hsiian-tsang (6oo-664), in his account (Ta-t'ang hsi-yii chi, p. 

879b) of the king' s use of the skull bone, indicates that in his day those who wanted 
to see the relic had to pay in gold pieces. 

37· This is recorded in John Marshall's classic archaeological study, Taxila, r: 327. 
Marshall not only uncovered the seven treasures and Buddha relics under the reli
quaries there but also found more than a thousand coins. 

38. Xinru Liu, Ancient India and Ancient China, pp. ro6, 125, 131. 
39· Gunawardana, Robe and Plough, p. 126. 
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40. Schopen ("Burial 'Ad Sanctos,"' pp. 206-8) uses the phrase "legal person" to 
refer to the status of the reliquary and refers here to a passage in Sik?asamuccaya;_ the 
works that equate such theft with the five acts of immediate retribution are Akasa
garbha-sutra and Upalipariprccha. 

41. Gernet emphasizes and quotes from this vinaya account in his Buddhism in 
Chinese Society, pp. 163-64. For the Chinese text, see Shih-sung Iii, p. 415c. Moreover, 
as Tomomatsu (Bukkyo keizai shiso kenkyu, p. 310) pointed out, works of the Miila
sarvastivadins promoted the use of the Inexhaustible Property of the Buddha-that 
is, the lending of"things of the stiipa"-to believers to acquire interest "on behalf of 
the Three Treasures." 

42. The account takes the form of an inquiry by King Prasenajit of Sravasti 
to the Buddha. See Mo-ho seng-ch'i Iii, p. 498b. Gernet (Buddhism in Chinese Society, 
p. 165) makes note of this. This passage is reproduced with minor alterations in Fa
yuan chu-lin, p. 56ob. 

43· Wei shu, 5: 3036. 

44· Jacques Gernet notes the effort to control the peasants' behavior in Buddhism 
in Chinese Society, p. 302. Xinru Liu makes the second point in Ancient India and An
cient China, p. 149. 

45· See Liu, Ancient India and Ancient China, p. I 55· 
46. Wei shu, 5: 3038. 

47· Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi, p. 999a; for an English translation, see Yi-tung Wang, A 
Record of Buddhist Monasteries in Lo-yang, p. 5· 

48. See Kenneth Ch' en, Buddhism in China, pp. 123-24. 

49· Fo-tsu t'ung-chi, pp. 350b, 351b. This account records that he sponsored the 
feasts on four occasions between 527 and 547· 

50. Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society, pp. 244-45. 

51. Ta chih-tu lun, pp. 143b-c, 150a. See also Etienne Lamotte's translation of the 
work, Traite de Ia grande vertu de sagesse, pp. 686-750. For a discussion of this account, 
see Jan Yiin-hua, "Buddhist Self-Immolation in Medieval China," pp. 256-57. Jan 
notes that Buddhists in India and China sometimes opposed such practices. I-ching, 
for example, claimed that it is not in the power of people to imitate the actions the 
Buddha undertook during his career as a bodhisattva and claims that such acts con
stitute violations of the vinaya. For a study of Chinese ritual suicides, see Jacques 
Gernet's "Les Suicides par le feu chez les bouddhistes chinois." For a detailed study 
of self-sacrificial practices in Indian, Chinese, and Japanese Buddhism, see Yoshida 
Y asuo, "Shashingyo no tenkai to sono shiso," in his Nihon kodai no bosatsu to minshu, 
pp. 1~7-222. 

52. Fa-yiian chu-lin, pp. 6orc-2c; Kuang hung-ming chi, p. 213b-c. The date of the 
distributi"on was Jen-shou r.ro.15 (6or). These accounts refer to the emperor's effort 
to erect the stiipas all at the same time; the numbers given vary between 28 and 30. It 
clearly recalls Asoka's effort, according to the Legend, to erect al184,000 stiipas at the 
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same time. See A-yu wang chuan, p. 102b; and the translation of the Sanskrit account 

in Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 220. 

53· Kuang hung-ming chi, pp. 213C-14a. 
54· The date of enshrinement was Jen-shou 2.4.8 ( 6o2) (Fa-yuan chu-lin, pp. 

6o4a-5a). Kuang hung-ming chi also notes that the emperor dispatched monks with 
relics to a large number of chou on J en-shou 2.6.8 ( 602), although it does not give the 
specific number of temples. Fa-yuan chu-lin (pp. 586b, 587a-b) also describes four 
other occasions in which emperors or wealthy aristocrats made elaborate offerings 

to reliquaries. 
55· Hsu kao-seng chuan, Jen-shou 4.4.8 ( 604), pp. 6nc-12a. 
56. Chiu t'ang shu, 13: 4198-2oo. The relic was taken to the palace on at least three 

other occasions. Kuang hung-ming chi (p. 201c) records that this was done in 66o. Fo
tsu t'ung-chi (p. 379c), by Chih-p'an (fl. 1258-69), makes note of the palace worship 
and public viewing in 790. As will be noted, palace worship and public presentation 
were also conducted in 873. 

57· For a translation of this account, drawn from SuE, Tu ang tsa-pien, chuan hsia, 
see Kenneth Ch' en, Buddhism in China, pp. 280-82. 

58. Sung kao-seng chuan, p. 857a. 
59· For this figure, see Faure, Visions of Power, p. 168. 
6o. Jones, Mahavastu, 3: 297-98. 
61. Scholars have noticed the repeated narrative and ritual connections between 

the jataka concerning the Buddha and sacrificial giving to relics and the Buddhist 
community more generally. Jan Yi.in-hua has noted the imitation of bodhisattvas 
generally in his study of Buddhist self-immolation in China, but does not draw at
tention to the effort in many of these acts to mimetically re-enact the jataka myths 
of the Buddha's actions as a bodhisattva. Hirakawa Akira has argued for a category 
of individuals who managed stupa property-perhaps an example being those who 
managed the relics for the king in Hsi.ian-tsang's account-who "repeatedly ex
plained the illustrations of the jatakas and the biography of Sakyamuni Buddha ... 
extolled Sakyamuni's religious practices in his past lives as the practices of a bodhi
sattva" (History of Indian Buddhism, pp. 273-74). 

I would agree with Yoshida Y asuo ("Shashingyo no tenkai to sono shiso," in Ni
hon kodai no bosatsu to minshu, p. 218) that the self-sacrifice of the Buddha, as repre~ 
sented in jataka narratives, is the fundamental motif underlying self-sacrificial prac
tices among believers, and to a great extent the very development of conceptions of 
the bodhisattva. To this extent, the narratives con~erning the Buddha himself un
dergird the development of stories of the self-sacrifice of bodhisattvas such as the 
Medicine King and Samantabhadra, as well as of the disciple Kasyapa, who used his 
skin for paper, his blood for ink, and his bones for a brush to copy the words of the 
Buddha in the Mahaparinirva~a sutra (Ch. Ta-po nieh-p'an ching, p. 691a). 

62. See Derrida, Given Time, esp. pp. 6-33. 
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63. Weiner devotes much of her recent Inalienable Possessions to a treatment of the 
concept of "inalienable possessions," that is, the concept of "keeping-while-giving," 
which emphasizes that even if one gives an inalienable item away, it somehow re
tains its attachment to the giver. Here, however, one gives away everything com
pletely-even oneself-to the Buddha, of which there is ultimately no return. 

64. Barua, Analytical Study of the Four Nikayas, pp. 589-90. Barua refers here to the 
Sattaka nipata, in the Anguttara-nikaya. 

65. The work is called Payasi suttanta in the Digha-nikaya; for a translation, see 

Rhys Davids and Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, pp. 349-74. 
66. The work, entided Kutadanta sutta, is in Digha-nikiiya; for a translation, see 

Rhys Davids and Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, pp. 173-85. 
67. Thurman, The Holy Teaching of Vimalakirti, p. 39· The work describes the 

dharma-sacrifice as superior to a material sacrifice; however, the bodhisattva Vi
malaki:rti demonstrates dharma-sacrifice by giving one-half of his pearls-a necklace 
worth roo,ooo pieces of gold-to the "lowliest poor of the city" and one-half to the 
Tathagata Du~prasiiha (ibid., p. 41). 

68. Mauss, The Gift, p. 16. 
69. Hubert and Mauss, Sacrifice, p. roo. 
70. Ibid., p. 101. 
71. See Gregory, "Gifts to Men and Gifts to God," pp. 644-45. 
72. Ibid., p. 647. 
73· Thapar, "Sacrifice, Surplus, and the Soul," pp. 313-18. 
74· See Ta-ch'engpen-sheng hsin-ti kuan ching, trans. p. 297a. 
75· See Stephen F. Teiser's analysis in The Ghost Festival in Medieval China, esp. 

pp. 196-213. For a discussion of obligation and reciprocity in Chinese social rela
tions, see Lien-sheng Yang, 'The Concept of 'Pao' as a Basis for Social Relations in 
China." 

76. T eiser, Ghost Festival in Medieval China, pp. 196-213; and Gerner, Buddhism in 
Chinese Society, pp. 195-247. 

77· For the creation of Ch'an pilgrimage sites through the mobilization of relics 
ofCh'an monks, see Faure, "Relics and Flesh Bodies." 

78. Indeed, some vinaya works of the Sarviistivadins appear to argue for 
euphemization of offerings given to reliquaries. One text claims that believers can 
properly request that their offerings to the stiipa be given to the "Buddha Treasure" 
since the remains of the Buddha, which reside in the reliquary as a constant pres
ence, constitute a Teaching Body rather than a Form-Body (mortal flesh). Thus 
one-third of the offerings given to stiipas in the name of the Buddha Treasure are to 
be placed in hair or nail-clipping stiipas distinct from those of the cremated flesh of 
the Buddha, and the remaining two-thirds are to be divided between all Three 

Treasures (Sa-po-to-p'in i-p'i-po-sha, p. 534). See Tomomatsu, Bukkyo keizai shiso ken
kyu, pp. 155-56. 
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Chapter 3 

r. Tenno literally means "heavenly sovereign." Used since the seventh century, it 
refers to the leader of the lineage that came to rule early Japan. Although some his
torians have argued against using "emperor" to translate the term, the chronicles 
produced by the Ritsuryo government in the early eighth century depict the tenno 
as descendants of the creator deities and thus possessing a divine right to govern the 
earth; moreover, the origins of the word in Taoist terminology suggest the tenno's 
status as ruler of all in and under heaven, a veritable heavenly emperor or thearch. 
There is thus probably no better translation in English. Given this reason and the 
common use of"emperor" in English-language scholarship, I use the word emperor to 
refer to the tenno. 

2. The term apotropaic refers to the turning away of evil or untoward influences. 
Here, however, I employ the term to refer not only to those rites and powers that 
can avert catastrophes-called sokusai in Japanese Buddhism-but also to rites and 
powers that are productive, often referred to as zoyaku, i.e., producing "beneficial 
bounty." 

3· See Kamikawa, "Accession Rituals and Buddhism in Medieval Japan." 
4· Ibid., p. 274. One exception to the rule that historians of Buddhism have ig

nored the Buddha Relics Offering was Tsuji Zennosuke, who briefly mentioned the 
rite more than fifty years ago in Nihon bukkyoshi, pp. 459-60. 

5· My comments are meant as constructive criticism of what is otherwise a bril
liant analysis of the consecration rite of accession. 

6. I use the term grain to translate ryu, the same character used as the counter for 
grains such as rice. 

7· This term is sometimes pronounced shinpo or kandakara. 
8. Sometimes they were described in terms indicating that Heaven had conferred 

them on the ruler in response to his virtue. They were also described as efficacious 
insofar as they were kept on or near the person of the ruler. Anna Seidel has noted 
the esoteric and precious character of such treasures, which were meant "to be kept 
always near or on one's person." The following description follows Seidel's "Imperial 
Treasures and Taoist Sacraments." 

g. The founder of the Han, Kao-tsu (r. ca. 206-195 BeE), gave split tallies to the 
followers who aided him in establishing his empire. He and those under him swore 
allegiance and recorded their oaths on iron tallies kept in the ancestral temple; the 
relation was additionally solidified through a sacred oath accompanied by the sacri
fice of a white horse, providing trust to authenticate the bond (see ibid., pp. 304-5, 

310-II). Mark Edward Lewis (Sanctioned Violence in Early China, pp. 67-80, esp. p. 67) 

has pointed out that as early as the Warring States period (403-221 BCE) the social 
relations produced through these bonds were decidedly one-sided, as the oaths were 
increasingly "means of establishing control over a subject population." Joan Piggott 
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(Emergence of Japanese Kingship, pp. 129-31) has noted that the Japanese sovereign 
Tenmu (r. 672-86) emulated Han Kao-tsu as the model for his reign. 

w. Nakamura Hiroichi, Todai seichoku kenkyu, pp. 795-820. 
u. Ibid., pp. 813-14. 
12. For a discussion of the depiction of seals in the Yoro codes (718), particularly 

the use by the emperor of the "imperial seal" ( naiin) for official documents sent in 
his name to clan chieftains of the provinces, see Otsu T oru, "Kodai tennosei ron," 

P· 232. 
13. Nihon shoki, NKBT 68, pp. 166-67, 390-91. The emperor Sushun (r. 587-92), 

prior to his accession, is recorded (ibid., pp. 166-67) as having issued a sealed order 
to have the body of the rebel Y orozu divided into eight pieces and disposed of in 
eight provinces (the decision was later rescinded). Later, during the Jinshin war 
( 672), the messenger of the imperial prince Otomo is recorded as having committed 
a deception: having presented the seal on behalf of the prince and thus gaining the 
trust of Governor Hiroshima ofKibi, he slew the governor, who, believing in the ve
racity of the seal, had set aside his sword. 

14. Ibid., p. 166, n9. 

15. A character sometimes used for these regalia, mishirushi, combines the char
acter for "emblem" with that for "tally," further suggesting the connection between 
the continental precedent of tallies and the treasures of Japanese tradition. (Other 
terms for the regalia are shinji and jingi.) In virtually all early references-aside from 
the mythic bestowal of the three regalia on Amatsuhikohikoho no ninigi by 
Amaterasu (Nihon shoki, NKBT 67, pp. 146-47 )-the regalia are only the mirror and 
the sword. Even the imbe ritual specialist text Kogo shui (p.·-27), written in 807, lists 
only the mirror and sword as the "sacred treasures" of the emperor. The jewel, as 
one of the three regalia, seems to have become prominent only in the mid-Heian era. 

16. Sendai kujihongi, p. 41. This ninth-century work is also sometimes referred to 
simply as Ktljiki. 

17. Kageyama Haruki, "Shinto yogo," p. 103. 
18. Sendai kujihongi, p. 41. 
19. Ryo [no] shuge, KST 23, p. 31. It is not clear, in this context, whether some of 

these objects were actually objects of the emperor's own clothing/belongings, which 
was the case in some accounts studied by Gary L. Ebersole (Ritual Poetry and the Poli
tics of Death in Early Japan, pp. 166-70 ). 

20. By roughly the Nara era, a regular practice developed of conferring treasure
like objects on the new governor of Izumo province at his ceremony of investiture. 
The· governor accepted a sword and other valuables from the imperial government; 
he took the sword with him to Izumo, which he was to govern while patronizing the 
shrine of its kami. After one year, the governor was to lead local officials back to the 
capital to offer tribute, treasures, and a celebratory prayer in an audience with 
the tenniS. The offering of treasures, which capped the ritual cycle of movement 
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between Izumo and the capital, was far greater than that bestowed during the in
vestiture ceremony; from the perspective of the central government-and perhaps 
many clans of the capital and countryside-acceptance of treasures as symbols of 
the emperor's person meant submission to the sovereignty of the emperor and state. 
Examples of the explicit use of treasures to offer submission include, in literary rep
resentations, the portrayal in Nihon shoki ofKuma-wani and Itote, who set up sakaki 
branches, mirrors, swords, and jewels on their ships prior to meeting Emperor 
Chuai (NKBT 67, pp. 324-27). Regalia virtually constituted white flags of submis
sion, explicitly indicating submission to the sovereignty of the tenn6. The passage in 
Nihon shoki records Itote as having uttered, on meeting the emperor: "With regard to 
these objects which your vassal dares to offer, may Your Excellency's reign be mag
nificently polished like the Y asakani jewels. May you survey clearly the mountains, 
rivers, and seas like mirrors of white copper. May you wield this great sword to pac
ify the world" (ibid., pp. 326-27). 

21. Shoku Nihongi, Tenpy6 13.3(intercalary).24 (741), p. 165. The siitras were the 
Chinese translations, respectively, by I-ching ( 635-713) of Suvan;a-prabhdsa sutra, and 
by Kumarajiva (350-409) of Saddharma-pu1J4arika sutra. The offering of the stiipa 
and siitras conforms to the pattern of offerings set up the same year with the estab
lishment of the national system of provincial temples, kokubunji (to be discussed 
later), raising the possibiliry that they were deposited in such a temple on the 
grounds of the shrine compound. According to the imperial order that established 
the system, among the siitras deposited in each reliquary was to be a selection from 
the Saishookyo copied personally by Emperor Shomu (r. 724-49). See Shoku Nihongi, 
Tenpyo 13.3.24 (741), p. 164. The one inconsistency, in terms of the pattern, is that 
while this stiipa had three stories, those of the kokubunji were to have seven. For a 
discussion ofHirotsugu's attempted coup, see Piggott, Emergence of Japanese Kingship, 
pp. 253-54. Of course, Hachiman's help was seen by the court as key to the comple
tion of construction of the Great Buddha at Todaiji in the 740s, and the deity was 
enshrined in a hall in the environs ofTodaiji to provide protection for the Buddha 
(see Bender, "The Hachiman Cult and the Dokyo Incident," pp. 133-36; and Pig
gott, "Todaiji and the Nara Imperium," pp. 109-n). 

22. See, e.g., Shoku Nihongi, Tenpyo Shoho 8-4.14-5.2 (756), p. 224. 
23. See Takahashi Miyuki, "Chiisei ni okeru jingii sobyokan no semtsu to 

tenkai." Unfortunately, Takahashi focuses exclusively on Iwashimizu Hachimangii, 
ignoring the relevance of Usa Hachimangu, from which it was spawned. Takahashi 
does note, however, the importance ofKashiibyo (also called Kashiigii) (pp. 97-98), 
the shrine in the province of Chikuzen believed from early times to house the spirits 
of the sovereigns Chuai and Jingu, which was often patronized as a set with the 
nearby Usa Hachimangu. Moreover, the ritual code Engishiki (p. 315) notes that the 
kami Otarashihime no mikoto Qingii) was one of the three deities enshrined in Usa 
Hachimangu, worshipped together with Hachiman Daibosatsu, indicating the di
rect connection between the Usa and Iwashimizu shrines. However, Miyachi Nao-
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kazu notes the belief in the early Heian period that Usa housed the spirit of Ojin 
tenno, pointing out that the Todaiji record Todaiji yoroku includes an order of the 
Great Council of State dated Konin 6.r2.ro (8r6) that reads, "This great (Usa Ha
chiman] Bodhisattva is, again, the august spirit of the retired emperor (Daijo tenno no 
mitama nari) (e.g. Ojin tenno]" (Miyachi Naokazu, Ronshu 5, p. 297; for the text, see 
Todaiji yoroku, pp. rr7-r8). This text was compiled in the early twelfth century. 

24. ShokuNihongi, Hoki 3·4·7 (772), p. 402; Nihon koki, Enryaku r8.2.2r (799), p. r8. 
25. For the shift from the Tenmu to the Tenji lineage in the late eighth century, 

see Piggott, 'Todaiji and the Nara Imperium," pp. 240-50. 
26. Shoku Nihon koki, Tencho I0+5 ( 833), P· ro. 
27. Nihon koki, Daido 4.2(intercalary).21 (Bog), p. 82. 
28. Nihon Montoku tenno jitsuroku, Kasho 3.8.23 (Sso), p. r8. 
29. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Jogan 1.3.1 ( 859), p. 22. 
30. Ibid., Gangyo 1.2.21 (877), p. 394; Gangyo 8+25 (884), p. 558. 
31. Miyazaki Michio ("Usa wakezukai shoko," pp. 207-ro) compiled a list of the 

accessional offerings made by members of the Wake clan as "Usazukai" emissaries, 
the dates on which they were sent from the capital, and the primary source that de
picted the dispatch. Unfortunately, he did not include the few occasions when emis
saries from other clans were used, leaving an incomplete yet useful tool for our pur
poses. 

32. See Nishimiya Hideki, "Ritsuryosei kokka no 'saishi' kozo to sono rekishiteki 
tokushitsu," p. 34· See also Okada Seishi, Kodai saishi no shiteki kenkyu, p. 15. The first 
record of the hanpei is in Nihon shoki, ]ito 4.1.23 ( 690 ), NKBT 68, 2: pp. 500-501. Its 
transformation into an offering to shrines throughout the realm is indicated in Shoku 
Nihongi, Taiho 2.3.12 (702), p. 14. 

33· For the similarity to the ceremony in which the newly appointed governor of 
Izumo came to the capital to receive valuables, see Otsu T oru, "Kodai tennosei ron," 
p. 250. 

34· Ruiju sandaikyaku, "Daijo kanpu," Jogan ro.6.28 (868), p. 35, quotes from a 
Daijo kanpu ofHoki 6.6.13 (775) to this effect. Nishimiya refers to this document in 
"Ritsuryosei kokka no 'saishi' kozo to sono rekishiteki tokushitsu," p. 50. 

35· This discussion is based primarily on the extensive accounts of the rite of 
Kannin 1.10.2 (ro17; in Sakei ki, Honcho seiki, and Mido kanpaku ki), Enkyii. r.ro.7 (ro6g; 
in Coke shidai), Kao 1.10.26 (n6g; in Hyohan ki), and Bunji 3.n.22 (n87; in Cyokuyo). 
There were, of course, slight variations in the representations o£ as well as, perhaps, 
the performance of the rite. In particular, some representations are not as complete 
as ot\-lers, making it unclear whether or not the steps taken during the sequence 
were in precisely the same order or had exactly the same contents. 

36. See, e.g., the account in Coke shidai, pp. 435-36. I have used the phrase "spe
cial status" to refer to those shrines mentioned in the diary and ritual text depictions 
of the rite; it is apparent that the offerings to these shrines were much larger, and 
held greater economic as well as symbolic value than those to the other shrines to 
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which offerings were dispatched. For the shrines that received "special offerings," see 
Okada Shoji, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, p. 205. Although the account in Giike shidai 
does not specifY clearly the special status of the treasures given to Ise, Usa, Iwashi
mizu, and Kamo, it completely ignores Hinokuma and Kunikakasu in its list of the 
imperial orders presented, suggesting that they were not of comparable importance. 

37· Sakei ki, Kannin 1.10.2 (1017), pp. 41-43. 

38. The earliest extant source to identifY the bodhisattva of the shrine with Ojin 
tenno is Usa Hachimangii Mirokuji konryii engi (pp. 4-II), a tale of the construction of 
the Mirokuji temple within. the shrine, written some time between 844, the date 
given in the text, and the early eleventh century. For an estimation of the date of the 
work, see Mukai Takae, "Hachiman shinko to engi," pp. 131-32. In addition, 
Minamoto T amenori's Sanbiie-kotoba, completed in 984, also identifies the bodhi
sattva with the emperor, referring to him as the "holy emperor" (hijiri no mikado). See 
Shohon taisho Sanboe shiisei, p. 334; and Kamens, Three Jewels, pp. 345-46. As noted 
earlier, Todaiji yoroku includes a reputed order of the Great Council of State dated 
Konin. 6.12.10 (816) that says Hachiman Daibosatsu is "Daijo tenno," a phrase mean
ing the abdicated sovereign but referring in this case to Ojin tenno. As for the gift of 
clerical robes to the deity, the extant wooden image of Hachiman that was installed 
in the late ninth century in the Y akushiji temple in Nara has a shaved head and 
wears clerical robes, an indication that the deity was iconographically represented as 
a monk from a very early period. 

39· Nihon kiryaku, Ninna 4.II.8 (888), KST 10, p. 533· Later imperial courts at
tempted to resume the offering or a version of it on occasion. For example, the court 
sponsored a great offering in 1467 that was referred to as "ichidai ichido daijinpo" in 
at least one work (Kiitai jingii nenjii gyoji), although other works do not use the term 
(see quotes in Koji ruien, jingibu 23, "Daijo-sai," p. 1656). Also, Igo Masayasu ("'chi
dai ichido daijinpo zukai no kenkyii," p. 192) notes that the rite was resumed in the 
Taisho (1912-25) and Showa (1926-89) eras, although the object was only Ise jingii; 
Igo does not, however, view the rite of 1467 as the treasures offering, but rather a 
non-treasure "great offering" made at the time of the Daijo-e. 

40. Ibid., Johei 2.9.22 (932), KST II, p. 33· 

41. Teishinko ki, Johei 2.6.II (932), p. 156. 

42. Ibid., Tenryaku 1.4.17 (947), p. 245· 

43· Ibid.; Nihon kiryaku, Tenryaku 2.9.22 (948), KST II, p. 59· The account in the 
ritual compilation ofMinamoto no Takaakira (914-92), Saigii ki (KS 7, pp. 26, 29), 

includes the earliest extensive representation of the Treasures Offering. The length 
of the depiction is perhaps related to the fact that his explanation is inserted in the 
section entitled "The Dispatch of the Emissary to Usa" ("Usa zukai"), suggesting 
that Takaakira, a son of Emperor Daigo (r. 899-930), saw the focus of the Great 
Treasures Offering as Usa more than Ise. 

44· Shomon ki, p. 12. 
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45· The few scholars who have studied this rite have generally ignored the im
portance of Usa jingii and the Buddhist character of its main deity. Okada Shoji, 
who interprets the development of the Treasures Offering as being attributable in 
part to the increasing devotion of Emperor Uda to kami worship and the ideology of 
Japan as a divine country (shinkoku), concedes that Usa was, like Ise, treated as a spe
cial object of the offering: "From the time of Wake no Kiyomaro (733-99] [the deity 
of] Usa was fixed as a kami that promised/authenticated imperial accession" 
(Okada, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, p. 205). However, Okada ignores the Buddhist 
aspect of the Usa deity, referring to it only as a kami. Other scholars have also gen
erally ignored the Buddhist character of the deity; see, e.g., Igo Masayasu, "Ichidai 
ichido daijinpo zukai no kenkyu," pp. r6o-6r; and Koda T oshio, Heianchii rinji kuji 
ryakkai, pp. 89-96. 

46. Nihon shoki, Bidatsu tenn6 13.9 (ca. 584), NKBT 68, pp. 148-49. Gangiiji garan 
engi (pp. u-12), compiled in the late Nara period, also includes an account of the 
relic appearing during the meal, its placement in a stii.pa, and the subsequent perse
cution of Buddhism, including the destruction of the reliquary. The phrases in pa
rentheses constitute classical Japanese readings of the text, which is written in classi
cal Chinese. William E. Deal has recently provided the best translation to date of 
this section of Nihon shoki under the tide "Buddhism and the State in Early Japan," 
in Donald Lopez, ed., Buddhism in Practice, pp. 216-27. 

47· Nihon shoki, Bidatsu tenn6 14.2.24, 2.30, and sixth month (ca. 585), NKBT 68, 
pp. 148-53. Only Umako and the three nuns of his patronage were permitted to 
practice Buddhism, however. 

48. Ibid., Sushun tenn6 I (specific date not mentioned), pp. 168-69. 
49· Ibid., Suiko tenn6 I.I.I5-I6 (593), 172-73- Hokoji was also called Asukadera 

or Gangoji. Later, the temple was moved to the new capital ofHeijo (Nara), but the 
stii.pa remained on the original site, referred to thereafter as Motogangoji. Excava
tions of the past several decades have revealed that the size of the stii.pa was equiva
lent to that of the great temple Horyuji, noted in the gloss for this passage, p. 558, 
nn21-28. For an archaeological study of the relic containers (shari yoki) of the temple, 
see Inokuma Kanemasa, "Asukadera no shari yoki." 

so. The enshrinement of the objects is recorded in Nihon shoki, Suiko tenn6 31.7 
( 623), pp. 204-5, and the prayer for victory in battle is recorded in Suiko tenno, pre
accession seventh month, pp. 162-65. Praying to the four heavenly kings (shitennii) 
for victory, Shotoku promised that should he be granted success in battfe, he would 
erect a temple and worship them there. 

51. See Kidder, "Busshari and Fukuzo," p. 223. 

52. S~oku Nihongi, Tenpyo 13.3-24 (741), p. 164. 
53· Ibid., Hoki 1.4.26 (770), p. 376. The height of each stii.pa was 4·5 sun, ap

proximately 14 centimeters. For a brief overview in English concerning this offering, 
see Hickman, "A Note on the Hyakumantii Dharm;i." 
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54· The practice is also reminiscent of the Indian Mahayana practice of enshrin
ing siitras in stiipas in substitution for the physical body of the Buddha. See 
Schopen, "The Phrase 'sa prtiviprade5as caityabhiito bhavet' in the Vajracchedikii." 

55· Shoku Nihongi, Monmu 4·3·!0 (7oo), p. 164. Dosho was of the Hosso (Ch. Fa
hsiang) school founded by Hsiian-tsang. Hsiian-tsang wrote extensively about relic 
worship in his famous pilgrimage account, Ta-T'ang hsi-yu chi, and brought back 
some Buddha relics with him from his travels. See the English translation by Sam
uel Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World. 

56. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Gangyo 1.12.16 (878), p. 415. 
57· It would seem that this is a later interpolation, based perhaps on a hagio

graphical effort to glorify the monk and the majesty of the Japanese emperor. Bod
hisena Q. Bodaisenna, Baramon soja) came to Japan in 736, and was well treated by 
Emperor Shomu. See the text in Todaiji yoroku, pp. 53-54· For another early account 
of this gift, see Oe no Chikamichi' s Shichi daiji junrei shiki (ca. II35 ), pp. 70-71. 

58. Todaiwajo toseiden, p. n9. 
59· Shahan taisho Sanboe shiisei, p. 287. 
6o. Go-shorai mokuroku, pp. w6o-66, especially 1064c. 
61. See Hashimoto Hatsuko, "Daishi shorai busshari no shinko," in her Chiisei 

toji to Kobo daishi shinko, pp. n5-202. 
62. Nitta guho junrei gyoki, p. 226; Reischauer, Ennin's Diary, p. 262. This is also re

corded in Ryosen sanzo gyoreki ko, p. 154. Ryosen, like Dosho, was a Hosso cleric. I 
use the term myriad to translate ichiman because the word often referred in premod
ern times to an indefinite yet very large amount (it now refers exclusively to w,ooo ). 

63. Reiganji wajo shorai homon dogu to mokuroku, pp. I072a-73c. For a study of the 
monk Ryosen, see Y oritomi Motohiro, "Nitta so Ryosen sanzo." 

64. See Eun zenji shorai kyobo mokuroku, p. 1089a; and Ennin's Nihon nitta shingu 
shogyo mokuroku, p. 1076a. According to the latter text, Ennin acquired three grains 
of bodhisattva relics and two grains of pratyekabuddha relics. An order of the 
Council of State of 848 records that Ennin received twenty-one kinds of relics and 
portraits of eminent monks in China. See Ruijii sandaikyaku, "Daijo kanpu," Kajo 
1.6.15, p. 70. The record of the twenty-one kinds is also noted in Nihon sandai jitsu
roku, Jogan 6.1.14 (864), p. 126. 

65. Shoku Nihongi, Monmu 4·3·!0 (7oo), p. 6. 
66. This is the argument ofFujisawa Fumihiko ("Nihon no nokotsu shinko," pp. 

257-58). For the text of the inscription, see Daisojo shari byoki. Jeweled stiipas, which 
we will consider in greater depth shortly, are depicted in a series of Buddhist scrip
tures. The most famous is the jeweled stiipa in the Lotus Sutra (Miaoja lien-hua ching, 
pp. 32b-34b; and Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, p. 188). 

67. Fujisawa, "Nihon no nokotsu shinko." Based on research of Mizuno Masayo
shi and Okamura Hideo, Fujisawa makes the claim that the tooth was treated as a 
relic. 
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68. The text, incorporated within the Daigoji shoji engishii, is called Daianji Sudo 
tenno gain hatto ryosho kimon, and is reproduced in Hongo Masatsugu, "Konin/ 
Kanmu cho no kokka to bukkyo," p. 42, n3o. The text, however, later refers to an 
event ofJoho 3 (ro76), suggesting that the description was written long after the fact; 
thus it is difficult to assess whether Sawara's remains were described as shari. Fear of 
the spirit of Prince Sawara was the first major example in Japanese history of anxi
ety concerning "maleficent spirits" (onryo), which became the basis for many rites of 
pacification in the Heian and later periods. For an overview of this problem, see 
Plutschow, "The Fear of Evil Spirits in Japanese Culture"; for an extensive study of 
the worship of such spirits in divinized forn;t (goryo), see Shibata Minoru, Goryo 
shinko. Neil McMullin analyzes the ideological implications of the Gion goryo cult 
in "On Placating the Gods and PacifYing the Populace." By the early Kamakura era, 
the remains of Prince Shotoku were sometimes referred to as shari; see, e.g., Fuji
wara Iezane's (II79-1242) diary, Inokuma kanpaku ki, which uses the term when de
scribing the theft ofShotoku's relics on Kennin 3.6.19 (1203; the account is included 
in Kobayashi Takeshi, Shunjobo Chogen no kenkyii, p. 456). 

69. For the reburial of the princess, see Shoku Nihongi, on Hoki 8.12.28 (778), 
p. 438. For the reference to the mausoleum of Junnin, see ibid., Hoki 9.3.23 (778), 
p. 441. On the latter point, see Hongo Masatsugu, "Konin/Kanmu cho no kokka to 
bukkyo," pp. 24-25. 

70. Shoku Nihon koki, Tencho 10.3.5 (833), p. 7· Unfortunately, the reason for the 
selection of these particular mausolea is not clear. It may be related to efforts of the 
emperors of T enji descent to increasingly glorifY and venerate sovereigns of their 
lineage or simply to the fact that these were recently constructed mausolea. 

71. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Ten'an 2.11.5 (858), p. 8. The imperial. mausolea in
cluded those of the Emperors Tenji (r. 668-71), Kanmu, Saga (r. 809-23), Ninmyo, 
and Montoku (r. 850-58). The inception of the development of the annual offerings 
(nosaki; also pronounced nozaki) is indicated in Shoku Nihongi on several occasions: 
Tenpyo 20.12.18 (749), p. 198; Tenpyo hoji 4.12.12, p. 275; Tenpyo hoji 8.12.13 (765), 
p. 313; Hoki 2.12.15 (772), p. 397; and Hoki 8.12.28 (778), p. 438. 

72. Ruijii kokushi, Tencho 4.5.21 (827), KST 6, p. 151. This is also recounted in Ni
hon kiryaku, T encho 4.5.21, KST 10, p. 325. Moreover, apparently due to concerns 
about the weather and harvests, in 835, seven grains of Buddha relics were ordered to 
be brought by officials of the Central Affairs ministry to the inner palace-pre
sumably to be used in such a ritual; see Shoku Nihon koki, J owa 2.6.28, p. 40. The text 
notes that the origins of the relics were unclear, making it difficult to know from 
whom or where they were obtained. As will be analyzed in detail in Chapter 4, Kii.
kai also first performed the Latter Seven-Day Rite in the imperial palace in 835, after 
which it became an annual rite of the court; at least by the tenth century, if not from 
the rite's very inception, Buddha relics constituted the main object of veneration. 

n]ikaku daishi den,Jogan 2, PP· 693-94. 
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74· Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Jogan S.6.2r (S66), p. rSS. 
75· Nihon kiryaku, Tencho S.3.7 (S3r), KST ro, p. 331. 
76. Nitta guho junrei gyoki, p. 226. 
77· Saigu ki, Engi 3.9.13 (903), KS 7, p. 2S. However, Saigu ki may have confused 

this rite with another of a similar description that occurred on Encho 3.9.13 accord
ing to the same work (ibid.). The text merely notes that the rite "of [Engi) r6" fol
lowed the example of the offering ofEngi 3· Nihon kiryaku (Owa 2.5.17, KST n, p. S6) 
also notes the dispatch of monk-envoys to offer Buddha relics to Iwashimizu Hachi
mangii and ten other unnamed shrines in 962. 

7S. For the reference to Kiikai's list of objects, see Go-shorai mokuroku, which men
tions this siitra on p. ro62c. For the siitra, see Tsao-t'a yen-ming kung-te ching, p. 726. 

79· Shohon taisho Sanboe shusei, p. 260. Leading members of the Fujiwara clan were 
involved in the construction of large numbers of small stiipas as early as the tenth 
century; the regent Tadahira, for example, sponsored the construction of 200 stiipas 
at Koryiiji in 945 and is said to have sponsored the building of ro,ooo stiipas in 941 
in the wake of the war effort against the rebel Sumitomo (d. 941; see T adahira' s di
ary concerning the 200 stiipas [sotoba ], Teishinko ki, Tengyo S.4.15, p. 215; for a record 
of the construction of the ro,ooo stiipas, see the twelfth-century Fuso ryakki, T engyo 
4, third to eighth months, attached to the end of its biography of the monk Nichizo 
[Doken; 905-S5), p. 222). 

So. Kiikai seems to have planned to construct one, and perhaps two, so-called 
dharma-body stiipas of the Vairocana Buddha in Kongobuji on Mount Koya, en
shrining images of the five Buddhas of the womb-treasury world. His pupil Shinzei 
( Soo-S6o) and later monks were responsible for the construction of these stiipas. 
With regard to state-sponsored construction, on Jogan 16.3.23 (S74), the govern
ment sponsored the construction of a stiipa of Vairocana in Joganji (Nihon sandai 
jitsuroku, p. 339). In Ninna 3 (SS6), the monk Shinzen (Sr2-91), on behalf of a prayer 
made by the emperor, reputedly led the establishment of a large jeweled stiipa at 
Mount Koya that enshrined images of the five Buddhas of the Diamond Realm 
(Toji choja bunin, Ninna 3, p. 4S5). An order of the Great Council of State notes that 
a jeweled stiipa was constructed at Enjoji during the Kanpyo era ( SS9-9S) in accor
dance with a vow of the emperor (Ruiju sandaikyaku, "Daijo kanpu," Engi 7.5.2 [907 ), 
p. 64). 

Sr. Miaoja lien-hua ching, pp. 32b-34b; Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the 
Fine Dharma, pp. rS4-94. 

S2. Eizan daishi den, ZGR S, part 2, p. 472. These events took place in roughly 
Konin 7-S (ca. Sr6-r7). 

S3. Ibid., pp. 47S-79. This pattern was apparently based on the precedent set by 
the Ch'ien-fu-ssu temple in Ch'ang-an; see Kawakatsu Kenryo, "Taho-to no reki
shi," in Kawakatsu, Taho-to to Hokekyo shiso, pp. 4S-55. The collection of tales com
piled by Miyoshi no Tameyasu (ro49-H39), Shai ojoden, tells of a legend that relics 
appeared before Saicho in an incense burner and a golden flower vase; it also claims 
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that during a storm on his way to China, he gave a Buddha relic to the dragon king 
of the sea to overcome a dangerous wind (see Ojoden/Hokke genki, pp. 588-Sg). Fusi5 
ryakki (Hoki g (778] and Enryaku 23 [8o4], pp. 108, n6) also tells these same stories. 

84. This text is a manuscript dated J ohei 7 in I washimizu monjo 2; reproduced in 
Kawakatsu Kenryo, Taho-to to Hokekyo shiso, pp. 201-2, n28. 

85. Manju r, HI no. 4gr8, Komonjo hen, 10: 3822-23. In Shoryaku 4 (ro8o), Em
peror Shirakawa (r. 1072-86) sponsored the construction of a jeweled stiipa in Mi
rokuji (see Hachiman Usaga gotakusensha, Shoryaku 4.6.23 [108o], p. rso). The inter
est displayed in Suisa ki (Shoryaku 4.8.14 [1080], p. 108; 10.30 [1080 ], p. 133; and esp. 
n.24 [ro8r], p. 138) concerning the collection of materials by the Dazaifu office that 
year makes it evident that the government was heavily involved in patronage of ritual 
practice at Mirokuji. A text entitled Shirakawa hi5i5 Hachiman issaikyo kuyo ganmon 
(n28) notes that Shirakawa built the jeweled stiipa at "Usagii" and stresses that, as 
retired emperor, he sponsored the offering of several hundred thousand small stiipas 
during the last years of his life. 

86. For a list of these, see Kawakatsu Kenryo, Tahi5-ti5 to Hokekyo shisi5, pp. 207-g. 
For chapter n of the siitra, see Miaoja lien-hua ching, pp. 32b-34b. 

87. Watabe draws much of her research in this regard from the insights ofFutaba 
Kenko (see her Shinto to Nihon bukkyo, pp. 31, and 45-46, n 28 ). The collections include 
those compiled by Tao-shih (d. 683), Fa-yuan chu-lin (T. 53, no. 2122); Tao-hsiian 
(sg6-667 ), Kuang hung-ming chi (T. 52, no. 2103); the clerical biographies compiled by 
Hui-chiao (4g7-554), Kao-seng chuan (T. so, no. 205g), and Tao-hsiian, Hsii kao-seng 
chuan (T. 50, no. 2060 ); and the catalogue of Seng-yu ( 445-518), Ch'u san-tsang chi chi 
(T. 55, no. 2145). Watabe uses this point to claim that Doji (d. 744), a Sanron (Sk. 
Madhyamika) monk of Daianji was the individual who wrote this relics account, as 
well as several other entries on Buddhism in the Nihon shoki (ibid., pp. 30-33). 

88. The text attributed to Prince Shotoku is the Hokke gisho. Although the dating 
of his alleged commentaries are a subject of debate, those on the Lotus Satra and the 
Srimaladevisi1'}1hanada sutra (Ch. Sheng-man ching; J. Shomangyo; T. r2, no. 353), trans. 
Gu!).abhadra (Chiu-na-pa-t'o-lo; 3g4-468), date from Shotoku's time. See Yoshida 
Yasuo, Nihon kodai no bosatsu to minsha, pp. rg6-g7. 

8g. The Toiki denti5 mokuroku (p. r8) lists a no longer extant commentary called 
Bussetsu yokuzi5 kudokukyo kaidai, written by Doji (d. 744). For the text of the Ya
hsiang kung-te ching, see T. r6, no. 6g7, pp. 7g8c-ggb. 

go. Yu-hsiang kung-te ching, p. 7gga. 
gr. Tsao-t'a kung-te ching, p. Sora-b. 
g2. These were evidently based on tales as told in Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang 

ching, pp. 450c-53a; and Ta po-nieh-p'an ching Q. Daihatsu nehangyo), pp. 443b-45b. 
g3. Shoku Nihongi, Tenpyo 13.3-24 (741), pp. 163-64. The earlier version, trans

lated by Dharmak~ema, is Chin-kuang-ming ching, T. r6, no. 663. This version is I
ching' s translation, Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang chin g. 
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94· Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching, p. 406a-c. This section goes on, how
ever, to teach that the physical relics are actually a device for the salvation of sentient 
beings, and that the real Buddha-body is the dharma-body (ibid., p. 406c). 

95· Ibid., pp. 450c-s3a. 
96. P'u-sa t'ou-shen i-e-hu ch'i-t'a yin-yiian ching, pp. 424b-28a. 
97· For the reference to Chitatsu and Chitsii., who studied under Hsiian-tsang, 

see Nihon shoki, Saimei tenno 4·7 ( 658), NKBT 68, pp. 332-33. 
98. Nara ihun, Tenpyo Shoho 3 (751), 2:971-72. 
99· Todaiwajo toseiden, p. n2. The Chinese prince Ch'ien Hung-shu ordered the 

construction of 84,000 stii.pas in the mid-tenth century, some of which were im
ported to Japan during the Heian era. These stii.pas, like the Asokan stii.pa seen by 
Chien-chen, bore illustrations of jatakas. The importation of the stii.pas suggests 
additional influences on the Japanese reception of relics and the narratives accom
panying their veneration. An extant example of one of the imported stii.pas is in the 
collection of the Nara National Museum. 

roo. Ta-ch' eng pen-sheng hsin-ti kuan ching, p. 297a. Another scripture translated by 
Prajfia that also refers to the four objects of debt is Chujo ching-chieh she-chen-shih 
ching (pp. 28oa, 284b). For an analysis of the scripture and ofPrajfia's views on the 
four debts, see Yoritomo Motohiro, Chugoku mikkyo no kenkyii, pp. 73-85, 95-roo. 
For a translation and reading of the teaching in the Ta-ch'eng pen-shen hsin-ti kuan 
ching concerning the four objects of debt, which emphasizes the centrality of the 
virtues of the Buddhist ruler (the ideal ruler, through his virtue, inspires deities and 
dragons to provide plentiful water and harvest, causing peace and prosperity-even 
the appearance of a "wish-fulfilling jewel"-in the realm), see Nakamura Hajime, 
"On no shiso," pp. 41-53. Another famous explanation, which differs slightly in its 
definition of the four, can be found in the scripture translated by Prajfiaruci (fl. 516-
43), Chengja nien-ch'u ching, p. 359a-c. Other Chinese translations of sii.tras with ref
erences to the four objects of debt include P'u-yao ching a. Fuyogyo), PP· 487C, 495C, 
512c; Tang-lai-p'ien ching a. Toraihengyo), p. m8b; Liu-tu chi-ching a. Rokudo jikkyo), 
pp. sa, 30a. These earlier works did not, however, provide a complete formulation of 
the four objects as they would be invoked in later works; the four, in these works, 
refer generally to the reciprocating of others' kindness, especially that of bodhi
sattvas and the sati.gha. 

ror. See the translation by Y oshito S. Hakeda, "The Precious Key to the Sacred 
Treasury," in Hakeda, Kukai: Major Works, p. 183. For the original text, see Hizo 
hoyaku, T. 77, no. 2426, p. 367a. The passages in brackets in the translation here are 
my insertion. For an analysis of Kii.kai's use of the concept of the four objects of 
fundamental debt, see Kawasaki Shinjo, "Mikkyo to on no shiso," pp. 297-303; for 
an earlier study, see Nakano Gisho, "Kobo daishi no on to sukui to ni kansuru 
shiso." Compiled by the monk Kyokai, a contemporary of Kii.kai, the Buddhist col
lection Nihon ryoi ki includes two stories that noted the four fundamental objects of 
debt (see pt. I, no. 35, pp. 154-57; and pt. II, no. 6, pp. 190-93). 
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102. Daiwajo ho-i Heianjo daijo tenno kanjo mon, Konin 12 (821), pp. 3c-4b. 
103. For an analysis of Annen's references, based on the Hsin-ti kuan ching (Shinji

kangyo), in treatises such as "Futsii bosatsukai koshaku," see Suguro Shinjo, 
"Hokekyo shinko ni okeru hoon," pp. 261-63. 

104. For example, in an entry for J ogan 4.10. 7 ( 862 ), the Nihon sandai jitsuroku (p. 
96) records the words of an aristocrat who tried to convince the state to give land 
toward the construction of a "place of practice" (dojo). He invoked the four objects, 
which he claimed constituted the most important burden borne by sentient beings: 
"The way to repay the debt is to climb to the highest stage ofbodhi." The text also 
records the granting of official status and the name of Zenrinji to the dojo of the 
Shingon monk Shinjo, and includes the petition Shinjo submitted for such status. 
Shinjo wrote that he constructed images of Vairocana and the Buddhas of the four 
directions "to repay my debt to the holy (ruler] and to protect the state" (sei on o ho
jitatematsurite kokka o goji); he acknowledged that the original establishment of the 
temple in a home of a Fujiwara broke the laws forbidding private dojo, but argued 
that it was sincerely constructed to repay his tremendous debt (koon o hozu) to Em
peror Ninmyo. He claimed that, should his dojo be granted official status, the merit 
would profit the ruler and ministers of state (shosa no kudoku mina kotogotoku kokuo 
daijin o tasuku) (see ibid., Jogan 5·9·6 (863], p. n7). 

105. Ruiju sandaikyaku, "Daijo kanpu," Kanpyo 2.n.23 (891), pp. 101-2. 
106. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Jogan 4.12.25 (863), pp. 97-98. This passage was classi-

fied within the "Buddhist" section ofRuiju kokushi (KST 6, pp. 264-65). 
107. Shohon taisho Sanboe shasei, p. 4· 
108. Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
109. Ibid., pp. 37-40. 
no. Ibid., pp. 53-57. The text notes that the story also appears in Chin-kuang-ming 

tsui-sheng wang ching. 
m. I follow here historians, philosophers, and literary theorists who problema

tize presuppositions that literature is not historically referential or that history is not 
necessarily literary in its character. Paul Ricoeur (Time and Narrative, pp. 52-87) has 
argued that both history and literature are referential because of their fundamentally 
mimetic quality. Mikhail Bakhtin (Dialogic Imagination, pp. 84-300; "Problem of 
Speech Genres") uses a (dialogical) communication model to challenge views that 
focus on "language" apart from social context; he analyzes discourse at the level of 
the "utterance," arguing that analysis of the utterance subverts tendencies among 
linguists and philosophers of language to deal only with the "neutral signification" of 
discourse and "not its actual meaning," which is social and historical in character. 
Bakhtin's "historical poetics" develops the concept of the "chronotope," meaning 
what he calls "the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that 
are artistically expressed in literature" (Dialogic Imagination, p. 84). For a view that 
addresses the literary character of historical writing and of the historical text, see 

White, Tropics of Discourse, pp. 50-134. 
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n2. I have used the DNK printed edition of the. Kujo family manuscript of the 
T eishinko ki, which dates from the early Kamakura era. The extant text covers the 
years Engi 7-14, 18-20, Encho 2-5, Tengyo 1-3 (to sixth month of third year), 8-9, 

Tenryaku 1-2 (respectively, 907-14, 918-20, 924-27, 938-40,945-46, 947-48). This 
manuscript is held in Tenri Library, Tenri City. Another manuscript, which once 
belonged to the Hiramatsu family, includes the years Johei 1-2 (931-32) and is held 
in Kyoto Universiry library. 

rr3. Takeuchi Rizo ("Kuden to kyomei," pp. 8-12) notes that Tadahira was the 
son who was heir to instructions regarding ritual protocol taught by Mototsune, 
who gave them to princes close to him at the time of his death. After he became re
gent, Tadahira not only received Mototsune's instructions from the princes, but also 
the diaries, histories, and documents originally given by Emperor Daigo to T ada
hira's brother, Tokihira. For an overview of the Fujiwaras as a "diary family" (nikki 
no ie) that carried on a familial transmission of diary-writing practice beginning with 
T adahira, see Matsuzono Hiroshi, "Nikki no ie." Matsuzono notes the intimate re
lationship between the transmission of such diaries and the handing-down of rituals 
or ritual texts and claims that the Fujiwaras' development into a diary family was 
necessary for their transformation into a "medieval" family. Takahashi Hideki (Ni
hon chusei no ie to shinzoku, pp. II3, 130-31, n 49) considers Matsuzono's emphasis on 
the notion of"diary family" an exaggeration of terminology rarely seen in contempo
rary texts and places the development of such families in the late eleventh century. 
Okada Shoji (Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, pp. 282-86) notes the centrality ofTada
hira in the consolidation of the Fujiwara lineage's formation of the "chancel
lor/regent system" (sekkan taisei); Tadahira increasingly depended on the services of 
chamberlains of the sixth rank, married his sister to Emperor Daigo, and thereby 
came to dominate her son, the child-emperor Suzaku (923-52, r. 930-46), in a man
ner that would become commonplace in the Fujiwara and imperial houses until the 
late eleventh century. Okada emphasizes that the Fujiwaras' achievement of a sek
kan taisei ritual system in the latter half of the tenth century depended on the 
achievements ofT adahira and was marked by the increasing pilgrimages by both the 
emperor and the Fujiwaras to occasional festivals held at Iwashimizu, Kamo, Kasu
ga, Oharano, Matsuno'o, Kitano, and other major shrines. 

n4. Tadahira notes in Teishinko ki (Tengyo 8.4.15 (945], p. 215) that he offered 
200 stii.pas to Koryii.ji; Fuso ryakki (Tengyo 4, third to eighth months (941], p. 222) 

tells of the monk Nichizo's (905-85) journey to hell, where he is requested by the 
former emperor Daigo to convince Tadahira to sponsor the construction of a myr
iad of stii.pas (ichiman sotoba) on his behalf 

II5. Teishinko ki, Tenryaku 14.17 (947), P· 245· 

n6. Ibid., Tenryaku 1+20 (947), p. 245· 

II7. The term used here is doen, which refers to the official identification given to 
monks by the government. The expression docho is sometimes also used in contem
porary sources. 
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uS. Nihon kiryaku, Tenryaku 2.8.20-21, 9.22 (948), KST II, p. 59· 
ug. Okada Shoji, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, p. 202; Igo Masayasu, "Ichidai 

ichido daijinpo zukai no kenkyu"; and Koda T oshio, Heiancho rinji kuji ryakkai, p. g8. 
120. Okada Shoji, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, pp. 187, 200-204. 
121. For example, Nishimiya Hideki ("Ritsuryosei kokka no 'saishi' kozo to sono 

rekishiteki tokushitsu," pp. 52-53), while he does not take issue with Okada specifi
cally, notes that during the late ninth century the number of rituals featuring par
ticipation of the emperor (shinji) actually declined. Nishimiya does admit, however, 
that immediate factors such as the accession of child-emperors and an increase in 
concern about impurity (kegare) may have played a role in this diminution of par
ticipation (ibid., p. 55, n 28). 

122. Okada Shoji, Heian jidai no kokka to saishi, p. 209. 
123. Saigu ki, KS 7, p. 32. This work has several manuscript versions, which has also 

led to disparate printed editions. I have drawn on the KS edition, which is based on 
the so-called Maeda family kansu manuscript (Maeda Sonkeikaku Library, Tokyo) of 
eighteen scrolls, dating from some time during the Heian and Kamakura eras (the last 
sections, unconnected to the account of the relics offering, borrow from the Shiseki 
shuran printed edition, based on the much later Maeda-ke Daiei 5 [ 1525) manuscript). 

124. Takaakira was made provisional-general of Dazaifu (present-day northern 
Kyushii) following his suspected involvement in a plot to make Prince Tamehira, to 
whom he had orchestrated a marriage with his daughter, the emperor. A frame-up 
or not, belief in his involvement gave the Fujiwaras an opportunity to destroy this 
potential rival. The fact that he gives an account here of the Relics Offering, as well 
as his stress on Usa, supports the view that it was not only the powerful Fujiwaras 
who were knowledgeable of or involved in the rite, and that Usa was accepted as a 
primary recipient of the offerings by the court as a whole. For the incident, see Ni
hon kiryaku, Anna 2.3.25, 4.1 (g6g), KST II, pp. IIO-II. This text goes so far as to 
compare the turmoil connected with the Anna incident to that of the T engyo pe
riod, when the rebellions of Taira no Masakado and Fujiwara no Sumitomo oc
curred. For a discussion of the political machinations as well as literary representa
tions of the incident in the so-called historical tales (rekishi monogatari) Eiga 
monogatari and Okagami, see Okada, Figures of Resistance, pp. 166-70. 

125. See, e.g., Fujiwara no Nagakane's Sancho ki (p. 170), which states in its entry 
concerning the rite in Ken'ei 1.9.26 (12o6) that the shozoku offered to Usa and Iwa
shimizu were clerical robes. The account in Hokuzan sho (p. 433) of the Treasures 
Offering reveals that the meaning of the term was very similar in that rite as well; 
the text notes that the ceremonial dress (shozoku) offered to Usa were of two 
kinds-one clerical and one lay. In these sources, clerical robes are represented as 
being a kind or subset of ceremonial dress. 

126. Nihon kiryaku (987), KST u, p. 162. 
127. Sakei ki, pp. 51-52, 56. The SHT version of the Sakei ki used here is a printed 

edition that draws on the extant manuscripts, primarily the Moriya Y oshitaka Ar-
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chives manuscript, which includes the years Manju 2 (ro25) and Chogen 7-8 (ro34-
35), as well as the Naikaku Bunko Archives (Tokyo) manuscript of fifteen volumes. 

128. This distinction between these two houses, especially with regard to their 
diary writing practices and court ritual lineages, was commonly noted in ritual texts 
such as Goke shidai and other works from the period of the cloistered emperors (in
sei) on. For a discussion of these houses, see Takeuchi Rizo, "Kuden to kyomei." 
The Ono-no-miya-ke traced its lineage to the eldest son of Fujiwara no Tadahira, 
Saneyori (also called Ono-no-miya dono; 900-970), and the Kujo-ke traced its line 
to the second son ofT adahira, Morosuke (also called Kujo dono; 908-6o ). Both 
lines carefully guarded the transmission of instructions concerning court ritual, 
which led by the late Heian period to increasing esotericization of these instruc
tions-due, at least in part, to the influence of esoteric Buddhist practices. The 
Kujo lineage became the more prominent of the two, as Fujiwara no Michinaga and 
his descendants played central roles in the court for the next several centuries, cul
minating in the development of the Kujo as the leading diary house in the late 
twelfth century. For a discussion of the transformation of the Kujo into a "diary 
house" (nikki no ie), see Matsuzono Hiroshi, "Nikki no ie," esp. pp. 358-60. 

129. The passage in parentheses is an annotation written next to the main line of 
the text, apparently by the author of the diary. 

130. Shoyu ki, Kannin 1.12.16, 20, 21 (ro18), SHT bekkan 2, pp. 162-64. 
131. This annotation for the tree reads hohokki, combining the katakana characters 

ho-ho-tsu with the character for tree. I presume that this is an unusual rendition of 
hoki, or honoki (Magnolia hypoleuca) lacking the hiragana no of the modern reading 
(although the no is implied). 

132. Shoyu ki, Kannin 2.ro.8, II (ro18), SHT bekkan 2, pp. 202-3. 
133. Mido kanpaku ki zenchushaku, kannin ninen ge, p. 23. The diary covers the pe

riod between 998 and !021. The manuscript attributed to Michinaga as well as one 
believed to have been copied at an early date are held in the Yomei Bunko Archives, 
Kyoto. I have used the printed edition with Yamanaka Yutaka's annotations, which 
draws on these manuscripts; it provides translations into classical japanese ofMichi
naga's text, written in literary Chinese (kanbun) and includes detailed analyses of the 
terminology used in the text. 

134. Although the sources do not make clear the reason for the period separating 
this rite from the accession, consideration of the sequence of rites performed fol
lowing Daijo-e suggests forcefully that an interim of roughly two to three years was 
intentionally scheduled by the court to display repeatedly-on a number of ritual 
occasions, culminating in the Treasures Offering and the Relics Offering-the glory 
and charity of the new sovereign and his reign. 

135. See Sago bunin, p. 166. 
136. Toshikata and Tsuneyori were equally involved in the preparations for the 

Great Treasures Offering in the tenth month of the previous year. Toshikata was 
charged with handing the imperial orders to the envoys prior to their dispatch to the 
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shrines, and Tsuneyori again oversaw part of the preparations for the rite, particu
larly that of the treasures meant for the Usa and Iwashimizu shrines. See Shoyii ki, 
Kannin 1.10.2 (10r8), SHT bekkan 2, pp. 122-23. 

137. See Takeuchi Riza, "Kuden to kyamei." 
138. Among the major ritual texts of this period, only Goke shidai, compiled by Oe 

no Masafusa (1041-rm) in mr, and Hokuzan sho, compiled by Fujiwara no Kinta 
(966-1041) in the early eleventh century, do not provide an account of the Relics 
Offering. The reason for the omission is unclear. Kinta is known for incorporating 
influences of both the Kuja and his own lineage, the Ono-no-miya, but for un
known reasons-barring the possibility of a loss of an earlier section on the Relics 
Offering-overlooked the Buddha Relics Offering in his compilation. Such may 
have also been the problem with Goke shidai; in this work, however, the category of 
"ichidai ichido busshari" remains in some versions of the extant text, which, while 
lacking any description of the rite, suggests that a depiction of the details of the rite 
were included in the original manuscript. In any event, the focus of ritual texts on 
"customary" rites performed annually resulted in short descriptions, if any, of occa
sional court rituals, which is part of the reason most sources concerning the Relics 
Offering are diaries. 

139. The previous year, just before preparations were begun for the Relics Offer
ing, Michinaga wrote in his diary that he sent Buddha relics and "pure gold" to the 
T endai monk Kyaso of Onjaji, whom he believed was responsible for the extraordi
nary appearance of a deer in the lecture hall there during a Hokke jikko ("ten Lotus 
Siitra lectures") rite on behalf of the spirit of the founder of the Onjaji line, the monk 
Enchin (814-91). Michinaga described the Buddha relics and gold as "materials for a 
dokko," a vajra used in esoteric Buddhism. 

140. Chiiyii ki, Ten'ei 2.10.5 (mr), SHT 12, p. 85. This diary covers the period from 
1087 to n38. The 23-fascicle manuscript, which dates from the Kamakura era, is 
housed in Yamei Bunko Archives, Kyoto. The single-fascicle manuscripts of the 
original Kuja family, Hagiwara family, and Fushimi imperial family archives are 
housed in the Kunaicha Shoryabu Archives, Tokyo. 

141. Ibid., Ten'ei 3.6.17 (rii2), p. 170. 
142. The term used is gotai no jugu, which suggests that the impurity was due to the 

nearby presence of a corpse of some sort-perhaps a dog or some other creature. 
143· Denryaku, Ten'ei 2.10.5 (mr), 3:176. 
144. The account is ambiguous here. The term used is migaeshi, which refers to 

the inside cover of a book or document on which are inscribed names or tides. Thus 
the outside secretary is showing Akimichi the inside cover, presumably to verifY that 
the seal of the Great Council of State has been stamped on the document. 

I45· This refers to the observance of precautionary procedures to avoid breaking 
taboos, which probably included avoiding the eating of flesh and of any movement 
in directions deemed dangerous, as well as the use of words different from those 
used in everyday life. 
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146. This apparently refers to the Buddhist version of bodily purification, which 
in this case probably simply means that neither of them ate flesh (or, perhaps, drank 
alcohol) at that time; however, it might refer to a non-Buddhist form of bodily puri
fication along the lines of the practices in taboo restraints-avoidance of flesh and 
so on-which are not very different from Buddhist forms. The text is unclear in this 
regard, especially since the term shojin can refer to either Buddhist or non-Buddhist 
forms of purification. 

147. Denryaku, Ten'ei 3.6.16, 17 (m2), 3: 237-39. The earliest extant manuscript 
dates to 1267, which is held with a manuscript of 1686 in the Yomei Bunko Archives, 
Kyoto. The DNK printed edition is based on the 1267 manuscript. The work covers 
the period from 1098 to mg. 

148. Little is known of the cleric Chona except that he was an upo~adha precepts 
master (fusatsu kaishi) at Todaiji. A few extant sources o(Todaiji mention him, not
ing in one case his presence at an imperially sponsored Hokke hakko ("eight Lotus Su
tra lectures") rite performed in Hachimangti at Todaiji in II04 (Todaiji monjo 3.9, HI, 
no. 1626) and his reception of rice (apparently based on his activities as a precepts 
master) in no2 (private collection ofTodaiji materials, HI, no. 1508). No mention is 
made of him in the aristocratic lineage chart Son pi bunmyaku. 

149. Shades of such interaction may be seen during the Heian era as well, when 
retired emperors such as Saga and Uda dominated the imperial house, albeit re
taining the centrality of the emperor in ceremonial practices. For a particularly po
litical and economic account concerning the dominance by the retired emperor of 
decision making and the continuing centrality of the emperor in ritual, see Hurst, 
Insei, pp. 95-96. I would question, however, Hurst's exclusive emphasis on matters 
of policy and clan decision making; for a full understanding of the imperial house of 
the period, it is necessary to take into consideration both the ideological and relig
ious implications of the ritual practices of the emperors. As noted above, the devel
opment of lineages of ritual and writing practices, as noted by scholars such as Ma
tsuz;ono Hiroshi ("Nikki no ie"), was closely related to the development of new 
familial patterns of organization by the late Heian era. 

150. As with Chon6, little was recorded of Kaien. A few works associated with 
Kofukuji mention him (see, e.g., HI, no. 2101), but distinct monks of the same name 
seem to have lived in the mid-eleventh and mid-twelfth centuries, sufficiently dis
tanced from the early twelfth century to make identification with this cleric unlikely. 
Kaien is not mentioned in Sonpi bunmyaku. 

151. The mention of the inclusion of the relics for Kasuga on the occasion of the 
inspection of relics indicates both the perspective of T adaz:ane as a member of the 
Fujiwara family, the primary patron of Kasuga and its temple-twin Kofukuji, and 
the ongoing importance of the Fujiwaras and their allies throughout the era of 
cloistered sovereigns. For a study of Kasuga in relation to Kofukuji, as well as their 
mutual patronage by the Fujiwaras, see Grapard, Protocol of the Gods. 
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152. I have used the Kokusho kankokai printed edition of Gyokuyo, which is 
based on the so-fascicle manuscript from the original Kujo family collection, housed 
in Kunaicho Shoryobu Archives. The Kujo manuscript is a copy that dates from 
not long after the era of Kanezane's life. A different manuscript, from the original 
Hagiwara family collection, is also housed in Kunaicho Shoryobu Archives. Manu
script copies exist in a large number of libraries in Japan, including the Diet Library, 
Toyo Bunko Archives, Maeda family Sonkeikaku Archives, Yomei Bunko Archives, 
Tokyo University Library, and Tokyo University Shiryo Hensansho Archives. The 
diary covers the period from n64 to 1203. 

153· Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 3.2.2, 2.4, 2.6 (n92), 3: 790-91. The major counselor was 
Sanemune and the middle controller of the left was Chikatsune. 

154. Ibid., 3.3.2, p. 796. 

155. Ibid., 3.3.2, 3.10, pp. 796-98. The decision to have them receive the precepts 
on the fourth was noted in the entry for the second, and the dispatch is recorded on 
the tenth. 

156. The reference apparently concerns the event of the use of medicine-in this 
case by the head of the chamberlains-for which there were ritual restraints. 

157. Gyokuyo, 3: 797-98. 

158. Abe, "Hoju to oken," pp. 123-24. 

159. Sancho ki, 1206, pp. 166, 170. I have used the SHT printed edition, which is 
based on the oldest extant manuscript copy. The manuscript is split among the Hi
gashiyama Gobunko Archives (eight volumes), the private collection ofTanaka Mi
noru (seven fascicles), Kunaicho Shoryobu Archives (one fascicle), and Kyoto Uni
versity Library (one fascicle). The diary covers the period between II95 and 12n; 

however, it includes in total only five of these years. 
160. Minkei ki, Kangi 1.5.24 (1229), 2: 67. The precise date of the offering of the 

Jokyii era is not clear. Hiki is a counter for which there is no clear referent, although 
it often refers to bolts of textiles or numbers of coins. Although this account does 
not specifY the objects offered, we will shortly see that Tsunemitsu included in his 
diary manuscripts that accompanied the offering and indicates that silk, figured 
cloth, flowers, and other items were given. 

161. Ibid., 1.6.3, 6.5, 6.8, pp. 75, 77· 

162. Ibid., 1.6.19, p. 84. 

163. Ibid., 6.25, pp. 94-95· 

164. Ibid., pp. 90-91. 

165. Ibid., p. 90. 

166. Ibid., pp. 92-93. 

167. Ibid., p. 91. 

168. This text can be found in the diary Shogeki Kiyohara no Shigenori ki, Ten yo 
1.10.23 (1i44); the entry is reproduced in Iwashimizu Hachimangii shi, pp. 221-22. 

169. The part of the manuscript that concerns permission to have access to the 
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main thoroughfare is illegible. However, the text reads "attain the thoroughfare," and 
the order of the Great Council of State from u72-essentially identical except for the 
different names-makes clear that this was the meaning in the earlier text as well. 

170. "Daijo kanpu," Joan 2, HI, no. 3594, 7: 2801-2. 
171. Minkei ki, Kangi 1.6.5 (1229), 2: 75· 
172. Ibid., Kangi r.6.3, 6.5-6, 6.8, pp. 75-77. For a dated yet still invaluable study 

of the practice of jogo in the Heian and Kamakura eras, see Takeuchi Rizo, 
"Jog6/eishaku ko." 

173- Hyakuren sha, Kencho 5.8.13 (1253), p. 237. 
174. See Yoshida (Fujiwara) Tsunenaga's (1239-1309) diary Kichizoku ki, Shoan 

3.12.II (1302), P· 413. 
175· Bourdieu (Outline of a Theory of Practice) describes the gift economy of the 

Kabyle as being maintained through the "work of euphemization," which he distin
guishes on a relative level from more strictly capitalistic "debt": "This system con
tains only two ways (and they prove in the end to be just one way) of getting and 
keeping a lasting hold over someone: gifts or debts, the overtly economic obligations 
of debt, or the 'moral', 'affective' obligations created and maintained by exchange, in 
short, overt (physical or economic) violence, or symbolic violence-censored, eu
phemized, i.e. unrecognizable, socially recognized violence" (ibid., pp. 191, 196). Giv
en the danger of reif}ring the distinction between gifts and debts, I often use the 
phrase "indebtedness" to describe the Buddhist case. 

176. Allan Grapard's "Institution, Ritual, and Ideology: The Twenty-two Shrine
Temple Multiplexes of Heian Japan" on the shrine-temple complexes relies on the 
model of combinatory semiotics. I would argue, however, that this earlier system of 
more than 50 shrines relies on an effort to incorporate the powers of Buddhism into 
the imperial cult and suggest that a specifically anthropological reading of the histo
ries of these institutions is more appropriate in this case. The imperial court clearly 
believed in both the ritual and the ideological powers of Buddhism to legitimate its 
rule; its incorporation of the Buddhist religious economy into the native gift econ
omy-particularly into the gifts made to inaugurate a reign-was based on both the 
practical efficacy of Buddhist ritual and the ideological persuasiveness of Buddhist 
narrative. That is, this earlier system was grounded not on linguistic rules of combi
nation but rather on the practical appropriation of Buddhist discourse (and hence 

· ideology) for extra-discursive goals such as apotropaic protection, enrichment, and 
domination. 

177. Marcel Mauss (The Gift, pp. 9-12) did not, of course, limit his analysis to the 
study of the wealth or gifts of sovereigns. However, his interest in immeuble, trans
lated as "fixed property" or "inalienable wealth," is useful for understanding the 
character of the gift economy of the early Japanese state, which continued to draw 
on the early gift practices of clan chieftains in the patronage of local shrines and 
temples. For an analysis that focuses on the concept of immeuble, see Annette 
Weiner, "Inalienable Wealth," and her Inalienable Possessions. As I suggested in 
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Chapter 2, at least in some cases, Weiner's claim that Mauss mistook the sacrifice of 
alienable possessions for that of inalienable possessions is questionable; some sacrifi
cial ritual and discourse, as is often the case in Buddhism, is oriented toward sacri
ficing the inalienable possession to express selflessness, thereby gaining both relig
ious merit and social standing. 

178. See Sahlins, Stone Age Economics, esp. pp. 130-48. 
I79· Annette Weiner has made a distinction between two kinds of inalienable pos

sessions: objects that are kept out of gift o'r economic circulation on a permanent basis, 
and those that may be given to others under special circumstances as loans or copies or 
exchanged for objects of some sort. The treasures and relics offered by the state in the 
name of the emperor operated largely as inalienable possessions of the latter sort. As 
Weiner notes, the "immaterial characteristics that inalienable objects absorb, such as 
one's mythical or sacred origin, one's antecedents through past generations, and one's 
hierarchical position vis-a-vis others, give to these objects a force that carries beyond 
the social or political exigencies of the moment" ("Inalienable Wealth," p. 212). 
Weiner notes that such objects can take a variety of forms, some of the most common 
being mats, clothing, (precious) stones, and human or other bones (ibid., pp. 213-20 ). 
However, as noted above, I would call into question the necessity of the gradation she 
implies between purely inalienable items-those that can never be circulated-and 
those that are distributed under special circumstances. Both are inalienable in char
acter; indeed, the Buddha relic, as will be shown, was also sometimes kept completely 
out of circulation, indicating that it could be both offered and enclaved. We will even 
see that the multivalence of the relic enabled it sometimes to be transformed into a sa
cred commodity, making it an object that would seem to subvert arty unchanging 
definition of the function of material objects in society. 

r8o. See Kuroda T oshio, Nihon chiisei no kokka to shukyo, esp. chap. n, "Chiisei ni 
okeru kenmitsu taisei no tenkai," pp. 413-547. For an invaluable set of translations 
of parts of this essay as well as of other essays by Kuroda, see Japanese Journal of Re
ligious Studies, special issue: The Legacy of Kuroda Toshio, 23, no. 3/4 (Fall 1996). 

r8r. Sueki stresses this point in "A Reexamination of the Kenmitsu Taisei Theory," 

PP· 457-59· 
r82. See Y amaori T etsuo, "Go-shichinichi mishiho to daijosai." As will be shown 

in Chapter 4 of this study, there are some problems with Y amaori' s analysis of the 
rite. My effort will in part attempt to supplement his work while emphasizing, as he 
does not, the centrality and character of the worship of Buddha relics in its per
formance. 

Chapter 4 

r. This refers to an early Chinese medical treatise or to such treatises in general. 
2. The lecture was conducted during the annual Misai-e rite in the imperial 

palace. 
3· Shoku Nihon koki, p. 32. 
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4· The officiant-monk was typically the cleric who had led the Yuima-e rite at the 
Hosso temple Kofukuji the previous year. Kiikai was clearly aware that-'especially in 
his day-Shingon monks as a rule had virtually no chance to officiate at the Yuima-e 
or the Misai-e, which may have influenced his effort. Minamoto no T amenori pro
vides very informative background on the practice of the rite in Sanboe-kotoba and em
phasizes that the blessings offered by the female deity Kichijoten were a fundamental 
object of the rite insofar as she ensured a good harvest and the fulfillment of all man
ner of prayers in the realm (see Shohon taisho Sanboe shiisei, pp. 228-29). 

5· I am thus in agreement with Ryiiichi Abe's (Weaving of Mantra, pp. 344-55) re
cent argument that the Misai-e and Latter Seven-Day Rite were, indeed, marked by 
complementarity. Kiikai was careful to emphasize the compatibility of the exoteric 
and esoteric practice while at the same time clearly privileging the latter in his dis
course. 

6. Engishiki, pp. 8o2, BoB. 

7· Ibid., p. 533· The distinction between the two rites is also indicated on ibid., p. 
768. See also the account in Saigii ki (KS 6, pp. 32, 34), which additionally distin
guishes between the Latter Seven-Day Rite (Shingon'in mishiho, the "esoteric rites 
in the Shingon chapel") and the Taigen no ho. 

8. Rihoo ki, p. 1. The annotation of the text suggests that the passage reads Shin
gon "chapel" (in) instead of"school" (shu). This discrepancy, however, does not affect 
our discussion, because the work clearly distinguishes between the esoteric rite 
( mishiho) and the Misai-e. 

9· Ibid., p. 6. 
ro. The dates of these entries are as follows: Kanshuku, Encho 6.1.14 (928); 

Saiko, Encho 7.1.14 (929); Eri, Johei 2.1.14 (932); Josii, Johei 7.1.14 (937) and Tengyo 
1.1.14 (939); and Kangii, Tenryaku 4.1.14 (950) and Tenryaku 5.1.14 (951). See, re
spectively, ibid., pp. 23, 31, 59, 85, 95, 155, and 161. 

rr. Teishinko ki, p. 2rr. This is noted also in Hokuzan sho, p. 257. The association of 
the consecration with Toji monks was so obvious to members of the court that rit
ual texts such as the Fujiwara no Shigetaka's twelfth-century work Unzu sho (p. 319, 
reverse side of manuscript) note the connection. 

12. The Go-yuigo can be found in T. 77, no. 2431, pp. 408b-14a. It is also repro
duced in Kobo daishi zenshii, 2: 781-809. 

13. Shirai ("Shiryo to naru omo na Kobo Daishi Kiikai den," pp. 21-22) refers to 
Article 22 of the work, which states that Kongobuji is under the control ofToji. 

14. Ibid., pp. 25-29. Kongobuji is the head temple in the complex at Mount 
Koya, where Kiikai established a monastery during his life and where he died in 835. 

15. Miyagi Yoichiro, "Heian makki no Kobo Daishi den," pp. 95-97. Miyagi's fo
cus in this article is not so much the dating of this particular work as the develop
ment of the biographies ofKiikai from soon after his death to the late Heian era. 

16. Go-yuigo, p. 4nb. 
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17. Pu-k'ung was apparently involved in the establishment in the T'ang imperial 
palace of a place for surra recitations (and, apparently, vegetarian feasts) on behalf 
of emperor and nation (see Fo-tsu t'ung-chi, pp. 377c-78a, c; Ta-sung seng-shih liieh, 
p. 248b-c-rhis work does not directly name Pu-k'ung in its description of vegetar
ian feasts in the palace but states only that well-known monks were invited to the 
palace to perform the rites). 

18. There was, however, another annual rite that Shingon monks performed in 
the imperial palace from the late ninth century: Taigen no ho (or Taigensui ho). 
The Taigen rite was imported to Japan by the monk Jokyo (d. 866). The rite was 
performed in the palace on behalf of the health of the emperor and the protection of 
the nation from foreign invasion beginning in 852, not long after the death of Kukai. 
Indeed, it was performed simultaneously with the Latter-Seven Day Rite-usually 
by the abbot of the Heian-Kyo area temple Horinji until its dilapidation in the late 
twelfth century-variously, among other places, in the Joneiden (Women's Quar
ters), Jibusho (Ministry of Civil Administration), or Minbusho (Ministry of Civil 
Affairs), from the eighth to the fourteenth day of the new year, in addition to occa
sions of crisis. Moreover, Buddha relics were probably at the center of its altar from 
its introduction to Japan, since a treatise translated by Subhakarasi111ha (Shan-wu
wei; 637-735) taught that four grains of Buddha relics were to be enshrined at the 
center of the altar during the rite (T. 21, no. 1239, p. 191c). In any event, works such 
as Kakuzen sho (TZ 5, p. 316c) indicate that Buddha relics were at the center of the 
altar by at least the late Heian or early Kamakura period. 

For the last three days of the performance of the rite, a consecration of imperial 
robes (gyo-e kaji; sometimes pronounced onzo kaji) was conducted that was identical 
with that performed in the Latter Seven-Day Rite. However, the rite did not focus 
on the worship of Buddha relics in the form of a wish-fulfilling jewel connected with 
Mount Muro, as in the Latter Seven-Day Rite. And the officiant-monk did not 
perform a water consecration of the emperor and others at the conclusion of the 
rite-the veritable climax of the Latter Seven-Day Rite. (This is made clear even in 
the ritual texts of the court; Goke shidai [p. 75], for example, notes that the monk 
who officiated at "go-shichinichi mishiho" performs the water consecration.) Thus 
although the worship of Buddha relics was probably also at the center ofTaigen no 
ho, the rite did not appropriate legends associated with Kukai and the wish-fulfilling 
jewel on behalf of the emperor and did not enjoy the same high ritual status within 
Shingon as the Latter Seven-Day Rite, which was performed by Kukai himsel£ Evi
dence for this can be gathered from the fact that the acarya overseeing the rite was 
not, in most c_ases, the abbot ofToji-the recipient of the highest esoteric ordina
tion (denbo kanjo) of Shingon. Rather, Toji acaryas, when they were concerned 
about this rite, tended to dispatch a monk of lesser status to perform it, since they 
were duty-bound to perform the Latter Seven-Day Rite at the time. Thus, due to 
the comparative unimportance of the T aigen no ho to the development of a Shingon 
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lineage, to the consolidation of court-Toji relations, and its minor place in the his
tory of relic worship, the focus here is limited to the Latter Seven-Day Rite. 

Ironically, Hayami Tasuku focuses in his study ofHeian Buddhist ritual (Heian 
kizoku shakai to bukkyii, pp. 18-20) on the relevance of the T aigen no ho to the Shin
gon tradition and its relations with the court and virtually ignores the Latter Seven
Day Rite. However, as has been noted, it is clear that the Shingon tradition devel
oped through the lineage of Toji, which focused in its ritual and literature on the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite rather than on the Taigen rite. For example, the Last Testa
ment, attributed to Kiikai, makes no ~ention whatsoever ofTaigen no ho, illustrat
ing the extent to which the rite-which developed after the death of Kiikai-had 
no relevance for the development of Shingon as a lineage that traced its ritual heri
tage to practices introduced by its founder. 

19. A recent exception to this is Ryiiichi Abe's The Weaving of Mantra (pp. 331, 
349-55), where he skillfully analyzes Kiikai's discussions of the wish-fulfilling jewel 
to establish a linguistic context for its centrality in this rite and its connection with 
the Buddha relic. Insofar as his focus is on the role of the practice of chanting man
tras to the ritual legitimation of the emperor as a wheel-turning king (Sk. cakravar
tin ), however, Abe does not address the relationship between the details of the ritual 
practice, the attention to the rite in early medieval Shingon commentaries, and the 
establishment of the tradition of relics and jewels as the cornerstone for the con
struction of Shingon tradition. For this reason, the present study has a different fo
cus, in its attention to these matters, arguing for a connection between the practice 
of relic-jewel veneration and not only the effort to convince the imperial court of the 
ritual prowess of Shingon clerics but also the historical establishment-through 
practices such as the Latter-Seven Day Rite as well as the production of reputed 
testaments of Kiikai and biographies of his life-of a lineage of esoteric practice 
uniquely tied to continental mikkyii. 

20. ZGR 25, pt. II, pp. 63-ro5. 
21. Ibid., PP· II0-27. 
22. Ibid., pp. 128-43. 
23. Kanazawa Bunko Archives 280.5. 
24. Tokyo University Shiryo Hensansho Archives no. 3014-65, 2or4-163. The 

date was Ninpei 3.1.7; Mishiho no ki was signed by an anonymous copier on Enn6 
2.2.6 (1240). Both works were probably authored by Kanjin. 

25. Kakuzen shii, pp. 653c-8rc. Kakuzen (distinct from two conteporaries of the 
same name) may have actually begun compiling texts as early as u6r, but the earliest 
extant text is that of the second half of his description of the Latter Seven-Day Rite, 
dated Angen 2.rr.2r (rr76). 

26. These include other Shingon records and commentaries of the period 
as well as manuscript records of the monks participating in the rite and of the materi
als used. The records and commentaries consulted are numerous. The work 
Go-shichinichi mishiho yuisho sahii is attributed to Kangen (853-925), but was probably 
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compiled by an unknown author during the twelfth century. Go-shichinichi hiiki (Oho 
sannen) is also of unclear authorship; the signature of the monk Raiga (1304-79) ap
pears at the conclusion of the text, with the date Shachii 2 (1325; Kanazawa Bunko 
Archives 228.6); Raiga apparently copied the work from the original manuscript, 
which we can assume was written during or after Oho 3 (Chakan 1; n63). The author 
ofYowa ninen go-shichinichi mishiho ki is believed to be the Ninnaji monk Kensei (n55-
1204), who compiled it during or after Yawa 2 (n82). Bunji gonen Shingon'in mishiho 
nikki was compiled by the Daigoji monk Shaken (n38-96) or someone very close to 
him in or soon after Bunji 5 (n89). An abbot of the Ishiyama temple named Hanken 
(fl. n92-95)-a disciple of Shaken's disciple Seigen-compiled Go-shichinichi mishiho 
nikki (Kenkyu 3), which depicts the rite of Kenkyu 3 (ca. n92). Kenpo sannen go
shichinichi mishiho shiki was compiled by the Daigoji monkJinken (n79-1261) during or 
after Kenpo 3 (I2I5). Go-shichinichi saho is a brief outline of the rite, of unclear 
authorship, produced by compiling previous records in Genkyu I (1204). Go-shichinichi 
zakki, compiled in 1389 by the Taji monk Genpa (1333-98), contains extensive 
accounts derived from a variety of writings, particularly those attributed to Kanjin, 
the Ninnaji and Enjaji monk Kanpen (noo-n66), as well as the Ninnaji monks 
Ningaku (no8-81) and Kakuja (also pronounced Kakuzei; II26-98). Go-shichinichi ho 
narabi ni zatsuji is an anonymous work signed by Gonga? ( n.d.; monk of the Zuishin'in 
line of the Kajiiji lineage of the Ono branch)-in 1266 (Bun-ei 3); similar to the format 
of Go-shichi shii, it discusses the rite through a series of categories (though in this case it 
also describes the sequence of elements in the rite) and includes documents by Kanjin. 

Clerical commentaries also frequently depict the rite. The extant text of the 
ninth-century work Gobu kanjin ki (p. 39b), written by the monk Shinzei, does not 
mention the rite, but its concluding oral transmission (kiiju)-obviously written 
later-notes that the great acarya ofT aji, when performing the Latter Seven-Day 
Rite, visualizes the peak at Mount Mura where Kukai was believed to have buried a 
wish-fulfilling jewel (mani hoju; nyoi hoju) conferred upon him by his Chinese master 
Hui-kuo (T. 78, no. 2467, p. 39b). The other relevant commentaries were written in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Atsuzoshi, the Daigoji monk Genkai's (ro93-n56) 
rendering of the oral teachings of his master Jakai (ro74-II49), includes rwo depic
tions of the rite (pp. 274b-75a and 284b-85b). Two commentaries by Genkai's suc
cessor as Daigoji abbot, Jichiun (no5-6o), Shoson yosho (pp. 337a-38a) and Hizo 
konpii shii (p. 357a-b), both depict the rite. The Ninnaji prince-monk Shukaku 
(II50-1202) was the compiler of Taku shii, based on the teachings of the founder of 
the Hoju'in branch, Yagen (ro75-II51), and committed to writing originally by Ka
kuja; this work includes a brief section on the rite (pp. 428a-29a). Shukaku was also 
the compiler of Hisho, which is based in part on the oral teachings of Shaken and in
cludes the text of Go-shichinichi mishiho yuisho sahii virtually in its entirety (pp. 498b-
99c). The anonymous Tiiyo ki, compiled some time in the mid- to late twelfth cen
tury, includes a section on the rite (pp. 404-7 ). 

Temple records in the Tiiji hyakugo monjo manuscript collection include large 
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numbers of lists of both the officiant-monks who participated in the rite and the 
implements used in the ritual, including Buddha relics. A whole series of manu
scripts, beginning in the early twelfth century and continuing until the late seven
teenth century, is contained in Box Fu, vol. I, nos. I-44, vol. 2, nos. I-47, and vols. 3 
through ro, and; and Box Ro, vols. I through 4· For my purposes, the most useful 
were those manuscripts dated between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. I used 
the copy of the Kyoto Furitsu Sogo Shiryokan edition of Toji hyakugo monjo held in 
the library ofKansai University, Osaka. 

27. Yowa ninen go-shichinichi mishoho ki, pp. I43-44· This work is also the first of 
the diaries depicting the rite in the Go-shichinichi sho nikki of the Hoju'in line ofNin
naji (Kanazawa Bunko Archives 280.5). 

28. I use "branch" to translate ryii when it is used to refer to the main lineages of 
the Shingon school, from which the others split off historically. The two branches 
of the Shingon school are the Ono and Hirosawa. I use "lineage" to translate the 
same word-ryii-when it is used to refer to one of the several lines that developed 
within one or other of the two branches. 

29. This became common practice in the Kajuji branch from at least the era of 
Kanjin (ro84-II53), who wrote of this in his Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, p. I3I. 
This passage is quoted in many other Shingon diaries as well. 

30. Go-shorai mokuroku, p. ro64c. Buddha relics were also found in other ritual 
objects, according to the text. The five-pronged vajra staff and bell as well as the va
jra tray housed in Toji and used throughout the history of practice of the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite are believed by art historians to be of the same period, if not con
stituting the very same objects, as those represented in Go-shorai mokuroku. See Sa
kata Munehiko, "Mikkyo hogu," photos I2 and I3, and pp. 24-28. Sakata devotes a 
section of his study to a discussion of the use of implements that enshrined relics 
(pp. 79-80). The anonymous twelfth-century Toyo ki (p. 406) notes that Buddha 
relics are contained in the five-pronged vajra staff used in the rite. 

31. Anjoji shizai cho, p. 6o. The text is datedJogan I3 (87I). 
32. Shinshosha shorai homonto mokuroku, p. nnb. (It is also reproduced in Sakata 

Munehiko, "Mikkyo hogu," p. 25.) The text is dated] ogan 7 ( 865 ). 
33· For a drawing of the great altar, see Kakuho's (I82I-I879) Go-shichinichi mishiho 

kakugo, p. 9I. Kakuho, an abbot ofT oji, was of the Kajuji lineage, although his de
piction would apparently apply to the rite as conducted by an acarya of any of the 
Shingon lineages. Go-shichi sho (p. 69) is particularly informative among the early 
works depicting the rite, mentioning the water vessels, powdered incense containers, 
rice offering containers, and the vessel in which water is placed for the water conse
cration rite. The great altars for the esoteric rites of the Shingon school are well 
known and reproduced often in photos and charts. For an informative chart, see Sa
kata Munehiko, "Mikkyo hogu," p. n. 

34· The water vessels contain holy water especially used in esoteric rites, which is 
often drawn at large temples from wells dug for the purpose of acquiring pure water. 
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In the case of the Latter Seven-Day Rite, water from the pond at the Shinzen' en 
imperial garden was used from at least the eleventh century on. 

35· Although in Indian and South Asian Buddhism actual flower garlands were 
commonly offered to the Buddha, in esoteric ritual, metal (on occasion, cowhide) 
garlands were used. 

36. The food offered was usually rice (or rice gruel), soup, rice cake, and/or fruit, 
although radishes and other kinds of herbs and glutinous rice were sometimes of
fered. 

37· This soup was apparently one of two types, depending on the color of prefer
ence. One type was a red bean (shozu, present-day azuki) soup; the other was a green 
leaf ( aoba) soup. 

38. Go-shichi sho, p. n. 
39· This metal container of scented water (kozui) is placed alongside the slightly 

smaller incense container (zukoki) in esoteric ritual, so the two together are referred 
to as niki. These two are to be distinguished from the akaki or rokki, the six contain
ers routinely placed next to the incense burner in front of the elevated seat, which 
contain holy water, incense, and flower garlands. 

40. Similar accounts of the three approaches appear in a number of works, be
ginning in the twelfth century, the earliest being apparently the diaries of the Latter 
Seven-Day Rite ofEiji rand Eiji 2. The first of these, probably authored by Kanjin, 
is found in Go-shichinichi mishiho ki, p. 20. Another account appears in Eiji ninen Shin
gon'in mishiho ki, p. 131. The entire text of the same work is reproduced in Kakuzen 
sho, TZ 5, pp. 655b-63a. 

41. In this example (the record ofEiji 2), the age of the emperor was given as two 
(it was the child-emperor Konoe [r. II41-55)), but I would imagine that the script 
was prepared with a space for the age of the reigning emperor. 

42. Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, pp. 131-32. 

43· Kaifukeo is the southern among the five main Buddhas of the Womb Realm. 
Hodo is the eastern of the five main Buddhas of the Womb Realm; in the Diamond 
Realm, he is identified ultimately with Ashuku. Hose is a rarely noted Buddha who 
is simply identified with Hosho. The next figure, Hosho (Nyorai), has a combina
tion of characters distinct from the Hosho of our discussion-thus he is often 
identified with the latter-and is venerated in the rite to feed hungry ghosts (segaki
ho) in Shingon. Taho is the same figure represented in the taho-to stupas and is also 
worshipped in the segaki-ho. Issaisangaishu is a transformation of Hosho who is 
equivalent ultimately with the bodhisattva Kokuzo, and is known for his attainment 
of consecration at the apex of the three worlds of form, desire, and non-form in the 
realm of rebirth. 

44· The sanmaya-gyo refers to the implements as well as the mudras (manual 
signs-hand gestures) specific to individual Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and deities in 
esoteric Buddhism. 
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45· All four of these delight in giving and thus fulfilling the wishes of sentient 
beings. Among these four, Kongiihii and Kongiidii carry a wish-fulfilling jewel. 
Kongiihii is sometimes identified with the bodhisattva Kokiizii, and Kongiidii with 
the bodhisattva Jizii (Sk. K~itigarbha), among others. 

46. Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, p. 132. 
47· Ibid. "Go-shichinichi" in Kakuzen sho (TZ 5, p. 671b-c) includes this within a 

larger account drawn from the text, which it calls Koryiiji ki and dates Engi 20.8.6, 
and says that this statement was made in the oral transmission (kuju) of the work. 
Genkai's Atsuzoshi (p. 247c), however, adds the statement that in the years in which 
the Womb Realm mal).qala is the focus of instruction, the object of worship changes 
to (Kongii)Hii, one of the four attendant bodhisattvas of Hiishii as represented in 
the Diamond Realm mal).qala. Kongiihii, like Hiishii, has for his implement (san
maya) the jewel (hoju) and is sometimes referred to by the secret name "Nyoi" (wish
fulfilling). Genkai, in this case, ultimately identifies Kongiihii with the bodhisattva 
Kokiizii (Akasa-garbha) and even gives the mantra of Kongiihii as being onbazara
aratanniion-the same as that of Kokiizii. Kokiizii is well known as being the most 
common object of the famous esoteric rite gumonji hii, in which he is worshipped in 
the form of the north star and is believed to carry a wish-fulfilling jewel in his left 
hand; he is also sometimes represented as having a wish-fulfilling jewel on his head. 
By at least the mid-Heian era, he was worshipped as "five great 'Akasa-garbha'" in 
the Go-Daikokiizii ritual, which focused on the worship of five grains of Buddha 
relics visualized as a wish-fulfillingjewel. 

Ryuichi Abe (Weaving of Mantra, pp. 350-51) provides a brilliant argument that 
the Latter Seven-Day Rite constituted, according to "Kukai's original design," a 
demonstration of the power of the Golden Light Siitra interpreted as a wish-fulfilling 
jewel. Kukai read the scripture as "Sakyamuni Buddha's illustration, by means of his 
conversations with the two bodhisattvas of the mal).qala, of Ratnasarhbhava's [i.e., 
Hiishii's] spiritual attainment symbolized by the wish-granting gem." At the same 
time, due perhaps to his understandable interest in connecting Kukai's arguments to 
the practice of the Latter Seven-Day Rite as verified in later texts, Abe, while mak
ing reference to works-including this passage-that mention Mount Murii, does 
not go on to explain its centrality to relic tradition nor to the dragon imagery associ
ated with Shinzen'en, the water of which came to be used in the scented-water con
secrations performed in the course of the rite. 

48. Go-shichinichi mishiho yuisho saho, p. ro6. 

49· The texts are not uniform with regard to the exact sequence of actions, espe
cially at the beginning of the ceremony. Based on a reading of the relevant sources, I 
am providing a description of the general sequence. This early part of the descrip
tion is particularly dependent on the depiction in Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, pp. 
132-34, with minor variations. 

50. Some texts depict the mantra to Butsugen as being recited first but claim that 
the fire rites as well as the offerings to the five great deities, twelve heavenly deities, 
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the deity Shoden, and to other deities are performed before the recitation of the 
other mantras. See, e.g., Bunji gonen Shingon'in mishiho ki, pp. 154-55, and Go
shichinichi mishiho ki (Kenkyii 3), pp. 12-13. 

51. The implicit Buddhological understanding is as follows. The four Buddhas 
embody the four modes of wisdom ofDainichi, and Dainichi has given each of them 
four attendant bodhisattvas for their enlightened activities. The four Buddhas, in 
turn, offer the four perfection (haramitsu; Sk. piiramita) bodhisattvas to serve Daini
chi. Returning the favor, Dainichi offers four bodhisattvas to worship them. The 
four Buddhas then offer four bodhisattvas to worship Dainichi. The activation of 
the merit of these complementary offerings to benefit sentient beings ultimately 
crystallizes in the form of four more bodhisattvas, bringing the total number to 
thirty-seven. 

52. See Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching, PP· 438c-4oa. 
53· The nine are Birushana ( =Dainichi; Sk. Vairocana) Nyorai, Hodo (Rat

naketu) Nyorai, Kaifukeii (Sa111kusumitariija) Nyorai, Muryoju (Amitayus) Nyorai, 
Tenkuraion (Divyadundubhi meghanirgho~a) Butsu, Fugen (Samantabhadra) Bo
satsu, Monjushiri (Mafi.jusri) Bosatsu, Kanjisai (Avalokite5vara) Bosatsu, and Mi
roku (Maitreya) Bosatsu. 

54· This rite is also offered to the twelve heavenly deities; however, since a sepa
rate rite for the rwelve heavenly deities is conducted, the focus here is primarily the 
spirits of the earth (kijin ). 

55· In his study of the Latter Seven-Day Rite, Yamaori Tetsuo ("Go-shichinichi 
mishiho to daijiisai," p. 378) writes that the consecration of the imperial robes is 
conducted nine times, between the twelfth and the fourteenth day. Unfortunately, 
he confuses this rite with the august medicinal consecration (mikusuri kaji), which is 
performed nine times berween the twelfth and the fourteenth. Although these rites 
are integrally related and performed sequentially in the final days, the consecration 
of the imperial robes is performed rwice every night throughout the Latter Seven
Day Rite. The texts depicting the consecration of the imperial robes indicate that 
the rite was conducted rwice each day-during the first half of the night (shoya) and 
the second half of the night (goya). For example, Go-shichi sho (p. Bo) notes in the 
section called "Gyo-e kaji no koto" that the rite was conducted shoya goya. 

56. This vow is noted in Go-shichi sho, p. Bo, and recorded in Eiji ninen Shingon'in 
mishiho ki, p. 133· 

57· Shinzen'en was famous in court circles not only because it was often the site 
of imperial banquets but also because Shingon officiants were periodically called on 
to perform the shougyo ho rain-making rite in worship of the dragon king Zennyo 
Ryiio, who was believed to live in the pond. 

58. This is recorded in Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, p. 135. For a slightly differ
ent version of the vow, see Go-shichi sho, p. Sr. 

59· These are the five original vows ofDainichi Nyorai to save all sentient beings 
without limit, to accumulate benefits and wisdom without limit, to understand the 
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Buddha Dharma without limit, to become a Thus-Come One Q. Nyorai; Sk. Ta
thagata), and to realize the highest level ofbodhi. 

6o. The early texts are not clear in this regard, but my assumption is that the 
stirring refers to the actual stirring of the scented water. Kakuzen sho (TZ 5, p. 675b), 
for example, indicates that the staff (sanjo, referring to the goo zue) is inserted into 
the water during the 21 recitations of the rite on the fourteenth. 

61. These are the purification of one's actions and devotion to the three jewels; 
confession of one's past transgressions; joy at hearing of the planting of good roots 
by sentient beings; summoning of the Buddhas to benefit and save sentient beings; 
and the transfer of the merit of one's actions to sentient beings. 

62. Many works do not make clear the exact site within the Seiryoden where the 
rite was performed, and it was clearly sometimes performed in other locations. 
However, works such as Shigeakira Shinno's diary Rihoo ki (Encho 3.1.14 [925), 6.1.14 
[928), 7.1.14 [929), pp. 6, 23, 31) make it clear that the most common site in rhe 
Seiryoden was the area between the Hirobisashi eaves and the Gakunoma area of 
the Eastern Corridor (i.e., mago hisashi shingles/eaves) from the early tenth century. 

63. Go-shichi sho, p. 87, is particularly descriptive in this regard. 
64. The order was apparently sometimes the reverse; see ibid., pp. 87-88. 
65. We turn to this problem again in the next section. 
66. This action, according to Go-shichi sho (p. 88), is performed by great acaryas of 

the Ono branch but not those of the Hirosawa branch. 
67. The rite was performed in the Shingon chapel until it burned down in the 

late twelfth century. Afterward, it was performed in the Shishinden of the palace 
regularly-with the exception of rare cancellations-until 1454· The rite was not 
performed again until 1623, when it was resurrected by the Toji abbot Gien (1558-
1626) and again performed in the Shishinden. It was regularly conducted there until 
1867. Given the political changes in the Meiji Imperial Restoration, the rite was 
moved to Kanjo'in, Toji. Following World War II, the rite was interrupted until it 
was again established at Kanjo'in beginning in 1968. 

68. See Hayami Tasuku, Heian kizoku shakai to bukkyo, pp. 33-35. 
69. See Kamikawa Michio, "Chiisei jiin no kozo to kokka." 
70. While Kamikawa (ibid., p. 48) notes that the object of worship of the rite was 

Hosho and calls attention to the connection with relic worship, his analysis is con
fined to placing the rite within the framework of a triplicate of rites-Misai-e, the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite, and U chirongi (clerical debate) -which he claims operated as 
a systemic counterinfluence to factionalism among the various Buddhist schools 
(ibid., p. 52). Kamikawa specifically claims that the scented-water consecration of the 
emperor should be understood in the context of the clerical debate, which included 
monks of all major Buddhist schools and which he sees as the crown of the medieval 
trilogy. However, this consecration had been the prerogative of the great acarya of the 
Toji since the early tenth century, as is evidenced by Rihoo ki and other court diaries of 
the period, suggesting that the development of the rite was as much in the interest of 
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the Shingon school as it was in the interest of the court from the earliest period. In 
addition, the Misai-e and clerical debate are also noted in the diaries of the period, in
dicating that the three rites cannot be so readily incorporated into such a framework 
without a reassessment of the starting point of the medieval period. Given his claim 
that the practice of the Latter Seven-Day Rite probably changed after the late Heian 
period (late eleventh to twelfth centuries) (ibid., pp. 54-55, n22), Kamikawa does not 
sufficiently address the apparent consistency of the framework since the early tenth 
century, although his analysis nevertheless constitutes a groundbreaking study. 

71. The essay is in two parts. The first is entitled "Go-shichinichi mishiho no 
densho ni tsuite (sono ichi: go-shichinichi mishiho ni tsuite)." The second is entitled 
"Go-shichinichi mishiho ni tsuite (sono ni)." 

72. Suguri Ekai, "Go-shichinichi mishiho ni tsuite (sono ni)," p. 52. 
73- Ishida Hisatoyo, "Kobo daishi to go-shichinichi mishiho," esp. pp. 580-81. 

The text referred to is "Kanjin shire butte o tsukuritatematsuru chishiki no sho"; it 
can be found in Henjo hakki seireishu hoketsu sho (pp. 382-83), a work compiled by 
Saisen (1025-III5), which consists of three fascicles and presumably constitutes 
fragments lost from the original Henjo hakki seireishu compiled by Shinzei. 

74· Ishida Hisatoyo, "Kobo daishi to go-shichinichi mishiho," pp. 591-92. 
75· See Y amaori T etsuo, "Go-shichinichi mishiho to daijosai," p. 394· 
76. Ibid., 381-82. 
77· Anjoji shizai cho, p. 73-

78. One of the events that legitimized the monk Dokyo's rise to power was the 
appearance of a Buddha relic on an image of Bishamonten at Sumidera, which was 
shortly thereafter transported by procession to the Hokkeji nunnery for enshrine
ment. Twenty-three aristocrats of the fifth rank or above, and 177 of the sixth rank 
or below, escorted the relic, surrounding it with banners and wearing clothes of gold 
and silver lace, permitted especially for the occasion. See Shoku Nihongi, Tenpyo 
Jingo 2.10.20 (766), p. 335· 

79· Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, p. 131. 
8o. See, e.g., Go-shichinichi mishiho yuisho saho, p. 106; and Toyo ki, p. 405. 
81. For the directive, see Nihon sandai jitsuroku, Jogan 8.6.21 (866), p. 188; for the 

reference to Kiikai's rain prayer, seep. 403, n. 72. 
82. Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki, p. 132. 
83. Since this posthumous title was bestowed on Kiikai only in the early tenth 

century, this represents a later accretion. See Gobu kanjin ki, p. 39· 
84. Ibid. 
85. Go-yuigo, pp. 412c-13a. 
86. Ibid., p. 413a-c. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5· 
87. Ibid., p. 413c. The term annotation refers, in this case, to the fact that this sec

tion of text is written in smaller characters than the rest. It is unclear whether the 
passage was inserted by the original author or by another individual at a later time. 

88. Nyoi hoju tenrin himitsu genshin jobutsu kinrin juokyo, p. 332b-c. 
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8g. See, e.g., Ono Genmyo, Bukkyo kaisetsu daijiten, entry concerning this scrip-

ture, pp. 365-66. 
go. Nyoi hoju tenrin himitsu genshin jobutsu kinrin juokyo, p. 334c. 
gi. See Toji choja bunin, p. 505; and]iden, p. 748. 
92. Denbo ki, pp. II-I2, 44-46, go-gi, 107-8. Hayashiya Tatsusaburo (p. I33), the 

editor of this work, suggests that the extant text is actually a twelfth-century prod
uct based on an original manuscript signed by Shunnyii. 

93· One work-presumably of later derivation-includes the names of all 
acaryas of the early era; see Go-shichinichi mishiho ajarimyo cho, which lists the great 

acaryas since Kukai. 
94· Shoyu ki, Eien 2.2.27, SHT bekkan I, p. 73- As is the case with virtually all eso

teric rites, the earliest descriptions of the specifics of the rite do not appear before 
the twelfth century. See the description, e.g., in Genkai's Atsuzoshi, p. 285b, which is 
attributed to Ningai, as well as the more lengthy description in Jichiun's Shoson yo
sho, p. 337a-b. For a detailed discussion of the early development of the rite, see 
Tsuchiya Megumi "Ono sojo Ningai zo no saikento," pp. 538-4I. Tsuchiya (ibid., p. 
539) also notes the account in the early Shingon work Kanjo gogan ki of what the text 
calls Gengo's "revival" of the rite, which Tsuchiya suggests was earlier performed by 
Kangii, who like his master Kangen had also conducted the Kannon ku rite in the 

Jijiiden of the palace. 
95· Kangen, Engi I5-5.24 (9I5) and Engi Ig.6.28 (gig), recorded, respectively, in 

(I) Kiu nikki, p. 22I; and (2) Toji choja bunin, p. 49I, and Teishinko ki, p. 64, although the 
last text does not give the name of the officiant monk; Kangii, T enryaku 2.6.I4 (948), 
in Teishin koki, p. 259, and Nihon kiryaku, KST II, p. 58; and Gengo, Tenroku 3.6.20 
(972), Tengen 5.7.I8 (982), and Kanna I.6.28 (985), recorded, respectively, in (I) Nihon 
kiryaku, KSTII, p. I2I, (2) ibid., p. I46, and (3) Shoyu ki, SHT bekkan I, p. Io3. 

g6. Nihon kiryaku, Tencho 4.5.26 (23 June 827), KST w, p. 325, and Ruiju kokushi, 
same date, KST 6, p. I5I. 

97· Daidai choja shari kanki, in TZ 5, pp. 6o5b-6a. 
g8. Ko and otsu are expressions that function to distinguish elements of a pair in a 

fashion similar to the English "A" and "B" or "X" and "Y." 
99· There seems to be something missing from the extant version of the text, be

cause the Chowa inventory notes only the number of relics without mentioning the 
two vases; moreover, if we compare this number with the number in Kanna 2, it is 
clear that the number 4,8oi refers to the Ko vase, because the number in that vase in 
Kanna 2 was 4,42I-38o grains less than in the Chowa inventory. 

wo. Daidai choja shari kanki, p. 6o5c. 
IOI. Ibid. The text also records a few instances when the inventory was not con

ducted during the period of the eleventh to the fifteenth of the first month, which 
would become more and more common in later centuries. 

102. Relics were also associated historically with rice and alimentary functions, 

which might be related in this case. 
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103. Daidai choja shari kanki, p. 6o5c. 
104. The text does not make clear whether the sovereign who worshipped the 

relics was Emperor Sutoku (r. H23-41) or the cloistered emperor Toba, although it 
was probably the latter, since he dominated the imperial house at the time. On the 
occasion of the inventory in H39, five of the relics were distributed to the sover
eign-two from the ko and three from the otsu vase-as well as to a prince-monk 
(Kakuho?, I091-II53) and a monk-abbot of Ninnaji. See Abe Yasuro, "Hoju to 
oken," pp. 123-25, where he discusses the Futama Kannon and suggests that it was 
the site of wish-fulfilling jewel worship. Parenthetically, another record of the view
ing in the Futama in Hoen 2 is included in the "Go-shichinichi" section of Kakuzen 
sho, TZ 5, p. 669c, as well as in Go-shichinichi mishiho burui, p. 126. The record indi
cates that a clerical robe and a crystal rosary were also viewed. 

105. The text is dated Oan 3.1.14 (Kentoku 1.1.14; 1370 ). The manuscript is Toji 
hyakugo monjo, Hinoe go gai 3.18; for a printed edition, see Kageyama Haruki, Shari 
shinko, pp. 229-57. Genpo was a disciple of Goho (1306-62) and, together with his 
master, one of the most influential Toji monks of the medieval era. Together with 
his teacher and the monk Raiho (1279-1330), he is one of the studious "Three 
Treasures" (sanbo) of Toji. Genpo also completed the sections of the Tobo ki that 
were unfinished at the time ofGoho's death. 

106: Shoji 1.II.24 (II99), Genkyii 1.8.20 (1204), 2.7.23 (1205), and Kenpo 4.3.1 
(1216); see Kageyama Haruki, Shari shinko, pp. 235-36. 

107. Especially Katei 3.10.26 (1237); see ibid., p. 236. 
roB. Kenji 3.12.27 (1278); ibid., p. 239· 
109. Koan 1.6.28 (1278); ibid. 
Ho. Shoo 2 (1289); ibid., pp. 243-57. 
m. Shean 3 (1301); ibid., pp. 246 f£ 
II2. Shochii 1.12.14 (1324); ibid., p. 251. 
H3. Gentoku 2.3.II (133o); ibid., p. 254. The recorded acarya is Shoshu (1219-91), 

but the dates of his life-and the fact that Shoshu was not an acarya ofToji-indi
cates a mistake in the account. 

H4. Ibid. Koshin, also called Monkan, is the legendary (infamous?) monk who 
revived the so-called T achikawa-ryii esoteric lineage of the Ono branch. He trans
mitted esoteric teachings to Emperor Go-Daigo in 1323 and became abbot ofDaigoji 
and of Shitennoji. Given his close relations and ritual activities on behalf of Go
Daigo, the Hojo family, which controlled the shogunate, viewed him as an enemy, 
and he was exiled in the early 1330s. Later, he returned to become abbot ofToji and 
Great Archbishop in 1335, but his supposed transmission of Tachikawa teachings 
led partisans at Mount Koya to call for his exile. The resulting blemish on his image 
has never been historically repaired. For overviews of his activities in the Tachikawa
ryii and his interactions with Go-Daigo, see Kushida Ryoko, Shingon mikkyo seiritsu 
katei no kenkyii, pp. 383-89; and Amino Y oshihiko, Igyo no aken~ pp. 168-79. For an 
in-depth discussion of this cleric, see Moriyama Shoshin, Tachikawa jakyo to sono 
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shakaiteki haikei no kenkya, chap. 2; for a more recent analysis, including a discussion 
of Koshin's use of relics in his Tachikawa practices, see Manabe Shunsho, ]a
kyo/Tachikawa-rya, pp. 199-228. 

us. Kanazawa Bunko Archives 280.5. 
u6. Toji hyakugo monjo, "Betsu" 107. The manuscript, which is not titled, is dated 

Engen 2.3.21 (1337). 
II7· Ibid., "Ah," no. 93· 
n8. See Hashimoto's analysis in Kageyama, Shari shinko, p. 206. 
u9. Hanazono tenno shinki, Genko 2.2.20 (I332), pp. I94-95. 
I2o. Tobo ki, p. 4I3. Goho was an extremely prolific and influential cleric at Toji 

and, as was mentioned earlier, was one of three academically inclined monks re
ferred to as the "Three Treasures" ofToji. 

I2I. As noted earlier, a classic example of such use was in the Taigen no ho, 
though the nyoho Aizen-6 rite could also be used for such purposes. 

I22. Atsuzoshi, pp. 259a, 285b. Genkai notes that these so-called relics come from 
"Shima no kuni," i.e., the area at present called "Shimagun" in the Ise region of Mie 
prefecture, which is famous for its pearls. 

Chapter 5 

I. Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan, p. 862a. 
2. A-yu wang chuan, p. ro2b. For an English translation of the original Sanskrit 

text, Asokavadana, see Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 220. 
3· Shohon taisho Sanboe shiisei, p. 286. The supplement to the scripture is Ta po

nieh-p'an ching houjen, pp. 909c-roa. 
4· Ta-T'ang hsi-yu chi, p. 879b. 
5· A famous case was that of the king who attempted to acquire the treasures 

placed by King Nanda in the five sttlpas that he had constructed to house Buddha 
relics (see ibid., p. 9I2b ). 

6. Gyokuyo,Joan 4.2.25 (u74), I: 360. 
7· Ibid., Kenkyu 5·7·I9 (n94), 3: 885. Unfortunately, the text does not explicitly 

mention the reason for sending the relics. However, the entries from several days 
before and after this entry record a series of rain-making rites. Moreover, although 
the entry is recorded on the same day as Kanezane's attendance at the monthly relics 
meeting (shariko), the reference to "worship every day" indicates that this action was 
distinct from the relics meeting, which was performed only once monthly. This cir
cumstantial evidence strongly suggests that here, as had been the case since the days 
ofKukai, relics were used in the course of a cycle of rain-making rites. 

8. Nihon shoki, Chuai tenno 2.7.5, NKBT 67, pp. 324-25. 
9· See Akima Toshio, "The Myth of the Goddess of the Undersea World and 

the Tale ofEmpressJingu's Subjugation ofSilla," p. ro6; and Uehara Kazu, "Higa
shi ajia no bukkyo bijutsu ni mirareru mani hyogen no shoso," pp. I80-89. Akima's 
claim that Uehara ascribes the origins of this term to early "Shinto" is overstated, 
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since Uehara only infers that native views regarding jewels played a pivotal role in 
the use of the phrase. 

ro. See Yagi Haruo, "Chiigoku Nanbokucho jidai ni okeru mani (hoju) no hyogen 
no shoso." Yagi (pp. I2I-22) admits that the understanding of the wish-fulfilling jewel 
was also influenced by the incorporation of non-Buddhist beliefs regarding the ca
pacity of jewels to return the dead to life and of immortals, as well as by funerary art. 

n. Nihon shoki, Bidatsu tenno 13.9, NKBT 68, pp. 148-49. As regards this matter, 
I disagree with Murayama Shiiichi's ("Nyoi hoju no reino," pp. 163-64, 174-76) em
phasis on Taoist influence on the development of wish-fulfilling jewel traditions in 
Japan. Although the early Japanese may have been aware ofTaoism, there is no evi
dence to support this view, which is illustrated by his reference only to Chinese texts 
for the early period. Direct evidence for the interaction of wish-fulfilling jewel and 
Taoist traditions does not exist until it appears in certain forms of shugendo (moun
tain asceticism) practice in the mid- to late Kamakura era. Prior to this period, the 
closest to such literary evidence is the account in the wish-fulfilling siitra (T. 961), 
discussed in Chapter 4, which mentions an elixir of immortality; there, however, the 
Taoist elements are assimilated completely within the esoteric Buddhist framework. 

12. Shahan taisho Sanboe shiisei, pp. 22-27. For the story of the distribution of one 
of the eight relics to the dragon kings, see Mahaparinibbana sutta, trans. T. W. Rhys 
Davids, in Buddhist Suttas, p. 135; the last section of the text, in which this account is 
included, is a late addition to the original work. See the story of the efforts of the 
dragon king Sagara to acquire one of the eight relics of the Buddha in Ta po-nieh-p'an 
ching houjen, pp. 909c-roa. For the account of Asoka's failure to acquire the relic 
from the dragons, see A-yii wang chuan, p. ro2a; and Strong, Legend of King Asoka, p. 
219. In another recension of the story analyzed in Strong's study (pp. n2-14; A-yii
wang chuan, p. 131a), Asoka is able to acquire the relic. 

13. Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching, p. 433b-c. 
14. The work does not directly discuss her wish-fulfilling jewel, but virtually all 

Buddhist clerics if not lay believers were aware of this detail. Moreover, references to 
Kichijoten's ability to produce the five grains and financial wealth, as well as her in
vocation of Buddhas like Hodo-sometimes identified with Hosho, the wish
fulfilling jewel Buddha-allude to her possession of the jewel (see ibid., p. 439a-b ). 
Kakuzen ("Kichijoten," in Kakuzen shi5, TZ 5, esp. pp. 494b-96b), in his account 
concerning Kichijoten, repeatedly notes her possession of a wish-fulfilling jewel and 
her consequent ability to pour out jewels to fulfill the desires of all sentient beings, 
especially of those in poverty. Kichijoten was interpreted by some Shingon monks as 
the object of ~he fortune-enhancing fire rite during the Latter Seven-Day Rite; see, 
e.g., Shoson yosho, p. 337a. 

15. T. 16, no. 656, pp. 434b-38c. 
16. Go-shorai mokuroku, pp. ro61b, ro62b. 
17. Shahan taisho Sanboe shiisei, p. 314; Kamens, The Three Jewels, p. 328. This nar

rative apparently comes from a lost T odaiji text that served as a source for the 
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twelfth-century temple record Tiidaiji yiiroku (Main record of Todaiji). The text 
noted in the account is called Tiidaiji no kimon, which I suspect is actually an alterna
tive name for the seminal text Tiidaiji yiiroku. I base this assertion on the fact that, up 
to the point where the text mentions the accounts in Shoku Nihongi and Tiidaiji 
yoroku, it is virtually the same as the latter. See Tiidaiji yoroku, p. 45· However, this 
account is completely different from that in Shoku Nihongi. 

r8. Yoson dojii kan, pp. 49c-5ob; Ishiyama shichi shu, p. 143b-c. A section in the latter 
work depicts what it calls a 'jewel offedng" (ho[ju no] kuyii), in which a wish-fulfilling 
jewel is apparently offered before Nyoirin. Although the description is brief and ac
counts of such a rite are not extant, it is clear that Nyoirin was conceived of in connec
tion with wish-fulfilling jewels and related rites. A section on Mount Muro and the 
wish-fulfilling jewel in the anonymous twelfth-century Tiiyii ki (p. 403) describes 
Nyoirin as bearing a wish-fulfillingjewel that emits light to the people and illuminates 
all directions of the dharma realm. Moreover, the inclusion of Shunnyii' s name at the 
conclusion of the siitra prescribing the means to produce a wish-fulfilling jewel 
strongly suggests his involvement in wish-fulfilling veneration, and, as noted in 
Chapter 4, his signature on the work Denbo ki further suggests his involvement in relic 
veneration. At least one twelfth-century Shingon commentary, Genkai's Atsuzoshi (p. 
284b), attributes the use of the "stiipa mudrii" in esoteric ordination to the secret 
teachings ofShunnyii, suggesting further his connection with reliquary worship. 

19. Murakami tennii gyoki, Owa 2.6.18, pp. 89-90. 
20. Toyo ki, p. 413. 
21. The enshrinement of the Kannon figure(s) in the Futama seems to have oc

curred in the late eleventh century; following a fire that destroyed the Jijiiden, the 
Kannon figure was first used in a revived monthly rite in 1096 (Eicho r.r.r8), a fact 
noted in works such as Fujiwara no Munetada's (ro62-II4I) diary Chaya ki. Abe 
Yasuro ("Hoju to oken," p. 123) notes the inclusion of a text on the Jijiiden Buddhist 
rites in the manuscript ofDaigoji Sanbo'in, dated Choryaku 3 (1039), entitled Futama 
Kannon onkoto to emphasize the equivalence between the Kannon figures. 

23. Shiiyu ki, Bien 2.2.27 (988), SHT bekkan r, p. 73- Although this text does not 
refer directly to Kannon, other works depict the rite as being focused on the wor
ship of the bodhisattva, and the place of Kannon as the object of worship is accepted 
among many scholars. Moreover, as Tsuchiya Megumi ("Ono sojo ningai zo no 
saikento," p. 539) has noted, the reference to practice of the Kannon Offering in the 
Jijiiden ten days prior to this rite in the index of the same diary (Shoki mokuroku) in
dicates that the two rites were conducted contemporaneously. However, some 
works suggest that the object of worship was Hosho Buddha visualized in the form 
of a wish-fulfilling jewel, although this, too, may suggest that the physical object of 
worship is Kannon, insofar as Nyoirin Kannon carries a wish-fulfilling jewel. 

23. Tsuchiya Megumi, "Ono sojo Ningai zo no saikento," p. 539· 
24. Tobo ki, Jian 2.5.28 (1022), pp. 144-45. This is also recorded in a work com

piled by Kanjin (ro84-II53), Tiiji yosha, pp. 447-48. 
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25. Tsuchiya Megumi ("Ono sojo Ningai zo no saikento," pp. 540-41) goes into 
detail regarding this matter, drawing on a text of Ningai' s contained in the Daigoji 
monjo manuscript collection to establish Ningai's participation in such worship. 

26. See Abe Y asuro' s discussion in "Hoju to oken," p. 123. 
27. See his Hizii konpo sho, p. 357a. 
28. The word sho is written variously with the homonymous characters for "true" 

and "holy." 
29. See, e.g., Go-shichi sho, pp. 79, 97-98. 
30. Toyo ki, p. 405. This mention, together with the enshrinement of a Kannon 

figure on the altar of the present-day Latter Seven-Day Rite, suggests that Kannon 
has long been present on the altar during the performance of the rite. I attended a 
rare public viewing of the materials used and the place of practice in the current 
Latter Seven-Day Rite on January 14,1995, Kanjo'in, Toji, in Kyoto, where I saw the 
case enclosing the Kannon image. 

31. Go-yuigo, p. 412a-b. 
32. For studies of the history of Muro, see Tsuji Hidenori, Muroji shi no kenkya 

and "Murosanji no seiritsu"; and Horiike Shunpo, "Muroji no rekishi." 

33· Go-yuigo, p. 412c. 
34· This statement suggests that there are details that, due to the esoteric char

acter of the rite, have been deleted from the textual account. 
35· This reference to the rite performed by Toji monks may refer to perform

ances at T oji temples or in the Shingon chapel of the greater imperial palace. As will 
be shown, the writings of twelfth-century Shingon monks describe the rite in ques
tion as having been performed in the Shingon chapel of the palace, which suggests 
that the account refers to the rite's performance in the palace. 

36. Go-yuigo, pp. 412c-13a. The phrase "serpent exorcism" (byakuja, sometimes 
pronounced hija) is ambiguous in its meaning, although it probably referred origi
nally to an effort to acquire the jewel from evil dragons or to appoint its guardian
ship to a good dragon, given that dragons were often referred to as "serpents" in 
early Japan. 

37· See Genkai's Atsuzoshi, pp. 274b, 283b. 
38. See Shukaku' s compilation of the teachings of Kakujo in Taku sho, p. 476c. 

The work interprets the character for serpent as having the esoteric meaning of 
"evil," since the on readers of the words for evil and for serpent were both ja. For this 
reason, the phrase in this reading ultimately means the "exorcism of evil." 

39· See Kakuzen sho, TZ, 5, pp. 6rra, 6rrc-12a, 615c, 616c, 617b, and 6r8c. For a 
translation of excerpts from the jewel section of Kakuzen sho, see Appendix B. 

40. Go-yuigo, p. 413a. It is unclear as to the precise weight of the ryo as used in the 
text. However, consideration of Tang codes and Heian era practice would suggest 
that one ryo equals roughly 2.400 grains of millet or between 15 and 20 grams. 

41. Putting incense in one's mouth appears to constitute an effort to avoid de
filement of the object with the breath. The character kan ( Ch. han) is used, especially 
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in the Chinese context, to refer to practices of putting precious substances into the 
mouths of the dead. For a discussion of such practices, see Groot, Religious System of 
China, pp. 269-79. Here, the practice may retain connotations connecting it with 
such death rites, since it is a relic rite. In any event, it seems that the phrase illus
trates the necessity that the mouth or breath be pure during the manufacturing pro
cess. 

42. Go-yuigo, p. 413a-b. The latter of these, meaning "Buddha's-Eye-Buddha's
Mother," is visualized as an eye that constitutes the mother of all Buddhas and can 
be worshipped to avert calamity, attain long life, and acquire wealth. This deity is 
regarded variously as a manifestation of Mahavairocana Buddha, Sakyamuni Bud
dha, or V ajrasattva. 

43· Ibid., p. 413b. 
44· The visualization of the wheel of the moon is meditation on a figure of the 

moon that encloses the Sanskrit character "a" in order to realize that the mind of 
enlightenment is completely pure like the wheel of the moon, overcoming all dualis
tic views and culminating in realization of Buddhahood in this very body. The fa
mous Koyasan monk and founder ofNegoroji, Kakuban (1095-II43), was the most 
famous proponent of this practice. The term may also be read gachirinkan. For a dis
cussion, see T. Yamasaki, Shingon, pp. 190-215. 

45· Go-yuigo, p. 413b-c. 
46. The "historical" Buddhas are the so-called past seven Buddhas (kako shichi 

butsu). They are Sakyamuni and Vipasyin a. Bibashi), Sikhin (Shiki), Visvabhu 
(Bisha), Krakucchanda (Kuruson), Kanakamuni (Kunagonmuni), and Kasyapa 
(Kasho). 

47· Although discussions of the Last Age of the Law (mappo) and distance from 
the historical Buddha were most prominent from the Insei period on, such dis
courses were evident from the early to mid-Heian era. One example is in the preface 
to the last section of Nihon ryoi ki (pp. 302-3), which describes the three periods of 
the Law and indicates, by the dating of the three periods, the belief-at least, appar
ently, on the part of the compiler Kyokai-that the world had already entered the 
Last Age. Although the dating of this account might be called into question, it is 
clear that by the period of the compilation of Sanboe-kotoba in the late tenth century, 
the Japanese were increasingly aware of the notion that the advent of the Last Age 
would soon come. In his general preface to the work, Minamoto no T amenori em
phasizes that the advent of the Last Age is surely soon to come (see Shohon taisho 
Sanboe shusei, p. 3; Kamens, The Three Jewels, p. 92). There is also evidence that 
Saicho (767-822), the founder ofTendai Buddhism, believed that the Last Age was 
near at hand (see Groner, Saicho, pp. 171-73). 

48. Although I do not agree with all of Endo Yujun's interpretations of the 
meaning of this text, I would agree here with the reading of the account in Endo et 
a!., Kobo daishi Kakai zensha, 8: 92, n9o. Tibetan sources describe Nagarjuna as hav-
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ing retrieved the perfection of wisdom siitras from the palace of the dragon king (see 
Williams, Mahayana Buddhism, p. 56). 

49· Go-yuigo, p. 413c. 
so. Ibid., p. 413a. 

51. This is recorded in Ben'ichisan nenbundosha soja, which notes that during the 
Hoki era (77o-8r) a group of flve pure ascetic monks performed a life-lengthening 
rite on behalf of Kanmu, who was ill at the time. This work is dated Johei 7.4.23 
(937) and is reproduced in printed form in Nishida Nagao, Nihon Shinto shi kenkya 
dai yonkan, chusei r, pp. 224-27. 

52. Ibid., p. 225. 

53· This seems to be the most reasonable explanation for the incorporation of 
Kenne into the story, because the inclusion of a T endai monk for the purposes of 
demonstrating the superiority of the Shingon school seems unlikely in the early pe
riod. Kenne was probably known for his ascetic practice, as is suggested in this 
work, and probably also had continuing contact with a disciple of Kukai named 
Shintai, who was on the mountain at the same time. Horiike Shunpo ("Muroji no 
rekishi," pp. 27-36) argues, compellingly, that one reason Kenne came to Muro was 
that he had been invited by Shintai, who had been trained by Saicho in T endai 
during his early years. 

54· Although the quoted text is not named, die account is taken-albeit pre
sented in a different order-from Kanjin's Ono ruihisho, pp. rS-19. In this section, 
Kakuzen noted a difference between the lineage provided by Kanjin and that of the 
lineage of masters who received the esoteric ordination (kanjo kechimyaku) in the "of
flcial" Ono line. Kakuzen points out that Shunnyu, who appears in the lineage of 
transmission of the wish-fulfilling jewel, was the tenth-century. monk who received 
the esoteric ordination in the line, not Ichijo. He draws on an anonymous source to 
point out that since Shunnyu was in seclusion (due to illness), Kangen instead 
passed the jewel on to Ichijo. We can recall that Shunnyu was the monk who reput
edly received the wish-fulfilling jewel siitra during his reclusion at Ishiyama, which 
together with Kakuzen's own query ("Hoju," TZ 5, p. 6r4a) regarding the inatter, 
suggests that real historical contingencies affected the early history of wish-fulfilling 
jewel veneration. 

55· Ibid. 
56. Todaiji yoroku, pp. 53-54; Oe no Chikamichi, Shichi daiji junrei shiki, pp. 66-71. 

Of course, the account, whether referring implicitly to relics or not, may be com
menting more generally on the similarity of the contents to those of the famous 
treasury ofShomu, the Shoso'in. 

57· Kakuzen sho, TZ 5, p. 6r4a. 
58. Joryaku 4.n (ro8o-8r), recorded in Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki (an Ono manu

script held in the Shitennoji archives), p. 136. 
59· Hyakuren sho, Enkyu 4.10.26 (ro72), p. 33· 
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6o. See Gyokuyo, Bunji 3.8.21 (n87), 3: 391-94. See also discussions of the relics of 
the Byada'in in Abe Yasura, "Haju to aken," pp. 131-32; and Tanaka Takako, Geh6 
to aiho no chusei, pp. 132-35. Both refer to a work called Byodo'in onkyozo mokuroku 
(Ryiimon Bunko archives), which additionally confirms the presence of relics and 

the Aizen figure there. 
61. Keiran shuyo shu, p. 799c. 
62. Tanaka T akako, Geho to aiho no chiisei, p. 134· 
63. Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, Tennin 2.8.15 (no9). 
64. See Daikakuji shagya/monjo kenkyiikai, "Shirya shakai." Kakuzen ("Haju 

yii setsu," Kakuzen sho, TZ 5, p. 616c) also records a document apparently submitted 
by Kanjin to the court on Daiji 3.n.6 (II28) which claims that because the wheel
turning king, the dragon kings, and certain deities hold the wish-fulfilling jewel, they 
have superior fortune and unlimited longevity. 

65. Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, pp. 131-32. 
66. Shirakawa hoo Hachiman issaikyo kuyo ganmon (II28). 
67. Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, Kyiian 4.8.18 (n48), p. 135· Murayama Shiiichi 

("W aga kuni nyoi haju shinka no rekishiteki tenkai," p. 336) sees Shakaku as a key 
figure in the history of wish-fulfilling jewel veneration, making note of factors such 
as Shakaku's devotion to Nyoirin Kannon. 

68. The text Hoju no koto, Daigoji Sanba'in shagya Archives 268.3, dated Kenkyii 
3-4-10 (n92), records in its heading that this report was given to Kuja Kanezane, pre
sumably on behalf of the court, since Kanezane was regent at the time. 

69. Ibid. The text is also reproduced in printed form in DNS, Kenkyii 3-4-8 
(n92), section 4, 4: 93, and in a work compiled by the monk Raiyu (1226-1304), 
Hisho mondo, pp. 518c-19a. 

70. The rite was conducted on behalf of the increasingly ill cloistered emperor, 
Go-Shirakawa, between Kenkyii 2.12 (intercalary month).14 (n92) and 3.1.6 (n92), a 
twenty-one-day period specifically conducted in a schedule to end just before the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite. See Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki (pp. 132-33), which records the 
instructions of the cloistered emperor to complete the rite on the sixth and to use 
different (assistant) ritual officiants from those used in the Latter Seven-Day Rite. 
For another account of the rite, with slight differences, see "Dado," Kakuzen sho, TZ 
5, pp. 682a-83a. See also Kuja Kanezane's mention of the rite in Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 
2.12 (intercalary month).14 (n92),3: 768. Shaken also led the performance of the 
Latter Seven-Day Rite that year, which began two days after the conclusion of the 
wish-fulfilling rite. 

71. Abe Yasura ("Haju to aken," p. 128) also interprets the passage along these 
lines. 

72. Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 3-4.8 (n92), 3: 8o6. In addition to Kanezane's reference to 
Shaken's having performed the rite in the Juei era, the "Dado" (another term for 
relics) section in Kakuzen sho (Bunji 3.10.12 (n87 ], TZ 5, p. 684a) records that Sha
ken performed a wish-fulfilling jewel rite in the Sanba'in, presumably on behalf of 
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the cloistered emperor. The account also raises a question regarding whether the 
relics used were 32 relic grains of the "bodhisattva," the meaning of which is. not 
explained. It is possible that the reference to the bodhisattva is drawn from a passage 
in the anonymous work Toyo ki (p. 403), which describes in its section on wish
fulfilling jewels three kinds of jewels that exist in the cosmos: the bodhisattva's jewel, 
which pours forth jewels throughout the cosmos; the jewel of heavenly deities, 
which pours forth jewels throughout Jambudvipa; and the jewels of people, which 
only pour forth jewels throughout one-half of Jambudvipa. The text concludes 
its description by noting that Kukai's jewel was of the bodhisattva's kind. It is 
not clear why the Toyo ki uses the category of the bodhisattva here. The work Nyoi 
hoju mishuho nikki (p. 138) includes an account by the monk Kenjin (H92-1263) of 
the Hoon'in-ryii. lineage at Daigoji, which claims that the jewel of Hanjun was 
originally made by Kukai; this account claims that Hanjun gave the jewel to Shira
kawa and that it was first placed in Endo at Hosshoji, after which it was "dug up" 
and deposited instead in Shokomyo'in at the retired emperor's detached palace 
(T oba Rikyii.). 

n Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, p. 135. 
74· Kanezane wrote this portion of Toba-shokomyo'in hojubako mokuroku, a cata

logue compiled by the Daigoji monk Ryii.sho (r264-1314). This part of the text is 
also reproduced in Raiyu's compilation, Hisho mondo, p. 519b; and in Daikakuji sho
gy6/monjo kenkyii.kai, "Shiryo shokai," p. 86. 

75· Meigetsu ki, Kenkyii. 3-4-10 (H92), r: 23-24. 
76. This account is in the appendix to his diary, Kikki, called Kichibu kunsho, 

Kenkyii. 3-4.14 (H92), in DNS, part IV, vol. 4, pp. 93-94. As will be shown, the Ka
jiiji lineage of the Ono branch of Shingon held a similar view, arguing that there was 
only one jewel-that received by Kii.kai from Hui-kuo and transmitted to future 
generations ofToji acaryas. 

77. Kakuzen also described substances such as the mysterious goo and rokuo. 
These two substances, Kakuzen explained in a separate discussion on Aizen-6, are 
jewels drawn from cattle and deer and constitute their spirit. The date he gave for 
the transmission concerning the jewels was Bunji 2.8.12 (H86). See "Hoju yii.setsu" 
and "Aizen-6" in Kakuzen sho, TZ 5, pp. 6r2b, 252c. According to a source quoted by 
Kakuzen, the Ono monk Ningai claimed that where the goo and rokuo are jewels 
drawn from cattle and deer, the jewel drawn from humans is called nin'o, a substance 
described in other works as referring to relics. The account notes that there is more 
than one tradition concerning its nature, but mentions its association with the hu
man skull; Kakuzen noted an unnamed teacher's claim that it refers to the skull and 
rather ambiguously identified it with wish-fulfilling jewel veneration. Abe Yasuro 
("Hoju to oken," p. 131) has noted that Shinzoku tekkinki, compiled by the Kajii.ji 
monk Seiho (H59-1227 ), identifies the nin'o with relics and the jewel in its section on 
the rite. For a discussion of Shinzoku tekkinki, see Yamazaki Makoto, "Shinzoku ko
danki ko," pp. r8-2o. Shukaku's compilation Hisho (p. 563b), drawn from the teach-
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ings of Shi.iken, includes a note in its section on the relics rite (dado ho) that quotes 
Chogen (n2r-r2o5)-to whom we will turn shortly-as instructing one to visualize 
Mount Muri.i, where the nin'i.i of the historical Buddha is buried. Such phrasing 
clearly indicates that in chis case the term, used usually in the context of the Aizen-i.i 
rite, referred to relics of the Buddha. More recently, Manabe Shunsho Uakyo/ 
Tachikawa-ryu, pp. 35-76) has given evidence that the nin'i.i was interpreted as the skull 
by the (in)famous Tachikawa-ryu line ofShingon and emphasizes the connection of 
the relic veneration of figures such as Shi.ikaku ofDaigoji-older brother ofNinkan 
(fl. early 12th c.), founder of the line-with the skull worship and related sensual 
practices in Tachikawa-ryu. For a'discussion of possible interpretations of the object 
called the goo, see Murayama Shuichi, "Nyoi hoju no reino," pp. 176-79; and Hi
nonishi Shinjo, "Nihon ni okeru goo shinko." 

7S. "Hi.iju yusetsu," Kakuzen sho, TZ 5, p. 6r3a. Presumably, the monk Rinken 
was in his youth; the historical record otherwise indicates only that he first studied 
at Todaiji before entering Mount Koya, where he became a high-ranking monk, 
succeeded in rain prayer, and wrote a treatise on the Aizen rite. He is not the same 
figure as the contemporary T endai monk and poet of the same name. 

79· Ibid., Chogen 7.S.27 (1034), p. 6r7a. The Ise priest and well-known poet 
Onakatomi no Sukechika (954-103S) is the figure who together with a cohort found 
the jewel, an event noted in works such as Minamoto no Tsuneyori's Sakei ki and the 
anonymous history Nihon kiryaku (Chogen 7·9·30 in both works). 

So. According to Kakuzen (ibid., p. 6r3a), Shi.iken said that he and his father to
gether saw the wish-fulfilling jewel at Shokomyo'in, which he refers to as "in." 

Sr. Ibid., p. 6r4b. The dream occurred in Bunji 2.3 (nS6). The account does not 
make clear the reason that Kakuzen met with Shaken, although it may be that he 
was reporting on the progress he had made in his compilation efforts. 

S2. Ibid., p. 6r4b-c. The event is recorded as having occurred on Bunji 4.4.15 
(nSS). 

S3. Henku sho, p. 696b. 
S4. Hisho mondo, p. 51Sc. Raiyu also referred to Seigen's view (ibid., p. 519b-c). 
S5. Ibid., p. 519c. Kakuzen (Kakuzen sho, TZ 5, p. 6r3a) did not share this view. In 

the context of a discussion of the number of jewels of Kobo daishi, he noted that 
there were only two-that ofMuro and that ofHanjun-implying that he believed 
one to be buried on Mount Muro, and the other transmitted to Hanjun as the Toji 
acarya. Raiyu's claim is actually reminiscent instead of Kuji.i Kanezane's (Gyokuyo, 
Kenkyu 3-4-S [n92], 3: So6) view of the matter; Kanezane, as noted earlier, distin
guished between the jewel Kukai reputedly made-offered by Hanjun and en
shrined in Hosshi.iji-and that in Shi.iki.imyi.i'in. 

S6. Hisho mondo, p. 52ob. 
S7. The date of the enshrinement is given as Shi.ihei 5·5·9 (1350 ). The same work 

records that Koshin offered another jew~! of Seiryi.i Gongen-in this case, a cream
colored jewel that is not identified as a nyoi hi.iju-to Joruriji on 4.27 of the same 
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year. See ]iiruriji ruki no koto, p. n5. I thank Professor Hosokawa Ryoichi for his 
mention of this manuscript. 

88. The document is dated Koan 6-4-19. This Join is not the same figure as that 
monk with a homonymous name ofKaikoji, Heian-kyo, although both studied un
der Ensho (1220-77) at Todaiji Kaidan'in. See the study and documents in Aiko 
Shokan's "Inazawa-shi Shokaiji no gorin-to nonyo shiryo." I thank Professor Kami
kawa Michio for this reference. 

89. In the "Shari" section of Asaba shii (TZ 9, p. ro2c), Shocho recorded that the 
relics rite is a secret rite ofToji and listed the destinations of the relics brought back 
by Kukai: as treasures ofToji, for use as the object of worship in the Latter Seven
Day Rite; and as relics buried at the Mur6 temple. 

90. Keiran shuyo shu, p. 545c. 
91. Kuji hongi gengi, p. 3na-b. 
92. The text can be found in Nishi honganji bon sanjurokuninshu seisei, pp. 93-96. 
93· The work is also sometimes referred to as Dado shu and, as we will see, Dado 

sho. 

94· Ojoden/Hokke genki, pp. 693-94. The passage goes on to depict Chikamichi's 
later renunciation of home life and his death on Ninpei r.ro.r5 (n5r). 

95· A virtually identical account of Chikamichi can be in Kokan Shiren's early 
fourteenth-century compilation, Genkii shakusho, pp. 256-57. 

96. The depiction of relics as indestructible was not limited to Asia; Christian 
traditions of saint's relics often depicted the objects as jewel-like, immune to decay 
(see Bynum, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, pp. 104-14). 

97· Sui-shu, in Gishi wajinden, p. 132. The account concludes by claiming that the 
jewels are actually the eyeballs of fish. Only the belief in the luminescent character of 
the jewels, rather than dismissive attitudes such as that apparently held by the com
piler of this work, was found among the Japanese. 

98. Honcho shinshu ojoden (p. 685) describes three grains of Buddha relics at 
Shitennoji as having emitted light during the pilgrimage of the nun Renmyo to the 
temple. 

99· Shichi daiji junrei shiki, pp. 66-n 

roo. Sakyamuni (Kofukuji), ibid., pp. 132-33; Kannon (Horyuji), ibid., pp. 224-
27. Chikamichi (ibid., pp. 58-59) also describes the monk Roben (689-773) as hav
ing performed a Nyoirin (Kannon) hiho-a wish-fulfilling jewel rite-to acquire gold 
for the building of the great Buddha at Todaiji. 

ror. The manuscript is held in two microfiche copies in Kokubungaku kenkyu 
shiryokan (National Institute of Japanese Literature), Tokyo, Ya 3-3-3: 0458 and Ya 
3-3-4: 0459. The two are photographs of copies held in the collection of Tanaka 
Noritada, who signed them on Meiji 17.2.23 (r884). Although some scholars are ap
parently unaware of this work-and, presumably, in some cases may question its 
authenticiry-it provides a window into the kinds of conceptions of a figure like 
Chikamichi toward relics. In any event, this work and works such as Genko shakusho 
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refer to Chikamichi's collection, and descriptions of relics by figures such as Kaku
zen, which similarly depict the powers of relics, suggest that the extant work pro
vides insight into the conceptualization of relics common in the late Heian and early 
Kamakura era. 

ro2. According to this story, drawn from Hsu Kao-seng chuan (p. 671a), the Chi
nese monk Seng-shih was ordered by Emperor Wen-ti (r. 581-604) to send relics to 
temples-as part of the dispatches of relics throughout the land between 601 and 
604-on two occasions. In the 604 distribution, the relics continued to emit light 
until a stone container was made for them, whereupon they transformed into gold. 

ro3. For the original text, see T a chih-tu lun, p. 134a. (The text is probably apocry
phal.) For a different translation, see Lamotte, La Traite de Ia grande vertu de sagesse de 
Nagarjuna, 1: 6oo. 

ro4. Kakuzen, for example, quoting from a scripture called Wen-shu to-lo-ni ching 
(Wen-shu-shih-li pao-tsang to-lo-ni ching, J. Monju darani kyo; trans. Bodhiruci, T. 20, no. 
nBs, pp. 793b, 799c), included a description of the wealth-producing power of the 
"relic jewel" (shariju) that, when worshipped in the hyakushu kuyii flower and incense 
offering, "rains" down gold, silver, and the seven jewels, enriching poverty-stricken 
sentient beings and enabling them to attain birth in his realm (see Kakuzen shii, TZ 
5, p. 6o6b-c). In fact, although the scripture's description is similar, it does not use 
the phrase "relic jewel." 

ros. Hiibutsu shu, p. 217-18. 
ro6. Ibid., p. 289. The deity Na~a is also often identified with Skanda, the patron 

deity of thieves in India and Sri Lanka (see Strong and Strong, "A Tooth Relic of 
the Buddha in Japan," p. 2, n8). Kakuzen (Kakuzen shii, TZ 5, p. 6ooc), like Mina
moto no T amenori, gives an account of the theft of relics based on the depiction in 
the appendix to theTa po-nieh-p'an ching houjen (pp. 909c-roa). 

ro7. Hyakuren shii, Juei 2.ro (intercalary month).7 (n83), p. no. 
ro8. Gyokuyii, Bunji 1.9.24 (n8s), 3: roo, and Bunji 1.ro.3 (n8s), 3: ro1. 
ro9. Ibid., Bunji 1.9.24, p. roo. 
no. See Matsunobu Y asutaka, "Zen'i to kahei no kannen," p. 183. Matsunobu 

(pp. 178-79) notes that the independence from the government of this influx of 
coins distinguished it from that of the eighth century. He uses the example of a 
transaction between Kasuga Shrine and the Chinese to demonstrate the practice of 
trading Japanese gold for Chinese coins (p. 179). See also Mori Katsumi, Nissii bunka 
kiiryu no shomondai, p. 28. 

m. Matsunobu Yasutaka, "Zen'i to kahei no kannen." Matsunobu draws this 
claim from the work ofTakizawa Takeo. 

II2. HI no. 2736, p. 2283. Janet Goodwin makes reference to this offering in Alms 
and Vagabonds, p. 40. 

n3. See Kobayashi Takeshi, Shunjiibii Chiigen no kenkya, pp. 2-8, 172-87. 
II4· His pilgrimage to and worship of relics at the mountain are recorded in a va

riety of sources; some of the more prominent are Tiikoku kiisiiden (Takaizumi Sho-
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ten, I633-95) and his own work, Namu Amida Butsu sazen shu (hereafter cited as 
Sazen shu), which describes the construction of the relics hall as well. These and 
most other sources concerning Chogen are contained in Kobayashi Takeshi's com
pilation of references to him, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shusei (for these two references, 
see this compilation, pp. I7, 490-9I). For another account of Chogen's export of 
materials for the construction of the relics hall, see Todaiji zoryu kuyo ki, in the same 
compilation, pp. 342-43. 

n5. Gyokuyo, Juei 2.I.24 (n83), 2: 593-94. 

n6. "Fujiwara Kanezane ganmon an," dated Juei 2.5.I9 (n83), Daigoji monjo I, no. 
I8o, pp. 154-59. 

n7. Gyokuyo, Genryaku 2.4.27 (Bunji I; n85), 3: So. 
n8. Although this is not recorded in Kanezane's diary, it is depicted in Todaiji 

zoku yoroku (Bunji I.8.23), which includes a written vow of Chogen (see Kobayashi 
Takeshi, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shusei, pp. 67-69). 

n9. Sazen shu, p. 483. 

I20. This, at least, was Chogen's own description in his Sazen shu (p. 485). He de
scribes the latter two of the relic grains as being from "Toji/Sairyuji," the term 
Sairyuji referring to a temple that I have as yet to identify. 

I2I. Five grains went to Amidaji (ibid., p. I65) and three to Watanabe Bessho 
(ibid., p. 487); for the reference to the relics meeting, see the document signed by 
Chogen (ibid., p. I65). 

I22. Examples of studies that have examined his continuing involvement with 
Daigoji and Shingon are Kobayashi T akeshi, Shunjobo Chogen no kenkyu, pp. I72-87; 

Eguchi Shozon, "Kakuzen to Chogen"; Fujii Keisuke, "Shunjobo Chogen to gonsojo 
shoken"; and Mori Hisashi, "Shunjobo Chogen to butsushi kaikei," in Tokushu: 
shunjobo Chogen to bijutsu, pp. 6I-62. 

I23. Sazen shu, pp. 485-86. 

124. Nakano Genzo ("Kakuzen no nenbutsu shinko") has established the con
nections between the Shingon monk Kakuzen and Pure Land Buddhism. He fo
cuses specifically on the connection between Kakuzen' s nenbutsu practice and his 
veneration of Buddha relics. Unfortunately, other scholars oflate Heian and Kama
kura Buddhism have only recently recognized that Shingon, like T endai, had a 
thriving tradition of Pure Land belief and practice. Robert Morrell ("Shingon's Ka
kukai and the Immanence of the Pure Land," esp. pp. 95-96) has drawn attention to 
the Pure Land faith of the Shingon monk Kakukai (n42-I223), and its roots in the 
teachings of Kakuban, founder of the Hirosawa branch. The most in-depth study in 
English ofShingon nenbutsu practice is Sanford, "Breath ofLife." 

125. The phrase "Hail-to-Amida-Buddha," which usually refers only to the 
words chanted in the nenbutsu, is, in this case, an appellation for Chogen. The 
practice of using Amida' s name or the entire nenbutsu was widespread among Pure 
Land adherents. 

126. Sazen shu, p. 484. 
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127. Ibid., P· 485. 
128. Ibid., pp. 486-87, 494· 
129. Ibid., pp. 484-85, 489. 
130. Eguchi Shozon ("Kakuzen to Chogen," pt. II, p. 168) takes the same view. 
131. Sazen shii, p. 490. 
132. Nakano ("Kakuzen no nenbutsu shinko," pp. 27-28) argues that, given the 

evidence, the two figures interacted at both Daigoji and Mount Koya. 
133. Bunji 1.8.23 (n85). This record is included within Daigoji zoku yoroku, in Ko

bayashi Takeshi, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shiisei, pp. 67-69. 
134. Daigo zoji ki, in Kobayashi Takeshi, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shiisei, pp. 69-70. 
135. Chogen yuzurijo, in Kobayashi T akeshi, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shiisei, pp. 344-

50. The date of the text is Kenkyii 8.6.15 (n97 ). Johan was also a disciple of Seigen at 
Daigoji. 

136. Shunka shiigetsu sho (Todaiji zo), comp. Shiisho, in Kobayashi Takeshi, Shun
jobo Chogen shiryo shiisei, pp. 436-38. The work was completed in 1225, and this account 
is dated Kennin 1-4 ( 1201). I would agree with N agamura Makoto ("T odaiji daikanjin
shiki to 'zenritsuso,"' p. 72), who claims that this account illustrates basic differences 
between the concerns ofChogen and the resident monks ofTodaiji.Janet Goodwin 
(Alms and Vagabonds, pp. 98-99) has also echoed this view and, drawing as well on re
search by Nakao Takashi, emphasized the independence ofChogen and his "kanjin 
hijiri group" from Todaiji. However, I would add that in the background of these dif
ferences are the disparate lineage loyalties ofChogen and the monks ofTodaiji. Cho
gen, although having the image of an unattached fund-raiser, clearly viewed the relics 
tradition in Shingon-especially Pure Land Shingon-terms. 

137. Hisho, P· 563b. It would seem that the explanation of the name Namu Amida 
Butsu simply refers to the fact that Chogen was the first within the lineage of nen
butsu reciters to be referred to by that name. The use of this name may indicate that 
Chogen held a particularly high place within the lineage, although such status is not 
clarified here. This esoteric account is written with alternative characters for "Cho
gen" that have the same pronunciation. 

138. The date of the dream was Bunji 2.4.22 (n86). This story appears in a series 
of texts and became somewhat of a literary legend. See Todaiji Hachiman daibosatsu 
kenki, Goho (1306-62), in Kobayashi Takeshi, Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shiisei, pp. 99-
roo; Shunjobo Chogen Ise daijingii sankei ki, in ibid., pp. 102-23. The account given here 
is based on the first of these texts, although the elements in the story sometimes 
vary. The tale collection Kokon chomonjii (p. 65) fails to mention the female aristocrat 
and claims that the two jewels were given to Ninnaji and Minamoto Y oritomo, 
respectively. Chogen's dream is similar to one experienced by Shaken during his 
performance of a wish-fulfilling rite for rain in n91, suggesting a representational 
connection between Chogen's dream and the image of the wish-fulfilling jewel (see 
Kenkya ninen kiu nikki, Kenkyii 2.5.22, p. 299). 

139. Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 2.5.22 (n91), 3: 701. 
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140. Ibid., pp. 705-7. 
141. Ibid., pp. 708-9. The kind of monastic action about which Kakuken and 

Kanezane were concerned presumably involved potential military action by the 
monks (and their underlings, called in later times sohei) against the court. 

142. Ibid., Kenkyii 2.6.10 (n91), p. 710. 
143. Ibid., Kenkyii 2.6.16, 17, 19 (n91), p. 712. Shaken's comment is recorded dur

ing the discussion on the twentieth (ibid., p. 713). 
144· The siitras are unnamed, and the prognosticatory work, called here Miraiki, 

could refer to any of a series of prophetic texts produced in the late twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, the best known of which is that attributed to Prince Shatoku. 

145. Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 2.6.20 (n91), p. 713. 
146. Ibid. 
147. Ibid., Kenkyii 2.7.3 (II91), p. 718. 
148. Ibid., Kenkyii 2.8.3 (II91), p. 722. For a discussion ofShashin's role in the de

velopment of Pure Land Shingon practice, see Gorai Shigeru, Koya hijiri, pp. n5-20. 
149. Azuma kagami, Kenkyii 2.7.23 (II91), KST 32, p. 445· 
150. Gorai Shigeru (Koya hijiri, pp. 189-91, 196-97) notes that belief in the power 

of wish-fulfilling jewels was prominent in Shingon at the time of the theft and inter
prets the incident as reflecting this context. Gorai takes the view that Chagen or
chestrated the theft of the relics to compete with the other fund-raising monk of his 
time, Mongaku (ca. II26-ca. 1205), for recognition and greater compensation for his 
efforts to reconstruct T adaiji. 

151. In fact, Jinken Uikkisho, p. 714a-b) illustrates the use of the Butsugen rite by 
describing how Shaken performed it at the behest of cloistered emperor Go
Shirakawa at the time of Minamoto no Yoshitsune's attempted escape from de
struction by Y oritomo. However, it is not clear how the rite was related to the 
problem of theft ofT aji relics. It is apparent, as noted earlier, that Go-Shirakawa 
sent a wish-fulfilling jewel to Shaken for worship in the mid-II8os, but unclear as to 
the specific purpose of the rite which Shaken performed. It would seem that Sha
ken performed the rite on behalf ofYoshitsune, with whom Go-Shirakawa had rea
sonably good relations, and whom Go-Shirakawa hoped would thwart the ambi
tions ofYoritomo. Kuja Kanezane (Gyokuyo, Kenkyii 3.4.8 [II92], 3: 8o6) later refers 
to Y oshitsune as having wanted to obtain the wish-fulfilling jewel for purposes of 
worship; however, it is difficult to conceive of such a statement as meaning that Yo
shitsune wanted to steal the jewel. 

152. The date of the robbery was Kenpo 4.2.5 (1216). Azuma kagami, Kenpo 4.2.19 
(I2I6), KST 32, p. 720; the text is also in Daigoji monjo 2, no. 301, pp. 37-38. The 
thieves were later caught and the relics confiscated. 

153. Hanazono tenno shinki, Genka 2.2.20 (1332), SHT 3, p. 194. 
154· Tobo ki, Karyaku 4.6.25 (Gentoku r; 1329), p. 45· Since the Heian era, the 

court had regularly approached this dragon, usually referred to as Zennyo Ryiia, 
through the ritual rain-making practices of Shingon monks. 
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I55· Dado hiketsu sho, pp. 26-28. This development is also related to the increase 
of theories of"essence/trace-manifestation" (honji suijaku) in the era, which explained 
the coexistence of kami an:d Buddhas through claims that Buddhas constituted es
sential objects of veneration for which the kami were visible traces. Additionally, of 
course, theories making an opposite argument (han honji suijaku) were also made. 

156. Abe Y asuro, "Hoju to oken," pp. 134-35. The relevant account is Hanazono 
tenno shinki, Genko 1.10.14 (1331), bekki, ST 3, p. r69, and concerns the theft of 10.3 of 
that year. 

Chapter 6 

r. Shohon taishi5 Sanbi5e shiisei, pp. 285-86. For a different translation, see Kamens, 
Three Jewels, PP· 303-4. 

2. The date is missing from all extant manuscripts. However, the gloss in the 
NKBT edition (vol. 24, p. 141, n6) notes that the biography ]ie daisi5ji5 den gives the 
general date ofTengen 3·4 (980). Nihon kiryaku (KST II, p. 133) gives the date as Jo
gen 2-4.21 (977) and notes the participation oflarge numbers of monks and children 
as well as the use of music and the giving of offerings at the Yoshida temple; its 
mention ofRyogen's practice of the regular relic assembly on 3.21 of 977 implies that 
his specific innovation was a new rite to be performed precisely one month after the 
customary one. 

3· Konjaku monogatari shii, NKBT 24, p. 141. 

4· There would have been no obvious reason for him to move the relics to wor
ship on behalf of his deceased mother. The Yoshida temple was beside the Kamo 
river opposite the northeast corner of the capital. 

5· These are names of compositions introduced from the continent. The first 
two were originally from China, and the last one was from KoguryiS. 

6. Prince Koichi-jo'in (994-1051) was the son of Emperor Sanjo (r. 10II-r6). 

7· The expression 'jeweled trees" (takara no ueki) refers to trees adorned with jew
els or other valuables that were especially planted for the occasion. 

8. Konjaku monogatari shii, NKBT 24, pp. 141-42. The name and dates are missing 
from the extant manuscript. The editors of this edition (p. 142, n26) claim that the 
passage uchi ni mo kyakyii ni mo refers to the imperial palace and residences of impe
rial princes; however, a gloss in the account of this rite in the NKBT edition (vol. 76, 

p. 152, nr) of Eiga monogatari notes that the term kyakyii refers to the imperial con
sorts and suggests that uchi refers to the emperor. As noted below, one of these em
presses, Shoshi, is depicted in Nihon kiryaku as having been present during Ingen' s 
worship of the relics at Gidarinji. 

9· For the role of the Fujiwara family in the building and patronage of this tem
ple, see Sugiyama Nobuzo, Fujiwara-shi no ujidera to sono inge, pp. 26-32. It was espe
cially known for its Birushana, Shaka, and Yakushi Nyorai images and was the site 
of rituals performed for the Fujiwaras on numerous occasions. 
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ro. The original name given by Akimitsu to the temple was Hirohatadera, but 
legend has it that the famous Tendai Pure Land monk Genshin (942-1017; author 
of Ojo yo shu) renamed it in honor of Gion shoja, the 'J eta grove" monastery given the 
Buddha by Sudatta (see Konjaku monogatari shu, NKBT 24, p. 578, ni50). Akimitsu, 
in fact, was a rival ofMichanaga's within the Fujiwara clan, although this seems to 
have borne no connection with the events of the relic assembly. The Gidarin temple 
was between Kyogoku Boulevard and the Kame River in the Nakamikado area. 

II. Shoku Nihongi, Tempyo Jingo 2.10.20 (766), p. 335· 
12. Ibid., p. 337· 
13. Nihon kiryaku, Manju 1+21 (ro24), KST II, p. 261. The annotation next to 

the main text in the KST edition reads "Shoshi," and the gloss to the text takes the 
same view. 

I4. Eiga monogatari, NKBT 76, pp. 150-52; for another translation, see McCul
lough and McCullough, Tale of Flowering Fortunes, 2: 626-27. 

15. Nihon ryoi ki, pp. 268-71; for another translation, see Nakamura Kyoko, trans., 
Miraculous Stories of the Japanese Buddhist Tradition, pp. 273-74. 

I6. LaFleur, Karma of Words, pp. 39-41. 
17. Konjaku monogatari shu, NKBT 22, pp. 145-47. For a translation, see Dykstra, 

Konjaku Tales, I: I8o-82. 
18. The accounts in Fa-yuan chu-lin (p. 887b) and A-yii wang chuan (p. I30a-b) re

cord that an endless flow of gold coins came forth from the child's hand. 
19. Nihon ryoi ki, pp. 368-71. The text apparently plays on the dual meanings of 

shari. Contrary to Edward Kamens (Three Jewels, p. 205, n8), who in his study of the 
version of the story in Sanboe disconnects the term shari from the word for relics, 
claiming that it only refers to the disciple, my reading is closer to that of William R. 
Lafleur (Karma of Words, p. 169, n32), who interprets the term as meaning '"ashes of 
the Buddha' ... a metonymy for her bodhisattva-hood." 

20. Nihon ryoi ki, pp. 370-7I. 
21. I retain the Japanese here to stress the connection between the significations 

of the Chinese characters and the portrayal of the physical characteristics of the 
daughter of the king. 

22. Konjaku monogatari shu, NKBT 22, pp. 160-63; for another translation, see 
Dykstra, Konjaku Tales, I: 197-200. The original story can be found in Tsa-pao-tsang 
ching Q. Zohozokyo), p. 458b. Vipasyin was the first of the seven historical Buddhas, 
the most recent of which is Sakyamuni. There are some tales of males that describe 
them as acquiring pleasing bodily features based on good behavior toward a stiipa in 
a previous life; for example, the story of the figure called Sendanko (Sandalwood In
cense) in Sanboe-kotoba (Shahan taisho Sanboe shusei, p. 246) depicts a man who re
paired a stiipa and was reborn as a man with a beautiful-smelling mouth and body. 

23. Konjaku monogatari shu, NKBT 22, pp. I47-49· 
24. As noted in the gloss in the NKBT edition (ibid., p. I47, nr2), the siitras and 

story in Ching-la i-hsiang (p. 203b) that provided the model for this text use the 
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longer expression for the name of the country. Thus this abridging of the name to 
Shari is unique to the Konjaku monogatari version and suggests a strategic use of a 
homonym to re-present the continental narrative as a specifically relic-centered tale. 

25. Miaoja lien-hua ching, p. 35b-c; for another translation, see Hurvitz, Scripture 
of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, pp. 199-201. 

26. For a discussion of the debates concerning the enlightenment of the naga girl 
in Heian Japan, see Groner, "Shortening the Path." 

27. Hobutsu shu, three-fascicle version, p. 227. 

28. DK Ie wake 19, Daigoji monjo 2, no. 299, p. 36. 

29. Fuso ryakki, p. 96; a very similar version of the story is told in Shichi daiji junrei 
shiki (pp. 72-73), although this portion of the text is not well preserved. 

30. Keiran shuyo shu, PP· 579a, 59oa. 
31. Ibid., p. 823b. 

32· Ibid., p. 6ooa-b. 

33· Ibid., p. 599b. 
34· Yamamoto Hiroko, 'Jobutsu no radikarizumu," pp. 2or-3. Hokekyo jikidan sho 

was compiled by the T endai monk Eishin in the early to mid-sixteenth century. 

35· Nihon shoki, NKBT 67, "Kami no yo," pp. 166-69, 'Jinmu tenno," pp. 188-89. 

36. Folklore scholars such as Yanagita Kunia and Origuchi Shinobu remarked 
long ago on the miko character of Tamayorihime. See, e.g., Y anagita' s essay entitled 

"Imoto no chikara." Carmen Blacker (The Catalpa Bow, pp. n8-19) translates 

Yanagita's description of the meaning ofTamayorihime as a miko, "denoting a girl 

(hime) possessed (yoru) by the spirit of a god (tama)" and notes the connection drawn 

by Y anagita between miko and the apparent ritual practices of a cult devoted to 

"water and serpents." Gary Ebersole (Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Ja
pan, p. 187) criticizes the notion that women and empresses of the early court went 
into shamanic trances as claimed by scholars such as Origuchi, noting that women's 
songs of the dead from this period have no clear connection to such shamanic ac
tivities. The written names of the female figures T oyotamahime and T amayorihime 
use the character for 'jewel" (or 'jade") rather than for soul; although the name 
probably preceded its written form, the homonymous character of the terms sug

gests that the written narrative was marked by a double entendre. Indeed, the nar
rative connection between these female figures and the sea deity makes the use of 

these characters all the more evocative and arguably demonstrates an early example 
of the strategic reference to women as mediators of wealth. 

37. Gary L. Ebersole, drawing especially on the work of Origuchi Shinobu, ana
lyzes the role of women in the transference of the imperial charisma. Ebersole notes 

references in poems of the Manyoshu to a wreath of jewels, tamakazura, that the em

press, on Emperor Tenji's (r. 668-71) death, believed was a ritual object that recalled 
his spirit (katami). "There is a strong suggestion that jewels (tama) were sometimes 

worn to serve as repositories of the spirit ( tama) of the deceased .... The tamakazura or 
ritual wreath ... in which the spirit or shade of the deceased emperor is visible to the 
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widowed empress, is not merely an imaginative metaphor; ritually and psychologically 
the presence of the deceased emperor in this object is experienced as real by the em
press" (Ebersole, Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Japan, pp. 175-76). 

38. Shohon taishci Sanbcie shusei, p. 25; Kamens, Three Jewels, p. II9. The Maeda-ke 
version, in kanbun, reads gyokujo, whereas the Toji Kanchi'in version, which includes 
the kana, reads tama no onna. Kamens translates this as "beautiful women." 

39· Ch'ing a-han ching, pp. 21c, 39b, 42a, 82b, n9b, 170a and c, 185c, 259c, 281a, 317a, 
372b, and 822b. 

40. Ishiyama shichi shu, p. 143b-c. 
41. Kakuzen shci, TZ 4, "Nyoirin ge," p. 48ob. Immediately following this account, 

Kakuzen quotes another unnamed source that teaches a method for a man to gain 
the love of a woman-and thus acquire the status of a king with a 'jewel woman." 

42. The text, Shinran muki, housed in Senshuji, Mie Prefecture, is reproduced in 
a series of studies. I used Nishiguchi Junko's reproduction of the account in her 
study, 'Jobutsu setsu to josei," p. 20. As Nishiguchi notes, most scholars now believe 
that the text was committed to writing by Shinran's disciple Shinbutsu (1209-58) 
during the later years ofShinran's life, apparently on behalf ofShinran. There is also 
another, probably more spurious, version of the work; see James C. Dobbins's dis
cussion inJcido Shinshu, pp. 23, 180, n19. 

43· The story of the golden monk who announced he was Kuze Kannon and 
would incarnate in the womb of the mother dates as early as the early tenth-century 
biography of Shotoku, Shcitoku taishi denryaku, p. 9· It is also recounted in many other 
works, such as Nihon cijci gokuraku ki ( Ojoden/Hokke genki, p. 12.), and in more abbrevi
ated form in Sanbcie-kotoba (Shohon taishci Sanbcie shusei, p. 102). 

Scholars have recently noted the motif of the female incarnation of Kannon who 
as a bodhisattva transcends traditional Buddhist injunctions concerning the impu
rity of women, guiding the man in life and death, ultimately leading him to the Pure 
Land. See Tanaka Takako, Gehci to aihci no chusei, pp. 78; and NishiguchiJunko, 'Jo
butsu setsu to josei," p. 21. However, this motif is virtually an inverted version of the 
Sh6toku tale; whereas the golden monk tells the mother that he will incarnate as her 
fetus in spite of the impurity of the womb, the bodhisattva directly takes the female 
form. Moreover, the incarnated female figure is specifically identified as the jewel 
woman, implicitly tying these later depictions to Buddhist accounts of the posses
sions of the wheel-turning king and drawing on the image of the female as a treasure 
at the same time that they depict her as mediator of birth in the Pure Land. 

44· Kakuzen sho, TZ 4, pp. 193c-94a. Kakuzen's interpretation of the wish
fulfilling jewel as a separate jewel among the seven jewels of the king might suggest 
possible differences between the Shingon and T endai interpretations of the jewel 
woman, although both clearly tended to associate women with the possession or 
manifestation of wish-fulfilling jewels. Kakuzen's predecessor Shinkaku (m7-8o ), 
founder of the Joki'in lineage of the Hirosawa branch, included the female jewel 
among the seven jewels of the golden wheel-turning king, although he used the term 
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"woman gem" (nyoho) rather than 'Jewel woman" (see Shinkaku sho, TZ 3, "Daibutchii 
ho," p. 54a-b). The early Shingon monk Shunnyii also noted the "woman jewel" 
among the seven possessions of the golden wheel-turning king (Yoson aojo kan, T. 78, 
no. 2468, p. 6oa). 

45· Yoson dojokan, p. 55a-b. Shunnyii also discusses Kichijoten under the title of 
"Kichijo kudokuten" in Ishiyama shichi shu, pp. 49c-51a. 

46. Zuzo sho, pp. 43c-44a, 53 c. 
47· Jichiun's discussion of the benefits of the rite as well as the response of the 

people is alm<;>st a precise quote from the Chinese ritual text concerning the rite, the 
Pao-tsang-t'ien-nu to-lo-ni fa Q. Hozo tennyo darani ho), pp. 342c-43a. 

48. Shoson yosho, p. 324a-c. 
49· For Seigen, see Usuzoshi, p. 688a-b; for Shinkaku, see Besson zakki, pp. 499c-

501c, and Ison sho, p. 6oob-c. Shinkaku's account is especially long and includes 
what is apparently a signed portion by his master Kenni (1072-II45) as well; this 
portion is almost precisely the same as Ejii's account, which in turn is identical to 
the early portion ofJichiun's account. This may suggest that the three drew from a 
common source or simply thatJichiun expanded on Ejii's work, which was compiled 
at the order of retired emperor Toba between II35 and II41. (A dispute arose 
whether Ejii or his contemporary Yogen actually compiled the text, although it was 
accepted by later Shingon monks that Ejii did so.) Shinkaku includes Jichiun's and 
Ejii's accounts as well, duplicating the description by Kenni and supplementing 
them with the title "Hozii tennyo ho." 

50. Kakuzen sho, "Kichijiiten," TZ 5, p. 486c. 
51. Ibid., PP· 487C, 494a. 
52. This dream is recorded in the work]ichin wajo musoki, which is held in Shii

ren'in Yoshimizu zo shogyii. I have used Tanaka T akako's quotation of the passage 
in her Geho to aiho no chusei, pp. 79-80. The term butcho, or "Buddha-crown," here 
means the crown or summit of the Buddha's head (Sk. buddho?IJi?a). 

53· Gyorin sho, T. 76, no. 2409, pp. 45a-66b, esp. pp. 47b, 61c-62a. See also Asaba 
sho, TZ 9, "Ichiji kinrin," pp. 9c-rrc. 

54· Tanaka Takaka (Geho to aiho no chusei, pp. 8o-81) focuses on the importance 
of the image of the jewel woman as protector of the imperial line through her posi
tion as birth mother. Wakita Haruko (Nihon chusei josei shi no kenkyu, pp. 131-35) 
claims that Jien and others in medieval Japanese society viewed women solely in 
terms of motherhood, and that while men respected mothers, they did not believe in 
the capacity of women to rule as independent figures. 

55· See, e.g., Shoyu ki, Chowa 2.7.4 (ro13). 
56. This portion of the vow is reproduced in Tanaka T akako, Geho to aiho no 

chusei, p. 87. The title of the manuscript is Hashimotoshuku yujo Myoso ganmon. 
57· Shohon taisho Sanboe shusei, p. 228; Kamens, Three jewels, p. 251. 
58. See the discussion of Bishamonten and his centipede-messenger in Tanaka 
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Hisao, Kinginto Nihon, pp. I2I-26. The tale Tanaka discusses can be found in Kokon 
chomonju, p. 488. 

59· See T oyonaga Satomi, "Chiisei ni okeru yiijo no choja ni tsuite"; and Amino 
Yoshihiko, Muen/kugai/raku, pp. 143-52, and "Chiisei no tabebitotachi," pp. 170-77. 

6o. Kakuzen sho, "Hoju yii setsu," TZ 5, p. 6r8a. The temple Hosshoji here refers 
to that constructed to fulfill a vow made by Emperor Shirakawa (r. 1072-86); thus, 
the use· of the jewel at Ninnaji-regular home of prince-monks (hoshinno )-and its 
apparent enshrinement indicate that its veneration was patronized by the imperial 
family. 

6r. Goho, Todaiji Hachiman daibosatsu kenki, in Shunjobo Chogen shiryo shusei, pp. 
99-roo. Manabe Shunsho Uakyo/Tachikawa-ryu, pp. 25-30, 90-95) has recently 
analyzed the colors red and white as interpreted in the sexual theories and practices 
of the T achikawa-ryii line of the Ono branch; red corresponds to blood and the fe
male gender (mother) in association with the Womb Realm, whereas white corre
sponds to sperm and the male gender (father) in association with the Diamond 
Realm. It is not clear, of course, what the literal or thematic connection might be in 
this case with the T achikawa-ryii, although a symbolic connection is very likely. 

62. Ojoden/Hokke genki, pp. 693-94. 
63. The five impediments refer to the Buddhist teaching that women cannot at

tain five incarnate forms within the cosmos: Mahabrahman, Indra, Mara, the wheel
turning king, and the Buddha. 

64. Ojoden/Hokke genki, p. 685. 
65. Kakuzen sho, "Shari," TZ 5, p. 6o6b-c. Kakuzen included quotations from 

texts that describe the attainment of birth in the Pure Lands of both Amida and 
Maitreya. Nishiguchi Junko ( Onna no chikara, p. 95) also notes an account in Oe no 
Chikamichi's Shichidaiji junrei shiki, pp. 208-9 (mentioned in Chapter 5) that de
scribes a nun of Y akushiji who chanted Amida's name before small beans, which 
consequently transformed into relics. 

66. Hosshin shu, pp. 139-42. As noted in Chapter 3, Shitennoji had been famous 
since the seventh century for its Buddha relics, which were enshrined by Empress 
Suiko and Prince Shotoku. See Nihon shoki, Suiko Tennii 31.7 (623), NKBT 68, 
pp. 204-5. 

67. Sakurai Yoshiro ("Tennoji no umi ni," esp. pp. 95-ror) devotes some atten
tion to the practices of ritual suicide undertaken in the belief that Shitennoji was the 
gateway to the Pure Land. For a comprehensive study of ritual suicides in the Heian 
era, see Yoshida Yasuo, Nihon kodai no bosatsu to minsha, pp. 208-17. 

68. Denryaku, Kajo r.8.rg (Ho6), 2: 150. 
69. For example, the work Betsugyo (p. 147a), which Ninnaji monk Kanjo (r057-

n25) compiled in m7, notes in its section on the Fukiikenjaku Kanzeon rite that this 
image holds a wish-fulfilling jewel and contains roo Buddha relics. The connection 
between Aizen-6 worship and wish-fulfilling jewel worship was noted in the last 
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chapter. According to Jichiun (Hizci konpci shci, p. 355b), Genkaku (1o56-rr21; not the 
same Genkaku quoted earlier in this chapter) said six grains of nin'o-as noted in 
Chapter 5, apparently an esoteric term for relics-were used in the rite; Jichiun also 
indicated in Genpi shci (p. 390c) that "relics" (shari) are enshrined on the lateral mal).
<;iala used in the rite. Fur·ther, Shukaku (Tsuiki, p. 618b-c) pointed out that the se
cret teaching of Jichiun' s Sanbo'in lineage was that the object of worship was Bud
dha relics in the form of a wish-fulfilling jewel. 

70. After the rite, until a period of impurity elapsed, the jewel was housed in the 
Rengeo'in treasury, after which it was returned to the pure space of the Shoko
myo'in. This is recorded in Nyoi hoju mishuhci nikki, Kenkyii 6.8.1 (rr95), p. 137; and in 
greater depth in Kujci Kanezane chiliun tsuiki sha, signed Kenkyii 6.8.14, p. 86. For later 
instances of wish-fulfilling jewel worship conducted for safe childbirth in the impe
rial house, see Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, Shogen 2.2.13 (Bun'o 1; 126o), Bun'ei 2.7.10 
(1265), and Kengen 2.4 (intercalary month).16 (Kagen 1; 1303), pp. 137-38; and Kin
him koki, Kengen 2.4.16, Enky6 4.3.1 (Och6 1; 13n), 3: rr-13, 151-54. Kojima Yiiko 
("Inseiki ni okeru Aizen-6 mishuho no tenkai," esp. pp. 380-83) has recently ana
lyzed the development of the performance of the Aizen-6 esoteric rite in the Insei 
era, focusing on representations of the rite in a work authored by Shukaku based on 
the teachings of his master Kakusho h6shinn6 ( rr29-69), Kohakuyo; Kojima devotes 
a section to Shukaku's practice of the Aizen-6 wish-fulfilling jewel rite and empha
sizes its role in the effort to ensure safe childbirth. 

In addition, construction and worship of multiple miniature clay stiipas (deito 
kuyo) by aristocrats and members of the imperial family was common during child
birth. For example, 10,500 such stiipas were constructed and worshipped on behalf 
of the second imperial consort (Taira Tokushi, later called Kenreimon'in [rr55-
1213]) in Jish6 2 (Sankai ki, Jish6 2.ro.ro [rr78], SHT 27, p. 146). Later examples 
include the ro,ooo stiipas constructed on behalf of the second imperial consort in 
Kenpo 5 ("Osan oki mokuroku," Monyo ki, Kenpo 5.2.26 [1217], TZ 12, p. 581a), the 
84,000 stone stiipas for the retired empress in Kengen 2 (Kagen 1; ibid., Kengen.2.4.5 
[1303], p. 587c), the same number for the retired empress in Enkyo 4 (Ocho 1; ibid., 
Enkyo 4.2.4 [13rr], p. 589a), and again for the second imperial consort in Kenmu 2 
(ibid., Kenmu 2.2.17 (1335], p. 593a). These traditions were clearly influenced by the 
legends ofKing Asoka's construction of84,000 reliquaries, though the stiipas in this 
rite did not include physical Buddha relics. The more direct buddhological influence 
was the scripture Tsao-t'a yen-ming kung-te ching, pp. 726a-27b. On the practice of 
constructing votive stiipas, see W. ]. Tanabe, Art of the Lotus Siitra, pp. 26-27. 

71. Y orinaga recorded these particular examples of the rite in his diary; see T aiki, 
K6ji 2.10.14, 21 (rr43) and Teny6 1.10.20 (rr44), SHT 23, pp. 101-2, 130. The latter de
scription notes that this was different from other assemblies sponsored by the court, 
although Y orinaga does not explain the precise reason. We can assume, however, 
given Y orinaga' s note that he cannot elaborate concerning the rite, that the secrecy 
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surrounding the details of the rite was related to its perceived power and connection 
with the imperial court. Y orinaga recorded, in describing the rite of Kyiian 2.10.14 
(H46), that the retired emperor "secretly" inspected the relics (ibid., p. rSS) during 
the assembly. This was apparently not always the rule, since Toba had inspected the 
relics, followed by a number of courtiers, prior to beginning the assembly on the 
fourteenth of the previous month (ibid., p. rS5). Perhaps this exception was related 
to the fact that the action occurred before the actual performance of the assembly 
rite. For more on the connection between the rite and imperial power, see T ani 
Tomoko, "Daisenbo'in no shari hoon'e to waka," pp. 245-46. 

72. Taiki, Kyiian 3.I!.30 (n47), p. 236. The monk Shinzei (Fujiwara no Michi
nori), father of the Shingon monk Shaken, participated in the rite. For the poetry 
readings, see Tani Tomoko, "Daisenbo'in no shari hoon'e to waka," and "Kujoke no 
shariko to waka." 

73· This is recorded in the historical compilation of Fujiwara no Michinori 
(Shinzei), Honcho seiki, Kyiian 3.H.30 (n47), pp. 5S5-S6. The text notes that the rea
son the gold dust and jewel were offered w.as that such was the teaching of siitras. 

74· Taiki, Kyiian 6.9.12 (n5o), SHT 24, pp. 3S-39. 
75· The text does not state clearly the name of the person prostrating before the 

relics, but I assume that it was Bifukumon'in. One reason is that the text refers to 
her performance of the relics rite. The other is, as noted above, that Y orinaga, in his 
depiction of the nyo'in shari-e two years earlier, specifically described only the re
tired empress as having prostrated herself before the relics, even though the emperor 
was apparently present. 

76. Taiki, appendix, HT 25, pp. 259-60. 
77· Ibid., Ninpei 1.4.19 (n5r), SHT 24, p. 74· 
7S. This is recorded inJichiun's compilation, Genpi sho, p. 3S7c. 
79· Gyokuyo, Jisho 3-4.2 (n79), 2: 275. 
So. These services have also recently been noted in passing by Obara Hiroshi, 

"Kizoku josei no shinko seikatsu," pp. 29-31. The site, a hall attached to Koka
mon'in's residence Kujodono, was most likely part of or equivalent to the Joko
myo'in chapel constructed by T adamichi, sometimes called the Shinmido; on the 
other hand, Obara's discussion, which concerns the Buddhist rites conducted by 
Kujii women, suggests (however vaguely) that the site is Saishokongo'in, an earlier 
site constructed by Tadamichi. Sugiyama Nobuzii (Fujiwara-shi no ujidera to sono inge, 
pp. 39-40) has noted the use of the name Shinmido to refer to Jokomyo'in and the 
performance of memorial rites regularly on the nineteenth day of the month. The 
ambiguity of the references in Gyokuyo to the relic assembly make it difficult to say 
anything other than that the hall used was often called Nyo'in mido up until the 
death of Kokamon'in and that it was apparently attached to her residence, Kujii
dono, which she inherited from her father, T adamichi. 

Sr. Gyokuyo, Nin'an 2.6.22 (n67), r: 17. 
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82. Ibid., Kao 2.5.19 (rr7o), r: roo. 
83. Tani Tomoko ("Daisenbo'in no shari hoon'e to waka," pp. 244-45) has re

cently emphasized the role of music and waka reading in the course of this and other 
relic assemblies. Kanezane, however, emphasized the distinguished character of the 
"scholastic" monks, which suggests the inclusion of a more traditional siitra lecture 
and discussion in the format of the meeting. Thus although the term rongi some
times refers to an exchange of waka, it is apparent that Kanezane was referring to a 
lecture in the formal sense. Tani's views are based on an examination ofJien's Shari 
hoon ko shidai; she believes the waka exchange took place during one of the final 
stages of the rite (hikoka hiko) rather than earlier during the "discussion" (rondan). 

84. Gyokuyo, Jisho r.ro.rg (rr77), 2: ro3. The "Immeasurable Life" chapter is chap
ter r6 of the Lotus Sutra; see Miaoja lien-hua ching, p. 42a; and Hurvitz, Scripture of the 
Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, pp. 237-44. 

85. Gyokuyo, Bunji 4.2.19 (rr88), 3: 499· 
86. Ibid., Bunji p.rg (rr87), 3:332. 
87. Ibid., Joan 2.5.20 (rr72), r: 203. Takahashi Sadaichi has mistakenly interpreted 

the term former lord (kotono) as referring to Motozane (rr43-66), the older brother of 
Kanezane and Kokumon'in (Kundoku Gyokuyo, vol. r, p. 273); the date of the twenti
eth (the date after the monthly anniversary ofTadamichi's death) and the fact that 
Kanezane later wrote that Tadamichi transmitted the practice to Kokumon'in 
(ibid.); as well as recent research by Obara Hiroshi ("Kizoku josei no shinko seika
tsu," pp. 30-31) clarifY that Kanezane's use of the term kotono, when made in the 
context of the relic assembly, refers invariably to T adamichi. 

88. Ibid., r: 360. On this occasion, the entire residence of Kokamon'in (Kujo
dono) burned. 

8g. Ibid., Genryalcu r.r2.27-28 Quei 3; rr85), 3: 59· These activities were part of the 
larger set of rituals performed or sponsored by the Fujiwara family on behalf of its 
dead, a variety of memorial services that were increasingly common in late Heian 
and early Kamakura aristocratic society. For an invaluable discussion of such rites
although, in this case, apparently unrelated to relics-performed by Fujiwara no 
Munetada (ro62-rr4r; author of the diary Chuyu ki) and Taira no Nobunori (m2-
87; author of the diary Hyohan ki) on behalf of the deceased members of their 
families, see Takahashi Hideki, Nihon chusei no ie to shinzoku, pp. r6-50. 

go. Gyokuyo, Juei 2.12.5 (rr84), 2: 66o. Kokamon'in had died on the fourth day of 
the twelfth month, two years earlier. 

gr. Nishiguchi Junko (Onna no chikara, p. 87) emphasizes the connection of this 
custom to the development of the bodaisho. Fukuto Sanae ("Bochi saishi to josei," 
pp. ro3-7) has analyzed the development of common grave sites for males and fe
males in upper-class families of the early Heian era, noting that the notion devel
oped as early as the late ninth century; indeed, the earliest recorded site was estab
lished by Fujiwara no Mototsune (836-gr) at Kohata (Uji, Kyoto) where he buried 
his grandparents and where Michinaga later founded the Jomyoji temple in roo5. 
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Fukuto claims that a shift in the views surrounding family burial occurred during 
the life ofTadahira (880-949), who frequently made pilgrimages to the burial site of 
his ancestral lineage within the Fujiwara clan. As Fukuto notes, together with the 
development of the notion of a burial site of the ancestral lineage ( ichimon) ofT ada
hira in the early tenth century, female members were not only buried there, unlike 
male Fujiwaras, they were without exception interred at Kohata. In Fukuto's view, 
the development of burial sites of ancestral lineages accompanied the social shift 
from the traditional "clan" (uji), which employed a variety of persons and relatives 
beyond the immediate kin, to the patriarchal family (ie), which, while emphasizing 
the male lineage, viewed the female members as indispensable to its reproduction 
and thus promoted their burial in the ancestral site. At the same time, Fukuto does 
not, of her own admission, explore the Buddhist connection. For a discussion of 
Michinaga's activities at Jomyoji, see Sugiyama Nobuzo, Fujiwara-shi no ujidera to 
sono inge, pp. 87-90. 

92. In Kanji 4 (1090), the aristocrat Minamoto no Masazane built Ichijo'in at 
Daigoji to enshrine the remains of his mother. Those of Fujiwara no Kenshi (1057-
!084), consort of Emperor Shirakawa, and her daughter, retired empress Ikuho
mon'in (T eishi naishinno, 1076-96; this is a rare case of a sister serving formally as 
the empress for her brother, when she actually served as his nurse and adoptive 
motper), were enshrined under the Buddha altar at Daigoji's Enko'in. See Nishigu
chiJunko "Ocho bukkyo ni okeru nyonin kyii.sai no ronri," pp. 158-60, and Onna no 
chikara, pp. 69-102. Nishiguchi cites references to the enshrinement of remains in 
Ichijo'in and Enko'in from Daigo zojiki, comp. Kyoen (fl. n58-86), in Onna no chikara. 

93· Hyohan ki, Ninpei 3.12.8 (n53), SHT r8, p. 217. 
94· This was recorded by Tadachika in his diary, Sankai ki, Hogen 3.8.n (n58), 

SHT 26, p. 76. 
95· Hyakuren sho, Eiryaku r.n.23 (n6o), Chokan r.n.28 (n63), pp. 75, 78. 
96. Monyo ki, TZ 12, pp. 306a-7a. 
97· Gyokuyo, Kenkyii. 5.8.r6 (II94), 3! 888. 
98. Ibid., 3: 3o6b. 
99· Ibid., 3: 307a. For an analysis of the historical connection of Morosuke (9o8-

6o) to the monk Ryogen and the larger community on Hiei, see McMullin, "The 
Lotus Sutra and Politics in the Mid-Heian era," in G.]. Tanabe, Jr., and W. J. Ta
nabe, Lotus Sutra in Japanese Culture, pp. 125-28. McMullin stresses that Morosuke 
sought Ryogen's services to perform ususama rituals to ensure that his daughter 
Y asuko would give birth to a healthy male-thereby providing for Emperor Mura
kami's successor and strengthening the Fujiwaras vis-a-vis the imperial family in 
marriage politics of the period. 

wo. Amida's thirty-fifth vow states that any woman who hears his name and de
sires enlightenment but hates her female body will be never again be born as a 
woman (see Wu-liang-shou ching, p. 268c). 

wr. Meigetsu ki, Shoji 1.9.23 (n99) and Genkyii. 1.9.23 (r204). 
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102. Hyohyaku sha, pp. 466-67. The title can also be pronounced Hyobyaku sha (I 
use hyohyaku for the sake of consistency, particularly because it is the pronunciation 
common in the Shingon school). 

103. These ritual manuscripts are entitled Bifukumon'in ongakki shidai. Two of 
them are still housed at Ninnaji, although one is at Kanazawa Bunko Archives. See 
Ninnaji konbyoshi shososhi kenkyukai, ed., Shukaku hoshinno no girei sekai, 2: 912-21. 

104. Ibid., 2: 913-16. 
105. Hosokawa Ryoichi, "Oken to Amadera." Hosokawa's groundbreaking work 

was the first to examine closely the role of women in relic veneration as well as the 
symbolic connection between relics and imperial power. For a further discussion of 
relic worship at Hokkeji, see Tsunoda Bun'ei, ed., Kokubunji no kenkya, r: 220-28. 

ro6. Tanaka T akako, Geho to aiho no chusei, pp. 148-75; Ohara, "W ashii bodaisen 
shoryakuji nakaodani to jodo shinko," pp. 51-73-

I07. Interestingly, however, Ohara ("Washii bodaisen shoryakuji nakaodani to 
jodo shinko," p. 54) notes that the monk who allegedly "reopened" Shoryakuji in 
Kenpo 6 (I2I8), the Kofukuji monk Shinen, was-like Kanezane-a son of Fuji
wara no T adamichi. Monthly relic assemblies were held there on the nineteenth of 
each month, according to variant versions of the late thirteenth-century work Shase
kisha and the entry for Bunmei r2.r.r9 (r48o) in Daijo'in jisha zoji ki. This suggests the 
possibility that an alternative Fujiwara tradition of relic worship existed at Shorya
kuji. Although the dating of these transmission texts and the questionable dating of 
the texts concerning the monthly relic rite make this an intriguing possibility, this is 
difficult to substantiate. 

ro8. The document is dated Karoku r.ro.2 (Nov. 3, 1225); see Daigoji monjo 2, no. 
305, p. 43· Hojiiji, founded by Fujiwara no Tamemitsu (942-92), was a temple of 
Heian kyo patronized equally by members of the imperial family. The chapel into 
which the relic was deposited was called Seijoko'in, also referred to as Kii-sanmido, 
constructed in rr58 (Hyohan ki, Hogen 3.10.23, SHT 20, pp. 53-54). 

109. Tobo ki, p. 6o. The rite is reminiscent of the relic assemblies conducted by 
the imperial house at the end of each month in the mid-twelfth century, although 
no such connection is made in the text. 

rro. Strathern, Gender of the Gift, p. 298. 

Chapter 7 

r. Heiji monogatari, p. 289. 
2. A later manuscript, Geshari bunpu hachirya (The transmission of eight grains of 

tooth relics of the Buddha), in the archives of the Raikoji'in, lists "Nanba-no
saburo" as the initial recipient of the dragon's relic, and Kiyomori as the next in the 
line of those who received it, which indicates that this legend had a life beyond its 
initial telling in Heiji monogatari. This later manuscript, however, claims that the relic 
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was a "tooth relic" (geshari), and that Kiyomori passed the relic on to the nun Kan
nonbo, who may or may not have had an association with Kokokuji, a temple that 
remains unidentified by scholars. 

There may also be a historical basis for the view that Taira no Kiyomori had an 
interest in or p~ssessed relics. Daihizanji engi (p. 322), written by the powerful monk 
Shinzei, includes at its end a record that Kiyomori installed a Buddha relic in Dai
hizanji (also called Bujoji) in T anba province (present-day Yamashiro) on Heiji 
1.5.23 (n59). 

3· Kokon chomonjil, p. 65. 

4· Heike monogatari, p. 249; H. McCullough, Tale of the Heike, p. n9. 

5· As noted in Chapter 5, Chogen often told others of his voyages to China and 
had a lengthy conversation about King Asoka Mountain with Kujo no Kanezane 
(Gyokuya, Juei 2.1.24 [n83], 2: 593-94). Eisai claimed that he saw light emanating 
from the relics on the mountain during his voyage there (see his Kazen gokoku ron, 

P· II9)· 
6. Mori Katsumi cites this manuscript, which is in the archives of Zuishin'in, in 

Nissa bunka karyu no shomondai, p. 181. 

7· Azuma kagami, Kenpo 4.6.15 (I2I6), 4.II.24, 5-4-17 (1217), KST 31, 722,726, 730. 

8. Tao-hsiian was the founder of the Vinaya school in early Tang China and the 
subject of many Chinese stories that depicted him as having received the tooth, 
which was reputed variously to have been kept in celestial lands such as Bishamon
ten' s or Indra' s heaven. The Japanese had been aware of the legend concerning Tao
hsiian since Ennin' s writing of Nitta guha junrei gyaki in the ninth century; Ennin at
tended a festival at Ch'ung-shen ssu held in honor of the tooth in 841, where he was 
told the legend concerning Tao-hsiian's reception of the relic (see Nitta guha junrei 
gyaki, pp. 234-35; and Reischauer, Ennin's Diary, pp. 300-303). For a valuable study 
of Japanese legends and literature surrounding the tooth relic, see Strong and 
Strong, "A Tooth Relic of the Buddha in Japan." 

9· See Butsuge shari ki. 
10. Nodomi Joten ("Shari soden engi," p. 617) makes note of the text, which is 

contained in Butsugen zenji goroku, and of a related work, Mannenzan shazoku'in butsuge 
shari ryakki, reproduced in Shinpen Kamakura shi. 

n. Azuma kagami, Kenpo 2.10.15 (1214), Jokyii 2.12.15 (1221), KST 32, pp. 714, 763, 

respectively; Karoku 2.3.18 (1226), KST 33, p. 42. The last two references note that 
the rite was performed "as is customary" (rei no gotoshi), which suggests that the rite 
was performed annually. The same work records that Sanetomo received Buddha 
relics from Eisai on Kenryaku 2.6.20 (1212). 

12. Ibid., Jokyii 2.12.15 (1221), KST 32, p. 763. 

13. Ibid., Kenpo 5·9·30, p. 731. 

14. Ibid., Kenkyu 2.7.23, p. 445· 

15. Ibid., Kenpo 4.2.19, p. 720; see the text also in Daigoji monjo 2, no. 301, pp. 37-38. 
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16. Azuma kagami, Kangi 3.3.15 (1231), and Kangen 3.!0.30 (1245), KST 33, pp. ro5, 
354, respectively. The latter rite is mentioned also in Kacho yoryaku (p. 155), which 
says that Ryozen Daisojo was the officiant. 

17. Tajima Shimniji monjo, Kenkyu 8.ro.4, in KI 2, no. 937, pp. 257-58. 
18. Y oriie attended, together with Masako, a jeweled stiipa service performed by 

the Zen monk Eisai at Eifukuji on behalf of Y oriie' s former dry nurse, who was now 
deceased (see Azuma kagami, Kennin 2.3.14 [1202), KST 32, p. 595). 

19. Ibid., Kennin 3.8.29, p. 603. 
20. Ibid., Kenpo 1+17 (1213), p. 679. Gyoyu was a monk trained in esoteric Bud

dhism who had a close relationship not only with the monk Eisai but also with 
Y oritomo, Masako, Sanetomo, and Hojo Y asutoki. He was a resident monk of the 
Tsurugaoka Hachiman shrine for a long period (see Mochizuki Shinko, Bukkyo dai
jiten, 1: 620 ). 

2r. Azuma kagami, Karoku 1.9.8 (1225), KST 33, p. 32. This action may have been 
undertaken in connection with the children of Miura T aneyoshi, who opposed the 
shogunate during the war. Oishio Chihiro ("Chusei Nihon ni okeru aiku-6 densetsu 
no igi," p. 8) argues that the construction of the stone reliquaries was specifically in
tended to pacifY the spirits of the four children ofT aneyoshi who had been killed. 

22. Taira Masayuki ("Kamakura bakufu no shukyo seisaku ni tsuite," p. ro9) in
cludes Jogo among the Shingon clerics most closely connected with the shogunate 
and offers a short biography of the monk. He describes Jogo as "a central figure who 
supported bakufu Buddhism in the first half of the Kamakura era." More recently, 
Taira ('Jogo to Kamakura bakufu," esp. pp. 440-41) has focused on Jogo to argue 
for the increasing importance of the abbacy ofToji to the shogunate in this era. 

23. Michichika was originally close to Y oritomo but came to be adamantly anti
Fujiwara and strikingly independent of the shogunate. He was an enemy of illustri
ous figures like Kanezane and Jien and the driving force behind their removal from 
political and clerical office in the palace coup of rr96. Michichika was also behind the 
installment of the young emperor Tsuchimikado in II98. See the brief discussions of 
Michichika by George Sansom in A History of japan to 1334, pp. 333-34; and Jeffrey 
P. Mass in The Development ojKamakura Rule, pp. 9-ro. 

24. In fact, Michichika was the stepfather of Shomeimon'in (II71-1259), the 
mother of Emperor Tsuchimikado, which made Joshin the latter's maternal step
uncle. 

25. Taira Masayuki, "Kamalcura bakufu no shukyo seisaku ni tsuite," p. rro. 
26. Ibid. His fall from grace in Kamakura was due to the marriage of his daughter 

to Yasumura, an enemy ofHojo Tokiyori (1227-63) and a victim in the Hoji conflict 
(Hoji kassen) of1247. As Taira ('Jogo to Kamakura bakufu," pp. 441-42) has noted, 
Joshin's fall had, at least temporarily, great implications for the relationship between 
Shingon monks and the shogunate, with power shifting to the T endai monks of On
joji until the appearance of the monk Raijo, to whom we will shortly turn. 
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27. These rituals are recorded in Azuma kagami, Ninji 1.6.1 (1240), 2.7.4, Kangen 
2.6.8 (1244), and Kangen 3.2.25, in KST 33, pp. 260, 282, 328, and 341, respectively. 
The explanation for the rite of Ninji 2.7-4 is to avert calamity following an earth
quake; the text does not refer to the perceived cause of the earthquake, which may 
have been conceived as caused by the vengeful spirit of Go-T oba. 

28. Taira Masayuki, "Kamakura bakufu no shiikyo seisaku ni tsuite," pp. 107-8. 
29. Busshari kankei ki, Katei 3.10.26 (1237), p. 236. The reason for the discrepancy 

in the number of grains is unclear; it may be that the text means that, despite the 
fact that he was on record as taking fifteen grains, he took more than the recorded 
quantity. 

30. Ibid., Shoo 3.8.30 (1290), p. 243. 
31. Other early Kamakura monks closely associated with the shogunate were also 

involved in relic veneration. The Daigoji monk Shaken, considered in Chapter 5, 
was heavily involved in wish-fulfilling jewel worship and other forms of relic venera
tion, but he also performed rites on behalf of the shogunate before his death in II96. 
Jitsugen, a Toji abbot who performed services on behalf of the shogunate and gave 
the esoteric initiation (denbo kanjo) to the powerful associate of the shogunate 
Adachi Kagemori (d. 1248; grandfather ofHojo Tsunetoki and Tokiyori), officiated 
at the relics inventory in 1249, the last year of his life (see Taira Masayuki, "Kama
kura bakufu no shiikyo seisaku ni tsuite," pp. 109-10; and Busshari kankei ki, Kencho 
1.7.2 [1249), p. 238). Also, Jitsugen was reputed to have possessed three grains of rel
ics originally bequeathed by Hui-kuo to Kukai (see "Keika ajari soden busshari soja 
kechimyaku," signed by Yiikai on Oan 8.2.1 [1375), in Zoku hokan shu [Koyasan 
monjo], DK, 2: II7-19). 

Finally, Doha (1214-81), son of Minister of the Left Kujo Yoshisuke (II85-
1218)-and thus grandson ofKanezane-was a Kajiiji monk and, later, a Toji abbot 
who gave the esoteric initiation to monks at the shogun's residence in 1265 and who 
was involved in relic veneration. He conducted the distribution ofToji relics on two 
occasions, receiving five grains on the second occasion, in 1278 (Koan r.6.28) (see 
Taira Masayuki, "Kamakura bakufu no shiikyo seisaku ni tsuite," p. IIO; and Busshari 
kankei ki, p. 239). He also performed a nyoho Sonsho ho wish-fulfilling jewel rite on 
behalf of the retired emperor for the destruction of the Mongols in 1281 (Koan 
4.7.15); see Nyoi hoju mishuho nikki, p. 137. 

32. Enni was the officiant in the offering of 84,000 reliquaries sponsored by the 
shogunate on Kangen p.25 (1245). Nyoiji became subsidiary to Onjoji and bore 
close connections to Tsurugaoka Hachiman shrine (Mochizuki Shinko, Bukkyo dai
jiten, 5, p. 4130 ). 

33· Azuma kagami, Bun'ei 2.6.3 (1265), KST 33, p. 859; Keiran shuyo shu, p. 546a. 
The Keiran shuyo shu account indicates that Ryiiben successfully made rain with the 
help of the monk Ryoshin of Gokurakuji, the home of a major relic tradition pa
tronized by the shogunate (see below in text). 
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. 34· Myoo'in monjo, signed by Raijo on Koan 4.4.27, in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 
2, kodai/chusei, pp. 74-82. See also Taira Masayuki, "Kamakura bakufu no shukyo 
seisaku ni tsuite," p. ror. 

35· Ninnaji monjo, in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, kodai/ chusei, pp. rr7-20. 
36. Kokon chomonju, p. 65. 
37· A manuscript in the Kanazawa Bunko Archives (Box 3r4), written by his 

successor Kenna, describes Shinkai as installing the relic as honzon of the temple. 
For a reproduction of the text, which suggests that the relic was viewed by the 
populace as a means to salvation, see NodomiJ6ten, "Shari s6den engi," pp. 624-26. 
Nodomi also makes note of a document, inserted by Shinkai into an Amida image 
at Hoju'in in Yokohama (Shomyoji matsuji Jofukuji kyiiz6 ), praying for the rebirth 
in the Pure Land of a monk named Ryozen and installing two grains of Buddha rel
ics into the head of the same image. 

38. The text is reproduced in Nodomi, "Shari s6den engi," pp. 6r8-r9. Kenna 
copied and signed it on Einin 3.!2.24 (r296). For an extensive discussion of the more 
general activities of Kenna at Shomyoji and a brief analysis of his connection with 
Mur6ji, seeN 6domi J 6ten, Kanazawa bunko shiryo no kenkyu, pp. 358-429. 

39· Nodomi ("Shari s6den engi, p. 620) notes Kenna's connection with Ninkii. 
40. Ibid., pp. 62o-2r, nr2. 
4r. "Shogy6 okugaki" ("Nyoh6 sonsh6 h6 shidai"), signed by Kenna on Sh66 

3.rr.8 (r290 ), is in the Kanazawa Bunko Archives and is reproduced in Kanagawa ken
shi, shiryohen 2, kodai/chusei, pp. r68-69. 

42. "Shomyoji sanjut6 kuy6 s6shii komy6 chiimon, in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 
2, kodai/ chusei, pp. I75-76. 

43· The complete manuscript, Kanazawa Bunko Archives 22r.9, was signed by 
Kenna on Kagen r.6 (r303). The conclusion of the text is reproduced in typeset form 
in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, kodai/chusei, p. 297. 

44· The account, Shari anchi ki, dated Enkyo 3·7·7 (r3ro), can be found in the Ka
nazawa Bunko Archives (no. 6787); it is also reproduced in Nodomi, "Shari s6den 
engi," p. 62r; and in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, kodai/chusei, p. 475· The account is 
ambiguous about the distribution to the extent that it describes the two monks as 
receiving 32 relics and roo relics, suggesting that the two batches were perceived as 
distinct from one another. 

45· Kenna is described as the officiant of the relics rite, but the officiant is not 
made clear in the case of the wish-fulfilling jewel ritual, the account of which is 
signed by a monk namedJoichi (see "Shogy6 okusho," in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 
2, kodai/chusei, pp. 630-32). 

46. Shomyoji to shogon nikki, dated Kenmu r.p8 (!334), Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 
3, kodai/chusei, r: 7· 

47· Gokurakuji monjo, no. 4!2, in Kamakurashi shi shiryohen 3, pp. 400-4or; and To
shodaiji shozo, in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, kodai/ chusei, pp. 304-5. 
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48. "Gokurakuji jiisanju to kuyo nikki," in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, ko
dai/ chusei, pp. 533-34· 

49· The text does not make clear the use of the relics in the rite, although the 
statement noted suggests their presence (see "Gokurakuji jiiji Junnin eko mon," in 
Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, kodai/ chusei, p. 595). 

so. A document from the treasury of Gokurakuji tided "Gokurakuji jiho moku
roku sha" is essentially a list of the rituals of installation of relics at Gokurakuji be
tween I344 and I352. Nine relic grains were enshrined on three occasions during the 
period, including a single grain allegedly from Mount Mur6 and five from the remains 
ofJunnin himsel£ who died in I326 (Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen J, kodai/chusei, I: 383). 

5I. Engakuji was always one of the gozan temples patronized by warrior govern
ments of the fourteenth century, in spite of periodic changes in the system. See 
Martin Collcutt, Five Mountains, pp. rog-II. 

52. Tamamura Takeji and Inoue Zenjo (Engakujishi, pp. 6o-6I) base their dis
cussion of the three occasions on Cheng-nien' s work Butsugen zenji goroku. 

53· See, e.g., a letter Nichiren composed in I278 (Koan r.8.n) in which he con
trasted the ease of knowing people's relics (such as those of Lan-ch'i Tao-lung in 
Kenchoji in Kamakura) with Buddha relics, which do not burn in fire, get wet in 
water, or smash when struck by a diamond hammer (Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 2, 

kodai/chusei, pp. I8-Ig). 
54· Tamamura Takeji and Inoue Zenjo, Engakujishi, pp. 98-99; the imperial or

der, dated Kenmu 2.7.8, is reproduced in their text, as well as in Kanagawa kenshi, 
shiryohen J, kodai/chusei. I: 29. The list of the manuscripts in Shozoku'in refers to two 
imperial orders by Go-Daigo, although the character of the second is unclear (Kana
gawa kenshi, shiryohen J, kodai/chusei. I: 744). 

55· See the text, "Engakuji monzen ichi no koto," dated Kenmu 4.3.6 (1337), 
Obai'in monjo, in Kamakura shi shiryohen J, p. I, and ibid., Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 
3: kodai/ chusei, I: 64. 

56. See "Kanto Kubo (Ashikaga Motouji) kishinjo," Jofrr.I2.22 (I363), Engakuji 
monjo, and "Dosho (Uesugi Noriaki) kakikudashi," Joji 3.I.23 (I364), Engakuji monjo, 
in Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 3: kodai/ chusei, I: 457, 479, respectively. 

57· See "Engakuji shozoku'in sharito kishikijo sho" Eitoku 3.7.22 (I383), Kana-
gawa kenshi, shiryohen 3: kodai/chusei, I: 628-29. 

58. See Tamamura Takeji and Inoue Zenjo, Engakuji shi, pp. 25I-65. 
59· Ibid., pp. ro2-4. 
6o. See Collcutt, Five Mountains, pp. 255-63. 
6r. For a discussion of burial ad sanctos in Indian Buddhism, see Schopen, "Bur

ial 'Ad Sanctos' and the Physical Presence of the Buddha in Early Indian Bud
dhism." 

62. See, in particular, two documents of Oei I$.6.25 (I408), in Honcho bunsha, 
KST 30, pp. 540, 547-48. Hokyoin reliquaries were constructed specifically in 
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response to the Hokyoin scripture (T. 1022), which described their construction and 
the proper recitation of the Hokyoin dhara~;~i formula as the means to acquire powers 
of the relics of all Buddhas in the cosmos on behalf of the deceased. In this service, 
the formula is also recorded as having been recited. We previously witnessed a refer
ence to Hokyoin dharal}! in the account of Yoritomo's authorization of the con
struction of 84,000 reliquaries to pacifY war dead in II97 (T ajima Shinmiji monjo, 
Kenkyii 8.10.4, in KI 2, no. 937, p. 258). 

63. See Faure, Visions of Power, pp. 158-67. 
64. Shobogenzo, chap. 32, "Den' e," in Dagen, vol. 1, NST 12, pp. 366-67. 
65. Faure, "Quand l'habit fait le moine." 
66. T adayoshi is recorded in Toji hyakugo monjo as having attended the distribu

tion rite ofKenmu 4-4-30 (1337), and a series of officials from Kamakura attended 
after that. Hashimoto Hatsuko (Chusei Toji to Kobo daishi shinko, pp. 146-48, 169), 
basing her research on Toji hyakugo monjo, notes that Muromachi officials continued 
to attend the distributions as late as the mid-fifteenth century, although she notes 
that Yoshimitsu's reception of relics at the distribution of 1406 (Oei 13·9·!0) was an 
exception to the rule. Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1436-90) and Yoshihisa (1465-89), the 
eighth and ninth shoguns of the Muromachi, attended the last distribution ever 
conducted: in 1489 (Chokyo p.27). 

67. Imaeda Aishin, Chusei zensha shi no kenkya, pp. 133-34. 
68. Ibid., p. 134. 
69. Ibid. 
70. Strong, Legend of King Asoka, pp. 218-19. 
71. Collcutt, Five Mountains, pp. ro6-7. Collcutt acknowledges that this point was 

made previously by Imaeda Aishin in a series of essays. 
72. Ibid., p. ro8. 

73· Kumedadera monjo 2, Rekio 2.8.18 (1339), reproduced in Imaeda Aishin, Chusei 
zensha shi no kenkyu, p. ror. 

74· Imaeda Aishin, Chusei zensha shi no kenkya, pp. 83-84. 
75· Collcutt, Five Mountains, p. 104. 
76. This point is made convincingly by Imaeda ( Chusei zenshu shi no kenkya, pp. 

roo-IOI ). For the distribution document, drawn from Toji hyakugo monjo, ibid., p. ror. 
77· Komyo received relics in distribution from Toji monks on at least five occa

sions between 1343 and 1349 (Hashimoto Hatsuko, Chusei Toji to Kobo daishi shinko, 
p. 146). It is extremely unlikely that Go-Daigo, enemy of the shogunate, would have 
distributed relics to the bakufu. 

78. In the document he wrote and signed on the occasion of his installation of 
Buddha relics in Jokomyoji Gyokusen'in in Kamakura, Tadayoshi suggested that 
bones of the Buddha, as an ever-present object of veneration, could preserve the True 
Law (shobo) and thus overcome the Last Age (masse). The text is signed Koei 3.4.8 
(1344), the date of the historical Buddha's birthday (Kanagawa kenshi, shiryohen 3, 
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kodai/chusei, p. 226), as is another Tadayoshi signed and dated, when he offered a 
Buddha relic to another sub-temple of Jokomyoji in 1351 (Kanno 2.4.8; see ibid., p. 

341). 

Chapter 8 

EPIGRAPH: Simmel, Philosophy of Money, p. 75· 
I. Even the most recent overview of the state of the field in the study of early ac

cession and funerary rituals lacks a reference to the Buddha Relics Offering; see 
Araki T oshio, "Sokui girei to s6s6 girei." 

2. For a discussion of the use of wheel-turning king and regalia as the "religious" 
aspect of the power bloc system, see Kuroda Toshio, Nihon chusei no kokka to shakyo, 
PP· 457-59. 

3· I would disagree with those who suggest, using formalist or other linguistic 
models, that early medieval or medieval Japan constituted a single, cohesive system. 
Attention to patterns is important, but assumptions that a common structure 
undergirded Japanese ritual and beliefs downplay the explicitly strategic and con
tentious character of much of Japanese history. For a fascinating example of a lin
guistic approach to Japanese religion, see Grapard, Protocol of the Gods, esp. pp. 8-ro 
for his discussions of the linguistic, "combinative" model and the "structural" unity 
of Japanese culture. Although I question the use of language as the unitary model 
for analysis of Japanese history and culture, I value his study for the thoroughness of 
its research and its effort to grasp the relationships among Japanese religion, culture, 
and politics. Even Kuroda Toshio's conception of the kenmitsu taisei and its role 
within the kenmon taisei does not explain all of medieval Japan. Future research will 
tell us the extent to which Kuroda's model applies to eastern Japan, which was cul
turally and politically distinct from the Kansai region of western Japan, the focus of 
his research; initial examination, as we have seen, suggests that the model works 
within the Kamakura/Yokohama area, but other parts of eastern Japan may have 
indeed been dominated by other schools of Buddhism and, consequently, resulted in 
social and power formations quite different from that of the kenmon system, as Ku
roda conceived it. 

4· For a discussion of the procession that marked his return, as described in 
Shoyu ki, Eien I.2.II (987), see Inoue Tadashi, "Chonen to Udeno shiboshi," p. 6. 

5· I thus disagree with those who argue that Siikyamuni worship was an innovation 
of the Kamakura era. For example, Matsuo Kenji (Kyusai no shisi5, p. go) claims that 
the figure of the historical Buddha was not a basis for esoteric Buddhism, as it was in 
Pure Land worship. To the contrary, in the case of Shingon-which is obviously his 
referent her.e, since it was the school out of which Eison (I20I-go ), a leader of Shaka 
veneration, came-the figure of the historical Buddha was an essential component of 
both the ritual and the textual construction of the Shingon lineage. The Buddha relics 
brought back by Kiikai offered material testimony to the claims ofShingon monks to 
the ritual prowess of their founder and to the ritual powers of Buddha relics in the 
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form of the wish-fulfilling jewels in the collection at Toji. Most of the major esoteric 
rituals and many of the major exoteric rituals of the Shingon school, moreover, fea
tured the veneration of relics-from the rain-making ritual to the wish-fulfilling jewel 
ritual to the Latter Seven, Day Rite and even the T aigen rite. 

In addition, Matsuo (ibid., p. gr) claims that the Pei-hua ching Q. Hikekyo) is the 
centerpiece of the new movement, in contrast to earlier Shaka worship, which he 
describes was largely influenced by the teachings of the Lotus Sutra. The Pei-hua ching 
was, however, well known in earlier Shingon, which is evidenced by its mention in 
twelfth-century commentaries; see, e.g., Kakuzen's repeated quotations from the 
text in his discussion of relics in Kakuzen sho (TZ 5, pp. 6orb, 6o2a, 6o6b, 6o7a, 6o8a, 
6ogb [twice]). 

Matsuo's argument is apparently based on an oversimplified distinction between 
"salvific" forms of Kamakura Buddhism and those of "old" Buddhism, which are 
presumed to disregard the salvation of the individual or the marginal; this study has, 
if anything, made it clear that-especially in the case of female veneration of rel
ics-the schools of so-called old Buddhism actively engaged in salvific activities 
from at least the mid-Heian era on. Indeed, even the Latter Seven-Day Rite ex
tended the enriching and salvific powers of the Buddha not only to the tenno but 
also to the aristocrats close to him, as well as symbolically provided the grace of the 
Buddha to the entire realm. 

6. The classic study in this regard is Kuroda T oshio, Nihon chusei no kokka to shu
kyo, esp. pp. 462-75. The most brilliant presentation and defense of the kenmon 
theory since Kuroda's work is Taira Masayuki's Nihon chusei no shakai to bukkyo. As 
noted earlier, the Fall 1996 issue of japanese journal of Religious Studies (vo!. 23, no. 3/ 4) 
includes a series of translations of Kuroda's work as well as a set of papers elaborat
ing on, responding to, or defending his ideas. The most cogent defense and criticism 
of Kuroda's theory included in the edition are, respectively, Taira's "Kuroda Toshio 
and the Kenmitsu Taisei Theory" (pp. 427-48) and Sueki Fuhimiko's "Reexamina
tion of the Kenmitsu Taisei Theory" (pp. 449-66). 

7· Abe, Weaving of Mantra, p. 356. 
8. Abe (ibid., pp. 6o-6r) has argued persuasively that Kukai did not see Shingon 

in sectarian terms, noting the inaccuracy of claims that Kiikai limited the commu
nity of monks at Toji to members of the Shingon school. 

g. However, the sogo, by at least the tenth century, became an institution sym
bolizing clerical status within the official administration more than the actual ad
ministration of clerical rules (see Taira, Nihon chusei no shakai to bukkyo, pp. 93-94). 
At the same time, the continuing status ofToji as the most common site of the ad
ministrative headquarters (sogosho) in the Heian era forcefully reminds us of the 
close connection between Toji and the court. 

ro. Maki Taka yuki, "Toji zasu koso no rekishiteki hensen," p. 63. 
rr. Here I follow the analysis of the text by Marc Shell in Money, Language, and 

Thought, pp. 24-46. 
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12. Ibid., pp. 40-43. Shell (ibid., p. 42) also notes the controversial claim by Ber
nard Laum in Heiliges Geld that the first money '"was shared food, which for many 
centuries preceded the evolution of coinage. Coinage ... had the same significance as 
the Grail-that of a sacred relic symbolizing a holy meal among a loyal fellowship."' 

13. Ibid., p. 25. 
14. See Murayama Shiiichi, "Nyoi hoju no reino," pp. 163-64. 
15. See, e.g., Oe no Masafusa, who, in Godan sho (ca. no4-8; 1: 65), claimed that 

the deity oflse is a transformation of Kuze Kannon; and Kujo Kanezane ( Gyokuyo, 
Kenkyu 5.7.8 [n94), 3: 884), who noted that the deity of the inner shrine at Ise is the 
same as Juichimen Kannon. Oe no Chikamichi (Shichi daiji junrei shiki, p. 225) also 
noted that the Kuze Kannon at Horyuji held a jewel in its hand. Later figures who 
identified Amaterasu with Kannon included, for example, the Daigoji monk Tsiikai 
(1234-1305; Tsukai sankei ki, p. 793), who identified Amaterasu as a transformation of 
Jiiichimen Kannon and ultimately identical with Dainichi. 

16. Kogo shui, p. 127. 
17. The robbery occurred on Kenpo 4.2.5 (I2I6). See Azuma kagami, Kenpo 4.2.19, 

KST 32, p. 720; Daigoji monjo 2, no. 301, pp. 37-38. 
18. See Kageyama, Shari shinko, p. 206. 
19. Busshari kankei ki, Shochii 1.12.14, p. 251. 
20. Tobo ki, ZZGR 12, p. 413. 
21. Abe Y asuro introduces these manuscripts, which are entitled Himitsu gentei 

kuketsu and Bosho mokuroku, in "Hoju to oken," pp. 152-53. Abe notes that the beliefs 
associated with the T achikawa line seem, in fact, not to have been considered in any 
sense heretical within Shingon prior to the downfall of Koshin; rather, if anything, 
such beliefs-whatever sexual practices may have sometimes been involved-were 
actually held by mainstream figures such as Shaken (n38-96) and seen as "ortho
dox" within the Ono branch (ibid., pp. 156-57). Tanaka Takako (Geho to aiho no 
chusei, pp. 257-58) has also taken such a position, claiming that the labeling of prac
tices as heretical (igyo) from an "orthodox" Shingon perspective seems to reflect the 
point of view of the contemporary opponents of Koshin more than any reality 
within Shingon tradition. 

22. For a discussion of the Buddhist use of the discourse of indebtedness to one's 
ancestors in the context of the ghost festival, see T eiser, Ghost Festival in Medieval 
China, pp. 2oo-2o2. 

23. Yii-lan-p'en ching, trans. Dharmarak~a (ca. 265-313), T. 16, no. 685, p. 779c. 
24. Several studies note the role of women in funerary rites, although virtually 

none of them mention female veneration of relics. See, e.g., Ebersole, Ritual Poetry 
and the Politics of Death in Early Japan, pp. 150-58, and Uwai Hisayoshi, Nihon kodai no 
shinzoku to saishi, pp. 5-79, 154-62. Obara Hiroshi ("Kizoku josei no shinko seika
tsu," p. 31) briefly examines the activities of those of the Kujo lineage and mentions 
Kokamon'in's performance of relic rites. 

25. Piggott, Emergence of japanese Kingship, p. 283. 
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passim 
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Derrida, Jacques, 37 
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Ebersole, Gary L., 442-43nn36-37 

Eckel, Malcolm David, 384n7 

economy, 7-9, 24-31, 36, 94-96, 128, 

177-78, 270-71 
Eiji ninen Shingon'in mishiho ki (Account 

of the Latter Seven-Day Rite in the 
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Eison (also pronounced Eizon), 243, 

*352 
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Engakuji, 231, 235, 248-51, 256, *324 
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kanpaku ki (Account of the 
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Fujiwara no Mototsune, 76 
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ki (Account of the Minister of the 
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Sancho ki (Account of the Sanjo 
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Fujiwara no Nakamaro, 6o 
Fujiwara no Sadanaga, 186 

Fujiwara no Sanesuke, 80-82, 84, 133, 
*327; Shoyu ki (Account of the 

Minister of the Right [ Ono no miya 
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Fujiwara no Saneyori, *327, 408nr28 
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Teishinko ki (Account of the Lord 
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Fujiwara no Tadamichi, 143, 215, 217-
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Fujiwara no Y orimichi, 83-84, r6r, 196, 
*327 

Fujiwara no Yorinaga, 215-16, 446-

47n7r 
Fujiwara Teika (also Sadaie), r65, 223; 

Meigetsu ki (Account of the clear 
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Fujiwara Tsunemitsu, 93-96; Minkei ki 
(Account of the minister of civil 
affairs), 93-96, *360 

Jukuden, see merit 

Fukujoju (Amoghasiddhi) Butsu, rr8 
Fukut6 Sanae, 448-49n9i" 

Fuso ryakki (Abridged history of japan; 
ed.Koen),204, *328 
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Futama (room in inner palace), 90-91, 

124, 136-37, 147-48, 191, 269, *328, 

349 
Futen (Sk. Vayu), III, r2r, *344 

Gaho (d. rr89) 245, *370 

Gaho (d. 1317), 158, 190-91, 242 

Gatten (Sk. Candra), III, 121, *344 

Gengo, 132-34, 147, 157-58, r68, 265, 
*328-29 

Genkai, 141, 150, 158, r69, *329, 420n47 
Genkaku (ro56-ri2I), 158, *333, 347 

Genkaku (ro8o-rr56), 2II, *333, 372-73 
Gennin, 157-58 

Genpei (war), 237 

Genpo, 136 
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Gidarinji, 195-97 
Gihan, 158, *332, 368, 373 

Gion (shrine), 137 
Gion no Nyogo, r65 

Gishumon'in, 215 

giving (gift-giving; Sk. dana; J. fuse), 43-

44,75,77,85-86,140,284, *323;and 
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passim, 32, 37-42 passim, 71, 96; and 
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71,204 
Gobu kanjin ki (Account of the 

fundamental principles of the five 
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Go-Butcho ho (rite ofGo-Butcho), 

209 
go-daigan (five great vows), 123-24 
Go-Daikokuz6 bodhisattva, r89, 217. 

See also Kokuz6 bodhisattva 
go-daison (five awesome deities), II4, 

*329 
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gojiso (guardian palace-monks), 136, 148, 
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go-kai (five confessions), 124 

Gokurakuji, 231, 248, *330 
Golden Light Scripture of Victorious Kings, 

see Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang 
ching 

Goodwin, Janet, 438nr36 

Gorai Shigeru, 439nr48 
gorin-to, see under stiipa 
Go-Sanj6, r6r 
go-shichinichi mishiho, see Latter Seven

Day Rite 
Go-shichinichi mishiho burui (Gleanings 

from the Latter Seven-Day Rite), 

!09 
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Rite), II9 
Go-shichinichi sho nikki (Accounts of the 

Latter Seven-Day Rite), 109-IO, 138 

Go-shichi sho (Notes on the Latter 

Seven-Day Rite), 109, rr5, *331 

Go-Shirakawa, 89, 163-65, 176-77, r8o, 
!83-87, 223, 226, 237, *33! 

Go-shorai mokuroku (August record of 

items imported), see under Kukai 

Go-Toba, 89-91, 137, r65, 273 
Go-yuigo, see under Last Testament 
Gozan system, 248 
Gozanze my66 (Sk. Trailokyavijaya), 

II4, !20-2!, *329 

Grapard, Allan G., 412nr76, 457n3 
Great Council of State (Daijokan), 45, 

56, *322 
Great Treasures Offering ( ichidai ichido 

daijinpo hobei), 52-58, 76-78, 83, 91, 

96, 262, *337, 398n39i and emperor, 
46, 89, 98-99, 262. See also giving; 
treasures 

Gregory, C. A., 38-39 
gumonji ho (memory-improvement rite), 

*353, 356, 420n47 
Gunawardana, R. A. L. H., 30 
Gundari myoo (Sk. Km:u;lali), rr4, I2I-

22, *329 
gyo'e (also pronounced onzo; imperial 

robes), 127, *331 
gyo'e kaji (consecration of imperial 

robes), 122, *331-32 
Gyoki (also Gyogi), 63, *348 
gyokujo, see under wish-fulfillingjewels 
gyokutai (body of emperor), rr8, 123, 127, 

140 
Gyokuyo, see under Kuj6 Kanezane 
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Gyoyu, 238 

Hachijo'in, 166, 223, 227-28, 238, 307, 

*332 
Hachiman (daibosatsu), 51-52, 56, 58, 

*332; Homuta wake no mikoto, 56, 

67, *335-36; Ojin tenno, 56-58, 
*364. See also Iwashimizu 
Hachimangii; Usa Hachimangii 

hachiyii kuson (nine venerables of the 

eight-petaled lotus [in Womb 
Realm mal).<;lala]), 120 

Hakozakigii, 67 

Han Yii, 34-35 
Hanazono, 139, 190-91; Hanazono tennii 

shinki (Account of emperor 

Hanazono), 139 

Hanjun, n5, 157-67, 245, *332-33 
hanpei (imperial offerings), 53, *333 
Hashimoto Hatsuko, 61, 139, 255 
Hayami T asuku, 126, 416nr8 

Heiji monogatari (Tale of the Heiji 
[War]), 232 

Henjo, 194 
hi-no-omashi (regular seat of emperor), 

124 
Hirakawa Akira, 392n61 
Hirano, 65 
Hirosawa branch (Shingon), n5, 120, 

150, 158, 244, 287, *333-34 
Hishii (Secret notes; ed. Shukaku), 183, 

*334. See also Shukaku 
hiibei, see offering 

hiibu (jewel section or "family"), 120-21 

Hiibutsu shu (Collection of treasures; ed. 

Taira no Y ;tsuyori), 176, 204, *334. 
See also Taira no Y asuyori 

Hodo (Sk. Ratnakeru) Butsu, n9, *336 

Hojo, 241-42, *334-35 
Hojo Akitoki, 247 
Hojo Masako, 235-36 

Hojo Sadatoki, 240, 249 

Hojo Sanetoki, 231, 243, *335 

Hojo Shigetoki, 231, 248, *330 

Hojo Tokimune, 231, 248, *380 

Hojo T okiyori, 240, *367 

Hojo Tsunetoki, 241, *367 

Hojo Yasutoki, 236,238 

Hojo Y oshitoki, 235 
hiiju, see under wish-fulfillingjewel 

Hoju'in, 109, *335, 372 
hokkai (Dharma Realm), 125-26, 130, 

171, 223 
Hokkeji, 196, 227 
Hoko'in, 195-96 

hiikyiiin (dharm;i, stupas), 237, 252 
Honcho shinshu iijiiden, see Fujiwara no 

Munetomo 

Honen, 180-81, 214. See also Pure Land 

(schools) 

Honi shonin, 244, 246 
honzon (object of worship), 130, *362-63 
hiion (requital of debt), see indebtedness 
hiion'e, 276 

hiion-kii, 276 
Horikawa, 87-88 

Horyiiji, 6o, 69-70, *375, 378 
Hosho (Sk. Ratnasambhava) Butsu, 

n8-21, 130, 134, 148, 208, *336 
Hose Butsu, II9. See also Hosho Butsu 

Hosokawa Ryoichi, 227, 435n87, 

450ni05 
Hosshoji (temple in Kujo compound), 

144, *339 
Hosshoji (temple founded by 

Shirakawa), 158, 164, 167, 2II, *348 
Hosso (school), 71, 88, 149, *337 

Hozo tennyo (also called Hozoten), 

207-8, *336-37. See also Kichijoten; 
Benzaiten 

Hozo tennyo ho (rite ofHozo tennyo), 
207-8 

Hsi-eh' en, 35 

Hsiian-tsang, 26, 61, 71, 74, *337 
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HU,32 
Hubert, Henri, 38 

Hui-kuo, 130, 155, 162, 167, *337 
hyakuman-to (One million (miniature) 

stiipas), 6o, 66, 256 

hyohyaku (also pronounced hyobyaku; 
opening pronouncement), n8 

liyohyakushu,223 

ichidai ichido busshari hoken, see Buddha 

RelicS Offering 

Ichiji kinrin (Sk. Ek~ara-U9t:li9a-
cakra), n9-20, 207, 275, *337-38 

Ichiji kinrin ho, 209 

Ichijo, 105, 157-58, *376 

Igo Masayasu, 398n39 

Imaeda Aishin, 255-56 
immeuble (fixed estate; inalienable), 97 

inalienable wealth, 98 
indebtedness (obligation resulting from 

blessing, on), 46, 72, 97-98, 140, 178, 

266-67, 272, 276-77, 405n104; and 
Buddha's sacrifice, 18-20, 23-25, 32, 

36-42, 96. See also self-sacrifice; ssu
en 

inventories (relic), see busshari kankei 
shiki 

Inari (shrine), 66 

Ingen,195-96, *338 
Inoue Zenjo, 249 
insei (government by cloistered 

sovereigns), 88, *338 

Ise Daijingii, 46, 50, 52, 54-56, 91, 137, 
168, 183; Amaterasu, 190-91, 273, 

275, *338 
Ishanaten (Sk. Isiina), III, 121, *344 

Ishida Hisatoyo, 126 

Ishiyamadera, 132, 146-48 

Issaisangaishu (Sk. Sarvatrai-

dhiitukadhipati), II9 
Issai sharira shu, see under Oe no 

Chikamichi 

Index 495 

Itsukushima (shrine), 95 

Iwashimizu Hachimangii, 51, 54, 64, 73, 

162, *338-39; special status in 

Buddha Relics Offering, 45-46, 77-

78, 84-93 passim, 99 

jataka (]. honjo), 9, 16-19, 23-26, 30-31, 

39, 69-74 passim, 262, *339 
]en-wang ching (]. Ninnokyo; Scripture 

on benevolent kings), 69 

jewels, see wish-fulfillingjewel 

Jichiun, 148, 158, 207-8, 217, *339 

Jien, 186, 209, 220, *339 
Jihen, 168, 190, *340 

Jijiiden (august (imperial) sitting 

room), 147, 191, *340, 349 
jiku shu ("merciful salvation" dhiiraJ:;li of 

Fudo myoo), 121, 123. See also Fudo 

my66 
Jingikan, see Bureau ofKami Affairs 
jingi shinko (faith in and veneration of 

kami), see Kami worship 

jingu (deity offering), 122, 152 

Jingii, 57, 145 
jinguji (Buddhist temples attached to 

shrines), 97, *340 
jinja (also yashiro; native shrines), 44, 

54-55, 76, 82-88, 97, 262, *340-41 

Jinken, rs8, 195, *370 
jinpo (kandakara), see treasures 

Jissho, 244, *341-42 
Jiten (Sk. Prthivi), III, 121, *344 

Jitsugen, 158, 167, *342 
Jitsuhan, no 

Jodo, see Pure Land 
Juichimen Kannon, see under Kannon 

Kaien, 87-88 
Kaifukeo (Sarp.kusumitariija) Nyorai, 

II9, *336 
kaji kozui (scented-water consecration), 

105, 123, *344. See also mikusuri kaji 
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Kajiiji, ro9, 130, 157, *344-45 
Kajiiji line (Kajiiji-ryii; Ono branch, 

Shingon), n4, 157, 167, 245, 247 

Kakuban, *334,348,355,365 
Kakugen, 136 

Kakuho hoshinno (ro91-I153), 215, 221, 

*345, 348 
Kakujo (also pronounced Kakuzei), 

no, 150, *335, 345 
Kakuken, 184 

Kakusho hoshinno, *345 

Kakuzen, ro9, 151, 158, 165-66, rSr-82, 

207-ro, 213, 287-89, *346 

Kakuzen sho (Kakuzen's notes), ro9, 

135-36, 151, 157, r6o, 2n, 287-312, 

*346 

Kamakura Buddhism, 13-15, r8r, 261 

Kamakura shogunate, n, 93, 95-96, 191, 

278 
Kamikawa Michio, 44, 126, 422-23n7o, 

435n88 
Kami worship (jingi shinko,jingi suhai), 

12, 48, 53-58 passim, 75, 79, 94, 97, 
262, *340 

Kamo (shrine), 54-55, 65, 90-91 

Kamo no Chomei, 213 

Kanazawa Bunko, 243-47, *346. See 
also Shomyoji 

Kanbutsu'e (Buddha's birthday 

assembly), 265 

Kanezawa Sadaaki, 247 

Kangen, ro5-8, n9, 130-33, 147, 157-58, 

268, *346-47 

Kangii, ro5, n9, 130-36 passim, 147, *347 

kanjin (fund-raising), 126 

Kanjin, 109, 130-34 passim, 158, r6o-6r, 

287, *347-48 
kanjin hijiri (fund-raising [semi

independent] monk), 177, *348 

Kannon (Sk. Avalokitesvara) 

bodhisattva, 28, 146-50 passim, 172, 

175, 215, 225; image(s) in imperial 

palace, 124, 136, 147, 191, *349; 

Jiiichimen, 147-48, *349; Kuze, 

206-9, *349; Nyoirin, 133, 146-48, 

206, 275, *349; Sho, 120, 148, *349 

Kannon Offering (Kannon ku), 147, 

*349-50 

Kanpen, *334, 348, 417 
Kanshuku, I05 

Kashiibyo (also Kashiigii), 51-52, 55, 

*350 

Kasuga (shrine), 66, 88-89 

Katen (Sk. Agni), III, *344 

Kaya-no-in, 215-16, *350 

Kazanji, 194, 216, *371 

Kegon (school), 88 

Keiran shu yo shii, see Koshii 

kendakokushi no kesa (robe), 124-25 

Kenjin, 158, *350, 370 
kenmitsu bukkyo, see exoteric-esoteric 

Buddhism 
kenmitsu taisei (exoteric-esoteric 

system), roo, 260, 264, *351 

kenmon jiin (power bloc temples), 242, 

*351 
kenmon taisei (power bloc system), roo, 

141, 231, 265, *351 

Kenna, 158, 243-47, *351-52 

Kenne, 150, 155-56, *352 
Kenni, 208, 287, *372 
Kensei, no 

Kichijoten (Sk. Srimahadev!), n9-20, 

125, 134, 146, 207-IO, *352-53, 

427ni4 
ki no midokyo (seasonal scriptural 

recitation), 265 

Kobo (fl. 83r), 65 

Kobo Daishi, see Kiikai 

Kofukuji (also Yamashinadera), 45, 87, 

184-86, *351, 361 

Kogon,258 

Kogo shui (Gleanings from old words; 

ed. Imbe no Hironari), 274 
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Koichijo'in, 195-96 
,Kokamonon'in, 143, 217-23, 227-28, 

*353 
Kokon chomonju (Collection heard from 

writers ancient and modern; ed. 

Tachibana Narisue), 233, 242 

kokubunji ([national system of] 

provincial temples), 6o, 65, 69, 254-

55 
Kokiizo (Sk. Akasa-garbha) 

bodhisattva, *353, 420n47. See also 

Go-Daikokiizo bodhisattva 

Komyo (emperor), 258-59 
Kongobuji, see under Koya 

Kongiibuji konryu shugyii engi (Narrative 
of the effort to construct 

Kongobuji), 106 

Kongodo (Sk. Vajraketu), II9 

Kongoho (Sk. Vajraratna), II9 
Kongokai, see Diamond Realm 

Kongoko (Sk. Vajrateja), II9 
Kongosho (Sk. Vajrahasa), II9 

Kongoyasha my66 (Sk. Vajrayak~a), 

Il41 121, * 329 
Konjaku monogatari shu (Tales of times 

now past), 194-95, 198-202, *354 

Koryuji, n9, 130, *348 

Koshin (also Monkan), 138, 158, 167, 

275, *336, 425-26nn4 
Koshii (also pronounced Koso), 168, 

205, *350 
Koya (Mount, Koyasan), 132, 162, 168, 

18o, *354-55, 386nr8; Kongobuji, 
106, 126, 268, *354; 

Koya shin bessho (New Subsidiary 

Temple ofKoya), 18o, *370 
Kozen,158,245,287, *346 
kiizui, see kaji kiizui 
~atriya (warrior-king), 38-39 
kuden (oral transmission), 130, 289, *355 

kudoku, see merit 
Kudokuten, see Kichijoten 

Index 497 

ku-e no son (deities of the Nine 
Assemblies), n8 

Kujodono (residence), 86, 143, 217 

Kujo family, 85-86, 143, 176, 217-22, 

228-29 

Kujo Hall (Kujodo), 218 

Kujo Kanezane, 86, 89-91, 143-44, 

164-65, 177-79, 184-87, 189, 217-22, 
*356; Gyokuyii (Jeweled leaves), 89-

91, 184-87, 217-20 

Kujo Michiie, 236, *334-35 
Kujo Y oritsune, 236, 240 
Kukai (Kobo Daishi), 72, n4, 125-26, 

140, 243, 264, 268-70, *356-57; 
importation and use of relics, 61, 64, 

66; and the Latter Seven-Day Rite, 

103-8, n8, 129-34 passim; and the 

wish-fulfilling jewel, 1414-58 passim, 
162, 169, 306-8; Go-shiirai mokuroku, 
61, II4, 126. See also Last Testament; 

wish-fulfilling jewel 

Kuroda T oshio, 14, 100, 457n3 
Kurodo dokoro (Imperial 

Chamberlains Office), 43,45-46, 

*357 
Kiitai (also called Banya), 184-89 

passim, *357. See also Chogen 
Kuze Kannon, see under Kannon 

Kyokai, 198. See also Nihon koku genpii 
zen'aku ryiii ki 

kyu bukkyii, see "old" Buddhism 

LaFleur, William R., 198 

Last Age of the Law (mappii), 13, 75, 
174-79 passim, 190, 193, 218, *358, 

430n47 
Last Testament ( [Nijugokajii] go-yuigii; 

attributed to Kukai), 105-9, 128-34 

passim, 176, 246, 275, *331; 
identification of Buddha relics with 

wish-fulfilling jewel, n9, 144, 148-

56, 162-64, 187, 189, 268 
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Latter Seven-Day Rite ( Go-shichinichi 

mishiho), 84, 148, 150-51,161-65 

passim, 238, 262, 268-69, *330-31, 

422n67; centrality of Buddha relics, 
ro-rr, roo-101, 102-41, 188, 265. See 
also wish-fulfilling jewel 

Legitimacy, 12-13 

Lewis, Mark Edward, 394n9 

Lin-chi (school; J. Rinzai), see Rinzai 
Liu, Xinru, 30 

Lotus Sutra (Sk. Saddharma pu1J4arika 
sutra; ]. Myohorengekyo; Scripture of 
the Lotus Blossom of the Wonder
ful Law), 14, 27-29, 6o, 66-69, 
85, 202-6, 218-22 passim, 265, 

*357-58 

Mahiiparinibbiina sutta (Scripture of the 

great decease), 4; Mahiiparinirviil}a 
sutra, 142 

Mahasanghikas, 31 

Mahasattva (prince), 18, 25, 69, 71, 74 
Mahavairocana Buddha, see Dainichi 

Mahiivastu (Great matters), 29, 36, 42 
Mahayana, 26-28, 31, 37, 390 
Manabe Shunsho, 434n77 
Matsunobu Y asutaka, 436nm 
Matsuno'o (shrine), 65 
Matsuzono Hiroshi, 406nrr3 
Mauss, Marcel, 38, 97, 412-13n177 
McMullin, Neil, 449n99 
Medicine King bodhisattva, 26-27 
Meizan, rro, 158 

merit (Sk. pu~Jya; J. kudoku), 7-8, 41, 71, 

n 294-95; field of ( Sk. pu1Jyak?etra; 
Ch. Ju-t'ien; ]. Jukuden), 19-23 passim, 
28, 39, 41, 71, *328; transfer of (Sk. 

paril}iima; J. eko), 28, 34, 72, 218-21 
passim, 226, 248, 276-78, 284, 285, 

390 
Mido (lineage of ceremonial protocol), 

85 

Mido kanpaku ki, see under Fujiwara no 

Michinaga 

mikkyo (esoteric Buddhism), *358-59 
miko (shaman), 127, *341 
mikusuri kaji (august medicinal 

consecration), 123-24, *359. See also 
kaji kozui 

Milindapanha (Questions ofMilinda), 

5-7, 19-20, 24, 42 
Minamoto no Masakane, 86 

Minamoto no Sanetomo, 234-36, *359 
Minamoto no Shishi, 215 

Minamoto no Takaakira, 78, 84, *359, 

407n124; Saigu ki (Account of the 
[Minister of the Left] Nishi no 
miya), 78, *367 

Minamoto no Tamenori, 73-74,142, 
194, *368. See also Sanboe-kotoba 

Minamoto no T oshikata, 82, 84 

Minamoto no Tsuneyori, 79, 82-84, 
*359-60; Sakei ki (Account of 

Controller of the Left Tsuneyori), 
79-80, 83, *367 

Minamoto no Y oriie, 238 

Minamoto no Y oritomo, 164, 233-37 
passim, *360 

Minkei ki, see under Fujiwara 
Tsunemitsu 

Mirokuji, 67-68. See also Usa 
Hachimangii 

Misai-e ([annual] vegetarian assembly), 

69, 103-7, 125, 133, 146, 264-65, 320, 
*360 

mishiho, mishuho, see esoteric rites 

Mishiho no ki (Account of the [Go-

shichinichi] mishiho), 109 
mishirushi, see under treasures 

Miyachi Naokazu, 396-97n23 
Miyagi Yoichiro, ros-S 

Mongols, 137, 191, 240-41, 248, 273 
monto (follower of a lineage, associate of 

a temple), 106, *360 
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multivocality, II, 277 
Murakami, 57, So, 147 

Murayama Shiiichi, 427nu 
Muro(-san, Mount, also Benichisan, 

Muroji), 148-50, 155-56, 162-67 

passim, 183-89, 235, 243-47 passim, 
270-71, 308-g, *360-61; object of 

visualization in Latter Seven-Day 

Rite, IIg, 125, 130-35 passim. See also 
wish-fulfillingjewel 

Mus, Paul, 20-21, 383-84n2 

Mus6,249,255-56, *324 
Myoso, 210, 216 

Nagamura Makoto, 438nr36 

Nagarjuna, 149, 153 
Nagasena, 5-7, 19-20 

naigu (palace monks), 45, 82, 132, 148, 
*36r. See also gojisa 

Nakamura Hiroichi, 48-49 

Namu Amida Butsu sazen shu, see under 
Chogen 

nenbutsu (visualizing the Buddha or 

chanting the Buddha's name), 13, 73, 

166, 179-81, 213-14, *361 

Nengjen-ssu, 234-35 
Nichiren, 13-14, 249, *357 
Nihon koku genpa zen'aku ryai ki (also 

Nihon ryai ki; Extraordinary stories 
of the retribution of good and evil 

in Japan), 198-200 
Nijugokaja go-yuiga, see Last 

Testament 

Ningai, 132, 134, 147, 157-58, *361-62 

Ninnaji, rog, 147, 158, 168, 2II, 215, 223-

24, 241-42, *362 

Ninnaji goryii (clerical lineage), *334, 

335, 345 
Ninn6-e (Scripture of Benevolent Kings 

assembly), go 

Ninnakya ha (Scripture of Benevolent Kings 
esoteric rite), 121, * 329 

Index 499 

Ninsei, 158, 287, *346, 348 

Ninsh6,245,248, *330 

NishiguchiJunko, 443n42, 448n91 
Nishimiya Hideki, 53, 407nr21 
Nishi-no-miya (line of ceremonial 

protocol), 85, *362 
Nitten, m, 121, *344 

Nitta guha junrei gyaki, see under Ennin 

NodomiJoten, 243 

Nozen, 244 
nyoha Aizen ha (wish-fulfilling jewel rite 

to Aizen myoo), 139, 160, *362. See 
also wish-fulfilling jewel 

nyoha Sonsha ha (also pronounced nyoha 
Sonja ha; wish-fulfilling jewel rite to 

Sonsho Butcho), 241, 245, *363. See 
also wish-fulfilling jewel 

nyoi haju (also pronounced nyoi hashu), 
see wish-fulfillingjewel 

Nyoi haju ha (Wish-fulfilling jewel rite; 

title of text), 245-46, *363-64 
Nyoi haju tenrin himitsu genshin jabutsu 

kinrin juakyo (Scripture of the 
golden wheel dharal).i king's secret 

transformation into a Buddha in 

this body through turning the wheel 

of the wish-fulfilling jewel), 131, 283-
86, *364 

nyo'in shari-e (relic assembly of the 

retired empress), 216 
Nyoirin Kannon, see under Kannon 

nyonin kekkai (sacred space forbidden to 

women), 194, *364 

obo buppo (royal law I Buddhist law), 

266 

Oe no Chikamichi, 169-75, 189, 192, 212, 
*364; Issai sharira shu (Compre

hensive collection on relics), 169, 

172-75, *338 
offering (hobei), 44-58, 6o, 65-66, 76-

g6, g8, *334 
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Ohara Mayumi, 228 

Ojin, see under Hachiman ( daibosatsu) 

"old" Buddhism (kyu bukkyo), 13-15, 
257. See also exoteric-esoteric 
Buddhism 

on (blessing and, by implication, 
condition of debt or obligation), see 
indebtedness 

Onjoji (also called Miidera), 148, 218, 

239. *325, 351, 367, 384 
Ono branch (Shingon), 176, r8o, r88, 

287, 289, *364-65; interpretations of 

relics, II5, 130-33, 150, 157-61 passim, 
!67-69 

Ono-no-miya (line of ceremonial 
protocol), 85, *365 

onryo (maleficent spirits), 64, 127, 237 
Otarashihime no mikoto, 56-57, *380. 

See also Hachiman (daibosatsu); Usa 

Hachimangii 

Pei-hua ching (]. Hikekyo; 
Compassionate flower scripture), 

130, 293, 295, 305, 458n5 

Piggott, Joan R., 278, 394-95n9 
power, 2, 12-14, 40, 42, 98-ror, ro8, 140, 

r88, 278-79 
Prabhiitraratna (J. Taho), 67-68 
Prasenajit, 200-203 
Precept school (Risshii, Shingon 

Risshii), 14, 6r, 71, 167-68, 227, 243, 
248, 257-58. See also Shingon 

Pu-k'ung (J. Fukii), ro6 
Pure Land (Jodo, Gokuraku; Sk. 

Sukhavat!), 197, 206, 213-14, 223, 

303, *316 
Pure Land Buddhism, 169, 178, r8o-82, 

213-14; schools o£ 13, r8o-8r, 222-23 

P'u-sa t'ou-shen i-e-hu ch'i-t'a yin-yuan 
ching (J. Bosatsu to shin shigako kito 
innen gyo; Scripture narrating the 
bodhisattva's sacrifice of his body to 

a hungry tigress and the 

construction of a reliquary), 71 

Raijo, 158, 240-43, *365 
Raiken, 239 
rain-making (rite), 64, 144, 156, 204, 

241; Shougyo ho, 134, 268, *328 
Raiyu, 158, r67, *365-66 

Rasetsuten (Sk. Rak~asa, 

Rak~asadhipatya), rrr, *344 
regalia, see under treasures 

relic assembly (shariko, shari-e), 215, 217, 

223, 231, 235, 245, 251, 276, *336 
reliquary, see stUpa 
Renmyo, 213-14, 
Ricoeur, Paul, 405nm 
Rihoo ki, see under Shigeakira 

Rinken, 158 
Rinzai (Zen school), 248-49, *380 
risho-to (reliquary of the Buddha's 

favor), rr, 231, 254-59, *366. See also 
stupa 

Risshii, see Precept school 

Ritsuryo system, 43, 53, roo, *366 

Ryoen, 80-85 passim 
Ryogen, 194, 196, *366-67 
Ryosen, 62, 65, 72, 128 

Ryoyu, 241, *365 
ryuo, see dragon king 

sacred commodity, 103, 139-41, r88, 271 
sacrifice (Sk. yajiia), 37-40 
Sahlins, Marshall, 97 
Saicho (Dengyo Daishi), 67, 221, *378 
Saigu ki, see under Minamoto no 

Takaakira 

Saiko, 105, *345 

Saionji Kintsune, 244, *341 
Sakei ki, see under Minamoto no 

Tsuneyori 

Sakyamuni Buddha, 4-7, 44, 65-71 

passim, 128-33 passim, 170-72, 248, 
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251, 265-66, *367-68; death (Sk. 
parinirva1Ja), 4-7, 224-26; as model 
of giving, 14-31 passim, 36-42 passim, 
74-75, 96; and wish-fulfilling jewel, 

145-46, 153-54, 190-91; in Lotus 
Sutra, 26-27, 203, 218. See also 
bodhisattva; giving; wish-fulfilling 

jewel 
sanben hoju (three-part (wish-fulfilling) 

jewel), n9, *368. See also wish
fulfillingjewel 

Sanboe-kotoba (The illustrated Three 

Treasures), 61, 66, 73-74, 142, 146, 

194, 206, 210, *368. See also 
Minamoto no T amenori 

Sancho ki, see under Fujiwara no 

Nagakane 
Sanci, 16 

sanjushichison (thirty-seven venerables ), 

120 

sanmaya-gyo (implements specific to 
individual figures venerated in 
esoteric Buddhsm), II9, *369 

sanryo (ancestral mausoleum of 

imperial line), 64, 72 

Sarvastivadins, 31, 304 

Sawara, 63 

scented-water consecration, see kaji 
kozui 

Schopen, Gregory, 4, 30 

Sechi-e (banquets), 105, 264, *369 

Seidel, Anna, 394n8 

Seigen, 158, 166, 189, 204, 207-8, 228, 

*369-70 

Seiho, 158, 245, *370 

Seijin, 136, 147, *345 

Seiryoden (emperor's private 
residence), 108, 124, 136, 191, *370. 

See also Dairi 
Seiryo Gongen, 167, 204 

Seizon, 157-58, *332, 362 

Index 501 

sekito (also pronounced shakuto; stone 
reliquary), 238, *370-71. See also 
stupa 

self-sacrifice (Sk. atma-parityaga; Ch. 
she-shen; J. shashin), 16-19, 23, 25-28, 

32, 42, 214, 266, *371 

Sendai kujihongi (Chronicle of ancient 
matters of former ages), 49, *371 

Senyomon'in, 228, *371 

Serpent Exorcism Rite (byakuja ho), 
150, 155, *319. See also wish-fulfilling 

jewel 
Shaka shinko (Sakyamuni faith), 265 

sharikol(also shari-e), see relic assembly 
Shari soden engi (Story of the 

transmission of relics), 243 

shashin, see self-sacrifice 
Shell; Ma:rc, 270 

she-shen, see self-sacrifice 
shichi ho (also pronounced shippo; Sk. 

sapta-ratna), 26, 29, 200, 206 

Shigeakira, 105, *366; Rihoo ki, 105, 133, 

*366 

shingon (Sk. mantra; empowering 
enunciation), 104, *371-72 

Shingon (Ch. Chen-yen, school), 61-

62, 102, n4, 180, 242, 244-45, 252, 

256, *372; promotion of wish
fulfillingjewel veneration, 5, 99-101, 

145, 148-49, 153-57, 162-63, 168-69, 

189-93 passim, 233; efforts to gain 
ritual authority, 12, 268-69, 105-10 

passim; importance ofSakyamuni to, 
15, 127-35 passim, 264-65, 272 

Shingon chapel, see Shingon'in 
Shingon'in (Shingon chapel within 

greater imperial palace), 150, 255, 

*372; role in Buddha Relics 
Offering, 45, 78-84 passim, 87-88, 

92; site of Latter Seven-Day Rite, 
102, 104, 107-13·passim, n7-18, 136. 
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See also Buddha Relics Offering; 

Latter Seven-Day Rite 
Shingon-Ritsu, see Precept school 

Shinkai, 243, *351 
Shinkaku,207-8,287, *372 

Shinno, 244 
Shinran, 181, 206, 210, 214. See also Pure 

Land (schools) 
Shinzei (8oo-86o), 130 

Shinzei (Fujiwara no Michinori; no6-

59), 162, 307, *336 

Shinzen'en, 123, 134-35, 156, 190 
shion, see ssu-en 
Shirai Yii.ko, 105 

Shirakawa, 87-88, 157, 160-62, 164, 2n, 
228 

Shishinden (ceremonial court of inner 

palace), n2, *372-73, 422n67 
Shitennoji, 6o, 177, 213-14, *373 

Shobo, 157, *321, 346, 364 
Shocho, 168 

Shoden (also called Kangiten; Sk. 

Nandike5vara), III, n3, n5, 121, 189 
Shoichi (also pronounced Shoitsu), 187 
Shokaiji, r68 

Shokaku, 158, 161-62, *373-74 
Sho-Kannon, see under Kannon 

Shoken, 158, 162-67, 181-87 passim, 219, 

245,287,298, *374 
Shokomyo'in, see under T oba Rikyu 

Shomu, 6o, 63, 69, 146, 157, 160, 172, r8o 

Shomyoji, 231, 243-47, *374-75. See also 
Kanazawa Bunko 

Shoshin (also called Butsugon), r86 
Shotoku (572-622), 6o, 207, *375, 

40In68 

Shotoku (also called Koken, r. 749-58, 

764-70), 6o, 64, 193, 196,216 
shougyo ho, see rainmaking 

Shoya ki, see Fujiwara no Sanesuke 
Shozoku'an (also called Shozoku'in), 

250-51 

Shuei, n4, 208 

Shukaku hoshinno, 150-51, 158, 183, 187, 

207-8, 215, 223, *375-76. See also 
Hisho 

Shunnyu, 132-33, 147-48, 206, 
*376 

Sibi, r8 

sob yo (ancestral shrines), 51, 64 

Soga no Umako, 59, 68, 145, *375 
sogo (administrator-monks), 45, 78, 8o, 

82 

Sokui (rite of accession), 44, 54, So, 83, 

275, *376 
sokui kanjo (consecration of accession), 

12, 44-45, *377 
sokusai goma no dan (calamity

preventing fire-rite altar), no, n3, 

II7, 134, *377 
Soto (Zen school), 253 
ssu-en (]. shion; four fundamental 

objects of indebtedness), 41, 72,266, 
*377. See also indebtedness; on 

Strathern, Marilyn, 228-29 

Strong, JohnS., 388nro 
stapa (].to, sotoba; reliquary), 6o, 66, 173, 

201, 216-17, 228, 232, 276, *377; and 
remains ofSakyamuni, 1-4 passim, 
8, n, 24-31, 34, 36, 178-79, 198; in 
Buddha Relics Offering, 69-76 

passim, 79-82, 87-93 passim, 96; in 
Latter Seven-Day Rite, II4-I6, 126, 
132; five-wheeled (gorin-to), r68, r8r, 

275; funerary, 221, 248, 250-51, 255; 
jeweled (taho-to; hoto), 45, 63, 66-68, 

74, 79-81, 85, 237, 241, *378; eighty
four thousand, 236-40, 254-55, 262. 
See also Asoka; Buddha Relics 

Offering; hyakuman-to; Latter 
Seven-Day Rite; rishi5-to; Sakya
muni 

Sueki Fumihiko, 100 

Suguri Ekai, 126 
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Ta-ch'eng pen-sheng hsin-ti kuan ching (]. 
Daijo honjo shinji kangyo; Mahayana 
former birth scripture on 

contemplating the mind-ground), 

72,130 
Ta chih-tu lun (]. Daichidoron; 

Commentary on the great 

perfection of wisdom), 33, 130, 174, 

288 
T achikawa-ryii. (lineage of Ono branch, 

Shingon), 167, 275 

Taho (Nyorai), n9 
taho-to, see under stiipa 
T aigen no ho (also pronounced 

Taigensui no ho), 104,137,415-

16»18 

Taira Masayuki, 14, 239, 452n22 

Taira no Kiyomori, 232-33 

Taira no Masakado, 58 

Taira no Shigemori, 233-34 
Taira no Yasuyori, 176, *334. See also 

Hobutsushii 
Taishakuten (Sk. Indra or Sakra

devanam-indra), m, 121, 125, 143, 177, 

*344 
Taishun, 105 
T aizokai, see Womb Realm 

Takahashi Hideki, 406nn3 

T ak~asila, 26, 29, 202 
T amamura T akeji, 249 
Tamamushi no zushi, 69, 70 (fig. 1), 

*378 
T amayorihime, 205 

Tambiah, Stanley Jeyaraja, 3 
T amonten, see Bishamonten 

Tanaka Takako, 161,228, 444»54, 

459»21 
Tango no Tsubone, 185 

T ani T omoko, 448n83 

Tao-hsuan,34,234 
T a pojo ching (]. Ddihannyakyo; Great 

perfection of wisdom scripture), 183 

Index 503 

Teishinko ki, see under Fujiwara no 

Tadahira 
Tendai (school), 62, 66-68, 83, 85, 107-

8, 154, 262, 272, *378-79; relic 

veneration, 65, 145, 197 
tenno (heavenly thearch, "emperor"), 

43 
tenrin-o, see cakravartin 
Thapar, Romila, 38-39 
Three Treasures of Buddhism 

(Buddha, teaching, and community; 

]. sanbo), 7, 22, 31, 36, 41, 72-73, 266 
Toba, 86-88,160-61,215-16, *379 

tobamotsu (also tomotsu; things of the 
stii.pa, i.e., reliquary assemblage), 8, 

128 

Toba Rikyii. (detached palace), 159-60, 

163-64, 287, 374; Shokomyo'in, 

160-68, 215, *374 
Tobo ki (Account of the [three] 

treasures ofTo[ii]), 139. See also 
Goho 

Todaiji, 87, 157, 178-87 passim, 239, 
*320; Great Buddha at, 61, 63, 146, 

180, 212, 234 
Todaiji yoroku (Main record ofTodaiji), 

61 
Todaiwajo toseiden (Biography of the 

great Tang master who traveled 
east), 61, 71-72. See also Chien-chen 

Toji, 15, 144, 147-57 passim, 162-63, 167, 

238-41 passim, 264-65, 268-69, *379; 
role ofToji monks in Latter Seven

Day Rite, 10, 100, 102, 105-10, 127-
35; distribution of Buddha relics, 
136-41 passim, 166, 257-58. See also 
bujo; Latter Seven-Day Rite 

Toji hyakugo monjo (One-hundred [box] 
document collection ofToji), 138 

tokusa no kandakara (ten treasures), 49, 

*379 
T omomatsu Entai, 7-8 
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tooth relic(]. butsuge, geshari), 234-35, 

249, 251, 256 
Toshodaiji, 61, 18o, 194, 216, *320 
T oyotamahime, 205 

Trainor, Kevin, 6, 384n2 
treasures (jinpo, kandakara), 48-58, 65, 

90-93, 96-99, 103, 167, *341, 395n2o; 

regalia ( mishirushi, sanshu no jingi), 
49, 51, 98, 168, 190-91, 209, 273-75, 
*360, *369; esoteric treasures, 129, 
139-40, 167, 248. See also Hozo 
tennyo; tokusa no kandakara; wish
fulfilling jewel 

treasure traditions, w, 48-50, 189, 
262 

Troyes, Christian de, 270 

Tsao-t'a kung-te ching (]. Zotii kudoku kyo; 
Scripture on the merit of 

constructing stiipas), 69 

Tsao-t'a yen-ming kung-te ching (]. Zotii 
enmei kudoku kyo; Scripture on the 
establishment ofkatmic merit for 

long life through constructing 
stiipas ), 66 

Tsuchimikado, 238 

Tsuchimikado Michichika, 238, *342 
Tsuchiya Megumi, 147 
tsugomori go-nenju (august monthly 

recitation), 133, 147, *380 

Tsurugaoka Hachimangii, 187, 238-39, 
*367 

uchirongi (debate ceremony at 

conclusion ofMisai-e), 125 
Ungoji, 166 

Upagupta, 21-23 

Upani?ads ([Records of those] Sitting 
near to [teachers]), 39 

Usa Hachimangii (also UsaJingii), 45-

46,50,56-58,64,73,77-78,84-93 
passim, 99, *346. See also Hachiman; 
Mirokuji 

Vaisali, 4 

Vajrasattva, 149, 153 

Vessantarajataka (Past-life tale of 

[prince] Vessantara), 17-19, 24, 27 
Vimalakirti( -nirdda) stJtra (Scripture on 

Vimalaklrti), 37 
vinaya (monastic rules), 30-31 
Vipasyin, 201 

Wakita Haruko, 444n54 
Watanabe bessho (Watanabe 

subsidiary temple), 181-82 
Watabe Mayumi, 68 

Weiner, Annette, 37, 412-13n177, 

413ni79 
Wen-ch' eng, 32 

wish-fulfilling jewel (Sk. cintama1;1i; Ch. 

ju-i pao-chu; ]. nyoi hoju, nyoi hoshu), 
145-47, 184, 20I, 2IO, 219, 242, 269-

75 passim, 283-86, *363; production 

of (in legend or history), 5, 127, 151-

77 passim, 245-47, 306-9; 
equivalence with Buddha relics, IO, 

15, 91, 99, Il9-21, 130-35, 138-41 
passim, 148-50, 186-91. See also 
sanben hoju 

Womb Realm (-mal).<;iala;J. taizokai), 
III, II4, II8, 153-54, *378 

Wu (Liang ruler, 502-49), 33 

Wu (Southern Ch'i ruler, 483-93), 33 
Wu-hsiieh (]. Mugaku), 248-51 passim, 

*380 

Y agi Haruo, 145 
yajna, see sacrifice 

Yakushi (Sk. Bhai~ajyaguru-
vai<;liiryaprabha), II9, 225 

Yamaori Tetsuo, I01, 127 

Y amashinadera, see Kofukuji 

Yang Hsiian-chih, 33 
yashiro, see jinja 
Yoshida Tsunefusa, 165 
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Yoshida Y asuo, 392n61 
Yowa ninen go-shichinichi mishiho ki 

(Account of the Latter Seven-Day 

Rite ofYowa 2), 109 

Yiian-hui, 35 
Yii-hsiang kung-te ching (]. Yoku-zo 

kudoku kyo; Scripture on the merit 

of bathing images), 69 

yujo (pleasure women), 210 

Yung-ning-ssu, 32 

Yiison, 239 

Index 505 

Zao, 146 

Zen, 5, 13-14, 248-53 passim, 257-60 

Zenjo,158, *335-36 
Zenkonyo, 200-201 

Zenkii, 240 
Zennyo Ryiio, see dragon king; rain

making 
zoyaku goma no dan (fortune-enhancing 

fire-rite altar), no, II3, II7, 134, 

*381 
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Harvard East Asian Monographs 

(*out-of-print) 

*1. Liang Fang-chung, The Single-Whip Method ofTaxation in China 

*z. Harold C. Hinton, The Grain Tribute System of China, 1845-19n 

3· Ellsworth C. Carlson, The Kaiping Mmes, 1877-1912 

*4. Chao Kuo-chiin, Agrarian Policies of Mainland China: A Documentary Study, 

1949-1956 

*s. Edgar Snow, Random Notes on Red China, 1936-1945 

*6. Edwin George Beal, Jr., The Origin ofLikin, 1835-1864 

7. Chao Kuo-chiin, Economic Planning and Organization in Mainland China: A 

Documentary Study, 1949-1957 

*8. John K. Fairbank, Ching Documents: An Introductory Syllabus 

*9. Helen Yin and Yi-chang Yin, Economic Statistics of Mainland China, 1949-1957 

*w. Wolfgang Franke, The Riform and Abolition of the Traditional Chinese Examina

tion System 

n. Albert Feuerwerker and S. Cheng, Chinese Communist Studies of Modern Chinese 

History 

12. C. John Stanley, Late Ching Finance: Hu Kuang-yung as an Innovator 

13. S.M. Meng, The Tsungli Yamen: Its Organization and Functions 

*14. SsJ.l-yii T eng, Historiography of the Taiping Rebellion 

15. Chun-Jo Liu, Controversies in Modern Chinese Intellectual History: An Analytic 

Bibliography of Periodical Articles, Mainly of the May Fourth and Post-May Fourth 
Era 

*16. Edward]. M. Rhoads, The Chinese Red Army, 1927-1963: An Annotated Bibliog

raphy 

17. Andrew]. Nathan, A History of the China International Famine Reliif Commission 
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HARVARD EAST ASIAN MONOGRAPHS 

*r8. Frank H. H. King (ed.) and Prescott Clarke, A Research Guide to China-Coast 

Newspapers, 1822-19II 

rg. Ellis Joffe, Party and Army: Professionalism and Political Control in the Chinese Offi

cer Corps, 1949-1964 

*2o. Toshio G. Tsukahira, Feudal Control in TokugawaJapan: The Sankin Kiitai Sys
tem 

21. Kwang-Ching Liu, ed., American Missionaries in China: Papers from Harvard 
Seminars 

22. George Moseley, A Sino-Soviet Cultural Frontier: The IIi Kazakh Autonomous 
Chou 

23. Carl F. Nathan, Plague Prevention and Politics in Manchuria, 1910-1931 

*24. Adrian Arthur Bennett, John Fryer: The Introduction of Western Science and 
Technology into Nineteenth-Century China 

25. Donald J. Friedman, The Road from Isolation: The Campaign of the American 

Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese Aggression, 1938-1941 

26. Edward LeFevour, Western Enterprise in Late Ching China: A Selective Survey of 

Jardine, Matheson and Company's Operations, 1842-1895 

27. Charles Neuhauser, Third World Politics: China and the Afro-Asian People's Soli

darity Organization, 1957-1967 

28. Kungru C. Sun, assisted by Ralph W. Huenemann, The Economic Development 
of Manchuria in the First Half of the Twentieth Century 

*29. Shahid Javed Burki, A Study of Chinese Communes, 1965 

30. John Carter Vincent, The Extraterritorial System in China: Final Phase 

31. Madeleine Chi, China Diplomacy, 1914-1918 

*32. Clifton Jackson Phillips, Protestant America and the Pagan World: The First Half 
Century of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 18zo-186o 

33· James Pusey, WuHan: Attacking the Present through the Past 

34· Ying-wan Cheng, Postal Communication in China and Its Modernization, 1860-

1896 

35· Tuvia Blumenthal, Saving in Postwar Japan 

36. Peter Frost, The Bakumatsu Currency Crisis 

37· Stephen C. Lockwood, Augustine Heard and Company, 1858-1862 

38. Robert R. Campbell, James Duncan Campbell: A Memoir by His Son 

39· Jerome Alan Cohen, ed., The Dynamics of China's Foreign Relations 
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HARVARD EAST ASIAN MONOGRAPHS 

40. V. V. Vishnyakova-Akimova, Two Years in Revolutionary China, 1925-1927, tr. 
Steven L. Levine 

*41. Meron Medzini, French Policy in Japan during the Closing Years of the 
T okugawa Regime 

42. Ezra Vogel, Margie Sargent, Vivienne B. Shue, Thomas Jay Mathews, and 

Deborah S. Davis, The Cultural Revolution in the Provinces 

*43. Sidney A. Forsythe, An American Missionary Community in China, 1895-1905 

* 44· Benjamin I. Schwartz, ed., Reflections on the May Fourth Movement.: A Sympo
sium 

*45. Ching Young Choe, The Rule of the Taewi5ngun, 1864-1873: Restoration in Yi 
Korea 

46. W. P.]. Hall, A Bibliographical Guide to Japanese Research on the Chinese Econ
omy, 1958-1970 

47· Jack]. Gerson, Horatio Nelson Lay and Sino-British Relations, 1854-1864 

48. Paul Richard Bohr, Famine and the Missionary: Timothy Richard as Relief Ad
ministrator and Advocate of National Reform 

49· Endymion Wilkinson, The History of Imperial China: A Research Guide 

50. Britten Dean, China and Great Britain: The Diplomacy of Commercial Relations, 
1860-1864 

51. Ellsworth C. Carlson, The Foochow Missionaries, 1847-1880 

52. Yeh-chien Wang, An Estimate of the Land-Tax Collection in China, 1753 and 1908 

53· Richard M. Pfeffer, Understanding Business Contracts in China, 1949-1963 

54· Han-sheng Chuan and Richard Kraus, Mid-Ching Rice Markets and Trade: An 
Essay in Price History 

55· Ranbir Vohra, Lao She and the Chinese Revolution 

56. Liang-lin Hsiao, China's Foreign Trade Statistics, 1864-1949 

*57· Lee-hsia Hsu Ting, Government Control of the Press in Modern China, 1900-1949 

58. Edward W. Wagner, The Literati Purges: Political Conflict in Early Yi Korea 

*59. Joungwon A. Kim, Divided Korea: The Politics of Development, 1945-1972 

*6o. Noriko Kamachi, John K. Fairbank, and Chuzo Ichiko, Japanese Studies of 

Modern China Since 1953: A Bibliographical Guide to Historical and Social-Science 
Research on the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Supplementary Volume for 

1953-1969 

6r. Donald A. Gibbs and Yun-chen Li, A Bibliography of Studies and Translations of 
Modern Chinese Literature, 1918-1942 
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62. Robert H. Silin, Leadership and Values: The Organization of Large-Scale Taiwan
ese Enterprises 

63. David Pong, A Critical Guide to the Kwangtung Provincial Archives Deposited at 
the Public Record Office of London 

*64. Fred W. Drake, China Charts the World: Hsu Chi-yu and His Geography of 1848 

*65. William A. Brown and Urgrunge Onon, translators and annotators, History 
of the Mongolian People's Republic 

66. Edward L. Farmer, Early Ming Government: The Evolution of Dual Capitals 

*67. Ralph C. Croizier, Koxinga and Chinese Nationalism: History, Myth, and the Hero 

*68. William]. Tyler, tr., The Psychological World ofNatsume Soseki, by Doi Takeo 

69. Eric Widmer, The Russian Ecclesiastical Mission in Peking during the Eighteenth 
Century 

*70. Charlton M. Lewis, Prologue to the Chinese Revolution: The Traniformation of 

Ideas and Institutions in Hunan Province, 1891-1907 

71. Preston Torbert, The Ching Imperial Household Department: A Study of Its Or
ganization and Principal Functions, 1662-1796 

72. Paul A. Cohen and John E. Schrecker, eds., Reform in Nineteenth-Century 
China 

73· Jon Sigurdson, Rural Industrialism in China 

74· Kang Chao, The Development of Cotton Textile Production in China 

75· Valentin Rabe, The Home Base of American China Missions, 1880-1920 

*76. Sarasin Viraphol, Tribute and Profit: Sino-Siamese Trade, 1652-1853 

77· Ch'i-ch'ing Hsiao, The Military Establishment of the Yuan Dynasty 

78. Meishi Tsai, Contemporary Chinese Novels and Short Stories, 1949-1974: An An
notated Bibliography 

*79. Wellington K. K. Chan, Merchants, Mandarins and Modern Enterprise in Late 
Ching China 

8o. Endymion Wilkinson, Landlord and Labor in Late Imperial China: Case Studies 
from Shandong by Jing Su and Luo Lun 

*8r. Barry Keenan, The Dewey Experiment in China: Educational Reform and Political 
Power in the Early Republic 

*82. George A. Hayden, Crime and Punishment in Medieval Chinese Drama: Three 
Judge Pao Plays 

*83. Sang-Chul Suh, Growth and Structural Changes in the Korean Economy, 191o-

1940 
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84. J. W. Dower, Empire and Aftermath: Yoshida Shigeru and the Japanese Experience, 

1878-1954 

85. Martin Collcutt, Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic Institution in Medie

val Japan 

86. Kwang Suk Kim and Michael Roemer, Growth and Structural Transformation 

87. Anne 0. Krueger, The Developmental Role of the Foreign Sector and Aid 

*88. Edwin S. Mills and Byung-Nak Song, Urbanization and Urban Problems 
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